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SUMMARY

This dissertation examines the relationship of ontology and soteriology - the classic problem of nature
and grace. Paul Tillich and Arnold van Ruler have been chosen as the best representatives of the
classical tradition of the reformation.
It is seen that although there is a significant formal difference between the theologies of these two
theologians, there is a material identity. The combination

of these two perspectives,

Tillich's

philosophical theology with Van Ruler's more traditional Calvinistic theology, helps to shed more light
on the subject.
The first subject to be considered is the ontological background for understanding reality as a whole.
This is discussed as the trinitarian-predestinarian-eschatological

framework of ontology. Everything

finds its possibility in the trinitarian being of God, its reality in the eternal decrees and its purpose in
the eschatological will of God. Creation has become (morally, not ontologically) separated from God
in the fall and therefore salvation is needed. Christology is a function of soteriology and is to be
understood in terms of substitution.
This salvation, gained in Christ, is expressed in us by the outpoured Holy Spirit according to the
eschatological will of God. Pneumatology is to be related to, and distinguished from christology. We
are not replaced by the Spirit, but taken into a relationship with God. This is to be understood in terms
of the struggle of the Spirit with the flesh. The presence of the Spirit is kerygmatic, paradoxical,
anticipatory and miraculous. There is an ambiguous and fragmentary realization of salvation in the
Spirit.
Proto logically and eschatologically there is an identity between culture (i.e. creation and history) and
the kingdom of God. But in time and space there is a duality (not a dualism). This finds expression in
the duality of church and state. The state is the kernel of culture and the church is the representative of
the kingdom. The state is essentially the servant of God, and insofar as it orders life it is serving God.
But it is separated from God and needs the church to call it back to its proper function.
Where there is the duality of church and state in a nation, there is a theocratic situation. This leads to
the Bible. That is a state where the Word is proclaimed and the state, because of its essential
relationship to God, can understand this proclamation. In a theocracy there is a partial union of creation
and salvation. Theocracy is a Spiritual reality. It is kerygmatic and paradoxical. It is not an ideal or an
ethical system imposed on life. It has a conservative character as it stands in opposition to the demonic.
As the document of God's struggle with the religious nationalism oflsrael, the Old Testament provides
the paradigm for a theocracy. In this sense a christianized state is an incidental repetition - mutatis
mutandis - of the nation ofIsrael.
Eschatologically, the particularity of salvation is completely done away with. The incarnation and the
outpouring are undone. Then there is only the triune God and the naked existence of creation.
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OPSOMMING
In hierdie proefskrif word ondersoek
(respektiewelik:

ingestel na die relasie tussen ontologie en soteriologie

natuur en genade) met behulp van Paul Tillich

en Arnold van Ruler as

verteenwoordigers van die klassieke Reformatoriese tradisie.
Dit blyk dat ten spyte van fonnele verskille tussen die teologiee van hierdie twee teolce, daar
materieel groot ooreenstemming bestaan. 'n Kombinasie van Tillich se filosofiese teologie met Van
Ruler se meer tradisioneel Calvinistiese benadering, werk verhelderend ten opsigte van die betrokke
problematiek.
Eers word die ontologiese
bestempel

as

die

agtergrond

van die werklikheid

trinitaries-predestiaans-eskatologiese

as sodanig ondersoek. Dit word

raamwerk

van

die

ontologie.

Die

moontlikheid van alle bestaan rus in die trinitariese wese, die werklikheid daarvan in die ewige
raad, en die doel daarvan in die eskatologiese wil van God. Die skepping het as gevolg van die val
(moreel, nie ontologies nie) verwyder geraak van God en gevolglik

is redding noodsaaklik.

Christologie is 'n funksie van soteriologie en moet verstaan word in terme van plaasbekleding.
Hierdie heil wat Christus bewerk het, kom tot gestalte in ons deur die uitstorting van die Heilige
Gees in ooreenstemming

met die eskatologiese wil van God. Pneumatologie

christologie, maar moet terselfdertyd onderskei word van laasgenoemde.

staan in relasie tot

Ons word nie deur die

Gees vervang nie, maar opgeneem in 'n verhouding met God. Dit moet verstaan word in terme van
die stryd van die Gees teen die vlees. Die teenwoordigheid

van die Gees is kerugmaties,

paradoksaal, antisiperend en wonderbaar. Daar is 'n dubbelsinnige

en fragmentariese realisering

van die heil in die Gees.
Hoewel protologies

en eskatologies

'n identiteit bestaan tussen kultuur (d w s skepping en

geskiedenis) en die koninkryk van God, vorm dit binne ruimte en tyd 'n dualiteit (nie dualisme nie).
Dit kom tot uitdrukking in die dualiteit van kerk en staat. Die staat is die kern van die kultuur en die
kerk die verteenwoordiger

van die koninkryk. In wese is die staat die dienskneg van God en in

soverre dit die lewe orden, staan dit in diens van God. Dit is egter vervreem van God en het die kerk
nodig om dit terug te roep tot sy eintlike funksie.
Waar daar 'n dualiteit bestaan van kerk en staat in 'n nasie, vind ons 'n teokratiese situasie. Dit is 'n
staat met die Bybel, waar die Woord verkondig word en die staat a g v sy wesenlike verbouding tot
God, die verkondiging kan verstaan. 'n Teokrasie is 'n Geestelike realiteit waarin daar reeds 'n
gedeeltelike vereniging van skepping en heil plaasvind. Dit is kerugmaties en paradoksaal. Dit is
nie 'n ideaal of 'n etiese sisteem wat die lewe opgele word nie. Dit het 'n konserverende karakter
wat staan in opposisie tot die demoniese.
Synde die dokument van God se worsteling met die religieuse nasionalisme van Israel, bied die Ou
Testament die paradigma vir 'n teokrasie. In hierdie sin is die gekerstende staat 'n insidentele
herhaling - mutatis mutandis - van Israel as nasie.
Eskatologies verdwyn die besonderheid van die verlossing. Die inkamasie en die uitstorting van die
Gees word ongedaan gemaak. Dan is daar aileen maar die drie-enige God en die naakte eksistensie.
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INTRODUCTION

Ontology and Soteriology

The main heading of this dissertation is : Ontology and the New Being. That is, this dissertation is
primarily about the relation of creation and salvation. There is no doubt that the question of the relation
of creation and salvation, ontology and soteriology, is as old as Christianity itself. This relation is also
not of secondary importance within Christian theology. I do not think that it would be an exaggeration
to say that the relation between creation and redemption is the primary problem that Christian doctrine
has struggled with since the beginning.
The Bible itselfbegins with creation, finds its centre in the salvation that is given in Jesus as the Christ,
and ends with the consummation of this salvation in the eschatological kingdom of God: the new
creation of the new heaven and earth. This is reflected in most of the creeds of the church, which begin
with God the creator, then discuss Jesus the saviour, then indicate the union of creation and salvation
in the Spirit of sanctification and end with the eschatological kingdom. This concern has also been
mirrored in the history of Christian thought.
This is the fundamental problem that has been described as: Nature and Grace. All theology is forced
to make a decision on this matter and there is no doubt that one's entire theological system is
determined by one's answer to this fundamental problem. Either salvation and creation are understood
Israelitically or they are understood Gnostically (Van Ruler). The value of this statement and the
importance of this problem is indicated by the following summary of some of the classical solutions
to this problem of the relationship of nature and grace.
Gnosticism was the first major heresy faced by the Christian church. Against the public traditions of
the Christian church, the Gnostics claimed to possess secret traditions known only to the initiated. They
rejected the Old Testament because it contradicted many of their fundamental tenets, especially their
dualistic and ascetic tendencies. The New Testament was not rejected but purged. This Gnostic
understanding was apparent in Marcion. He distinguished between the God ofthe Old Testament, the
God of law, and the God of the New Testament, the God of the gospel. He accepted the latter and
rejected the former. For the Gnostics the created world is evil; it was created by an evil god, the God
of the Old Testament. Salvation is liberation from the world, and is accomplished through ascetic
means. Salvation is salvation from creation and asceticism is ontological: the avoidance of created
reality.' This heresy sets the tone for every view that does not understand salvation and creation
Israelitically, in terms of the goodness of creation and the expiation of guilt.
The Roman Catholic understanding of nature and grace finds expression in the famous words of

) HOCT, pp. 33-50; Textbook of the History of Doctrines, R. Seeberg, Baker Book House,
Michigan, 1964, vol. 1, pp. 91-104, 118-140.
11
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Thomas Aquinas: Gratia non tollit naturam sed perjicit. "Grace does not abolish nature but perfects
it." Nature as such is fulfilled in supernature and supernature is grace. This is the structure of reality
which has existed from creation. God gave to Adam in paradise not only his natural abilities, but
beyond these a donum superadditum, a gift added to his natural gifts. This is the gift of grace by virtue
of which Adam could persist in a state of union with God.
After the fall, inpuris naturabilus, without the super-added gift of grace, mankind can still know and
serve God, exercise the natural virtues and even have the natural love for God. There is the possibility
of a pure religio naturalis . But God wants to give mankind a higher, supernatural, heavenly purpose.
For this purpose He must bestow the dona superaddita on man and woman, both before and after the
fall. He must bestow a supernatural grace on one, that allows one to know and love God in a higher
manner, that allows one to exercise the higher virtues, and allows one to attain the ultimate purpose of
the deificatio of the human nature. There is a quantitative distinction between nature and grace; the
religio naturalis is essentially different to the religio supernaturalis;

they are two different systems;

the ordo gratiae is much higher than the ordo naturae. The Catholic system is dependent not on the
contraries of grace and sin, but on the hierarchical difference between nature and supernature. Grace
is therefore dualistically

separated from nature and nature, although not seen as evil in itself, is

ultimately something that one must leave behind in the asceticism of poverty, chastity and obedience.'
This is an implicit Gnosticism. Created reality is as such certainly good and completely God's work,
but it is not yet the complete work of God. It must still be transsubstantiated

and elevated. It must be

taken into the higher order of grace. In this sense ordination or consecration must take place. The whole
is structured hierarchically and vertically. It is directed at the essence of God. Ultimately one must not
live one's own life - one must share the trinitarian life of God.4
The Reformed understanding of the relationship of nature and grace, on the other hand, is the only truly
'Israelitic'

presentation of this relation. There was revelation in the state of paradise, before the fall

(Gen. 1:28ff; 2: 16ff.), and therefore it was not made necessary by sin. There was even a revelation of
grace in the status integritatis, because the relationship between mankind and God was based on God's
love and goodness. The fall necessitated not revelation but the particular content of special revelation,
the gratia specialis, the revelation of God in Christ. Thus Reformed theology has generally carefully
distinguished creation and the covenant of works, on the one hand, from the covenant of grace and
salvation in Christ, on the other. God's creativity is simple and direct, providing individual being to all
beings - humanity appears simply as God's creation, rightly related to God. It is based on God's love,
holiness, glory and goodness. The grace of salvation is paradoxical, it gives fulfilment to that which is
separated from the source of fulfilment, and it accepts the unacceptable

2

Summa Theologiae,

la, 1,8.

3 BOCT, pp. 192-193; Bavinck, Gereformeerde
op. cit., II, pp. 1.14-116.
4

- humanity appears as sinful

Dogmatiek, I, pp. 327-331; IV, pp. 416-41.8; Seeberg,

ThW, I, pp. 171-172.
111
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and can only stand before God on the basis of Christ. It is based on God's mercy and special grace.
Thus, there is no mediation in the former, while there is in the latter, and it is generally agreed that
Christ is not included in the original creation and the covenant of works.' Bavinck writes: "De religio
is eerie v66r en na den val; dat ze echter Christiana is, dat is noodzakelijk geworden door de zonde. De
religio Christiana is een middel, geen doel; Christus is middelaar, maar het einde is 0 iJ e 0
i: u

TC

C; t

exTC exu r ex

exa t u, 1 Cor. 15 :28.,,6 This means that revelation cannot be separated from nature. There is no

quantitative difference between the religio naturalis and the religio supernaturalis, the ordo gratiae
is not higher than the ordo naturae, and there is no such thing as a pure religio naturalis - all religions
based on nature are superstition and the worship of idols.
The reformed idea of the relationship of creation and salvation posits a qualitative distinction between
nature and grace. In place of a physical distinction between nature and supemature, it talks of the ethical
distinction between sin and grace. The revelation and salvation that has been given in Christ stands not
against nature, but only against sin, that has entered the good creation as a 'strange' element. Thus there
is also a dualism in Protestant thought, but it is not a dualism of substances. It is a dualism of the
kingdom of God and the demonic powers which stand against it. It is not an identification of the created
with the fallen world. The fallen world is the distortion of the created world. Therefore, grace is not
another creation, but the re-establishment

of the original unity with God. Salvation is experienced as

expiatio and not elevatio and creation is understood Israelitically as God's good work, that we are called
to enjoy. In terms of sanctification we can say: natura commendat gratiam, gratia emendat naturam.
Grace repairs nature. From an eschatological point of view we must talk of a restitutio ad integrum, the
restitution of nature to its full potentialities.'
re-creatioi the eschatological

When these two ideas are combined, we get the idea of

re-creation of nature, on the basis of what it should be, and on the basis

of the repair that has been effected by the Holy Spirit."

5 Heppe, Reformed Dogmatics, Baker Book House, Michigan, 1978, pp. 192,291,296,385;
L.Berkhof,
Systematic Theology, Banner of Truth, Michigan, 1988, p. 272; C. Hodge, Systematic Theology, Thomas
Nelson and Sons, London, 1878, I, p. 566; II, pp. 117-118,357,455;
ST, I, p. 285. ThW, I, pp. 160-165. Both
creation and redemption are gracious in the sense that they are completely dependant on God alone. But there
is not a 'monism of grace' which encompasses both creation and redemption. L. Berkhof, op. cit.; ST, op. cit.;
O. Weber. Foundations of Dogmatics, Eerdmans, Michigan, 1983, I, p. 485.
6
7

Op. cit., I, pp. 329-330.
Bavinck, op. cit., pp. 329-332; HOCT, pp. 192-193.

8 According to Reformed theology generally, the idea of a re-creatio is better than that of a nova creatio.
It is true that in 2 Cor 5: 17 we come across the term X0: l V TJ X1: i o l C;. But when we remember the goodness of
creation and the fact that justification is the expiation of guilt. Then we must say that the word 'new,' in this
context, means 'renew.' Thus at no point can we translate the term X0: l V TJ X1: l 0 t C; as nova creatio but
exclusively as re-creatio, The old created reality is not thrown away that it may be replaced by another new
reality. The old is saved in the new. It goes through death, destruction, and the final judgement. But then it is
also resurrected. Precisely this is the fidelity, power and glory of God. We leave nothing behind except sin. The
new creation is a renewal of this creation. ThW, I, p. 168.
9 Thus Van Ruler writes: "Het artikel van de opstanding
van het vlees bevat de definitieve oplossing
van de verhouding van natuur en genade." ThW, I, p. 132.

IV
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Two other solutions to the problem of the relation of creation and redemption that need to be briefly
indicated are the barthian Christomonism and the Anabaptist idea of a nova creatio.
The barthian position understands nature (creation) as the external ground of the covenant and the
covenant as the internal ground of creation.
of God. Thus the Reformed
benevolence,

10

This means that creation finds its basis in the saving love

distinction between creation which is dependant

on God's love and

and the grace of salvation which is dependant on God's mercy and special grace, is

ignored. Everything is reduced to God's mercy and saving grace.

II

Barth can even say that the world

was "created and sustained by the little child that was born in Bethlehem, by the Man who died on the
Cross of Golgotha, and the third day rose again. That is the word of creation, by which all things were
brought into being.?" Thus the barthian position also ignores the traditional Reformed doctrine of the
Trinity and simply equates the Eternal Logos with Jesus Christ.
This does not mean that creation is seen as something bad in itself.

or does it imply that there can be

a pure religio naturalis next to the religio supernaturalis. The revelation that we have been given in
Christ is taken absolutely

seriously, but creation is no longer taken seriously. Essentially history

(nature) is understood as existing only under God's patience as a time given to repent. The work of the
Spirit is not distinguished

from the work of Christ and salvation (grace) is reduced to reconciliation -

there is no place for sanctification

and glorification. The kingdom of God is a purely transcendental

quantum which is not constructed

by mankind

but which comes to mankind.

It is a purely

eschatological quantum entirely distinct from human culture and history. The kingdom of God (or
salvation in terms of sanctification)
real or imagined progress of history.

is never present in history, either in a utopian perfection, or in the
13

Although this radical devaluation of history is certainly found in sections of Christianity, to be fair it
must be said that Barth himself retreated from this position. In his Church Dogmatics he takes seriously
the horizontal in contrast to the strictly vertical, the historical in contrast to the' primeval history' which
appeared in his Letter To The Romans as nothing more than the breakthrough and was not capable of
expansion.

14

History itself is saved and there is expression of salvation in history. But this expression

is never more than a witness to, and an echo of, the primeval history. Salvation finds its expression

10

Church Dogmatics,

Scribner, New York, 1962, III, 1.

II Van Ruler often criticizes
Barth of identifying ontology with soteriology (cf. In Gesprek Met Van
Ruler, Callenbach, Nijkerk, 1969, p. 45). Cf. J. Heyns, Dogmatiek, N.G Kerkboekhandel, Pretoria, 1978, pp.
102-103; P. F. Theron, Natuur en genade, Kerk en Volk, in: C J Wethmar, C J A Vos: In Woord op sy tyd. In
Teologiese Feesbundel Aangebied aan Professor Johan Heyns ter Herdenking van sy Sestigste Verjaarsdag,
Pretoria, NG Kerkboekhandel,
1988, p. 160.
12

Dogmatics

in Outline, SCM Press, London, 1988, p. 58.

13 ThW, VI, pp. 73-74; P. Tillich, What is Wrong with the 'Dialectic'
Religion, XV, no. 2, April 1935, pp. 134-135.

Theology? In, The Journal of

14 O. Weber, op. cit., p. 165; Berkouwer, The Return Of Christ, Eerdmans,
Michigan, 1981, pp. 26-30;
De Triomf Der Genade In De Theologie Van Karl Barth, Kok, Kampen, 1954, pp. 145-146. Barth himself
criticizes the e chatology of The Letter To The Romans in: Church Dogmatics, II, 1, pp. 634-635.

v
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purely in the thankfulness for grace.

15

Salvation is the ontological ground of everything and therefore,

even in the later Barth, history only exists under the patience of God.16
It would be incorrect to say that the barthian position says that we are saved from nature, or that it says
we are elevated above nature, but, nevertheless,
salvation. Therefore this understanding

nature is relegated to a mere stepping stone for

is more Gnostic than Israelitic.

Finally, the Anabaptist position of a nova creatio. The old creation has been completely ruined, it
cannot be repaired. It can only be completely replaced with a new creation. In the special revelation we
are not given a re-creatio, a renewed creation, but a nova creatio, an entirely new creation. The old
reality which came into being in the first creation is in no way restored, but simply set aside,
transcended, let go and abandoned to perdition. In place of the old reality, a brand new created reality
is established. In Jesus Christ, especially in his resurrection, this new creation has already appeared in
history. The resurrection

is the great tower of light on the field of history. It is an indication of the

eternal future, and many other elements in the historical process, especially in the history of Israel,
reflect this same light. But then there is only this single significance to history (or nature): this series
of indications of the future kingdom. There is only promise. Christian theology is only a theology of
hope.
The New Being of Jesus as the Christ is an indication of the New Being of the kingdom, but it is not
the functional basis of salvation as in Reformed thought. Much Christian thought is influenced by these
Anabaptist ideas. For example, the conviction that there exists an irreconcilable opposition between
justice and love, salvation and culture, state and church. Also, the belief that in regeneration an entirely
new life is placed in human beings from which a particular Christian culture then arises (e.g. A.
Kuyper). The fundamental

notion that dominates here is thus the idea of diastasis, the idea of the

absolute difference between creation and the new creation of salvation.
In this understanding

17

we are not saved from creation as such, but we are certainly saved from this

creation. Perhaps one could say that we are elevated above this creation, not into the trinitarian being
of God, but into the new creation. Anyway, this idea of a nova creatio is much closer to Gnosticism
than to an Israelitic understanding

of nature and grace.

15 G. C. van Niftrik, Een Beroerder Israels, Callenbach,
Nijkerk, 1949, pp. 82-83,93-94;
op. cit., p. 144.

Berkouwer,

16 Die Kirchliche
Dogrnatiek, Munchen, 1932, I, II, pp. 74-75. If ontology finds its essence in
soteriology and not in itself, then history is only meaningful to the extent that it leads to redemption. In this
context it is possible to say that all history is meaningful and returns in the eschaton. But the fact remains that
it is only meaningful because it has either led to or expressed primeval history, which is exclusively understood
in terms of salvation in Christ. Therefore there is no actualization of the kingdom (in terms of theocracy (Van
Ruler) or theonomy (Tillich) in history. The basic problem is that ontology, anthropology, pneumatology, and
eschatology are reduced to christology in the theology of Barth.
17 ThW, II, p. 223; VI, pp. 74-75; GCW, p. 33; CTTP, pp. 129-130; Bavinck, op. cit., pp. 159,276; III,
pp. 188,280; IV, pp. 275, 390, 396. A form of this position is, for instance, also found in J. Moltman who often
refers to an absolutely new creation in the eschaton, see The Crucified God, SCM Press, London, 1992, passim.
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These are some of the basic understandings

of the problem that this dissertation will deal with. All

theology eventually has to come face to face with this problem and make a decision.

18

From the above

it goes without saying, that the traditional Reformed view of nature and grace will be discussed and
defended. The primary aim of this dissertation is to look at this relationship and provide a framework
to understand and appreciate this problem, as well as supplying a point of view that has far reaching
implications for theology, the church and society as a whole.

Paul Tillich and Arnold van Ruler

The secondary title of this work is: The Relation of Creation and Salvation in the Theologies of Paul
Tiilich andArnold van Ruler. This narrows down the primary title and indicates that this study will deal
mainly with the thought of these two theologians. In a sense this dissertation is a study of the theology
ofTillich

and theology of Van Ruler. Nevertheless, it must not be thought that this study is meant as

a comparison of their theologies. This dissertation is not intended to be a discussion of the respective
merits and problems of the theologies of two different individuals. This study is meant to present a
clear, logical, comprehensive

and Reformed understanding of the relation of creation and salvation. I

have chosen to use the theologies of Paul Tillich and Arnold van Ruler to present this understanding.
Why Tillich and Van Ruler?

Why Tillich and Van Ruler? Well, in the first place it must be stated, quite bluntly, that I like what they
are saying. From a young age I attended Sunday School and Church and thus gained a knowledge of
Christianity from youth. But when I reached my teenage years I more or less rejected Christianity as
I understood it at the time. After many years of searching and dipping into other religions, philosophy
and a life of abandonment

to pleasure, I eventually read The Christian Church and the Old Testament

by Van Ruler. Suddenly things fell into place and I could embrace Christianity again. My previous
understanding had been more or less Barthian, and Van Ruler's emphasis on the importance oflife in
the material world, the enjoyment of creation, the significance of the Old Testament and the idea that
the incarnation of Christ was an emergency measure for the sake of creation, immediately struck a cord
in my heart and mind. At the same time I was reading Tillich, and although I found his works extremely
difficult to comprehend,

I had the feeling that he was saying something very important.

Hard study

bore this out. The fact that both Tillich and Van Ruler rebelled against Barth is also significant for me.
However, the point that I am making is not only that their respective theologies were existentially
important to me, but that I therefore also believe that their ideas are important and relevant to humanity
as a whole. Although their ideas may not light a fire in the heart and mind of everybody who hears

18 The purpose is not so much to find a solution to the problem of the relationship
of nature and grace,
but to indicate the decisions that have to be made and the results of these decisions. Cf. ThW, I, p. 121.
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them, I am sure that I am not the only individual that could benefit from their thought.

In the second place, there is no doubt that Tillich and Van Ruler were two of the most creative and
greatest theologians of the twentieth century. Nevertheless their work remains relatively obscure. G.W.
Bromiley notes: "The work of A.A. van Ruler is not as widely known in the English speaking world
as it deserves."!" It is hoped that this dissertation will make Van Ruler's work more accessible to the
English speaking world.
Tillich's work is also relatively obscure, but in a completely different sense. Tillich is no stranger to
the English speaking world.i'' Nevertheless, his philosophical manner of expressing himself makes his
thought very difficult to understand,

for instance, by the average minister or lay-christian

interested in reading theology. Indeed, he has been called 'the theologian's

theologian':"

that is

precisely

19 CCOT, p. 5. Cf. Contemporary
Protestant Dutch Theology, 1. John Hesselink, Reformed Review,
winter, 1973, vol. 26, no. 2, p. 84. John Bolt writes: "Outside of a small circle of Reformed Churches in America
(R.C.A.) theologians, which includes some who were his students at the University of Utrecht, the Dutch
Reformed theologian Arnold A. van Ruler (1908-1970) is barely known in North America. " (CTTP, p. ix.)
Most of Van Ruler's works remain untrans1ated. All that is available is: The Christian Church and the Old
Testament (Grand Rapids, Eerdmans, 1971); a few devotional works: The Greatest of These is Love, translated
by Lewis B. Smedes (Grand Rapids, Eerdemans, 1958), God's Son and God's World, translated by Lewis B.
Smedes (Grand Rapids, Eerdrnans, 1960), and Zechariah Speaks Today (London, Lutterworth Press, 1962); the
most comprehensive introduction to his thought can be found in: Calvinist Trinitarianism and Theocentric
Politics (Edwin Mellen Press, Lewiston, 1989), which contains eight of his most important essays, translated
by John Bolt; only two doctoral studies have been written in English about Van Ruler: An Inquiry into the
Theology ofF.D.E. Schleiermacher and A.A. van Ruler with Questions for America (Paul Fries, University of
Utrecht, 1979), and Sovereignty and Saeculum: Arnold A. van Ruler's Theocratic Theology (Tjaard G.
Hommes, unpublished Th.D. Dissertation, Harvard University, 1966). These doctoral dissertations are also
extremely difficult to obtain - at least I have not been able to get hold of them. There is one English M.A. thesis
available on Van Ruler: A.A. van Ruler's Doctrine of the 'Messianic Intermezzo' and its implications for
Understanding the Old Testament (Garth Hodnett, unpublished M.A. thesis, University of the Witwatersrand,
1994). Finally, there is a handful of articles about Van Ruler: two critical essays responding to CCOT, one by
J.J. Stamm and the other by Th.C. Vriezen in the volume Essays on Old Testament Hermeneutics (ed. By Claus
Westermann, translated by James Luther Mays, Richmond, Va, Fortress, 1963, pp. 200-223); articles by: 1. John
Hesselink, Tjaard G. Hommes, Paul Fries, and Eugene Heideman in a theme issue of Reformed Review, XXVI,
no. 2, Winter, 1973; also another article by Paul Fries (a summary of part of his doctoral dissertation in
Reformed Revi ew, (XXXIX, no. 3, Spring, 1986, pp. 206- 214); Christo Lombard in The ReI evance ofTheolo gy
for the 1990's (ed. J. Mouton and B.C. Lategan, HSRC, Pretoria, 1994, pp. 549-569). There was a conference
regarding Van Ruler's theology in 1995 at the University of Utrecht. The Rijksuniverseit of Utrecht is preparing
to publish the full Van Ruler bibliography. Van Ruler is also constantly being discovered in contexts outside
of the Netherlands (I have come across a Web page entitled Service for Translation of Van Ruler's Theology
into Japanese).

It would be absurd to try and list all the English works by and about Paul Tillich. This would take an
entire book itself and has been done by Richard C. Crossman: Paul Tillich: A comprehensive Bibliography and
Keyword Index of Primary and Secondary Writings in English, ATLA Bibliography Series, no. 9, Scarecrow
press, Metuchen, 1983. Of course, this list has expanded since this book was published in 1983.
20

21 He has also been called a philosopher's
philosopher, just like Einstein was called the scientist's
scientist. Walter Leibrecht, A Handbook of Christian Theologians, eds Martin E. Marty and Dean G. Peerman,
Abingdon Press, Nashville, 1991, p. 485. Referring to Tillich's analysis of the problems and solutions of his
'theology of culture' L. Gilkey notes: "To most theologians, this analysis is too concerned with culture and too
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because his work is so difficult to understand. It is hoped that this dissertation will make Tillich's work
more accessible and understandable.

This will be done by relating his philosophical

theology to Van

Ruler's more traditional theological expression. This leads us to the next point.

In the third place, theology has always faced the problem of using conditioned language to express
unconditional truths. It is fairly easy to see that talking about God must be very different from talking
about the ordinary things and persons that we corne across in the world, and that, in spite of the
similarity of their names, theology must be very different from geology." Deutero-Isaiah express the
problem: "to whom then will you liken God, or what likeness compare with him?" (lsa. 40: 18)
However,

if this was all that was said on this issue and religious experience

were absolutely

inexpressible, then it would follow that the reflective attempt, called 'theology,' to explicate the content
of religious faith in words, is an altogether mistaken endeavour, and those who hold such a faith ought
to remain silent. "Whereof one cannot speak, thereon one must be silent.,,23
Nevertheless, this is not all that is said, we also read things such as: "As a father pities his children, so
the Lord pities those who fear him." (Ps. 103: 13). To cut a long story short, traditionally theology has
used language in an analogical or symbolic manner. Certainly theology does not have the clarity of
assertions such as 'The sky is blue' or 'The cat sat on the mat,' and theological language is not
univocal, it indicates something 'more' when it refers to God. But, equally, it is not equivocal, the
words that it uses do say something meaningful, as those particular words. Theology cannot speak
directly (univocally) about God, but its assertions are meaningful. Now, the point is not a discussion
of the problem of religious language, but simply to point out that theology speaks analogously, it uses
certain concepts and ideas to properly express the inexpressible.
Both Tillich and Van Ruler accept the idea of the analogia entis, the use of symbols to express
theological realities, and warn about the use of wrong symbols."
In using these symbols theology attempts to express "the eternal truth of its foundation.t'" The task of

dominated by philosophical procedures and categories to be legitimate. To almost all philosophers, this analysis
as philosophical is comprehensible, but it is not quite acceptable. Its premises are neither those of cultural
common sense nor are they demonstrable, it is far too religious, too dependent on strange religious myths, and
it is unquestionably too gloomy." TTOPT, p. 30; cf, p. 85. When Tillich read one of his papers to a group of
professional philosophers, one of them, G .E. Moore, said: "Now really, Mr. Tillich, I don't think that I have
been able to understand a single sentence of your paper. Won't you please try to state one sentence or even one
word, that I can understand." ibid, p. 167.
22

J. Macquarrie,

God-Talk, SCM Press, London, 1967, p. 11.

23 L. Wittgenstein,
Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus,
trans. G.K. Ogden (London, Kegen Paul, 1922, p.
27; cf. J. Macquarrie, op. cit. p. 24. Of course, some theologians have attempted to take God out of theology.
Paul van Buuren writes that it is not only the case that, as Nietz che said, God is dead; "the problem now is that
the word 'God' is dead." (The Secular Meaning of the Gospel, SCM Press, London, 1963, p. 103). To meet this
problem he argues that theology should give up talking about God, and be reduced to talking about parts of
history and ethics. But this is no longer theology (the logos of theos).
24

See Chapter One.

25

ST, I, p. 3; cf. ThW, I, pp. 10-11; 120.
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theology is the statement of the truth of the Christian message and the interpretation of this truth for
every new generation." The problem is that it is easy to confuse eternal truth with a temporal
expression of this truth.
Thus we have made two points so far: theology uses symbols, and all theology is a historically
conditioned attempt to express the eternal truth of its foundation. It is hoped that by relating the work
of Paul Tillich and Arnold van Ruler this dissertation will be able to more clearly express the eternal
truth of the foundation of theology.
Tillich and Van Ruler often use very different symbols and they certainly employ completely different
'language-games.

,27

Van Ruler generally uses traditional theological language while Tillich notes that

his own theology "deviates from the ordinary use of biblical language in systematic theology - that is,
to support particular assertions with appropriate biblical quotations. Not even the more satisfactory
method of building a theological system on the foundation of a historical-critical

'biblical-theology'

is directly applied, although its influence is present in every part of the system. Instead, philosophical
and psychological

concepts are preferred, and references to sociological and scientific theories often

appear. ,,28
There is an enormous difference between the mode of expression used by these two theologians. It is
precisely this that makes it so important and enlightening to see their ideas and symbols side by side.
I have already indicated the difficulty of symbolic theological language. I would like to point out
another difficulty. Not only is it easy to overlook the symbolic nature of this language, but, when one
is busy with a particular school of theology, it is easy to become engrossed in the internal consistency
of the theological system, how it relates to what is said by other theologians, creeds and the Bible, but
to completely miss the spiritual, existential and eternal theological truth that it is supposed to be
pointing to.
Personally, I have found that in expressing the relation of ontology to soteriology in the very different
idiom of these two theologians,

I have been forced to 'see' a truth that I may never have properly

understood. When the same idea is expressed in two very different ways it is amazing how much light

26 ST, I, p. 3; "Geen enkele formulering van de traditie is onveranderlijk.
Ze zijn aIle door en door
historisch bepaald en dat niet toevallig, maar uit de aard van de zaak: omdat het gaat om het heil als historische
realiteit met haar inherente betekenis ciat d66r elke nieuwe generatie toegeeigend en aan elke nieuwe generatie
doorgegeven moet worden." ThW, I, p. 112.

Perhaps the term 'language game' is too strong. I do not mean to imply that the characteristic
functions and meanings which their linguistic utterances fulfil and convey in their particular theological-cultural
settings are different. They are both theologians. They are both trying to express eternal truth in their historically
conditioned language. They both use symbolic language to express their ideas. They both stretch language to
its limits to express the unconditional truth of the ground of being. There is no material difference between their
theologies (i.e. in so far as their literary expressions are indeed theological). I only mean to imply that their
respective theologies use a very di fferent type of expression and therefore have different norms of appropriate
language usage. In other words, there is a definite formal difference between their thought. Therefore it is
relatively easy to see the internal consistency of either system without ever relating them. But, it is precisely
when we relate their theologies that we gain a deeper insight into the eternal truth of the foundation of theology.
27

28

ST, III. p. 4.
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it sheds on that idea. It is hoped that by relating the ideas of these two theologians

a greater

understanding will be attained of the eternal truth that they are pointing to."

In the fourth place, we must point to the fact that they are both saying the same thing. We presupposed
this in the previous point when we indicated the importance of seeing the same idea expressed in two
different ways. They are both pointing to the same eternal truth.
No doubt, the initial reaction of many people to hearing this would be: "Tillich and Van Ruler saying
the same thing. Never!"
This could only be a 'knee-jerk'

reaction not based on any in depth study. There is certainly no study

that indicates any difference between them. However, there is an article that favourably relates the work
of these two theologians."
There is certainly no reason to presuppose that they are not saying the same thing, in their own way.
I began this study with the presupposition that Tillich and Van Ruler were saying more or less the same
thing. But even I am surprised at the degree of similarity that I have discovered.
In the last point I emphasized

the difference between these two theologians. In this point we are

emphasizing the similarity. They were contemporaries

and were influenced by the same intellectual

milieu. They struggled with the same problems and both rebelled against the theology of Karl Barth.
They both understood

their theologies

as apologetic,

providing

solutions to the contemporary

problems." This is why it is also so important and illuminating to see their theological ideas side by
side. It is not the relating of two absolutely different theologies that are answering absolutely different
problems. The differences between their respective theologies only serve to highlight the similarities.
Given that Tillich and Van Ruler were contemporaries and that they are widely regarded as two of the
greatest theologians of the twentieth century, it is strange that there are no systematic studies relating,
comparing or contrasting their thought. The only study that I am aware of is the very brief article by
B. Engelbrecht, mentioned above, which looks at the place of pneuma tology in their theology. In this
essay he notes:

"Ek gee graag toe dat ek Tillich hier as 't ware in Van Ruleriaanse tenninologie vertaal. Ek wil
egter aan die hand doen dat dit die moeite werd is om hierdie twee teoloe saam te sien staan in
hul ontkenning van die moontlikheid om die heil wat in Christus gegee is, direk (of dit nou in

29 Hopefully this dissertation
will convince the reader that they are indeed pointing to the eternal truth.
"Maar dat berust op een keuze van het hart. Er ligt geloof aan ten grondslag ... In de keuze van het hart treedt
dan het element van de voorkeur op. In het geloofhet element van de intuitie en de divinatie." ThW, I, p. 21
30 B. Engelbrecht,
Die Fragrnentariese en Teenstrydige Karakter van Die Inwoning en Werk van Die
Gees - Fragrnente Uit Die Pneumatologiese Denke van Paul Tillich en A.A. van Ruler, in Koninkryk, Kerk en
Kosmos, Pro-Christo Publications, Bloemfontein, 1989, pp. 33-47.
31 We will give a broad characterization
of their theology below, where we will provide a short
biography of Tillich and Van Ruler as well as a brief characterization of their theology.
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die teologie of die prediking, in politieke propaganda of in 'n revolusionere ideologie is) op die
wereld in sy verdorwenheid

te betrek.?"

This leads us to the final point, the relevance of the theologies of Paul Tillich and Arnold van Ruler for
today. It is easy to say that they died over thirty years ago and, while what they wrote about was
certainly relevant in their particular situation, the world has moved on and these things are no longer
the 'issues of the day.' This idea would seem to be borne out by the fact that very little attention has
been paid to their work in recent years. At least, very few books or dissertations have been written in
the last twenty years or so that deal specifically with the thought of either theologian."

Certainly they

have not been forgotten, and they are often referred to either in support of a specific position or as
examples of important 'deviations'

from Christian doctrine. But, it seems to me that their theological

systems as a whole have ceased to be regarded as relevant and have been relegated to books dealing
with the history of theology, for students to learn, criticize and move on."
Are Tillich and Van Ruler relevant for today? This includes the following questions: which issues were
seen to be relevant by them? Were they occupied with superficial and passing matters related to the
fashions and fads of the time? Could they determine what was important in the long run? Does their
work contribute towards perspectives pertaining to the future?" These questions can only be answered
throughout the dissertation as a whole. But we can give a brief indication of this relevance. Tillich and
Van Ruler were both centrally

concerned with the relationship

between Christianity

and culture,

between creation and salvation. They both worked this out in pneumatological terms in their description
of theocracy (Van Ruler) or theonomy (Tillich). We have already indicated the importance of the
question of the relation of creation and salvation, so we will move on to look at the importance of the
pneumatological manner in which they worked out this relation. Karl Barth wrote: "I personally think
that a theology of the Spirit might be alright after A.D. 2000, but now we are still too close to the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It is still too difficult to distinguish between God's Spirit and man's

32

Ibid, p. 39.

33 That is not to say that absolutely
no works have dealt specifically with their ideas in the last twenty
years or so. I may be mistaken, but I am aware of very few recent works dealing with them, especially so in the
case of Van Ruler.
34 The intellectual
world is often driven by the desire to be avant garde, to be on the forefront of new
ideas and new critical issues. This is not a bad thing in itself. Knowledge, history and culture must progress. But
not at the cost of what it has already attained. Kuitert accused Van Ruler of no longer being avant garde. Van
Ruler answered that he was avant garde because he wanted theocracy, but added, "Ja, soms heb ik het gevoel,
dat ik tegenwoordig helemaal met Tito in de bergen zit en dat ik helemaal een partisanen-bestaan leid, doordat
ik totaal eenzaam bezig ben, enorme legers te bevegten ... Het is dus helemaal niet zo, dat ik lekker in het oude
terugkruip en zeg: zo moet het wezen. Maar ik zeg eenvoudig: wat tegenwoordig naar voren gebracht wordt,
daar zitten waarheidselementen in." InGesprek met Van Ruler, Callenbach, Nijkerk, 1969, pp. 33-35. The truly
avant garde goes back to the truth and does not get lost in the fads and fashions of the day!
35

Cf., C. Lombard, The Relevance of Van Ruler's Theology, pp. 549-550.
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spin t. ,,36
But the concern of both Tillich and Van Ruler is to pneumatologically

relate creation and sal vation. Van

Ruler once said:

"Zodra de dingen georganiseerd worden, komt men uiteindelijk altijd weer terug bij deze twee
brandpunten

van de ellips. In onze tijd kan men om de idee van de theocratie alleen maar

lachen, maar ik ben er van overtuigd dat men in die eenentwintigste

eeuw zal merken dat dit de

clou van de hele grap is.,,37

Well, we are now in the twenty-first century and it is precisely this pneumatologically

worked out

presence of God in creation that gives the theology ofTillich and Van Ruler such relevance for today.
B. Engelbrecht notes: "Ek is, hoe langer hoe meer, daarvan oortuig dat die waarheid of valsheid van

elke teologie - ten minste van elke kerugmatiese teologie - wat hom as Christelijk aandien, uitgemaak
word op die punt van die pneumatologie.?" He continues:

"Dit is juis dit wat, myns insiens, aan die teologie van Van Ruler en die van Tillich so 'n
blywende aktualiteit verleen. God wat in die hede met die mens, die wereld en die geskiedenis
worstelend handel om sy koninkryk 'n gestalte te laat kry, is God die Heilige Gees. Ter wille
van alle duidelikheid:

dit is dus 'n ander manier as die van God die Verlosser.?"

It is precisely this 'theology of the Spirit' that makes their theologies so relevant, even for today. W.
Leibrecht indicates this significance:

"Tillich alone among the great Protestant thinkers of our time still strongly believes that the

36

Karl Barth's Table Talk, ed. John Godsey, John Knox Press, Richmond, p. 28.

37 In a discussion
with G. Puchinger, Hervorrnd- Gereforrneerd Gesprek, p. 366. Cf. Woord en
Werkelijkheid, pp. 7-8,25; C. Lombard, Adama , Thora en Dogma: Die Samehang van Aardse Lewe, Skrif en
Dogma in die Teologie van A.A. van Ruler, ThD Dissertation, University of the Western Cape, 1996, p. 4, note
15.
38 He explains this point thus: "Die beslissende
vraag waarvoor ons as teoloe - en elke denkende en
getuigende Christen is daarby ingesluit - gestel word, is dit: Is ons bereid om te aanvaar dat die heil, wat op 'n
volmaakte wyse in Christus gegee is, in die toe-eieningswerk van die Gees en die mens, drasties - selfs wesenlik
- gerelativeer word? En dit word nie slegs gerelativeer nie, dit word ook misvorrn en mismaak, so erg dat dit
veelal onherkenbaar word. Daarby is dit ironies dat, hoe absoluter die enkele mens, die kerk, die vereniging of
die sekte die toe-eiening van Christus en sy heil opvat, hoe onherkenbaar is die 'Christelike' gestalte wat dit in
ons en in hulle aanneem. Hiper-Christelikheid
of fanatiese Christelikheid is sonder uitsondering demonies,
Daarom is een van die belangrikste take van die teologie te alle tye die beklemtoning en, selfs tot vervelens toe,
die herbeklemtoning van die waarheid dat ons die beil op die marrier van die Heilige Gees en nie op die manier
van Christus nie (wat onmoontlik is) deelagtig is." Op. Cit., pp. 39-40. Cf. The Indwelling ofTbe Holy Spirit,
B. Engelbrecht, Journal of Theology for Southern Africa, March, No. 30, pp. 19-33, No. 31, pp. 36-45.

39

Op. Cit., p. 40.
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Gospel is of such nature and power that it transforms the whole of life. He believes that this
Gospel is the power of reconciliation and renewal in this world and for this world in its totality.
He alone dares to spell out the forms and structures not only of crises but of renewal and the
ways in which reconciliation

in reality is achieved. He dares to have a vision of what man

essentially is, and of what culture essentially is in its God-given structure and purpose""

It is this broad trinitarian and pneumatological

framework that gives Tillich's theology such relevance.

M.K. Taylor writes that even though there are issues that Tillich often does not directly address:

"rarely does Tillich fail to provoke and equip us in some way for reflecting on, and acting in
relation to, the distinctive problems we discern ... It is to his credit that he pointed future
theologians not back to the general ontology he had formulated, but forward to the systematic
theologian's

necessary 'emphasis on the particular.

,,>'II

Similar things have been said about Van Ruler. 1. John Hesselink writes:

"Van Ruler, like Calvin, could be described as a 'theologian

of the Holy Spirit' ... [His]

theology represents a post Barthian attempt to recognise in all things - the church, the state,
culture, history, and humanity - the redeeming activity of God through the Holy Spirit ... There
is much which we can learn from him: his concern not just for the church and individual
salvation but for the whole created order; his positive and joyful evaluation of this earth and our
life as the sphere of the Kingdom of God; his vision of a Christian culture and the sanctification
of the whole earth; and his evangelistic zeal in recalling the church to its proper apostolic
calling."?

A Handbook of Christian Theologians, ed. M.E. Marty and D.G. Peerman, Abingdon Press, Nasville,
1991, p. 500. Paul Lehmann writes: ''No theologian ... in the tradition of the Reformation has addressed himself
to the tremendous responsibility for culture, for the life of man as it is actuaJJy lived in time and space, with the
passion and persistence, the consecration and learning that marks Paul Tillich's life-long work." Journal of
Religion, 46, No.3, April, 1966, p. 199.
40

41 Paul Tillich: Theologian
1987, pp. 12,36.

of the Boundaries, The Making of Modem Theology, III, Collins, London,

42 Op. Cit., pp. 84, 85. P. Heideman
notes that while Van Ruler had a good knowledge of the whole
range of church history and theology, the development of his thought was firmly rooted in the soil and
atmosphere of the Netherlands. But it is precisely this that gives his thought relevance for today. "He seldom
travelled outside his own country and was not personally involved in the meetings of the world-wide
eccle iastical assemblies and conferences. It was this profound wrestling with his own country's history,
theology, and church life which enabled him to open up new paths for the understanding of the issues facing
the church everywhere; while others were working on a wide front, he was digging deep. "Ibid., p. 136.
Cf.,Confrontatie Met Van Ruler, W.H. Velema, I.H. Kok, Kampen, 1962, pp. 9-10. Van Ruler's works never
give the impression of being overly concerned with particular and limited' issues of the day.' They really do
'digdeep' and express the 'perennial issues.' This can be seen in a comparison with something like Berkouwer's
Studies in Dogmatics, which is certainly informative and good theological work, but seems to be very dated by
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It is exactly this that prompts Paul Fries to write: "Van Ruler's trinitarian theology with its focus on
pneumatology makes him a theologian 'for all seasons.

",43

Although I do not intend to consider any specific problem that we are facing in South Africa at the
present moment, it is hoped that this dissertation will indicate broad solutions to some major problems
that we are facing. To be more precise, it is hoped that this dissertation will provide a way in which to
understand some of the major issues that confront South Africa in the present.

Tillich and Van Ruler: Similarities, Differences and the Question of Mutual Influence

We will begin with the question of mutual influence of these two theologians on each other.
Although it is true to say that they were contemporaries,

it must also be remembered that Tillich was

already a respected and well known theologian when Van Ruler was still a student. In fact it is reported
that as a student Van Ruler was fascinated by Tillich.
aware of Tillich. Of course, both these theologians

44

Be this as it may, it is certain that Van Ruler was
are notorious for their lack of references, but,

nevertheless, it is strange that Van Ruler hardly ever refers to Tillich. Personally, I have only found two
references to Tillich by Van Ruler. Both of these references express his agreement with Tillich's idea
of God as our 'ultimate concern.

,45

In the same breath, he refers to God as 'the ground of being.t'" a

specifically Tillichian term, and does not distance himself from TiIlich's understanding of it. As far as
I can see, Van Ruler has also never overtly or covertly entered into any form of polemic with Tillich.
This is, admittedly, not much to go on, but it seems safe to say that, from Van Ruler's writings, there
is a small indication of professed agreement with Tillich and no indication of professed disagreement.

On the other hand, it seems safe to say that Tillich was not even aware of the existence of Van Ruler.
In his book on the history of Christian thought, which discusses philosophers and theologians from the
beginning of Christianity

up to K. Barth and Existentialism,

he does not refer to a single Dutch

theologian, but only says: "In Holland, during the nineteenth century, there developed a split between
the critical attitude on the one side (the liberal church took into itself all the critical elements of
liberalism) and the Orthodox Calvinist Church on the other side, which maintained the traditional

comparison to Yan Ruler's work.
43 Ibid., p. 133. C. Lombard writes that Yan Ruler's pneumatic anthropology may be one of the few
Christian approaches which "can provide a viable and relevant theoretical framework for all the human issues
of life and death facing us in the twenty first century." The Relevance ofYan Ruler's Theology, p. 554.
44 In C. Lombard, The Relevance ofYan Ruler's Theology, p. 555. Lombard gives Areopagus, 1981,
14:2, as his reference for this. I do not have access to this source, so I am not sure what exactly it says, nor on

whose authority it says this.
45

Ik Geloof, pp. 21-22; Th W, I, p. 12.

46

Ik Geloof, p. 22.
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theology with great tenacity. But during this period there were no new theological solutions [to unite
liberal humanism with orthodoxy] in Holland.?"

ow we will briefly look at some of the similarities between Tillich and Van Ruler.
In the first place, they were both influenced by, more or less, the same major thinkers, that is, Kant,
Hegel, Kierkegaard, Schleiennacher,

Troeltsch, Barth, Sartre and, of course, Plato, Aristotle, Augustine,

Luther and Calvin.
They both stood squarely

in the tradition

of the theology

of mediation,

in the tradition

of

Schleiermacher who wanted to make Christian theology meaningful to modem man. They both wanted
to develop a philosophy of history that would provide a framework for understanding

all reality. They

both wanted to integrate Hegel (essence) with Kierkegaard (existence), philosophy wi th theology. They
both rejected Barth's supranaturalism.

In the second place, there is a terminological

and structural similarity in their thought.

Both refer to God as 'the ground of being. ' Both accept the decisive importance of Calvin's idea of the
kingdom of God and the possibility
paradoxical presence of salvation.

of the christianization

As theologians,

of culture, and Luther's

idea of the

Tillich and Van Ruler obviously

share many

theological terms, although Van Ruler tends toward traditional theological language while Tillich
prefers more philosophical

language.

There is, a will be seen in the bulk of this dissertation, also a striking similarity in the structure of their
thought: The centrality of Christ, the importance of eschatology, the significance of pneuma to logy, the
pre ence of salvation in culture as a theonomy (Til1ich) or theocracy (Van Ruler), the distinction
between creation and salvation, and the importance of the Old Testament for theological thought.

We have already discussed the major difference between Tillich and Van Ruler: that of the linguistic
idiom that they make use of. Another difference is Tillich's world-wide involvement compared to Van
Ruler's 'provincialism.'

The only other difference that I want to indicate here is the fact that Tillich has systematized his most
important ideas in his three volume Systematic Theology while Van Ruler has expressed

himself

mainly in short essays, in an aphoristic and playful manner." Tj. G. Hommes has referred to Van
Ruler's work as "a gallery of drawings.'?" Haitjema affirms this as something positive: "Gelukkig werd

47 HOCT, p. 302. There is a good chance that Tillich could not even understand Dutch and did not read
the work of any Dutch theologians.
48

Whole sections of some of his essays consist of rhetorical questions.

49 Sovereignty
and Saeculum: A.A. van Ruler's Theocratic Theology, Harvard Dissertation, J 967, p.
2. Interestingly after reading Tillich 's Systematic Theology T.M. Greene writes: "1 get from these writings the
impression not of a completed composition, but of a careful charcoal sketch on a very large canvas." TTOPT,
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Van Ruler in zijn dogmatische rijpingsproces nooit een systeembouwer,

die de indruk maakte met aIle

dogmatische problemen klaar te zijn.,,50
However, Tillich, who did construct a system, distinguishes an incomplete system from a 'summa' and
writes that his (incomplete) system "is a dynamic unity, open for new insights, even after the whole has
been formulated.'?'

But he also notes a problem with his systematic expression of his work: "There is

even in a well organized
indefiniteness

work, such as my Systematic

Theology, a certain inconsistency

and

of terminology; there is the influence of different, sometimes competitive motives of

thought, and there is a taking for granted of concepts and arguments which have been dealt with in other
pleces?"
If this is a problem-in an organized systematic work, how much more so is it a problem in a collection
of essays, a 'gallery of drawings'v'"

The Question of Development

and Change of Ideas in the Theologies of Tillich and Van Ruler

This is topical because of some things said, especially of Van Ruler, by Van Hoof, Kuitert, Rothuizen
and H. Berkhof. Van Hoof claims that Van Ruler's thought is marked by three, largely discontinuous
and contradictory, phases of thought, and that the older Van Ruler has backed down from his original
theocratic position."
Kuitert writes that, although he believes that Van Ruler's theology has the ability to lead an orthodoxprotestant avant-garde

theocratic

movement,

Van Ruler himself has retreated from this leading

position. 55Rothuizen thinks that Van Ruler's defence of theocracy, over the years, retreated so much
that we can speak of a qualitative difference between the younger and the older Van Ruler.i"
H. Berkhof also writes that after 1965 there was a reduction in Van Ruler's theocratic vision. This
reduction was a reduction from theocracy to a defence of the classical confessional inheritance of the
church."

p.85.

50Quoted in C. Lombard, Adama, Thora, Dogma, p. 44, note 45.
51ST, II, p. 3; cf., I, p. vii.
52

TTOPT, p. 15.

53Tillich writes that one of the main reasons he published his theological system was to help his
students understand his system, and have in print what they heard in his lectures. ST, I, p. viii.
54 Intermezzo, pp. 280, 288. This entire book is concerned with the development, change and
contradictions that Van Hoof thinks to find in Van Ruler's work. Interestingly Van Hoof quotes Kuitert (In
Gesprek, p. 33) in support of the idea that the older Van Ruler has backed down from his original theocratic
Land,but he does not quote Van Ruler's answer to this allegation.
55In Gesprek, pp. 33-34.
56Woord en Werkelijkheid, pp. 64-65.
57Een Kwarteeuw Theologie, in Kerk en Theologie, April, J 975.
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Referring to Van Hoof, C. Lombard writes:

"Hoewel dit een van die groot verdienstes van Van Hoof se navorsing is dat hy Van Ruler se
oeuvre kronologi es (in terme van historiese literatuurplasing)

probeer benader het, wil dit by

nadere ondersoek blyk dat hy treng in terme van sy eie dogrnatiese hipotese gewerk het; die
hipotese naamlik dat Van Ruler die trinitariese basis van sy teokrasie via drie fases ontwikkel
het - die 'Christ

logiese;' 'pneumatologiese'

en 'protologiese'

fases, agtereenvolgens.

Deur

middel van hierdie benadering dui Van Hoofwel op problematiese aspekte in die ontplooi van
Van Ruler se denke, maar sy skema doen strak, eensydig en geforseerd aan.?"

Van Hoof's understanding

will leave his interpretation

The other question

of Van Ruler's thought has not been generally accepted,"

and therefore we

of the development of Van Ruler's theology without further ado.

is whether the later Van Ruler gave up his theocratic vision and retreated to a

defence of the clas ical dogmas of the reformed church. In his answer to Kuitert, Van Ruler said:

"Ik ben a ant-garde-theoloog,

omdat ik theocratie wil ... [maar] soms heb ik het gevoel, dat ik

tegenwaardig met Tito in de bergen zit en dat ik helemaal een partisanen-bestaan

leid, doordat

ik totaal eenzaam bezig ben, enorme legers te bevechten ... Het is dus helemaal niet zo, dat ik
lekker in het oude terugkruip
tegenwordig

en zeg: zo moet het wezen. Maar ik zeg eenvoudig:

naar voren gebracht wordt, daar zitten waarheidselementen

wat

in.,,60

J.M. Hasselaar asked Van Ruler ifthere was a change and development in his thought. He received a

58 Adama, Thora, Dogma, p. 16. Lombard also wrote his M. thesis in repudiation of Van Hoof's forced
scheme for understanding Van Ruler: Kontinuiteit en Diskontinuiteit in die Denke van A.A. van Ruler - 'n
Kritiese Gesprek met P. van Hoof oor die Aktualiteit van die 'Intermezzo,' University of the Western Cape,
Bellville, Cape Town, 1983.
59
an Hoof' book was not well received in Holland: Aalders, De Kunst vanhet Verstaan, in Hervormd
Weekblad, 20 March, 1975, pp. 189-190; Jager, Resensie: P. van Hoof: Intermezzo, Vox Theologica, no. 4,
1974· Plaisier, Een Dissertatie over Van Ruler, in Areopagus, 1975,8/1-2, pp. 28-42.1n their study of Van Ruler
both Hendriks (Kerk enAmbt in de Theologie van A.A. van Ruler, Amsterdam, Buijten en Schipperheijn, 1977,
Dissertation) and Rebel (Pastoraat in Pneumatologisch Perspektief - Een Theologische Verantwoording vanuit
het Denken van A.A. van Ruler, Kampen, Kok, 1981, (Dissertation» reject Van Hoof's understanding of Van
Ruler. B. Engelbrecht has also told me that he does not accept Van Hoof's understanding of Van Ruler.

He explains: "Ik heb tegenwoordig het gevoel, dat men en in de theologie en in de politiek bezig is
uit de agape, uit de Iiefde - het Lam van God draagt met gauw even de zonde uit de wereld weg, maar het draagt
de zonde van de wereJd (en dus is de Iiefde stremmend) - weg te lop en naar het laatste oordeel. Men wil met
andere woorden in zijn theologische denken en in zijn politieke aktiviteit meteen het laatste oordeel
verwerkelijken ... Om vanuit het evangelie met de wereld bezig te zijn, moet men centraal met de staat bezig
zijn. Men moet dus de theocratie willen.' In Gesprek, pp. 34-35. Van Ruler makes it abundantly clear that he
has not retreated from his theocratic vision, but that this theocratic vision must not forsake the truth of the
Gospel as this has been worked out over the centurie .
60
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clear answer: "Nee, op mijn 17e jaar wist ik duidelijk wat ik wilde, had ik een plan, als je het droog wilt
zeggen: een schema: Oat is uitgebreid, verdiept, verrijkt, maar het is vanaf mijn l7e jaar hetzelfde
gebleven."?' In an article that deals specifically with these claims of Kuitert, Rothuizen and Berkhof,
B. Engelbrecht comes to the conclusion that:

"na 1965 by Van Ruler geen frontverkorting
frontverbreding

tot

tand gekom het me, maar eerder 'n

vanuit 'n meer besliste teokratiese stellingnaam

as ooit tevore. Aileen as

trinitariese teoloog kon hy teokraat wees - pleitbe orger vir die bel ewing van die heil wat ons
in aJle volheid en realiteit s6 oorvloedig besit dat dit in geen vorm te hou is nie, en daarom
aIleen verwag kan word, dat ons aileen daarby bewaar kan word. Daar was in sy konserwatisme,
soos dit o.m. tot uiting gekom het in sy verdediging van die kerk-wees van die kerk, van die
ampelikheid van die amp en van die besonderheid van die besondere openbaring, iets berekends.
Die teologie durf nie haastiger wees as die drieenige God self in sy handelinge met die wereld
nie. Dan word daar uit die pas ge aJ, vroeer of later tree die vermoeienis in en die pad word
byster geraak. Dan moet daar vanuit die konserwatiewe
geraak het.

posisies orngekyk word na die wat agter

,62

There is no doubt that there is a change in emphasis in Van Ruler's thought over the years, but his
theocratic vision remained constant. The emphasis of the later Van Ruler on the classical dogmas of
the church is not a retreat from radical theocracy to conservatism,

it is an affirmation

of the true

conservative po ition of the church, that makes all radicalism look like child's play in comparison."

Thi study makes no attempt to force Van Ruler's theology into different or contradictory
Rather

an Ruler'

phases.

work i considered as a whole, with many interrelated facets.

As far as I know, there have been no questions regarding the continuity and discontinuity ofTillich's
work, so we will only briefly look at what he has to say.
Tillich writes that he started work on his Systematic Theology in 1925.64 The first volume appeared in

61 To the question
of what tills scheme was, he answered: theocracy. Quoted in C. Lombard, Adama,
Thora Dogma p. 54. See note 70.
62 Teokratiese
24-36), p. 6.

Stellingname

en Frontverbreding,

in Kerk en Theologie, Year 27, no. 1, Jan. 1976, (pp.

63
Van Ruler write: "De rneest revolutionaire
mentaliteit steekt nog burgerlijk af tegen de
e chatologische verwachting van het Chri telijke geloof. Deze ov rweging meet ons ervan weerhouden, vanuit
de eschatologisering in de theologie meteen over te stappen in de revolutionaire mentaliteit in de politiek. Wie
alJeen maar de revolutie in het perspectief van het eschaton ziet staan, is het slachtoffer van een norm
gezicht bedrog." ThW, IV, p. 1 16.
64

TTOPT, p. 14.
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1951, the last in 1963.65 During this period he wrote many of his other books and essays, which,
therefore, fall within

the broad context of his Systematic

Theology. Tillich also emphasises

the

continuity of his earlie t works and his later writings: 'It sometimes strikes me ... , when I read some
of my earliest writings, how much of what I believed to be a recent achievement

is already explicitly

or at lea t implicitly contained in them.t''"
It i interesting to note that Tillich writes:

"In spite of some unavoidable disappointments,

... , politics remained, and always will remain,

an important factor in my theological and philosophical thought. After the Second World War
I felt the tragic more than the activating elements of our historical existences, and I lost the
inspiration for and the contact with, active politics.'?"

All Tillich's work is concerned with a theology of culture, that is, with theonorny." but his later works
deal more

pecifically with the 'classical church dogmas

than with theonomy."" This is not to say that

be retreated from his theonomic vision, but perhaps he also saw the need for stressing the classical
dogmas of Christianity

Thi

to preserve a proper understanding

of theonorny?"

work will deal with the works of Tillich in the same manner as it deals with Van Ruler's

theological work.

The Question of the 'Orthodoxy'

A final preliminary

of the Theology of Paul Tillich and Arnold van Ruler.

question that we must deal with is that of the continuity, or discontinuity,

of their

theologies with the 'cIa sical Christian dogmas.'

65 The three
olume of his Systematic Theology deal with ontology, Christianity, and pneumatology
and eschat logy, respectively, but no one has suggested that Tillich went through three (or four) different and
contradictory phases just because he concentrated on different topics at different times of his life.
66

PE, pp. vi-vii.

67

TTOPT, p. 19.

6 R. Bulman has written a 'book to vindicate the view that the essential core and inner Geist ofTillich's
entire theological system is precisely the theology of culture.' A Blueprint for Humanity: Paul Tillich's
Theology of ulture, Associated University Presses, New Jersey, 1981, p. 34; cf. TC, p. v.
69 In ST TIl where he deal
with the Holy Spirit, the bulk of the work is dedicated to faith, love, morality
and the church, with only even teen pages devoted to theonomy! This seventeen pages is the only ection in his
entire ystematic Theology that directly discus es theonomy. Although it is certainly correct to say that all his
theology implicitly deal with theonomy - the relation of creation and redemption.
70 He was al 0 opposed
to a radical theonomy that tries to force the appearance of the eschaton by
revolution: "The attempt of revolutionary groups to destroy the given structures of the cultural and political Iife
by revolutions which are intended to force the fulfilment of the Kingdom of God and its justice 'on earth' ... [is
not] a ictory of the Kingdom of God." ST, HI, p. 389.
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Tillich and Van Ruler have widely been regarded as two of the most creative theologians

of the

twentieth century. However, this comment about creativity usually precedes a polemic that attempts
to prove that this creativity is not the creativity of a new expression of the eternal truths of Christianity,
but rather the creativity

that substitutes new personal ideas in place of the accepted truths of

Christianity.
We will begin by looking at Van Ruler. In a review of the Old Testament and the Christian Church, 1.1.
Stamm writes: "Is it not fresh mountain air which blows here, and does one not gratefully appreciate
the wide and free vision which opens far beyond spiritualising anxieties.'?" This promise of Van Ruler's
creativity is followed by: "Does not the whole Bible stand against him [and his visionj.?"
Van Hoof writes that Van Ruler stands outside the Augustine-Calvin

theological tradition because "het

klassieke antwoord op de vraag naar de verhouding van schepping en verlossing, waarin de verlossing
de prioriteit geniet en waarin de schepping er is ten behoeve van en met het oog op de verlossing, wordt
door hem honderdtachtig

graden omgekeerd.?"

Velema wrote: "Het valt niet te ontkennen dat Van Ruler op de vraag naar de verhouding

van

christendom en cultuur een nieuw antwoord gegeven heeft."?"
And Thielicke has written: "Because Van Ruler's theology is an exact and consistent inversion

of

previous Christian tradition it helps to illuminate the tradition by way of contrast.':"

On the other hand, Kuitert wrote: "Hij is wel een der beste representanten

van de traditionele

vaderlandse gereformeerde orthcdoxie.v" Rather than quoting extensively from all those authors who
do indeed see Van Ruler's theology as traditional, I believe that it will be more informative to look at
what Van Ruler himself has to say about his theocratic vision.

Van Ruler, well aware that he was considered the most creative theologian in the Netherlands, writes
about himself as theologian in the third person: "Hij ziet volstrekt niet in, welke zin het zou hebben,
er een eigen theologie op na te houden. De theologische wetenschap is - als aIle wetenschap - volstrekt

71

Stamm, op. cit., p. 204.

72

Ibid., p. 205. See G. Hodnett, op. cit., pp. 181-186; and B. Engelbrecht, Agtergronde en Grondlyne

van die Teokratiese Visioen 'n Inleiding Tot Die Teokratiese Teologie van Prof. A.A. van Ruler, PHD Thesis,
Unisa, 1963, pp. 251-254, for a criticism of Stamm.
73 Intermezzo,
p. 5.lt seems to have escaped Van Hoofs notice that Calvinistic theology has generally
supported the infralapsarian view and not the supralapsarian! See G. Hodnett, op. cit., pp. 60-66, 170-175.
74 Confrontatie
Met Van Ruler, Kok Kampon, 1962, p.5. See B. Engelbrecht, op. cit., pp. 20-274 for a
criticism ofVelema.
75 Theological
Ethics, II, Fortress Press, Philadelphia, 1969, p. 614. For a criticism ofThielicke
Hodnett, op. cit., pp. 178-189, and, B. Engelbrecht, op. cit., pp. 243-251.

see: G.

76 Quoted in Puchinger,
Is de Gereformeerde Wereld Veranderd?, Delft: W.D. Meinema, 1966, p. 353;
B. Engelbrecht argues for the orthodoxy of Van Ruler's theocratic vision in A.A. van Ruler, Modeme Teokraat,
N.G.Tydskrif, 12,110.3, 1971,p.191.
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een zaak van de gemeenschap en dat van de gemeenschap in de lengte (de traditie van het verleden en
de toekomst) en van de gemeenschap in de breedte (zoals zij verschijnt in het heden). De gemeenschap
in deze dubbele zin is de oorsprong en de voedingsbodem van aIle theologische arbeid.Y"
Thus he emphasises the 'traditional'

character of theology, that is, the importance of looking back at

the unheard of riches that can be found in the tradition ofthe church." Also, this tradition is not limited
to the time of the reformation. In fact, the reformation is a moment in the Catholic tradition, which must
not be ignored." Nevertheless,

the reformation ideas playa large part in Van Ruler's theology which

is an attempt "terug te gaan tot op de oerposities van de Reformatie.T"
This attempt certainly introduces novelty into Van Ruler's theology but this novelty comes down to a
"nieuwe of hernieuw configuratie

van de traditionele gegevens.':" This may seem to be new and

original as it goes against the theological fashions of the day, but according to Van Ruler, the point of
view of the synthesis is much more important than the concern with the new. The new that comes to
light in the present must be integrated into the tradition, into a greater whole." Writing about himself
in the third person again he says: "Daarin ligt dan misschien het originele ... hij heeft niet statisch een
kegel in de hand, maar heeft er steeds een dozijn in de lucht. Maar de kegels heeft hij echt niet zelf
uitgevonden. Ofligt het originele ruet in het synthetische? Ligt het daarin, dat hij niet meevaart op de
grote stromen van theologisch denken, welke in onze tijd de overhand hebben? Geen barthiaan! Geen
vernieuwingstheoloog!

Toch niet helemaal een herkauwer van verouderde opvattingen! Wat dan wel?

Zelfzou hij zeggen: wel, hij bedenkt zoveel mogelijk aspecten en gezichtspunten, die uit verleden en
heden tot hem komen. Daardoor steekt hij misschien aftegen wat in de mode is. Dat maakt dan alleen
maar een originele indruk.t''"
Van Ruler felt himself to be firmly grounded in tradition, especially in Reformed tradition, and had no
intention of being 'unorthodox'

in spite of the many unorthodox expressions of his ideas. This is, of

course, no guarantee that he did remain true to the tradition of the Reformed church." But this is
certainly a better starting point for understanding his theology. Surely he knew his theology and his

77

In Gesprek, pp. 71-72.

78

ThW, I, pp. 24-30,112-113;

79

BZAK, p. 228, ThW, I, p. 156; ThW, II, pp. 78-80.

In Gesprek, p. 71.

80 Reformatorische
Opmerkingen in de Ontmoeting met Rome, Paul Brand, Antwerpen, 1965, p. 8; cf.
VW, Preface. Van Ruler also denies that he has gathered non-traditional elements from the Bible, Church
history, or Ius own n1ind. Th W, I, pp. 156-157.
81

ThW, 1, p. 26, 27; cf. II, pp. 36-37.

82

ThW, I, p. 29.

83

In Gesprek, p. 71.

84 It is true that he says he goes against the entire Christian
tradition when he maintains the
distinctiveness of the kingdom of Glory and does not mix into it anything of the incarnated Christ. But in the
same breath he attributes the idea that creation cannot only be understood from the vantage point of Christ to
Calvin and Calvinism. GCW, p. 35; CTTP, p. 131. He also finds the idea that the flesh of Christ is undone in
the e chaton, in the works of Calvin. In Gesprek, p. 62 (Institutes 2.14.3).
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intentions better than anybody else?

Tillich's theology faces similar criticism. One of the main objections consists essentially in the claim
that Tillich is not really a Christian theologian at all, and that he only serves to bring confusion to
important issues by using religious symbols in a way that is substantially different from their ordinary
use and, in general, by masquerading as something other than what he really is. At heart, these critics
maintain, Tillich was really a humanist, a nontheist, for whom the Christian symbols merely served to
keep him within the community and tradition to which he had deep emotional attachment. In short,
Tillich is said to be a Christian in name only, or, as has been sometimes stated, Tillich was a "humanist
in disguise.'?"
R. Bulman maintains that a careful examination of the relevant literature reveals that there are two
principal variations on this objection. The first variation maintains that Tillich's philosophical
humanistic

presuppositions

render his thought intrinsically

incompatible

and

with the Christian faith,

despite Tillich's attestations that he explicitly intended to take his stance from within the framework
of the Christian

tradition. The second variation is less flattering in that it attributes to Tillich an

intentional plan of deception." Leonard Wheat, for instance, presents Tillich as the great theological
imposter of our times. Tillich, according to Wheat, has by way of a very clever hoax managed to
undermine the Christian faith from within, while successfully winning from his peers universal acclaim
as a leading theologian."
Bulman, whose book A Blueprint for Humanity, is specifically directed against these misjudgements
ofTillich, comes to the conclusion that these allegations are "guilty of overlooking the whole religious
thrust ofTillich's

thought. Wheat manages to do this by an incredibly selective and singularly arbitrary

reading of Tillich's work. That Wheat's conclusion is totally without foundation and contrary to the
evidence ofTillich's

own writings is not difficult to show.t''"

Before one over hastily criticizes Tillich, one should listen to the following word from Karl Barth: "It
was my greatest concern from the very beginning

to restrain the students from any immature or

superficial critique ofTillich, and to require of them a careful examination of his underlying intention possibly even with an earnest attempt at an interpretatio in optimam partem ... [Tillich] is in his own
way a great theologian ... many important details ofTillich's

statements [are] worthy of consideration-

indeed, good in themselves.'?"
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For example, by J.H. Randall. Jr., and J.L. Blau, Quoted by R.F. Bulman, op. cit., pp. 31-32.

86

Bulman, op. cit., p. 32.

87 Paul Tillich's
Baltimore, 1970.

Dialectical

88

Bulman, op. cit., p. 183.

89

In McKelway,

Humanism:

Unmasking

op, cit., pp. 11, 14.
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The next question to be considered is: what did Tillich think of his theological work?
Tillich writes that the theologian (meaning himself as well as others) must be inside the 'theological
circle,' one must make an existential decision, one must be in the situation of faith and "the criterion
whether or not he is in it is the acceptance of the Christian message as his ultimate concern.T"
Tillich is well known for his insistence on the 'Protestant principle,' that in relation to God everything
comes from God and not from man, but "it alone is not enough; it needs the 'Catholic substance,'
concrete embodiment

of the Spiritual Presence.'?"

Tillich had no intention of abandoning

the

church

tradition and coming up with a novel theology that has no root in tradition. His real intention was to
express the eternal truth 'of Christianity

in a new, apologetic, manner for his time.92 He wanted to

synthesize the eternal truth of the gospel (the Protestant principle) with the theological tradition of the
church. He writes that one of the main problems he has faced in writing his theology has been: "How
can the radicalism of prophetic criticism which is implied in the principles of genuine Protestantism be
united with the classical tradition of dogma, sacred law, sacraments, hierarchy, cult, as preserved in the
Catholic churches?"?'
The Protestant principle and the Catholic substance are both parts oftradition and in synthesizing these
he has said that his whole aim in writing theology is to "make the tradition [the classical expression of
Christian doctrine] understandable.t'" Carl E. Braaten has written: "The radicalism which moved Paul
Tillich was not the iconoclastic

spirit of those who wish to create de novo an original brand of

Christianity; rather, it was the radicalism

which moved the great prophetic spirits of the religious

tradition ... Thus, like the Old Testament prophets, his criticism of the tradition was always from the
tradition from some deeper level in it, not from some arbitrary, neutral or alien standpoint outside the
'theological circle.

",95

Kegley writes that Tillich is a theologian "whose feet are planted solidly upon Christian soil, rooted in
the Word of God.,,96 And A. T. Mollegan
Tillich 's theology, while it is 'apologetic,'

writes: "Tillich is Biblical, Christocentric,

and critical.

... is wholly and finally determined by the revelation of God

90 ST, I, pp. 10, 11. On pages 3- 70 of ST, I, Tillich discusses the character of his theology and makes
it abundantly clear that the message of' Jesus as the Christ' is the foundation of his theology.
91

ST, III, p. 245.

92

ST, I, pp. 3-8.

93TC

p. 169.

94 From the public lecture, "On the Problem of Authority and its Limits," delivered in Hamburg,
Germany, July 12, 1961. Quoted in Mckelway, p. 60.
95 HOCT, pp. xiii-xvi. This book provides an excellent insight into Tillich's relation with tbe theological
tradition of tbe church.
Tillich plumbed the depths of tradition to find positive answers to the questions of modern man in hi apologetic
theology: "1 presuppose in my theological thinking the entire history of Christian thought up until now, and 1
consider the attitude oftbose people who are in doubt or estrangement or opposition to everything ecclesiastical
and religious, including Christianity. And I have to speak to them. My work is with those who ask questions,
and for them I am here." Brown, ed, Ultimate Concern, SCM Press, London, 1965, p. 191.
96

TTOPT, p. xii.
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recorded in the Bible. He speaks about [everything] ... with the purpose of understanding

and disclosing

their relation to Christ. ... Tillich is critical in every sense of the word. This critical element stems
directly from the prophetic aspects of the Bible and from his Christo logy [i.e. he refuses to deify any
part of creation]. ... The general tenor ofTillich's

theology seems to me to stand within the classical

dogrnas.'?" It is no wonder that Tillich, believing himself to be expressing the eternal truths embodied
in the tradition of the church, wrote, in the preface to volume one of his Systematic Theology: "The
biblical and ecclesiastical character of the solutions to theological problems presented in this volume
will not be difficult to recognize, although it is more implicit than explicit.':"
Thus it is not difficult to understand why, in private, Tillich was irritated at the 'ignorance
nonunderstanding'

and

revealed in many of the criticisms of his work."

This irritation as well as the orthodoxy of Tillich's theology will be clarified by a brief look at some
of the criticisms of his ideas.

Tillich has often been criticized for using the term 'Being-itself'

or 'Ground-of-being'

to refer to God.

These criticisms, however, do not take into account the history of the Christian tradition. Tillich himself
refers to "the classical doctrine that God is ipsum esse, being-itself.?'?"
When one does not take this classical tradition into account, one is bound to miss the mark. Most of
these criticisms of'Being-itself'

simply repeat ancient nominalistic prejudices without seeing that these

do not even remotely apply to Tillich's use of 'being-itself.'

If this expression were supposed to refer

to some highly abstract universal, at which we arrive by abstracting every determinate characteristic
from the sum total of whatever is, then the criticisms might be just. But Tillich makes it abundantly
clear that his expression 'being-itself'

is no abstraction, but something entirely concrete, namely the

"power of being in everything that has being."!" That is, they ignore his concept of'ultirnate
which makes his concept of 'being-itself'

97

TIOPT,

pp. 266, 279.

98

ST , I ,p.

..
Vll.

concern'

the most concrete as well as the most universal reality.l'"

99 Reported by Wilhelm and Marion Pauck, in Paul Tillich: His Life and Thought, vol. I: Life, Harper
and Row New York, 1976, p. 279. Mollegan writes: "Because [the] Biblical, Christocentric, and critical
character ofTillich's theology is not yet generally understood, he seems neo-orthodox to the liberal theologian,
liberal to the neo-orthodox, modernist to the fundamentalist, indiscriminately Biblical to the modernist,
historicist to the idealistic philosopher, and idealistic to the historicist." TIOPT, p. 267.
100 ST, I, p. 234. Tillich derives this idea from Augustine,
Alexander of Hales, Bonaventura, Matthew
of Aquasparta, Anselm and the Reformers. TC, pp. 12-16; HOCT, pp. 116-117. And he says that his expression
of God as being-itself is identical to the medieval idea of God as the creative ground in everything. Creatrix
universalium substantia, the creative substance of everything that is. HOCT, p. 189; cf. TC, p. 61.
101

ST, 11, p. 12.

102 ST, I, pp. IJ - J 5, 211-218. J. Macquarrie
answers this criticism in God-Talk, SCM Press, London,
1967, pp. 52-53; God and Secularity, LutterworthPress, London, 1968, pp. 32-33; Twentieth-Century Religious
Thought, SCM Press, London, 1988, p. 369. Unfortunately much criticism directed against Tillich is not only
misunderstanding of him but a direct contradiction of what he actually says. For instance W.D. Jonker writes:
"Op voetspoor van Schelling verstaan hy God as die Syn self, as die grond van 011S bestaan, as die suiwer
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Another central aspect of Tillich 's theology, his 'method of correlation' has also been misunderstood
becau e its traditional character has not been taken into account. 1. Moltmann writes that Tillich
developed this method of correlation as a new method, 'a method of his own.

,103

Now, Tillich has no

intention of developing a novel 'method of his own,' he writes: "Systematic theology uses the method
of correlation. It has always done so, sometimes more, sometimes less, consciously ... As a method, it
is as old as theology. We have therefore not invented a new method, but have rather tried to make
explicit the implications of old ones, namely, that of apologetic theology."!"
J. Macquarrie argues that the method of correlation is the 'basic logic' of all theology. Only in the
existential consciousness

of being estranged from the (good) ontological order can the revelation of

grace be understood. Only ifman is aware that he is estranged from God, i.e. only ifthere are questions,
can there be meaningful revelation, i.e. answers to these questions.

105

essensie ... wat in Homself die eenheid is wat alle potensialiteite omvat." (Christus Die Middelaar, N.G.
Kerkboekhandel, Pretoria, 1983, p. 106) Tills also underestimates the importance of the Christian tradition to
Tillich, who writes: "As classical theology has emphasized, God is beyond essence and existence ... it is ...
wrong to speak of God as the universal essence ... If God is understood as the universal essence, as the form of
all forms, he is identified with the unity and totality of finite potentialities; but he has ceased to be the power
of the ground in all of them, and therefore he has ceased to transcend them. He has poured all ills creative power
into a system of forms, and he is bound to these forms. That is what pantheism means." ST, I, p. 236. Jonker
also writes: "Tillich vind die leer van die Drie-eenheid verwarrend, maar hy wil erken dat daarin 'n
waarheidselement vervat is, vir sover dit 'n antwoord probeer gee op die meersydigheid van die menslikenood."
(My italics) Die Gees van Christus
.G. Kerkboekhandel, Pretoria, 1983, p. 103. Tillich, however, writes: "the
trinitarian symbolism must be understood as an answer to the questions implied in man's predicament. It is the
most inclusive answer and rightly has the dignity attributed to it in the liturgical practice of the church .... The
substance of all trinitarian thought is given in revelatory experiences, and the form has the same rationality that
all theology, as a work of the Logos, must have." (My italics) ST, III, pp. 285, 286.
103 Theology
Today, SCM Press, London, 1988, p. 78. All of the criticisms of Tillich's 'method of
correlation follow from this fundamental misunderstanding, e.g. the common criticism that he derives the
answers from the situation and not from revelation is a complete misunderstanding of ills method of correlation
that fails to take into account, not only what he specifically says, but also the classical Christian tradition. Jonker
accuses TiUich of using tills method in a normative manner in order to determine the limits of the assertions of
Scripture. (Uit Vrye Guns AIleen, N.G. Kerkboekhandel, Pretoria, 1989, p. 203) Tillich writes: "It should be
reafftrrned that the answers cannot be derived from the questions, that the substance of the answers - the
revelatory experience - is independent of the questions. [Rather, it is] the form of the theological answer [that]
is not independent of the form of the existential question." ST, II, p. 15.
104 The first part of tills quote is from ST, I, p. 60, the second part from ST, II, p. 16. He points to tills
method as it is found in Calvin: "When Calvin in the opening sentences of the Institutes correlates our
knowledge of God with our knowledge of man, he does not speak of the doctrine of man as such and of the
doctrine of God as such. He speaks of man's misery, which gives the existential basis for his understanding of
God's glory, and of God s glory, which gives the essential basis for man's understanding of ills misery. Man
as existing, repre enting existence generally and asking the question implied in ills existence, is one side of the
cognitive correlation to which Calvin points, the other side being the divine maje ty. In the initial sentences of
his theological ystem Calvin expresses the e sence of the method of correlation." ST, I, p. 63. On the same
page Tillich quotes Calvin: "The knowledge of ourselve is not only an incitement to seek after God, but
likewise a considerable assistance towards finding him. On the other hand, it is plain that no man can arrive at
the true knowledge of himself, without having first contemplated the divine character, and then descended to
the consideration of his own." (Institutes, I, 48).
105 God-Talk,
p. 80. Of course, the essence of the answer ontologically
form of the answer depends on the form of the question. ST, II, p. 15.
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Macquarrie comes to the conclusion:

"The structure of the early Athanasian writings is an example of what Tillich calls the method
of 'correlation'

... one can argue further that this existential-ontological

method, seen as

exemplifying the basic logic of theology, has its roots in the New Testament itself. St Paul's
Epistle to the Romans, beginning from man's idolatry of the creation, his enslavement to it and
his sense of impotence, and then his experience of grace, had set the pattern long before St
Athanasius, and, of course, much longer still before Tillich.,,106

A final example: Discussing the nature of religious language and the analogia entis, J. Hick writes:
"Tillich's

constructive teaching, offering an alternative to the doctrine of analogy, is his theory of

'participation. ",107
Once again, either the classical tradition has not been understood,

or it has not been seen in its

importance for Tillich. Tillich has no intention of providing a new alternative to the analogia entis. He
writes: "The analogia en tis gives us our only justification
His 'theory of participation'

of speaking at all about God.,,108

is simply a clarification of the analogia entis. This 'theory of participation'

can be found throughout the classical tradition, e.g. Heppe writes: "Of course the world is the reflection
of ideas present

in God. These,

however,

are not something

objectively

confronting

God's

consciousness but are God's very nature, which is described as the essence of the ideas.,,109
Creation participates in God, in the sense that it participates in the ideas which give it being. Therefore
it participates in God, in Being-itself.

I

10

This discu sion of Van Ruler and Tillich above is only meant to show that they were both deeply
impre sed with the significance

of the classical theological

tradition and considered themselves as

repre entatives of this tradition. We do not do them justice if we do not keep this in mind.
The Life and Thought of Paul Tillich

Paul Tillich was born on

106

zo" August

III

1886. Thus the first 30 years of his life belongs to the 19th century

God-Talk, pp. 140-141.

107Philosophy of Religion, Third Edition, Prentice Hall, New Jersey, 1983, p. 81.
10 ST, I, p. 240.
109

Reformed Dogmatics,

110

ST, I, pp. 239-241.

Baker Book House, Michigan,

1978, p. 192.

III Paul TiJlich wrote three autobiographical
essays: IH, pp. 3-73; PE, pp. V -XXV; TTOPT, pp.3-2 I;
the last essay is also published in My Search for Absolutes Simon and Schuster, New York, 1967, pp. 23-54.
Many works on the theology ofTillich also contain biographical information, mo tly taken from these essays.
All the biographical details, unless otherwise referenced are taken from these three essays by Tillich.
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(which he considers to end on 1SI August 1914 - the beginning of the First World War). This causes him
to, in spite of his criticism of it, long for the stability, liberalism and unbroken cultural traditions ofthat
time. His birthplace was a village with the Slavic name Starzeddel, near Guben, a small industrial town
in the province of Brandenburg, at the Silesian border. After four years his father, a minister of the
Prussian Territorial Church, was called to the position of superintendent

of the diocese of Schonflies-

eumark, that is, as the directing minister of a group of parishes. Schonfliess was a place of about three
thousand inhabitants, in eastern Brandenburg. The town was medieval in character. Surrounded by a
wall, built around an old Gothic church, entered through gates with towers over them, administered
from a medieval town hall, it gave the impression to Tillich of a small, protected, and self contained
world. The environment
humanistic

was similar when

from ages 12 to 14 years he stayed as a pupil of the

Gymnasium, in Konigsberg-Neumark,

a town of 7000 people with the same kind of

medieval remains, but bigger and more famous for their Gothic perfection.
He recounts that these early impressions may partly account for what has been called the romanticism
in his thought. One side of this is his relationship to nature which he expresses in a predominantly
aesthetic-meditative

attitude toward nature as distinguished

controlling relation. This is why Schelling's

from a scientific-analytical

or technical-

philosophy of nature had such a tremendous emotional

impact on him (although he was aware that this philosophy was scientifically impossible). It was also
one of the reasons why he was always at odds with Ritchlian theology which establishes an infinite gap
between nature and personality

and gives Jesus the function of liberating man's personal life from

bondage under the nature within us and beside us. He notes that when he came to America he found
Calvinism and Puritanism

were natural allies of Ritschlianism

in this respect. Nature is seen as

something to be controlled morally and technically, and only subjective feelings of a more or less
sentimental character are admitted. There is no mystical participation in nature, no understanding that
nature is the finite expression of the infinite ground of all things, no vision of the divine-demonic
conflict in nature. Tillich gives three causes which worked together to give him this appreciation of
nature: First, he says, there was an experience of mystical participation in nature. Nearly all his great
memories and strong longings were "interlaced with landscapes, with the soil and with weather with
com fields, and the smell of autumnal potato foliage, with the forms of clouds, with wind, flowers, and
wOOdS.,,112Second, he was moved deeply by the verses of Goethe, Holderlin, Novalis, Eichendorff,
Nietzche, George and Rilke, which expressed nature mysticism. Thirdly, he points to his Lutheran
background and his acceptance of the 'Infra Lutheranum.'

The finite is capable of the infinite, that is,

in Christ there is a mutual indwelling of the two natures. Thus, on Lutheran ground the vision of the
presence of the infinite (God) in everything finite was theologically
mysticism is possible.'!'

affirmed and therefore

nature

This explains Tillichs deep respect for creation as such and his love of the

112lH, p. 7.
He contra ts this to the 'Extra Calvinisticum,' the doctrine that the finite is not capable of the infinite,
and that consequently iu Christ the two natures, the divine and the human, remain outside of each other
113
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material world. He also notes his delight in play: "This delight has accompanied me throughout my life,
in play proper, in sports, taken by me playfully, and in a spirit of dilettantism,

never seriously, in the

social play, in the playful emotion that accompanies the productive moments and makes them the
expression of the most beatific form of human freedom."!"
Tillich writes that the church has always been his home. As a child the beautiful Gothic church (in
which his father was minister) with its mysteries and liturgy, singing, sermons and festivals, gave him
a mystical experience of the holy. This experience is the foundation of all his theological thought. I 15
It is also important to note what he says about his Lutheran background:

"I, myself, belong to Lutheranism by birth, education, religious experience, and theological
reflection

... The substance

of my religion

consciousness of the 'corruption'
the metaphysics
appreciation
individual

is and remains

Lutheran.

It embodies

the

of existence, the repudiation of every social Utopia, including

of progress, the knowledge of the irrational demonic character of life, an

of the mythical elements of religion, and a repudiation
and social life. Not only my theological,

of Puritan legality in

but also my philosophical

thinking

expresses the Lutheran substance.,,116

At the same time, however, he expresses the inestimable value of the Calvinistic doctrine of the
kingdom of God for the solution of social problems.
Tillich writes that living in a small town, with no automobiles or easy way to travel gave him, as a small
child, a feeling of narrowness and restrictedness. Added to this, the structure of Pruss ian society before
WWI was authoritarian

(without

being totalitarian).

Lutheran

paternalism

made the father the

(ITOPT, p. 5). I do not think that this is an altogether fair judgement of the 'Extra Calvinisticum.' Thefinitum
non capax infiniti means that the finite cannot contain the infinite, not that it cannot be joined to it. Reformed
theology has not generally denied the union of the natures in its support of the 'Extra Calvinisticum,' it has only
denied the idea that the Logos is exhausted in its manifestation in Jesus as the Christ. (Cf. G.C. Berkhouwer,
The Person of Christ, Eerdmans, Michigan, 1977, p. 274). Now Tillich clearly distinguishes the Logos in its
infinity and in its incarnation in Jesus as the Christ. Although there is a point of identity, the Logos cannot be
reduced to Jesus (ST, III, p. 290). When properly understood, it is important to see the Extra Calvinisticum side
by side with the Infra Lutheranum. There is a point of identity between the eternal Logos and Jesus Christ (there
is a union of the divine and human nature), but this does not mean that the eternal Son of God is 'exhausted'
in the fact that He has manifested himself in Jesus.
114

IH, pp. 13-14.

115 Tillich writes that he could immediately
understand Otto's The Idea ofthe Holy in the light of this
experience and "it determined my method in the philosophy of religion, wherein I started with the experience
of the holy and advanced to the idea of God, and not the reverse way. EquaUy important existentially as well
as theologically, were the mystical, sacramental and aesthetic implications of the idea of the holy, whereby the
ethical and logical elements of religion were derived from experience of the presence of the divine, and not
conversely." TTOPT, p. 6.
116 IH, p. 54. This substance is essentially his emphasis on the 'Protestant
Principle,' that is, the principle
that no finite and relative reality can make an absolute claim. God is equally close (as Creator) to and equally
distant (becau e of sin) from every created reality. ST, III, p. 6; PE, pp. Xviii-XXV, J 63-167.
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undisputed head of the family. The same spirit of discipline and authority dominated the schools. The
public administration was strictly bureaucratic, through a hierarchy of officials, to the far-removed
central authorities in Berlin - authorities as unapproachable as the 'castle' in Kafka's novel: The Castle.
This authoritarian system had a very definite effect on his life and thought. This, especially the authority
of his father with his conservative Lutheran point of view, provoked him to seek autonomy, to escape
every heteronomously imposed authority that imposed itself with the authority of God. He rejected this
in the name of the' Protestant principle.'
Karl Barth accused him of' still fighting against the Grand Inquisitor. ' 117 Tillich says that this is indeed
a decisive element in his theological thought, that the Grand Inquisitor is always ready to return in
different disguises, and the Protestant principle is the weapon against this. He was also convinced that
this' Grand Inquisitor' could easily enter the Confessional church with "a strong but tight- fitting armour
ofBarthian Supranaturalism."!" At this point it is informative to relate Tillich and Barth. Tillich writes:
"My Christology and Dogmatics were determined by the interpretation of the cross of Christ
as the event of history, in which this divine judgement over the world became concrete and
manifest. From this point of view it was easy for me to make a connection between my own
theology and that of Karl Barth and to accept the analysis of human existence as given by
Kierkegaard and Heidegger."!"

Tillich refers to himself as originally a 'subterranean'

fellow-labourer with Barth. But says that as the

supranaturalistic trend of Barth's thought became more clearly evident, it became necessary for him to
give up this 'subterranean'

fellowship.I"

In 1900 the Tillich family moved to Berlin. Tillich relates the joy he felt to moving to a large, open city
with constant change and inexhaustible possibilities. He became a pupil at a humanistic Gymnasium
in Old Berlin and graduated in the theological faculties of Berlin, Tubingen and Halle. In 1911 he
acquired the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Breslau, and in 1912 the degree ofLicentiat of Theology

117 The Paradoxical
Nature of the Positive Paradox, in The Beginnings of Dialectic Theology, ed. J.
Robinson, John Knox Press, Virginia, p. 154. In Dostoyevsky's The Brothers Karamazov, the Grand Inquisitor
puts the returned Christ in jail because his message does not suit the ruling religious authorities.
118

JH, p. 26.

119

JH, p. 32.

120 What is Wrong with the 'Dialectic'
Theology, in The Journal of Religion, vol. XV, no. 2. April,
1935, p. 136; cf. JH, pp. 33, 34. This is not to say that Tillich absolutely rejects everything Barth says. He writes:
"The Barthian theory, from first to last, preserves the sovereign prerogative of God as expressed in the first
commandment. God's sovereignty is not blended with any form of human existence and action. Unquestionably,
this seems to me to be the truth that is preserved not only in the Barthian theology but in any theology that
deserves the name. A criticism of this position would be not only a criticism of Barth but of the Bible, the
church, and theology in general." What is Wrong with the 'Dialectic' Theology, p. 135.
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in Halle. In both degrees he dealt with Schelling's philosophy of religion. In 1912 he was also ordained
into the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Brandenburg.

During this education, he was faced with a

conflict between the religious and humanistic traditions. He decided to try and overcome this conflict
and synthesize the two. This attempt "follows the classical German philosophers from Kant to Hegel,
and remained a driving force in all my theological work. It has found its final form in my Systematic
7'1_
I
,,121
1 neo ogy.
He was decisively influenced by Kant, Fichte, Sch1eiermacher, Hegel and Schelling.

122

He also enjoyed

pure theory but realized that religious truth is existential truth. He reports the shaking impact of
Kierkegaard on his theological existence, and says that he feels himself to be on the boundary between
theory and practice, between philosophy and religion. One of the main driving forces of his theology
is to synthesize the essential truth of philosophy, especially as expressed by German Idealism, with the
existential truth of life, as expressed by Kierkegaard,
method of correlation.

Marx and Nietzche. This is expressed in his

123

As WWI began Ti11ich volunteered

September, 1914 to September

and was asked to serve as a war chaplain, which he did from

1918. After a few weeks his original enthusiasm disappeared; after a

few months he became convinced that the war would last indefinitely and ruin all Europe. This caused
him to see that the unity of the nation was an illusion, that it was split into classes, and that the
industrial masses considered the church as the ally of the ruling groups. This had a profound effect on
Tillich:

"Like most of the intellectuals of Germany before the War, my attitude toward politics had been
essentially one of indifference ... Only in the last year of the War, and in the months of collapse
and revelation did the political backgrounds
Capitalism and Imperialism;

of the World War, the interrelation between

the crisis of bourgeois society, the class cleavage, and so forth,

become visible to me ... [this resulted] in the hope of the refashioning of human society.v':"

Thus began Tillich's interest in culture, politics and history. This was to dominate his life's work:

121

ITOPT, p. 10.

122 He notes that he nurtured
German Idealism and cannot unlearn what he learned there. "I am an
idealist if idealism means the assertion of the identity of thinking and being as the principle of truth." (ill, p.
60) Nevertheless, at the decisive point he rejects idealism in "the claim of the idealists that their system of
meaningful categories portrays reality as a whole, instead of its being conceived as an expression of a definite
and limited relation to reality." IH, p. 61.
123 Tillich writes: "The task of theology is mediation, mediation ... between the mystery which is theos,
and the understanding, which is logos." PE, p. ix; cf. ST, I, pp. 3-8,18-28,59-66.
124

IH, p. 19.
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"Most of my writings ... try to define the way in which Christianity is related to secular culture.,,125His
aim was to develop a 'theology of culture.' Two important points must be noted here. In the first place,
his dependence on the Old Testament in his theology of culture: "My preference for the Old Testament
and the spirit of prophetic criticism and expectation has stayed with me, and through the bearing of this
upon my political attitude, it has become decisive for the shaping of my life and thought."!"
In the second place, the apologetic method which he chose to develop this theology of culture. He
wanted to relate the situation of the time to the eternal truth of the message of Chri sti ani ty. Thus he used
the insights of Kierkegaard,

Heidegger, Husserl, Marx, Nietzche, Troeltsch and psychoanalysis

to

develop his theology of culture. 127
In 1933 Tillich was dismissed from his teaching post by Hitler and he and his family went to the United
States. He was forty-seven years old and did not even have a minimum knowledge of English. He was
asked by Reinhold Niebuhr to join the Union Seminary. Working here had a profound influence on him:
"If New York is the bridge between the continents, Union Seminary is the lane ofthat bridge, on which
the churches of the world move. A continuous stream of visitors from all countries and all races passes
through our quadrangle. It is almost impossible to remain provincial in such a setting. The world-wide
outlook theologically, culturally, and politically is one of the things for which I am most grateful."!"
This move to America is no doubt one of the reasons why Tillich is so well known in the English
speaking world. 129
His last public lecture was given at the University of Chicago in 1965. In the early morning hours after
the lecture he was taken to a hospital for heart failure, and he died there ten days later, on 22 October.

125

TC, p. v; IH, p. 49.

126

IH, p. 33.

127 Tillich distinguishes
the kerygmatic and the apologetic way of doing theology. Kerygmatic theology
emphasizes the unchangeable truth of the message of the gospel over against the changing demands of the
situation. Apologetic theology, on the other hand, is an 'answering theology' that tries to answer the questions
implied in the 'situation' in the power of the eternal message and with the means provided by the situation
whose questions it answers. He also points out the main problem with apologetic theology - that it may lose
touch with the eternal truth of the kerygma and be completely determined by the situation. ST, I, pp. 3-7.
128

TTOPT, p. 17.

129 A final point to note is that Tillich, since the first World War had been very active in politics,
especially in the 'religious-socialist'
movement. However, he reports that after the second World War he felt
the tragic more than the activating elements of our historical existence, and he lost the inspiration for, and the
contact with, active politics. (Ibid., p. 19). That is, Ius work became more determined by his desire to explain
and defend the eternal truths of theology.
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The Life and Thought of A. A. van Ruler+"

Albert Arnold van Ruler was born on 10 December 1908 in Apeldoorn, in the Hoge Veluwe. He writes:
"Van vaders kant ben ik een Veluwse boer, m'n moeder kwam uit de Achterhoek. Dat betekent datje
de druk van de zware orthodoxie erfelijk meekrijgt.l''<'He
context of the 'Nadere Reformatie.'

grew up in the theologically

conservative

He says somewhere: "Mijn voorvaderen zaten bij het vuur en keken

naar de glimmende koperen ketel en dan overpiensden ze daarbij de geheimen van de triniteit.,,132
This tradition was determined by a strong doctrine of predestination,

together with the emphasis on a

serious life that is a continual experience (bevindelike lewe) of God, as a sort of guarantee of election,
an immediate contemplation of God and his mysteries within the context of this piety. Van Hoofwrites:
"Mystiek en bevinding figureerden er beter in het religieuze landschap, dan een aktieve, werkdadige
openheid naar de wereld en de kultuur. Men zal daarom Van Ruler niet goed kunnen begrijpen, indien
men geheel voorbijgaat aan zijn Veluwse jeugd.?':"
Van Ruler was deeply influenced by this inner type of Christianity which emphasized the mystical
presence of God in the individual. He often indicates the necessity of the mystical knowing-with God,
and his pneumatology

emphasises the presence of the Spirit in creation. When he speaks about the

indwelling of the Holy Spirit in us, he remarks that it is necessary to follow Jodocus van Lodensteijn
((1620-1677) a Dutch Reformed preacher who played a significant role in the 'Nadere Reformatie') and
say: "daarom is het de drieenige God zelf, de gehele triniteit, welke in ons inwoont."!"
Nevertheless, he was also critical of this pietism and the dangers that it could lead to. This criticism
must be understood on the basis of the influence of Calvinism on him. On the one hand, it determined
his emphasis on this material world. He writes that "calvinisme volledig ernst gemaakt heeft met de
oerchristelijke stelling, dat de materie, de stof niet het slechte is.,,135
Creation is good and God wants to be served in our activity with 'matter.' This service is our joy and
enjoyment of creation (on the basis of God's will).136 This has been called Van Ruler's 'Calvinistic
horizontalism.'

It is interesting

to note that Van Ruler derives his understanding

immanence of God and creation from Calvin, via the 'Nadere Refonnatie,'

of the mutual

and, unlike Tillich, not from

Luther. On the other hand, this influenced his ideas concerning politics. "Vandaar ook de interesse van

130 There is not as much biographical,
and certainly much less autobiographical, details available on Van
Ruler. For the following I am mainly dependent on C. Lombard, op. cit., pp. 35-85, and The Relevance of Van
Ruler's Theology, pp. 551-552 and P.F. Aalders, in Woord en Werkelijkheid, Callenbach, Nijkerk, 1973, pp.
9-11.

131Sta op tot de Vreugde, in Wapenveld, year 21, no. 2-3,1971, p. 53.
132

Woord en Werkelijkheid,

p. 9.

133

P. van Hoof, Intermezzo,

Ton Bolland, Amsterdam,

1974, p . 15.

134ThW, VI, pp. 14-15; CTTP, pp. 54-55.
135

BZAK, p. 27.

136

ThW, V, pp. 9-3 I. Van Ruler's living room contained a life size painting of Francis of Assissi.
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het calvinisme voor de politiek. Dat is begonnen met de theocratie in Geneve ... In het calvinisme kan
men niet een gedachte denken zonder tenminste ook te bedenken, welke gevolgen zij heeft voor de
staat." 137
Van Ruler was deeply influenced by Calvin. In his magnum opus, De Vervulling van de Wet, he
writes: "In de tweede plaats tracht ik met deze studie de diepste worstels van de Reformatie, met name
de gereformeerde, bloot te leggen."!"
Van Ruler remained concerned with politics his entire life. One of his favourite sayings was: politics
is a holy concern. 139

Van Ruler was 'discovered'

by Haitjema who was the minister who taught him in the Catechism

classes. He stimulated Van Ruler's interest in theology and also gave him the vision of theocracy, which
remained of decisive importance throughout his life.
In the gymnasium

at Apeldoom

he concentrated

on the study of philosophy

(Kant, Hegel and

Kierkegaard) and Barth.
In 1927 he went to study at Groningen where he concentrated

on theology, in his training to be a

minister. In 1933 he finished his studies and went to Kubaard as minister.

During his studies at Groningen, Th.L. Haitjema was one of his professors. Haitjema was among the
first of the Dutch theologians to take Barth seriously, writing a volume about Barth's theology in 1926.
As his pupil, Van Ruler also admitted to a rather uncritical acceptance of Barth in his student years. He
writes: "Ik ben begonnen als rasechte Barthiaan. In de 4de klas van het gymnasium begon ik Barth al
te lezen, ik heb mijn hele studententijd

doorgebracht met kritikloos tegenover Barth te staan, zodat ik

gewoon het gevoel had: dat is het.,,140Nevertheless, this influence by Barth's theology did not last very
long because

Van Ruler had also been decisively

influenced

by Dutch Calvinistic

theocracy.

Somewhere he noted "Hoedemaker and Barth cannot be reconciled. ,,141It was on this point that he could
not understand Haitjema's

continued affection for Barth.

Essentially Van Ruler broke with Barth because of his lack of a pneumatology,

and remained critical

of Barth his entire life: "Voor mij is Barth nog altijd het grote bergmassief, waar ik tegenop kijk."!"

137 BZAK, p. 29. Van Ruler wanted to combine the pietistic, mystical element (learned from the Nadere
Reforrnatie) with the material, political element (learned from Calvin): "Deze dienst van God is niet alleen
hemels, mystiek, liturgisch en zedelijk, maar even wezenlijk ook politiek van aard." Ibid.
138

VW, Preface.

139

ThW, IV, pp. 119-129.

140 It is interesting
to note the rest of this quote: "In mijn eerste gemeente heb ik ook vanuit Barth
gepreekt; vandaar dat de gemeente zei: 't is het evangelie niet." In Gesprek met Van Ruler, Callenbach, Nijkerk,
1969, p. 42.
141

Quoted in CTTP, p. xxxvi.

142 In Gesprek,
p. 42. However, this does not mean that Van Ruler completely rejected Barth: "En als
u vraagt: is er niet een restant van Barthianisrne, dan zeg ik: nou dat zal wel zo zijn, want ik heb zo
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Van Ruler understood theocracy in the tradition of Hoe demaker's Heel de Kerk en Heel de Volk! (1897)
and Calvin's vision of a Christian society. Thus he was not only critical of Barth, but also of an
influential Dutch theologian: A. Kuyper. Van Ruler's first fully- fledged theological work was a critical
study of Kuyper's vision of a more or less neutral state, in which separate and distinctively Christian
parties and persons would vie for leadership and influence. Bolt writes: "Van Ruler's own theocratic
vision directly follows in this line of Hoedemaker and his own teacher Haitjema, including its antiKuyperian accents.?""
Van Ruler mentions some of the other thinkers that influenced him:

"Aan Haitjema heb ik een grondleggende
Leeuw

blijf

ik mijn

leven

lang

dogmatische kennis en inzichten te danken. Van der

dankbaar

voor

de fenomenologische

openheid

en

fijngevoeligheid voor strukturen ... Aalders heeft in de studententijd een diepe vormende indruk
op me gemaakt als persoon
Marburgse Neokantianen;

en geleerde. In onze studententijd

waren we in Groningen

dat gaf heftige botsingen met het kritisch realisme van Aalders.

Tijdens de doktoraalstudie

ben ik in m'n denken voor m'n leven gevormd door intense

bezigheid met Kierkegaard, Hegel en Troeltsch. Voorts heb ik m'n leven lang beziggehouden
met Gunning, Hoedemaker,

Kuyper en Bavinck."!"

On the 4th of February, 1940, just after the beginning of the war, Van Ruler went to Hilversum as a
minister. Here he was also engaged as a regular coordinator of Christian programmes (meditations,
review of books, discussion of relevant topics, etc) - a task he would combine with his professional
career until his death. During the war he was engaged in an underground resistance group, and was
steadily working on his doctoral dissertation (De Vervulling van de Wet).
After the war, during the turmoil ofthe reorganization of the national life in the Netherlands, Van Ruler,
together with J. M. Kriger and K. H. E. Gravemeijer, founded a new political party, the Protestante
Unie. This party aimed at dealing with the post-war reconstruction
some extent socialist) programme.
church, as a Christ-proclaiming

in terms of a Christian social (to

The party was based on a theocratic model according to which the
church, would playa central role in helping the nation and state to

renew itself with a biblical norm of justice and truth. Although Van Ruler invested much of his time

verschrikkelijk veel van hem geleerd en ik kijk zo geweldig tegen hem op. Zonder enige twijfel zitten er in ieder
geval in mijn oudere boeken heel wat duidelijk Barthiaanse wendingen. Ook in mijn tegenwoordige denken zal
ik me zonder enige twijfel nog wel telkens moeten betrappen op Barthiaanse eenzijdigheden." Ibid. The
influence of Barth can be clearly seen in an early essay: Nature en Genade (1938 - in, ThW, I, pp. 121-133). In
this essay he completely rejects the idea of a point of contact between creation and salvation (although he does
understand salvation as salvation of this creation). He soon rectified this, and in: Kupers Idee Eener Christelijke
Kultuur (Callenbach, Nijkerk, 1940), it can be seen that he accepts common grace (in nature) as the point of
contact with salvation, cf. ThW, VI, p. 42; VV, pp. 109-113; CTTP, pp. 2l3-217.
143CTTP, p. xxxv.
144Quoted in Van Hoof, p. 16.
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in this party, it was unsuccessful

and only received a few votes. After this Van Ruler did not get

actively involved in politics again, but he did not give up his theocratic ideas.

In 1947 Van Ruler received his doctorate for his magnum opus, De Vervulling van de Wet. He was also
appointed church Professor in systematic and historical theology and ethics at the Rijksuniversity,
Utrecht. His ex-students and colleagues testify to his popularity as a dynamic lecturer - profoundly wellread and always challenging stereotypes. During summer holidays he used to travel long distances by
bicycle, visi ting ex -students in their congregations:

'checking up' on the library and garden, preaching,

encouraging and giving advice. Fries writes: "Van Ruler's public life turned on three axis: theology,
the life of the Netherlands Reformed Church, and the relation of the Christian church to Dutch society.
He was ever theologian, churchman, and theocrat.v'"

The following points must also be taken into consideration.

In the first place, he was primarily concerned with his own country. He rarely ventured outside of
Holland and the bulk of his work is in Dutch and remains untranslated. 146He did not take part in the
meetings of the world-wide ecclesiastical assemblies and conferences. He was presumably concerned
with his own country, the 'part of the earth' that he lived in: "Ik ben een klein aposteltje die de wijsheid
van Israels Thora en het Evangelie

van Jezus Christus op dit stukje aarde aan de mensen mag

verkondigen. ,,147
It is interesting to note his humorous remark to Aalders who was first offered a Fellowship at Union
Theological seminary at the same time that he was approached by Kubaard: "Wat is New York nu, in
vergelyking met Kubaard?,,148 Indeed, when one is intimately concerned with one's own 'part of the
earth,' of what significance is an alien city in a faraway land?

In the second place, we must look at Van Ruler's appreciation of the Old Testament. He writes: "The
Old Testament is and remains the true Bible. In it God has made known himself and the secret that he
has with the world. All goodness and also all truth and beauty - the fully redemptive knowledge of
being - shines out before us in this book ... In my view this means that, in this respect, we have to speak
most emphatically

of the greater value of the Old Testament

as compared with the New. The Old

Testament has a more positive concern with creation and the kingdom, with the first things and the last,

145 Religion
and the Hope for a Truly Human Existence - An Enquiry into the Theology of F. D. E.
Schleiermacher and A. A. van Ruler with Questions for America, Rijksuniversity, Utrecht, Dissertation, 1979,

p.216.
146

See footnote 19.

147Quoted in C. Lombard, Op. Cit., p. 45. This does not imply that his theological thought is limited
in application and truth to the Holland of his time. See footnote 24 above.
148

Quoted in C. Lombard, Op. Cit., p. 37, note 14.
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with the image and the law, with sanctification and humanity, with ethos and culture, with society and
marriage, with history and the state. These are precisely the matters at issue in the Old Testament."!"
Van Ruler was particularly attracted to the prophetic aspect of the Old Testament. In the preface to his
commentary on the book of Zacharia, he writes:

"De profeten, vooral de zogenaamde kleine profeten, zijn de meesten van ons weinig of niet
bekend. Gewoonlijk zoeken wij het, ills wij het in het Oude Testament zoeken, in de Psalmen.
Daarin wordt de wereld gezien vanuit het enkele hart. De profeten leren ons, haar te zien vanuit
Gods rijk. Dan gaan er geheel niewe vergezichten open. Zij vormen de eenzijdigheid van deze
bundel: bijkans aIle aandacht wordt gericht op het aardse en historische in Gods handelen, op
de politiek-culturele

en sociale aspecten van zijn rijk. Zelfs het evangelie van schuld en

verzoening blijkt slechts het centrum te zijn. Mij dunkt: deze profetische beleving van de wereld
hebben wij als christenen in onze tijd dringend nodig. De ware Godsvrucht dreigt in de ziel of
in de kerk te verstikken. Wij zullen de vensters wagenwijd moeten open werpen, de wereld
aanzien zoals zij is en dan bedenken, dat zij Gods wereld is. De profeet toont ons telkens nieuwe
hoogten en nieuwe diepten in Gods gang met zijn wereld.,,150

In the third place, it was Van Ruler's desire to develop a philosophy of history, an overall framework
within which to understand all reality. He writes:

"Mag van ieder onderdeel van de wetenschap gezegt worden, dat de onderzoeker en docent,
juist in de verscheurdheid

van het moderne bewustzijn voortdurend de behoefte gevoelt aan een

inzicht in de samenhang van zijn terrein van wetenschappelijke
wetenschap

en de cultuur, voor de theoloog

problematiek

van de verhouding

verhouding van de wetenschap

aarbeid met het geheel van de

geldt dit wel in bijzondere

mate '" In de

van de theologie en de wetenschap en in de crisis van de
en de cultuur vlecht zich dan bovendien de onweerstaanbare

drang tot een synthese, waarin men de eenheid van zijn stof enigermate ziet oplichten."!"

This irresistible urge to see the unity of this subject matter found expression in all his works which were
characterized by what Th. L. Haitjema called a "welhaast verbluffende synthetische kracht.,,152
J.M. Hasselaar, one of Van Ruler's

co-workers,

gave the following characterization

of the leading

motive in his work:

149

CCOT. Pp. 72, 88; cf. RP, pp. 123-149.

150

Heb Moed Voor De Were1d, Callenbach,

151

VV, p. 29; CITP,

152

De Richtingen

Nijkerk, 1953.

p. 89; cf. ThW, V, p. 213.

in de Nederlandse

Hervormde

Kerk, Second Edition, Wageningen,
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"Men kan zeggen dat hij de zuivere motieven
gereformeerde

belijden.

an de Aufklarung ... opnam en integreerde in het

Dit zou ook een synthese tussen Israel en Hellas genoemd kunnen

worden, en bet visioen, dat Van Ruler dagelijks voor ogen stond inzake de kerstening van het
leven was grotendeels

deze synthese ... Hegel boeide hem in hoge mate, hij is gestorven met

een boek van Kierkegaard naast zich. Maar dat was vanuit Hegels gezichspunt. Hij zou - het is
een beetje een formele opmerking - K.ierkegaard in Hegel willen integreren, zoals hij eigenlik
de Aufklarung in het Calvinisme wilde integreren.v"

When asked, on two different

occasions,

what the real concern of his theology was, he gave the

following two answers; 'Theocratie en dat bet zo moet zijn dat de Schleiermacher-vraag

een ware vraag

is: openbaring is dienst - redding, maar dan ook dienst en ontwikkeling van de humaniteit.v" And:
"Om de erbinding van Hoedemaker

en zijn theocratie met Kraemer en zijn apostolaat en daarin om

de ornkering van het exi tentialisme

van Sarte.,,155 This also means that Van Ruler's theology was

es entially apologetic. In his doctoral study of Van Ruler, C. Lombard writes:

'Wat interessant is by die studie van Van Ruler, is die erkenning deur ondersteuners en kritici
('vriend en vyand ') dat by eerlik probeer het om vir sy tydgenote en nageslag 'n tersaaklike
teologie e erwysingsraamwerk
er killend geoordeel

te lewer. Oor die detail van die raamwerk word daar uiteraard

en bly daar by alle waardering heelwat vrae oor, maar wat nie ontken kan

word nie is die feit dat hy in die taal van sy tyd (en dikwels ook in 'n taal van sy eie!), met die
probleme
die taak

an y tyd, en die toekoms, in gesprek getree het. Hy bet vreesloos en indringend oor
an die kerk in die moderne sameleving gedink ... Sy totale oeuvre [lei] die student in

die probleme van 'n teologie wat met die pretensie, maar ook die kwesbaarheid, van 'n aktuele
apologetie

e inslag aangebied word.,,'56

After twenty three years as church professor at the Rijksuniversity

of Utrecht, Van Ruler died on the

18th December, 1970. He was born twenty two years later than Tillich and died five years after Tillich
died. One can only wonder what would have flowed from his pen ifhe had lived for that extra fifteen

15J Aalders, In Memoriam
Arnold Albert Van Ruler, Transcript, Utrecht University, 1970, p. 8. Jansen
gives a different, but equally correct, perspective on Van Ruler's theology: "Hier wordt ook duidelijk dat Van
Ruler s theologie aansluiting zoekt op een sterk vaderlandse theologische traditie van figuren als Gunning ('als
met rugwaarts gaande beweging van de eschatologie uit'), Hoedemaker (theokratie) versus Kuyper, en Bavinck
(trinitarische theologie). En daarmee wil hij mede een redelijk alternatief bieden voordeBarthiaanse
uitheemse
theologie, want dat lijk hij mijns inziens met zijn dissertatie mede te bedoelen: een vernieuwing 0 k ten opzichte
van Barth van bet theologisch denken omtrent de 'verhouding van openbaring en existentie.'" Po thurne
ntmoeting Met Van Ruler, Areopagus, p. 30.

154Quoted by Hasselaar in C. Lombard, Op. Cit., p. 54.
155
156

Quoted by Bronkhorst,

in Terugdenkend

aan de Jonge Van Ruler, Transcript, Utrecht, 1970, p. 10.

Adarna, Thora en Dogma, p. 4.
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or twenty years!

157

We will now provide
their thought.

a briefbiography

This will provide

of Van Ruler and Tillich,

a basic foundation

This will not be done in terms of a comparison
differences

should be immediately

apparent.

as well as a brief characterization

on which to understand
of individual

points.

their respective

However,

of

theologies.

the similarities

and

IS

Content

In this introduction
to the thought

we have considered

of Paul Tillich

and Arnold

The rest of this work will be divided
Expression.

In the first section

pneumatology.

The first chapter is entitled:

distinguishable

into two main sections:

Theocratic

we will look at the foundations

Eschatology

and Ontology.

the relationship

but not separable,

Foundations

of eschatology,

and Theocratic
Christology

and

of these foundations,

in

It will deal with the ontological

between
elements

creation

and redemption.

in this ontological

presuppositions
There

are three

presupposition:

Trinity,

and eschatology.

The doctrine of the Trinity provides
The living God, in his trinitarian
he fragmented.

van Ruler.

and the state.

that will help us to understand

predestination

for this work as well as had a brief introduction

In the second section we will look at the concrete application

the church, the individual

important,

the motivations

He is multiplicity

the deepest ontological

being absolutely

precedes

background
everything

to every theological

utterance.

else. God is not empty, nor is

in unity. He is the fulness of being. This provides

the background,

157 It seems unlikely that he would ever have written a 'systematic
theology,' although this would have
made his theological thought, in all its inter-relatedness, a lot more accessible to students of his work.

Once again I must repeat that, throughout this dissertation, I am concentrating on my understanding
of the similarities between Tillich and Van Ruler. Therefore, I must reiterate that this dissertation is not meant
as a comparison of two particular theologies. It is meant as a discussion of the relation of creation and
redemption. The relating of these two theologies is meant to contribute to this discussion and not to distract from
it. In my description of this relation of creation and redemption I will generally present a description of a certain
idea by one of the theologians followed by, what I perceive to be, a description of the same or similar idea by
the other theologian. I hope that their descriptions will help to interpret each other. I will make liberal use of
direct quotations from their works, in order to clearly present what they are, in fact, saying. Of course, this
presentation, of their mutually interpreting ideas, is based on my prior interpretation of both theologies.
Tillich notes that every interpretation of an historical reality is a creative union of the interpreter and the
interpreted in a third beyond both of them (ST, Ill,pp. 300-302). I am interpreting Tillich and Van Ruler in the
specific way that will promote the main aim of this dissertation. I am not claiming that this is the only valid
interpretation, but, of course, I do not think that they would disagree with my interpretation.
Be this as it may, I believe that it would be useful if theologians (and others) would acknowledge that their
discussions of other writers is an interpretation, and if they would ask the question: 'Would this writer agree
with my interpretation of them?' or at least: 'Have I tried to understand this writer's intention?' (Van Ruler
prescribes this precaution to people trying to understand his theology. In Geprek, pp. 73-74. And K. Barth
prescribes this to those trying to understand Tillich.ln A. McKelway, The Systematic Theology of Paul Tillich,
John Knox Press, Virginia, 1965, pp. 11-14.)
158
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inter alia, for understanding

the diversity of the acts of God with his world: creation, salvation,

sanctification, glorification.
The doctrine of predestination

describes the relationship of creation to God. Creation is not necessary

or contingent, it is a free act of God on the basis of his freedom, goodness, rationality and trinitarian
fulness of being. This provides the background that allows us to understand the freedom of the creature
(creation is not necessary), as well as the presence of God in his creation (creation is dependent on the
trinitarian fulness of being, i.e. it is not in opposition to God).
The doctrine of eschatology provides the meaning of creation. This provides the broadest background
for understanding the meaning of history. God himself gives a purpose to time. This allows us to see
the overarching historical character of all God's acts, to see the movement of time is directed, has a
definite beginning and end, and is moving toward an ultimate fulfilment. Thus it should be possible to
develop a philosophy of hi story in which we can understand all the aspects of creation and redemption,
as well as their relation.

The second chapter is entitled:

Christo logy and Ontology. This will deal with the place of sin and

soteriology in relation to ontology.
We will begin by looking at the relation of sin to the trinitarian being of God, as well as to the eternal
decree. The nature of sin will also be discussed. We will look at the relation of Christology

and

soteriology, at the same time discussing the historical and mythological elements of Christology, and
the doctrine of atonement. We will conclude by looking at the pre- and post-existence of Christ, and
specifically at hi s relation to the eschatological kingdom of glory. This chapter provides the background
for understanding the nature of sin and soteriology and their relationship to creation.

The third chapter is entitled: Pneumatology

and Ontology. We will begin by looking at the resurrection

and ascension of Christ. This will allow us to understand the place and function of the Holy Spirit, to
see the relationship
pneumatology.

of Jesus and the Spirit, and to see the differences

between Christology

Then we will look at the work of the Spirit as the application and appropriation

salvation (in Christ) in the present,

as the sanctification

of life. The fragmentary

and
of

and ambiguous

realization of this salvation will be discussed. Finally, we will look at the place of the Spirit in the
eschatological kingdom.
This chapter provides the background

for understanding

the manifestation of salvation in creation, in

the church, the individual and the state.
As a whole, these three chapters provide the background for understanding the presence of the kingdom
of God in creation. The next two chapters discuss the theocratic expression of the kingdom, i.e. the
theocratic reality.
The fourth chapter is entitled: The Kingdom of God and Culture: The Duality of Church and State.
Soteriology and ontology are not the same thing. Creation has fallen and needs to be saved. In this
xl
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chapter we will concentrate

on the separation of creation, as this finds expression in culture, and

alvation, as this finds expression in the church. We will begin by looking at the place of culture in the
protological and eschatological

intentions of God, that is, the essential unity of kingdom and culture.

We will then look at the duality of kingdom and culture caused by the fall into sin, as well as the
po sibility of a relation

hip between

them. We will see that the state is the central concept for

understanding culture and that the church is the representative

of the kingdom. Thus the duality of

culture and kingdom expres es itselfin time as the duality of church and state. We will briefly discuss
the concepts of 'church'

and 'state.'

Finally we will look at the place of church and state in the

eschatological kingdom.
This chapter provides

the context for understanding

the union of salvation and creation which is

di cussed in the next chapter.

The fifth chapter is titled: Kingdom and Culture: The Union of Salvation and Existence. In this chapter
we will look at the partial union of ontology and the New Being, of kingdom and culture, in time and
pace. We will begin by looking at the necessary relation of kingdom and culture, that is, the idea that
religion i the substance of culture, and culture the form of religion. This will provide the framework
for our di cussion of the union of creation and salvation in terms of the individual, the truth, and social
ju tice.

s the church is the representative

of the kingdom and the state is the kernel of culture, the

discussion will largely revolve around a consideration
In a en e this is the most important

of the relation of church and state.

chapter of this dissertation,

as it deals with the reality of the

relation hip between creation and redemption as this actually finds expression in the world, and allows
u to properly understand

In the conclu ion we will

this expression.

ummarize the findings of this dissertation.

Unfortunately this work also leaves undone many things that I would have liked to accomplish. Two
things in particular: I would have liked to show more clearly that the ideas ofTillich and Van Ruler are
taken from the mainstream

ofthe classical tradition of Christian thought. However, this would have led

to a much bulkier work. Therefore I have generally limited myself to their theologies. At this point I
feel that I must reiterate that this thesis is not meant to be a description of two specific theologies. I am
writing thi as my understanding

of the eternal truth of the relationship of creation and redemption. I

have cho en Tillich and Van Ruler as two of the best theologians to help me express this truth.

159

econdly I would have liked to apply these theoretic ideas to specific problems in South Africa.
However , this was al
the title ofthi

0

not viable as it would also take this work out ide of its limits (as indicated by

dissertation).

Nevertheless,

it does provide a foundation for understanding and handling

problems that are presently faced in South Africa.

159

For reasons discus ed above.

xli
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PART ONE
THE BACKGROUND OF THE THEOCRATIC VISION
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CHAPTER ONE
ESCHATOLOGY AND ONTOLOGY
1.1

Introduction

The message of the Bible i , from beginning to end, the message of the kingdom of God. The life of
I rael in the Old Testament

was already a form of the kingdom of God realized in the theocratic life

around the law and under the rule of God. This theocratic confession of the kingship of God is the basis
of the central Old Testament
eschatological sense.

expectation

that He will become King in an intensified

and an

I

Je us began his ministry saying: "The Kingdom of God is at hand" (Mark 1: 14,15)2, and the purpose
of his mission is the preaching of the kingdom of God. Therefore his preaching is called "the Word of
the Kingdom" (Matthew 13: 19), and the

ew Testament kerygma is summarized as the corning of the

kingdom of God (Luke 4:43; 8: 1; 16: 16). It may be said that all the preaching of Jesus Christ and His
apostle is concerned with the kingdom of God and that in Jesus Christ's proclamation of the kingdom
we are face to face with the specific form of expression of the whole revelation of God.'

Since the tum of the previous
Te tament

century and especially

cholars as Johannes

teaching in the New Testament
background of eschatology."
e chatological

expectation

as the result of the researches

Weiss and Albert Schweitzer,

of such New

it has come to be accepted that this

of the coming of the kingdom of God is to be understood against the
Thus Bultmann

says, "it has become more and more clear that the

and hope are the core of the New Testament preaching

throughout".'

Whereas the nineteenth century liberals like Ritschl thought of the kingdom of God as more ideal and
a duty impo ed on men which will be progressively
Jesus and the first disciples,

realized, twentieth century scholars tell us that for

the kingdom of God was to break in suddenly, not as a result of moral

advance but by the supernatural

intervention

of God.

The Coming of the Kingdom,

H. Ridderbos,

Presbyterian

I

and Reformed, Philadelphia,

U.S.A., 1962, pp.

3-8.
2 Tillich refers to this in ST, Ill, p. 357. Matthew and Luke have the same message: Matthew 4: 17,23; 9:35;
Luke 9: I!.
3

H. Ridderbos, op. cit., p. xi

4 VW, p. 26. Cf. The Return
of Christ, G.C. Berkouwer
discussion on contemporary intere t in eschatology.
5

Bultmann, Jesus

hrist and Mythology,

p. 13.

2

Eerdmans,

Michigan,

198), pp. 24-31 for a
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This disco ery of the e chatological and transcendent nature of the kingdom has exercised a profound
influence on subsequent generations of theologians. Actually, however, eschatology became a problem
requiring interpretation at a very early stage in the development of Christianity. The world did not come
to an end a expected. In a late New Testament writing we already hear questions such as: "where is
the promise of His coming? For ever since the fathers fell asleep, all things have continued as they were
from the beginning of creation (II Peter 3:4).6 The New Testament itself, and particularly

the forth

Go pel which is also a relatively late document, begins to reinterpret eschatology in the light of the
primitive communities'

1.1.1

disappointed

Some Different Approaches

expectations.'

to Eschatology

The traditional approach ofthe church to eschatology is to push the expected eschatological happenings
to a remote and indefinite future.i In other words Christian preaching and theological thought have
treated eschatology as an appendix to an otherwise finished system. It was able to do this because it
concentrated

exclusively

on the individual."

With the change of emphasis on eschatology

at the

6 This is answered thus: "With the Lord one day is as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one day. The
Lord i not low about Hi promise as some count slowness, but is forbearing toward you, not wishing that any
should perish but that all should reach repentance" (ll Peter 3:8,9). This is, of course, an inadequate answer if
we interpret it as saying that the eschaton may be indefinitely far in the future and history therefore only exists
under God's patience. But we should rather say that it is the rejection of an incorrect understanding of history.
The question of verse four is asked by those who have no faith. Peter is simply pointing out that history can only
be under tood from the point of view of faith. God's time is different to our time. The scoffers do not believe
the promises of God and therefore do not accept the presence of the kingdom (the kingdom is present as
promi e). Jl history is to be understood as existing under the double aspect of God's mercy and God's
judgement (ver e --10).
7 J. Macquarrie,
Principles of Christian Theology, SCM Press, London, 1977, pp. 352-3. Tills is not to say
that the original expectation (the
aherwartung) was completely wrong. It would be better to say that the
mythological structure of the thought in which the coming of the kingdom was felt, understood and expressed
wa taken literally. The reinterpretation of the expectation is to be understood as a deliteralization (Tillich) of
the mythological form and not a demytholization (Bultmann) of it. ST, II, p. 164.

Traditionally theology has said that the day of the return of Christ is not known by anyone but God and it
has gone on to discuss the signs which will occur and by which we will know that the end is near. For instance
Paul's discourse on the 'salvation of all Israel' (Romans 11:26) is understood to be a prediction of what will
happen to a future generation of Jews. Because this and other signs have not yet taken place we can be as ured
that the end is still far away. cf. Heppe, Reformed Dogmatics, Baker Book House, Michigan, 1978, p. 697; C.
Berkbof Sy tematic Theology, Banner of Truth, Oxford, 1988, pp. 703-704; C. Hodge, Systematic Theology,
III, Thoma
elson and Sons, New York, 1878, pp. 798-805.
9 The central doctrines
of election, justification,
anctification and the church were worked out in relation
to the indi idual - see the e doctrines as, for example, presented in the works mentioned in footnote 8.
Thi certainly led to an un atisfactory e chatology as it still moved in mythological ideas and the whole idea
of divine intervention and the false kind of supernaturalism which it implies is not made less inconceivable by
being deferred to the distant future. But rather than saying that this has robbed traditional eschatology of its
exi tential ignificance (Macquarrie, op. cit., p. 35), it is perhap better to ay that eschatology was robbed of
its universal and historica I significance. The preaching of the mem nto mori wa alway important in the church
and the tran cendent de tiny of the individual was always a matter of high theological concern (ST, 1II, p. 396).
Eschatology was individualized but this certainly minimized it and allowed it to eventually be understood as

3
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beginning of this century the emphasis fell on realized eschatology.

10

The promised events have already

taken place. This view appeals to such ideas as those found in John, where the believer already "has
etemallife" and has "pa

ed from death to life" (5:24) and where the "judgement of this world" (12:31)

i a present reality. The eschaton is seen in the existential crises of man living constantly at the brink
of God's eternity. Man i continually forced to choose. The parousia is nothing but a timeless symbol
of the ndle s eriou ne

of eternity in every existential situation. There is no end of history in terms

of time on a horizontal plane, but only a vertical eschaton marked by the permanent crises in life and
the gra ity of the neame s of God. Eschatology was therefore reconstructed
but as the depth dimen ion of salvation.

Eschatology

not as the length dimension

is not seen as having anything to do with the

hi tory of the end or with the end of history but with the "other side" of history. It is not apocalyptic.

The theology of realized eschatology

contains valuable insights but it relinquishes the New Testament

expectation of the future and clearly bears the stamp of a philosophical
"It is here almost easier to speak of an allegorical
gospe!."

II

explanation

re-interpretation

of the gospel.

than of an acceptable exegesis of the

12

Therefore mo t modem

theologians

accept

that God's

eschatological

kingdom

is a future or

tran cendent reality as well as a present or realized reality. This salvation history approach rejects the
notion that the kingdom is developing

in the world as an immanent entity, as well as the basic tenet of

radical e chatology, according to which the kingdom is supposed to have only a future character. The
dynamic meaning of the concept 'kingdom of God' is emphasised, that is, the eschatological, redeeming
andjudging acti ity of God. The coming of the kingdom has a redemptive, historical significance. That
which Je u teache
di po ition. It i al
by men and

is not a timeJes
0

truth and what He brings is not only a new spirituality, a new

not a new form of society in the sense of the social gospel or an action carried on

lowly de eloping to its consummation.

The kingdom

is present on this earth as an

a flight from reality.
10 I think it wouJd be essentially
correct to say that traditional theology has much in common with realized
e chatology - both think in terms of the individual (see footnote 9). The difference being that traditional
theology has di cu sed spiritual realities in terms of christo logy (and pneumatology) while realized eschatology
u ually di cu ses these arne realities in terms of e chatology (and existentialism or decision).
II Bultmann i well known for his realized
eschatology. Barth and Althaus also originally supported this
position but their thought about this evolved considerably and underwent a noticeable evolution and correction,
e pecially in further consideration of the meaning of the horizontal dimension. Berkouwer, op. cit., pp. 27-31.
12 Ridderb
s, op.cit., pp. xxii-xxiii. Wendland asserts that every theology which removes the element of what
i final and future from the notion of eschatology estranges it elf from the knowledge of faith of the ew
Te tament. nd Kummel states that there is no changing the fact that to Jesus the prediction of the future
Occurrence of the eschatological consummation has a real prospective
ense. Ibid.
A further criticism of rea I ized eschatology and of a I I theologies that concentrate exclusi vely on the individual,
is that without the consideration of the end of history and of the universe, even the problem of the eternal
de tiny f the individual cannot be answered (ST, 1][, p. 396).

4
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historical reality but in its e chatological essence it goes beyond this reality and includes more.'?

This is e entially the approach that is supported by van Ruler and Tillich. We will now have a look
at the particular way in which they have developed this approach and the relationship of eschatology
and ontology in their theology.

1.2

The Trinitarian Background

1.2.1

God as Being-Itself

The foundation idea in theology is obviously the doctrine of God. Therefore we will begin with Tillich's
and Van Ruler'

idea of God. In order to clarify this idea we may distinguish

naturali m (pantheism) and God as the ground of being. Supranaturalism

supranaturalism,

separates God as the highest

being from all other beings, alongside and above which He has his existence. In this position He has
brought the uni erse into being at a certain moment in the past, governs it according to a plan, directs
it towards an end, interferes with its ordinary processes in order to overcome resistance and to fulfil his
purpose, and will bring it to consummation

in a final catastrophe. All history is to be understood within

this framework. This has often been the popular conception of theism, but easily degenerates into
dei m.
aturali m on the other hand identifies God with the essence or substance of reality. God is seen as the
creative ground of all existence and is identified with nature (deus sive natura).
The problem with supranaturalism

is that God is transformed into one being among many. Even if He

een as the highest being his infinity is nevertheless

transformed into a finitude. The problem with

naturalism is that it denies the infinite distance between the whole of finite creation and its infinite
ground. 14"Men zal zeker niet kunnen zeggen: God is een ander wereld dan deze wereld. In ieder geval
chri telijk genomen is God niet supranaturalistisch.

Toch zal men, ook weer in ieder geval christelijk,

God niet daarin kunnen laten opgaan, dat Hij aspect en dimensie van het zijn of de existentie is.,,15
Both Tillich and Van Ruler reject the supranaturaI view and understand God as the ground of all being.
Van Ruler writes "God is - per definite - de grond van aIle zijn ... Hij is niet een stukje van het heelal.,,16
Tillich states: "The being of God is being itself. The being of God cannot be understood as the existence

13
ew Testament scholars such as J. Jeremias, E. Stauffer, O. Cullrnann, W.G. Kummel and H. Ridderbos
try to do ju tice to both the eschatological and the present character of the kingdom. G. Hodnett, A.A. van
Ruler' Doctrine of the 'Messianic Intermezzo' and its Implications for Understanding the Old Testament, M.A.
tbesi Univer ity of the Witwatersrand,
1994, p. 43.
14

ST, II, pp. 6-7.

15

ThW, II, p. 3 I.

16 ThW, VI, pp. 61, 63. Tillich i well known for referring to God as 'the ground of being,' but Van Ruler
also often refers to God as 'de grond van bet zijn.' Cf. Ik Geloof, pp. 22, 3 I; TbW, I, pp. 120,221; II, pp. 16,
30,31, 61.

5
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of a being alongside others or above others."

17

This means that God is the power of being in all things

that have being. All existing things participate in God, i.e. in Being-itself. God is completely concrete.
This is the pantheistic element in the classical doctrine of God as being-itself, but it need not be feared
that this will lead to an unbiblical understanding

of God as both theologians protect the transcendence

of God. There must be the radical distinction between Creator and creation, between the ground of
being or being-itself and finite being. This is the great discovery that was made by Israel in the Old
Testament.

18

Tillich explains:

"As the power of being, God transcends every being and also the totality of beings - the world.
Being-itself is beyond finitude and infinity, otherwise it would be conditioned by something
other than itself, and the real power of being would be beyond both it and that which
conditioned it. Being-itself infinitely transcends every finite being. There is no proportion or
gradation between the finite and the infinite. There is an absolute break, an infinite 'jump'"

God is not only concrete

He is also absolute. The supranatural

.19

VIew tries to do justice to the

transcendence of God while the naturalistic view tries to do justice to the immanence of God. However,
the immanence and transcendence

of God are both successfully and unambiguously

combined in the

theistic idea of God as the creative and abysmal ground of being."

1.2.2

God as Being-Itself and the Power of Being

It is of decisive importance

to understand this concept of God as being-itself because nothing can be

said about God theologically

before the statement is made that He is the power of being in all being."

17 ST, I, p. 235. Thus Tillich denies the 'existence'
of God. Van Ruler follows suite: "Bestaat God ook in en
op zichzelf? Daarvoor kan men echter nauwelijks het woord 'bestaan' ofhet woord 'existeren' gebruiken. Dat
zijn woorden, die aIleen goed passen bij de geschapen werkelijkheid. Bij de Schepper past veel beter het woord
'zijn.' God 'bestaat' niet zozeer in en op zichzelf, maar Hij is." Ik Geloof, p.17.
18 "Maar nu is het ongelooflijk
werkwaardige van het volk Israel van de bijbel met name van het Oude
Testament, dat bet op deze onderscheiding van het zijn en de grond van het zijn de enorme onderscheiding van
de schepping en de Schepper heeft toegepast. Daarmee is een grote afstand tussen het zijn en zijn grond
gegeven. Het zijn, dat wij allen aan den lijve ondergaan, is schepping. De grond van bet zijn, het antwoord op
de vraag waarorn er iets is en niet niets, ligt puur en aileen in de Schepper." Ik Geloof, p. 31; cf. ThW, VI, p.
63.
19 ST, 1, p. 237. Van Ruler writes that God is not an aspect or dimension
of existence. "Reeds in het besef,
dat Hij de grond van alles is, grijpt men naar een ander motief ... [die] van de incomprehensibilitas dei: God is
de Schepper, daarom is Hij in ons denken niet te omvatten. Hij is aileen te erkennen en dan verder te
gehoorzamen, te dienen, te berninnen en te prijzen. Maar met deze incomprehensibilitas
is zijn cognoscibi.litas
nog niet ontkend." Th W n, p. 3 I.
20 God is the effective ground of being because all being participates
in him in so far as it has being (ie. God
is immanent), but He is also the abysmal ground of being because all being only participates in Him in a finite
manner (ie. He is tran cendent and wholly other).

21

ST, I, p. 239· II, p. 5.

6
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And of course, everything depends on what we comprehend God to be.22

The concept of being can be misunderstood

in a nominalistic sense as the highest possible abstraction.

It is then understood as the genus to which all other genera are subordinated with respect to universality
and with respect to the degree of abstraction. This concept of being is merely a communicative notion
and does not designate anything real. Only the completely particular, the thing here and now, has
reality. If God exists He exists as a particular and could be called the most individual of all beings."

This is however a complete misunderstanding

of the concept of being. It is the expression of the

experience of being over against non-being. It is not the highest abstraction, although it demands the
ability of radical abstraction.
medieval philosophers

Being is the power of being which resists non-being. For this reason the

called being the basic transcendentale, beyond the universal and the particular.

Being, "the emptiest of all concepts when taken as an abstraction becomes the most meaningful of all
concepts when it is understood

as the power of being in everything that has being.

,,24

Van Ruler emphasises the fact that one cannot give a proper answer to any concrete question without
implicitly answering

all other questions,

as well as the ultimate and final questions, which are

completely abstract. "Men moet door de dingen heen denken tot op de grond, om ze werkelijk te vatten.
Die grond kan men God noemen of ook zijn eeuwige raad. Men kan spreken van het niets of van het
noodlot of van het universum. Men heeft mogelijkheden

te over. Ze zijn allemaal even abstract.':" But

this abstraction is not an empty abstraction from everything, it is the fullness of the power of being in
everything. "We 'bereiken'

God, deze zee van het zijn, juist niet door abstractie, maar aIleen door

additie, niet door de dingen af te trekken, maar door ze op te tellen (H. Bavinck).'?" This is precisely
what Tillich means when he says that God is "the power of being in everything and above everything,
the infinite power of being.?" This means that the idea of God as 'being-itself'

or as 'the ground of

being,' as used by Tillich and Van Ruler, refers to the concrete ultimacy of God.28

The concept ofbeing or power of being has also been criticized for sounding too impersonal. But when
Tillich and Van Ruler use this term, they mean that God is the ground of all being. Just as God is not

22

ThW, VI, p. 61; ST, 1I, p. 5.

23 See ST, II, pp. 10-11 for this objection
to the concept of being-itself and Tillich's answer. AI 0 ST, I, pp.
230-23],236, etc. Tillich often discusses the nominalist misunderstanding of his system in his many works.
24

ST, II, p. 11; cf. LPJ, p. 23.

Th W, n, p. 61; cf. p. 30. And Tillich notes that one cannot escape ontology if one wants to know anything
properly. LPJ, p. 20; ST, I, p. 2].
25

26 ThW, II, p. 36. In other words, "in aIle abstactie heeft men het over de ene, concrete werkelijkheid,
zelfzijn en waarin wij ODS bevinden." Ibid., p. 61.
27

ST I, p. 236.

28

This idea of 'concrete

ultimacy'

die wij

will become more clear when we look at the doctrine of the trinity.
7
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a being but Being-itself, God is not a person like all other 'persons' but the personal-itself, the ground
and abyss of every person. Being and person are not contradictory concepts. Being includes personal
being, it does not deny it. The ground of being is the ground of personal being, not its negation. God
is suprapersonal not impersonal. This means that God is the ground of everything personal and that he
carries within himself the ontological power of personality." Tillich writes that "the symbol 'personal
God' is absolutely fundamental because an existential relation is a person-to-person relationship. Man
cannot be ultimately concerned about anything that is less than personal.?"
The term being may also be misunderstood as pointing to a static world, a block reality, whereas reality
irrefutably has the character of becoming. A static ultimate and the living God are obviously
incompatible. But being-as-such has neither static nor dynamic implications. It precedes any special
qualification and therefore includes becoming as well as rest. Just as a static ultimate deprives God of
life, so a dynamic ultimate deprives God of his divinity by subjecting God to a process which either has
the character of a fate or which is completely open to the future and has the character of an absolute
accident. Being-itself points to the original fact that there is something and not nothing and to the
power of that which is to resist nonbeing.

31

1.2.3 God as Being-Itself and the Doctrine of the Trinity
The term 'being-itself may have a philosophical ring to it but it is not to be understood as referring to
some philosophical or 'naked' absolute - it refers to the God of revelation. The locus classicus of this
identification of the living and concrete God ofIsrael with being-itself is to be found in Exodus 3: 14,
where God appears to Moses in the burning bush and reveals to Him his name: I am who I am.32 In the
New Testament, the notion of being becomes associated with Christ, particularly in the fourth Gospel
where many of his sayings are introduced by the words 'I am'. Most striking of all is the passage in
which Jesus declares to the Jews: "Before Abraham was, I am" (John 8:58). This is certainly a reference
to the 'I am' of the Old Testament. Anyway, this saying asserts the intimate relationship of Christ to the
Father, and it expresses this in terms of being."

29 Biblical Religion, pp. 82-83; ST, II, pp. 11-12; BZAK, p. 94. God is not a person, but he is not less than
personal. It should not be forgotten that classical theology used the term persona for the trinitarian hypostases
but not for God himself God became' a person' only in the nineteenth century, in connection with the Kantian
separation of nature, ruled by physical law, from personality, ruled by moral law. ST, I, p. 245. See the
discussion of the analogia entis below.
30

ST, I, p. 244.

31 Biblical Religion, p. 16; ST, I, p. 247. BZAK, p. 93. This will become more clear when we discuss the
doctrine of the trinity.

See W. Eichrodt, Theology of the Old Testament, SCM Press, London, 1961, I, pp. 189-190 for an exegesis
of this verse.
32

331.

Macquarie, Principles of Christian Theology, SCM Press, London, 1986, pp. 196-197.
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Thus far we have simply spoken of God as being-itself or as the ground of being or as the power of
being, or in other words we have only referred to the one 'essence' or 'substance' of God. Of course, the
doctrine of the Trinity has been implicit in our discussion, but now it and its implications, for our topic,
must be made explicit.
God is our ultimate concern. This implies that God Himself is ultimate. He transcends every
preliminary finite and concrete concern." However this tends to lead to a concept of God which is not
only absolute but also abstract - if it results in an abstract being-in-general then we are certainly not
dealing with the living God of the Bible. The 'God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob' is the living God with
whom it is possible to enter into a person to person relationship. Man's ultimate concern is completely
concrete." This is the trinitarian problem: the unity between ultimacy and concreteness in the living
God.36As being-itself or the power of being God transcends every being and also the totality of beings.
God is not conditioned by something

other than himself. On the other hand everything finite

participates in being-itself and in its infinity otherwise it would not have the power of being. God is
therefore ultimate and concrete, He is the abyss and the ground of being."
Abyss refers to the element of power. This is "the basis of Godhead, that which makes God God. It is
the root of his majesty, the unapproachable intensity of his being, the inexhaustible ground of being in
which everything has its origin.

,,38

Van Ruler writes: "de Vader is de eerste in orde .., de Vader is de

bron van de hele godheid ... de Vader, uit wie alles is en die alles besluit, [is] het element van de
afgrondelijkheid in God.,,39
Tillich uses the terms 'individualisation',

'dynamics' and 'freedom' to symbolically describe the Father,

who is thefons deitatis, and first in the ontological order of being. These terms are abstract in the sense
that they apply to all being, but they are concrete in so far as they express the power of being in all
being, the power to resist non-being. Therefore they can be symbolically predicated of God, to express
the fact that He is the 'absolute individual' i.e. He is a personal God. He is also the dynamic, living God
and the God who acts in freedom from anything which could condition Him, this is his potestas
absolutat" This means "dat Hij de levende, handelende, werkende God is. Hij heeft de wereld in het
aanzijn geroepen, uit niets, als een tovenaar. Hij draagt haar van ogenblik tot ogenblik door zijn

34

ST, I, p. 211; ThW, VI, p. 63.

35

ThW, VI, p. 64: "Kennen van God is leven met God, voor zijn aangezicht, naar zijn wil."

36

ST, I, p. 228.

37

ST, I, p. 237.

38

Ibid., p. 250.

39

Ik Geloof, p. 25; cfVW, p. 25; BZAK, p. 92.

40

ST, I, pp. 174-186,244-249.
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almachtig kracht. Hij i perman

nt aan de gang, in alle wat is en geschiedt.?"

Ground refer to the element of meaning and structure and has been termed the 'logos' of being. It unites
meaningful tructure

ith creativity.

"The logos opens the divine ground

and make its fullne s di tingui hable, definite

its infinity and its darkness,

finite. The logos has been called the mirror of the divine

depth the principle of God's self-objectification.

In the logos God speaks his 'word', both in Himself

and beyond Him elf."42 Van Ruler points out that the logos has been called 'the eternal Son,' but "wij
kunn n e engoed

pr ken

an het eeuwige Woord, het eeuwige Beeld, de eeuwige wijsheid. God is in

zichzelf ge n tilte Hij is ook
Tillich u e the term
logically

pr ken. God ziet en kent in zichzelf zichzelf en daarin alle dingen.?"

'participation',

'form' and 'destiny' to symbolically

cond in the order of being, but is ontologically

ob iou ly only exi t in a polar interdependency

describe the Son who is

co-equal with the Father. These terms

with the ones mentioned above" and yet as descriptions

of the tructure of being pre uppose an existing power of being. In other words, the Father logically but
not temporally or ontologically
are a1

0

precedes the Son, who is of equal dignity with the Father." These terms

ab tract in that they apply to all reality but concrete in so far as they describe life as a

meaningful tructure

a oppo ed to meaningless

chaos. Therefore these terms can be symbolically

predicated of God to expre s the fact that He conditions

Himself. God is fulness of being and this

fulne i rational and tructured. God is the God who participates in all being because all being comes
from Him and is created in hi image."
The Spirit i the actualization
Througb th

and union of power (abyss) and meaning (logos).lt

makes them creative.

pirit th di ine fullness is posited in the divine life as something definite and at the same

time it i reunited in the di ine ground. The finite is posited as finite within the process of the divine
ith the infinite within the same process. It is distinguished

life but it i reunited
it i not eparat

from i1.47 Spirit is the unity of the ontological
4

polaritie mentioned abo e.

42

ST I, p. 250.

van de tweeheid tot drieheid, en daarom

43Ik Gelo f p. 60; ThW, II pp. 58-59; cf. BZAK, p. 92.
44I.e. indi iduali ation, dynamics

and freedom.

45

ST III, pp. 28 -289; Ik Geloof, pp. 58-59.

46

ST, I, pp. 174-1 6, 244-251.

47

T , I, p. 251.

48Individualisati

n and participation,

(the ontological

within the proce s of the divine life. Van Ruler explains: "De

Gee t [i ] het mom nt an de ont panning ... , de ontspanning

Ik Geloof, p. 29.

elements, i.e. of the three sets of

God's life is life as spirit, and the trinitarian principle

element and th ir union) are moment

41

from the infinite, but

dynamics

and form freedom and destiny.
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het moment van de beweging, de voortgang en de voleinding, in het wezen van God.,,49 This is the
doctrine of the ontological Trinity - the presupposition of all the other doctrines. This is "the most basic
description possible of God as the principium essendi of knowledge for man."so

The doctrine of the trinity solves the problem of the absoluteness and concreteness of God. In Himself
God is triune and therefore he remains Himself in all his modes of manifestation (creation, salvation,
sanctification). This protects theology from all forms oftritheism

and modalism."

The doctrine of the trinity is not irrational or paradoxical but rather 'is de rijkste en rijpste gestalte van
de rede'." It is the application of the dialectics of life in order to describe the eternal process of the
divine ground of being. Of course this dialectic of life or movement of separation and reunion is applied
to God in symbolic or analogical terms. Both Tillich and Van Ruler warn against the unsymbolic use
of this dialectic, as for instance, in the philosophy of Hegel." The mystery of the divine life must be
respected." "The divine life is infinite mystery, but it is not infinite emptiness. It is the ground of all
abundance, and it is abundant itself. ,,55 This idea of God as the living God confirms the unity of
universality and concreteness in God56 and maintains the distinction between God and creation. It must
be emphasized that the doctrine of the trinity is based on revelation." Christianity originally gave rise
to this doctrine, it was introduced to 'keep the doctrine of Christ pure' (Noordmans). But logically the
doctrine of the trinity precedes christology,"

or in other words "the doctrine of Christ is carved out of

the heart of the trinitarian dogma.v"

49

Ik Geloof, p. 130; cf. BZAK, pp. 93-94; ThW, VI, pp. 26-29; CTIP, pp. 69-73.

50 Van Til, An Introduction
to Systematic Theology, Presbyterian and Reformed, 1974, p. 10. Tillich notes
that the doctrine of the trinity is the most inclusive answer to the questions implied in man's predicament and
rightly has the dignity attributed to it in the liturgical practice of the church. ST, III, p. 285. Van Ruler writes:
"Het geheele zijn en het totale denken worden door het dogma van de triniteit op een ongeevenaard schone wijze
doorlicht." BZAK, p. 94; cf. Ik Geloof, pp. 60-61; VW, p. 24.
51

ST, III, pp. 291-293; cf. my discussion ofthe doctrine of the trinity, G. Hodnett, op. cit., pp. 170-175.

52

BZAK, p. 93; ST, III, p. 284; ST, I, p. 56.

53

ST, III, pp. 284-285; ThW, VI, p. 26.

54

BZAK, p. 93; ST, III, p. 284.

55

ST, I, p. 251 ;cf.. Th W, VI, p. 66.

56 God is the abyss (Father), logos (Son) and the union of the two (Spirit). THAT is the being of God. There
is no absolute unity as if, for instance, the Father is the real God from whom everything comes and to whom
everything returns. The distinctions remain but these are distinctions within the one God. ST, I, p. 251; III, p.
284; ThW, VI,p.26.
57

ST, III, pp. 285-286; Ik Geloof, p. 58.

5 Indicated by the fact that the trinitarian decision in Nicaea preceded the definitely christological
decision
of Chalcedon. ST, III, p. 285.
59

Noordmans, Herschepping,

p. 33.
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The doctrine of the ontological trinity as discussed above is based on God's economic revelation of
Himself as Creator, Saviour and Sanctifier. Revelation is the manifestation ofthe divine life in history,
or in other words there is no difference between God's being and God's revelation/"

Therefore Jesus

and the Spirit are identified with God and from this we have the economic trinity: God as Creator
(Father), Redeemer (Son) and Sanctifier (Spirit). Nevertheless

we must distinguish between our

knowledge of revelation and revelation itself. Revelation constantly surpasses our knowledge and this
means that we must understand our knowledge as a secondary factor in contrast to the incomparable
primary factor of revelation."

In other words we must distinguish between the noetic and the

ontological sequence of priorities. What is first in itself is last for our knowledge.f
In terms of revelation we must say that the economy of the Father pertains in a special way to the Old
Testament (Heb. 1:1); the economy of the Son began with the incarnation; and the economy of the
Spirit commenced at Pentecost (John 7: 13; 14: 15). The Father comes without having been sent; the Son
is sent by the Father (Matt. 10:40; Mark 9:37; Luke 9:48; John 3: 16; 5:23,30,37;

6:8 ff.); and the Spirit

is sent by both Father and Son (John 14: 26; 16:7). But this procession in time is a reflection of the
immanent relation existing between the three persons in the ontological trinity, and is based upon
generation and spiration. The generation of the Son is the eternal archetype of the incarnation of the
Logos, and the procession from the Father and the Son is the prototype of the outpouring of the Spirit.
Hence the knowledge concerning the eternal and immanent relations existing between the persons of
the trinity is derived from what was revealed concerning these relations in time.?'
This idea of an immanent Trinity has a certain independence and is very important for the theological
method. "God gaat toch niet op in zijn handelen met de wereld.

,,64

Therefore God has not lost His

freedom to manifest Himself for other worlds in other waya." God is 'more' than His economic
manifestations of Himself. This doctrine has a certain independence because it shows God to be the
living God and distinguishes him from creation and therefore protects theology from all forms of deism
and pantheism.
The idea of the immanent trinity is also very important for theological method because in it we can find
unity only in threeness and in the unity only find threeness. (Neither confound the Persons, nor divide
the substance). In order to maintain the communio personarum divinarum, it is absolutely necessary

60

ST, I, p. 158; III, p. 283; Ik Geloof, p. 129.

61 This is impJied in the sovereignty
Eerdmans, 1988, p. 388; ST, III, p. 285.
62

of God, see below; cf. O. Weber, Foundations

of Dogmatics, I,

O. Weber, op. cit.; ST, I, p. 205; III, pp. 283, 285, 286; ThW, I, p. 159.

63 H. Bavinck, Gerefonneerde
1991,p. 320.
64VV

Dogmatiek, II, p. 287; The Doctrine of God, Banner of Truth Trust, Edinburgh,

,p.l1.

65 ST. III, p. 290. In chapter two we will discuss further the difference between the second person of the
immanent trinity and the incarnation of this person in Jesus Christ. In chapter three we will discuss further the
difference between the third person of the ontological trinity and the poured out Holy Spirit.
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to maintain the distinctio personarum divinarum. Opera ad intra trinitaris sunt divisa. This is more
than merely a logical distinction; it is fully an ontological, a divine-ontological

differentiation. The

personal distinctions are a matter of highest principle and not merely demanded by thought. "Het
trinitarische dogma wil ons oefenen in een theologische methode die juist gekenrnerkt wordt door het
samensmeden van deze beide bewegingen; die van het wederkerig op-elkaar-betrekken
principieel uit-elkaar-houden.t''"

en die van het

Tillich points out that it is not the number three which is decisive in

trinitarian thinking but the unity in a manifoldness

of divine self-manifestations."

"Trinitarian

monotheism is not a matter of the number three. It is a qualitative and not a quantitative characterization
of God. It is an attempt to speak of the living God, the God in whom the ultimate and the concrete are
united ... Trinitarian monotheism

is concrete monotheism,

the affirmation of the living God.,,68 The

doctrine ofthe trinity does not affirm the logical nonsense that three is one and one is three; it describes
in dialectical terms the inner movement of the divine life as an eternal separation from itself and return
to itself. The trinitarian principles are moments within the process of the divine life. The finite, that is,
the manifoldness of the concrete, is posited as finite within the process of the divine life, but it is
reunited with the divine ground at the same time. It is distinguished from the infinite, but it is not
separated from it.69 Thus the doctrine of the Trinity, "sluiten wel volledig aan op de redelijke, C.q.
bovenredelijke, context van de werkelijkheid, niet allen in haar eenheid en totaliteit, maar ook in haar
veelheid en verscheidenheid.t"
Thus it is with the ontological trinity: in unity we find manifoldness
ultimacy we find concreteness

and in manifoldness

unity; in

and in concreteness ultimacy. These inter-personal relations existing

within the divine essence are revealed outwardly. Certainly, the outgoing works always pertain to God
as a whole. Opera Deitatis ad extra sunt indivisa, servato ordine et discrimine personarum. One and
the same God reveals himself in creation and redemption.

But in this unity the order of subsistence

within the divine essence is preserved. The ontological trinity is reflected in the economical trinity.
Thus, certain attributes and work are ascribed particularly

- though not exclusively - to one person,

others to another, in such a manner that the order of subsistence pertaining to the ontological trinity is
revealed in this outward manifestation.

Therefore, these attributes are not 'proper' but 'appropriate'

to

the persons. The Father is the principle of origination (power or abyss), the Son is the principle of
operation (meaning, structure and logos), the Spirit is the principle of consummation (union of power

66VV
67

,pp. 9-12; cf. ST, III, p. 288.
ST, III, p. 293.

68 ST, I, p. 228; cf. p. 251; VV, pp . 26- 28; CITP,
pp. 22-25. Bavinck writes: "De triniteit doet ons God
kennen als de volheid van zijn, het waarachtige leven, de eeuwige schoonheid. Ook in God is er eenheid in de
verscheidenheid, verscheidenheid in de eenheid." Op. cit. p. 298.
69

ST, I, pp. 56, 250, 25 J .

70

ThW, I, p. 22.
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and meaning). All outgoing works have one Author, namely God; but they are produced by means of
the co-operation of the three persons; and in the works of creation, redemption and sanctification, a
definite place and order is assigned to each person. All things are originated by the Father, carried out
through the Son, and brought to completion by the Spirit." Tillich expresses this when he quotes
Romans II: 16: "For ojhim, and through him, and to him, are all things.'?" For this reason, each of the
outgoing works of God must be viewed from the three distinct vantage points ofF ather, Son, and Spirit.
It is in this way that the double movement of mutual relating and principled distinguishing

must be

made." In relation to creation and redemption, Van Ruler writes that,
"zuiver trinitarisch gedacht gaat het toch niet aan om deze beide werken van God aIleen op
elkaar te betrekken. In elk geval gaat het niet aan om het werk der schepping (laten we zeggen:
dat ik er ben) alleen op het werk der verlossing te betrekken (laten we zeggen: dat ik gered ben),
en de geschapen werkelijkheid

alleen maar op te vatten als sacramentele prefiguratie van het

verbond of van het heil in de incamatie. Op zijn minst moet ook omgekeerd de verlossing
opgevat worden vanuit de schepping en met het oog op de schepping, bijvoorbeeld als ex -piatio
van het schuld der zonde. Het beste zou zijn dat wij beide gezichtspunten - dat God de wereld
schept en dat Hij de zondaar verlost, dat ik er ben en dat ik gered ben - ook op de aangegeven
manier uit elkaar hielden in hun principiele verscheidenheid.'?"

71 To a certain extent it is true that the outgoing works are distributed
among the persons. According to
Gregory Nazienzen the controversy concerning the Spirit as it was carried out in his time is to be interpreted
in the light of the fact that the third person did not become clearly revealed until he took up his abode in the
church.This truth has often been misinterpreted. From the time of Mont anus to that of Hegel the view has been
defended that the three persons represent three successive periods in the history of the church. This represents
two fundamental errors in the doctrine of the ontological trinity. The first error is to understand the trinity in
sucha way that unity overwhelms trinity. The second error is to consider, without qualification, the Father as
the source of the trinity and thus as the real God. Either way, the economic trinity is tom loose from its
metaphysical, dialectical basis; the attribute of 'becoming' is made ultimate and cosmogony is changed into
theogony. Since Augustine, however, we ought to be aware that the being of God is the source of the trinity and
that the trinity itself is the real and only God. Bavinck, op. cit, pp. 285-287; ThW, VI, p. 26; CTTP, p. 69.
72

ST, III, p. 6.

73 VV, p. 10; CTTP, p. 2; cf. RP, p. 154. Van Ruler notes that the most striking example of this is the
pneumatological vantage point in the doctrine of redemption. This is undoubtably a different perspective than
the christological one, yet equally important, at least if one wants to think in a trinitarian manner. God is not
only in Christo; he is also en Pneumati. This is something significantly different. Of course, neither can be
withoutthe other. That God is en Pneumati is something different than his being in Christo. God not only dwells
nearus in Jesus Christ, but we also become "a dwelling place of God in the Spirit" (Eph. 2:22). (Ibid). Similarly
Tillich writes that the christological part of the theological system must give an analysis of man's existential
self-estrangement and the question implied in it; and it must give the answer which is the Christ. While the
section on pneumatology is based on the fact that the essential (i.e. redemption in Christ) as well as the
existential (i.e. separation from God) characteristics are abstractions and that in reality they appear in the
complexand dynamic unity which is called' life.' (ST, I, pp. 66-67). That is, creation and redemption must be
seenin their unity with, as well as in their distinction from, each other.
74 VV, p. 10; CTTP, pp. 2-3. Tillich writes: "Christian dogmatics
has set up the statement that the works of
theTrinity are not divided externally, they always proceed equally from the Father, Son and Spirit, and the New
Testament regarded the Son as the agent of creation. That means, however, that the order of creation and the
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But this is an exact description of Tillich's

'method of correlation,'

which Tillich refers to as 'the

backboneof the structure' of his theological system!" There is a real interdependence of creation and
redemptionin the structural whole of reality. That is, there is a distinction within the unity of creation
andredemption. Cognitively this means that, symbolically speaking, God answers man's questions, and
under the impact of God's answers man asks them." Theology formulates the questions implied in
humanexistence, and theology formulates the answers implied in revelation under the guidance of the
questionsimplied in human existence."
Tillich is well known for his 'method of correlation,'

but Van Ruler also emphasizes the identical

thoughtwhen, referring to the demands of the message of revelation, he writes:
"In elke nieuwe situatie zal dat weer anders zijn. Men kan hier naar mijn inzicht niet uitsluitend
redeneren vanuit de gegevens van de bijzondere openbaring, de wet van Moses en het evangelie
van Christus. De gegevens van het historische proces en van de menselijke rede doen ook mee.
En onder alles door zoekt men naar het natuurrecht - hoe dynamisch ook verstaan. Ook hier
leveren dus de bijzondere openbaring, de kerk en haar profetie, de theologie slechts bijdragen.
De staat, de cultuur en de andere wetenschappen

behoren niet minder belangrijke bijdragen te

leveren.?"

orderof redemption belong together; that it is one indivisible act of grace which is presented in creation and
redemption; that creation is directed toward redemption; that redemption is planned in creation." P. Tillich,
Criticaland Positive Paradox, in The Beginnings of Dialectic Theology, ed. James Robinson, John Knox Press,
Virginia,p. 136. See the section on universal revelation below. It is important to note that in the thought of
Tillichand Van Ruler it is precisely because of the fact that the outgoing works of God are indivisible that it
isimportantto distinguish them. The indivisibility of these works does not imply that they are indistinguishable.
(Ibid;ST, I, p. 285; VV, p. 10; CITP, p. 2). This also implies the unity of God's eternal decrees.
75

ST, I, p. 66.

76 Thus Van Ruler talks of grace as the answer to sin, and indicates the correlation between sin and grace.
ThW, I, p. 171. Cf. O. Noordmans, who also speaks of Christ as God's answer to sin. Gestalte en Geest, Holland
UitgeversMaatschappij, Amsterdam, 1956, p. 76.
77 This is a circle which drives man to a point where question and answer are not separated.
This point,
however,is not a point in time. It belongs to man's essential being, to the unity of his finitude with the infinity
in whichhe was created (i.e. the unity of the ultimate and the concrete in the being of God - the doctrine of the
trinity)and from which he is separated. A symptom of both the essential unity and the existential separation of
finiteman from his infinity is his ability to ask about the infinite to which he belongs; the fact that he must ask
aboutit indicates that he is separated from it (ST, I, pp. 60, 61, 66). In the state of estrangement this circle is
to be understood as an ellipse with two main points - creation and redemption: ST, II, pp. 14-15; RP, p. 153.

ThW, T, p. 229. Van Ruler is specifically referring to the social ideal, but this is the ultimate concern of
revelation,and therefore this refers to the whole of the theological system. Cf. Th W, I, pp. 112-113; II, pp. 231234. Cf. Tillich on the' givens of the historical process and human reason:' "The analysis of the human situation
employsmaterials made available by man's creative self-interpretation
in all realms of culture. Philosophy
contributes,but so do poetry, drama, the novel, therapeutic psychology, and sociology. The theologian organizes
these materials in relation to the answer given by the Christian message ... If he sees something he did not
expectto see in the light of his theological answer, he holds fast to what he has seen and reformulates the
theologicalanswer. He is certain that nothing he sees can change the substance of his answer, because this
substanceis the logos of being, manifest in Jesus as the Christ." ST, I, pp. 63-64.
78
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The method of correlation is "uitgedrukt in de fonnule: het heil is de verlossing van het zijn.?"
Using this method, Tillich divides his theology into five sections: reason and revelation; existence and
the Christ; life and the Spirit; history and eschatology:

"In a way each part contains the whole from a different perspective, for the present system is
by no mean deductive. The very fact that in each part the question is developed anew makes
any possible continuity of deduction impossible.

Revelation

is not given as a system. But

revelation is not inconsistent either ... The basic ontological structure [i.e. the doctrine of the
ontological trinity] cannot be derived. It must be accepted ... Only revelation can answer this
question [regarding the basic structurcj.t''"

Van Ruler emphasises that christology, pneumatology

and eschatology must be distinguished as well

as related to one another. He writes that "een trinitarische theologie die niet alleen alle gezichtspunten
op elkaar betrekt, maar ook - juist om ze werkelijk op elkaar te kunnen betrekken - ze uit elkaar houdt,
de afsluiting der gedachten in een absolute eenheid en een absolute zekerheid eenvoudig onmogelijk
maakt. Alleen zo houdt zij werkelijk een plaats voor alles open.'?" Everything remains incomplete.
Ontology is not enclosed within soteriology,
kingdom of glory in the atonement,

nor the world in the church, creation in Christ, the

philosophy

in theology. We always end up with a duality of

creation and redemption and thus, in the overall scheme of things, in a plurality.V

Thus there is no

abstract, absolute truth; there is simply the triune God who acts, speaks, and is experienced

in

con tantly new and diverse ways."
This method of relating,

and distinguishing,

pneurnatology and eschatology

creation

and redemption

in terms of christo logy,

will be pursued (as much as is possible) throughout the rest of this

work. 4

79

ThW, IV, p. 86; cf. pp. 89,91,92.

o ST I, pp. 68, 174; cf. II pp. 13-16; III, pp. 3-7.
I VV, p. 27; CTTP, p. 24. Both Tillich and Van Ruler reject a system in the Hegelian sense, as a completed,
closed whole that includes all reality and claims to make all reality transparent to human reason. RP, p. 154;
ST, I, pp. 58-59; II, p. 13; III, pp. 3-7, 374.

82 VV, p. 26; CTTP, p. 23. Jfthe theological system were deductive, like a y tem in mathematics in which
one a sertion i derived from the other with rational necessity, changes in conception of thought would be
damaging to the whole. However, according to the method of correlation - in which creation and salvation are
united and separated at the same time, after the central theological answer is given to any question, there is
always a retum to the existential question a the context in which a theological answer is given. Consequently,
new answers to new or old questions do not necessarily disrupt the unity between the different parts of the
system. "It is a dynamic unity, open for new insights, even after the whole has been formulated." ST, Il, p. 3.
That is, it is a trinitarian theology with no ultimate unity.
83

VV, p. 116; C1TP, pp. 221-222.

84

As a reflection of how thi method has been followed in the theologies of A.A. van Ruler and P. Tillich.
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1.2.4 The Sovereignty of God and the Point of Contact

"Er zit iets onvermijdelijks in, dat een mens met die laaste vragen bezig is. Heel simpel gezegd: een
mens merkt, dat er iets is, dat hij er zelf bijvoorbeeld

is, hij wordt het zijn gewaar, dan vraagt hij

onwillekeurig naar de grond van dat zijn. ,,85 The ontological question is : what is being itself? What is
that which is not a special being or a group of beings, not something concrete or something abstract,
but rather something which is always thought implicitly, and sometimes explicitly, if something is said
to be? The ontological question, the question of being-itself, arises in something like a "metaphysical
shock" - the shock of possible nonbeing. This shock has often been expressed in the question, "why is
there something; why not nothing?"

It is the ultimate question, although fundamentally

it is the

expression of a state of existence rather than a formulated question."
Tillich writes: '''God' is the answer to the question implied in man's finitude; he is the name for that
which concerns man ultimately.t'" In a similar vein Van Ruler writes:

"Om de vraag aangaande God en de kennis van Hem draait alles. Het grondgegeven is enerzijds,
dat er uberhaupt iets is en ruet niets en anderzijds dat ik mij als mens ervan bewust ben, dat ik
er ben en dat alles er is - en dat op de wijze van het oordelen, waarderen, kiezen, willen.
Wanneer men zichzelf en het zijn tot op de grond wil verstaan, is men - hoe dan ook - bezig met
de Godsvraag. God is - per definitie - de grond van alle zijn. ,,88

Van Ruler also refers directly to Paul Tillich and his concept of ultimate concern. Van Ruler begins by
pointingout that the concept of the ground of being (inter alia) is synonymous with the concept of God
and goes on to say: "Wij ... spreken over het allerlaatste, het allerhoogste en het allerdiepste, dat
tegelijkertijd het allereigenlijkste

is. De duits-amerikaanse

theoloog Paul Tillich noemde dat 'the

ultimate concern': we denken en spreken dan over datgene, wat ons het allenneeste aangaat, waarover
wij het meest bekommerd zijn.

,,89

The question which now faces us is: how is man able to ask this question in the first place? In other
words:what is the point of contact between God and man? Traditionally this has been called 'natural'

85

Ik Geloof, p. 22; Th W, VI, p. 61.

86 ST, I, pp. 163-164; Van Ruler also expresses this idea when he writes: "De verwondering,
het fr exU fl ex(e LV
over het feit, dat de wereld er is en dat zij duurt, is niet aileen de moederschoot van aile wijsbegeerte,
wetenschap en cultuur. Zij keert in verhevigde mate, als verbazing, terug in de geboortestonde der theologische
bezinning." VV, p. 36; CITP, p. 100; cf. Ik Geloof, pp. 32,40; ThW, II, p. 33; VI, p. 62.

87

ST, I, p. 211.

88

ThW, VI, p. 61.

89 Ik Geloof, pp. 21-22. Van Ruler also writes: "De zaak van de (systematische)
theologie is een zaak van
ultimateconcern (P. Tillich)." ThW, I, p. 12. From these two quotations we can see that Van Ruler is obviously
inagreement with Tillich's idea of ultimate concern and shares his understanding of God as the ground of being.
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theology.In order to be able to ask for something we must have it partially: otherwise it could not be
the object of a question. We belong to being - its power is in us - otherwise we would not be. But we
arealso separated from it - we do not possess it fully. Our power of being is limited. We are a mixture
ofbeingand non-being. In other words we are finite. The infinite, that is, God does not ask this question
as He has the complete power of being. And a being which does not realize that it is finite e.g. an
animal,cannot ask, as it cannot go beyond its limits. But man can and must ask, he cannot avoid asking
because he belongs to the power of being from which he is separated, and he knows both that he
belongsto it and that he is separated from it. It is our finitude in interdependence

with the finitude of

ourworld which drives us to search for God. This search is a consequence of our encounter as finite
beingswith a finite world. We stand between being and non-being and long for a form of being that
prevailsagainst non-being in ourselves and in our world."
Thisquestioning and the answers given by man to this questioning is the point of contact. However this
mustbe correctly understood.
Allcreationis created by and dependent on God. Therefore all creation (,nature') is revelatory of God.
In Tillich's idiom we could say that all existence participates

in being-itself (in a finite manner) and

thereforereveals being-itself according to its specific mode or level of being." This has been called
generalrevelation and is objective in the sense that it is purely dependent on God Himself. The problem
ariseswhen we want to speak of mans relation to this revelation.
Revelationis certainly the 'impossible possibility', that is, it is an impossibility from the standpoint of
menbut it is a possibility from the standpoint of God. This 'impossible possibility' has become reality
in the event of revelation and therefore we have to explain the connection between the human
impossibility and the divine possibility.

This is to be done dialectically." Certainly the divine

possibilitycan not be interpreted as a human possibility.

But dialectic thinking maintains that the

questionabout the divine possibility is a human possibility. It is important to note that it also maintains
thatno question could be asked about the divine possibility unless a divine answer, even if preliminary
and scarcely intelligible, were not always already available. For in order to ask about God, man must

90

Biblical Religion, pp. 11-14.

91 ST, I, pp. 239, 279. Van Ruler writes: "Maar is en blijft de wereld niet Gods wereld? En is daarom de
kennisvan de wereld niet ook - aliquo modo - kennis van God?" ThW, IV, p. 13. This idea will be further
discussedbelow in the section on the analogia entis.
92 In spite of its popular name as 'dialectic theology' Karl Barth's theology is not dialectical but paradoxical
andsupernatural. The paradox of the 'impossible possibility' is spoken of supernaturally. It seeks to protect the
divinityof the event from being diluted with human possibilities, while attaching it to definite temporal and
spacialprocedures, persons, words, writings etc. God has chosen only these procedures and has restricted
revelationto this. Thus the contingency of the divine activity is emphasized in a genuinely nominalistic manner.
In his radical opposition to the liberal idea that revelation originates within history, Barth understands revelation
as a foreign injection into history. P. Tillich, What is Wrong with the 'Dialectic' Theology, The journal of
Religion,Vol. 15, April 1935, No.2, pp. 137-138. Van Ruler notes: "Ret is beslist niet waar, dat het koninkrijk
Godsalleen maar volstrekt werk Gods is, dat wij aileen maar verwachten en dat aileen maar' sekrecht von oben'
komten dat het eenige is, wat waarde heeft,en dat de cultuur alleen maar werk des menschen is, machteJooze
greepvan onderen op naar de heerlijkheid Gods." DG, p. 30.
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already have experienced God as the goal of a possible question. Therefore the human possibility of
the question is no longer purely a human possibility, since it already contains answers. And without
such preliminary half-intelligible

answers and preliminary questions based thereon, even the ultimate

answer could not be perceived. If an event is only a foreign substance in history it could be neither
absorbed by history nor could it continue to be operative in history. History is not purely Godabandoned nor is it simply God's revelation but history is always equipped with revelation because it
always contains divine answers and human questions." Thus Van Ruler says:

"de situatie van de notitia dei insita blijft: met dat men mens is, existerend, zichzelfwetend

en

kiezend, de grootsheid en de goedheid van het zijn beseffend, staat men onder de indruk van
God. De mens kan er niet zijn zonder God. In ieder geval moet men zeggen, dat God bij elk
mens wil zijn en met elk mens bezig is. Hij dringt zich aan hem op. De mens is niet &. {J e o s; de
wereld is ook niet &. {J e 0 s; de samenJeving van de mensen is dat ook niet. ,,94

There is no absolute metaphysical
metaphysical distinction

between

separation

of God and man ('nature'). There is of course a

God and man in terms of Creator and creature, ultimate

and

derivative, but man participates in being itself in spite of sin. "Daarom is de kennis van God het meest
vanzelfsprekende, dat er is ...Want met het feit dat men mens is, veIt men - in de wijze waarop men er
i-s- een oordeel over God. ,,95
However Tillich points out that we must reject all attempts to find a point in man where he may be able
to find and lay hold of God:

"The existential question, namely, man himselfin the conflicts of his existential situation, is not
the source for the revelatory answer formulated by theology. One cannot derive the divine selfmanifestation from an analysis of the human predicament. God speaks to the human situation,
against it, for it...[It is right to assert] the inability of man to reach God under his own power.

,,96

The point being that although there is not a metaphysical separation between God and man there is most
definitely an ethical separation because of sin."

93

Tillich, op. cit., pp. 137-138; ST, II, p. 13; ST, I, pp. 30, 166, 205-210.

94

ThW, VI, pp. 42; cf. pp. 61-62; ST, 1, pp. 79-83; Th W, IV, pp. 12-14.

95 ThW, VI, p. 62; cf. ST, I, pp. 94-97; O. Weber, Foundations
:"There is DO ontological remoteness between God and man."

of Dogmatics,

Eerdmans, I, pp. 210-212

96 What is Wrong with 'Dia lectic' Theology, p. 140; cf. ST, II, p. 13; GCW, pp. 13-14; CTTP, pp. 111-112;
VV, p. 112; CTTP, p. 216.
97 The metaphysical
unity of God and man provides the possibility for asking the question of being-itself
while the ethical separation provides the necessity of asking. Man can ask the question because being-itself is
the presupposition of all existence and thought. Man has to ask the question because he has fallen but is
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However mankind remains aware of the infinity from which he is excluded. This presence within
finitude of an element which transcends it is experienced both theoretically and practically as verum
ipsum (the true-it elf) as the norm of all approximations
as the norm of all approximations

to truth and as bonum ipsum (the good-itself)

to goodness. Both are manifestations

of esse ipsum, being-itself as

the ground and abyss of everything that is."
This natural knowledge of God has nothing to do with natural human wisdom in the general and formal
sense nor does it mean that man can argue to the existence of God on the basis of his natural knowledge.
Being-itselfis the "content, the mystery, and the eternal aporia of thinking.

,,99

Van Ruler points out that

thi mystery is implied in our very existence. "De existentie zelfis reeds mysterie. Daar kan men nooit
volledig doorheen kijken: door het feit, dat men er is en dat men zichzelf is ... Het is een mysterie, dat
er iets is en niet niets. Reeds de stof, de materie stelt ons, zodra we tot bezinning komen, voor het
mysterie.?"? This is the mystery of being-itself, the essential content and presupposition of all theology.
Even if we consider the afterlife, we are still dealing with this existence, this being, this world and this
life - even ifit is in a specific, ultimate manner, and "precies hetzelfde geldt, wanneer we het over 'God'
hebben. Ook dan gaat het over het eigenlijke realiteitskarakter
Being-itself is the presupposition

of all our thought and being. Thus H. Bavinck has called God the

principium essendi of knowledge.
comprehensive, a self-contained

van alle realiteit."':"

This can be explained by saying that God is completely

self-

whole, the system of absolute truth and that God's knowledge is self-

dependent, analytic, immediate. And all our knowledge is dependent on God's self-interpretation or selfknowledge. 102 This is what Tillich means when he talks of a point of identity. The point of identity is
to be understood in terms of reference, not in terms of content. Therefore Tillich points out that man
naturally knows of the unconditional
notknow their content.

103

element in the true-itself and the good-itself even though he does

The point of contact is man's quest for God. This does not mean that mankind

nevertheless aware of the infinity from which he is excluded. If man had not fallen he would not ask the
question for then being would be safe as God would be present in it. ST, I, pp. 205-209, 258-259; RP, p. 32;
Thomas a Kempis, The Imitation of Christ, Collins, Glasgow, 1987, pp. 88-89.
9 ST, I, pp. 206-207; Th W IV, p. 13. This is the notitia Dei insita spoken of by the older dogmatics cf. H.
Heppe, Reformed Dogmatics, Baker Book House, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1978 pp. 1-2; cf. Calvin, Institutes,
1,chapter III, paragraph I; also Charles Hodge, Systematic Theology, London, Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1878,
pp. 191-201; L. Berkhof, Systematic Theology, Edinburgh, Banner of Trust, pp. 35-36; In Van Ruler's idiom
we would say that man, the world and community are not ix {} C 0 s. Th W, VI, pp. 42, 61-62.
99

ST II, p. 11; I, p. 207.

ThW, II, p. 33.
101 Th
W, II, p. 34.
100

102 H. Bavinck, Gereformeerde
Dogmatiek, I, pp. 183-185; cf. C. van Til, op. cit., pp. 9-10, 164-165; see the
section on the analogia entis below; Van Ruler writes: "Principium essendi van de theologie is God ... Want
theologie is dit, dat men door alles heendenkt tot op de raad van God en dat men alle dingen beziet vanuit het
tandpunt van God." ThW, IV, p. 22. Tillich writes: "The divine omniscience is the logical ... foundation of the
belief in the openness of reality to human knowledge. We know because we participate in the divine
knowledge." ST, J, p. 279.
103 ST
,1, pp. 206-207.
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knows all of its problems

and knows

what questions

ignorance, especially when it begins to doubt its accuracy

to ask. But "erring

knowledge

is not utter

and to ask for true knowledge."

104Van Ruler

expresses the same idea:

"Deze revelatio

generalis

zelf, waarin God zich als Creator aan de mens opdringt,

de mens ook niet recht verstaan

en gebruikt:

hij kent God er niet recht uit en dient Hem in ieder

geval niet op de rechte wijze ... In ieder geval is deze afwezigheid
kennis van God geen puur negativum.
slechts een gebrekkig

middel

kennis van God gestroomlijnd
dat de mens de waarheid

wordt door

van de echte natuurlijke

Zij berust niet daarop, dat de geschapen

is voor God om zich te openbaren.

werkelijkheid

Ook niet daarop, dat de hele

moet zijn door de kennis van de salus. Maar uitsluitend

in ongerechtigheid

positief) - hij staat in een verhouding

daarop,

ten onder houdt. De mens doet dus iets (dat is reeds

(hij gaat tegen God in) - hij is met de waarheid

bezig (die

verkeert hij in leugen).,,105

Therefore there is a dialectical

value in erring knowledge

about God 106as it is the point of contact with

God.IO?
From the above discussion

104

we can see that revelation

remains

the 'impossible

possibility.'

The answer

What is Wrong with 'Dialectic' Theology, p. 138;

105ThW, VI, p. 42. In a similar vein Tillich writes that "an awareness of the infinite is included in man's
awareness of finitude. Man knows that he is finite, that he is excluded from an infinity which nevertheless
belongs to him. He is aware of his potential infinity while being aware of his actual finitude." ST, I, p. 206; cf.
Whatis Wrong with the 'Dialectic' Theology, p. 144. Van Til points out that "orthodox theology holds that the
natural man does not really know what he needs." Nevertheless in the "very caricatures of the true, we have
a point of contact for the true," because the sinner" shows some sense of need." He goes on to say: "It might be
argued that, for safety's sake, we should avoid altogether this matter of a point of contact ... why not, it will be
asked, emphasize the truth that man does not know his basic need and let it go at that? To this we must reply
that we must be faithful to the teaching of Scripture no matter how dangerous it may seem to us to be. We need
not be wiser than Scripture." Op. cit., pp. 120, 12l.
106 Tillicb, op. cit., p. 138; This dialectic relation forms the basis ofTillich's
method of correlation and is also
the meaning of Calvin's statement: "The knowledge of ourselves is not only an incitement to seek after God,
but likewise a considerable assistance towards finding Him. On the other hand, it is plain that no man can arrive
at the true knowledge of himself, without having first contemplated the divine character, and then descended
to the consideration of his own." Quoted by Tillicb in ST, I, p. 63; cf. O. Weber, op. cit., p. 170. Revelation knowledge of God and knowledge of selfbelong together. Mankind is never absolutely separated from God and
therefore "revelation answers questions which have been asked and always will be asked because they are 'we
ourselves.'" ST, I, p. 62. This method of correlation which is so central to Tillich 's theology is, as we have seen,
not strange to Van Ruler's thought: "het evangelie van Jezus Christus is de vervulling van de diepste en
eigenlijke behoeften en dan ook begeerten van de natuurlijke mens in zijn niet aflatende worsteling met de
levende God." VV, p. 110; CITP, p. 214.

107It must once again be emphasized that this point of contact is not within man. Thus Tillich says: "We can
findGod in us only when we rise above ourselves. This transcendentalizing act does not signify that we possess
the transcendental. The point is that we are in quest of it. But on the other hand this quest is possible only
because the transcendental has already dragged us out beyond ourselves as we have received answers which
drive us to the quest." What is Wrong with the 'Dialectic' Theology, p. 140.
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absolutely precedes the question.

IDS

Revelation itself is the point of contact'F' and therefore God's

sovereignty i not blended with any form of human existence and action. As Tillich points out, this truth
must be preserved in any theology that deserves the name. "A criticism of this position would be a
criticism of ... the Bible, the Church, and theology in general.

,,110

God is being-itself and nature is finite being. There is a relationship of sovereignty and dependence or
Creator and creature but there is no absolute separation, in spite of sin. But before we work out the
implications of this mutual relationship in terms of eschatology and history we must first discuss the
analogia entis and the doctrine of the trinity.

1.2.5 God as Being-itself and the Analogia Entis

We have seen that "God is - per definitie - de grond van aIle zijn." This means that all finite being
participates in God and therefore "het hele zijn is zelf-openbaring

van God."

III

Everything and every

person participates in being-itself, if it did not it would not have being. Therefore nothing is excluded
from being a medium of revelation. Nevertheless

nothing is worthy in itself to represent our ultimate

concem.l" This leads to the doctrine of the analogia entis, The reformed idea of the point of contact
solves the ontological problem of knowledge:
presupposes truth-itself

14

the unity of separation and union.l':' All knowledge

and is only possible on this presupposition.

The point of contact describes

the possibility of knowledge and revelation. The ontological argument for the existence of God is to
be understood in this sense, as the acknowledgement

of an unconditional element in the structure of

reason and reality which makes the idea of truth possible.

115

The reformed theologian, Cornelius van

108 Ibid., p. 137; ST, I, p. 206. This is the foundation ofthe method of correlation. Both Tillich and Van Ruler
deny that reason can be the source for theology. But reason is the instrument which can be grasped and
enlightened by revelation. ST, I, pp. 53, 64-65; ThW, IV, p. 22.

109 The point of contact is not to be found in nature itself - man is the question - not the answer. The point
of contact is God Himself, as He is present in nature. ST, I, p. 209; II, p. 13. Van Ruler states that God himself,
as He has long been wrestling with natural man, is the point of contact (VV, pp. 110-111; CITP, p. 214). Tillich
expresses tbis idea when he says: "The question of God is implied in the finite structure of being." ST, I, p. 210.
Noordmans, in spite of his critical doctrine of creation, says the same thing: The point of contact lies in the
promises, in God Himself. God gave the promise as soon as man fell. B. Engelbrecht, Natuur en Genade in die
Teologie van A.A. van Ruler, Kerk en Theologie, vol. 32, no. 2, p. 103.
110

What is Wrong with the 'Dialectic' Theology, p. 135; cf. ST, II, pp. 13-16; I, pp. 64, 119, 204-209, 236-

237,253-254.
III

ThW, VI, pp. 61, 62; cf. ThW, IV, p. 13.

112

ST , I, p. 118.

113

ST, I, pp. 94-96; VV, pp. 106, 110; CITP, pp. 207, 204.

114

The same thing can be said about justice (justice-itself),

ST, I, pp. 79-80.
115STI , ,pp. 2 06-2 08 .
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Til, confirms this:

"The better theologians of the church have constantly sensed the fact that the theistic argument
mu t not be used univocally.

They have sensed something of the fact that all the theistic

arguments should really be taken together and reduced to the one argument of the possibility
of human predication.

Intelligent predication

about anything with respect to nature or with

respect to man were impossible unless God existed as the ultimate reference point of it all." 116

Tillich refers to the ultimate reference point as the 'depth of reason':

"The depth of reason is the expression of something that is not reason but which precedes
reason and is manifest through it. Reason in both its objective and its subjective structures
points to something which appears in these structures but which transcends them in power and
meaning. This is not another field of reason which could progressively

be discovered and

expressed, but it is that which is expressed through every rational expression. It could be called
the 'substance' which appears in the rational structure, or 'being-itself

which is manifest in the

logos of being, or the 'ground' which is creative in every rational creation, or the 'abyss' which
cannot be exhausted by any creation or by any totality of them, or the 'infinite potentiality of
being and meaning' which pours into the rational structures of mind and reality, actualizing and
transforming them."

117

God as being-itself 'precedes' the ontological structure of being, He is the ground of this ontological
tructure, but is not subject to the structure Himself. He is the structure. In other words He has the
power of determining the structure of everything that has being. The important point is that nothing is
outside the centred unity of His life: nothing is strange, dark, hidden, isolated, unapproachable.
falls out ide the logos structure of being.

Nothing

118

This implies the idea of the analogia entis. God 'precedes' creation, He is transcendent, He is absolutely

116

Van Til, op. cit., pp. 102,164-167.

117 ST, I, p. 79 . Van Ruler expresses this idea thus: "De rede is in de theologische
wetenschap 6 Q y avo v ,
instrument. Zij is geen principe van de theologie. Zij is geen bron van de theologische waarheidskennis. Zij is
ook niet de norm van de theologische waarheidskennis. Principium essendi van de teologie is God ... Oat wil
zeggen: het licht zelf, het licht der waarheid zelf, de openbaring van God is de enige bron en de enige norm van
alle theologische waarheidskennis. De rede is slechts het instrument, waarrnee dit licht wordt opgevangen."
ThW, IV, p. 22. Tillich speaks of human reason in terms of a receiving knowledge in a union with revelation,
that is obedient to that revelation. ST, l, pp. 64, 85, 94-100.
II

ST , I, pp. 239, 279.
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different to finite being. "God is on-begrijpelijk,
being participate in being-itself

incomprehensibilis."

119On the other hand all finite

and is completely known by God. Therefore truth is not absolutely

removed from the outreach of our finite minds, because the divine life in which we are rooted embodies
all truth.120This means that our knowledge of God is neither equivocal nor univocal but analogical or
symbolic. Van Ruler expresses the symbolic character of this knowledge:

"Bij die allerlaatste vragen, welke uit de wetenschap, uit de werkelijkheid

van het leven, in de

religieuze dimensie opkomen, verga an ons, om zo te zeggen, horen en zien. Daar kunnen wij
niet meer blijven binnen de perken van de discursieve en exacte begrippen. Wij moeten beelden
gaan gebruiken, verhaaltjes
de wetenschappelijke

ertellen. Er komt iets mythologisch

in ons denken. We gaan van

begrippen over in de geloofssymbolen."!"

Tillich explain this ymbolic nature of our knowledge of God:

"There can be no doubt that any concrete assertion about God must be symbolic, for a concrete
assertion is one which uses a segment offinite experience in order to say something about him.
It transcends the content of this segment, although it also includes it. The segment of finite
reality which becomes the vehicle of a concrete assertion about God is affmned and negated at
the same time. It becomes a symbol, for a symbolic expression is one whose proper meaning
is negated by that to which it points. And yet it also is affirmed by it, and this affirmation gives
the symbolic expression

an

adequate basis for pointing beyond itself.,,122

Any egment of finite reality can become the basis for an assertion about God because God is beingit elf and because everything participates

in being-itself.

The analogia entis is not the property of a

que tionable natural theology which attempts to gain knowledge of God by drawing conclusions about
the infinite and unconditioned

from the finite and conditioned.

"The analogia entis gives us our only

ju tification of peaking at all about God. It is based on the fact that God must be understood as beingit elf.,,123Van Ruler expresses this idea in more traditional language:

119
ThW, VI, p. 63; cf. ST, I, p. 237. "Vanuit het christelijk geloofmoet men zeggen dat God zich opdringt
inalles wat is en geschiedt. Het hele zijn is zelf-openbaring van God ... Maar dan moeten we wei bedenken, hoe
de mens met deze zichzelf openbarende God kennende in de wereld alleen kan verkeren. Hij is God! De grond
van aile zijnl Hij is de Schepper! Hij is de persoon bij uitstek! Hij is der Heer, die zelfbeslist! Hij is de Heilige,
dat wil zeggen de gans Andere." ThW, VI, pp. 62,63; cf. II pp. 35-36; IV p. 13.
120S T, I, p. 279; ThW, IV, p. 13.
121'Over oorsprong en einddoel, wezen en bestemming,

over de 'naam' en de 'zin' van elk ding en over het
behoud van het zijn kan men aileen in beelden spreken." ThW, J, pp. 20-21.
122S T, I, p. 239.
123ST, I, pp. 239-240.
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"Wij kunnen God aIleen maar kennen op de wijze waarop onze geest bestaat. En onze geest
bestaat alleen op de wijze dat hij kent aan de hand van de buitenwereld. Daarom is al onze
kennis van God kosmomorf,

in beelden die aan de buitenwereld

leeuw, een zon enz.), en met name ook antropomorf

zijn ontleend (God is een

... Daarom is onze kennis van God niet

adequaat, uitputtend, omvattend, maar zij is wei waar en zuiver. Zij is analogisch en ectypisch
... Er is verwantschap (analogi e) tussen God en zijn schepselen; de schepselen drukken God uit,
ectypisch ten opzichte van God als archetype."

Whenproperly understood this transcendence
of true finite and fragmentary knowledge
derivativere-knower.

125

124

and immanence of God provides us with the possibility
about God. God is the original knower and man is the

Thus the analogia entis provides the foundation for true knowledge and

learningbut maintains the distinction between Creator and creation.

126

Theabove discussion can be summed up as follows:
I) Allknowledge presupposes revelation or all being presupposes being-itself.
2)All knowledge of God based on revelation is true but finite or fragmentary, or in other words God
isthe reference point for all knowledge but the content of God's knowledge is (eternally) different.
3) God is original reality (Creator) while man is derivative (creation) but there is no metaphysical
separation,only an ethical separation resulting from sin.
Thusfar we have discussed two of the most important background ideas in the theology ofP. Tillich
andA.A van Ruler, namely: the sovereignty of God and the doctrine of the trinity.
The doctrine of the trinity allows us to see everything

in its unity and totality as well as in its

multiplicityand difference. Or, in other words, this doctrine allows us to see that all creation comes
fromGod, "daf der Mensch und alle Dinge ihr ewiges Urbild und ihr wahres Sein im ewigen Sohne
als der ewigen Weisheit, in der Gott sich selbst und in sich selbst alle Dinge erkennt, haben."!"
Thereforethe doctrine ofthe trinity provides the rational (i.e. dialectical) background for all theological
thought.128

124 ThW, VI, p. 65. Both Tillich and Van Ruler warn against incorrect symbols. Van Ruler writes: Het ene
beeldis beter dan het andere. Sommige beelden zijn bepaald verkeerd, andere bepaald goed." Th W, I, p. 21.
Tillichwrites: "Theology can point out the religious dangers and the theological errors which follow from the
useof certain symbols." ST, I, p. 240.
125 Van Ruler speaks of knowledge
as nothing other than an acknowledgement.
pp.64, 85, 94-100.
126 S
T, I, pp. 94, 279; cf. ThW, VI, pp. 62, 63, 65.
127

Th W, IV, p. 22. Cf. ST, I,

GCW, p. 43; CTTP, p. 138; cf. Ik Geloof, p. 60; BZAK, pp. 93-94; ST, I, p. 254.

128 ThW, I, p. 22; BZAK, pp. 92-94; GCW, p. 43; CTTP, p. 138; Ik Geloof, pp. 60-61; VW, p. 24; ST, I, p.
254;ST, III, pp. 283-285; ST, I, pp. 56-57. Of course the doctrine of the trinity remains a mystery but it is not
logicalnonsense - it describes in dialectical terms the inner movement of the divine life as an eternal separation
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The other important background idea is that of the sovereignty of God. This is, so to speak, the other
side of the doctrine of the trinity. God is being-itself,

the unconditional

being which precedes all
conditional being. There is no ground prior to God which could condition Him.129 The trinitarian
background (which refers first and foremost to the inner movement of the divine life as the eternal
archetypeof all reality) must be supplemented with the idea of the eternal decree in order to understand
therelationship between Creator and creation. 130

1.3

The Predestinarian Background

1.3.1 The Eternal Decree
In the Nicene Creed, God is called the Creator of 'everything

visible and invisible.' God is not

dependenton the eternal essences or ideas, the powers of being which make a thing what it is (as, for
instance, in Platonic doctrine). The essences are ideas in the divine mind. They are the patterns
accordingto which God creates. They are themselves dependent on God's internal creativity. "The
essentialpowers of being belong to the divine life in which they are rooted, created by Him who is
everythingHe is 'through himself" .131Van Ruler writes: "Het dogma van de drieeenheid van God heeft
het het christelijke denken mogelijk gemaakt, de eeuwige ideeen in het wezen van God te plaatsen.
Daarrneeverliezen ze hun eeuwige starheid. Zij worden momenten in het leven van God.,,132
Thisdistinction between the essences or will of God and the being of God is very important. If God is
simplyunderstood as the universal essence, as the form of all forms, he is identified with the unity and
totalityof finite potentialities; but he has ceased to be the power of the ground in all of them, and
thereforehe has ceased to transcend them. This is pantheism: that God has poured all his creative power
intoa system of forms and he is bound to these forms. 133Thus Christianity has always insisted on the
importanceof the will of God or the divine decrees, the opera immanentia donee exeunt, which are
opera essentialia, that is, works of the triune God, in distinction

from the works of anyone of the

personsof the Godhead, but are immanent in God, until they are realized in the works of creation,
providence,and redemption. 134

fromitselfand return to itself.
129
ST,I, p. 248; This refers to God's aseity which also implies that there is nothing given in God which is
notat the same time affirmed by Him.
130
Catholictheology has emphasized the form element in God (eg. T. Aquinas) while Protestantism has
emphasizedthe dynamic element. Tillich and van Ruler emphasise the necessity of combining the form
(trinitarian)and the dynamic (will-decree-predestination) elements of the divine life. ST, I, pp. 247-248, 252,
271;ThW,VI, pp. 26-27, 50; GCW, p. 43; CTTP, pp. 69-70, 138.
131
ST, 1,p. 254.
132 lk Geloof,p. 60. "Of als men een toontj e lager zingt: in het dogma van de predestinatie worden ze [de
ideeen]in de gestalte van de besluiten ingebouwd in de raad van God." ThW, II, p. 59.

133
ST,I, p. 236.
134
L. Berkhof; Systemic Theology, Banner of Truth, Edinburgh, 1988, p. 10 l.
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There are three perspectives from which we must view the will of God.
In the first place we must look at the relationship between the triune being of God and the divine
decrees. As we have seen above, if we do not distinguish between the will of God and the being of God
we fall into pantheism. However if we separate the essences completely from God then we return to
Platonic doctrine. Thus we must admit a point of identity and a point of difference between the being
and will of God. The essences or decrees of God are dependent on his internal creativity and, as a
rejection of dualism, we must add that they are created ex nihilo. However this ex nihilo does not mean
that the essence of creation is absolute non-being.':" It simply means that the essence of creation is
finitude and dependence. God does not make his decrees on the basis of nothing. God decides on the
basis of his goodness, freedom and rationality.

In other words God takes the essences from his

trinitarian fullness of being. Thus Van Ruler says: "het besluit is het wezen (i.e. the trinitarian essence
of God) in zijn relatie tot de objecten."!" This is the point of identity. God's will is not strange to his
being. Thus the essences, as the works of the triune God, are characterized by the trinitarian distinctions
of power, structure and actualization. But the essences do not have this within themselves - logically
the trinitarian distinctions precede the decrees.

137

Therefore, on the other hand, we must equally stress

the point of difference.
If the point of identity is denied we return to Platonic doctrine but if the point of difference is denied
we fall into pantheism. Thus Tillich and van Ruler clearly distinguish the will of God from the being
of God. God is the 'creative ground of essence and existence.' "The creative process of the divine life
precedes the differentiation between essences and existents."

138

And Van Ruler asks: "Maar vallen

wezen en besluit samen? Gaat God daarin op, dat Hij besluit?"!" Creation

is not the necessary

unfolding of the trinitarian life of God. God makes his decrees on the basis of his omnipotence, wisdom
and goodness. God decides on the basis of his freedom and rationality. This indicates that God is not
an unconscious force but a personal (or suprapersonal) power who decides in freedom. Thus all things
find their ground in his omnipotence and are therefore determined by his will and not by necessity.

140

This means that the doctrine of predestination cuts all determinism and fatalism off at the root. There
is no absolute necessity in existence and therefore there is also no absolute rationality. But God also

135 This is self contradictory
and certainly not Christian. Tillich and Van Ruler both reject this idea, cf. ST,
I, p. 253; Ik Geloof, pp. 32, 60.
136

ThW, VI, p. 50; cf. Ik Geloof, p. 60.

137 Thus when Tillich and Van Ruler refer to the trinitarian ground of being they are referring to the 'ground'
of the decrees - nevertheless the doctrine of the trinity cannot be separated from the doctrine of the decrees. Ik
Geloof, pp. 32, 47; ThW, II, p. 89; ST, I, pp. 250-255.
138

ST, I,pp. 20 5, 2 55.

139

ThW, VI, p. 50; II, pp. 89-91.

140 It must be remembered
that the Father is the fans deitatis - logically first in the trinitarian order of being
and therefore God's absolute power precedes all things.
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makes his decrees on the basis of his wisdom.'?' This means there is a relative rationality and also a
relative necessity in creation. Thus Tillich says: "God's potestas absoluta is a perennial threat to any
given structure of things. It undercuts any absolute apriorism, but it does not remove ontology and the
relatively a priori structures with which ontology is concerned." 142Thus if God "er eenmaal toe besloten
heeft, moeten zij er ook met een necessitas hypothetica, dus met een relatieve redelijkheid komen.v"
God's will (or the essences) must be seen in the light of this identity and difference with his being. Van
Ruler refers to this doctrine of the decrees as "de keerzijde en het complement van het dogma van de
triniteit."!" As such it cannot be separated from the idea of the triunity of God, and certainly must not
be isolated and absolutized. This means that when Van Ruler says the will of God is the ground of
being, he is not saying that God's will has its own power of being separate from the being of God
(Platonic doctrine). And when Tillich talks of God as the ground of being he is not denying God's
freedom to create as he sees fit (pantheism).
This also implies that it is meaningless to ask whether creation is a necessary or a contingent act of
God.!" If God has decided to create then it is relatively necessary for him to create. Even if we say that
God makes his eternal decrees at the last possible moment in time (Noordmans), the element of eternity
remains. If there was a necessity imposed on God to create, then he would not be God. But there is
nothing in God or in his decrees which is not eternally affirmed by him. In this sense creation is neither
a necessity nor an accident. 146

In the second place we must look at the relation of creation to the will of God. God's will is the ground
of being, or in Tillich's idiom, the eternal essences or ideas are the powers of being which make a thing
What it is.147This idea helps to clarify the relation between God and creation. We have already seen that
this idea protects our freedom and prevents us from understanding creation in a pantheistic manner. But

141The Son or Logos as the structure of being cannot be separated from the Father.
142

ST, I, p. 168; cf. ThW, II, p. 90.

143ThW, II, p. 90.
144

ThW, II, p. 89; cf. ST, I, p. 248.

145 If creation is necessary then God is not the unconditional power of being - there is a necessity above God
forCing him to create. If creation is contingent then the immutability of God is denied. The idea that creation
IS a contingent act of God would be based on an abstract idea of God's omnipotence, separated from his being
and will. "Gods almacht houdt in zoverre in, dat God alles kan, dat Hij alles kan wat Hij wil en wat in
O~ereenstenuning is met zijn wezen. Er is dus niet te spreken van een abstracte almacht een almacht puur op
zlchzelf, los van Gods wil en los van zijn wezen." Ik Geloof, p. 30. "There is no divine nature which could be
abstracted from his eternal creativity." ST, II, p. 147.

146ST, I, p. 252; Another way of expressing this, would be to say that creation is not necessary but it is
C~rtainly good. "Het is niet noodzakelijk, dat wij er zijn ... Waarom is er dan iets en niet niets? Dat rust, ten
dlepste, puur in het vrijmachtig welbehagen. Het behaagde de Here God, de wereld in het aanzijn te roepen. Dat
behaagde Hem inderdaad. Het is niet puur een zaak van willekeur." ThW, Y, p.24.
•

IS

147 We have already seen that God is not dependent on the ideas in a Platonic fashion but that God himself
the creative ground of the ideas.
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it also allows us to see that the meaning of finitude is creatureliness.
in creation. The body, rationality,
is alles schepping.

consciousness,

conscience,

Daarom is het alles relatief, betrekkelijk."

There is nothing divine or absolute

desire, the state, etc. are not absolute. "Het
148

Creation is not divine, it is creation and

therefore it is also not demonic. Creation comes from God, who is the power of being in all being. This
allows Christianity
that existence
concreteness

to affirm the goodness of creation, even in its fallen state.

is the fulfilment

of creation

- existence

gives creation

Thus Tillich points out

its positive

character.l'" The

of creation is good. The res decreta, the concrete thing - and not only the general image,

the idea of the things - belongs in a certain sense in God's decree. Therefore
only a shadow of the eternal ideas, not even only an expression
is, is true reality.

the relationship

between

context we must say that creation is not only dependent
152

everything

that is, is not

of the eternal decree. Everything

that

151

In the third place we must examine

and fulfilment.

149

God has given everything

eschatology

and the essences.

In this

on God for its being, but also for its purpose

an essence, a purpose,

a telos, an eschaton.

God rules all

things, not just because they are made in his image but because he has given them a purpose. "Dat God
de dingen regeert, betekent primair, dat Hij ze een bestemming
in creation in the manner of the entelechy.

geeft."

153

This purpose is not included

It is based on the dialectical unity of essence and existence.

Therefore we can say that God himself directs things toward their fulfilment.
been called 'providence.'

Providence

is 'the divine condition'

conditions and in the totality of finite conditions.

154

Traditionally

this has

which is present in every group offinite

It is the quality of inner directedness

situation. The gubernatio as part of the providentia in distinction

present in every

to the creatio consists of, inter alia,

148 Ik Geloof, p. 33; cf. ST, I, pp. 252-253. "The doctrine of creation through the word denies any substantial
participation of man in God. It replaces substantial identity by personal distance." Biblical Religion and the
Search for Ultimate Reality, p. 36.
149 "The doctrine of creation ... emphasizes the dependence on God of everything created and, consequently,
the essential goodness of creation." Ibid, p. 35.
150 ST, I, pp. 203-204, 253-254; Tillich also quotes Otinger with approval, "corporeality is the end of the
Waysof God." p. 278; cf. Political Expectation, p. 2. Van Ruler often emphasises this idea. Ik Geloof, pp. 40-41;
ThW, V, pp. 9-31.
151

GCW, p. 43; CTTP, p. 138; ThW, II, p. 90; Ik Geloof, pp. 33-34.

152 Since man has lost God's gift of the iustitia originalis through the fall and has no freedom of return to
GOd, he is dependent on God's revelation and God's grace (ST, I, p. 258) .
. 153 Th W, VI, pp. 77-78; As there can be no absolute separation of essence and existence the idea of God's
reign or God's eternal decree applies to all reality. Therefore paganism cannot be written off simply as a
"Witches Sabbath" of ghostly fancies, idolatry, and superstition (Barth).What is Wrong with the 'Dialectic'
Theology, pp. 138-138. And Van Ruler asks what the place of paganism is in the kingdom of God: "Moet hier hard en radicaal- alles worden afgewezen als aileen maar leugen en afgodendienst?" VV, p. 112; CTTP, p. 214.
See "God's sovereignty and the point of contact" above.
154 In this context the idea oftbe Spirit comes to the fore. Not only does the Spirit posit the finite within the
process of the divine life (i.e. the affirmation of creation), but it reunites the finite with the infinite within the
same process (i.e. essentialization - see below).
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the idea that the Creator has not only called things into being, but that He has given them a purpose,
to which He also guides them. 155
The locus de decretis points to the existential experience that in relation to God, God's act always
precedes and this gives meaning to historical, corporeal existence.!" Thus we not only know reality
with God (trinitarian perspective) but from the predestinarian perspective we can also come to
positively affirm our existence in general, our created concreteness and our acting existence in
particular. 157
Thus far we have seen that God is the Ground of Being, not only because the eternal ideas are ideas in
His mind but because He gives a purpose or telos to everything and because He gives existence
(corporeality) to everything. There is no point where God is not the ground of being. There is no
creaturely independence from which an external relation between God and the creature could be
derived. At every point we are totally dependent upon God. If God becomes an object, nevertheless He
remains a subject. 158In other words "deze hele locus de decretis is volstrekt omnisbaar. Het gaat om een
ding: om uit te drukken, dat het God zelf is (in zijn godheid, in zijn eeuwigheid), die in het geding en
aan de gang is.,,159

1.4

The Eschatological Background

1.4.1

Eschatology, Creation and the Eternal Decree

We have said that God created all things according to the eternal ideas and that He has also given a
purpose to all things. But we have not yet indicated what this purpose or telos is.
Tillich writes: "Creation has no purpose beyond itself. From the point of view of the creature, the
purpose of creation is the creature itself and the actualization of its potentialities. From the point of view
of the Creator, the purpose of creation is the exercise of his creativity, which has no purpose beyond
itself because the divine life is essentially creative.v'" And Van Ruler writes: "Wat is de zin van de
schepping? Het antwoord luidt: dat wij er zijn! Dat wij er op de rechte wijze zijn! ... Het is het
allereigenlijkste werk van God!" 161
The purpose which God Himself gives to his creation is the (correct) actualization of its potentialities
155
156
157

158
159

ThW, VI, pp. 77-78,105; Ik Geloof, p. 30; ST, I, pp. 264, 266-267; ST, III, pp. 394-396.
ST, I,pp. 264,265,277,

278, 286.

ThW, 11, pp. 90-91; VI, p. 51; GCW, pp. 43-44; CTTP, pp. 138-139.
ST , .[, pp. 271-279.
ThW , VI, p. 51,. II, pp. 90-91, . VV, p. 106,. CTTP, p. 207.

160 ST, I, pp. 263-264; cf. Th W, II, p. 225. Tillich points out that if creation is given a purpose beyond this
fessenti.al creativity of the divine life' we end up with the idea that God lacks something which he must secure
rom hlS creation. Op. cit.
161 Thi
lIS quote is a combination ofThW, VI, p. 77, and Ik Geloof, p. 32.
I
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which is in turn the fulfilment

of creation. This purpose or telos is not to be understood

as a specific

point in time, but as the inner aim of all the specific points in time, as the aim of time itself. Therefore
it transcends

all moments of the temporal process and is the end (or aim) of all history. Classically

doctrine has been called 'eschatology'.

The theological

problem of eschatology

this

is not constituted by the

many things which will happen but by the one 'thing' which is not a thing but which is the symbolic
expression

of the relation of the temporal

symbolism

to indicate the fulfilment

to the eternal. The mode of future is used in eschatological

of creaturely

becomes a matter of present experience

existence

in the eternal. "In this way the eschaton

without losing its futuristic

dimension:

we stand now in face

of the eternal, but we do so looking ahead toward the end of history and the end of all which is temporal
in the eternal. ,,162
God is the ground

of all being. God has created

this world but there is no ontological-dualistic

separation between God and this world.l'" All finite being participates
itself infinitely transcends

in being-itself,

all finite being. As the Ground of Being everything

means that God determines the whole of human reality, the structure,
existence. 164This rules out any total separation
of the eschaton as a radical interruption
history.165 Creation

and therefore

the meaning,

and the aim of

of the history of finite being with no previous relation to that

is not only dependent

on God for its being, it is also dependent

his world. The core of eschatology
the eschaton

is grounded in Him. This

of being itself and finite being in the fall, or any notion

fulfilment. 166Thus we can see that the core of the eschatological
Himselfand

although being-

is predestination

on Him for its

vision is that it is a vision about God
(or God's eternal decree or providence)

is not a purely future reality, but must be understood

as something that

comes upon us and that already stamps every moment of the present. 167
From the above we can understand
in het Godsbegrip."!"

why Van Ruler says: "zoo heeft de rijksidee haar diepste wortelen

And why R. Grigg says: "Tillich's

ontologized

eschatology

is ultimately

a

162
ST, III, pp. 395-396.
163
VW, p. 38; ST, III, pp. 420-422.
164Thus as the depth of human reason, for example, God represents "verum ipsum, the true itself as the norm
of all approximations to the truth" and the "bonum ipsum, the good itself as the norm of all approximations to
goodness." ST. 1 pp. 206-207,235-238. cf. R. Grigg, Tillich's 'Ontologized Eschatology' in New Creation or
Eternal Now, ed. G. Hwnmel, Walter De Gruyter, 1991, pp. 153-162.
165R G .
.
. ngg, op. CIt., p. 157.
166The eternal ideas or essences (ie. the powers of being which make a thing what it is) are derived from

GO?'S fullness of being (The trinitarian, rational background). These essences are ideas in the divine mind,
~luch are chosen by God from his fulness of being on the basis of his potestas absoluta, and are made concrete
In creation and determine the telos of creation (the predestinarian background). Creation finds its fmal fulfilment
~nd purpose in the eschatological kingdom which is the realization oftbe telos of all creation (the eschatological
ackground). If man had not fallen this fulfilment would have taken place via the covenant of works which is
ll:ans co-operation with God on the basis of the iustitia originalis. In the state of sin this fulfilment takes place
~Ia the covenant of grace which is man's cooperation with the poured out Holy Spirit on the basis of justification
In Christ (the iustificatio impiiy.
167
168

VV, pp. 105-106; CTTP, pp. 206-207; ST, III, pp. 394-395.
V
W,p.38.
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function of his notion ofGod."169
There can be no absolute separation of God and the world. God rules this world and will bring it to
fulfilment. This fact is expressed in the three central ontological doctrines of the church. The doctrine
ofthe trinity points to the living God and the Creator in whom the one is just as ultimate as the many. 170
Eschatology tells us that God has given history an aim, a telos which is the fulfilment of creaturely
existence. The doctrine of predestination tells us that it is God Himself that is busy putting His
eschatological fulfilment into effect. These three doctrines are ontological descriptions of reality and
are relevant for understanding reality as such.!"
Thus far we have seen that eschatology means that God gives a purpose to His world and that this must
be understood in a predestinarian sense. In addition to the duality of God and world!" there is also
God's activity with the world173and this activity is that God has given His creation a purpose (from
which it is never completely separated) and will bring His creation to fulfilment.

169R. Grigg, op. cit., p. 115.
170

That is, God is the concrete universal who gives being to creation and is not an abstract idea.

171 In other words it applies to pagan situations as well - although the gospel is an unprecedented
intensification of the relationship to God (see the section on natural theology). It would also apply if there was
no fall- this is the meaning of the theologoumenon of the covenant of works (ThW, II, pp. 227-228; Tillich
discusses this essential relation between God and creation in Part 2 of volume 1 of his Systematic Theology).
The three concepts: Trinity, eschatology and predestination provide the all-encompassing background of the
theology ofTillich and Van Ruler. It seems to me that this is not always understood or expressed properly. For
instance Van Ruler explicitly talks about the trinitarian - eschatological - predestinarian framework of his
theology (Th W, V, p. 213) but many commentators seem to twist this into an eschatological-trinitarianpredestinarian framework thus concentrating on the economic trinity and predestination in the sense of election
and rejection, but forgetting the ontological basis of eschatology. (See my criticism of Van Hoof, Intermezzo.
Kontinuiteit en Diskontinuiteit in de Theologie van A.A. van Ruler - Eschatologie en Kultuur, Ton Bolland,
Amsterdam, 1974, in the concluding chapter, Garth Hodnett, op. cit.) Even a more sympathetic writer such as
C. Lombard (Adama, Thora en Dogma: Die Samehang van Aardse Lewe, Skrif en Dogma in die Theologie van
A.A. van Ruler, unpublished D.TH. thesis, 1996, University of the Western Cape, pp. 26, 53,168-211,217-283;
cf. The Relevance of Van Ruler's Theology, in The Relevance of Theology for the 1990's, HSRC, Pretoria, 1994,
ed J. Mouton, B.C. Lategan, p. 558-560) does not clarify this distinction but rather obscures it and states that
the most encompassing framework is that of the kingdom of God and that trinity and predestination are
soteriological groundlines to be understood within this all encompassing framework. But, the trinity
unconditionally precedes all creation and as such is not limited to soteriology. Rather every category
(ontological and soteriological) finds its deepest and most embracing background in the doctrine of the triune
essence of God. The eschatological kingdom of God is already of necessity itself trinitarian in character. It
manifests itself in threefold fashion: as the kingdom of the Father, the kingdom of the Son and as the kingdom
of the Holy Spirit. Predestination refers to the direct relation between God and creation and is therefore not
limited to soteriology - soteriology (the gospel) is only an acceleration or intensification (stroomversnelling)
of the relation between God and man. Eschatology refers to the content and purpose of predestination and
predestination is based on God's trinitarian fulness of being. The economic trinity, as well as election and
rejection, are indeed intermezzos. The ontological trinity and the eschatologically directed predestination (or
eternal decrees) are not intermezzos. VV, pp. 9-12, 103-106; CTTP, pp. 1-4,203-207; Th W, I, pp. 119-120, 159162; II, pp. 16,89-91; V, pp. 212-213; VW, pp. 24, 38,49-50; BZAK, pp. 92-94; CCOT, p. 69.
172

That is the infinite transcendence of being-itself over finite being.

173 That is, all finite being participates in being-itself. "En dat brengt met zich mee, dat men strak en sober
God en zijn wereld ook rechtstreeks op elkaar betrokken ziet." VV, p. 105; CTTP, p. 206.
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1.4.2

Eschatology and the Kingdom of God

We have seen that eschatology refers to the reality that God has decreed for His world. It refers to the
final end of all the works of God. Eschatology deals with the' last things.' As such their place at the end
of a theological system seems natural. But it is not. Eschatology deals with the relation of the temporal
to the eternal, but so do all parts of the theological system. "Therefore it would be quite possible to
begin a systematic theology with the eschatological question - the question of the inner aim, the telos
of everything that is.''174Van Ruler of course, does just this and is well known for his eschatological
perspective and his 'denken vanuit het einde.' 175 He writes:

"In het licht van het Woord Gods staat alles gericht op zijn bestemming, is het van daaruit
geordend en gevormd, en kan het van daaruit aIleen verstaan worden. Daarom moeten wij in het
dogmatische denken bij het einde begin en dan van daaruit terugzien, ofliever: terug wandelenhet is een beweging en nog weI een rugwaarts gaande beweging - naar het kruis, en - nog verder
terug - tot in het begin van schepping en zondeval.,,176

This is the third part of the speculative context of the theology of Paul Tillich and Arnold van Ruler.
Logically, or ontologically, the doctrines of the trinity and predestination come first, but it is also
important to understand the place of eschatology in their respective theologies.
Tillich writes: "Between the questions 'where from' and 'where to' lies the whole system of theological
questions and answers."!" In a similar vein Van Ruler writes: "Zonder dit speculatieve verband kan
men, naar mijn inzicht, op geen enkele concrete vraag, welke tussen dit begin en dit einde ligt, ook maar
een zinnig, concrete antwoord geven."!" Eschatology is inseparably related to protology, as only the
valuation of creation as good makes an eschatology of fulfilment possible and only the idea of
fulfilment makes creation meaningful. The last questions are remarkably also the first questions - this
is the eschatological context. 179
Tillich and Van Ruler both speak of the 'kingdom of God' as the best symbol for representing this
eschatological reality. 180The concept of the 'kingdom of God' is not only biblical, it involves the entire

174

ST, III, p. 298.

175See, for example, W.H. Velema Confrontatie Met Van Ruler - Denken Vanuit Het Einde, I.H. Kok,
Kampen, 1962 and P. van Hoof, op. cit., pp. 35-50.
176VW, p. 26.
177

ST, III, p. 299.

178ThW, I, p. 157.
179

ST, III, p. 299; ThW, I, p. 157.

180

ST, III, pp. 107-110, 356-361; Th W, II, pp. 231-234.
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message of the Bible.181
However there are so many different understandings

of the 'kingdom of God' in the Christian -

Protestant tradition that the mere use of this symbol does not guarantee an adequate answer. Therefore
Tillich and Van Ruler refer directly to Scripture to get a proper perspective on the elements involved
in the idea of the kingdom of God. This rules out much speculation in terms of ideological
presuppositions.!"

From this perspective they do justice to the text of the Bible and respect both the

dynamic presence of the kingdom and its future consummation. Tillich speaks of the immanent and
transcendent or inner-historical and transhistorical aspects of the kingdom; and Van Ruler generally
refers to these two aspects as the soteriological and eschatological aspects or the saving and ultimate
works of God with this world.l'"

1.4.3

We will begin with a discussion of the transcendence of the kingdom.

The Transcendence of the Kingdom of God

The transcendence ofthe kingdom is bound to the resurrection (Mark 12:18-27) and rebirth (Mt. 19:28).
The kingdom stands on the other side of death, namely the death of Jesus.!"
Jesus is Himself the central manifestation of the kingdom, as in the resurrection he is victorious over
the existential estrangement to which he has subjected himself. As such he is both criterion and source
of the saving power in history.!" Therefore the transcendence of the kingdom must not be understood
in a static spacial sense, from which a two world metaphysic or an ontological dualism could be
deduced. There is only this one world of which God is the omnipotent Lord. Thus God cannot be
ontologically - dualistically distinguished from this world. God is certainly infinitely transcendent over
the finite but this transcendence does not contradict but rather confirms the coincidence of the
opposites. The finite world points beyond itself to the freedom of the divine 'Thou.' This freedom is the
transcendence of God and points to the possible conflict and the possible reconciliation of infinite and
finite freedom.

186 This

transcendence ofthe kingdom of God can be clarified by the following concepts.

In the first place, the overwhelming power with which God works with his world. God is in the world
as its permanent creative ground and he always directs everything towards its fulfilment. Even though

J. Bright, The Kingdom of God, Abington Press, Nashville, 1953, p.7. The O.T. knows of the dominion
of God because He is the creator: Ex 15:18; I Kings 22: 19; Is. 6:5; Ps. 47:3; 103: 19. It also knows of the special
theocratic relationship between God and the chosen people. Israel: Num. 23:21; Judges 8:23; I Sam. 8:7, 12: 12;
Ps. 48:3; Is. 41 :21; Jer. 8: 19; Micah 2: l3; c.f. H. Ridderbos op. cit. p. 8. The content of the N.T. kerygma is the
Coming of the kingdom: Luke 4:43,8: 1, 16: 16; Mark 1: 14,15; Matt. 13: 19.
lSI

Both Tillich and Van Ruler discuss how the concept of the 'kingdom' is used throughout the Bible and
what its significance in the Bible is. ST, III, pp. 357, 359-361; VV, p. 32; CITP, pp. 94-95; RP, p. 58. R. Grigg
notes: "Tillich's eschatology is akin to that of the New Testament Jesus." Op. cit., p. 162.
183 S
T, III, pp. 297-299, 359-361; VW, p.40; RP, pp. 40-58.
182

184

VW, p. 35.

185

ST, III, p. 364; II, p. 159, 118-119.

186

VW, pp. 35, 38; ST, I, p. 263; II, pp. 7-8. This is the doctrine of predestination.
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man is estranged from his essence (and from God) he is no stranger to it and cannot be completely
separated from it (or from God). The kingdom of God is victorious over all historical, cosmic and
demonic powers. This does not mean that these powers are destroyed but that they cannot thwart the
aim of history. The symbol 'kingdom of God' "expresses the majesty, controlling power, and distance
of the unconditioned meaning of existence with respect to the realm of conditioned meanings."

187

Or

in other words, "het rijk is het overmachtige handelen Gods met deze wereld. Het rijk is dit, dat God
iets met deze wereld doet.,,188
In the second place the idea of the transcendence of the kingdom means that it is concealed. The
kingdom of God is not completely described by words such as forgiveness, righteousness, childhood,
etc. Something always remains that is to be expected and is not yet known. From this concealment of
the kingdom we can see that the world remains a mystery and it is not possible to have a complete
system in life or in thought.i" This concealment is due to estrangement and a complete system would
only be possible ifman's formal reason was in complete harmony with his ecstatic reason (i.e. ifman
lived in the fullness of the kingdom of God where 'we will know as we are known'). But life and
thought are subject to the contradictions of our existential situation.!"
In the third place it refers to the soteriological character of the kingdom. The miracles of Jesus consist
especially in the healing of sickness and the exorcism of demonic powers. The salvation character of
the kingdom is also clearly spoken out by all the attributes, synonyms and predicates of the kingdom
presented in Scripture. God comes in order to overcome sin, death and the demons. The transcendence
of the kingdom is not metaphysical but soteriological. "Het rijk is een handel en Gods met deze wereld
ter redding uit het verderf, dat over haar is gekomen en waaraan zij is prijsgegeven."!" The kingdom
of God is the new heaven and the new earth, it is the New Being. This "refers to its power of
Overcoming the demonic cleavages of the 'old reality' in soul, society, and universe ... It expresses that
God is a living God, entering history, struggling in history, fulfilling history and is not the unity of the
eternal essences ... The kingdom of God is the dynamic fulfilment ofthe ultimate meaning of existence
against the contradictions of existence."

192

FOllowing this understanding of transcendence and in order to express the salvation-historical and the
eschatological-soteriological

character of the kingdom of God, Van Ruler presents the following

definition: "Onder het koninkrijk Gods in bijbelschen zin is te verstaan: het uiteindelijke en heilrijke

187
188

KOGH, pp. 114-117; cf. ST, I, pp. 263-268; ST, II, pp. 7-8,44-45,158-159;

ST, III, pp. 372-373.

VW, p. 39.

189

VW, pp. 39-40.

190

ST, I, pp. 54, 258-261, 266-268; II, pp. 7-8,44-47; III, pp. 372-374.

191 VW, p. 40; cf., G. Hodnett,
op. cit., pp. 45-46, see chapter two for a discussion of Van Ruler's
understanding of the kingdom.
192

KOGH, p. 117; cf. ST, I, pp. 24,49,53,55, 146; II, pp. 78-80, 92, 97-98, 114-115, 118-119, 159, 161-162,
165-168,176-180; III, pp. 325-326, 360-361, 363-364,400-401.
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handelen Gods met deze wereld. ,,193 Tillich explains:

"The Kingdom of God ... has an inner-historical and a transhistorical side. As inner-historical,
it participates in the dynamics of history; as transhistorical, it answers the questions implied in
the ambiguities of the dynamics of history. In the former quality it is manifest through the
Spiritual Presence; in the latter it is identical with Eternal Life.,,194

Thus the kingdom is transcendent eschatologically and soteriologically. The kingdom is the inner aim
and telos of history and therefore cannot be onto logically separated from history, although it is
eschatologically 'more' than history. The soteriological element comes in because of sin and prevents
the kingdom from being separated from history and allows the kingdom to be what it should be i.e. the
eschaton of history.

1.4.4

The Immanence of the Kingdom

This understanding of the transcendence of the kingdom shows that it does not exclude inner-historical
features but indicates how this immanent element is to be understood.
The kingdom of God is the penetration of God into the reality of this world and of history. In Jesus
Christ the eschatological expectation is fulfilled in principle. He is the New Being and those who
participate in him participate in the New Being. Thus the kingdom is present as salvation in Christ. He
is the kingdom of God. His appearance is 'realized eschatology' (Dodd). But "this is fulfilment 'in
Principle,' it is the manifestation of the power and the beginning of fulfilment. But it is realized
eschatology in so far as no other principle of fulfilment can be expected. In him has appeared what
fulfilment qualitatively means."!" Thus Tillich notes that the emphasis on transcendence in the symbol
'kingdom of God' does not exclude inner-historical features of decisive importance. 196And Van Ruler
writes: " Zonder enige twijfel moet gezegd worden, dat de bijbel dit handelen Gods met zijn wereld als
een uiteindelijk handelen verstaat, dat het koninkrijk Gods m.a. w. eschatologisch van aard is, maar deze
transcendentie van het wezen Gods is toch aIleen in kwalitatieve zin te verstaan, als verborgen
overmacht over aIle weerstand.""" The immanence of the kingdom is the salvation given in Christ and
is therefore securely grounded in the transcendence of the kingdom - this is the soteriological
component of the kingdom.

193

VW, p. 40; cf. VV, 33-34; CTTP, p. 97.

194
195
196
197

ST, III, p. 357; cf. I, pp. 64,147,157;

II, pp. 64,165; III, pp. 298, 359-361.

ST, II, pp. 118-119, cf. pp.159-160, 166-167; III, p. 361.
ST, III, p. 361.
VV, pp. 33, 34; CITP, pp. 97, 99; cf. RP, p. 59;
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1.4.5

History

History includes an objective and a subjective side. Something happens and this event is interpreted by
a subject. Therefore, in a sense, the subjective side precedes the objective because it transforms
happenings into historical events by its interpretation of them. This precedence is however not
temporal: "Strictly speaking, one should say that the same situation produces both the historical
occurrences and the awareness ofthem as historical events."!" All history is interpreted history and as
such has four characteristics:

199

In the first place history has the character of intention and purpose. Other factors are existing
lllstitutions and natural conditions, but only the presence of actions with a purpose make an event
historical.
In the second place history presupposes the freedom of man to set and pursue purposes. Man transcends
the given situation, leaving the real for the sake of the possible. No historical situation completely
detennines another historical situation, and within certain limits man is able to produce something
qualitatively new.
Therefore the third characteristic of human history is the production ofthe new. In spite of all abstract
similarities to past and future events, every concrete event is unique and in its totality incomparable.
The creation of the new in human history is the creation of new actualizations of 'absolute' value or
meaning in centred personalities.

200

The fourth characteristic of human history is the significant uniqueness of an historical event. In other
Words an historical event signifies or points to or represents something, i.e. the meaning of being as
SUch.History describes human potentialities (essences) as they have appeared in particular ambiguous
events. These historical events go ahead in a definite direction, they run toward fulfilment, whether they
reach it or not, and therefore they symbolise the aim of history by representing moments in the
development toward the aim of history.
These four characteristics of human history - to be connected with purpose, to be influenced by
freedom, to create the new in terms of meaning, to be significant in a universal, particular and
teleological sense'?' - imply the distinction between human history and the historical realm in general.
There is no transcending purpose, significant freedom or absolute value (i.e. embodiment of absolute
meaning) in the non-human realm. Nevertheless human history presupposes the historical realm in
general (i.e. all the lower dimensions of being) and there is no realm of life in which the historical

198
199

200

ST, III, p. 300.
ST, III, pp. 302-305.
By 'absolute' Tillich means that their validity is independent of the valuating subject.

201

,
Van Ruler summarizes these characteristics: "Oat zijn allemaal fundamentele begrippen ... voor de notie
geschiedenis.' Ik som ze nog even op: eenheid, beweging, doelgerichtheid,
onomkeerbaarheid,
onherhaalbaarheid, eenmaligheid, vruchtbaarheid." ThW, VI, p. 78.
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te staan.,,205But this does not exclude the understanding, from a special point of view, of particular
developments in their creative sequences. That is, from the biblical proclamation of the kingdom of God
206

Weknow that God is busy doing his work in this visible and tangible reality in which we live.

This leads us to a central idea in the theology of Tillich and Van Ruler in connection with history,
namely that the concept of history is in essence a biblical concept. Outside of revelation there could be
no talk of history. Revelation creates history and makes existence historical.i'" In order to clarify this
idea we must look at the following concepts found in the work of Tillich and Van Ruler.
In the first place they refer to the core of the biblical teaching concerning the essence of God. God is
the living God, not eternal Being wholly at rest within himself.i'" Tillich notes that few things are more
emphasized in the Bible than the truth that God is a living God. "If we call God the 'living God,' we
deny that he is a pure identity of being as being; and we also deny that there is a definite separation of
being from being in him. We assert that he is the eternal process in which separation is posited and is
overcome by reunion.,,209 In a similar vein Van Ruler writes: "Dit is immers kenmerkend voor de
bijbelse Godsleer, dat wij de levende God naar zijn wezen niet verstaat als een eeuwig, in zichzelf
rustend Zijn, doch als Wil. Hij treedt als Heer op in het veld der werkelijkheid en maakt de existentie
historisch.,,2IOThe basic character of God is not to be understood in terms of the Aristotelian actus

Purus?" God is living, He is dynamically active in history.i" We have discussed this above.i" God is
trinitarian, He is the living God, the concrete absolute who contains the eternal ideas within himself.
He is the eternal archetype of all reality (the form element in God). But this is supplemented with the

205 VV, p. 38; CTTP, p. 103. Nothing can prevent the eschatological purpose that God has with his world.
This gives the Christian the 'courage to be' (Tillich), because "wie gelooft ..., kan niet anders dan het ervoor
houden, dat het katje uiteindelijk op z'n pootjes terechtkomt." ThW, IV, p. 105.
206 Theologically history is to be understood as the consciousness
of sin and forgiveness, with the nation
Israel as the great paradigm of the meaning of history. TIns paradigm is repeated in every christianized nation.
VV, p. 38; CTTP, p. 103; ST, III, pp.365, 369, 374.
207
208
209

DG, pp. 24-27; TC, pp. 35-37; ST, I, pp. 142-143; VV, p. 33; CTTP, p. 97.
VV, p. 33; CTTP, p. 96; ST, I, p. 242.
ST, T, p. 242.

210 This does not imply that Van Ruler is emphasizing separation, individuality, dynamics and freedom above
reunion, participation, fonn and destiny. He continues to say that, "de bijbel dit handelen Gods met zijn wereld
als een uiteindelijk handel en verstaat, dat het koninkrijk Gods m.a.w. eschatologisch van aard is ... Daarom is
er tussen het eschatologische rijk Gods en de geschiedenis zo weinig een tegenstelling, dat veelmeer gezegt
rnoet verden, dat het juist de vanuit zijn eschatologische wezen, vanuit zijn toekomst op ons toekomende en
oVerstelpend op ons indrigende God is, die de geschiedenis schept." VV, pp. 33,34; CTTP, pp. 96, 97.
211 I.e. pure actuality. But actuality free from any element of potentiality is a fixed result - it is not alive. ST,
I , p. 246.
212 This does not imply a process idea of God. A 'becoming' God is subject to a process which has the
~~a.racter of a fate or winch is completely open to the future and has the character of an absolute accident. "The
dIVtne life inescapably unites possibility with fulfilment ... His going out from himself does not diminish or
estroy his divinity. It is united with the etemal'resting in himself". ST, I, p. 247.
213

See the sections on Trinity and Predestination.
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idea of predestination (the dynamic element in God) which is simply the 'other side' of the doctrine of
the trinity. This indicates the dynamic character of God's relationship to his creation?"

God is

dynamically related to all reality because he has given a purpose to his creation and this purpose is, in
turn, to be understood eschatologically. This provides the foundation for the idea that history finds its
essence in the will of God.
This means that God is not the Aristotelian 'unmoved mover' but is the living God who is active in
existence. He enters onto the stage of reality and makes existence historical. Tillich defines paganism
as the elevation of a special space to ultimate dignity.i" This means that time is under the control of
space and is therefore deprived of its power. This is symbolised by the circle. Van Ruler writes: "Het
IS

wezenlijk voor alle heidendom, om in de natuur te verkeeren en de existentie te verstaan in de

categorieen der natuur; dan weet men allen ... van den gesloten cirkel.,,216But this predominance of
space over time is broken by the prophetic message of the Old Testament. Revelation destroys the
predominance of space and God reveals himself as the God of history.
"This means, first of all, that He is the God who acts in history toward a final goal. History has
a direction, something new is to be created in it and through it. This goal is described by many
different terms: universal blessedness, the victory over the demonic powers represented as
imperialistic nations, the coming of the Kingdom of God in history and beyond history, the
transformation of the form of this world, and so on. There are many symbols ... but in all these
cases there is directing, creating, something new, a 'new creature' as Paul calls it. The tragic
circle of space is overcome. There is a definite beginning and a definite end in history. ,,217

Van Ruler: "De tijd wordt zo historisch, vanuit zijn eschaton: het rijk van God, verstaan.t''"
The God of the Bible is the dynamic, living God, the God of history. He reveals himself in our existence
and makes existence historical.
In the second place we must understand the historical character of revelation itself. Revelation is not
infonnation about 'divine things' or eternal static essences, which mayor

t

214

may not have saving

"It expresses that 'God is a living God', entering history, struggling in history, fulfilling history and is not

he unity of the eternal essences." KOGH, p. 117.
215 TC, p. 31. Spacial concepts have the character of 'beside-each-otherness'
latnily.
216 D
"
G, p. 24; cf. VV, p. 33; CTTP, p. 97.
217 TC
,p. 37,. cf. KOGH, pp. 118-119.

i'

218

ego blood, race, clan, tribe,

VV, p. 104; CTTP, p. 204. This means that the entire concept of history arose out of Christian theology,
Outof the gospel and its proclamation, and out of God's revelation in Israel and in Jesus Christ. Revelation has
tnade existence historical. VV, p. 119; CTTP, p. 225; cf. VV pp. 33-34; CTTP, pp. 96-97; DG, pp. 24-26.
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consequences. Revelation and salvation are the same thing.i" Even the condemning function of
revelation is a basic part of the process of salvation.

220

'Salvation' is derived from salvus, 'healthy' or 'whole', and it can be applied to every act of healing.
"Salvation is actualised in history whenever a demonic power in social or individual existence is
OVercomeby the divine power which has become visible in Christ ... Salvation means the fulfilment
of what existence ought to be by overcoming the destructive, meaning-defying, powers of existence. ,,221
In other words revelation, understood as the beneficial and concealed presence of God, is not only
something that happens in history, but is the essence of history (i.e. the fulfilment of what existence
ought to be).
Revelation is the ecstatic manifestation of the Ground of Being in events, persons and things. Such
manifestations have shaking, transforming, and healing power. They are the saving events in which the
power of the New Being is present. This is the reunion of the estranged with God and is called
'reconciliation,.222Therefore it is also not adequate to say that revelation appears in the historical realm.
Then history would be a form of existence that is also conceivable and possible outside of revelation.
But this idea would seriously obscure the true position of Christianity in this world. "De openbaring
treedt niet slechts op in het veld der geschiedenis, maar zij maakt de existentie historisch. Zij schept de
geschiedenis.,,223 Thus, "the belief that Christ is the centre of history, and that in Him the reality of
salvation has appeared in history, implies the belief that human history is ultimately to be interpreted
in terms of salvation.v'"

This is not limited to individual existence, but also applies to communal

existence.225 In this context the concepts of election and mission come to the fore. Revelation is
election. In his revelation God chooses a time and a place and a nation in which he manifests his
presence. The living God chose Israel (election) and from there he comes to the nations of the earth
(mission).226 Thus "saving power breaks into history, works through history, but is not created by
history '" It [history] stands under the 'directing creativity' of the divine life.,,227
Therefore the saving and reconciling presence of God in revelation is history par excellence and the
actual mystery of history must be acknowledged as reconciliation.i'"

Thus Van Ruler writes: "de

. 219See the distinction between the messianic and pneumatic aspects of history below for a further
clanfication of this idea.
220 ST
,I, pp. 144-147,. VW, p. 55,. ThW, VI, pp. 34-36.
221 K
OGH, p. 119.
222

ST, II, pp. 48, 166-167.

223

D G,

224

'd
1

p. 25.

K.

.

OGH, p. 119, cf. ST, III, pp. 362-369, I, pp. 120-121.

225

DG, p. 25; KOGH, p. 120; ST, I, pp. 120-122. This will be discussed in more detail when we look at the
ea of theocracy.
226
227
228

D
G, p. 25.

This is a combination of ST, III, p. 363 and 1, p. 120.
DG, pp. 24-25; KOGH, p. 119.
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geschiedenis is de voltrekking van het lijden en sterven van Jezus Christus aan den kosmos.,,229

In the third place we must look at the historical character of the kingdom of God. From the discussion
ofthe eschatological and transcendent nature of the kingdom we have seen that it cannot be separated
from history. It is the aim or te/os of history. This aim is the 'new creature' or New Creation - it is a new
act of God, the eschatological kingdom of God. Therefore "the 'new' toward which history runs, both
the particularly new and the absolutely new, is the aim of historical providence.

,,230

In other words the

kingdom must be understood as an act of God, from out of the end, with this world. The presence of
the eschatological reality in revelation and salvation creates history by producing the eschatological
expectation.
God is erecting his kingdom in the present and will do something completely new in the future (i.e.
Consummate his kingdom). Precisely this makes existence historical.

"In het eschatologische

bliksemlicht ontwaren wij dat de gansche existentie en aIle werkelijkheid in het handelen Gods staat. ,,231
This means that existence does not have its own separate ontological character. When existence is
understood from the perspective of the acts of God, we can see that it can not be understood as essential,
necessary, eternal, definitive being that rests in its own power of being.i" Tillich points out that this
"expresses the majesty, controlling power, and distance of the unconditioned meaning of existence with
respect to the realm of conditioned meanings.t'i'"

Thus the kingdom is the controlling power of

existence. This is to be understood dynamically - it acquires reality only in the overcoming of
meaninglessness and the distortion of meaning. 'Righteousness, peace and joy,' the characteristics of
the kingdom, enclose a possible opposition which is overcome in them. It is not completed but always
becoming. It expresses that God is a living God, entering history, struggling in history, fulfilling history
and is not the unity of eternal essences. The kingdom of God is not merely the restoration of the original
order of creation which has been destroyed by sin. We know nothing of such an order. It is an
abstraction whose roots lie in a static conception oftranscendence. "The Kingdom of God is, however,
not a system of eternal essentialities, whose realization was given in the Creation, was lost in the Fall,
and was regained in Redemption. The kingdom of God is the dynamic fulfilment of the ultimate
meaning of existence against the contradictions of existence.'?" Therefore existence does not have its

. 229 RP, p. 196; Tillich writes: "Human history is ultimately to be interpreted in terms of salvation ... Salvation
is actualized in history whenever a demonic power in social or individual existence is overcome by the divine
POWerwhich has become visible in Christ." KOGH, p. 119; cf. ST, II, pp. 118-120, 166-167; ST, III, pp. 364369.
230
231
232
233
234

ST, III, pp. 372, 326. The 'new' is the underivable, creative act of man's spirit. cf. ST, III, pp. 323-326.
VW , p. 53.
VW
, p. 53.
KO GH, p. 114.

K

OGH, p. 117.
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Own ontological essence but stands in the 'controlling power' of the kingdom.i" In other words, the
purpose of creation is not contained within creation in the manner of the entelechy (like the oak tree is
essentially contained within the acomj.i" Everything depends on God's eternal decree, and God makes
his eternal decrees at the last possible moment in time.237
In the fourth place we must note the difference between the Kairos and the kairoi (Tillich) or between
the messianic and the pneumatological manifestations of the kingdom (Van Ruler).238The Kairos is the
'fulfilment of time', it is the central manifestation of the kingdom of God in history. It is the only event
in which the historical dimension is fully and universally affirmed. It is the appearance of Jesus as the
Christ as an historical event in which history becomes aware of itself and its meaning.i"

It is an

absolutely unique moment and is a christological or messianic category.
The kairoi are the particular situations in which the Kairos is experienced. The kairoi are the pneumatic
expressions of the kingdom of God in history. The distinction consists of the fact that the work of the
Holy Spirit is more inclusive than the work ofthe Messiah, in the sense that the Spirit gives expression
to and spreads the sacrifice of reconciliation in existence.i" The relation of the Kairos to the kairoi is
the relation of the criterion to that which stands under the criterion, and the relation of the source of
Power to that which is nourished by the source of power.i" Or in other words: "De betrekking op
Christus blijft voelbaar tot in de verste orntrekken.t'i" The kairoi cannot be separated from the kairos.
From the standpoint of its ultimate meaning, all history is either the preparation for or the reception of
the centre of history.?" But these two periods cannot be absolutely separated. The preparation is never
merely preparation - it is always also anticipating actualization.i" In the same manner all post-Christian
development is never only reception, but always contains pagan and Old Testament elements of

235 VW, p. 53. R. Grigg refers to this as Tillich's 'ontologised eschatology', ontology is itself eschatological,
~here is no cosmic dualism between God and ills world. God is the unconditional ground of being and cannot
e separated from creation. Nevertheless, as we shall see, tills unity must be understood dialectically,
paradoxically and ultimately exists on the basis of God's good-pleasure.
236

ThW, IV, p. 105.

231

That is, predestination is the basis and not the exclusion of freedom.

238

This distinction will be discussed in greater detail in chapter three.

239

240
241

242

ST, III, pp. 368-369.
Th
W, VI, p. 16.
ST, III, p. 370.
Tb
W, VI, p. 39.

243

The original illstory of preparation is found in the Old Testament (and in paganism, in so far as paganism
repares the way for the Old Testament), while the original history of reception is found in the New Testament
and, following from there, the history of the church).

hi

244

.

.If this were not the case all pre-christian history would be meaningless and the Old Testament only of
stoncal interest. See the section above on general revelation.
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expectation and preparation.i"
Therefore history "begins the moment man becomes aware of the ultimate question of his estranged
predicament and of his destiny to overcome this predicament ... [And although] kairoi are rare and the
great kairos is unique, together they determine the dynamics of history in its self-transcendence. ,,246

This implies three further notions:
Firstly that the outpouring of the Holy Spirit did not occur in the middle of history but rather in the last
days (Acts 2: 17). The gift of the Spirit and his work is an historical act of God, a fact of salvation that
must be understood from the perspective of the end, from the coming kingdom of God. In other words
the Spirit is at work from 'the moment man becomes aware of the ultimate question of his estranged
existence and of his destiny to overcome this predicament'. Therefore the Spirit is not a moment in
history but rather the origin of history. "De geschiedenis is de gestalte, welke de Geest voor zich uit of
om zich heen oproept, schept uit het niets der gevallen wereld en der veri oren existentie. Hij doet dat
vanuit het rijk Gods, dat komt. De geschiedenis is een praedicaat van den Geest.,,247
Secondly, history is dependent on the manifestation ofthe kingdom of God. Although the kingdom of
God and the Spirit are never absent in any moment of time, the experience of the presence of the
kingdom as determining history is not always given. This is dependent on the will of God and therefore
remains hidden in the mystery of the divine life_248Therefore no concrete interpretation of world history
a la Hegel is possible, but this does not exclude the understanding, from a special point of view, of
particular developments in their creative sequences.?"
This also implies that "history does not move in an equal rhythm but is a dynamic force moving through
cataracts and quiet stretches. History has its ups and downs, its periods of speed and of slowness, of
extreme creativity and of conservative bondage to tradition.Y" Van Ruler refers to this as 'de reidans
der daden Gods' and also points out that all history is dependent on this 'reidans'J"
Thirdly, mankind had to mature to a point in which the centre of history could appear and be received
as such. This maturing or preparatory process works in all history (i.e. as universal or general
revelation) but "the Old Testament manifestations

of the kingdom of God produced the direct

preconditions for its final manifestation in the Christ ..., [and] without the Old Testament, Christianity
relapses into the immaturities of the universal history ofreligion - including the history of the Jewish

245
246
247
248

249
250

There is no perfectionism
ST, III, pp. 366,372,364-372;

in historical

life - this will be discussed

further in chapter three.

KOGH, pp. 122-123.

VW, pp. 145; cf. p. 130; Thus Tillich states: "the church is the real bearer of history." KOGH, p. 125.
ST, III, pp. 371, 374; KOGH, p. 123.
ST
, III, p. 374; RP, p. 154.
ST
, III, p. 371.

251

c

VW, pp. 42,48,53,130,353;
Van Ruler also refers to missionary
aneem for this world. VV, p. 105; CTTP, p. 207.
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religion. ,,252
The Old Testament therefore provides the paradigm for the struggle ofthe kingdom of God against the
forces of demonization and profanization. Israel was the elected nation to whom salvation was revealed.
Thus the church, which is the elected representative of the kingdom of God in the period after the
reception of the Christ, must follow the Old Testament's prophetic purification of the religious
Consciousness. In other words all history is dependent upon election and the Old Testament is the
paradigm of how this election is worked out in cxistencc.P'

1.4.7

The Meaning of History

We have seen that history is not only related to the kingdom of God but that it is in fact created by the
saving manifestations of the kingdom. In the Old Testament Israel is the elected bearer of history and
therefore its history has meaning for all nations.i" In the situation after the coming of Christ the church
is called to be the bearer of history. This is the demand of revelation that is placed on it.255The fact that
the entire concept of history originates from the gospel and its proclamation, from God's revelation in
Israel and in Jesus Christ, means that the two fundamental concepts of history are election and mission.
The dynamics of election are hidden in the mystery ofthe divine life and therefore history is ultimately
'de reidans der daden Gods' but this does not detract from, indeed it implies, that from the perspective
of the church, history is to be understood as mission history.i"
These considerations lead Tillich and Van Ruler to emphasize the necessity for a philosophy of history.
Van Ruler notes: "Het raadsel der werkelijkheid en van het mens-zijn blijkt in de categorie der
geschiedenis te liggen in het rusteloos optreden van steeds nieuwe posities en steeds nieuwe
gestalten.,,257Tillich refers to his philosophy of history as "a summons to a thinking that is conscious

252 ST, III, p. 365; cf. CCOT, pp. 10,75-99; For a discussion of the importance of the O.T. in Van Ruler's
theology see G. Hodnett op. cit., esp. chapter 4.
253 Thus Tillich and Van Ruler continually emphasize the importance of the O.T. PE, p. 22; ST, I, pp. 142~44; III, pp. 365-366, 374-375; DG, pp. 25, 95; RP, pp. 117-118,137. The importance of the Old Testament will
e discussed when we look at the concepts oftheonomy and theocracy.
254 El
. IS
. a Iways pars pro toto. PE, p. 22; VW, p. 60.
ection

D

255

KOGH, pp. 121, 125; ST, I, pp. 110, 142-143; ST, II, pp. 166-167; ST, III, pp. 193-196,374-377,384;

G, pp. 25, 95.
The threat that goes together with this demand is that of rejection - if the demand is not carried out. The doctrine
of the church will be discussed in chapter four but for the present, the church can be defined as the community
of those who live in reception of the ultimate meaning of existence as revealed in Jesus (the) Christ.
256

Thus we must be content with the 'that' of history and acknowledge that it is God who determines history
~nd therefore the 'why' of things is unfathomable. VV, p. 37; CITP, p. 102. We have discussed this above.
~ this context 'mission' refers primarily to the apostolic missions to pagan countries but does not exclude the
~~~at.ion of new generations within the church as well as evangelism directed at estranged Christians and nonIShans within a Christian culture. ST, III, pp. 193-195; VV, pp. 118-119; CITP, pp. 223-225.
257

. VV, p. 30; CTTP, p. 91. "History is an independent and, finally, the outstanding category of interpreting
realIty." .PE ,p. 26 .
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of history, to a consciousness of history whose roots reach down into the depth of the unconditional ...
whose ethos is an inescapable responsibility for the present moment in history ... a demand for a
consciousness of the present and for action in the present.

Their philosophy

,,258

of history emphasizes, firstly, that history is not only an independent, but the

outstanding, category for interpreting reality. This follows from the fact that the kingdom of God
creates history and is itself in a dynamic process of self-realization within and above history. Thus we
become aware of the overarching historical character of all of God's acts; and see that the movement
of time is directed, has a definite beginning and end, and is moving toward an ultimate fulfilment. This
ultimate fulfilment is a new deed of God and points to the eschatological character of history. "De
geschiedenis is eschatologisch bepaald ... Haar zin ligt in de daden Gods, die plaats hebben voordat van
geschiedenis sprake kan zijn en nadat de geschiedenis zal zijn voltooid.t'i" This means that existence
is not understood as having its own separate ontological character. Existence finds its essence in God's
will, i.e. it is historical. Thus Tillich writes: "The religious correlate to the historical interpretation of
history is exclusive monotheism: God as the Lord of time controlling the universal history of mankind,
acting in history and through history.,,26oAnd Van Ruler notes: "Hij [God] treedt als Heer op in het veld
der werkelijkheid en maakt de existentie historisch.v'?'

The philosophy of history represented by Tillich and Van Ruler also leads to an emphasis on the
importance of the presence or realization of the kingdom of God in history. The kingdom is
transcendent but this is not to be understood in a dualistic sense.i'" It is God's concealed victory over
all demonic power. This transcendence is soteriological and therefore the kingdom is immanent as
God's saving presence. This leads us to the idea of mission. From Israel God comes to the nations of
the earth; the apostles went out into the world with the gospel of the kingdom; and the church directs
itself at all people with the gospel of the kingdom. It directs itself to all nations (Mat. 28: 19) in their
pagan context of being. Time becomes directed, it has a definite beginning and is moving toward an
ultimate fulfilment.i'" This apostolic meaning of history has two aspects to it. In his concern for

258

.P E, p. 32; c f . VV, p. 119; CITP, pp. 225-226.

259 G. van der Leeuw quoted by Van Ruler, VV, p. 35; CITP, p. 99. Thus history presupposes protological
and eschatological acts of God. We have discussed these above under the headings of predestination and
eschatology.
260 P
E, p. 27; cf. ST, III, pp. 298-302;
261 "Men is, het geheel van de bijbel in zijn onderscheidenheid
van de buiten-bijbelse religies overziende,
zelfs geneigd, te verkJaaren, dat God door de bijbel voor alles opgevat als een historische macht." VV, p. 33;
CTTP, p. 96; cf. VV, pp. 37, 119; CITP, pp. 90, 225-226; VW, p. 53; RP, p. 19.
262

ST, III, p. 321; VW, pp. 38-40; KOGH, p. 114.

263 Tillich points out that this mission consciousness
of history can bring all nations under its spell, as an
action conscious of history can only be countered by an action conscious of history itself. Thus if a pagan
COuntry tries to 'defend' itself against the gospel then, to the extent in which this opposition takes place
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existence God "verzoent haar schuld der zonde en hij doet haar opstaan uit het verderf van haar
dood. ,,264 In the first place there is the breaking of the works of the devil in which "the negative is
defeated in its claim to be positive,

,,265

and in the reconciliation of guilt. This is the expression of the

last judgement in existence. As such it is judgement passed on world history and its main impact is that
it produces an uneasy conscience in those who have received the impact of the New Being but follow
the ways of the old being.i'" But it is only with God that we are able to know our guilt which is itself
therefore already an element in redemption. This leads immediately to the second aspect. In
acknowledging guilt, we declare God to be right when he tells us that we are sinners. In this way we
become conformed to the word of God, we in fact come to a conformitas Dei. Thus we are justified the iustitia Dei activa is effected in the form of and in the manner of the iustitia Dei pass iva (Lutherj.i"
The reconciliation of guilt occurred once for all in the cross and resurrection of Jesus Christ (the
Kairos). But it is spread in historical existence by the work of the Spirit (the kairoij.i" The Spirit
destroys the works of the devil by exposing the negative in its claim to be positive - this is the negative
aspect, the expression of the last judgement in existence. However there is also a positive aspect - the
coming of the kingdom of God in place of paganism, the conformitas Dei, the expression of the word
of God in existence. As the work of the Holy Spirit, both these aspects may be classified under
'sanctification,' which can be defined as "the process in which the power of the New Being transforms
personality and community, inside and outside the church. ,,269
It is important to note that the church not only proclaims God's eternal election but that there is also an
expression of God's kingdom around this eternal point of calling and election. The word of God is
Surrounded by the image of God and the last judgement is surrounded by the structure of life. 270 The
kingdom of God is not a place beside others but a transcendent place which includes all places; and is
not spaceless 'spirituality' in the dualistic sense.":
Salvation is really present as the overcoming of the demonic split in existence. There is a (partial)

consciously, it is already transported to the soil of historical thinking, and therefore it is by virtue of the very
struggle itself brought into the domain of historical consciousness. PE, p. 34.
264

VW, p. 217.

265

ST,III, p. 3 99.

266

ST, III, p. 384; VV, p. 34; CITP, p. 98; KOGH, p. 124.

267

ST, I, p. 146; VV, p. 34; CITP, p. 98; GCW, pp. 43, 47-49; CITP, pp. 137, 142-144.

268

The work of Jesus Christ and of the Holy Spirit will be discussed in the following two chapters.

269 ST, II, pp. 179-180; This is the "herstel en de bewaring van het beeld Gods in het mens-zijn." VV, p. 35;
CITP, pp. 98-99.
Tillich refers to the negative and positive aspects as regeneration and sanctification. Regeneration is primarily
negative (but not completely) as it precedes justification, and sanctification is the 'actual transformation' that
fOllows justification and is therefore primarily (but not completely) positive. ST, II, pp. 176-180.
270 VV, p. 34; CITP, p. 98; KOGH, pp. 124-125; The Interpretation of History, p. 280; ST, III, pp. 396-401;
ThW, IV, p. 109.
271

ST, III, pp. 320-321; VV, p. 34; CITP, p. 98; VW, p. 41.
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reunion of existence with essence (i.e. with God's will). Salvation works itself out in existence so "dat
de mensch weer opstaat uit het verderf, opdat hij zich op de schoongeveegde aarde zou baden in het
overvloedige licht van de heerlijkheid Gods. ,,272 This world must be experienced as his kingdom; his
image must be expressed in this reality; this life must be sanctified to his kingdom. The kingdom of
God is experienced in history as the answer to the ambiguities of history. This means that sanctification
and not forgiveness is the meaning of history.i" sanctification understood in a biblical, reformed sense
as "life in the light of the eternal ... the actualization and essentialization of everything that has
being.,,274
Thus we can see the importance of a philosophy of history for providing the background against which
salvation and existence can be understood. But before we continue we must first clarify two points
regarding this expression of the kingdom of God in history. In the first place the eschatological and
soteriological transcendence

of the kingdom and in the second place, the immanence of this

transcendent kingdom.
The kingdom in its eschatological transcendence cannot be separated from this world, even if it is only
present as expectation. But in the manifestation of the kingdom in Jesus as the Christ, it is victorious
over existential estrangement. The demonic forces are not destroyed but the kingdom is soteriologically
transcendent and therefore the demonic forces cannot thwart the eschatological aim of history.i" In
other words the soteriological transcendence of the kingdom (in Jesus Christ) allows us to be reunited
(ambiguously and fragmentarily) with the eschatological will of God. Thus the kingdom of God is not
to be understood as a static theocracy or theonomy but as a militant holiness that is not immanent in
the world, but always 'at hand,' i.e. imminently breaking into the world.i" In this manner history
becomes a battlefield of the divine and the demonic, the "struggle of the Kingdom of God against the
forces of demonization and profanization.

,,277

Therefore God rules in medio inimicorum CPs.110; I Cor.

15). Man's resistance to the lordship of God is revealed in the historical process. This is one of the
purposes of the Law, to produce the consciousness of guilt (Rom. 7). But the kingdom remains
victorious and soteriologically transcendent.i" because God's kingship in the present is manifested by
the cross; and "the suffering of God, universally and in the Christ, is the power which overcomes

.

272

VW, p. 217.

273

Justification is the initiation of sanctification (in its positive sense) and is therefore very important, but

It must be understood from the perspective of the eschatological kingdom. From this perspective we see that

even sanctification is only a provisional goal.
274

ST, III, p. 422.

275

ST, II, p. 159; ST, III, p. 373; Rom:8.

276
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278

VV, p. 37; CTTP, p. 102.
ST,

m, p.

375; cf. KOGH, p. 117.

As we have seen above, the consciousness of guilt is already a form of the kingdom in existence.
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creaturely self-destruction by participation and transformation.v'"

Van Ruler summarizes this for us:

"In deze twee - de schuld en de verzoening - is het raadsel der geschiedenis niet opgelost, maar
samengevat. De geschiedenis is te verstaan als een pennanente syntaxis van schuld en verzoening en
het kruis als de meest wezenlijke levensvorm van het koninkrijk Gods in de geschiedenis.

1.4.8

,,280

The Eschatological Kingdom of God

In our discussion of history and the kingdom we have seen that the eschatological kingdom is present
in history; that this presence is to be understood from the soteriological transcendence of the kingdom;
and that this presence creates history

.281

But now we must look at the eschatological kingdom itself and

ask the question of its content.
There are three basic answers to the question concerning the content of the kingdom which is ruled by
God in transcendent fulfilment.i"
The first is refusal to answer, because it is considered an unapproachable mystery, the mystery of the
divine glory. But 'kingdom' is a concrete and particular symbol which must be distinguished from other
expressions of the ultimate. Therefore, unless a person is prepared to relinquish a correct understanding
of Christianity, mere silence about its meaning is simply not acceptable.

The second answer understands the kingdom to be a supranatural realm that has no direct relation to
history and the development of the universe. It is established in eternity, and the problem of human
existence is whether and in what way individuals may enter this transcendent realm. History is valuated
merely as an important element in man's earthly life; it is a finite texture within which the individual
must make decisions, relevant to his own salvation but irrelevant for the kingdom of God above history.
This obviously deprives history of an ultimate meaning. History is only the earthly realm out of which
individuals are moved into the heavenly realm.
There are three main variants of this answer.i'" The first is that of christomonism which states that Jesus
Christ is the meaning of history. History is not important because everything that is important has been
giVen in Christ. The meaning of history is salvation in Christ and history only exists under the patience
of God as the time of decision. This is the problem with Barth's theological vision: the Word never

279

ST , II, p. 176; VV, p. 38; CTTP, p. 103.

280

281

t Itree.
282
283

VV, p. 38; CTTP, pp. 103; cf. VV, p. 119; CITP, p. 226; VW, p. 48; ThW, VI, p.78.
The fragmentary and preliminary character of the kingdom in the present will be discussed in chapter
ST, III, pp. 396-398.
ThW, VI, pp. 73-75; II, pp. 220-225.
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becomes an image and judgement never takes form.i"
The second variant is that supported by the Catholic Church - the idea of elevation. The purpose of
history is the elevation of human nature to a participation in the divine life, a sharing of the trinitarian
essence of God. This is based on the union of the human and divine natures in the incarnation of Christ
and understands history as meaningful only in so far as it can be transcended vertically toward the
essence of God.
The third variant of this answer is that of an absolutely new creation (nova creatio). The original
creation is completely lost. A totally new creation must come in its place. There is no continuity
between the old creation and the new creation. History contains a few indications of this future creation
(in Israel, in Jesus Christ, etc.) but there is only promise and Christian theology is only a theology of
hope.

The third answer to the question of the relation of history to the kingdom of God asserts that the ever
present end of history elevates the positive content of history into eternity at the same time that it
excludes the negative from participation in it. Therefore nothing which has been created in history is
lost, but it is liberated from the negative element with which it is entangled within existence. The
eschatological kingdom of God thus includes the positive contents of history, liberated from its negative
distortions and fully actualised in all its potentialities.
This third answer is supported by Tillich and Van Ruler. The rest of this section will be devoted to
exploring this idea of the eschatological kingdom.

In the first place it presupposes the goodness of creation. In itself creation is good. Therefore evil cannot
be derived dialectically from the essential structure of creation, but is to be understood from the
freedom of man as the 'bondage of the will' (Lutherj.i"

Therefore, in the second place, salvation is to be understood as "forgiveness received in the centre of
one's personality.Y" In other words our guilt is reconciled and we are set free from our bondage to the
demons. We are saved from sin, death, meaninglessness and guilt, but not from our corporeality. We
are set free to actualize our potentialities and pursue the telos of our being.287

284

VV, p. 31; CTTP, pp. 92-93.

285 This does not deny the tragic element
in sin, it simply emphasizes the goodness of creation. Even after
~he fall, although creation may be a 'structure of destruction' for the sinner, this does not mean that matter is evil
In itself. This will be discussed further in chapter two. Cf. ST, II, pp. 29-31,44,60-61,
71, 74, 78-80; ST, I, pp.
253-258; PE, p. 27; KOGH, p. 114; Ik Geloof, p. 33; ThW, I, p. 168.
286 ST, I, p. 258; cf. ST, II, p. 170; Th W, II, p. 227; I, p.173. Salvation
chapter.

will be discussed

more fully in the next

287 ST, II, pp. 165-167; cf. Th W, II, p. 227; Ik Geloof, p. 154. Van Ruler uses the more traditional
as glorification, transfiguration,
transformation, etc.
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Thirdly, creation is structured eschatologically and therefore the kingdom of God creates history and
is actualised, ambiguously and fragmentarily, in history as 'judgement' and 'image'.
History is always related to God (even in paganism) and can only be understood in terms of the acts of
God which take place before one can speak of history and after history is completed, i.e. in terms of
protology and eschatology. Creation is completely dependent upon God for its being and purpose
(protological). God will also bring it to fulfilment, in a new act, in the kingdom of God (eschatological).

This, in the fourth place, implies that the kingdom of God includes the positive content of history,
liberated from its negative distortions and fulfilled in its potentialities. In other words there is a
completely correlative relationship between the eschaton and history. There is a full reciprocity. The
eschaton not only creates history but is itself made up of the ingredients in history. "Het is de
samenvatting, de recapitulatie en consununatie, de 'voleinding' van de geschiedenis tot eenheid ... Het
eschaton is het pleroma, de volheid van alle gerealiseerde mogelijkheden.

,,288

And Tillich writes:

"Nothing is in the eschaton that is not in history ... Therefore nothing which has been created in history
is lost, but it is liberated from the negative element with which it is entangled within existence."

289

In the fifth place we must note the 'plus' of the eschaton above the proton. The kingdom of God is not
a system of eternal essentialities, whose realization was given in creation, was lost at the fall and was
regained in redemption.

"Therefore it is wrong to conceive the Kingdom of God merely as the restoration of the original
order which has been destroyed by sin. We know nothing of such an order. It is an abstraction
whose roots lie in a static conception of transcendence ... The Kingdom of God is the dynamic
fulfilment of the ultimate meaning of existence against the contradictions of existence.

,,290

It is "geheel onmogelijk, om het eschaton gelijk te stell en aan het proton. Er zit een plus in. De
geschiedenis heeft echt een zin. Het eschaton is de schepping plus de geschiedenis.

,,291

Tillich refers to

this 'plus' as 'essentialization' which does not mean a return to mere essence or potentiality but that "the
new which has been actualized in time and space adds something to essential being, uniting it with the
Positive which is created within existence, thus producing the ultimately new, the 'New Being,' not
fragmentarily as in temporal life, but wholly as a contribution to the Kingdom of God in its

288 ThW, II, p. 225; cf. I, pp. 168-169,219-220;
Noordmans, Herschepping, p. 174.

IV, pp. 104-106; VI, p. 78; VV, p. 119; CTIP, p. 226; O.

289 This is a combination of TIOPT, p. 393 and ST, III, p. 397; cf. pp. 398-401; The Interpretation of
History, pp. 278-280. This correlation between history and the eschaton is an implication of the 'method of
correlation,' that is used by both Tillich and Van Ruler.
290
291

KOGH, p. 117; cf. ST, III, p. 398.
ThW, VI, p. 79; cf. IV, pp. 107-108.
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fulfilment.

,,292

This 'plus' of the 'new' is to be understood in terms of sin and grace: sin came in, in the

proton, and moreover sin is dealt with, on the one hand in reconciliation which is the real redemption,
and on the other hand in sanctification which is already glorification.i" "Deze twee - de zonde en haar
verwerking - brengen in het zijn, althans in de existentie, een zodanig relief aan, dat het einde meer is
dan het begin, a1is het aileen maar in deze zin, dat we onder de hand, gaande van proton naar eschaton,
vuurvast zijn geworden door de ervaring van de zonde en de genade.?"

In the sixth place we must consider the universal character of this eschatological salvation and how this
relates to the last judgement. According to Van Ruler and Tillich nothing which has been created in
history is lost. The whole of creation and in a special way human history contributes in every moment
of time to the kingdom of God. "What happens in time and space, in the smallest particle of matter as
well as in the greatest personality, is significant for the eternal life ... every finite happening is
significant for God.,,295And Van Ruler says: "Men moet erkennen, dat de kosmos, het heelal, of gelijk
men liever - bijbelsch! - zal zeggen: aile dingen voorwerp zijn van het uiteindelijke en heilrijke
hande1en Gods.,,296This, however, does not imply an apokatastasis panton. This would remove the
seriousness of salvation and the threat of ,losing one's life. ,297 If the emphasis of eternity no longer falls
on time then time becomes worthless.i'" But it is not possible to make absolute judgements over finite
beings or happenings (i.e. to divide humanity into two groups - those who are eternally damned to hell
and those who are saved) because they make the finite infinite.i" Only God is able to separate the
fragmentary and ambiguous mixture of good and evil in the last judgement.l'" In the permanent
transition of the temporal to the eternal, the negative is defeated in its claim to be positive (a claim it
supports by using the positive and mixing ambiguously with it). The appearance of evil as positive
vanishes in the face of the eternal. In this sense God in his eternal life is called a 'burning fire,' burning
that which pretends to be positive but is not. Nothing that is, in so far as it is (i.e. in so far as it
participates in being-itself), can be excluded from eternity (because it is 'fireproof '); but it can be

292

ST,

293

Although

III, pp. 400-401.
there is a modal difference:

glorification

is the revelation

of salvation.

294 Th W, I, pp. 170-171. Thus "participation
in the eternal life depends on a creative
essential nature with what it has made of it in its temporal existence." ST, III, p. 401.
295

ST, Ill, pp. 397-398;

cf. The Interpretation

of History,

synthesis

of a being's

pp. 279-280.

296 VW, p. 62; "Enerzijds
levert de schepping niet slechts een paar aanknopingspunten
op, waarbij de
Verlossing kan aansluiten, maar is de geschapen werkelijkheid
in haar totaliteit voorwerp van en in die zin
omsloten door de verlossing. Anderzijds gaat de verlossing, althans uiteindelijk, daarin op, dat zij alleen en
uitsluitend ... , verlossing van de schepping is." ThW, II, pp. 224; cf. p. 226; I, pp. 168-169; IV, p. 116; Ik
Geloof, p. 153.
297

ST, III, p. 407; IR, p. 283.

298

ThW, II, p. 229; VW, pp. 61-64.
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ST, III, p. 407; Matt. 13:28-29.

300

Matt. 13 :30.
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excluded in so far as it is mixed with non-being and not yet liberated from it.301 Thus the negative is
excluded while the positive is liberated from its negative distortions and fulfilled in its potentialities
(i.e. essentialization). "Daar laten we niets vallen, behalve de zonde ... Het eschaton is het pleroma, de
volheid van aIle gerealiseerde mogelijkheden.

,,302

In other words, all creation is God's creation and as

such is good (Gen. 1:31). It has come under the curse of sin, but Christ came to save this world from
sin and death, and it is this world that returns in the eschaton.i'"

In the seventh place we must note the emphasis, in the theology of Van Ruler and Tillich, on the
biblical idea of resurrection. 'Resurrection' is the Christian symbol for the eschatological hope. "It is
a symbolic way of expressing the central theological concept ofthe New Being. As the New Being is
not another being, but the transformation of the old being so resurrection is not the creation of another
reality over against the old reality but is the transformation of the old reality, arising out of its death. ,,304
On the one hand, this implies the universality of salvation, i.e. "dat op deze wijze niets van de
geschapen werkelijkheid

wordt losgelaten.

,,305

Thus Christianity takes the fullness of existence

completely seriously when it speaks of the 'resurrection

of the flesh.' Salvation is not limited to

individuals or individual souls but includes the totality of personal life, even the human body. As
individuals we also participate in the whole (in society, etc.), and we are saved in our participation and
not in isolation. Society is saved. The whole is saved but individuals, as self conscious individuals, are
included in this whole. Tillich writes:

"The self-conscious self cannot be excluded from Eternal Life. Since Eternal Life is life and not
undifferentiated identity and since the Kingdom of God is the universal actualisation of love,
the element of individualization cannot be eliminated or the element of participation would also
disappear. There is no participation if there are no individual centers to participate; the two
poles condition each other. And where there are individual centers of participation, the subjectobject structure of existence is the condition of consciousness and - if there is a personal subject
- of self-consciousness.v'"

301

302
303

two.

ST, III, pp. 398-399; VW, p. 61.
ThW ,I, p. 168,. cf. II, p. 225,. IV, pp. 116-117,. ST, III, p. 397.

The problem of Jesus Christ and evil in proto logy and eschatology will be more fully discussed in chapter

304

. ST, III, p. 414. Van Ruler writes: "Het hele leven, dat ik hier en nu leef, in de breedte van de gemeenschap
en in de lengte van de geschiedenis, komt terug. DM leven, dat ben ik! Dat leven staat op uit de dood. Het is
~erlost tot het eeuwige leven ... Daarom: opstanding van het vlees! ... Zo aileen bevat de geschiedenis de
Ingredienten van het eschaton en is het eschaton de integratie van de geschiedenis." Th W, II, p. 231.
305

.
Ik Geloof, p. 153; cf. Th W, IV, p. 105. Tillich notes: "Resurrection says mainly that the Kingdom of God
Includes all dimensions of being." ST, II, pp. 412-413.
306

ST, III, pp. 412-414; cf. KOGH, p. 120. Similarly, Van Ruler writes: "In ieder geval is er ook een echte
samenhang van de delen, een echt geheel, en dat heeft ook een eigen zin. Als het deel een eigen zin heeft, hoe
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In other words, the uniqueness

and consciousness

of the individual

only exists in polar dependence

with

the totality of creation.
On the other hand, the notion of resurrection
contains all the ingredients

implies the identity of this world and the next. History

which make up the eschaton.

It is this earthly life that is resurrected

kingdom of God. This is to be understood

in terms of the elevation

an endless continuation

of old or new physical

continuation

of a constellation

of a particular stream of consciousness

union and consummation

in the

of history into eternity and not as
particles,

or in terms of the endless

in memory and anticipation.

It is the summing up,

of all history in eternity.i'"

However this identity of history and eschaton is not a simple analytic identity. "Neither is it a natural
quality of the human soul. It is rather the creative act of God, who lets the temporal separate itself from
and return to the eternal.

,,308

The resurrection

is a new act of God and is to be understood

of the proton with salvation.t" Tillich refers to this as 'essentialization'
traditional

terms such as 'glorification,'

Thus the idea ofresurrection

'transfiguration,'

while Van Ruler uses the more

and 'transformation.v'"

is important because it points to the fact that nothing 'earthly' is excluded

from the kingdom of God. It also indicates that the kingdom
is the glorification

as a synthesis

of God is based on a new act of God and

of this life.

In the eighth place we must look at the relationship

between God and the kingdom. As the Triune God

is absolute fullness of being, He is the concrete universal,
union of ground and structure (Spirit), the ground (immanent)
The divine life precedes the differentiation

the ground (Father), structure
and abyss (transcendent)

(Son), and

of all creation.

between essences and existents. The essences or powers of

kan het dan nog deel zijn? En welke is dan de verhouding van de zin van het deel als deel en van het deel op
zichzelf? En wat is dan de zin van het geheel: ligt dat aIleen in het eindpunt ofwordt alles, worden aile delen
mee opgenomen in het eschaton als consummatie van de geschiedenis? ... Het eschaton is echt consummatie.
Bet wordt allemaal opgeteld. De enkele mens is meer dan mest op de akker van de toekomst ... Hij heeft ten
Volle een eigen zin, maar aileen te zamen met het geheel." ThW, VI, p. 81; cf. Ik Geloofpp. 153-154; ThW, I,
pp. 168-169; II, pp. 230-234; IV, p. 113. Tills idea of the whole, as the social ideal, will be discussed further in
a later chapter.
ST, III, pp. 397, 399; The Interpretation of History, pp. 279-280; Thus in the eschaton we will come across
these present realities again. And this in all stringency. Thus not only for the relevance of the identity of the self:
Wereceive ourselves back in Christ and even more so and much differently in the kingdom of glory. Not even
only for the relevance of the identity of the self also in its corporeality: whoever does not hold to the resurrection
of the flesh takes the aroma out of the coffee of the gospel of the Christian faith. But also for the relevance of
the identity of the self in its temporality. "Wat ben ik? Wat anders dan dit stuk gevulde tijd? Als zodanig ben
ik en word ik gered. In het eschaton vind ik dit stuk gevulde tijd, dat ik mijn leven noem, dat ik zelfben terug.
Breder gezegt: in het eschaton vind ik de historie terug." Th W, I, pp. 168-169; cf II, pp. 230-231; Ik Geloof p.
153. God can "clothe our mortality with immortality" (I Cor. 15:33). However "our finitude does not cease to
be finitude, but it is 'taken into' the infinite, the eternal." ST, III, p. 41l.
307

308
309
310

ST, III, p. 410.
ThW, I, p. 171; II, pp. 223-225; VI, pp. 77-79; Ik Geloof, pp. 152-154.
ST, III, pp. 398,400-401;

ThW, II, p. 225; IV, p. 112; Ik Geloof, p. 154.
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being which make a thing what it is are ideas in the divine mind."! This means there is an important
distinction between the essences and God's triune being. The essences or ideas are based on the eternal
decree.i" Thus there is an ontological difference between God and creation. This means

"dat we de grond van de werkelijkheid niet zo onvervaard moeten zoeken in God, maar
eenerzijds in zijn vrijmachtige welbehagen, dus in zijn decreet, zijn raad, waarin het willen
vooropgaat en het denken begeleidend aanwezig is, en anderzijds in zijn daad, de daad van de
schepping. De raad en de daad staan ertussen, tussen de geschapen werkelijkheid en God.,,313

These ideas contain the transcendence and the 'theistic' autonomy of God. Humanity and the world are
not a piece of God. Therefore they do not return to the being of God, but rather exist to his glory. This
has been expressed in the notion of essentialization or glorification. We can say that our temporal life
comes from the eternal and returns to the eternal; that Eternal Life is life in the eternal, life in God. But
this must be understood in terms of the Pauline idea that in ultimate fulfilment God will be all in all (I
Cor. 15:28). This is the state of essentialization of all creatures. Tillich refers to this as 'eschatological
pan-en-theisrn?"

Thus on the one hand, we have a point of identity between God and the kingdom:

"For the eternal dimension of what happens in the universe is the Divine Life itself. It is the content of
the divine blessedness.t''"

On the other hand however, there is also a difference between God and the

kingdom: "Love presupposes a differentiation between the subject and the object of love. Even in
imagining eternal life or eternal fulfilment, this differentiation remains.'?" Van Ruler summarizes this
dual unity:
"God en mens zijn dan twee en niet een; maar het zou mogelijk zijn dat zij in de wederkerigheid
van de vreugde over elkaar deze tweeheid eenvoudig vergaten of deze juist als het wezen van
alles in het bijzonder als het wezen van de vreugde beaamden. Het trinitarische wezen van God
en het tijdelijke wezen van de mens en wereld tonen dan rnisschien hun inhoudelijke
identi tei t. ,,317

311

S T, I, pp. 254-255.

312 As the concrete universal the idea of the triune God is that once the most abstract idea as well as the most
concrete. In his trinitarian fullness of being God decides what He wants to actualise and what He does not want
to actualise. There is no doubt that these decrees are made on the basis of his fullness of being, or in other
words, that He chooses the essences out of this fullness, on the basis of his potestas absoluta.
313

Th W, II, p. 222; cf. Ik Geloof, pp. 32-33; ST, I, pp. 166-168, 178-180, 252-255.

314

ST, III, pp. 420-421.

315

316
317

ST, III, p. 422.
Ultimate Concem - Tillich in Dialogue, SCM Press, London, 1965, (ed. D. Mackenzie Brown), p. 140.
VV, p. 27; CTTP, p. 23.
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The kingdom

of God participates

in the glory of God, but in his triune being God transcends

the

kingdom.
Just as Van Ruler and Tillich talk of the eternal ideas as existing in the mind of GOd,318so they use a
similar image for the eschatological

kingdom.

Tillich states: "with a bold metaphor one could say that

the temporal, in a continuous process, becomes 'eternal memory.' But eternal memory is living retention
of the remembered

thing. It is together past, present,

and future in a transcendent

unity of the three

modes of time.Y" And Van Ruler says:

"Dat er geweest zijn van alles is een er blijen van alles in de herinnering

van God. God zou er

met vreugde aan terug kunnen blijven denken. Ja, Hij zou ook hierin de grenzen van het denken
kunen overschrijden
eeuwigheid

en overgaan

tot het willen. Dan sou alles, wat geweest

is, tot in alle

door God in het eeuwige rijk gewild worden als er geweest zijnde, zoals Hij alles

in zijn eeuwige raad wilde als er zullende zijn.,,320

This 'bold metaphor,'

which refers to the state of glorification

good symbol for representing
Triune God absolutely

or essentialization

Eternal Life as life 'in' God. Just as the mind precedes memories

precedes his creation and just as memories

not a part of the ontological

of all creatures, is a
so the

are subject to and contained in, but

structure of the mind, so our finitude does not cease to be fmitude but is

'taken into' the infinite, the eternal.?"

1.5

The Speculative Framework

It may be objected that this talk of the ontological
speculative
philosophical,

and philosophical.

Tillich and Van Ruler would certainly

but they would see this as a necessity

The dialectical-predestinarian-eschatological

about the beginning

agree that it is speculative

is
and

and not as an objection.

framework

and the last things, the proto logical and eschatological
a criticism. Every thoughtful

Trinity, God's eternal decree and eschatology

provides the answer to the question of the first

ultimates. It is highly speculative.

But this is not

person, who is complete in their thought, poses this speculative question,

and end of all things, about meaning. One also lives, consciously

more or less, on the basis of the answers given to this question, "Zander

or unconsciously,

dit speculatieve

verband kan

men, naar mijn inzicht, op geen enkele concrete vraag, welke tussen dit begin en dit einde Jigt, ook maar
een zinnig, concreet antwoord geven.,,322

318

Ik Geloof, pp. 36-37; ST, I, p. 254.

319

ST, III, p. 399.

320

ThW, IV, p. 108.

321

ST, I, p. 252; III, pp. 411,420-421; ThW, II, p. 222; I, pp. 168-169.

322

1
T1W,
I, p. 157; c f . VI, p. 71.
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Tillich concurs: "Theology, when dealing with our ultimate concern, presupposes in every sentence the
structure of being, its categories, laws and concepts. Theology therefore cannot escape the question of
reality as a whole.,,323
The attempt of biblicism to avoid ontological terms is doomed to failure. On every page of every
religious or theological text the ontological categories and concepts which describe the structure of
experience appear: time, space, cause, thing, subject, movement, freedom, necessity, life, value,
knowledge, history and nature. For instance, historical being is one kind of being in addition to others
and in order to distinguish it from 'nature,' a general vision of the structure of being is presupposed.
The theologian must take seriously the meaning of the terms he uses. They must be known to him in
the whole depth and breadth oftheir meaning.?" The theologian does not witness from a critical sense
When he refuses to make this conscious. One only becomes wholly critical when one realizes that man
still thinks and talks in a speculative context and if one intentionally brings this speculative context into
considcration.F'
Even if the 'biblical' theologian attempts to remain wholly concrete and unspeculative by concerning
himself exclusively with the person and work of the Lord Jesus Christ, the inevitable result is that Jesus
Christ himself is made into the abstract speculative ultimate of existence.?" "Kort gezegd: op aIle
ontologische vragen worden soteriologische antwoorden gegeven en aile soteriologische antwoorden
worden geontologiseerd.

Het evangelie dreigt met een en ander omgezet te worden in een

christosofische ideologie. ,,327
This results in Gnosticism as not only is a finite individuality with a particular life history, conditioned
by the categories of finitude (i.e. Jesus of Nazareth), introduced into the Logos, but God is ontically,
and not only noetically, contained in the fact that he is God in Christ. Therefore there is a radical
tension and even a dualism between the natural world of reason and the religious realm of revelation,
which stands against all other realms.r"
Ontological speculation and abstraction is not bad in itselfbut it must be done openly and consciously
and not hidden behind pretensions of being totally concrete and biblical.
The various authors of the Bible, the document of special revelation, had no intention of developing
a theology or any sort of speculative framework. This means that if one wants to develop a suitable
speculative ontological framework for theology, "moet men een paar heel andere pijlen op zijn boog

323
324
325

ST, I, pp. 20-21.
ST, I, p. 21.
ThW, I, pp. 114, 157; VI, p. 71.

326 An example of this is K. Barth's statement that Jesus of Nazareth is the Creator of the world (Dogmatics
Outline, SCM Press, London, 1988, p. 58); cf. H. Berkhof, Christian Faith, Eerdmans, Michigan, 1990, pp.
172-173, 297; See also my criticisms of these positions in G. Hodnett, op. cit., pp 66-72.

.

In

327

ThW, II, pp. 66-67; cf. VI, p. 71; I, pp. 116, 157-158; V, p. 207.

328 Both Tillich and Van Ruler criticise Barth for this element in his theology. ST, III, p. 290; HOCT, p. 34;
ThW, II, pp. 67, 76; VI, pp. 71-72.
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erbij leggen. ,,329
The question now is: What is this other source and what is its relation to soteriology and the
concreteness of the Scriptures? We will begin by looking at this 'other source.'
This other source is ontological speculation, the use of reason in philosophy. This indicates that there
is a distinct difference between philosophy and theology. Tillich defines philosophy:

"Philosophy asks the question of reality as a whole; it asks the question of the structure of
being. And it answers in terms of categories, structural laws, and universal concepts. It must
answer in ontological terms. Ontology is not a speculative-fantastic attempt to establish a world
behind the world; it is an analysis of these structures of being which we encounter in every
meeting with reality.,,330

Van Ruler also defines philosophy in terms of ontology - the question of being as such, the question
of the "oorspronkelijke en het uiteindelijke van het zijn.,,33I And he notes that this involves
abstraction332 and a speculative concept of the whole.333
Theology on the other hand, is concerned with the question of salvation, soteriology and the meaning
of being for us. Tillich writes: "The object of theology is what concerns us ultimately. Only those
propositions are theological which deal with their object in so far as it can become a matter of ultimate
concern forus. "And, "our ultimate concern is that which determines our being or not-being. Only those
statements are theological which deal with their object in so far as it can become a matter of being or
not-being for US.,,334
Van Ruler provides a similar definition of theology: "het gaat in wezen alleen en totaal over mijzelf,
OYerde uiteindelijke zin of onzin, ja over de eeuwige uitkomst - dus de eeuwige verlorenheid ofhet
eeuwige behoud - van mijn bestaan, dus over de allerIaatste vragen, die te stellen zijn.,,335
Thus "philosophy deals with the structure of being in itself, [while] theology deals with the meaning

329

330
331

332
.

333

ThW, II, pp. 66-67.
ST, I, p. 20; cf. p. 18; Biblical Religion and the Search for U1timate Reality, pp. 5 -10.
ThW, VI, p. 71.
Th W, II, p. 61,. Y, p. 206,. VI, pp. 70-73.
Th W, II, p. 62; T, p. 156. It is important to note that this' abstraction' and' speculation' is to be understood

In tenus of God as being-itself. The concreteness of this abstraction and speculation must be maintained. Tillich

~X?lains: "Ontology asks the question of being, i.e. of something that is present to everybody at every moment.
t ISnever 'speculative' in the (unjustified) bad sense of the word, but it is always descriptive, describing the
~ructures which are presupposed in any encounter with reality. Ontology is descriptive, not speculative ...
d.ntol0!:O',in this sense, is analytical." LPJ, p. 23; cf. ThW, II, pp. 36, 61. This has already been indicated in our
IScuSsJon of God as being-itself and the doctrine of the trinity.
334

335

ST, I, pp. 12, 14.
TI1W ,I, pp. 15; cf. p. 20.
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of being for US.,,336 Nevertheless, this distinction cannot be maintained in concrete thought. On the one
hand, every creative philosopher is a hidden theologian (sometimes even a declared theologian). He is
a theologian in the degree to which his existential situation and his ultimate concern shape his
philosophical vision, to the extent that his philosophical system claims to be ultimately relevant for
human existence.l" Van Ruler expresses this when he says that every philosophical answer to the
structure oflife depends on a choice of the heart,338and every philosophy contains within itself, more
or less, the character of a soteriology.l"

On the other hand, as we have seen, theology implies the

ontological question. There is no saving ontology, but the ontological question is implied in the
question of salvation.l"
Thus Tillich writes: "Philosophy necessarily asks the question of reality as a whole, the question of the
structure of being. Theology necessarily asks the same question, for that which concerns us ultimately
must belong to reality as a whole; it must belong to being. Otherwise it could not concern

US.,,341

We

have seen the logical difference between philosophy and theology, but in practice, they cannot be kept
separate. Van Ruler notes: ''Naar mijn mening is er geen categoriaal, encyclopedisch onderscheid tussen

336 ST, I, p. 22, cf. p. 24 Van Ruler clearly shares this understanding
of the difference between philosophy
and theology: "theologie is dan theologie des W66rds, over de heele linie, en niet der zaken; zij is dan critisch,
niet ontologisch; praedictief, niet phaenomenologisch;
zij verkondigt aileen en constateert niets." RP, p. 153;
cf. ThW, r p. 159.

r, p. 25.

337

ST,

338

ThW, I, pp. 16, 19.

339 Th W, I, p. 18; II, p. 66. Van Ruler and Tillich's
discussion of the relation of philosophy and theology is
remarkably similar - compare ST, I, pp. 18-28 and ThW, I, pp. 14-20. Ideally, the philosopher is driven by the
philosophical eros, tries to maintain a detached objectivity toward being and its structures. Practically, however,
both Tillich and Van Ruler, as we have seen, deny this possibility. The philosopher is always, necessarily,
influenced by his ultimate concem or faith.
Ideally, the theologian is committed to the content he expands. Detachment would be a denial of the very nature
of this content. The attitude oftbe theologian is 'existential.'
Practically, however, both Van Ruler and Tillich
also deny this as a possibility. Tillich writes that the theologian can only make clear the universal validity, the
logos structure of what concems him ultimately, in an attitude of detachment from his existential situation and
in obedience to the universal logos. This obligates him to be critical of every special expression of his ultimate
concel11. "The detachment required in honest theological work can destroy the necessary involvement of faith.
This tension is the burden and the greatness of every theological work." (ST, I, pp. 25-26).
In a similar vein Van Ruler writes: "Natuurlijk moet men ook in de theologie de dingen een beetje op een
afstand houden. Wie er al te onbesuisd op ingaat en permanent in zijn theologische
reflectie zijn ziel en zijn
zaligheid op het spel zet, verbrandt - zoals motten in het licht. Er moet ook in het theologische onderzoek en
in de theologische bezinning zekere koele distantie zijn en iets van een serene toeschouwerspositie
- ook Walmer
men over de allerdiepste en meest beslissende vragen nadenkt. Men denkt er dan 6ver na! Men staat er niet met
zijn bestaan en met zijn totale zelf midden in. Men stelt zich er buiten. Men maakt ze tot object. Men
'beschouwt'
ze. Dan moet men niet alles permanent op kookhitte hebben. Men kan niet totaal emstig zijn. Er
zit iets frivools in de theologische reflectie. Desnoods kan men zeggen: iets onvrooms, iets goddeloos!" (Th W,
I, p. 15). This is the fact that prompted Kierkegaard to ask whether a theologian can be saved.
340
341

Biblical

Religion

and the Search for Ultimate

Reality,

ST, I, pp. 20-21.
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pp. 59, 85. See above.

systematische theologie en filosofie. Beide doen hetzelfde: door alles heen denken tot op de grond.T"
It is necessary for theology to include ontology and it is possible because philosophy always has a
theological aspect and there is not a necessary contradiction between ontology and soteriology - in fact
there is a necessary connection which is to be found in the doctrine of the Logos.
Reason can be used because there is a point of identity between the universal logos and the Logos who
became flesh. The New Testament emphatically teaches that Jesus Christ also had and has an original
relationship to 'all things.' This relationship is different to the one that he received through the work
of reconciliation by way ofthe Cross and Resurrection (cf. John 1: 1-5; 10-11; I Cor. 8:6; Hebrews 1: 14; Col. 1: 15-18; I Cor. 15:24-28; Luke 22:28-29).

Van Ruler points out that it is clear that what is meant

in all these quotations from the New Testament kerygma is the cosmological elements and aspects in
the mystery of Christ. One must not think statically about this. It is a living and moving whole. The
relationship to all things is given to him, also taken by him, and even given by (or through) him to his
church. And above all: besides this relationship that he received through the work of reconciliation,
there is also talk of a relationship that he has not through what he did, but because of what he is. In any
case one cannot avoid the idea of the 'mediator of creation' if one reads what is said by the evangelists
and the apostles.

"En moet men het accent van het Niewe Testament, dat Jezus Christus een originele relatie tot
allen en alles heeft, dat in hem ook de schepping is geschied, verstaan in de zin van de categorie
van de aansluiting, van de correspondentie, van de parallellie: hij kwarn, maar hij was niet
vreemd aan datgene, tot hetwelk hij kwam, hij kwam tot het zijne en daarom was datgene, tot
hetwelk hij kwam, in wezen ook niet vreemd aan hem, die kwam?,,343

Tillich expresses the identical idea regarding the possibility of the use of philosophy by theology: "The
Christian claim that the logos who has become concrete in Jesus as the Christ is at the same time the
universal logos includes the claim that wherever the logos is at work it agrees with the Christian
message. No philosophy which is obedient to the universal logos can contradict the concrete logos, the
Logos 'who became flesh. ",344
Thus we come to the conclusion that: "Alles van God - zo drukt Bavinck zich uit - alles van God

342 ThW, V, p. 201. "Er is alleen maar fundamenteel denken, en of men dat theologie offilosofie noemt, doet
er met zoveel toe." Th W, VI, p. 72; cf. II, pp. 37, 68-73; I, pp, 18-20; B. Engelbrecht, Die Fragmentariese en
tegenstrydige Karakter van die Inwoning en Werk van die Gees, in: Koninkryk, Kerk en Kosmos, Pro-Christo
Publications, Bloemfontein, 1989, p. 37.
343 Th W, I, pp. 158-159, 163. "Betekend dat, dat wij abstract worden in ons theologische denken, omdat we
dan niet meer kijken naar de concrete Christus? Neen, we blijven concreet. AIleen: wij kijken naar de wereld
en onself en spreken - merkwaardig genoeg - van de Logos 'asarkos. ,,, This simply emphasises the fact that he
"doorwie die wereld is geschapen, dezelfde is als degene, die doorde aanneming van hetmenselijke vlees Jezus
VanNazareth is geworden." Ibid., p. 160.
344

ST, I, p. 28.
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(behalve de genade in de zin van vergeving) ligt in de rede, althans in de gezonde rede, de sana ratio,
van de oorspronkelijke mens, tot welke sanitas de verdorven rede door de openbaring weer wordt
verlicht en wedergeboren.v'"
Sin does not completely destroy the possibility of using reason to create a speculative framework. We
have already seen that there is necessarily such a thing as general or universal revelation. This means
that mankind is not completely alienated from the universal logos and that man can know that his
existence is alienated from his essence even ifhe does not know what his essence is.346Nevertheless
man in his sinfulness has turned his reason away from general revelation. But through special revelation
mankind's reason is converted to a ratio christiana which is a ratio illuminata. "Dat wil zeggen: zij is
de ratio, welke lang op het strand heeft liggen bruinbakken in de zon van de openbaring, zoals deze in
het schriftgetuigenis tot ons komt.,,347In this sense all modem philosophy is Christian, even if it is
humanistic, atheistic and intentionally anti-Christian. The modem vision of reality and its philosophical
analysis is different from that of pre-Christian times, whether one is or is not existentially determined
by the God of Mount Zion and the Christ of Mount Golgotha. "The scars of the Christian tradition
cannot be erased; they are a character indelebilis. ,,348
The Christian theologian needs to be obedient to the universal logos if he wants to make clear the
universal validity, the logos structure, of what concerns him ultimately, ie. the New Being in Jesus as
the ChriSt.349Thus even though the theologian begins (noetically) with the revelation of Jesus as the
Christ, he must relate this to the ontological concepts and categories that he uses to express this
soteriological concern. In developing this cosmological structure the theologian subjects himself only
to the universal logos of being as it gives itself to him in experience.l'" But, nevertheless he sees all
things 'through the spectacles of Scripture' (Calvin). Universal and special revelation remain revelation.
Experience and reason are not the source but the medium for receiving revclation.?"
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ThW, IV, p. 11.

346

Eg. in paganism. See above.

347 ThW, II, p. 69. Tillich notes: "The conquest of the conflicts of existential reason is what can be called
'saved reason.' Actual reason needs salvation, as do all the other sides of man's nature and of reality generally."
ST, I, pp. 154-155. Both Tillich and Van Ruler emphasise the importance of faith in understanding ontology
in the first place. "Door het heil naderen we ook op de rechte wijze tot het zijn. Noetisch kan men de schepping
niet ontdekken, als verloren en verdwaalde zondaar, dan via de verlossing." (Th W, II, p. 72). This is identical
to Tillich 's method of correlation: the existential question can only be understood on the basis of the theological
answer (which can only be received in faith, as the answer is a matter of ultimate concern, i.e. a matter offaith).
Tills is the 'theological circle' in which the 'mystical a priori' of the experience of the New Being in Jesus as
the Christ influences all theological thought. ST, 1, pp. 8, 10, 12,23; II, p. 15.
348
349

350

ST, I, pp. 27-28; cf. ThW, II, p. 72.
ST, I, pp. 24-25, 46, 50.
Ibid., p. 28.

351 Ibid., pp. 46, 53; ThW, II, pp. 70-73; IV, p. 22. Tillich and Van Ruler continually distinguish the noetic
from the ontological and emphasize that although we begin noetically at Jesus Christ, the ontological order is
different and begins with the doctrine of the trinity, predestination and, eschatology. Th W, II, pp. 16,22, 71-74;
I, pp. 14-20,116,162; V, pp. 212-213; ST, I, pp. 27, 250, 286; III, pp. 283-285; cf. G. Hodnett, op. cit., pp. 66-
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Thus we have seen that reason provides the other source for developing a speculative ontological
framework for theology. We have also seen that it is possible and necessary to provide this framework.
Now we must answer the second part of our question: what is the relationship between this speculative
context and the soteriology and concreteness of the Scriptures?
The importance ofthis philosophical, speculative context for theology becomes clear when we look at
the soteriological implications of the doctrines of trinity, predestination and eschatology.
The Christian doctrine of the trinity was introduced to keep the confession of Christ pure. The gospel
simply forces us to confess that in the centre of His person Jesus is 'God of God' and "Light of Light'
(Nicene Creed). The same could be said about the Holy Spirit (see egothe Athanasian Creed). Scripture
clearly reveals God as Creator, Saviour and Sanctifier. This revelation is taken seriously in the doctrine
of the trinity and therefore the idea of an ontological trinity assures us that His revelation is true because
He really is in Himself what He reveals Himself to be to us.
The church doctrine of the trinity also provides for the possibility ofrevelation in the first place. Only
if God contains the Logos of being (the Eternal Son, the eternal ideas, the essences or powers of being)
in Himself in a dynamic manner (the Eternal Spirit) is revelation possible. Although there is an
ontological distinction between the being of God and the will of God, nevertheless God derives his will
from his trinitarian fulness of being (on the basis of his good-pleasure or potestas absoluta) and
therefore creation cannot be ontologically separated from God. In other words God can manifest
Himself in any space or any time because the presence of created reality does not exclude his presence.
This also solves the problem of the one and the many and allows us to affirm the diversity and
dynamics ofthis one reality. Therefore Van Ruler says: "Werkelijk: met het dogma van de drieeenheid
staat en valt alles in ons christelijke levensgevoel en in onze christelijke wereldervaring.

,,352

Jesus is the Christ. He is the one in whom the New Being is present. His appearance is 'realized
eschatology' (Dodd). But it is fulfilment in principle"

and in him we see what fulfilment qualitatively

lTIeans.He is the kingdom of God. In him we see the undistorted manifestation of essential being within
and under the conditions of existence. The symbol of the resurrection is the eternal confirmation of the
historical life of Jesus ChriSt.354 This means that the salvation in Christ is the overcoming of the
estrangement of actual existence, as well as the affirmation of the essential structures of finitude and
the corporeality of existence. Thus "we stand now in face of the eternal, but we do so looking ahead

72.
Ik Geloof, pp. 60-61, cf. pp. 129-130, 25, 26; De Noodzakelijkheid van een Trinitarische Theologie, in
VV, pp. 9-28; HOCT, pp. 439-441; Theology of Culture, New York Oxford University Press, 1959, pp. 24-29;
ST, I, pp. 249-252, 286; III, pp. 283-294; see G.Hodnett, op.cit, pp. 171-175 for discussion of relation of the
352

economic and ontological Trinity.
353 That is, in power and as a beginning of fulfilment, but it is realized eschatology in so far as no other
principle of fulfilment can be expected. ST, II, pp. 118-119.
354

Jesus is bodily resurrected.
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toward the end of history and the end of all which is temporal in the eternal. ,,355 Salvation and concrete
existence can only be properly understood and experienced within this context of eternal fulfilment and
eternal judgement.t"

Salvation in Christ is experienced as being totally dependent on God's will (ie.

election). Therefore all ground for confidence in God's salvation, prophecy and promises would be lost
if we do not understand God to be the ground of all being.r"
The doctrine of providence is the confession that we are always dependent upon God and not dark
destiny or blind chance. "It is impossible to be aware ofthe unconditional as if it did not exclude by its
very presence any observer who was not conditioned by it in his whole being. ,,358
This doctrine of providence not only provides confidence in God but also allows us to understand all
reality as the product of God's will. This means that the 'realness' of reality is guaranteed. It also
protects our freedom by cutting all determinism and fatalism offby the root. Thus allowing us to act
and to see the reality of our acts and of the world around

359

US.

Eschatology refers to the reality that God has decreed for his world. It refers to the final end of all the
works of God. Between the questions 'where from' and 'where to' lies the whole system of theological
questions and answers.i'" One cannot give a proper answer to any possible question without this
context.t" Eschatology is inseparably related to protology, as only the valuation of creation as good
makes an eschatology offulfilment possible and only the idea offulfilment makes creation meaningful.
The last questions are remarkably also the first questions - this is the eschatological context. 362
Finally it must be emphasised that these three doctrines must be understood ontologically as discussions
of the ultimate nature of being, of Being- Itself, and not as descriptions of another being which mayor
may not exist. "The Deus est esse is the condition of a unity between thought and religion which
OVercomestheir, so to speak, schizophrenic cleavages in personal and cultural life.Y" This guarantees
the meaningfulness of revelation as well as the truth content of our talk about God.364
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S T, III, p. 396.

356Ik

Geloof, pp. 155-158; ThW, VI, pp. 67-84; ST, 1, pp. 49-50; ST, II, pp. 118-119,
40 I. Eschatology and soteriology will be further discussed in the following chapter.

159-165; III, pp. 396-

357 "The whole plan of redemption
rests on that foundation. It is inconceivable
that God should devise such
a scheme, and not secure its execution, and that He should send His Son into the world, and leave the
Consequences of that infinite condescension
undetermined."
Charles Hodge, Systemic Theology, Thomas
Nelson and Sons, London, 1878, I, pp. 541-542; cf. H. Bavinck, Our Reasonable Faith, Baker Book House,
Michigan, 1978, pp. 162-167; O. Weber, op. cit., 1, pp. 511-512; H. Bavinck, The Doctrine of God, pp. 374-382.
358
359
360
361
362
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TC, p. 23.
ST, 1, pp. 264-267.
ST, III, p. 299.
ThW, I, p. 157.
ST, III, p. 299; ThW, I, p. 157.
TC, p. 22.

364 The theologian
"is certain that nothing he sees can change the substance of his answer, because this
Substance is the logos of being, manifest in Jesus as the Christ. If this were not his presupposition,
he would
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1.6

Eschatology, Ontology and Soteriology

This chapter provides the 'abstract' background for the rest of this work. In the following chapters we
will go into more detail, specifically regarding the following issues: the place of sin and Jesus Christ
in the protological and eschatological intentions of God, the person and work of Jesus Christ and the
poured out Holy Spirit, the ambiguous and fragmentary realization of salvation in history, the
relationship of church and state, and the eschatological kingdom as the social ideal or the naked
existence of reality before the countenance of God.
But for the moment, let us summarize the most important notions discussed in this chapter.
The most important idea is that of God as being-itself. God is not one being among many, He is the
power of being in everything that has being. In his triune nature He infinitely transcends his creation
and creation cannot be understood as an emanation from his triune nature. Creation must be understood
from his eternal decree or, in other words, from his Logos nature as well as from his potestas absoluta.
Nevertheless, in so far as creation has being it participates in being-itsclf.i" But God is the living God,
He is life-itself, i.e. He is the God who actualizes himsclfi" This means that creation participates in
life -itself. Creation is eschatologically structured and the meaning of existence is the actualization of
potentiality. This eschatological structure is therefore built into ontology itself and is a function of the
idea of God. God himself has given his creation an aim, a telos, an eschatological purpose and it can
never be completely separated from this purpose.i'" This 'eschatologized ontology' or 'ontologized
eschatology' is the background for all the further thought of Tillich and Van Ruler. We have worked
this idea out in terms of history and the kingdom of God and seen that all creation is moving 'toward'
the eschatological kingdom of God and that every manifestation of salvation in existence is a victory
of the kingdom.
The other important idea is that of the importance ofthis 'speculative context.' It is simply not possible
to avoid a speculative ontological context. It is true that noeticaIIy salvation comes first and that this
context must be seen 'through the spectacles of Scripture' (1. Calvin). But if one tries to avoid this
ontological speculation, one will probably fall into (or at least tum towards) Gnosticism, i.e. give
soteriological answers to ontological questions.
Everything that we think and do is determined by how we answer this question.

have to sacrifice either his philosophical honesty or ills theological concern." ST, I, p. 64.
See the sections above regarding God as being itself, and on the analogia entis.
365 I.e. creation finds its essence in the will of God and the will of God contains what He has chosen, on the
basis of his wisdom and omnipotence, from the fullness of ills trinitarian being.

We have seen that the nature of life is actualization and not a static actuality. God is not to be understood
as actus purus, nor as a 'becoming' God. The being of God includes both dynamics and form but he is not subject
to either.
366

367 This purpose is, of course, to be understood on the basis of predestination or God's eternal decree, and not
on the basis of the entelechy.
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"Wanneer wij bezig zijn met de vraag naar de zin van de geschiedenis, dan bewegen wij ons in
speculatieve banen, maar laten wij daarbij niet over het hoofd zien, dat deze speculatie zeer diep
penetreert tot in de aller eenvoudigste dingen van de dagelijkse praktijk. Daarom is het ook zo
nuttig en zinvol, zich in die speculaties te verheffen. Maar dat moet men dan grondig doen. De
praktijk van het leven wordt er onmiddellijk door geraakt en zelfs door bepaald.

,,368

The importance of this context will become more apparent in the course of this thesis.
With this basic understanding of the distinction and relation of creation and redemption, from the
perspective of protology and eschatology, we are now in a position to examine this relation from the
christological and pneumatological vantage points. Finally, we will look at the duality and union of the
kingdom of God and culture, as this comes to expression in the duality of church and state.
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T hW, VI, pp. 72-73.
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CHAPTER TWO
CHRISTOLOGY AND ONTOLOGY
2.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter we discussed the meaning of existence and saw that we had to ask metaphysical
or speculative questions. The answer to these questions can not be found in soteriology, in the cross and
resurrection of Jesus Christ. History does not only have a centre, it also has a beginning and an end.
Therefore we are compelled to think in proto logical and eschatological categories, as well as
soteriological ones.
The mystery of existence as such cannot be resolved by simply discussing the problem of fallen
existence or sin. We must certainly say that Jesus Christ is the definitive answer to sin and guilt but we
cannot draw metaphysical or ontological conclusions from a soteriological position. Tillich and Van
Ruler do their best to theologise in a fully trinitarian manner. God did not only reveal himselfin Jesus
Christ, He also created a world. And He will again reveal himself in a new eschatological manner.
We have seen that the eschatological kingdom of God is the meaning of existence and that this kingdom
must find an expression in our earthly life. In other words: "Nicht die Vergebung, sondern die
Heiligung als Sinn der Welt - das muf in unserem metaphysischen Zusammenhang
feststehen."

vor allem

I

Jesus Christ certainly holds a very important place in our faith but we must remember that a
'Christianity which is not wholly and completely eschatological has nothing to do with Christ' (K.
Barth).

In this chapter we will look at the place of sin and Jesus Christ in the theologies of Tillich and Van
Ruler. We will begin with protology and look at God's eternal decree, and even further, his trinitarian
being in relation to sin and the incarnation. Then we will look at the functional character of the person
and work of Jesus Christ, as well as the distinction between the state of salvation and glorification.
Finally, we will look at the place of sin and Jesus Christ in the eschatological Kingdom of Glory.

2.2

The Trinitarian and Predestinarian Background of Sin and Salvation

God is the ground of being and in so far as anything has being it participates in God (in a finite way),
but man and the rest of reality are not only 'inside' the process of the divine life, they are also 'outside'
of it. To be outside the divine life means to stand in actualized freedom, in an existence which is no

I

GCW, p. 8; CITP, pp.106-107.
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longer united with essence. In the story of the fall in Genesis, we see that as soon as man is given a
choice, he chooses sin above God. This is the point at which the doctrine of creation and the doctrine
of the fall join. It is the most mysterious point in human experience but "every theologian who is
courageous enough to face the twofold truth that nothing can happen to God accidentally, and that the
state of existence is a fallen state must accept the point of coincidence between the end of creation and
the beginning of the fall. ,,2
Generally theologians have accepted this point of coincidence and have realized that there are only two
possible ways of looking at this problem. Either creation only sets the stage for the fall and the process
of redemption or the fall and redemption are understood within the context of creation: in sin we fall
away from our created essence and in redemption we are reunited with it, so that we can carry out the
creative intentions of God and sanctify the world to his kingdom - albeit in a fragmentary and
provisional manner. Traditionally these two positions have been referred to as supralapsarianism and
infral apsariani sm. 3
Tillich praises the supralapsarian position for having the courage to face the idea that man fell by divine
decree. But he goes on to criticise it for giving this insight a seemingly demonic character." Tillich
would certainly agree with G. C. Berkouwer when he states:

"Ultimately infralapsarianism does not solve anything, but it indicates a view of the council of
God which does not hold God causally responsible for everything, including sin and hell,
although it confesses the superiority of God's decrees and acts over evil. Supralapsarianism also
tries to avoid this causality, but it cannot really do so legitimately.:"

Van Ruler explains this 'demonic' character of supralapsarianism: we cannot replace ontology with
soteriology or think of ontology in terms of soteriology. We must carefully respect the necessary
distinction between the trinitarian or ontological manner on the one hand, and the christological or
soteriological manner of speaking on the other hand. Thus we cannot attribute the mediatorship of
creation to the Logos incarnatus. This does not mean that we become abstract in our theological

2

ST, I, pp.255-256.

3 These are the two main positions taken by reformed theologians.
Arminianism, Pelagianism and
!'v1anichaean positions are not considered at all suitable. For a more complete discussion of supra- and
lllfralapsarian ideas see G. Hodnett op.cit., pp. 60-72.
4 ST, I, p.256. As we shall see, the position adopted here detennines how a theologian treats the concrete
things of this world and offaith in his theology. Therefore it is simply inadequate to say, with J. Macquarrie,
that the only useful purpose this discussion has served is "to stand as a warning to future generations of how
Silly theological talk can become, and how far it can wander from the concrete experiences that it is supposed
to bring to expression." God-Talk, p.16. The inadequacy of this statement is seen when we look at Macquarrie's
Principles of Christian Theology, where he talks of evil as a risk taken in creation and not a fate imposed, but
nevertheless denies Pelagianism or any fonn of semi-Pelagianism
(pp.258,335,336), then he is simply
sUpporting an infralapsarian view.
S

Divine Election, Eerdmans, Michigan, 1979, p. 273.
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thought, because we do not look at the concrete Christ. Our theological thought remains concrete, only
we look at the Logos asarkos.6 Supralapsarianism, of course, understands Jesus of Nazareth to be the
mediator of creation and sees creation and the fall as a means to realize God's prime decree. As God's
prime decree is salvation in Christ, this view understands Christ's mediation of redemption as referring
to his essence. But as means to an end, creation and the fall form a part of this mediation of redemption.
Therefore creation and the fall find their essence in the triune being of God.
This brings an unacceptable necessity into the doctrine of the fall. Creation and sin do not have the
necessity that God has. They find their basis in the unfathomable, all powerful good pleasure of the
eternal council of God. This does not mean that there is no necessity or rationality in creation and sin.
The doctrine of the trinity cannot be separated from the doctrine of the decree; the dialectical rationality
of the being of God cannot be separated from his potestas absoluta. These doctrines contain the notions
of the transcendence and the 'theistic' autonomy of God. If they are ignored the world can not be
experienced in its reality and corporeality, we could not experience our responsibility for sin and we
could not properly experience our individuality and humanity.'
Van Ruler goes further and, referring to the supralapsarian idea that we are created in order to be saved,
says:

"Die gedachte is naar mijn inzicht een perversie van de bijbelse boodschap en van het evangelie.
Het is christelijk ook onaanvaarbaar om te beweren, dat de schepping zelf verlossing nodig heeft
of zelf een prefiguratie van de verlossing is, bijvoorbeeld als overwinning van das Nichtige. Dan
vat men de contingentie van de geschapen werklijkheid als bedreigdheid op. Dat is een
merkwaardig insluipsel van het mod erne levensgevoel in een kerkelijke dogmatiek.

,,8

In chapter one we saw that both Van Ruler and Tillich accept the idea that the purpose of creation is
creation itself and not salvation." In other words they both accept the infralapsarian position." In order
to understand this position we need to briefly take another look at the doctrine of the trinity.
As we have already seen, "God as being-itself is the ground ofthe ontological structure ofbeing without
being subject to this structure himself. He is the structure: that is, he has the power of determining the

6 As the structure of being, the Logos asarkos is completely concrete - see chapter one on God as the power
of be inao·
7

ThW, I, pp. 159-162; II, p. 222; VI, p. 74.

8

ThW, VI, p. 76; cf. I, p. 163.

9

ST ,I, p. 263; ThW, I, p. 166.

. 10 At this point it is informative to note that the Synod of Utrecht (1905) states: "our confessions, certainly
With respect to the doctrine of election, follow the infralapsarian presentation." H. Bavinck has also pointed out
that the supralapsarian position has not been incorporated into a single Reformed Confession, but that the infra
Position has received an official place in the confessions of the churches. Gerefonneerde Dogmatiek, II, p. 327.
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structure of everything

that has being."

II

In other words the Son is the mediator of creation. He is the

eternal Word or Logos, the eternal Wisdom, even the Image of God. "Maar dit middelaarschap
met plaatsvervanging

gepaard."

the Logos a finite individuality
Therefore

12

Tillich explains that this sort of interpretation

with a particular life history, conditioned

"would introduce into

by the categories offinitude.

from the point of view ofthe doctrine of the trinity, we must remember

of the ideas of the pre-existence

"De evangelisten

and post-existence

the symbolic nature

of Jesus. Van Ruler expresses this idea thus:

is wat bedaarder.

lyriek de dingen al te zeer door elkaar heenlopen.

Soms heeft hij het gevoel, dat in deze

Vooral als hij Col. I leest. Hij denkt dan, dat

hij het preciezer kan zeggen, dan de apostel iller doet. Hij houdt het er natuurlijk
apostel het bij enig nadenken
het nodige onderscheid

Nevertheless,

tussen de trinitarische

en de christologische,

en de soteriologische

the symbol of the pre-existence

root of the New Being as it is historically

spreekwijze

eventueel
zorgvuldig

of the Christ is still important.

this is not to be understood

horizontally

Certainly the Logos, the divine self-manifestation,
the Christ as the centre of man's historical

Nazareth

being. "Certainly,
trinitarian

"It expresses the eternal

as preceding

in time, but vertically

as

in Jesus of Nazareth.

as the Logos has an eternal

relation

15

in
to all

to the eternal Logos in himself the face of Jesus of

man' or of any particular

the face of God manifest

manifestation

respecterenj?"

has an eternal relation to his self-manifestation

existence,

of being; but one cannot attribute

or the face of 'historical

ook tussen de

present in the event Jesus the Christ." When Jesus says that

pointing to the presence of the eternal principle of the divine self-manifestation

potentialities

voor, dat de

met hem eens zou zijn. Moet men niet, zo vraagt de dogmaticus,

ofkosmologische

he precedes Abraham,

,,13

en de apostelen krijgen licht iets Iyrisch in hun toon, als ze over deze dingen

komen te spreken. Een dogmaticus

ontologische

gaat niet

for historical

manifestation

man is the face of Jesus as the Christ. The

of the divine ground is Christocentric

itself. The God who is seen and adored in trinitarian

of the creative ground of

symbolism

for man, but it is not Jesu-centric in
has not lost ills freedom to manifest

himself for other worlds in other ways.,,16
Van Ruler draws the conclusion

by posing the following

"Moet men het accent van het Nieuwe Testament,

II

ST, I, p. 239.
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ThW, I, pp. 160-161.

13

ST , III, p. 2 9O.

question:

dat Jezus Christus een originele relatie tot

14 Th W, I, p. 159; cf., ST, III, pp. 289-290. Van Ruler points out that if we say that Jesus created the world
We must realize that we are speaking in a synecdotal and metonymic manner. ThW, p. 160;
15

ST ,II, p. 159 .

16

ST, III, p. 290.
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allen en alles heeft, dat in hem ook de schepping is geschied, verstaan in de zin van de categorie
van de aansluiting,

van de correspondentie,

van de parallellie:

hij kwam, maar hij was niet

vreemd aan datgene, tot hetwelk hij kwam, hij kwam tot het zijne en daarom was datgene, tot
hetwelk hij kwam, in wezen ook niet vreemd aan hem, die kwam?,,17

The Logos could be incarnated in Jesus because the Logos is the mediator of creation and therefore his
creation

is not strange

potentiality

to him or completely

in God's trinitarian

It is vitally important
the incarnated

original relationship
tot alle dingen

from him. Jesus as the Christ

finds his

fulness of being.

to understand

Logos.

separated

this distinction

The New Testament

between the Logos as the mediator of creation and

emphatically

teaches that Jesus Christ had and has an

to 'all things.' 18"Dat is een relatie, welke onderscheiden

gekregen heeft door het werk van de verzoening

is van de relatie, die hij

in de weg van het kruis en de

opstanding.?" He adds that the theologian must carefully distinguish between the trinitarian and the
christological,

between the ontological

But what exactly is this difference?
paradoxical.

The dialectical

or cosmological

The difference

or trinitarian

and the soteriological

is the distinction

between

is distinguished

by the mutual

thought

mutual distinction

the dialectical

important

affinnation

demand each other. The trinitarian

symbols are dialectical;

and the

interrelating

of these concepts." In dialectics

concepts and the equally
and negation,

manner of speaking.i"

of

yes and no,

they reflect the

dialectics oflife, namely, the movement of separation and reunion. All reality is to be understood within
this dialectic, where the yes and the no are preserved
multiplicity
discussed

is equally ultimate
this in the previous

manner of thought

in their difference

with unity." This is the ontological

and seen in their unity, where
manner

of thought.

We have

chapter. The point that we need to make here is that this ontological

is wholly and completely

rational.

It reflects the logos character

of reality. The

ThW, I, p. 163. Similarly, Tillich writes: "God can appear within finitude only if the finite as such is not
in conflict with him." ST, I, p. 254. This idea is taken directly from the classical tradition, St. Athanasius writes:
"You must understand why it is that the Word of the Father, so great and so high, has been made manifest in
bodily form. He has not assumed a body as proper to His own nature, far from it, for as the Word He is without
body. He has been manifested in a human body for this reason only, out of the love and goodness of His Father,
for the salvation of us men. We will begin, then, with the creation of the world and with God its Maker, for the
first fact you must grasp is this: the renewal of creation has been wrought by the Selfsame Word Who made
it in the beginning. There is thus no inconsistency between creation and salvation for the One Father has
employed the same Agent for both works, effecting the salvation of the world through the same Word Who
made it in the beginning." On the Incarnation, I, i, contained in Christian Classics Ethereal Library,
http://ccel.wheaton.edu.
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18John 1:1-5; 10-11; I Cor. 8:6; IS :24-28; Heb. I: 1-4; Col. I: 15-18; Luke 22:28-29.
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ThW, I, p. 158.
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VV, p. 9; CTTP, p. 1.
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ST, I, p. 56; II, pp. 90-91; III, pp. 284-285; VV, pp. 9-28; CTTP, pp. 1-25; Th W, I, p. 22.
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Logos as the mediator of creation is to be understood purely on the basis of reason. 23On the other hand,
the christological or soteriological manner of speaking is paradoxical. God was incarnated in the flesh,
in Jesus as the Christ. But this cannot be spoken about purely in terms of reason. "Hier breekt onze
logische geest z'n nck.''" The fact that the New Being appeared under the conditions of existence, yet
conquered existence is the paradox of the Christian message. This is the only paradox and the source
of all paradoxical statements in Christianity."

"Paradoxen treden in het koninkrijk Gods aileen

christologisch Op.,,26Of course, this paradox is not to be understood as logical contradiction, it is not
absolutely unrelated to reason. Paradoxical means 'against the opinion.' God's acting in Christ
transcends all possible human expectations. It transcends, but it does not destroy, finite reason; for "God
acts through the Logos which is the transcendent and transcending source of the logos structure of
thought and being.':"
This is the difference between the ontological and the soteriological manifestation of the Logos.
Nevertheless, it is the same Logos, and the Logos can be the mediator of salvation precisely because
he is the mediator of creation. Ontologically the mediation of creation comes first. Tillich explains:

"One may distinguish two basic forms of grace - the grace which characterizes God's threefold
creativity and the grace which characterizes God's saving activity. The first form of grace is
simple and direct; it provides participation in being to everything that is, and it gives unique
participation to every individual being. The second form of grace is paradoxical; it gives
fulfilment to that which is separated from the source of fulfilment, and it accepts that which is
unacceptab 1e.' ,28

Thus we can understand Van Ruler when he writes that protologically and eschatologically everything
is orientated to the naked existence of things as such before God, without the wrapping of sin and
without the wrapping of Christ." Ontology and soteriology are different and, ontologically, ontology
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ThW, I, pp. 161-162; ST, I, pp. 23, 25, 56, 72, 76,158,251,287;
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Ik Geloof, p. 70; ThW, I, pp. 160, 164.
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ST, I, pp.56-57; II, p. 92; III, p. 284.
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VW, p. 488.

27

ST, I, p. 57; cf. ThW, I, p. 164.

II, p. 90; III, 24, 284; PE, pp. 27-28.

ST, I, p. 285. The term 'grace' qualifies all relations between God and creation in such a way that they are
freely inaugurated by God and in no way depend on anything the creature does or desires. It this sense, creation
and justification are both graceful acts of God. Ibid. The threefold creativity of God is his originating, sustaining
and directing creativity (this refers to the trinitarian or dialectical nature of creation as such). Ibid., pp. 252-270.
28

29 GCW, p. 35; CITP, p. 131. This clarifies the relation between the (primary) mediation of creation and the
(secondary) mediation of redemption, but another question that is to be considered here is: what is the relation
of both to the mediation ofrevelation by the Logos? There is certainly revelation outside of Christ that cannot
be reduced to the gospel, the message of the New Testament, there is the law as well, the Old Testament. Both
Tillich and Van Ruler agree that the mediation of revelation cannot be reduced to either the mediation of
creation or the mediation of redemption, but contains elements of both and mediates between them. Th W, I, pp.
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precedes soteriology, and soteriology exists for the sake of ontology.
Sin also finds its possibility or potentiality in the triune being of God. We have seen that the doctrine
of the trinity is dialectical. The inner movement of the divine life is the eternal separation from itself
and return to itself. In other words God is the living, dynamic God. This dynamic character of God
includes a 'not yet' which is always balanced by an 'already.' If it was an absolute 'not yet' God would
be dependent upon something else beside himself and if it was an absolute 'already' God would have
the static character of the Aristotelian actus purus. It can also be expressed as the negative element in
the ground of being which is overcome as negative in the process of being-itself. As such it is the basis
of the negative element in the creature."
In regard to essential being, which in Platonic terms can be called the realm ofthe eternal ideas, we can
say that this negativity or separation within God is the basis of finitude. But just as we must say that
God's going-out from himself does not cause any threat of disruption because it is united with the
eternal 'resting in himself.l" We must also say that there is no threat of disruption in the realm of
essences as finitude is not evil in itself. Therefore we must also say that creation and sin are not the
logically necessary actuality of essence."
The doctrine of the trinity, and with it the idea of the eternal ideas, provides the rational or dialectical
background for understanding reality. "Nevertheless, one cannot make a universal law of dialectics and
subsume the universe in all its movements under it.,,33
Creation, the fall and Jesus Christ find their possibility in the doctrine of the trinity but not their
necessity. As Tillich says: "Existence is not a matter of essential necessity but it is a fact ... and not a
derived dialectical step. ,,34
Therefore we cannot understand the fall and Jesus Christ simply by looking at the idea of the Son as
the mediator of creation. At the most we can understand their possibility but not their necessity." In
looking at the Logos structure of reality we have been looking at the elements of participation, form and
destiny. But these need to be supplemented with the elements of individualization, dynamics and

162-163; ST, I, p. 285.
ST,I,p.163.
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Ibid., p. 247.
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ST, II, pp. 24-30; I, pp. 253-256.

33

ST, III, p. 321.

34

ST, II, pp. 29,44. Tillich often makes this point.

35 The negative element in the ground of being is the basis of the negative element in creation and in this
sense points to the 'possibility' of the fall, but perhaps 'possibility' is too strong a term as, dialectically speaking,
there is no possibility of a separation in God which is not balanced by a reunion. However there needs to be
some form of dialectic 'possibility' underlying the fall - otherwise it would be a logically incomprehensible or
meaningless idea. Therefore we find the basis of the negative element in creation in the dialectical separation
of God from Himself, but the possibility of the fall in His freedom (see below).
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freedom." In other words, we need to look at reality from the point of view of God's sovereignty, from
the idea of the divine decree. This is, as we have seen, the reverse side and the complement of the
doctrine ofthe trinity."
God is the creator of all reality and this means that he has created everything according to his goodpleasure, without any inner or absolute necessity." However we can speak of a relative necessity - if
God has decided something then it is necessary, but of course it does not have the same kind of
necessity that God has."

"Dat is toch op zijn minst een enonn risico, dat God neemt met zijn daad der schepping. Hij
roept wezens in het aanzijn buiten zichzelf. Hij zelf aIleen is toch de volzaligheid en de
algenoegzaanheid in zichzelf. Hoe zullen er wezens kunnen zijn buiten dit wezen? Zij zijn er,
maar zij zijn zonder grond in zichzelf. Zij hangen puur in de lucht ... En omdat zij er zo zijn
zonder noodzaaklijkheid, krachtens het welbehagen, vanuit de grondeloze vrijmacht van de
Schepper, zijn zij er ook in een intrinsieke vrijheid. De vrijheid is het wezen, het element van
het schepsel. Dat is aan de mens het meest duidelijk.

,,40

Tillich points out that the "concept of freedom is just as important for theology as a concept of reason,"
and "freedom in polarity with destiny is the structural element which makes existence possible because
it transcends the essential necessity of being without destroying it. ,,41 In other words existence has a
relative necessity.
It is man's finite freedom which makes the fall possible, but this freedom is, of course, finite and
therefore only exists in a polar interdependence with destiny. Destiny is the whole, the indefinitely

36 See the discussion of the doctrine of the trinity in chapter one. "Daar is in de mens enerzijds een kosmisch
principe: het verstand, de rede, de geest. Wij hebben behoefte aan klaarheid, doorzichtigheid, de strakke lijnen.
Dat correspondeert met de wijsheid, het denken, de Logos in God. Maar er is anderzijds in de mens ook een
chaotisch principe: het bloed, de driften, het leven. Wij willen voor alles de onmiddellijk beleefde en geleefde
werkelijkheid. Dat correspondeert met de vrijmacht, het welbehagen, het willen, de Geest in God." ThW, V,
p.37.
37 The ontological trinity has, as we have seen, three aspects: the Father, the element of pontentia absoluta the basis of the doctrine of the decrees; the Son, the element of dialectic rationality - the resolution of the
problem of the one and the many, the basis of the dialectical structure of history; the Spirit, the union of the
above two elements.
38 ThW, V, p. 37; "Nothing is necessary for God in the sense that he is dependent on a necessity above him.
His aseity implies that everything which he is, he is through himself. He eternally 'creates himself,' a paradoxical
phrase which states God's freedom." ST, I, p. 252, 248.
39

ThW, I, p.16l; ST, I pp. 168,252.

Th W, V, pp. 36-37. Tillich also refers to this 'risk' character of creation: "The creation of finite freedom
is the risk which the divine creativity accepts." ST, I, p. 269.
40

41

ST,I, p.182.
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broad basis out of which our decisions arise. The ultimate basis of our destiny is the freedom ofGod.

This means that destiny is not the opposite of freedom, it is not a strange power which determines what
will happen to me. It is the universal framework in which I freely decide. Our finite freedom works
within this frame of universal destiny. This universal destiny works through our finite freedom but does
not destroy it. Freedom is not the freedom of indeterminacy. That would make every moral decision
an accident, unrelated to the person who acts." Rather, every free act arises out of destiny or out ofthat
which conditions and limits our freedom. This decisively refutes Pelagian moral freedom. However it
may be objected that this establishes a Manichaean tragic destiny where sin is made ontologically
necessary instead of a matter of personal responsibility and guilt. But this would only be the case if
tragic destiny is separated from moral freedom. God freely decides that the world must fall into sin (in
an infralapsarian sense) - this is the tragic destiny of the universe. Mankind freely appropriates this
tragic destiny - the finite freedom of mankind is the manner in which man appropriates God's decree.
This is why it is so important to understand God's freedom as the ground of man's freedom - if this is
not done, man's freedom can only be understood as indeterminacy, absurdity, or rejected in favour of
mechanical necessity."
All that remains now is to relate these two ideas of freedom and rationality. As the sovereign, allpowerful God, God decides the destiny of his creation. His potestas absoluta undermines any absolute
necessity and therefore the deepest ground of creation, sin and salvation is to be found in His goodpleasure, in His freedom. Nevertheless, this does not remove the relatively a priori structures with
which ontology is concerned and does not justify talk about the absurdity of existence. The Logos is
the mediator of creation and "in deze gedachte (ligt) een zware trinitarische onderstreping van de
wijsheid en goedheid in de raad en de daad van God. Het eeuwige, vrijmachtige welbehagen is zonder
een spoor van willekeur.

,,45

However we must go still further and say that in no sense can sin and

salvation be derived from this logos character of creation. Sin and salvation are not trinitarian,
dialectical categories. They can only be derived from God's decree. But we can say that God's trinitarian
separation from himselfin the Son does provide the basis for understanding sin and salvation. Therefore
Van Ruler says: "De zonde en de genade hebben niet zo veel redelijks aan zich. Maar daarachter blijft
dan toch een fond van redelijkheid.?"
To summarize: Creation was mediated by the Logos and therefore the tragic character of existence is
not rooted in God, it does not belong to the essential nature of things. In itself finitude is not tragic. This

In terms of the doctrine of the ontological trinity we could say that the Father is the first in the trinitarian
order of being and therefore freedom precedes rationality.
42
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ST, II, p. 42.
ST, I, pp. 184-185,252-256;

II, pp. 29-44; GCW, pp. 45-46; CTIP, pp. 140-141; ThW, II, pp. 90-91; V,

p. 37; VI, pp. 53-54; TIOPT, pp. 387-388.
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Th W, I, p. 16l.
Th W, I, p. 164; II, p. 90; VI, p. 50; ST, I, pp. 168, 182, 248-249.
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also gives us insight into the potentiality (but not necessity) of the tragic.
Creation provides the background for the fall. Creation is 'finished' before there is a fall. Creation can
be understood (in relation to God) rationally-dialectically

in terms of form, destiny and participation.

But as soon as man acts (and falls), creation has to be understood on the basis of God's decree, i.e. in
terms of dynamics, freedom and individualization.
The point of identity between the doctrine of creation and the doctrine of the fall is finite freedom. This
point can only be understood "in the unity of freedom and destiny in the ground of being. ,,47 God's
decree is not to be separated from his logos. The two are combined in his Spirit. In other words sin and
salvation must be understood pneumatologically.
"Voor onze christelijke waardering van de gegeven wereld is deze pneumatologische kijk op
de zonde een niet geringe, beslissende factor! Als de zonde niet slechts een alogische, absurde
daad, dus bijna een wandaad in ontologishe zin is, maar een pneumatologische realiteit, niet
slechts een onmogelijkheid in het handelen van de mens, maar een - nagenoeg noodzakelijke werkelijkheid in het handelen van God, dan blijft ook de gevallen wereld naar alle zijden de
wereld van God. ,,48

2.3

What is Sin?

Sin is the disruption of the essential unity of the creature with God. As such it is also disobeying of His
law - which is the law of our essence and of the essence of the world - and therefore an attack on the
essence of creation and on God Himself." For our purposes we will look at the following characteristics
of sin:
In the first place, the essence of sin is guilt. It is "the personal act of turning away from that to which
one belongs.t'" Therefore, "we zijn geen slachtoffers, maar daders van het kwaad.'?' Evil and sin are
not given with creation as such, and do not belong to the essential nature of things. In itself finitude is
not a tragic lot of which we are the victims.i" This does not mean that there is no element of tragic

47

ST, I, pp. 253-256.

48 ThW, VI, pp. 38-39. Tillich writes: "That we cannot think sin and yet must think it, that we can not
understand it either as a contingency or as a necessity, is due to the depth of the divine abyss, apparent in
thought. With all this, however, the absolute meaning has also acquired a new depth. It is no longer to be
designated merely as the creative - that which gives meaning - but also as that which redeems, fulfills meaning."
IB, p. 226.

49 Tillich discusses sin in detail and refers to it as: unbelief, hubris and concupiscence. ST, II, pp. 44-78;
ThW, VI, p. 55; Ik Geloof, pp. 147-151; BZAK, pp. 83-91.
50

ST, II, p. 46.
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BZAK, p. 85.

52

ST, I, pp. 253-254; BZAK, pp. 84-85.
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universal destiny in sin - we have already seen that sin is included in God's decree. This element of
tragedy, however, does not make man's consciousness of guilt unreal, but liberates him from the
unrealistic assumption that in every moment he has the undetermined freedom to decide in whatever
way he chooses - for God or against him. 53 But in no sense can we explain sin away in a deterministic
manner and deny personal responsibility.

54

As an individual act sin is a matter of freedom,

responsibility, and personal guilt. Of course, this freedom is embedded in universal destiny (i.e.
ultimately in God's decree) and this destiny is freely actualized in humankind's choices."

In the second place, in the state of sin and guilt, existence appears to be meaningless. Finitude includes
doubt. The true is the whole (Hegel). But no finite being has the whole, therefore it is an expression of
the acceptance of his finitude if one accepts the fact that doubt belongs to essential, good, created being.
Finitude also includes uncertainty in every other respect: general insecurity, contingency, the fact that
one is not alone but is 'thrown into being' (Heidegger), the lack of a necessary place and a necessary
presence, the risk in every decision, the doubt about one's self and one's world as such, the doubt or
Uncertainty about being as being.
"All these forms of insecurity and uncertainty belong to man's essential finitude, to the
goodness of the creative in so far as it is created. In the state of mere potentiality, insecurity and
uncertainty are present, but they are accepted in the power of the dimension of the eternal. In
this dimension there is an ultimate security or certainty which does not cancel out the
preliminary insecurities and uncertainties offinitude (including the anxiety of their awareness).
Rather, it takes them into itself with the courage to accept one's finitude.v"

But this changes when man is estranged from the dimension of the ultimate, when man is separated

53 ST, I, p. 57. Van Ruler points out that: "Men kan trouwens ook nooit dat zondigen geheel binnen het bestek
van het mens zijn houden ... Er zit steeds een goddelijk dimensie in, als gericht, vloek en straf ... Men zou zich
zelfs kunnen afragen, of men ook moet zeggen, dat God het is die de mens door de wateren van de zonde en de
schuld heen haalt en ons zelfs kopje onder houdt in de schuld." Th W, V, pp. 38-39. Therefore Tillich (partially)
distinguishes sin from evil or structures of destruction: "In evil as the self-destructive consequences of sin, sin
itself is present. The element of responsibility is not lacking in structures of destruction, such as
meaninglessness, or despair. On the other hand each of these structures is dependent on the universal state of
estrangement and its self-destructive consequences. From this point of view, it is justifiable to speak of 'sin' in
one context and of 'evil' in the other. It is a difference more of focus than of context." ST, II, p. 74.
54 Tillich and Van Ruler refer to the different deterministic explanations of sin and point out that these
remove the elements of freedom and responsibility and therefore lead to a pessimistic feeling toward life. ST,
II, pp. 56-57; BZAK, pp. 84-85.
55 In other words predestination
is the ultimate basis of freedom - if this is denied freedom is seen as
indeterminism or is itself denied. The relationship between freedom and destiny cannot be denied: "Even if one
takes the full responsibility for an act of estrangement - as one should - one is aware that this act is dependent
on one's whole being, including free acts of the past and the destiny which is one's special, as well as mankind's
universal, destiny." ST, II, pp. 56-57.
56

ST, II, pp. 72-73.
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from God by sin and guilt. In this case insecurity and doubt become absolute. This leads to the
construction of an insufficient (and destructive) defence where a finite security or certainty is made
absolute. This may suffice for the person concerned." But if these defences prove to be insufficient one
experiences the structure of finitude as a structure of existential destruction and is thrown into
restlessness, emptiness, cynicism, and the experience of meaninglessness.

58

In the third place, sin leads to death. "De dood is de straf op de zonde. Niet een willekeurige straf. Maar
de wezenlijke. De dood is het weggedaan worden van voor het aangezicht van God. De zonde is het niet
voor het aangezicht van God willen staan. De dood is daarom, om zo te zeggen, het uiteindelijk
gelukken van de zonde. ,,59 This does not mean that sin is the physical cause of death. Tillich points out
that it is absurd and unbiblical to think that the fall has changed the cellular or psychological structure
of man and nature. Rather, sin is the sting of death. In his estranged and sinful state, man is separated
from God, from the ultimate power of being. He is given over to his natural fate - he came from nothing
and returns to nothing. Only participation in the eternal, in God, can make man eternal. Therefore there
is the threat of eternal death." This indicates the reality and seriousness of sin.

These elements of responsibility, guilt, meaninglessness and death concentrate on the 'bad' aspects of
sin but Van Ruler points out that there are also 'zonnigheden in de zonde'" - there are aspects of sin that
can make us rejoice: In the first place sin is a secondary reality. We have seen that sin is experienced
as guilt, as something for which one is responsible. It is not a fate which is imposed on us, it is not
ontologically necessary. Sin finds its ultimate basis in non-being. That is, in the non-being which is
found in God but which is overcome as negative in the divine life process." Therefore: "het kwaad
komt nergens vandaan! Het is niet gegeven met het geschapen zijn. Het hoort er daarom ook niet bij.,,63
For this reason, sin is a 'secondary' reality. The primary and fundamental reality is being, creation.
Finitude, corporeality and temporality are a part of creation and are not caused by sin and therefore we

57 "De burgerman zet alles op de kaart van de wetenschap
en de techniek, vermengd met een flinke dosis
sociale bewogenheid plus eventueel een vleugje revolutie. Deze burgerman is echter niet meer trouw aan de
aarde, Hij steekt z'n kop in het zand. Hij wil de problemen niet meer zien " ThW, II, p. 239.

ST, II, pp. 72-74; Tillich, The Courage To Be, Collins, London, 1952, pp. 53-58; BZAK, pp. 49-52, 84-86.
Van Ruler also refers to this element of meaninglessness as subjection to the dominion of the demons or as
pagarusm.
58
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Ik Geloof, p. 94.

60

ST, II, pp. 66-67,78.

61 BZAK, pp. 89-91; Waarom Zou Ik Naar De Kerk Gaan, pp. 67-68. This phrase, 'zonnigheden
in de zonde,'
does not mean that there is anything good about sin as such, but rather points to the fact that the Christian
doctrine of sin is ultimately to be understood on the basis of the salvation that we have received in Christ!
62 This dialectical separation (in the Son) is part of the trinitarian movement of the divine life and always
results in reunion (in the Spirit) but this separation is not overcome in the creature. ST, I, pp. 246-267.
63

BZAK, pp. 85, 90.
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do not have to be saved from them. We are not saved from being, from our createdness, but from sin.
This means that we can be saved in our corporeality. The world is redeemable. "We behoeven ons dan
niet, berustend, te schikken in het lot, dat de dingen nu eenmaal niet anders zijn. We hebben een
verwachting. We hopen dat de dingen nog eens een keer anders zullen worden. De wereld zonder het
kwaad! De wereld helemaal zichtbaar als rijk van God. ,,64

In the second place sin prevents the reunion with God. Luther referred to this as the 'bondage of the
will.' This does not imply a determinist metaphysics, but presupposes freedom and responsibility. As
a sinner man remains free but he cannot undo his sinfulness and the effect of that sinfulness (i.e. the
judgement of God over him that he is a sinner'"). Therefore the bondage of the will "is the inability of
man to break through his estrangement. In spite of the power of his finite freedom, he is unable to
achieve the reunion with God ... Man, in relation to God, cannot do anything without him. He must
receive in order to act. New being precedes new acting.T"
The next point regarding sin is that it can only be seen in relationship to God's saving grace. On the one
hand sin and grace are secondary and not implied in creation as such. Therefore one cannot properly
know about sin, because grace (in the sense of forgiveness) is not included in creation or 'general
revelation.' At the most one could know of the question of salvation." On the other hand man is in the
state of the 'bondage of the will' and therefore saving grace must come from God. This means that
special revelation is needed. The church, in its separateness - as the body of Christ, with its
proclamation of sinfulness and forgiveness, is needed. Without this separate structure of grace we
would not know about sinfulness and forgiveness."
This leads us to the final point regarding sin: sin and grace is the way in which man and God find each
other. Without sin there would not have been grace. Sin and grace are secondary and certainly must not
be rationalized by being integrated into the dialectical structure of being. But as we have seen they do
occur against a background of rationality and therefore serve a higher purpose. Man must be 'broken'
by sin, he must confess his guilt and ask for forgiveness. In order to forgive, God must also be 'broken' on the cross - in the sacrifice of reconciliation: "Door deze tweevoudige verbrijzeling moet het heen,
zullen ze elkaar vinden en werkelijk krijgen. De verbrijzeling, het offer, het opgeven van zichzelfis de

Ibid, pp.89-90; Th W, V, pp. 27-28; cf. The Right To Hope, in: Theology of Peace, Paul Tillich, John Knox
Press, Kentucky, 1990, pp. 182-190.
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In fact the effect of this judgement is that it pushes him further into sin.
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ST, II, pp. 78-79; cf. BZAK, p. 87; Ik Geloof, p. 147.

67 Without the answer even the question would not be properly understood, but this does not mean that there
no answer in paganism. This has been more fully discussed in chapter one.
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BZAK, pp. 86-87, 90; lk Geloof, pp. 147-151; PE, p. 30-31.
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essentie, het wezen van de liefde. Zouden de Schepper en het schepsel elkaar ooit gevonden hebben in
die innige zin van het woord, als er geen schuld was geweest?,,69
This is, inter alia, an expression ofTilIich's 'method of correlation' - sinful existence is the question and
Jesus as the Christ is the answer and these can only be understood in correlation with each other." The
importance of this 'correlation' between sin and grace is, "dat het per definitie niet alleen de genade is,
die voor het plus van het eschaton boven het proton zorgt, maar ook de zonde, waarop de genade het
antwoord is. In deze correlatie met de genade gaat de zonde dan ook delen in de redelijkheid, waamaar
wij zoeken, als wij vragen naar de zin van de geschiedenis.?"

2.4

Soteriology

2.4.1

Soteriology and Functional Christology

Tillich writes: "Christology is a function of soteriology. The problem of soteriology creates the
christo logical question and gives a direction to the christological answer. For it is the Christ who brings
the New Being, who saves men from the old being, that is, from existential estrangement and its selfdestructive consequences.

,,72

This statement contains two interrelated truths: christology is soteriology,

69 BZAK, p. 91. Boethius writes:
The tongue that first has tasted bitter food
Finds honey that the bees have won more sweet;
And stars shine out more pleasing to the eye
When from the south the rain winged wind has dropped.
The darkness first the moming star dispels,
Then beauteous day drives in his rosy steeds.
You, too, have seen the face of spurious good
From whose ill yoke you start to raise your neck,
And true good now shall penetrate your mind.
The Consolation of Philosophy, Penguin, New York, 1978, p. 79.
Cf Adam, in John Milton's Paradise Lost, after he had sinned and been told about the salvation that is to come
because of his sin:
'0 goodness infinite, goodness immense,
That all this good of evil shall produce,
And evil tum to good, more wonderful
Than that by which creation first brought forth
Light out of darkness! Full of doubt I stand,
Whether I should repent me now of sin
By me done and occasioned, or rejoice
Much more that much more good thereof shall springTo God more glory, more good will to men
From God - and over wrath grace shall abound.'
Book 12, lines 469-479; in the same work, Milton refers to Satan as God's 'red right hand', i.e. he sees Satan as
Simply carrying out God's decree. We will retum to these ideas later in this chapter when we look at evil and
the eschaton.
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ST, I, p. 66.
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Th W, I, p. 171.
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ST, II, pp. 150,111; ST, I, p. 66.
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that is, a reaction to sin; and christology is functional, not ontological, i.e. a datum of creation. In this
section we will examine the significance of this soteriological and functional nature of christology. In
the following section we will look at the content of this soteriological function, i.e. at the doctrine of
atonement.
In Scripture we learn that Christ came to give his life, a ransom for many (Matt. 20:28; cf. John 12:27);
to destroy the works of the devil (1 John 3:8; cf. Gal. 4:4, Rom. 8:3). He came to save sinners (I Tim.
1:15, cf. Matt. 1:21), to seek that which was lost (Luke 19: 10), to call sinners to repentance (Mark
2: 17). No doubt these quotations could be multiplied, but the point is that the coming of Christ is
always connected with our salvation. The Bible is obviously not afraid to depict God's act as a holy
acting in reaction, viz., against mankind's guilt and its lost condition."
The creeds and confessions of the church also make it clear that the church has always accepted this
exclusive soteriological connection between the fall of man and the incarnation of Christ. The Nicene
creed states that Christ descended for our sake and for our salvation. The Athanasian creed talks of the
incarnation of the Son being necessary for our everlasting salvation. The Belgic Confession mentions
that Christ took on a human soul and a human body in order to save both (article XVIII). The
Heidelberg Catechism, Lord's day XI, XII and XIII link Christ's incarnation with our salvation from sin.
Article 2 of the Canons ofDordrecht also connect the incarnation of the Son with our salvation, as does
chapter VIII of the Westminster Confession of Faith.
Dogmatically Tillich and Van Ruler are therefore standing on finn ground when they say that the
incarnation of Christ is a reaction to sin and is exclusively soteriological."

We are saved from

'existential estrangement and its self-destructive consequences,' or in other words we are saved from
sin, guilt, meaninglessness and death."
Therefore christo logy is a function of soteriology. Jesus as the Christ fulfils the function of saving us.
The basis of functional christology is expressed by Melanchthon: "hoc est Christum cognoscere,
beneficia eius cognoscere.
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This implies two aspects, the existential character of the knowledge of

73 This does not imply that the Fall and the incarnation of Christ are not contained in God's eternal decree.
God makes his eternal decrees at the last possible moment in time (Noordmans). God's decrees take place in
eternity but man's freedom is respected.
74 We have already seen that creation is good and therefore we are not saved from our corporeality. Biblically
in fact, we are bodily resurrected. But it is important to note that the idea of an incarnation, even without sin,
is not biblical and certainly would not clarify the dogmatic perspectives in Christology. See G. Hodnett, op. cit.,
Pp.8-l2.
75 Th W, I, p. 164. Noordmans writes: "Men mag niet zeggen: Adam is geschapen, nu zal Christus straks wei
komen ... De motieven, die Hem in de wereld hebben gebracht, liggen in de Schepping niet besloten. Zij zijn
van een andere orde. Barrnhartigheid, medelijden met onze zwakheden (Hebr. 4: IS), vergeving, genade,
vertroosting, dat zijn de goddelijke redenen, waarom Hij is begonnen te komen. Toen de zonde gekomen was,
heeft de Zoon gedacht: Dan kom Ik ook!" Gestalte en Geest, Holland Uitgevers Maatschappij, Amsterdam,
1956, p. 76.
76 Loci, 152l. This statement has been used in support of anti-ontological
value judgement theologies. But
as can be seen below, Tillich and Van Ruler do not support a merely 'functional' christology which ignores
ontology, nor do they reduce Christ to a merely 'functional' Christ - which is an artificial abstraction and not a
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faith" and the fact that it is knowledge of the salvation granted us in Christ."
"Christianity was born, not with the birth of the man who is called' Jesus,' but in the moment in which
one of his followers was driven to say to him, 'Thou art the Christ"!" This indicates the existential
character of Christianity. Jesus as the Christ is the subject of believing reception. The way to a genuine
knowledge of Christ is through the knowledge of his grace and not through speculations about his
natures. Thus, Van Ruler says: "De ambten van Christus zijn voor ons belangrijker dan zijn naturen en
staten.t''"
This does not mean that we can separate the person from the work of Christ, that we first know the work
of Christ and that the person of Christ is knowable from his work. When Peter confesses Jesus to be
the Christ (i.e. the recognition of his messianic mission), he immediately adds that Jesus is the 'the Son
of the living God' (Matt. 16: 16). Thus Tillich points out that it is unsatisfactory and theologically
dangerous to distinguish the person from the work of Christ, as it creates the impression that the person
of Christ is a reality in itselfwithout relation to what has made him the Christ, namely, the New Beingthe power of healing and salvation - in him. The correlation with those for whom he became the Christ
is missing in this traditional double, but separate, description of person and work. On the other hand,
the work is then understood as an act of the person who was the Christ, whether or not he had
performed his work. Neither his work nor his person are thereby properly understood. Therefore we
must see that "the being ofthe Christ is his work and that his work is his being, namely, the New Being
which is his being. ,,81
If the work of Christ and therefore the words of Christ and the sacraments or 'means of grace,' are
separate from the person of Christ we are returned to the Old Testament situation of being under the
law.82 Thus we are dependent on his person, on his being, as new being precedes new action. And Jesus
as the Christ is the bearer of the New Being who represents the essential unity between God and man
under the conditions of existence and re-establishes the unity in all those who participate in his being.
Jesus is the Christ, the one who is sent by God to save the world. As such, he continually sacrificed
himself as a particular individual under the conditions of existence to himself as the bearer of the New

concrete living person. ST, II, p. 114; ThW, I, p. 170.
77

Which forms the basis of all Christian theology.
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Salvation is not an impersonal blessedness that can be abstracted from Christ's person.

79 ST, II, p. 97; "Wij erkennen hem [Jezus] als Heer. Hij is bet niet aileen geworden in en door de opstanding
en de verboging. Maar ook in en door ons geloof." Ik Geloof, p. 63.
80 Bijzonder en Algemeen Ambt, Callenbach, Nijkerk, 1952, p. 71. Compare Luther's statement: "Christ is
not called Christ because he has two natures; what is that to me? But he bears this glorious and comforting name
from the office and work which he took upon himself. That he is by nature both God and man belongs to
himself, but my comfort and benefit is that he used his office on my behalf, and poured out his love and became
my Saviour and Redeemer." Quoted in G .C. Berkhouwer, The Person of Christ, Eerdmans, Michigan, 1977, p.
103.
81

ST, II, p. 168; Van Ruler, op. cit.
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This will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
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Being. In other words, his being, which is the New Being, is our salvation; and this means that his being
is functional, or official.
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"Hij doet niet alleen alles, wat hij doet, terwille van ons. Hij is ook, alles wat

hij is, terwille van ons! Zijn zijn is heilswerk.

2.4.2

,,84

The Historical and Mythological Elements of Christology

We have seen that Tillich and Van Ruler support a functional christology, but that this does not imply
a seperation of the person and work of Christ. 85
Their christology is dependent on what confronts us as an event, i.e. in the messianic activity of Jesus
Christ. Thus Van Ruler says: "de historiciteit (van Jezus) is belangrijker dan de godheid (van
Christus).

,,86

Tillich points out two ways in which this historicity may be misunderstood. The first way is the 'search
for the historical Jesus,' i.e. the Jesus behind the symbols of his reception as the Christ. This implies a
separation of the elements which belong to the receiving side. In other words this approach tries to
avoid (or intentionally neglect) the existential character of Christianity (as well as the existential
situation of the person attempting this approach).
This search for the historical Jesus is ultimately an attempt to discover a minimum of reliable facts
about the man Jesus of Nazareth, in order to provide a safe foundation for the Christian faith. In so far
as it denies the faith character of Christianity it is a failure.
The other manner in which the historicity of Jesus Christ can be misunderstood is when the words of
Jesus are made into the historical foundation of Christianity. Most ofthese words do not refer to himself
and can be separated from any biographical context. Therefore, their meaning is independent of the fact
that he mayor may not have said them, i.e. the biographical problem has no bearing on the truth of the
Words rightly or wrongly recorded as the words of Jesus. These words of Jesus can be understood as
general rules which can be abstracted from the concrete situation in which they are spoken or as
concrete demands for a decision for God and an acceptance of the Cross in one's own life (Bultmann).
But neither of these ways can provide a historical foundation for Christianity as they do not transcend
the Old Testament situation. Neither method can answer the question of wherein lies the power to obey
the teachings of Jesus or to make the decision for the kingdom of God.87
What then is the historicity and why is it important?
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ST, II, pp. 93, 98, 110, 122-123.
Bijzonder en AJgemeen Arnbt, p. 71; Ik Geloof, p. 72; VW, pp. 82,85-86.

85 Perhaps it would be better to call this sort of christology functional-ontological in order to distinguish it
from the type of christology which tries to separate the function performed by Christ (the 'work') from the
person of Christ.
86
87

DG, p. 100.

ST, II, pp. 101-106; Ik Geloof, p. 74; VW, p. 100; ThW, I, p. 145.
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Tillich points out that if the factual, historical element in the event of Jesus as the Christ were denied,
the foundation of Christianity would be denied. 88 And Van Ruler says: "Het christelijke geloofligt voor
anker in de geschiedenis.

,,89

But this historicity is not the question of historical research. It has nothing to do with the attempt to find
a safe foundation for faith in the historical facts or words of Jesus. It is the question of faith, the
question whether reality really has been transformed in that personal life which the New Testament
expresses in its picture of Jesus as the Christ."
The foundation of Christianity (i.e. the event of Jesus as the Christ) is an historical fact, but this is not
to say that faith is simply the acceptance of uncertain historical facts. Faith is existential and therefore
concerns the totality of our being. Faith in Jesus Christ is thus believing that reality really has been
transformed in that personal life represented by the New Testament in its picture of Jesus as the Christ.
Faith is the participation in this new reality and therefore guarantees its own foundation. But it does not
guarantee any special historical fact, e.g. it does not guarantee that he who overcame the old being had
the name of Jesus of Nazareth." Thus we are confronted with the problem of the relationship between
the basis of Christianity (the coming of the New Being) and the historical record of this event in the
Gospels.
The New Testament portrays Jesus as the Christ but (because of the nature of historical research) no
special trait of this picture can be verified with certainty. Nevertheless, Tillich points out that it is not
sufficient to simply say (with Kierkegaard) that in the years 1-30 God sent his Son. Without the
concreteness of the New Being, its newness would be empty. Only if existence is conquered concretely
and in its manifold aspects, is it actually conquered. "The power which has created and preserved the
community of the New Being is not an abstract statement about its appearance; it is the picture of him
in whom it has appeared.v" In other words, although no special trait of this picture can be verified, it
can definitely be stated that through this picture the New Being has the power to transform those who
are transformed by it. Therefore there is an analogy between this picture and the actual personal life

88

ST, II, p. 107.

lk Geloof, pp. 53, 74. "Het is van fundementele betekenis, dat de Schrift het heil bedoelt en verstaat als
werkelijkheid. Het is geheel iets anders dan slechts ideele werkelijkheid (de leer van Jezus bijvoorbeeld). Het
is meer dan mystieke werkelijkheid (het nieuwe leven aileen). Het is historische werkelijkheid. Er is echter geen
werkelijkheid, diewerkelijker is dan historische werkelijkheid. Een baksteen legt het afinrealiteitsgehaltetegen
een historisch factum." ThW I, p. 56.
89

90

ST, II, p. 107 ;ThW, IV, p. 16.

91 TilJich also points out that this is a historically absurd, but logically necessary consequence of the historical
method. Historical research can only provide probabilities of a higher or lower degree. ST, II, pp. 101-105, 114.
Van Ruler writes: "Men kan blijkbaar met achter het profetisch-apostolisch getuigenis van de Scrift komen, om
daar een historische figuur te vinden. Jezus is de Christus en de Christus is de 'Christus van de Scriften. '" (Th W,
I, p. 146) And: "Men yond niet de historische Jezus, die voor allen aanvaardbaar is, maar het apostolische
getuigems aangaande hem als de Christus en de opgestane Zoon van God, in wie alleen het ware leven
verschenen is." ThW, I, pp. 78-79; cf. II, pp. 45-46.

92

ST, II, p. 114.
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from which it has arisen; there is an analogia imaginis. It was the historical personal life of the Christ,
when encountered by the disciples, which created the picture. And it was, and still is, this picture which
mediates the transforming power of the New Being." In this context Tillich writes: "If the Christ - a
transcendent, divine being - appears in the fulness of time, lives, dies, and is resurrected, this is an
historical myth ... Nothing less than symbols and myths can express our ultimate concern.t'"
We have seen in the previous chapter that we cannot speak directly about God, we can only speak
anthropomorphically and cosmomorphically (i.e. by means of the anologia entis). We have also seen
that in order to understand history we need a symbolic representation of the meaning of history, i.e. the
kingdom of God. Obviously, as a symbol this also cannot be spoken of directly but only symbolically.
Now, Jesus Christ is the incarnation of God the Son and is himself the kingdom of God.95 Therefore
we cannot speak directly about Jesus as the Christ (i.e. about the deity of Christ, the incarnation, the
resurrection and the ascension). But as no part ofthe life of Jesus can be understood without reference
to the symbolic designation of Jesus as 'the Christ,' Van Ruler uses the term 'mythistory'

(Van der

Leeuw) to describe Jesus as the Christ." The Christ was a real person (historicity) and he has, in
principle, actualized the salvation of all reality (symbolic or mythical). Therefore Van Ruler's concept
ofmythistory is identical to Tillich's concept of the analogia imaginis. And both can be compared with
the analogia entis - not as a method of knowing God but as the only way of speaking about God. In
both cases it is impossible to push behind the analogy and to state directly what can only be stated
indirectly, that is, symbolically in the knowledge of God (analogia entis) and mediated through faith
in the knowledge of Jesus tanalogia imaginis and mythistory). But this indirect, symbolic or mythical,
and mediated character of our knowledge does not diminish its truth-value. On the contrary it is the
attempt to grasp the full content of the meaning of 'God' and the meaning of the gospel. It is only in
this manner that 'God' and the gospel can be properly understood. If the mystery is removed from the
concept of God then we are no longer dealing with God; and if the character of faith is removed from
the gospel we are no longer dealing with the gospel. Furthermore, in both cases what is given to us as
material for our indirect knowledge is dependent on the object of our knowledge. The symbolic material
through which we speak about God is an expression of the divine self-manifestation, and the mediated
material which is given to us in the biblical picture of the Christ is the result of the reception of the New

93 ST, II, pp. 114-115. Thus Tillich is saying that the Christ is a historical fact and that the New Testament
?icture of him is theologically correct, i.e. it has the power to transform those who are transformed by it - this
IS the certainty offaith.lfthe
picture was imagined by the same contemporaries (the disciples) of Jesus it would
have expressed their untransformed existence and their quest for a New Being. But it would not have expressed
the New Being itself, as it appeared in a personal life. Ibid.
94 Dynamics of Faith, pp. 53-54. There is an important difference between a natural myth, in which repetitive
natural processes are understood in their ultimate meaning, and historical myths, which elevates history above
natural processes. Ibid.
95

96

This will be discussed more fully below.
CCOT., p. 87; Ik Geloof, pp. 51, ]09.
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power on the part of the first witnesses."

Being and its transforming
The Christ is an historical

fact but as soon as we begin to talk about the person of Christ (as Saviour)

i.e. about the power of the New Being in him, we are no longer using purely historical
"Daar zit beslist iets mythisch in. Het valt niet helemaal meer binnen de historische
dat mythische

begrippen

... Wie

er helemaal uithaalt, spreekt niet meer christelijk over Jezus. In hem is het heil gegeven,

voor tijd en eeuwigheid.

Daarmee staat en valt het christelijke

cannot be 'demythologised'
substituted

categories.

- myth cannot

be removed

geloof.?" This means that Christianity

as a vehicle

of religious

expression

and

with science and morals.

"In this sense demythologization
language;

must be strongly rejected.

it would silence the experience

It would deprive religion of its

of the holy. Symbols and myths cannot be criticised

simply because they are symbols. They must be criticised on the basis of their power to express
what they are supposed to express, in this instance, the New Being in Jesus as the ChriSt.,,99

The Christological

symbols are the way in which the historical

fact, called Jesus of Nazareth, must be

received in order to consider him as the Christ. But these symbols must be understood

as symbols. They

would lose their meaning if they were taken literally. Therefore the symbols must be 'deliteralized'
understood

2.4.3

as symbols, but certainly not 'demythologised.Y"

The Christological Dogma (The Person of Christ)

We have referred to the idea that the historicity

of Jesus is more important

than the divinity of Christ.

This is not a denial of the divinity of Jesus as the Christ but simply a recognition
Soteriological

interest, the interest in salvation,

the figure of Jesus" (W. Pannenberg).
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and

ST, II, pp. 90-92,115,117;

of the fact that "the

in the beneficia Christi, is what causes us to ask about

The historical

fact of salvation

in Jesus causes us to ask the

CCOT, p. 87; ThW, II, pp. 32-36.

98 Ik Geloof, p. 51; Tillich writes: "The third way expresses the universal meaning of the whole event of Jesus
of Nazareth in symbols and myths. The three ways often overlap, but the third way is decisive for christological
thought. The latter has the character of a direct confession and thereby provides the materials for the creedal
expressions of the Christian faith. In order to describe the universal significance of Jesus as the Christ on the
basis of the biblical literature, one must hold to the symbols." ST, II, pp. 151-152; cf. p. 153.
99 ST, II, p. 152; "Als wij over God en zijn handelen denken en spreken, dan denken en spreken wij in
beelden. Maar het ene beeld is beter, meer geschikt dan het andere beeld ... Een dogmaticus zit de hele dag to
spelen met de plaatjes. Hij haalt ze overal vandaan ... Het enige dat hij te doen heeft, is de plaatjes te sorteren."
ThW, II, pp. 36-37. On pp. 11-43 Van Ruler goes into much detail on the necessity of myth and symbol, in the
essay 'Geloofssymbolen en Wetenschappelijke Begrippen.'
100 ST, II, p. 152. Van Ruler points out that the symbols of Christianity indicate and describe the mysteries
of the works of God, as mysteries. If these symbols are taken literally we do away with the mystery and
therefore with God, i.e., we fall into what has been called 'heresy.' Th W., II p. 34. This means that the myths
~ust be seen as a symbol that points beyond itself to God. "Faith, if it takes its symbols literally, becomes
Idolatrous!" Dynamics of Faith, pp 51-52.
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question of his being or person.
The assertion that Jesus is the Christ is twofold: it points to the Christ-character of Jesus as the Christ
and to the Jesus-character of Jesus as the Christ. Traditionally this has been discussed as the relation
of the divine and human natures in Jesus. This is important because any diminution of the human nature
(or Jesus-character) would deprive the Christ of his total participation in the conditions of existence.
And any diminution of the divine nature (or Christ-character) would deprive the Christ of his total
victory over existential estrangement. In both cases he would not have created the New Being.
Therefore the Christological problem is how to think of the union of these two natures, although this
enterprise "will never completely succeed, inasmuch as it touches the divine mystery, which remains
mystery even in its manifestation.?'?' But even within the limits of hum an possibilities, this problem
has never been dealt with adequately. Thus Tillich and Van Ruler criticize the orthodox use of the
concepts taken from Greek philosophy. Van Ruler says that, "de typisch bijbelsche categorie van de
messianiteit te zeer in de schaduw is geraakt van de Grieksche categorieen der personen, hypostasen
en naturen.,,102
Modem liberal theology is also not exempt from this criticism. Van Ruler points out that the biblical
proclamation of Christ is not interpreted any better in the philosophy of consciousness. Indeed, there
is very little difference between the Greek philosophy of being and the modem philosophy of
consciousness. 103Thus liberalism also "eliminated the Christ-character of the event Jesus the ChriSt.,,104
Therefore, "neither the orthodox nor the liberal methods of Protestant theology are adequate for the
christological task which the Protestant church must now fulfil."IOSTillich and Van Ruler attempt this
task in the following manner:
In the first place they begin with the historical fact of Jesus as Christ. 106In other words, they support
a christology from below. This does not mean beginning with the humanity of Christ and somehow
deriving his divinity from his humanity.':" Rather, it begins with the recognition, in faith, of the

101

ST., II, p. 142.

102 DG p. 102. Tillich writes: "The doctrine of the two natures in the Christ raises the right question but uses
wrong conceptual tools. The basic inadequacy lies in tbe term 'nature." ST, II, pp. 142,146-147.

103"Het is eigenlijk wonderlijk, dat de vrijzinnigen altyd zoo fel protesteeren tegen het oud-cbristelijke,
Grieksch gevormde dogma. Zij moesten daarin veeleer been van hun beenen en en vleesch van bun vleescb
ontmoeten. Zij hangen immers, in hun humanisme, zoo aan den Griekscben geest?" DG, p. 103-104.
104

ST, II, p. 146. I.e. once again the 'typical biblical category of the messiahship is pushed into the shadow.'

105ST, II, p. 146.
106

'The historicity of Jesus is more important than the divinity of Christ: See above.

1071. Macquarrie calls for this sort of christology from below as a requirement for modem christology. It
must begin "with the idea of what modem anthropologies have termed the 'transcendence' of human nature,
the idea that human nature is not a fixed essence but has an openness that seems to allow for infinite
development." Jesus Christ in Modem Thought, S.C.M. Press, London 1993, pp. 342-343; 375-377.
However, tbis implies that the 'below' or 'humanity' is open for the 'above.' That is, God can be discovered
in Jesus but he does not reveal himself. Faith in Jesus as the Christ is then not faith in God's revelation, rather
faith performs its own apotheosis. This is the legacy ofliberal cbristology. See Weber, II, pp. 16-20; 24-26. Cf.
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salvation granted in the historical fact of Jesus as the Christ. Therefore, this low Christo logy, "actually
is the truly high Christology.v'"
Thus Tillich and Van Ruler criticize the high Christology of orthodoxy. In its attempt to preserve the
unconditional priority of God in his revelation, classical Christology spoke first about God separately
from his revelation. It spoke first about God in and of himself. But this Christology from above is not
possible, God is 'above,' but the fact that he is 'above' is recognized by us solely in what he has done
and does 'below.' Thus a Christology must necessarily be a Christology from below, dependent on what
confronts us as an historical event.
Classical Christology would therefore lead to the following three problems:

Firstly, salvation would not be properly understood. A high Christology always runs the risk of
denying, or at least not taking seriously, the humanity of Christ. And salvation can only be derived from
him who fully participated in man's existential predicament, not from a God walking on earth, 'unequal
to us in all respects.'

109

Nevertheless, classical Christology usually emphasized the importance of the

full humanity of Christ. But a more dangerous problem, that was not recognized so easily, is the
assumption that it is possible to speak of God in and of himself separately from his revelation in Christ.
As mentioned above, this was done to protect the unconditioned priority of God in his revelation. But
any talk of God outside of his revelation in Christ is bound to lead to an idea of a God in and ofhimself
who does not reveal himself, that is, of an absolute and immutable being which as such is not in any
essential relationship."?
This leads to the second problem associated with Classical Christology, it must misunderstand the
freedom of God. Freedom is understood as the condition of a being which stands 'between' two
'possibilities.'

III

Freedom is God's eternal self-determination to be for man and man's responsible self-

determination to be for God

and implies a concept of God which presupposes God's being in

W. Pannenberg, Jesus - God and Man (translated by Lewis L. Wilkins and Duane A. Priebe), SCM Press,
London, 2nd Impression, 1970, p. 33ff. :'The Method of Christology'.
108

ST, II, p. 147.

109

ST, II, p. 146-147.

110 Clearly, this thought of the' Absolute' and of divine' immutability'
could later lead to the transformation
of God into the absolute Idea, and of history either into its correlative or manifestation or into its 'relative' polar
opposite. The meaning of Christianity and of Jesus is then sought in the ideas, ideals, personality, values, norms
and the liberating power that flows out of these. Jesus becomes the representative of these supernatural values
and revelation is understood as the "ideale, knechtelijke en zeer openbare daad des menschen." DG, p, 103. See
also O. Weber, II, pp. 21-24; ST, II, p. 146.
III For instance, this leads to the idea that creation is a contingent act of God - he stood between two 'options'
and arbitrarily chose to create. This does not mean that creation is a necessity imposed upon God. It simply
means that there is no divine nature which could be abstracted from his eternal creativity. This idea of the
eternal creativity of God is, in tum, based upon the affirmation of creation given in the event of Jesus as the
Christ. At this point, however, the question of the speculative context rears its head. See below.
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relationship as chosen by him which implies in tum God's self-disclosure in Jesus as the Christ.

The third and final problem with Classical Christology is that it is conceived nonhistorically. It removes
God himself from history and makes him into a deus absolutus whose being is essentially alien to the
earthly, human, historical reality of the world. 113
Tillich and Van Ruler take full cognisance of these problems and base their theologies on the
soteriological (and therefore existential) fact of Jesus as the Christ. Thus they are able to begin with the
idea that God is a God in relationship with his creation.
It is important to note that their entire theology follows from this fundamental point.
Thus Tillich writes:
"The baptismal confession that Jesus is the Christ is the text of which the Christological dogma
is the commentary. All other doctrinal statements - above all, those concerning God and man,
the Spirit, and the Trinity - provide the presuppositions,

or are the consequences, of the

Christological dogma ... [Thus] the dogmas are, as Luther said, 'protective' doctrines which are
meant to preserve the substance of the Christian message against distortions from outside or
inside the Church."!"
Everything begins from the fact that Jesus is the Christ, from the unheard of fact that God is God in
relationship with us. "Zij gaat ervan uit, dat er heil is."!" But this does not mean that everything is
limited to Jesus Christ. We have already discussed the necessity of a speculative framework for
Christian theology in a previous chapter. Therefore we will only repeat the main points so that they can
be properly understood from this perspective. As Jesus Christ is the Saviour of the world, theology
Cannot ignore the question of being, the ontological question.l'" It is not possible to give soteriological
answers to ontological questions without falling prey to Gnosticism."? This implies the necessity of a
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O. Weber, II, p. 23; ST, I, pp. 184-186, 244.

113 ST, III, p. 396; These three criticisms are presented in O. Weber, II, pp. 21-23, but are also found
throughout the works ofTillich and Van Ruler.
114 ST, II, pp. 139-140, 144. "Wij zien dat in de Twaalf Artikelen," (i.e. how 'het dogma van de Triniteit is
gebouwd') "waar over Jezus vee1 meer gezegt wordt dan over de Vader en de Heilige Gees. Er is geen zuivere
evenredigheid in de behandeling ... Daarbij vergeleken blijft de belijdenis van de Vader en de Heilige Gees
spiritueel. In de dogma van de Triniteit zijn zij de vleugelen, zich strekkende van de wand tot de wand, van de
schepping tot de voleinding, terwijl in het midden de indaling van de Zoon wordt aanschouwd." O. Noordmans,
Berschepping, Holland Uitgeversmaatschappij, Amsterdam, 1956, p. 31.
115 ThW, II, p. 71; VI, p. 10. Tillich states that all his theology flows from "the New Being in Jesus as the
Christ as our ultimate concern" ST, I, p. 50; cf. pp. 47-52,67-68, 155-159. Van Ruler affirms this: "In den roep
"J ezus is Heer" zit de heele theocratie en het heele corpus Christianum!" DG, pp. 99-100.
116

I k Geloof, p. 59.

117

ThW, VI, p. 71; II, pp. 70-72; Y, pp. 203-209; II, pp. 220-222; VV, pp. 45, 47-48.
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philosophy of history, i.e. the necessity of seeing God in relationship with all history. If the revelation
of Jesus as the Christ was simply a foreign substance in history it could neither be absorbed by history
nor could it continue to be operative in history. Furthermore, salvation in Christ could not be
understood without reference to the end of history.

118

This leads to the doctrines of creation, general

revelation and eschatology. On the other hand the experience of grace in the event of Jesus as the Christ
contributes to the formation of the doctrines of the trinity and predestination.

I 19

In the second place, we must look at the Christo logical dogma itself, as it is presented by Tillich and
Van Ruler in their attempt to overcome the problems associated with classical Christology.
Both theologians accept the early Christian idea concerning the full humanity and full divinity of Jesus
as the Christ. He is indeed vere homo and vere Deus. But they have a problem with the manner in which
this was worked out by the early Church. Van Ruler says:

"De categorieen van de Grieksche zijnsphilosophie hebben hier de ontoereikendheid en het
bezwaarlijke van hun dienst misschien te veel getoond. In de twee naturen-Ieer is de mensch
misschien te weinig mensch, en God te veel God gebleven. Dat ware geheel naar den aard van
ook het Grieksche heidendom. In ieder geval moet men zeggen, dat de typisch bijbelsche
categorie van de messianiteit te zeer in de schaduw is geraakt van de Grieksche categorieen der
person en, hypostasen en naturen."':"

Tillich writes: "The doctrine of the two natures in the Christ raises the right question but uses wrong
conceptual tools. The basic inadequacy lies in the term 'nature.' When applied to man, it is ambiguous;
When applied to God, it is wrong."!"
It must be emphasized that Tillich and Van Ruler do not reject the substance of the Christology of the

What is wrong with the "Dialectic" Theology, p. 138; ST, III, p. 396. Cf. E. Stauffer, New Testament
Theology, (translated by John Marsh), SCM Press, London, 1963. Stauffer speaks of 'The Christocentric
Theology of History in the New Testament,' op. cit. pp. 51-257. Thus, in his judgement, biblical theology in
general and New Testament theology in particular, can be understood as an attempt to wrestle with the problem
of history. Cf. VV, pp. 35-36.
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119 Ik Geloof; pp. 58-61; ST, II, pp. 142-144; ST, III, pp.283-290. The infralapserian idea also arises from
the experience of grace and protects it by referring to the contingency of creation and sin in relation to the
necessity of the Creator. ThW, VI, p. 76. The relationship ofpneumalology to Christology will be discussed in
the following chapter.

DG, p. 102. Tillich points out that the Christological dogma of the Church Fathers saved the early Church
but with very inadequate conceptual tools. "The inadequacy of the tools is due partly to the inadequacy of every
human concept for expressing the message of the New Being in Jesus as the Christ. It is due partly to the special
inadequacy of Greek concepts, which are universally significant but nevertheless dependent upon a concrete
religion determined by the divine figures of Apollo and Dionysus." ST, II, p. 140; cf. p. 144.
120

'Human nature' could mean man's essential created nature or his existential estranged nature, or the
ambiguous unity of the two. The 'divine nature' is not a given that can be abstracted from Jesus' work. ST, II,
pp, 142, 147-148.
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early Church (expressed at Nicaea and Chalcedon). They take the theology of the early Church
completely seriously and see their own theologies as based on it and following from it. 122
Thus, although Tillich and Van Ruler are critical ofthe Christology of the early Church.F' they accept
the truth it contains and seek to express this truth in their own manner. "Theology must be free from
and for the concepts it uses. It must be free from a confusion of its conceptual form with its substance,
and it must be free to express this substance with every tool which proves to be more adequate than
those given by the ecclesiastical tradition.,,124
Tillich chooses to express his Christology in terms which he believes to be more adequate than those
supplied by the early Church. However, he also refers to the possibility

of the continuous

"Christianization of concepts."!" Van Ruler chooses this possibility and decides to use the terms and
categories provided by the early church to express his Christology. But he adds:
"daarvoor hebben we noodig een eindelooze training in de categorieeen van de bijbelsche
verkondiging

aangaande

het historisch-eschatologische

handelen

Gods. Zij zijn zoo

onvergelijkelijk fijnzinnig, zij zijn zoo geheel eigen, zij zijn onzen heidenschen geest zoo ten
eenenmale vreemd, dat zij inderdaad een eindelooze training vragen, zal men zich er
eenigennate in kunnen bewegen.,,126

The task now awaiting us is to see how Tillich and Van Ruler discuss the two 'natures' and their
relationship in Jesus as the Christ.
Tillich and Van Ruler carefully guard the full humanity of Jesus. Van Ruler says: "Door het werk van
de Geest had God de Zoon dan ook de volle, waarachtige menslijke natuur aangenomen en werd Hij

122Van Ruler says that the Reformation, and therefore his theology (as a part of reformed theology), is to be
understood as "moment in de traditie van de Catholica." Th W, II, p. 78; Reformatorische Opmerkingen In De
Ontmoeting Met Rome, Paul Brand, Hilversum-Antwerpen, 1965, p. 73. Tillich states: "Protestant theology
must accept the' Catholic' tradition in so far as it is based on the substance of the two great decisions of the
early Church (Nicene and Chalcedon) ... In the two great decisions of the early Church, both the Christ-character
and the Jesus-character of the event of Jesus as the Christ were preserved. And this happened in spite of the very
inadequate conceptual tools. This is the judgement about the Christological work of the Church underlying the
present Christological exposition." ST, II, p. 145.
123"It is wrong to reject a priori the use of Greek concepts by the early Church. There was no alternative .
there were no other available conceptual expressions of man's cognitive encounter with his world
.
[furthermore] this was inescapable in the Church's missionary activity in the Hellenistic world." ST, II, pp. 139141.
124

ST, II, p. 142.

125ST, IT,p. 141. Within the context of his theology, with its highly specific use of words such as essence,
existence and nature, it is understandable that Tillich rejects the conceptual form in which many theological
statements are used. But this must always be understood within the context of his theology, e.g. when he says
'God does not exist' (ST, I, pp. 204-205), the word 'existence' refers to finite created entities - in that sense God
does not exist - he is beyond essence and existence.
126DG,p.105.
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ook ten volle en waarachtig mens, 'n mens, een onder vele mensen, namelijk Jezus van Nazareth."!"
Tillich points out the importance of this idea: "Salvation can be derived only from him who fully
participated in man's existential predicament, not from a God walking on earth, 'unequal to us in all
respects. ",128
Several things must be said about this 'human nature.'
In the first place, it is man's essential or created nature. 129Therefore it is the old human nature. It is not
a human nature that was newly created in heaven. This is important because it indicates that salvation
130
is the salvation of this historical reality and not a new creation that comes in the place of the 01d. This
is also important because it means that all created reality is accepted. Man has been called the
'microcosmos' as all levels of being are present in man. He is a universe in himself and what happens
in him, qualitatively speaking, happens to the universe as a whole.I" Symbolically, this means, "de hele
geschapen werkelijkheid wordt daarmee aanvaard. Zij wordt verlost. Daarom mogen we als christenen
niets van het aardse en het stoffelijke laten schieten.,,132

In the second place it is not man's existential or estranged nature. Jesus is the Urbild or original image
of what man essentially is and from which he has fallen. 133Jesus is the vere homo, he is the autobasileia
(Origen), he is himself the kingdom of God, he is the messias praesens, he is completely obedient to
the Father, and there are no marks of estrangement in hirn.!"
In the third place it must be kept in mind that he is not only the Urbild, he is not only vere homo, he is
also an historical individual, the bringer ofthe New Being, our Saviour, the messias praesens. In other
words, he is not only the original image of what humanity is, he has also participated in existence and
conquered the estrangement of existence, the threat of its being reduced to non-being - he is the

127Ik Geloof, p. 70.
128ST, II, pp. 146-147.
129ST, II, p. 147.
130

Ik Geloof, pp. 75-76 ThW, II pp. 222-225; ST, II, pp. 166-167.

131

ST, II, pp. 120-121.

132Ik Geloof, p. 76; cf. BZAKpp. 66; 124-125; VW, pp. 84,89.
133 Tillich follows Schleiermacher's
christology to a certain extent here, but the decisive differences will
become apparent below. ST, II, pp. 147,150.
134 VW, pp. 82-85; VV, pp. 44, 47; ThW, I, p. 167. Ik Geloof, pp. 138, 143-145. This is the idea that God the
Son took on human nature and not a specific person. "De christologische categorie is die van de assumptie ...
Zij houdt ook in, dat de door de Logos aangenomen menselijke natuur, de natura humana assumpta, geen eigen
hypostasis, geen eigen ik, geen eigen persoon heeft, maar haar hypnostasis in de Logos self vindt. Er is nooit
een 'meneer Jezus' geweest, maar altyd aileen maar God-de-Zoon-in-het-menselijke-vlees."
ThW, I, pp. 177178, 179; cf. Ik Geloof, p. 48. Cf. "Christ's human nature had hypostatic subsistence only by its being taken up
into the hypostasis of the Logos." Heppe, Reformed Dogmatics, p. 416. Jesus as the Christ is the Urbild, he took
on human nature in its generality (in a Platonic sense).
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Saviour.l "

Thus, in the fourth place we must emphasise the uniqueness of Jesus as the Christ. This uniqueness of
Christ is clearly seen when we remember that on the one hand Christology is a function of soteriology
and, on the other hand, that he was a specific historical individual. Now, there is also the uniqueness
of Christ in the sense that he is without sin, he is vere homo, but we are not looking at this aspect of his
uniqueness at this point.136 Jesus Christ is unique because he is a concrete historical individual.l " And
this uniqueness is amplified by the fact that his historical existence is to be understood functionally as
a means to our salvation.l" Therefore we cannot simply say that in Christ we have the picture of what
true humanity is. He certainly was vere homo, but he is not an ideogram, he is a historical figure, and
as such he was determined by his time and place in history.

139

Furthermore, Jesus displayed the true

humanity in our place. He is not simply a man among men, he is also vere Deus. He displayed the true
humanity as God: God himself came in our place. And he displayed the true humanity in order to save
us.
"Deze vier elementen: de historiciteit, de plaatsvervanging, de godheid en de verlossing zijn
constitutieve elementen in de christologie, die het ons onmogelijk maken, te volstaan met de
gedachte, dat in de eschatologische realiteit, welke Christus is, aIleen maar de oorspronkelijke
schepping terugkeert. Ze maken het ons, naar mijn inzicht, zelfs onmogelijk, een antropologie
op de christologie te bouwen.v'"

135 "The term Urbild when used for Jesus as the Christ does not have the decisive implication of the term
"New Being," the participation of him who is also the Urbild ("essential man") is decisive. The New Being is
new not only over against existence, but also over against essence, in so far as essence remains mere
potentiality." ST, II, p. ISO. As the Christ, Jesus was also a specific individual who lived at a specific time.
"Hence Christ's humanity is of course an individuum, an exposition of human nature in individual form."
Reformed Dogmatics, p. 417.

See point two above. The 'sinlessness'
of his divinity.
136

of Jesus as the Christ will be further discussed under the concept

137 Ultimate Concern, pp. 213-217; ST II, p.151. The historicity of Jesus has been discussed in more detail
above.
138

ST, II, pp. 150-151. See above.

139

lk Geloof, p. 63; Ultimate Concern, pp. 213-217.

140 Th W, I, pp. 169-170, cf. p. 179; V, p. 211. VV, pp. 56-57; Ik Geloof, p. 63; BZAK, p. 64. At this point
we can see the significance of the anhypostasis and enhypostasis, or as Tillich expresses it: "the continuous
sacri fice of himself as a particular individual under the conditions of existence to himself as the bearer of the
New Being." ST, II, p. 123. He is also vere homo but first and foremost he is the Saviour. He is not an ideogram
of what true humanity is. He is God the Son in human flesh. In him we meet the person of God. The human
nature never existed in and for itself. (Bavinck, Gereformeerde Dogmatiek, Ill, p. 291). The elements of
functionality and historicity can never be taken out of christology. Jesus sacrificed all of his human potentialities
for the sake of the one which man himself cannot actualize, the uninterrupted unity with God. Man is not asked
to do this. He is asked to actualize Ius potential on the basis of the will of God. ST, Ill, p. 271.
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Tillich notes:
"Only through the appearance of a super-historical unconditioned meaning can history gain an
ultimate foundation. Therefore Christian theology is right in resisting the humanistic attempts
to draw Christ into the realm of universal or highest humanity; that is, to make him a
representative of human possibilities. If these attempts would succeed, Christ no longer could
be considered the center of history, he would become a wave (the largest perhaps) in the stream
of time, subjected to its arbitrariness and ambiguity."!"

Christology and anthropology are different. The imitatio Christi is often understood as the attempt to
transform one's life into a copy ofthe life of Jesus, including the concrete traits of the biblical picture.
But this contradicts the meaning of these traits as parts of his being within the picture of Jesus as the
Christ. These traits are supposed to make translucent the New Being, which is his being. As such, they
point beyond their contingent character and are not instances to imitate. If they are used in this way,
they lose their transparency and become ritualistic or ascetic prescriptions. But the gospel is not a new
law to be obeyed. It is a new reality to live from. Thus if the word 'imitation, is used it must be used
in a sacramental-saving sense, and not in an ethical-nonnative sense. That is, 'imitation' indicates that
we, in our concreteness, are asked to participate in salvation and to be transformed by it, not beyond,
but within, the contingencies of our life. 142
It would also be incorrect to say that our true humanity must be understood from Christ's substitution,
his existence-for-others, his pro-existence. His pro-existence is more important than his prae-existencethis is then understood as the true humanity. Jesus is pro-existent, the church is pro-existent, the
Christian is pro-existent, and humanity as such is pro-existent. But this would be a violation of
humanity. The individual does not exist only for the sake of others. That is not the essence of the
individual. He is not simply a means to an end, fertilizer on the field of history. The individual is an end
in himself, he is the dwelling place of God in the Spirit. 143 Jesus is certainly pro-existent. He sacrificed
all his human potentialities

for the sake of the one which man himself cannot actualize, the

uninterrupted unity with God. Man, on the other hand, is not asked to do this. He is asked to actualize
his potentialities on the basis of the Spirit, in the direction of the ultimate. That is, the individual is
asked to actualize his potentialities on the basis of the will of God and this leads to "theonomous
personal fulfilment.v'"
This uniqueness of Jesus implies that there is a fundamental difference between the purpose fulfilled
by him and the purpose of humanity in general. In order to clarify this difference Van Ruler

141

Ill, p. 261.

142

ST, II, pp. 122-123; ThW, T,pp. 145-151.

143

VV, pp. 189-190; Th W, II, pp. 230-231.

144

ST, III, pp. 270-271.
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distinguishes between the christianitas and the humanitasi"

The christianitas is the servant form of

Christ, the existence for others. The humanitas is the fulfilment of our potentialities, the purpose of
creation, an end in itself. 146 Because of sin, the humanitas cannot be realized without the christianitas.

147

But the point is that the humanity of Jesus as the Christ is absolutely unique in being sinless as well as
in purpose. Therefore no anthropology can be built on christology.!"
Tillich and Van Ruler are just as careful to guard the full divinity of Jesus. Van Ruler never tires of
pointing out that there is no 'mister' Jesus but only God-the-Son-in-human-flesh.

And he states: "Deze

formule heeft de kerk niet gesmeed, toen zij bezig was, in de hete smidse van haar dogmavorming. Zij
stamt uit de alleroudste traditie van de christenheid. Zij komt rechtstreeks uit de evangelien, het
allenneest uit dat van Johannes."!" Tillich explains the importance of this concept: "Any diminution
of the divine nature would deprive the Christ of his total victory over existential estrangement.t'"
When speaking of the divine nature, the following points must be kept in mind.
In the first place, the idea ofthe divinity of Chri st is based on the existential experience of salvation.
It is not a 'speculative'

151

idea, it is based on the' benefici Christi.' In other words, it is based on the

experience of the historical reality of Jesus as the Christ. It has an existential- ontological basis. We
have already discussed the existential side.152 The ontological side refers to the fact that Jesus as the
Christ is a historical reality. We have seen above that it is impossible to separate the person and the
work of Christ, and that it is impossible to retreat from the being of the Christ to his words. 153 Therefore
we must say something about the being of Christ, because there is only salvation if our estranged
existence is conquered in one point, in a personal life. 154 The idea of the divine nature of Christ points

145

ThW, I, p. 108; II, p. 70; V, pp. 103-104; VV, pp. 56,189-191;

BZAK, p. 154.

146 Ik Geloof, pp. 72-73. The christianitas is exemplified in Christ because he continually sacrifices himself
as a particular individual to himself as the bearer of the New Being. ST, II, p. 123.
147 Th W, VI, pp. 39-40; I, p. 108. The christianitas includes the asceticism of self-discipline, which "has
strong moral connotations rather than ontological ones. It presupposes the fallen state of reality and the will to
resist the temptation corning from the many things which in themselves are not bad. In principle this is adequate
to the human situation, and no humanity is possible without elements of this kind of asceticism." ST, III, pp.
210-211.
148 This does not invalidate the idea of the imitatio Christi, but properly interprets it. It does not refer to the
attempt to simply copy the concrete traits of the life of Jesus. Rather, it refers to the fact that we, in our
concreteness, are asked to participate in the New Being and to be transformed by it. In other words, we must
accept salvation and copy Jesus in the Spirit. ST, II, pp. 122-123; ThW, I, pp. 145-155 (Jezus als Voorbeeld).
149

Ik Geloof, pp. 58-59; cf. ThW, I, pp. 177-178; BZAK, p. 64; DG, pp. 100-101; etc.

150

ST, II pp. 142-143; cf. ST, III, pp. 146-147; IH, p. 261.

151

Ik Geloof, p. 53; ST, II, p. 97; Matthew 16;16.

The existential and the ontological aspects can be distinguished but not separated - see the section above
entitled: Soteriology and functional christology.
152

153

ST, II, p. 33. See above.

154

ST, II, p. 98. See above.
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to "his total victory over existential estrangement ... The divine power of the Christ in revelation and
salvation." 155
Now, how does this fit in with the idea, discussed above, that the historicity of Jesus is more important
than the divinity of Christ?156In order to answer this we must see that salvation is existential and
noetically there is first the recognition that Christ is the saviour, that he has overcome sin and separation
from God and that he is the perfect revelation of salvation. But this recognition of salvation in Christ
implies his divinity. The God of the Bible is the living God, the dynamic God who is active in history,
157
saving it unto his kingdom, and the manifestation of salvation in history is the manifestation of GOd.
Therefore we must say that the divinity of Christ is his historicity. "Dit is de messianiteit van Jezus: dat
de levende God in hem zichzelf poneert als historische macht.,,158Van Ruler also points out that, "er
is terecht sprake van het zijn Gods; de ontologische categorieen zijn niet geheel te missen."!" And
Tillich states: "It is an objective structure [i.e. the divinity of Christ] and not a state of man ... an
ontological element makes the difference.t'l'" What then is this ontological element and why is it
important?
The ontological element is important because man exists in a state of 'bondage.' 161He cannot save
himself. Therefore, if the ontological element is denied, man is not saved, he is still under the 'old'
covenant. 162
The ontological element refers to the fact that Jesus as the Christ is vere Deus. But this has to be
carefully interpreted. It would be absurd simply to identify Jesus and God. Therefore Van Ruler talks
of "God-de-Zoon-in-het-menselijke-vlees."

This refers to the fact that Jesus as the Christ was never a

separate hypostasis, a separate 'I'. His hypostasis was the Logos itself.i'" Tillich explains this by using
the concepts of 'eternal God-mart-unity'

or 'Eternal God-Manhood,' and the idea that as the Christ he

continuously sacrificed himself as a particular individual under the conditions of existence to himself
as the bearer of the New Being. 164Therefore, "the universal principle of divine self-manifestation is,

155

ST, p. 142-143.

156

OG, p. 100. See above.

157S ee c h apter one.
158

DG, pp. 100-102.

159DG, p. 101.
160 ST, II, p. 150. Tillich criticizes Schleiermacher's
christology for lacking this ontological element.
Schleiennacher talks of a God-consciousness in Jesus, the strength of which surpasses the God-consciousness
of all other men. But this reduces the divinity of Christ to a state of man. Ibid.
161

That is, the bondage of the will (Luther). See the section on sin above.

162"The greater the things we say about the Christ, the greater the salvation we can expect from him." ST,
II, p. 146.
163

ThW, I, pp. 160,178; II, p. 223; Ik Geloof, pp. 61, 68, 69, 79.

164ST, II, pp. 148, 123.
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in its essential character, qualitatively present in an individual human being.,,165

This leads us to the second point, the idea of incarnation. The idea that Jesus is the Christ, that is, that
God's image is not distorted in him, implies the sinlessness of Christ. Or in other words, in him the
relationship between God and finite man is not interrupted by sin. There is no trace of guilt or the need
for forgiveness in the biblical picture of Jesus as the ChriSt.166Tillich points out that "if there is a
separation from the divine at any point ..., the results never entirely disappear.v"

This indicates the

importance of the doctrine of the incarnation. It is not a matter of the adoption of an already existing
human being.l" God himself, God the Son, takes on human flesh, as Van Ruler emphasises, 'ex Maria.'
Therefore Tillich and Van Ruler emphasize the importance of the notion of the virgin birth as tracing
the uninterrupted unity between Christ and God right to the beginning, so that he is not burdened with
original sin.169Anyway, the point is that the Christological category is that of assumption or incarnation
and not adoption.'?'

165

ST, II, p. 112.

166

Ultimate Concern, pp. 139,143-145,214-215;

ST, II, pp. 126-127,148; Ik Geloof, p. 52.

167Ultimate Concern, p. 144.
168

We have seen the importance of this idea from the side of the human nature of Christ above.

169ST, II, p. 149; Ik Geloof, pp. 79-80. There is, however, some difference between Tillich and Van Ruler
on this point. Van Ruler favours the literal interpretation of this article of faith: the male is not involved in the
conception (but there is no sexual relationship between Mary and the Holy Spirit). Ibid. Tillich on the other
hand, states that the literal interpretation of this article is the transformation (and therefore perversion) of a
religious statement of existential-symbolic character into a theoretical statement of rational-objectifying
.character. This symbol points to the fact that the appearance of the New Being is independent of historical
contingencies and dependent on God alone. But the literal understanding of this story points in a doceticlUonophysitic direction. The exclusion of a human father deprives Jesus of a full participation in the human
predicament. ST, II, pp. 127, 160. On the other hand, if we simply throw out the story of the virgin birth we risk
losing the uniqueness of the relationship between Jesus and God. The idea of a sexual relationship between
Mary and God would certainly lead us into a pagan context. Ifwe accept the symbolic meaning of this story we
must admit that it has some basis in reality. O. Weber distinguishes between the 'origin' and the 'roots' of Jesus.
'Origin' refers to the incarnational aspect that the appearance of the New Being is dependent on God alone.
'Roots' refers to the biological basis ofthe appearance of Jesus. Weber concludes that the doctrine of the virgin
birth refers to the 'origin' and not the 'roots' of Jesus. "The doctrine of the 'Virgin Birth' asserts primarily that
Jesus' origin is not to be sought solely in the gift of the Spirit at a specific time, but that this gift defines him
in his nature ... In the language of the 'magic age' it is a kerygmatic statement about the origin but not the roots
ofJesus. It is 'eschatological history' directed toward the origin ofJesus!" With regard to Jesus' 'roots,' he says:
"There is no way to project upon the calculable history of death what is meant with the birth from Mary, the
virgin." Foundations of Dogmatics, II, p. 102. When Van Ruler favours the literal interpretation on the virgin
birth, he does so to emphasise the 'origin' of Jesus and not the 'roots,' Ik Geloof, pp. 77-80. Cf. o. Noordmans,
Het Koninkrijk der Hemelen, G. F. Callenbach, Nijkerk, 1949, pp. 114-115. He insists on the literal
interpretation but makes it clear that he does so to protect an incarnational christology, i.e. his concern is also
with the 'origin' of Jesus. Tillich clearly makes the distinction between 'roots' and 'origin' (see above), and
mUch confusion would be avoided if other theologians also made this distinction.
170
Tillich insists that incarnational Christology needs adoptionist Christology for its fulfilment. ST, II, p. 149.
This becomes obvious when we reflect that there was development and growth in Jesus - cf. the gospel stories
of the temptations and the baptism of Christ. It is also necessary to overcome the static character of the Greek
concepts used in the early Church. The dynamic and historical character of the theologies of Tillich and Van
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'Incarnation' does not refer to some sort of metamorphosis of a divine being into a non-divine being.
It refers to the total manifestation of God the Son (or the Logos) in a personal life. This does not mean
that the Logos element ceased to exist in God or anywhere else but simply that it was totally manifested
in Jesus as the Christ.

171

This leads us to the final point, regarding the divinity of Christ: his pre- and post-existence. These refer
to the eternal root of the New Being in Jesus as the Christ. But this cannot be understood literally as the
story of a divine being who descends and then ascends into heaven. Tillich and Yan Ruler could never
agree with Barth that the world "was created and sustained by the little child that was born in
Bethlehem, by the Man who died on the Cross of Golgotha, and on the third day rose again. That is the
Word of Creation."

172

There is certainly a close relationship between Jesus as the Christ and God the

Son (or Logos) as the second person of the Trinity but they are not simply identical. Van Ruler asks:

"Moet men niet, zo vraagt de dogmaticus, het nodige onderscheid tussen de trinitarische en de
christologische, eventueel ook tussen de ontologische ofkosmologische

en de soteriologische

spreekwijze zorvuldig respecteren? Is hier alles, wat wordt uitgezegd van Jezus de Christus,
gelijkmatig van hem uitgezegd als God de Zoon in het menselijke vlees?"!"

Tillich explains that the "non-symbolic interpretation of these symbols would introduce into the Logos
a finite individuality with a particular life history, conditioned by the categories of finitudc.v'?" Sober
dogmatic thought must distinguish between the ontological and trinitarian on the one hand and the
christological and soteriological on the other. The Logos has an eternal relation to his self manifestation
in Christ, but then, the Logos also has an eternal relation to all potentialities of being. In other words,
this relation to all things is the precondition of the manifestation of the Word in the flesh. The Word
or Logos could be incarnated in Jesus because the Logos is the mediator of creation and therefore his

Ruler demand this adoptionist side. Nevertheless, the incarnational aspect remains dominant and takes
precedence. Van Ruler sums this up: "Hij werd niet Gods Zoon. Dat was hij a1. Maar hij werd onze Heer." Ik
Geloof, p. 63; ThW, Y, p. 205.
ST, II, pp. 112, 149; Ik Geloof, pp. 54-61. Traditionally this has been discussed as the 'extracalvinisticum'
and the' infralutheranum,' i.e. the former referring to the fact that Logos is not limited to Christ and the latter
referring to the full revelation of God in Christ.
171

172 Dogmatics in Outline, K. Barth, SCM Press, London, 1988, p. 58. Van Ruler says that this statement is
a "losse opmerking, die niet meerdan een slip of the pen kan zijn." ThW, II, p. 67. He also says that we cannot
Simply reject Barth's theology out of hand. ThW, VI, pp. 165-169

173 Van Ruler is specifically referring to the following passages of Scripture: John 1:1-5,10, 11; I Cor. 8:6;
Hebrew 1:1-4; Col. 1:15-18; I Cor. 15:24-28; Luke 22: 28,29. He says that the apostles get somewhat lyrical
and do not distinguish between the eternal Son of God and Jesus as the Christ. The theologian, however, must
be more precise and cam10t use such lyrical or synecdotal and metonymic speech. Th W, I, pp. 158-160; cf. ST,
I, pp. 159-160; lk Geloof, p. 32.
174 ST, III, p. 290; "Zij brengt in het levensgevoel
een element van contingentie aan, in de zin van
bedreigdheid, dat er Christelijk niet in hoort." Th W, I, p. 163.
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creation is not strange to him. I7S
But one cannot attribute to the eternal Logos in himself the face of Jesus of Nazareth or the face of
'historical man' or of any particular manifestation of revelation. Nevertheless we must certainly insist
that the face of God manifest for historical man is the face of Jesus as the Christ. "The trinitarian
mani festation of the divine ground is Christo-centric for man, but it is not Jesu-centric in itself. The God
who is seen and adored in trinitarian symbolism has not lost his freedom to manifest himself for other
worlds in other ways."!"
God the Son has existed eternally as the second person of the trinity. The same cannot be said of Jesus
as the Christ. Jesus is God the Son in human flesh. As such he finds his possibility in the triune being
of God, but we cannot go further than this. The pre-existence of Christ points to the eternal
presupposition of the historical appearance of the New Being.
The post-existence of Christ, on the other hand, points to the eternal confirmation of the New Being.
Christ sits at the right hand ofthe Father. Ifwe follow Luther in identifying the right hand of God with
his omnipotence, that is, his power of working everything in everything; then we can say that God's
creativity is not separated from the New Being in Christ - its final aim is the actualization of the New
Being as manifest in the Christ. Thus Van Ruler says: "Hij [als Zoon van God] is het uiteindelijk toch
ongeschonden voorbeeld, omdat hij voortdurend het volkomen Beeld van God of ook het Woord van
God of ook de Zoon van God is. Als eeuwige Zoon is hij het beeld van de ganse (geredde)
schepping.,,177In other words Jesus as the Christ is the source and criterion of all salvation in history.
In this sense he continues to exist as the Lord of history.

2.4.4

178

The Doctrine of Atonement

Reformed theology has generally followed Anselm's doctrine of atonement.
precedent and supports "der radikalanselmianisch

179

Van Ruler follows this

gefaliten Stellvertretung.r'"

But he adds that, "Zodra men er een schibbolet of ook het schibbolet van orthodoxie van maakt, gaan
men over de schreef."!" Likewise, Tillich says: "The church has never dogmatized Anselm's theory.
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See above.
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ST, TIl, p. 290; cf. ThW, I, pp. 159-160.
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ThW, I, p. 151;cf. ST, II, p. 162. VV, p. 47; VW, p. 87; Ik Geloof, pp. 114-115.

178 The idea of the kingdom of Christ will be dealt with in more detail below, as will the place of Christ in
the eschaton.

See G. Hodnett op. cit. pp. 17-20 for a discussion of Anselm's ideas and their reflection in the Reformed
Creeds.
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180 GCW, p. 34; CTTP, p. 130. "In de Christologie is, hoe men de zaak dan verder ook uitwerk, de gedachte
Van de plaatsvervanging over de hele linie van doorslaggevende betekenis. De messias doet en is alles, wat hij
doet en is, in onze plaats. Dat wil zeggen: Zijn hele er zijn is een zijn in onze plaats. Het middelaarschap is
plaatsvervanging." ThW, I, p. 181; CTTP, p. 34;cf. ThW, VI, p. 21; BZAK, pp. 64,136.
181

ThW, II, p. 79; cf. IV, p. 85; BZAK, p. 140.
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It has wisely restricted itself from doing so, because there is no absolute theory of atonement. Abelard
... and Origen as well as others have had different theories of the atonement. The Church has never
decided, but it is obvious that it liked Anselm's most."!"
Nevertheless Tillich is critical of Anselm's theory because of its objectiveness - the subjective side of
the atoning process is not present at all. He says: "The replacement of the concept of substitution by
the concept of participation seems to be a way to a more adequate doctrine of atonement, in which the
objective and subjective sides are balanced.,,183Now, it is precisely this idea of an objective substitution
that Van Ruler emphasises. Thus at first glance there seems to be a radical difference between these two
theologians at this point. But we must look at this apparent conflict in more detail.
We must also examine the words 'substitution'

and 'participation.'

'Participation' could be misunderstood in a Socinian sense of ethically and legalistically following the
model of Christ. The emphasis on 'for us' would be replaced with 'with him.' Substitution and
satisfaction would be replaced with participation. Reconciliation then consists of following Jesus, with
the help of the Holy Spirit. Abelard's question of whether God could have restored man's distorted
relationship with himself through a purely declaratory act is made a positive thesis. At best, Christ's
death on the cross was an example to reveal the total seriousness of sin and thus prevent future sin, but
not a removal of past sin. Christ then, is the Saviour because he is the great example.

'Substitution,' on the other hand, can also be easily misunderstood. The overemphasis of the objective
substitutionary character of reconciliation could be confused with the creation of an objective factual
condition which exists in and of itself. On the one hand this could lead to a form oflibertinism, based
on the idea that Christ has put everything in order and we could proceed to live our lives the way we
Would like to.184On the other hand, it could result in 'synergism.'

Its point would not be to add

something onto the work of Christ as an objective and past event. Everything has been put right
between God and us, in Christ. But this is, so to speak, a neutral state or zero point - which could never
satisfy anyone. This leads to the view that man, with the motivating power given by the knowledge of
this fact and in the Holy Spirit, must now move beyond this point. Thus reconciliation is the basis of

a new relationship to God, but it is not its realization.
There are also other problems with 'substitution.'

The suffering of Christ is not a 'substitute' for our

suffering. Our guilt, punishment and death are not transferred to Christ and therefore ontologically done
away with.!"

182HOCT, p. 166; cf. ST, II, pp. 172-173.
183

ST, II, p. 173.
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This is the 'cheap grace' against which Dietrich Bonhoeffer struggled so vigorously.
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0 . We ber, II, pp. 204-207; 218-219.
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In the light of these possible errors, we must look at what these two theologians mean to express in their
doctrines of atonement.
In the first place, the subjective and objective aspects must be balanced. This is implied in the
existential character of Christianity. Jesus as the Christ is the subject of believing reception, not the
subject of speculations about some 'objective' atonement accomplished by him.!" Tillich critically
accepts Anselm's objective doctrine of atonement'V but, insists that we must add "the idea of the
participation of the Christian in what happens to the 'head' of the Christian body, the ChriSt.,,188Van
Ruler, in spite of his continual affirmation of the Anselmian doctrine of Atonement, is in complete
agreement. He says: "Wie aileen christologisch over de dingen denkt, komt op den duur tot een
volstrekt tirannieke positie van de kerk en haar prediking in die wereld. Wie ook pneumatologisch
denkt, beseft, dat ook in de mens een knooppunt in die heilsproeces ligt: in het hart valt evenzeer een
beslissing als op Golgotha viel.,,189In other words, the doctrine of atonement does not only point to an
objective fact, but also to the subjective experience of the New Being.
At this point itmust be noted that 'objective' refers to the christological aspect, while 'subjective' refers
to the pneumatological

aspect. Therefore, the 'subjective'

does not refer to an individual in his

SUbjectivity.190The work of the outpoured Holy Spirit is an objective fact.!" but it is subjective in that
it is the application of the New Being, objectively present in Jesus as the Christ, to history. 192

In the second place, the atoning processes are created by God and God alone.l" Jesus as the Christ is
the Son of God who took on human flesh. He is the bearer of the New Being, who mediates the
reconciling act of God to man. In this sense he is God himself. "Dat 'God zelf' is een houterige,
mythische term. Maar hij is onmisbaar, zullen we blijven spreken van het heil in de zin van het

186See Soteriology and Functional Christology above, also the discussion of possible problems with the
objective doctrine of atonement above.
187

HCT, p. 166; ST, II, pp. 172-172.

188

ST, II, p. 173.

189Th W, I, p. 182. "Zo is er heilshistorisch een wederkerige verhouding tussen messias en pneuma. Men kan
dit samenvatten in de these, dat God in de tijd van de vervulling alles doet in de messias en door het pneuma
of ook door de messias en in het pneuma. In ieder geval komt men hier met een woord niet uit. Alles in het
tegenwoordige hei1 staat onder deze twee gezichtspunten. Het kan aIleen in christologisch en pneumatologisch
verband uitgesproken worden." ThW, VI, p. 19; CTTP, p. 60; cf. BZAK, p. 137. In the following chapter we
will look at the synergism or reciprocity between man and God in the Holy Spirit.
190ST, II, p. 177; III, p. 139.
191

VW, pp. 166-169.

192 "De Geest zelf is - wanneer men het schema van objectief en subjectief perse wil gebruiken - in al zijn
subjectiveering objectief te noemen." VW, p. 167.

193Tillich refers to this as the "all-decisive principle." ST, II, p. 173.
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evangeli e." 194
God initiates the processes of atonement. He is not dependent on them. God is eternally reconciled. He
does not need the work of Christ in order to be reconciled to us. Nevertheless it is not meaningless to
talk about God being 'reconciled.' Tillich points out that: "The discovery of an often deeply hidden
guilt feeling has given us a new key for an explanation of the tremendous effect of the Anselmian
theory on personal piety, hymns, liturgies, and much of Christian teaching and preaching.v"

The

important point is that our guilt is often deeply hidden - as modem psychology has demonstrated with
its ideas of the different defence mechanisms that we use to deny or rationalize our actions. Therefore
we are never fully conscious of our own sinfulness and guilt. It goes without saying that our finitude
also prevents us from being fully aware of, not only our sinfulness and guilt, but sin and its
consequences on the social-historical level. In other words, God alone knows the fullness of the guilt
of mankind. Therefore, reconciliation is also known, in its fullness, by God alone. "In die zin zal men
steeds moeten blijven zeggen, dat God 'verzoend' wordt."!"
In the third place, there is no conflict between reconciling love and retributive justice in God. The
justice of God is not a special act of punishment calculated according to the guilt of the sinner. The
justice of God is the act through which he lets the self-destructive consequences of sin go their way.!"
God's justice has an ontological quality, it refers to the essential structure of being itself. 198 Thus God's
justice cannot be done away with, not even by God himself But if this justice was done away with,
God's love would cease to be love. Justice is the structural form oflove. "The exercise of justice is the
working of his love, resisting and breaking what is against love."!" Thus Van Ruler states: "Hij [God]
verlost naar zijn gerechtigheid. De iustitia is ook iustitia salvifica. Zij is ook soteriologisch van aard
'" De gerechtigheid is wel degelijk ook een eisende en straffende gerechtigheid. De bijbel staat daar vol
van. Maar zij is door dat alles heen inderdaad ook een verlossende gerechtigheid.T'" God's justice takes
the form of punishment in this sinful world, but punishment never exists for its own sake - it resists and
breaks what is against love in order to further the aims of love.
This leads us to the fourth point in the doctrine of atonement as expressed in the theology of Paul
Tillich and Arnold van Ruler: The divine removal of guilt and punishment is not an act of overlooking
the reality and depth of sin. Tillich praises the Anselmian doctrine of atonement for showing that the
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ThW, IV, p. 85; cf. Ik Geloof, p. 61.
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ST, II, p. 173.
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BZAK, p. 137.
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ST, II, p. 174.
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ThW, IV, pp. 42,45; ST, II, p. 174.
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ST, II, p. 174.
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ThW, IV, p. 43.
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work of Christ makes it possible for God to exercise mercy without violating the demands of justice.
"For the believing Christians, this means that his consciousness of guilt is affirmed in its unconditional
character. At the same time he feels the inescapability of that punishment which is nevertheless taken
over by the infinite depth and value of the suffering of the ChriSt.,,201
The point to be kept in mind here is that there is an ontological order between God and man. This order
is represented by God's justice.i'" Thus "God represents the order of being which is violated by
separation from God; his forgiveness is no private matter.,,203The work of Jesus as the Christ must be
seen in this context. Thus Van Ruler writes:
"De rechtvaardiging van de goddeloze rust in zijn verzoenend straf1ijden. De middelaar voldoet
aan Gods gerechtigheid. Er is satisfactio vicaria. Enerzijds in de oboedientia passiva: gewillig
en met blijdschap erkent hij het verdoemend gericht, dat over de wereld hangt, en aanvaadt het.
Anderzijds in de oboedientia activa: daar is eindelijk een pJek in de geschapen werkelijkheid,
welke Gode ad fundum behaagt. ,,204

This idea of satisfaction (i.e. placatio and expiatio) refers to the objective side ofthe work of Christ.i"
"The objective reality of the New Being precedes subjective participation in it.,,206It is the new state
of things, the new eon, which the Christ brought. And in this situation we must be ready "to receive the
message of a new being, a new kind of existence in which is not only hope, but also reality, in which
Divine wrath and human guilt ultimately are conquered.Y"

In the fifth place, we must look at the concept of substitution. We have already looked at the problems
connected with the concept of substitution. If substitution is understood in an exclusive and objective
manner, the personal character of salvation in Christ is lost. At this point the subjective aspect of
atonement is decisive. Christ's substitutionary death on the cross is not simply some objective event
outside of us. Thus Tillich insists on the use of the word 'participation.'

"God's atoning activity must

be understood as his participation in existential estrangement and its self-destructive consequences. He

201ST, II, pp. 172-173. "God, so to speak, subjects himself to the consequences of his wrath, taking them
Upon himself, thus re-establishing unity with us. The sinner is accepted as just in spite of his sinfulness." (PE,
p. 146). It must be remembered that atonement comes from God. Jesus is not a third reality between God and
man, on which God is dependent for his saving activity. The Anselmian doctrine is important because it shows
that the ontological demands of justice cannot be done away with. ST, II, pp.169-170.
202ThW, IV, p. 45.
203ST, II, p. 174.
204ThW, IV, p. 44.
205ThW, I, p. 183; VI, p. 55; BZAK, p. 137.
206ST, II, p. 177.
207The Shaking of the Foundations, Penguin, London, 1964, p. 81.
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cannot remove these consequences; they are implied in his justice. But he can take them upon himself
by participating in them and transforming them for those who participate in his participation.t"?' Van
Ruler explains: "In dit opzicht kan men niet zeggen, dat God de zonde alleen maar veroordeeld in de
zin van wegdoet .., Hij gaat erin, in de zondige werkelijkheid, in de werkelijkheid van de zonde, in de
zonde: de middelaar wordt tot zonde gemaakt. Zozeer aanvaardt God de zonde, Hij verbergt zich,
verpakt zich erin: God is in de zonde 'besloten. ",209But "het is meer dan een bij en met ons zijn. Het
is meer dan solidariteit en lotsgemeenschap ... Jezus is de heiland. Als zodanig is hij bij en met ons.,,210
It seems then, that the idea of participation is very important, Christ is 'with us' in our sin and
estrangement. But the concept of substitution is equally important because Christ is not only 'with us,'
he is also our saviour, he has done something for us; he is himself 'for us' and our salvation cannot be
separated from him.":
O. Weber uses the concept of' inclusive' substitution to clari fy this aspect of atonement. 212Jesus Christ
does for us and in our place what we cannot do and in so doing he "ends closeness toward God in that
he bursts it open with his power.,,213
In the sixth place we must look at the centrality of the Cross of Christ in the doctrine of atonement. The
Cross is "the effective mani festation of God 's taking the consequences of human guilt upon himself. ,,214
It is not the only manifestation, but it is the central, the criterion of all other manifestations of God's
participation in the suffering of the world.i"

In Christ's

death on the cross, God's justice is

unconditionally affirmed.i" as well as his mercy and grace.i" Thus the cross is the centre and criterion
of all God's saving activity in the world.
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ST, II, p. 174; cf. pp. 173, 176.

209 "En dat alles houdt aan: op de opstanding volgt niet de totale verlossing van de wereld, maar de
hemelvaart - deze houdt o.a. ook in : dat het offer permanent aan de Vader wordt opgedragen en dat permanent
de intercessie geschiedt: zo wordt de zonde intiem ingevouwen in de situatie van de wereld en God verwikkeld
zich duurzaam in de zonde." Th W, VI, p. 52; cf. p. 56. Thus Noordmans says: "Wij moeten het aanbidden, dat
Zijn goedheid het kwade zo nauwsluitend omringt, als de zonde het ons doet (Hebr. 12:1)." Dr. G. J. Paul,
Schepping en Koninkrijk, diss. 1959, p. 221.
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Ik Geloof, pp. 97, 90.
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ST, II, p. 176.
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ST, II, p. 175.

216 Ibid., pp. 173, 174. See above. "De vonning van het leven mag men uitsluitend af1eiden uit het kruis, in
zooverre het kruis als de plaats van het recht God's de theocratische ordening in den chaos der zonde indrijft."
VW.,p.116.
217 ST, II, p. 176; PE, p. 146. "Het evangelie van het kruis is dan de boodschap, dat hij deze vloek [the curse
of sin] voor ons heeft gedragen. Het kruis is de bliksemaf1eider op het huis van de wereld." Ik Geloof, p. 90.
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In the seventh place we must look at man's participation in this atoning act of God. Jesus Christ is the
true man, the only person who was completely obedient to God.218He suffered and died in our place.i"
and salvation is participation in his being. "Hetgeen aan Jezus Christus op een geheel enige wijze
voltrokken wordt, dat wordt ook voltrokken aan allen, die in hem geloven ... Wij krijgen in zekere zin
ook deel aan het heilig lijden en sterven. Wij worden ook kruisdragers.v'"

Thus through participation

in the New Being, i.e. the being of Jesus Christ, we also participate in the manifestation of the atoning
act of God. We participate in the suffering of God who takes the consequences of existential
estrangement upon himself, or, in other words, we participate in the suffering of Christ.r" It is only
through the imitatio Christi, the insitio in Chris tum and the unio mystica cum Christo that we regain
our true humanity. Participation in the suffering of Christ is the power which overcomes and transforms
creaturely self-destruction and sin.222 Nevertheless, the subjective consequences of participation in the
New Being are fragmentary and ambiguous. We never attain our full humanity in this life. True and full
humanity is an eschatological concept.i" But, "wij moeten christenen blijven om uberhaupt een beetje
mens te kunnen zijn.,,224

2.5 The Eschatological
2.5.1

Background

Sin and the Eschatological

of Sin and Salvation
Kingdom

We have looked at the place of sin in God's eternal decree (protology) and how sin and guilt are atoned
for in Jesus as the Christ. Now we must look at the place of sin in eschatology. Does sin serve an
eschatological purpose?
Luther has God say: "Devil thou art a murderer and a criminal, but I will use thee for whatsoever I will.
Thou shalt be the dung with which I will fertilize my lovely vineyard. I will and can use thee in my
work on my vines ... Therefore thou mayst hack, cut, and destroy, but no further than I permit.,>22S

Salvation is derived from salus: health, well-being, or salvus: healing. Salvation is the overcoming of
the split between God and man, the negation of the negative. "Salvation is reclaiming from the old and

218 ST, II, pp. 134-135; Het Leven Een Feest, Callenbach, Nijkerk, A.A. van Ruler, 1972, pp. 46-47. See
above on the humanity of Christ.
219 That is, his suffering and death was completely unique. He is the mediator who died so our guilt could
be reconciled. The term 'substitutional suffering' does not mean that we no longer have to suffer or die. ST, II,
p. 176; AA van Ruler, op. cit. pp. 46, 49.
220
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ThW, VI, pp. 39-40; CTTP, p. 86; cf. VV, pp. 190-191; ThW, II, pp. 232-233;
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transferring into the New Being.,,226Thus Van Ruler writes: "De strijd met het vlees is kenmerkend
voor de Geest. In deze hele strijd zoekt hij de mens, de wereld, de schepping. Daarom maakt hij ook
niet slechts gebruik van de gegevenheden in de mens en in de cultuur maar brengt hij ze ook - misschien
kan men zeggen: weer terug - tot hun eigenlijke zijn.,,227
Salvation always takes place against the background of sin and guilt. Salvation is the struggle to realize
the will of God against the contradictions of existence. Salvation is the fulfilment of what existence
ought to be by overcoming the destructive, meaning-defying, powers that threaten existence. Salvation
is actualized whenever a demonic power in social or individual existence is overcome by the divine
power which has become visible in Christ.i"
Thus evil serves a definite purpose in time as 'the dung with which God fertilizes his lovely vineyard.'
In this life we are 'blessed' in so far as we are grasped by the divine Spirit, but this is always united
with the awareness of its contrary, the state of unhappiness, despair and condemnation, i.e. the struggle
of the flesh and the Spirit remains.i" But now we must look at the question of whether this sin and guilt
is somehow also integrated into the eschatological Kingdom of Glory.
In the previous chapter we saw that the positive content of history is elevated into eternity while the
negative is excluded from etemity.?" We also stated that the eschaton is the proton plus history, or in
other words participation in eternal life is a creative synthesis of a beings essential nature with what it
has made of it in its temporal existence.'?'
Thus we can say that the negative is not remembered at all. It is acknowledged for what it is, non-being.
But this does not mean that it has absolutely no place in the eschatological kingdom. "It is present in
the eternal memory as that which is conquered and thrown out into its naked nothingness.t=" Van Ruler
expresses this thought as well: "De demonen worden ook onderworpen. Zij worden tot een voetbank
voor de voeten gemaakt, waarop men, waarop althans God of Christu s kan rusten. Dat lijkt een nuttige
functie. Zo worden zij positief ingcschakeld."?'
This also applies to guilt. Guilt is reconciled in Christ, but it is not obliterated. In any case guilt is a part
of sanctification.i"

and is not the same as that which is done in guilt. Thus Van Ruler talks oftheJelix

culpa mea: through the experience of the confession of guilt and the proclamation of grace we become
, 'fireproof (vuurvast) because ofthe intrinsic terribleness of these two realities and therefore we go over
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from the posse non peccare to the non posse peccare. Thus: "Zo of zo zou ook de schuld als moment
geintegreerd worden in de eeuwige lofzang van het rijk van de heerlijkheid.v'"
Thus: '" Als de Here God in allen en in allen alles is, zal het licht zijn, eeuwig licht zijn, licht uit licht
en duisternis.' Dat belangrijke punt zit in die laatste woorden: het licht van het eeuwige leven rijst niet
alleen op uit het licht, maar ook uit de duistemis van ons tijdelijke bestaan en het historische proces.v'"
Tillich points out that: "Without an element of negativity neither life nor blessedness can be imagined
...It is the nature of blessedness itself that requires a negative element ... The Divine Life is blessedness
through fight and victory.,,237
All the negativities of history are integrated into the eschatological kingdom of glory as 'a footstool for
the feet of God.' Therefore the negativities of history also point to the majesty of God.

2.5.2

Jesus Christ and the Eschatological Kingdom
"Then comes the end, when he delivers the kingdom to God the Father after destroying every
rule and every authority and power. For he must reign until he has put all his enemies under his
feet. The last enemy to be destroyed is death. 'For God has put all things in subjection under
his feet.' But when it says, 'all things are put in subjection to him,' it is plain that he is excepted
who put all things under him. When all things are subjected to him, then the Son himself will
also be subjected to him who put all things under him, that God may be everything to
everyone." (l Cor. 15 :24-28).

In the present our salvation is concealed in the flesh (of Christ) but in the eschaton this humanity of God
in Christ will be undone. Then 'the Son' - that is, the Son as he has appeared in the flesh - will give the
kingdom to the Father. This does not mean that he will cease to rule but rather that he will, in a sense,
transfer the lordship from his humanity, to his glorious divinity. Christ no longer mediates between us
and God in his humanity - the veil of flesh is removed. Thus 1. Calvin writes:

"Until he comes forth as judge of the world Christ will therefore reign, joining us to the Father
as the measure of our weakness permits. But when, as partakers, in heavenly glory we shall see
God as he is, Christ, having then discharged the office of mediator, will cease to be the
ambassador of his Father, and will be satisfied with that glory which he enjoyed before the
creation of the world ... To him was lordship committed by the Father, until such time as we

235ThW, II, p. 229.
236lk Geloof, p. 157.
237ST. III, pp. 404-405; cf. KOGH, p. 117. The only alternative to tills would be to understand God (and
therefore the kingdom - his image) as a state of immovable perfection - but tills concept would surely be closer
to Aristotle's 'Unmoved Mover' than to the living and victorious God of the Bible.
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should see his divine majesty face to face. Then he returns the lordship to his Father so that far from diminishing

his own majesty - it may shine all the more brightly. Then, also, God shall

cease to be the Head of Christ, for Christ's

own deity will shine of itself, although as yet it is

covered by a veil.,,238

O. Weber endorses this view and states: "It is probably

correct to interpret with Calvin that there will

be a time in which we no longer must view God the Lord 'in the humanity of Christ. ",239 St. Augustine
clearly anticipates

this idea:

"For we shall then contemplate

God, the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, when the

Mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus, shall have delivered up the kingdom to
God, even the Father, so as no longer to make intercession

for us, as our Mediator and Priest,

Son of God and Son of man ... For that part which is occupied in the ministering
be 'taken away' when the need itselfhas

to a need shall

passed away ... That sight of the Son of man which is

foretold, when all nations shall be gathered before Him, and shall say to Him, 'Lord, when saw
we Thee an hungered,
into everlasting

or thirsty, etc.?' will neither be a good to the ungodly, who shall be sent

fire, nor the chief good to the righteous

... the righteous will go into life eternal.

But what is life eternal, except 'that they may know Thee,'

He says, 'the One true God, and

Jesus Christ, whom Thou hast sent?' but know Him now in that glory of which He says to the
Father, 'Which

I had with Thee before the world was.

",240

Institutes 2.14.3; cf. Calvin, The First Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Corinthians, Grand Rapids,
Eerdmans, 1960, p. 748. Van Ruler points out that he has taken the idea that the incarnation is undone in the
eschaton from .T.Calvin. In Gesprek Met Van Ruler, Callenbach, Nijkerk, p. 62. Berkhouwer denies that Calvin
means that Christ will lay aside his humanity. The Return of Christ, p. 432. But Berkhouwer seems to be alone
in asserting this. While Velema and Rothuizen state that Calvin is not as clear as he could be on this point, In
Gesprek met Van Ruler, p. 63,.T. Moltmann and O. Weber interpret Calvin as saying that Christ's humanity will
indeed fall away. The Crucified God, SCM Press, London, 1992, pp. 257-259; Foundations of Dogmatics, II,
p. 678. Tillich does not refer to Calvin but he also interprets I Cor. 15:24 as saying that the humanity of Christ
is undone. PE, pp. 28-29. E. Brunner, with reference to this passage, writes: "with its full realization the
.'function' of the Son is completed ... with the conclusion of this Consummation in the last things the Son retires
'that God may be all in all.'" Dogmatics, III, Lutterworth Press, London, 1966, p. 443. G. B. Stevens says: "His
[Jesus'] surrender of the Kingdom to the Father when his redemptive work shall be complete and his own
subjection to God seem to refer to the completion of his function as Saviour. He will surrender the commission
as Redeemer when his work is complete, so that, in contrast to the mediatorial rule of Christ, God may be the
immediate ruler in all the subjects of his Kingdom." The Theology of the New Testament, T. & T. Clark,
Edinburgh, 1968, p. 400. E. Stauffer: "When Christ's royal work has attained this goal, then will come the telos,
which Paul distinguishes sharply from the parousia ... Christ has performed his cosmic service. He does not
disappear (Rev 20.6; 21.23; 22.3), but he yields up his office (cf. Syrian Baruch Apocalypse 30.12). God himself
takes over control, and he will reign over his saints, and with them and through them, from everlasting to
everlasting (Rev. 5.10; 22.5)." Op. cit., pp. 219, 229.
239
.
0 p. CIt.
238

240 Thus St. Augustine clearly distinguishes the telos from the parousia and states that there will be a time
When we no longer view God in the humanity of Christ. On the Holy Trinity, I, 7.14; 8.15-17; 9.18; 10.20,21;
13.28,31. In his idea of the restitution of all things, Origen also seems to imply the undoing of the flesh of
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The eternal Son of God, the second person of the Trinity took on human flesh in reaction to the
(predestined) fall of man, in reaction to the sin, death, guilt and reign ofthe demons caused by the fall.
Christ died on the cross and the Spirit was poured out to undo that which had been caused by man.
When this has been accomplished, and man has been restored to his proper being, salvation becomes
superfluous.
In his pure or original nature man is not only the image of God, he also has the power of communion
with God and therefore of righteousness toward other creatures and himself(justitia originaliss.i" Jesus
as the Christ became our righteousness tsatisfactio vicaria) and is our substitute insofar as he is the
effective manifestation of God's participation in and acceptance of that which rejects him.242In the
same sense he became 'the truth' and 'the way' vicariously. Thus Van Ruler asks: "Behooren wij zelf
niet onze gerechtigheid te zijn - in ons zijn en in ons zelf, in ons bewust zijn en in ons doen? Zijn wij
oorspronkelijk niet zo onze eigen gerechtigheid? En zullen wij het uiteindelijk niet zijn? Kan de wereld
protologisch en eschatologisch niet in zichzelf voor Gods aangezicht bestaan - zo zeer zelfs, dat zij zijn
welbehagen en zijn glorie is?,,243
Protologically

and eschatologically

creation stands before the countenance of God, without the

mediation of Christ. In this sense the eschaton is similar to the proton. But the eschaton is not simply
a return to the proton?" There is a 'plus' in the eschaton, and this 'plus' is the experience of sin and
grace. This is the process of'essentialization:'

that the new which has been actualized in time and space

adds something to essential being, uniting it with the positive which is created within existence. This
is the process of becoming 'fireproof

through the experience of sin and grace.i"

When it is stated that salvation becomes superfluous, it does not mean that the salvation that we have
received falls away, it remains but becomes completely our own. Tillich uses the image of'scars' ,which
never entirely disappear, to represent healed sin and guilt.246Ifwe may extend this imagery we can say
that sin and guilt are like open, festering sores. As the Christ, Jesus comes as the healer who heals these
sores for us. But, in this life we are never free from sin, and therefore we continually need healing.

Christ: "The subjection of Christ to the Father indicates ... the perfect restoration of the whole of creation ... So
then, when the end has been restored to the beginning, and the termination of things compared with their
commencement, that condition of things will be re-established in which rational nature was placed, when it had
no need to eat of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil; so that when all feeling of wickedness has been
removed, and the individual has been purified and cleansed, He who alone is the one good God becomes to him
'all." Origen, De Principiis, III, v, 7; vi, 3.
241 Protestantism has usually denied the ontological dualism between nature and supemature (Roman Catholic
doctrine) and therefore the idea of the donum superadditum, That is, the justitia originalis is naturalis and not
supernatural is.
242
243

244
245

246

ST, II, pp. 176, 178.
ThW, I, p. 174.
This has been discussed in Chapter One.
ST, III, p. 400; ThW, I, p. 171.
Ultimate Concern, pp. 144-145.
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However,

in the eschaton,

these healed 'sores.'

healing is no longer necessary,

These 'scars'

nevertheless

no longer need the attention

we are left with the 'scars'

of the healer and become completely

our own. They are the 'plus' of the eschaton over the proton. Thus, "we zijn vuurvast geworden
de zonde en daarover prijzen wij God en het

of

door

Lam.,,247

The work that Jesus has done remains for all eternity but it does not continue in the eschaton. Once sin
has been done away with the incarnation

is no longer necessary.

from 1. Moltmann:

orientated and functionally

"Any eschatologically

At this point, we can refer to a word
developed

the end' to the question whether its mediator has not made himself superfluous.
mediation

and representative

function

question.Y" If the incarnation
understood
supranatural

functionally

of Christ

does not fall away in the eschaton

as the effective

transubstantiation

are determined

manifestation

and elevation.

christology

comes 'at

Its conceptions

by what is decided

of the

in the last

then the work of Christ cannot be

of forgiveness

but rather

in terms

of a

The telos of man is then to be found in some or other

union of the divine and human nature, in analogy to the unio personalis in Jesus as the Christ. There
is a latent dualism between creation and redemption.

Created reality is certainly good but it is not yet

the complete work of God. It must be transsubstantiated
order of grace. In this sense ordination
hierarchically

and vertically.

must take place. The whole is structured

It is directed at the essence of God. Ultimately man must not live his own

life, he must share the trinitarian
specifically,

or consecration

and elevated. It must be taken into the higher

life of God.i" But Protestantism

see the meaning of history and eschatology

in general, and Tillich and Van Ruler

in the horizontal

250

and not the vertical line.

Thus Tillich writes: "In 1 Cor. 15:24 the telos is the moment in which God receives the Kingdom from
Christ. Similar is its meaning

in Matt. 24: 14. The telos lies in the horizontal

Coming from above; it has eschatological,
in the New Testament

f1 esh. ,,25
2.6

for the appearance

not ontological

line, as something

new

character .. , [Thus, the] word parousia is used

of Christ in his glory, not hidden by the humanity

of his

J

Christoiogy and Ontology

The incarnation

of Christ

was solely

motivated

by sin and the person

inseparable.252 Once sin has been done away with, the incarnation

247

In Gesprek, p. 64.

248

Op. cit., p. 257.

and work of Christ

is no longer necessary.

249 ThW, I, pp. 171-172; ST, I, pp. 258-259. This idea usually goes together with thatof'an
Without sin.'
250
251

252

ThW, I, p. 172; ST, III, pp. 397-398; PE, p. 28.
PE, pp. 28-29.
See above.
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are

incarnation even

In the first place the incarnation is solely motivated by sin and is therefore an 'emergency measure.Y"
This simply indicates the infralapsarian position discussed above.i"
In the second place, the idea that the incarnation is undone is a consequence of the christological dogma
which has been generally accepted by the reformed church. Christo logy is to be understood
functionally. The person and work of Jesus as the Christ are inseparable; and he was God the Son in
human flesh. Thus Tillich writes: "At this point it seems necessary to warn against a literalism which
takes pre-existence and post-existence as stages in a transcendent story of a divine being which
descends from and ascends to a heavenly place.,,255
We have already discussed the pre-existence of Christ.i" But there are some theologians who, although
following the infralapsarian position and admitting that the incarnation is a reaction to sin, want to see
Christ remain as a specific being amongst other beings, in the eschaton. "Christus blijft mens, omdat
Hij verheerlijkt is als de Gekruisigde ... Dat Hij blijft, verhinderd de mensen en dingen niet er te zijn
in hun naakte bestaan. ,,257
This means that Christ is no longer understood functionally; his person and his work are separated; and
he is made into a divine being, i.e. a finite individuality with a particular life history, conditioned by
the categories of finitude is introduced into the Eternal Logos. The question is: what is the essential
nature of Christ? The Logos or the Crucified?
In order to properly understand this idea that the flesh of Christ is undone, we must look at the doctrine
of the resurrection of the body and the individuality of Christ. The Christian emphasis on the 'body of
resurrection'

includes a strong affirmation of the eternal significance of the individual person's

uniqueness.i" The uniqueness of the individual is taken into eternity. This, in tum, is to be understood
on the basis of 'essentialization.Y"

The individual is an individual essence or potentiality or idea in

the mind of God. The individual (within the context of the social whole) is actualised in history. The

CCOT, p. 69. Speaking of the Church and its tendency to make itself ultimate, Tillich writes: "It forgets
its own existence is a result of man's tragic estrangement from his true being. It forgets its own emergency
character." TC, p. 9.
253

254 There is much irrational resistence against this particular term 'emergency measure.' O. Jager writes that
it sounds to cold and "het zal nooit in een kerstlied belanden." Is de Incarnatie meer dan een 'Noodmaatregel?',
In Rondom Het Woord, No, 1, January 1968, p. 72. No doubt this objection could be applied to many words and
phrases used in dogmatics, But then perhaps there is a difference between songs of praise sung in church and
dogmatic theology? Berkhouwer complains that it does not really capture the sense of what the New Testament
calls the great 'mystery of our reIigion' (I Tim. 3: 16); The Return of Christ, p. 431, But he does not elaborate
on this; nor does he say why, the phrase 'the incarnation of Christ is not an emergency measure,' would capture
this great mystery.

,

255

ST, II, p. 160; cf Ultimate Concern, pp. 107-108.

256

See above.

257O. Jager, op. cit., pp. 96-97.
258

ST, III, p. 413; Ik Geloof, p. 153; Th W, II, pp. 230-231.

259

See chapter one for a discussion of resurrection and essentialization.
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plus of the eschaton over the proton includes this actualisation of one's essence in history. But how are
we to understand the individuality and essence of Jesus as the Christ? What is his essential being? He
is not an idea in the mind of God. He is God. He sacrificed himself as Jesus to himself as the Christ.
That is, there was never a mister Jesus, only God-the-Son-in-human-flesh.

This will be clearly seen in

the eschaton. Then we will see that Jesus Christ never had a separate dependent and created essence.
His concealment in the flesh of a specific historical individual is undone. When God is 'all in all' then
it will be apparent that there is only God and the kingdom of God.

Other reformed theologians go even further and say: "Then the Lord Jesus shall obtain for ever the
glory of the absolute mediatorial office,"and "after the day of judgement Christ will also remain King
and Mediator for etemity.t'i" This can only lead to some form of elevation theory.
Nevertheless, it seems that the motive behind these assertions that Christ remains, is not to support
some or other elevation theory or to introduce categories of finitude into the trinitarian being of God,
but simply to 'protect' for all eternity the salvation that we have received in Christ. Now, Tillich and
Van Ruler are also concerned about this - the eschaton is not a return to the proton. The eschaton is the
proton plus the New Being actualized in history. Eschatology is horizontal and not vertical. The flesh
of Christ is our flesh, if it remains in the eschaton, then we ultimately do not live our own life, but
participate in the trinitarian life of God.
The purpose of creation is creation itself: the actualization of potentialities, the creation of the New
Being. Sin came in and would have absolutely prevented this aim. But salvation, ultimately based on
the death of Christ and the uno mystica cum Christo, also carne in, as an emergency measure, to
prevent sin from preventing the original and final aim of creation.
The eschaton is the fullness of all realized potentialities, where God is all in all, not veiled by the flesh.
The idea that Christ gives the kingdom to the Father - which is the undoing of the flesh - only means
that the lordship is transferred from the humanity of Christ to his glorious divinity. It has nothing to do
with subordinationism or some type of eschatological absorption of the Son by the Father. The thesis
that Jesus Christ is an emergency measure relates to the incarnate Son not to the eternal Son. Thus the
doctrine of the Trinity is not affected by it.261 And so for all eternity we praise God and the Lamb (Rev.
21 ),262 but God is all in all, there is no mediation and finitude is not taken up into the trinitarian being

260

Bemsau and Amesius quoted by Heppe in Reformed Dogmatics, p. 712.

261

C COT, p. 69.

2621n a discussion with Van Ruler, Velema quotes this verse as criticism of the idea that the humanity of
Christ is undone. The problem, of course, is how to interpret this verse. Revelation is a notoriously difficult
book to understand; it is filled with symbolic langauge and cannot be interpreted too literally. Velema points
out that there is God and the Lamb. (In Gesprek, p. 64). What then does it mean that we will 'praise God and
the Lamb?' The implication is that there is no opposition between the theocentric and the Christocentric . The
one glory of God shines through all things, and through Christ, in the eschaton (cf. Berkouwer, The Return of
Christ, pp. 438-439). But in this case the flesh of Christ is superfluous anyway, as the glory of God shines
through all things and is not solely mediated by the flesh of Christ. Nevertheless Tillich and Van Ruler do
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of God.
All reality is to be understood

ontologically

in terms of a trinitarian

framework

and not in terms of a christological

christology

can receive

summarise

our findings

framework.

- predestinarian

We have seen in this chapter

its proper place within the former framework.
regarding

the place of christology

- eschatological

The following

within the speculative

how

section will
or ontological

framework.

2.7

The Ontological Framework and the Messianic Intermezzo

In the eschaton the veil of the flesh of Christ is undone.

Christ is no longer the mediatior

between us

and God. God's glory will shine through all things. 'Holy to the Lord' will even be inscribed on the
bells of the horses (Zech 14:20). God will be 'all in all.' This does not mean that the person' Jesus' will
not exist in the eschaton. Nor does it mean that God's glory will not shine (the brightest?)
person of Jesus in the eschaton.

It simply means that Jesus as the Christ is no longer the mediator.

Tillich refers to this as eschatological
essentialization

of all creatures.i'"

before God, without the wrapping

pan-en-theism,

the state of ultimate

Christians,

the state of

of things as such
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of sin or of ChriSt.

about what the eschatological

kingdom

mayor

here and now. In order to see the importance

intermezzo'

of the idea of the messianic

between ontology

The Bible, specifically

is a witness to the salvation

the New Testament,

as the Christ. The Church is built on this foundation.

is important.

It is not idle

may not be like. It affects our lives as

need to, once again, look at the relationship

church, that there is creation,

fulfilment,

Van Ruler refers to this as the naked existence

But now we need to further clarify why this idea of a 'messianic
speculation

through the

intermezzo

we

and soteriology.
we have been given in Jesus

But what does it mean for the Christian and the

a world, material reality?

"Men vlucht zo volledig

in de haven van de

distinguish between the concealment of salvation in the flesh of Christ, and the revelation of salvation in the
eschaton. In the eschaton God is 'all in all' and his glory shines through all things. Therefore we praise God,
and we particularly praise him for the work of salvation that he has done for us in Jesus Christ.
"De evangelisten en de apostelen krijgen licht iets lyrisch in hun toon, als ze over deze dingen komen te spreken.
Ben dogmaticus is wat bedaarder. Soms heeft hij het gevoel, ciat in deze lyriek de dingen al te zeer door elkaar
heenlopen. Vooral aJs hij Col. IJeest. Hij denkt dan, dat hij het preciezer kan zeggen, dan de apostel hier doet.
Hij boudt bet er natuurlijk voor, dat de apostel het bij enig nadenken met hem eens sou zijn. Moet men met, zo
vraagt de dogmaticus, het nodige onderscheid tussen de trinitarische en de christologische, eventueel ook tussen
de ontologische of kosmologische spreekwijze zorgvuldig respecteren?" Th W, I, p. 159. This was said with
respect to Col. I, but the same principle applies here. We have already seen that both Tillich and Van Ruler insist
that salvation is integrated into the eternal kingdom of God - it is the plus of the eschaton above the proton. This
IS the eternal confirmation and affirmation of the historical appearance of the New Being in Jesus as the Christ.
"At this point it seems necessary to warn against a literalism which takes pre-existence and post-existence as
stages in a transcendent story of a divine being which descends from and ascends to a heavenly place.
Descending and ascending are spatial metaphors indicating the eternal dimension in the subjection of the bearer
of the New Being to existence and in the victory of the bearer of the New Being over existence." ST, II, 160.
263
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ST, III, p. 421.
GCW, p. 35; CTTP, p. 131.
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bijzordere openbaring, dat men voor dit vraagstuk soms zelfs nauwelijks aandacht overhoudt.t'i'"
What must the church do with the world, culture, politics, etc. on the basis of the gospel? What is the
meaning and purpose of life? What is the ontological structure of creation?
Metaphysical or ontological questions need to be asked. The gospel needs a context within which it is
understood. This is a necessary prerequisite. It cannot be avoided. No doubt, many Christians try to
avoid this demand, e.g. in biblicism. But even 'simple' words like time, space, history, cause, effect,
subject, object, freedom, necessity, life, value, etc. presuppose a general vision of the structure of being.
This structure may be intentionally not thought about or left 'hazy' and indefinite but then this sort of
thought ceases to be proper theology.i'"
However, what can also happen, is that Christians, consciously or unconsciously, draw metaphysical
conclusions from soteriological positions. This can be clearly seen in the speculative systematizing of
Karl Barth's Church Dogmatics, which leads to statements such as: creation as the external ground of
the covenant and the covenant as the internal ground of creation; the thesis that the essence of God
consists in his choice to be the God of man; the idea that Jesus of Nazareth is the creator of the world.
"Zo iets leidt onvennijdelijk tot gedrochtelijkheden.t'i'"

In his philosophy of history, for instance, Barth

maintains that the kingdom of God is an eschatological phenomenon and absolutely nonexistent in the
present world. History only exists under God's patience as a time that is allowed for man to repent.
History and culture is then essentially meaningless - the purpose of creation is not to sanctify culture,
to create a theocracy or theonomy, but to escape this world.268Tillich and Van Ruler unambiguously
reject this position. The theologian, according to them, must ask metaphysical questions and must not
give ontological questions soteriological answers.
But this means we have to go outside of the Bible. The biblical authors have no intention of developing
a speculative framework. We have already discussed this_269At this point it is only necessary to clarify
the necessary interdependence ofthe speculative framework and the idea of the messianic intermezzo.?"
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ThW, IV, p. 12.

266 ST, I, p. 21. "De theologische wetenschap, met name de dogmatiek, is een zaak van denken, van het
intellect. Als men dat een maal doet, moet men het ook goed doen. Verward en half denken is aileen maar
slecht." ThW, IV, p. 26.
267

ThW, II, p. 67.

268 Obviously Barth's concept of history finds its root in his concept of God and his supralapsarianism.
H.
Hartwell, The Theology of Karl Barth, G. Duckworth and Co., London, 1964, p. 31. This salvation is salvation
of individuals out of history. There is no sanctification of culture. The kingdom of God is not set up (albeit
fragmentarily and ambiguously) in history. Ultimately revelation is a foreign substance in history that can
neither be absorbed by history nor can it continue to be operative in history. What is Wrong with the 'Dialectic'
Theology, pp. 135-145.
269

See: The Speculative Framework, in chapter one.

270 One may object to such a systematizing at all. But such an objection simply will not do. It is not possible
to escape a system, of one sort or another. Of course one may refuse to think things through right to their basis,
but then one is simply being shallow iJ1one's thought; and if one consistently does this then one's thought will
?e 'systematically' or consistently shallow. If one wants a consistent and deep theology, it must be expressed
111 a systematic way, i.e. as a system. The only question is, 'what system is better?' Refusing to answer this
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In order to avoid giving soteriological answers to ontological questions the first thing to remember is
that "man sollte m. E. Barth gegenuber die Schopfung als solche sauber halten und nichts von Christus,
dem Sohne Gottes im Fleisch, dareinmischen.'?"

In other words, one must ask the question of reality

as a whole, the question of the structure of being. This is the philosophical question and the answer to
this question lies in the universal logos, not in the Logos 'who became flesh.' "There is no particular
place to discover the structure of being; there is no particular place to stand to discover the categories
of experience. The place to look is all places; the place to stand is no place at all; it is pure reason.,,272
Thus in ontology nothing of Christ in the flesh must be mixed in. But ontology is itself eschatologically
directed, so we can speak of 'ontologized'

eschatology or 'eschatologized'

ontology.?"

However, sin has come in, but not as an ontological necessity. Therefore, salvation has also come in,
on the basis of God's grace. This is to be understood in infralapsarian terms. Sin separated us from our
eschatological purpose of doing God's will on earth, and salvation has come to help us establish
(fragmentarily and ambiguously) the kingdom of God on earth.
But sin and grace are to be understood as an intermezzo, as a detour, as something that has been added
to reality. They fit somewhere between God's original and final purpose. This does not deny their
reality, nor does it deny their importance. However, sin and forgiveness cannot be derived from pure
reason. They can only be experienced and confessed. The only entrance to the true knowledge of the
nature of reality is through the Logos that became flesh. Nevertheless, through the 'spectacles of
Scripture' (Calvin), we need to make clear decisions about the ultimate questions of reality. Thus, Van
Ruler says: "Protologisch und eschatologisch ist dann alles ausgerichtet auf die nackte Existenz der
Dinge als solcher vor Gott, ohne die Hiille Christi. Es geht um die Schopfung. Oder auch: es geht urn
das Reich der Herrlichkeit. Man kann auch sagen: es geht urn die Humanitat.,,274
Tillich says the same thing: "Creation has no purpose beyond itself. From the point of view of the
creature, the purpose of creation is the creature itself and the actualization of its potentialities. From the
point of view of the Creator, the purpose of creation is the exercise of his creativity.v'" But this means
that, "one function of the divine creativity is to drive every creature toward such a fulfilment ...
Providence is a permanent activity of God. He is never a spectator; he always directs everything
towards its fulfilment.v'"

Van Ruler explains: "In short, God intends that life be sanctified to his

service ... Sanctification ,thus, and not forgiveness, is the meaning of the world. That must be

question does not help anybody.

271GCW, p. 35; CTTP, p. 131.
272

ST, I, p. 23; cf. pp. 20, 154-155. The idea of 'saved' reason is discussed in chapter one.

273See chapter one.
274GCW, p. 35; CTTP, p. 131.
275S

T, I, p. 263.

276ST, I, pp. 264-266.
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established above all in our metaphysical structures.v "
Thus, the speculative framework sets the limits within which we are to understand sin and salvation.
Certainly everything revolves around sin and redemption and therefore the New Being in Jesus as the
Christ is the material norm of all theology, But the concern is with the kingdom.?"
In the preceding pages we have outlined the relation of the messianic intermezzo to ontology in many
different ways: In protology we have seen that sin and forgiveness cannot be derived from the trinitarian
being of God. They can only be derived from God's eternal decree, and this is to be understood in an
infralapsarian manner. In christology we have seen that functional christology demands that the person
of Christ becomes superfluous when his work is completed. In eschatology we have seen that, if
Christ's mediation of salvation does not come to and end, then the distinction between Creator and
creature is no longer respected, and ultimately man must not live his own life but must share in the
trinitarian life of God.
These things, among others, have been demonstrated in the first and second chapters. This has been
done, not only rationally and systematically, but also biblically and following the confessions of the
Church. In the following chapters we will see how this speculative framework effects the theological
appreciation of the church and culture.
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C TIP, p. 107; GCW, p. 8.
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VV, p. 52; GCW, p. 12; CTTP, p. 110; ST, I, pp. 50,154-155.
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CHAPTER THREE
PNEUMATOLOGY AND ONTOLOGY
3.1

Introduction

In chapter one we answered the question of the relation of ontology and soteriology in terms of the
eschatological kingdom of God. We began with the doctrine of God and saw that God is the power of
being in all being. All creation is to be viewed as 'being' deriving being from Being- itself and is to be
understood on the basis of God's wisdom and his eternal decree. Accordingly, creation has been given
an eschatological structure, ontology is eschatological and eschatology is ontological. The kingdom of
God is the aim, the telos of creation and nothing can frustrate this aim. All history is saved unto the
kingdom of God - only, liberated from the negative element with which it is entangled within existence.
In chapter two we answered the question of the relation of ontology and soteriology in terms of Jesus
as the Christ. He himself is the kingdom of God - autobasileia (Origen). In him the eschatological
expectation is fulfilled in principle - in beginning and in power, but also in a plerophoric sense. He is
the criterion and source of all saving power (and revelation) in the world. He is the New Being - the
kingdom present as salvation in Christ. Jesus Christ is God's gift of salvation and, therefore, provides
the foundation for the salvation of all reality. He is the all-sufficient Saviour. We clarified this in terms
of the doctrine of Atonement. This was understood in - more or less - anselmian terms, as an objective
work of God outside of us.
Thus chapter one has presented us with the ontological background and chapter two the soteriological
background for the answer to our question: What is the relationship between ontology and soteriology?
In this chapter we will look at the relation of ontology and soteriology in the present. What implications
does the ontology and christology ofTillich and Van Ruler have for us now? How does reality in the
present participate in salvation? How do I, as an individual in the present, and how does the world as
such, participate in the salvation that God has accomplished in Christ? These questions refer to
pneumatology - the application and appropriation of the salvation wrought by the Christ to the totality
of reality in all its manifestations.
We will begin with the resurrection and ascension of Christ. This will allow us to understand the place
and function ofthe Holy Spirit, to see the relationship of Jesus and the Spirit, and to see the differences
between christology and pneumatology. Then we will look at the work of the Holy Spirit as the
sanctification of life and the fragmentary and ambiguous realization of salvation in the totality of
existence.
Finally we will look at the place of the Spirit in the eschatological kingdom of God.
This chapter also provides the concrete background for the following chapters on the relationship of
church and state, and the realization of theocracy or theonomy in society.
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3.2

The Relationship Between Pneumatology and Christology

3.2.1

The Resurrection and Ascension of Christ

The resurrection of Christ is the kernel of the gospel. It is so important that without it our faith would
be fruitless and vain and we would still be in our sins (1 Cor. 15: 17), and there would be no resurrection
of the dead (1 Cor. 15:18).
"Het is de eigenlijke grote gebeurtenis uit de geschiedenis, waaraan de evangelisten en de
apostelen in het geding, dat er gaande is tussen God en Zijn wereld, getuigenis geven. AIleen
en uitsluitend vanwege deze gebeurtenis zijn de apostelen de wereld ingetrokken, is de kerk
onder de volkeren van de aarde ontstaan en zijn wij christencn.?'

Tillich sums this up by saying "the experience of the Resurrection [is] the decisive test of the Christ
character of Jesus of Nazareth.:" Nevertheless, the resurrection is an essentially mysterious occurrence
and must be understood in terms of symbol and fact.'
In the first place, it is a symbol. It does not refer to the miraculous resuscitation of a single individual,
as for instance the story of the 'resurrection' of Lazarus does." The resurrection is something more than
simply another occurrence in history (which it also is). Something has happened to all history. "De
opstanding van Jezus was niet aIleen een opstanding uit of van de doden, maar tegerlijkertijd een
overwinning op de dood."s The power of the New Being has overcome the powers of the old being."

A new eon has begun, history has received a centre.
In the second place, "the factual element is a necessary implication of the symbol of the Resurrection.t"
This is expressed in the idea of the bodily resurrection of Christ, which is clearly reflected in Scripturehis tomb was empty (Luke 24:3); he ate and drank with his disciple and they touched him (Luke 24:39,
42-43).

At this point the mysteriousness of the resurrection becomes most apparent. On the one hand, "wie de
lichaamelijheid eruit haalt, neemt alle muziek eruit weg.t" On the other hand, it is not the simple

I Ik Geloof, p. 105. "One thing is obvious. In the days in which the certainty of his Resurrection grasped
the small, dispersed, and despairing group of his followers, the church was born." ST, II, p. 154.
2

ST, II, p. 154.

3

That is, it is 'mythistory'

4

ST, II, p. 156; lk Geloof, p. 106.

5

Ik Geloof, p. 108.

6

ST, II, pp. 156-157.

7

ST, II, p. 155.

8

Ik Geloof, p. 106; cf. ST, II, p. 156.

(Van der Leeuw). See chapter two for a discussion of this concept.
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resuscitation of a dead body. The mysterious character of the resurrection is often practically done away
with in theological literalism," and the corporeal element is taken away in spiritualistic
psychological explanations of the resurrection."

and

If the mysterious character is ignored the symbolic

meaning and importance ofthe resurrection will be overlooked, and if the corporeal character is glossed
over, the nature of salvation will not be properly understood.
At this point we need to look more closely atthe corporeal nature of the resurrection. Jesus as the Christ
is the bearer of the New Being, and everything that he did and said (and that is recorded about him in
the gospels) is an expression of the New Being. This implies that his total personality, which includes
the bodily expression ofhis being is an expression of the New Being. In the Resurrection, "the concrete
picture of Jesus of Nazareth became indissolubly united with the reality of the New Being ... Death was
not able to push him into the past."!' Van Ruler explains why this is important:

"Het gaat niet aIleen om de woorden, de leer van de historische Jezus. Het gaat ook niet aIleen
om zijn voorbeeld in zedelijk en sociaal, in existentieel en mystiek opzicht. 'Christus de Heer'
is niet een ideogram, een beeldrijke samenvatting van een aantal abstracte begrippen en ideeen.
De opgestane Heer is een eigen realiteit, een eigen instantie. Wij noemen ons Christenen niet
naar een idee, maar naar een persoon en dat naar een persoon, die nu leeft en regeert, hoe dan
ook.?"

The resurrection, as the union of the concrete picture of Jesus with the reality of the New Being is
therefore the revelation of the mystery of the person of Jesus. He is revealed to be the Son of God in
human flesh and the power and blessing of his life and work is revealed in the victory over death. The
resurrection and the following forty days are a powerful confirmation of the person and work of Jesus
as the Christ. But this has to be understood in the light of the ascension.
The ascension proclaims Jesus as the Christ. That is, it does not refer to God the Son in and for himself

9 Ik Geloof, op. cit; ST, II, op. cit. Van Ruler emphasises
the mysteriousness
of the resurrection and the
difference between the resurrection of Christ and the resurrection of Lazarus, as well as the importance of a
~orporeal resurrection. Tillich does the same but goes into a bit more detail. He points out that if it is interpreted
In physical categories, i.e. as the presence or absence of a physical body, it is simply a rationalization
of the
event. Then the absurd question would also arise, as to what happened to the molecules which comprise the
corpse of Jesus of Nazareth. Then absurdity would be compounded
into blasphemy. ST, II, pp. 155-156.
10 The
spiritualistic
approach
explores the appearances
of the Resurrected
Christ in terms of
rnanifestations
of the soul of the man Jesus to his followers, in analogy to the self-manifestations
of the souls
ofthe dead in spiritualistic experiences. However, tills is not applicable to the Resurrection of the Christ but all
attempt to prove the general immortality of the soul and the claim that it has the general ability after death to
rnanifest itself to the living. Corporeality
is completely left out.
The psychological
approach explains the Resurrection as an inner event in the minds of Jesus' followers (which
~nay have been dependent on the work of the Spirit). But it "misses the reality of the event which is presupposed
111 the symbolthe event of the Resurrection
of the Christ." ST, II, p. 156.
I]

ST, II, p. 157.

]2

lk Geloof, pp. 106-107.
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- who has lived in heaven from eternity - but to the Son become flesh. The content of the proclamation
of the ascension is that Christ reigns. In this sense the symbol of the ascensiorr ' is in some ways a
reduplication of the resurrection, but is distinguished from it because it does add other elements to the
experience of the resurrection.

14

In order to understand this difference, we will look at the following concepts:
In the first place, Jesus has been elevated to 'the right hand of God.' Of course this is not to be
understood literally, but as Luther pointed out, the right hand of God is to be identified with his
omnipotence, that is, with his power of working everything in everything. "The symbol then means that
God's creativity is not separated from the New Being in Christ but that in its three forms (original,
preserving, directing creativity) its final aim is the actualization of the New Being as manifest in the
Christ.':" Van Ruler also speaks of 'the right hand of God' and says: "Daarmee is in beeldrijke taal
uitgedrukt, dat de verhoogde Heer deelneemt aan de koninklijke heerschappij van God over de
wereld.?" Thus we can say that God rules the world through the medium of the elevated mediator. The
rule of God has the structure, the form and the nature of the rule of Christ. God rules the world in the
manner of Christ. Or, in other words, the New Being is the ultimate aim of all history."

This brings us to the concept of concealment. Jesus Christ is the lord of history. He is the source and
criterion of all salvation and revelation in history. The basis for the actualization of all salvation in
history is the reconciliation of guilt - the revelation that we have received in the cross of Christ. The
love of God as manifest in Christ is victorious over all the demonic powers (Rom 8). The demonic
forces are not destroyed but they cannot prevent the aim of history and make the work of the New Being
impossible.18 Christ reigns in media inimicorum (cf. Psalms 110 and Hebrews 1: 13) in grace and mercy
and not yet in majesty and glory. The ascension is not the consummation. The ascension, like the
resurrection, is a confirmation of the victory of the New Being, in Jesus as the Christ, over the
existential estrangement to which he subjected himself. Thus the ascension brings us back to the 'cross
of the Christ,' as "the Cross of the one who has conquered the death of existential estrangement.T" This
means that Christ's reign from the right hand of God is his reign from the cross - the reign of the
reconciliation of guilt. Thus: "Christus heerscht inderdaad in het midden van al zijn vijanden.T" And,

13

Once again this is to be understood in terms of 'mythistory.'

14

ST, II, pp. 161-162; Ik Geloof, p. 109; VW, p. 105.

15

ST, II, p. 162.

16

lk Geloof, p. 114.

17

lk Geloof, p. 115; ST, II, p. 162.

18

ST, III, p. 373; II, p. 162; VW, p. 105.

19

ST, II, pp. 153, 162.

20

v W,p.104.
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with Pascal, we can say that: Jesus sera en agonie jusqu

a la fin du monde."

Salvation really exists in

the present but it exists in the concealment of the flesh of Christ. 22

This leads us to the next concept: expectation. "This Jesus, who was taken from you into heaven, will
come in the same way as you saw him go into heaven" (Acts 1:11). In the present our salvation is
concealed with Christ in heaven (cf. Col. 3: 1-4), but Tillich and Van Ruler emphasize the importance
ofthe certain expectation that he will return and that our salvation will be revealed." This indicates the
intermezzo character of the reign of Christ. God's presence in Christ in the world is concealed, graceful
and merciful; God is present in the world in the particular structure of Christ. But this presence is not
destined to be eternal." Christ will return in majesty and glory and every knee will bow and every
tongue confess that he is Lord (Phil. 2: 10-11). Salvation will no longer be concealed, God will no
longer only be present in the special form of Christ, but will be all in all. "Kortom: dan is de
messianiteit van Jezus ten einde. De hoogste daad, welke de messias doet is deze, dat hij ophoudt
messias te zijn; het koninkrijk, dat hem verordineerd was (Luk. 22 :29), aan den Vader overgeeft (1 Cor.
5:24); opdat er niets insta tusschen God en de naakte existentie der dingen.?"
This concept of expectation - which is clearly expressed in the Bible - shows the provisional character
of the reign of Christ and is very important in understanding the work of both Tillich and Van Ruler."

The fourth concept regarding the ascension of Christ is that of separation. Tillich writes that the
ascension "has a finality which contrasts markedly with the repeated experiences of the Resurrected.
[That is,] the finality of his separation from historical existence.':" And Van Ruler states: "Aan aIle
onmiddellijk - aardse gemeenschap, zoals zij gedurende drie jaren van de rondwandeling had bestaan,
wordt nu definitief een einde gemaakt ... In geen vorm is Christus nu meer onmiddellijk op aarde. Het

21

Quoted in VW, p. 104.

22 The resurrected
flesh of Christ - which is our salvation - ascended into heaven. In a sense, the
ascension is a reduplication of the resurrection - it points to the fact that Jesus as the Christ is victorious over
the existential estrangement to which he has subjected himself. On the other hand, it is distinguished from it
because there is a definite separation in contrast to the repeated experiences of the resurrected Christ. This
separation from historical existence is the precondition to the presence of the New Being in the Spirit. The
Ascension is a powerful confirmation of the Cross. ST, II, pp. 159-162; Het Leven Een Feest, pp. 105-108. See
below.

23

ST, II, pp. 163-164; III. pp. 356-361; 394ff; VW, pp. 106-107; Ik Geloof, pp. 116-125.

"Paul expresses this in the symbols "God being all in all" and 'the Christ surrendering the rule over
llistory to God' when the dynamics of history have reached their end." ST, III, p. 359.
24

25

RP, p. 139.

26 We have already looked at the intermezzo character of the reign of Christ from two points of view.
In chapter one we saw the purpose of all history to be essentialization - the return of a being to what it
essentially is, without forgetting the contribution of history. In chapter two we looked at the mediatorship of
Christ and saw that a functional christo logy demands the end of the mediatorship of Christ. In this chapter we
will take a closer look at essentialization as the work of the Spirit on the basis of the mediatorship of Christ.
27

ST, II, p. 162.
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is met name de Gereformeerde

leer, welke op dit moment van de scheiding in de hemelvaart

vanouds

zeer zware nadruk heeft gelegd.?"
This element of separation

is very important.

One can only speculate about what would have happened

if the risen Christ remained on earth. What form could his work of substitution

have taken if he had not

ascended

affirmation

into heaven?

theology of revolution.

This could only be answered
"God's

with an unconditional

intention of creating anew in Christ would have adopted the form of a

radical nova creatio which implies a radical abolishment
redemption

and replacement

through an act of re-creatio. The ascension

and preservation

respect for the freedom of our own will and his irreversible
The idea of separation
concept describing

of a radical

cannot be understood

the ascension:

of existing reality, not its
of Jesus proves God's deep

love of the existing reality.?"

by itself, but leads to the final - and most comprehensive-

fulfilment.

After the ascension

the world had no direct contact with

Christ, but this does not mean that the ascension

was not to our benefit. Jesus said that the coming of

the Holy Spirit was conditional

(John 16:7) and that the Spirit would take what is his

on his departure

and declare it to us (John 16: 14-15).
The aspects
fulfilment,

of exaltation,

concealment,

expectation

which is "de allereigenlijkste

and separation

reconciliation

a bodily presence

and redemption

Christ. The messianic

everything

power penetrates

presence is not, as in the

but it is the power of his finished work. Christ's

is meaningful

is messiaansch

because everything

power of
geworden,

fmds its meaning in

all things and reality is thus emptied of every demonic depth

and burden. This can be further explained
definitive revelation

Christ's

shines through all things. "De werkelijkheid

geladen met het heil.,,31 Therefore

Christ

he does fill all things and is all in all

(Eph. 1:23). Christ lives through all things and is thus omnipresent.
conception,

in the idea of

van het heilsfeit van de hemelvaart.?"

omschrijving

ascended so that he might fill all things (Eph. 4: 10), therefore

Lutheran

are contained

by saying that the Christ is the centre of history. He is the

of the New Being. He is the source and criterion of all salvation. This qualitative

centre of history, divides all history into preparation

for, and reception of, the New Being. The purpose

of history is revealed in him and by this all history is given purpose - fulfilled. We can sum this up by
saying: "The finality ofhis separation
with his spiritual presence

28

from historical

existence, indicated in the Ascension,

as the power of the New Being but with the concreteness

Bet Leven Een Feest, Callenbach, Nijkerk, J 972,

p.

is identical

of his personal

105.

29 B. Engelbrecht, The Indwelling of the Holy Spirit, in Journal of Theology for Southern Africa, April,
1980, No. 31, p. 37. God has chosen "de methode van de vrijheid en de epoche, van de humor en de liefde." VV,
p. 108. This will become clear when we look at the differences between christology and pneumatology.
30 VW, p. 108. In both Afrikaans and Dutch the whole theological significance of the ascension of Jesus
can be captured in the following words all beginning with the letter 'v': verhoging, verberging, verwagting,
vervulling:
31

Ibid., p. 113.
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countenance. ,,32

3.2.2

Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit

It is important to note the close relationship between the Spirit and the Christ. In the gospels we see
how Jesus was anointed by the Spirit at the moment of his baptism. This event confirmed him as the
elected 'Son of God.' The Spirit appears again and again in the gospels. Jesus is led by the Spirit into
the wilderness to be tempted. In the Spirit he returns to Galilee. He teaches as one who has authority.
He overcomes demonic powers in the Spirit. In the Spirit he is transfigured on the mount. And the Spirit
gives him the certainty about the right hour for acting and suffering. He rises from the dead in the
Spirit."
Everything the Christ does, he does in the Spirit. The story ofthe virgin birth expresses "that the divine
Spirit who has made the man Jesus of Nazareth into the Messiah has already created him as his
vessel.,,34 Thus: "hij wordt door het pneuma naar aile kanten omvat.?"

This 'Spirit - Christology,' as Tillich calls it, has two important implications. In the first place, it is not
the spirit of the man Jesus of Nazareth that makes him the Christ, but the Spiritual Presence, God in
him, that possesses and drives his individual spirit. This protects theology from a Jesus-theology which
makes the man Jesus the object of Christian faith. And Van Ruler states: "Dan ... vallen wij toch in
vergoding van het schepsel?"

But "the Christ is Spirit and not law." This saves Christianity from the

danger of a heteronomous subjection to an individual as an individual."

In the second place, we consider the idea of Christ as the centre of history. The Spirit which is active
in all history" is essentially the same as the Spirit in Jesus as the Christ. Therefore, all revelation must
be consonant with the revelation in Christ. As the decisive manifestation of the kingdom of God, Jesus
is the criterion of all revelation." But we must go further than this, and say that all history is broken into

32 ST, II, p. 162; cf. III, pp. 146-148; VW, pp. 108-117; Het Leven Een Feest, pp. 107-108. See also G.
Hodnett, op. cit., pp. 78-84 for a discussion ofthe resurrection and ascension of Christ. Salvation has become
flesh, a historical fact, in Jesus as the Christ and therefore salvation is always associated with the concreteness
of his personal countenance.
33

ThW, VI, pp. 18-19; ST, III, p. 144; VW, pp. 169-173.

34

ST, II, p. 160; cf. IlI, pp. 144-145.

"Het apostolische symbool heeft dit alles samengevat in de formule: conceptus de Spiritu Sancto. De
messias zeit: zijn messianiteit en zijn messiaanse werk zijn spirituele, messiaanse realiteiten, waarheid en
Werkelijheid in de Heilige Geest. Hij wordt door het pneuma naar alle kanten omvat." ThW, VI, p. 19.
35

36

Ik Geloof, p. 50.

37

ST, III, p. 146; ST, 1, p. 136.

38

See chapter one.

39

ST, III, pp. 147",364.
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two by Christ, i.e. before and after the existential encounter with Jesus as the Christ. Thus we must view
the work of the Spirit in a threefold manner: "in mankind as a whole in preparation for the central
manifestation of the divine Spirit, in the divine Spirit's central manifestation itself, and in the
manifestation of the Spiritual Community under the creative impact of the central event.?"

There are, therefore, several different ways oflooking at the work of the Spirit. First we will look at
the central manifestation of the Spirit in Jesus as the Christ. However, at this point the 'SpiritChristology' of the synoptics needs to be supplemented with the 'Logos-Christology'

of John. The

Spirit is not itself the originator of what it reveals. In other words, when we say that Jesus as the Christ
is true man and true God, it is necessary to identify him with the Son (in human flesh). It is the Logos
that is incarnate in the power of the Spirit." Therefore Jesus as the Christ is the origin and criterion of
all salvation. As such he is the centre of history."
Second, we need to look at the work of the Holy Spirit as the preparation for, and the reception of, the
New Being in Jesus as the Christ. On the one hand, the Spirit prepares mankind for the encounter with
the central revelation in Jesus as the Christ. This applies to humanity in its pagan condition," but
especially to the Old Testament situation of law," Furthermore, the Spirit equips Jesus for his work."
Thus, "de Geest werkt, opdat de messias er zijn en werken kan.?"
On the other hand, the exalted Christ pours out and sends the Spirit. Furthermore, the Spirit takes
everything from Christ and proclaims it to

47

US.

"The Marks of the Spiritual Community are derived

from the image of Jesus as the Christ and the New Being manifest in him.?" Van Ruler writes: "In een
woord samengevat: de Geest is de Geest van Christus. Dat betekent, dat het pneuma van de messias
uitgaat en tot hem terugkeert. Het betekent ook, dat de messias gegeven is, opdat de Geest gegeven zou
kunnen worden. Dan is de messias middel en de Geest doel.'>49
The point is, that there is a reciprocal relationship between the work ofthe Spirit and the work of Christ.
This means that there is not only a relationship between the work of the Spirit and the Messiah, but that

40

ST, III, p. 149.

41

See chapter two.

42

ST, III, p. 364.

43 VV, p. 111; ST, II, p.13; J, pp. 30, 166,205-210.
What is Wrong with the 'Dialectic' theology?, pp.
137-138; ThW, VI, pp. 42, 61-62; IV, pp. 12-14.
44

ST, I, pp. 142-143; III, pp. 147-148, 154; ThW, I, p. 135; CCOT, pp. 75-80.

45

See above.

46

ThW, VI, p. 19.

47

Ibid., pp. 18-19.

48

ST, III, p. 152.

49

ThW, VI, p. 19.
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there is a difference in what they do. Jesus as the Christ is our all-sufficient saviour, but the Spirit leads
us to Christ and expresses this salvation in

3.2.3

50

US.

The Differences between Christology and Pneumatology

There is, as we have seen, a very close relationship between the glorified Christ and the work of the
Holy Spirit. "The divine Spirit is the Spirit of Jesus as the Christ and ... the Christ is the criterion to
which every Spiritual claim must submit."?' The Spirit cannot be separated from Christ, who is the
source and criterion of all salvation. However, the Spirit is not identical to the glorified Christ, and his
work is different to that performed by Christ. The complete work of reconciliation was performed by
Christ on the cross but this reconciliation needs to be mediated to us and we need to appropriate it. This
mediation and appropriation cannot be understood christologically. Perhaps it does not sound too bad
to talk of the Christ who proclaims himself, but if we speak of the Christ who believes in himself, it
is clear that we are no longer within the bounds of Christianity.

52

It is us who believe - faith is the gift

and work of the Holy Spirit. In the present we experience salvation in the mode of the Spirit. Since the
ascension the only access to Christ is through the Spirit. This access must thus be understood
pneumatologically and not christologically. This can be explained in terms of the following differences
between christology and pneumatology:

In the first place, the unto personalis sive hypostatica is of central and decisive importance, in
christology. Jesus continually sacrificed himself as a particular individual to himself as the bearer of
the New Being. "In every expression of his individuality appears his universal significance ... and points
to the presence of the eternal principle of the divine self-manifestation

[i.e. Logos] in Jesus of

Nazareth.,,53 In other words, the natura humana assumpta, is not a separate hypostasis, a separate 'I,'
a separate person, but finds its hypostasis in the Logos itself. "Er is nooit een 'meneer Jezus' geweest,
maar altijd aIleen maar God-de-Zoon-in-het-menselijke-vlees."54
In pneumatology, however, the concepts of enhypostasis and anhypostasis cannot be used. "The divine
Spirit dwells and works in the human spirit ... [but] it is still the human spirit; it remains what it is, but
at the same time, it goes out of itself under the impact of the divine Spirit?"
"Hij [de Geest] woont immers in mij! Ik ben bestemd om woonstede van God in de Geest zijn! Ik ben

50 The relationship between these two aspects of the work of the Spirit will be clarified in a later section
of this chapter.
51

ST, III, p. 152.

52

ThW, I, p. 175; G. Hodnett, op. cit., p. 85.

53

ST, II, pp. 123, 151, 159.

54ThW, I, pp. 177-178; cf. VI, pp. 21-22.
55

ST, III, pp. 111-112; cf. II, pp. 122-123.
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het, die op deze wijze verlost word! Ik ben het tegen6ver

van God. Dat was kenrnerkend

voor mijn

schepsel zij n. ,,56

This implies the second difference.
while the pneumatological
as Jesus (anhypostasis)
concerned

The christological

category is that of adoption.

category is that of assumption
57

As the Christ, Jesus sacrificed his individuality

to his being as the New Being (enhypostasis).

with a uniquely

interesting

or incarnation

Christology

man, but with the Christ, who has universal

is not simply

significance.

concern is not with a particular person but with human nature. Jesus Christ is the 'microcosmos'
represents

who

the salvation of all reality."

However this category of assumption

is not usable in a pneumatological

question is: how do I in my individuality participate

context. The pneumatological

in the New Being?" The pneumatological

is that of adoption - the already existing human individual
"becomes

The

is adopted in his individuality.

aware of his infinite value ... [and] this awareness

appropriated

Individualization

is coupled

of the adoption of individuals,

with multiplicity

as the individual."

are every bit as important

understood

In the third place, the notion of (inclusive)

Thus the pneumatological

is of crucial importance

As the Christ, he is the one who takes our place. In this sense, christology
us (extra nosj." But in pneumatology,

centred on human

and the means by which salvation

within the greater whole of the kingdom

substitution

The individual

occurs under the impact of the Spiritual

Presence.,,60 This does not mean that everything affected by salvation is exclusively
individuality.

category

is

category is that
of God.

throughout

is objective

christology.
and outside of

one could not say that the Spirit stands in our place, and replaces

Us. "In de werk van de Geest is het steeds God de Heilige Geest, die niet alleen in en aan ons, maar
eigenlijk steeds ook met ons - in de zin van 'tezamen

56

met ons-handelt.

",63

The divine Spirit grasps the

Th W, I, p. 178; cf. VI, p. 21.

57 This does not mean that there are no' adoptionist' tendencies in christology (e.g. when the Holy Spirit
came upon Jesus when he was baptised) but that' assumption' or incarnation is the deepest root of christology.
ST, II, pp. 148-149. This has been discussed in chapter 2.
58

ST, II, pp. 120-121, 150-151; Th W, I, 179-181; This has been discussed in chapter two.
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ST, II, pp. 122-123, 176-177; III, pp. 111-120; Th W, VI, p. 9; I, pp. 179-181.

60

ST, III, p. 159; cf. ThW, I, pp. 179-180.

61 ThW, I, p. 180. ST, III, p. 122. "The courage to be which is rooted in the experience of the God above
the God of theism unites and transcends the courage to be as a part and the courage to be as oneself. It avoids
both the loss of oneself by participation and the loss of one's world by individualization. The acceptance of the
God above the God of theism makes us a part of that which is not also a part but is the ground of the whole.
Therefore our sel f is not lost in a larger whole, which submerges it in the life of a limited group. If the self
participates in the power of being itself it receives itself back. For the power of being acts through the power
of the individual selves. It does not swallow them as every limited whole, every collectivism, and every
COnformism does." The Courage To Be, p. 181.
62

Th W, I, p. 181. ST, II, p. 177. See chapter two.

63

Th W, I, p. 181.
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human spirit and drives it out of its 'resting-in-itself.'

The human spirit is then grasped by something

ultimate and unconditional. "It is still the human spirit; it remains what it is, but at the same time, it
goes out of itself under the impact of the divine Spirit. 'Ecstacy' is the classical term for this state of
being grasped by the Spiritual Presence. It describes the human situation under the Spiritual Presence
exactly.v'"

Thus what is called substitution in christology is called reciprocity in pneumatology. "Theonome
reciprociteit: het is de Geest die het alles doet en geeft ... maar reciprociteit: ... een mens moet de dingen
zelf inzien en ook willen ... In de Geest laat men de mens tolerant de vrijheid om verloren te gaan.,,65
Man as finite freedom has a relation to the Spirit that includes awareness of the 'ought to be' (i.e. the
law as man's essential being) and this gives him the freedom to turn against it. In the doctrine of
justification man is asked to accept that he is accepted in spite of being unacceptable. Thus the
lustificatio dei activa is put into effect via thejustificatio

dei passiva. Man must recognise that he is

sinful and in need of salvation. This, however, cannot be imposed on him as a strange law
(heteronomy), nor can it be derived from his own being (autonomy). The divine Spirit grasps the human
spirit from 'outside,' but it does not destroy its autonomy but rather fulfills it. Thus there is a reciprocity
between the divine Spirit and the human spirit but it is characterized by a precedence of the divine
Spirit. 66

In the fourth place, the substitutional sacrifice of Christ is to be understood in terms of expiatio and
p!acatio, "in which Divine wrath and human guilt ultimately are conquered.'?" But this applies to the
objective work of Christ. We are asked to accept the message of the New Being and to participate in
it and, "the acceptance ofthis liberation is the all-inclusive sacrifice which, at the same time, is the a11inclusive fulfilment.

,,68

Under the impact of the Spiritual Presence we are reconciled to God, transformed and drawn into
Eternal Life."
Thus the distinction between the christo logical and pneurnatological view of sacrifice is to be expressed
in the notions of "expiatio

en placatio enerzijds en reconciliatio,

sanctificatio

en glorificatio

anderzijds.,,70

A fifth structural difference lies in the fact that Jesus as the Christ is a unique instance in history. He
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ST, Ill, p. 112; cf. T, pp. 111-115.
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ThW, 1, pp. 181-182.
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ST, III, pp. 406, 224-225, 249-251; ThW, I, op. cit.
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The Shaking of the Foundations, p. 81.

68

ST, III, p. 269.
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ST, II, p. 122; III, pp. 109,221-229.

70

ThW,J,pp.

182-183.
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performed the once-for-all, sufficient work ofreconciliation on the cross. The cross of the Christ is the
effective manifestation of salvation. But Christ has ascended to heaven and is no longer with us in the
flesh.
However, the Spirit has been poured out in his place. Of course the outpouring of the Holy Spirit is also
a once-for-all fact of salvation that took place in Palestine. Tillich refers to the outpoured Holy Spirit
as the manifest Spiritual Community."
This distinction between the christological and pneumatological 'once-for-all,'

"points to the world

historical event, the 'basic kairos,' which has established the centre of history once for all, and it refers
to the continually recurring and derivative kairoi in which a religious cultural group has an existential
encounter with the central event."n The outpouring of the Holy Spirit, has an 'unrepeatableness

of

continuity.' The Spirit does not ascend as Jesus did. "De uitgegoten Heilige Geest blijft sedert zijn
uitstorting wonen op aarde, centraal in de kerk. De eenmaligheid is de eerunaligheid van de continuiteit.
Dus ook de eenmaligheid van de kerk, van haar traditie en van het apostolische geschiedenisprocess.''"
Thus the church traditions and the historical process cannot be understood as a prolongation of the
incarnation. They must be understood pneumatologically."
A sixth difference follows from this. In discussing the continuity ofthe work of the Holy Spirit, we are
led to the idea of indwelling. "The spirit, a dimension of finite life, is drawn to successful selftranscendence: it is grasped by something ultimate and unconditional. It is still the human spirit, it
remains what it is, but at the same time it goes out of itself under the impact of the divine Spirit.?"
Thus the indwelling of the Spirit in us is essentially different to the unio personalis of the divine and
human nature in Christ." God the Spirit dwells in us but we remain human creatures - there is no
deification of the creature. The individuality of God and the individuality of man is respected.
This dwelling of the Spirit in us is more than the creation immanence of God, it is the anticipation and
reception of the New Being. This special dwelling of God the Spirit cannot be limited to the individual
Orthe Church. In the course ofthe apostolic word, nations are included into God's covenant with Israel.
"De Geest woont in in het corpus Christi, in het corpus christiani en in het corpus christianum.''"

A seventh difference lies in the fact that we are elected or rejected in Christ from eternity - this rests

71The 'Spiritual Community' is the spiritual essence of the Church, as created by the Spiritual Presence,
on the basis of the manifestation of the New Being in Jesus as the Christ. ST, III, pp. 149-157. This will be
explained in more depth later on.
72

ST, III, p. 153; cf. pp. 369-372.

73ThW, I, p. 184.
74ThW, I, pp. 183-184; ST, III, pp. 116, 149-161.
75ST,III,p.112.
76See chapter two on the uniqueness of Jesus as God the Son in human flesh.
77

ThW, I, p. 185; cf. ST, III, pp. 147, 162-163,249-252.
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in God and outside our personal freedom. That is, "in relation to God, God's act always precedes and,
further, that, in order to be certain of one's fulfilment, one can and must look at God's activity alone.?"
In other words, our salvation in Christ is a gift from God and depends on God and not on our own
activity. However, this is put into effect in our free choice - which is never a matter of all or nothing.
The indwelling of the Spirit goes together essentially with struggle of the Spirit with the flesh. Under
the impact of the Spiritual Presence, man lives "on the battlefield between the divine and the
demonic?"

The eigthth difference is found in the categories of mixing and non-mixing. In christology there can be
no mixing of the essence of God with the essence of man - this will lead to monophysitism. The work
of the Holy Spirit, however, is characterized by the category of mixing. There is a mixing of the New
Being in Jesus as the Christ with the created and fallen existence of man. This salvation is given form
in us and this form is different in every culture, age and person. Van Ruler refers to this form as
'theocracy,'

while Tillich uses the word 'theonomy.'

This theocracy or theonomy is always

fragmentary, and there is nothing absolute in this synthesis of redemption and creation.f

The final structural difference between christology and pneumatology, that we will look at, is to be
found in the idea of perfection. In christo logy we must speak perfectionistically - Christ is the sufficient
Saviour - in him we are made whole and are no longer separated from God. But in pneumatology
perfectionism is a 'levensgevaarlijke ketterij.' The indwelling of the Spirit puts itself into effect in a
bitter and deadly struggle with the flesh. Thus, "the christian life never reaches the state of perfection it always remains an up and down course ... on the battlefield between the divine and the demonic.':"

In the Holy Spirit, evil is not so much done away with, as it is rediscovered in an increasing awareness
of the demonic as well as of the divine. In the Spirit we realize that we need a Saviour and that we are
nothing but miserable sinners in ourselves. But we are not replaced by the Spirit, we are incorporated
into the works of the Spirit. This also means that, in a pneumatological context, divine infallibility (e.g.
in the Scriptures) does not exclude the fallibility of man. The individual Christian, the Church and the
christianized

nation

are pneumatological

realities

and

therefore

perfecti oni sticall y. 82
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ST, I, p. 286.
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ST, III, p. 241; cf. Th W, I, p. 186.
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ST, III, pp. 250-252; ThW, pp. 186-187.
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ST, III, pp. 237,241.
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Th W, I, pp. 187-188; ST, I, pp. 113-115; III, pp. 228-242, 249-252.
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cannot

be

spoken

of

3.3

The Trinitarian and Predestinarian Background of Pneumatology

In order to properly understand the outpoured Holy Spirit, we must look at the background of the Spirit
in the being of God and in his activity in the world.

In the first place, the Holy Spirit is the third person of the trinity. As such it is the bringing together of
the Father and Son; it is the bond of love between Father and Son. The Spirit is the actualization of
power (the abyss of the divine, the Father) and meaning (the logos, the Son). "It is the Spirit in whom
God 'goes out from' himself, the Spirit proceeds from the divine ground. He gives actuality to that
which is potential in the divine ground and 'outspoken'

in the divine logos. Through the Spirit the

divine fulness is posited in the divine life as something definite, and at the same time it is reunited in
the divine ground.?" Van Ruler explains: "De Geest is in dit opzicht het principe van de in God
immanente immanentie. En de hoofdzaak is de gedachte van de unio en communicatio van de Vader
en de Zoon in de Geest.?" The Spirit is the third person of the trinity and the triune being of God is to
be understood in this fully trinitarian manner. This protects theology from the notion that has haunted
it from its beginnings up to Hegel, i.e. the idea that God the Father is the 'true' God while the Son is
the moment of God's going out from himself and the Spirit is the moment of God's return to himself.
There is certainly the idea of retum or reunion in the idea of the Spirit as the third person, but this is to
be understood in terms ofthe idea of the Spirit as the bond oflove between Father and Son. This leads
Usto the next point.

In the second place, the Spirit is in a sense the whole - God is Spirit. 85 As the actualization of power and
meaning the Spirit is the entire trinity. "Deze Geest, de Heilige Geest, God de Heilige Geest, God zelf
op de wijze en in de kracht van de Heilige Geest, ... [is] de drieenige God zelf, de gehele triniteit.t'" In
other words the Spirit is the unity of the ontological elements, the unity of power and meaning. As such
the Spirit is the telos of the being of God. It symbolizes God as living and as fulfilled in himself. It is,
"het moment van de beweging, de voortgang en de voleinding, in het wezen van God.,,87Thus the idea
of God as Spirit brings in the idea of a teleological directedness in God.88 This means that the primary
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ST, I, p. 251.

84

ThW, VI, p. 27.

8S "The third principle is in a way the whole (God is Spirit), and in a way it is a special principle (God
has the Spirit as he has the logos)." ST, I, p. 251.
86

ThW, VI, p. 15; cf. Ik Geloof, p. 129.

87

Ik Geloof, p. 130.

88 Tillich writes: "Spirit is the unity of the ontological elements and the telos of life. Actualized as life,
being-itself is fulfilled as spirit. The word telos expresses the relation of life and spirit more precisely than the
Words "aim" or "goal." It expresses the inner directedness of life toward spirit, the urge oflife to become spirit,
to fulfill itself as spirit. Telos stands for an inner, essential, necessary aim, for that in which a being fulfills its
oWn nature. God as living is God fulfilled in himself and therefore spirit. God is spirit." ST, I, p. 249.
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function of the Spirit is that of consummation, of fulfilling the creative telosj" There is a directedness
in the being of God. "Daarom [is] de drieenige God evemin als de wereld te verstaan als cirkel, maar
als weg.''"

In the third place we must do justice to the consummating immanence of God in creation. Tillich writes:

"The statement that God is Spirit means that life as spirit is the inclusive symbol for the divine
life. It contains all the ontological elements. God is not nearer to one 'part' of being or to a
special function of being than he is to another. As Spirit he is as near to the creative darkness
of the unconscious as he is to the critical light of cognitive reason. Spirit is the power through
which meaning lives, and it is the meaning which gives direction to power. God as Spirit is the
ultimate unity of both power and meaning.?"

We need to understand this immanence of God in all creation. "Dan echter zal men in zijn levensgevoel
en in zijn theologische systematiek eindelijk eens het dualisme tussen God en wereld, waaraan het
christelijke denken alle eeuwen door geleden heeft, overwonnen hebben.v"
In Tillich's idiom we could say that the Spirit is the ground of being of all the dimensions or levels of
life and the aim to which they are self-transcendent. The Spirit is at work in all creation. Potentially or
essentially the finite is an element in the divine life and everything finite is qualified by this essential
relation. This means that, in itself, creation is good and cannot be ontologically separated from God.93
Thus the essential relation between the human spirit and the divine Spirit is mutual immanence.
When these considerations are taken seriously, we can see that it is incorrect to say that the ultimate aim
of humanity is to participate in the trinitarian being of God (the Roman Catholic view). Humanity, the
World and all temporal reality have their own intrinsic worth next to God and exist for us and also for
God. The ultimate goal of all things does not lie in a 'vertical' sense in participating in the immanent
trinitarian being of God, but in the realization of genuinely creaturely existence and being, horizontally,
before the face of God in accordance with His will. Thus Van Ruler says that the "gemeenschap van
de mens met God niet op te vatten is als ontologische elevatie boven zijn schepselmatigheid tot het zijn
VanGod, maar als een het eens-zijn van de mens (in zijn geweten, bewustzijn en daad) met God en als
IOfprijzing van God door de mens in de totaliteit van zijn existentie over al zijn werken.'?" Tillich

.
89 "De Geest daarom voor alles, zowel immanent als economisch, de functie van de voleinding,
Ultwerkingen afsluiting heeft en is." ThW, VI, p. 27. Cf. ST, I, pp. 249-254; III, pp. 111-114,283-286.
90

ThW, VI, p. 27.

91

ST, I, p. 250.

92

ThW, VI, p. 27.

93

See chapter one - God as being-itself; ST, III, pp. 113-114.

94

ThW, VI, pp. 27-28.
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expresses

the same idea when he writes:

Successful self

transcendence;

"The spirit, a dimension

it is grasped by something

of finite life, is driven into a

ultimate

and unconditional.

It is still the

human spirit; it remains what it is, but at the same time, it goes out of itself under the impact of the
divine Spirit. 'Ecstasy'

describes the human situation under the Spiritual Presence exactly.
between creation and God. There is a mutual immanence
consummating

It

is the classical term for this state of being grasped by the Spiritual Presence.
,,95

Thus there is a direct relationship

and this is to be understood

in terms of the

work of the Holy Spirit.

But, in the fourth place we must distinguish

between the consummating

immanence

of the Spirit and

the outpoured Holy Spirit. In both cases the work of the Spirit is that of consummation,

of realizing the

telos of creation. But there is a distinct structural difference between the immanence

of the Spirit in

creation and his indwelling

as a result of the fact that he was poured out on all flesh on the day of

Pentecost. The pouring out of the Spirit is a fact of salvation that took place in Israel. The outpoured
Spirit cannot be directly deduced from the creation immanence
Spirit is the same as the indwelling
III

Spirit there is too great a difference between the work of the Spirit

creation and his work in sanctification

inhabitatio

Spiritus
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even
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but rather by separation
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God and creation, rather a mutual immanence."
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The work of the immanent

of the Spirit. Although the immanent
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in the relation of
and transitory.
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95 ST, III, p. 112. In this sense it is possible to speak of the 'deification of man.' God became man so
that man could become God. "Heilshistorisch ... kan men weI zeggen: God is, in Jezus Christus, mens geworden,
opdat wij mens en God, vergoddelijkt, als God kunnen worden, "on the condition that the differences between
christo logy and pneumatology are respected. The f0011 of the christological assertion that God became man
cannot be translated into the pneumatological assertion that man becomes God. ThW, VI, pp. 27-28.
96

ThW, VI, p. 16; cf. B. Engelbrecht, op. cit. p. 39.

d

97 "De Geest is in dit opzicht het principe van de in God immanente immanentie. En de hoofdzaak is
e gedachte van de unio en communicatio van de Vader en de Zoon in de Geest." ThW, VI, p. 27. Tillich
eXpresses this idea thus: "Through the Spirit the divine fulness is posited in the divine life as something definite,
div: at the same time it is reunited in the divine ground. The finite is posited as finite within the process of the
IVrnelife, but it is reunited with the infinite in the same process. It is distinguished from the infinite, but it is
not separated from it." ST, I, p. 251; cf. III, pp. 113-114.

I
98 S.ee chapter one for a description of God as being-itself. There will always, even in the kingdom of
gory, remain a duality between Creator and creature, i.e. even in the dispensation when God will be 'all in all.'
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neither a 'dualism of levels' nor is it of a supernatural, metaphysical

endurance. The 'Spiritual

Presence' can manifest itself in the spirit of man by virtue of this essential relation between the two,
i.e. the 'mutual immanence' referred to above. The (fallen) human spirit, however, is unable to compel
the divine Spirit to enter the human spirit. The outpouring ofthe Holy Spirit in man is to be described
as 'breaking into' the spirit of man, by the traditional terms 'inspiration' and 'infusion.' Man can reach
for the Spirit, but he cannot 'grasp' it, unless he is first grasped by it.99
On the one hand, the outpoured Spirit is to be understood from the work of Christ. History is
qualitatively divided into two periods, that of anticipation and that of reception of the New Being in
Jesus as the Christ. The work of the poured out Holy Spirit is to draw us to Christ and to realize this
salvation in us. Van Ruler writes:
"Wie zou geweten hebben, wie Jezus Christus is en wat in hem en in zijn werk en offer is
geschied, wanneer niet de Geest was uitgestort op de apostelen en de gemeente? Daarom gaat
het in de werk van de Geest ook voortdurend om de onthulling van de gehele waarheid zoals
zij in Jezus is, als historische, goddelijke werkelijkheid.

Deze ware werkelijkheid moet

verkondigd, gepredikt en zo gerepresenteerd, tegenwoordig gesteld worden. Dat is het werk van
de Geest."!"

Tillich distinguishes between these two aspects of the work of the Spirit by referring to the Spiritual
CommunitylOI in its latency and in manifestation. 'Before' an exposure to Christ the group!" will
exhibit some marks of salvation and revelation, but the ultimate criterion of the cross of Christ is
lacking. "This means they are teleologically related to the Spiritual Community in its manifestation;
they are unconsciously driven toward the ChriSt."I03 The Spiritual Community in its manifestation
"involves an ecstatic participation in the Christ who 'is the Spirit,' whereby one lives in the sphere of
this Spiritual power."I04 Furthermore, "latent or manifest, the Spiritual Community is the community
of the New Being. It is created by the divine Spirit as manifest in the New Being in Jesus as the Christ.
This origin determines its character.v'" The Holy Spirit draws us to Christ and manifests this salvation
111 us.

Thus the work ofthe Holy Spirit must be understood in relation to the work of Jesus Christ. But,

on the other hand, we must understand the work of the Spirit from an eschatological-predestinarian
point of view. The eschatological Kingdom of God is the (predestined) aim and goal of all history. We

99ST,III,pp.111-115.
100

ThW, VI, p. 16.

101

The term 'Spiritual Community,' as used by Tillich will be further discussed at a later stage.
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The group could be Israel in the Old Testament, Jews, Muslims or any pagan religious institution.
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ST, III, p. 154.

104

Ibid., p. 117.

105

Ibid., p. 155.
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have already seen that this eschatological directedness is clearly established in the theology of Paul
Tillich and Arnold van Ruler. "Wij zullen ook nu weer bij het koningrijk Gods moeten beginnen. Wat
de Heilige Geest is en doet, zal men nooit uitsluitend van Jezus Christus uit kunnen verstaan.v"
At this point, we can see the importance of the trinitarian-predestinarian-eschatological

framework

explained in chapter one. The work of the outpoured Spirit is to be understood against the background
of the trinitarian-predestinarian-eschatological

being of God, i.e. against the background of the Spirit

as the consummating union of power and meaning. But the eternal decrees of creation, fall and salvation
stand between the immanent and economic work of the Spirit. Nevertheless, the idea of the
consummating work of the Spirit remains paramount - only, it must be understood in relation to sin and
the salvation granted in Christ.
Tillich writes that the outpoured Spirit

"is essentiality determining existence and being resisted by existence ... [it is] a category
pointing to the power of the essential behind and within the essential ... the essential is one of
the determining powers. Its power is not causal but directive. One could call it teleological ...
This essentialistic interpretation of the Spiritual Community can give to theology a category
which is most adequate to interpret the unambiguous Life as Eternal Life, for Spiritual life is
Eternal Life in anticipation.Y''"

And Van Ruler writes: "de Geest en de gave des Geestes zijn ons relatie in het heden met de wereld,
zoals ze in het eschaton zijn naar Gods oorspronkelijke en uiteindelijke bedoelingen ... Wij smaken de
krachten van de toekomende wereld.T"
This understanding of pneumatology from an eschatological perspective is a more encompassing
perspective than the relation of the Spirit to Christ. Certainly the relation between Christ and the Spirit
must never be forgotten,

109

but the eschatological perspective allows us to see that it is not only the case

that individuals are 'saved,' but that God is setting up his kingdom in this world. The purpose of the
predestined work of the Spirit is to be understood on the basis of eschatology.

3.4

I 10

The Work of the Holy Spirit

We have seen that there is a very close relationship between the ascended Christ and the poured out
Spirit. The divine Spirit is the Spirit of Jesus as the Christ and therefore the Christ is the criterion to
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VW, p. 121.
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ST, III, pp. 163-165.
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Th W, VI, p. 24.
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ST, III, pp. 128, 148-150; ThW, VI, p. 23.
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This will be discussed in the section on the eschatological background of pneumatology.
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which every Spiritual claim must submit. This is expressed
head and the church as his body.

symbolically

II I

We have also seen that there is a difference
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in christological

of Christ

categories.

I
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cannot

in the image of him as the

be understood

christology

and pneumatology.

categories

but

The Spiritual

in pneumatological

12
the work of both Christ and the Spirit are to be understood

point. As the Christ, Jesus is himself

the kingdom

foothold on earth. This work of reconciliation

from an eschatological

and in his work the kingdom

that has been performed

vantage

has gained a firm

by Christ is put into effect by

the Holy Spirit,

It is precisely this 'putting into effect by the Holy Spirit', that we need to examine. In order to do this
we will look at Van Ruler's

concept

of the gratia interna and Tillich's

idea of the Spiritual

Community.113

In the first place we must clarify the terminology

used by Van Ruler and Tillich. Van Ruler uses the

concept: gratia interna, which he clarifies with the help of two other concepts:

inhabitatio Spiritus

sancti and unio mystica cum Christo. The reality of salvation in the present is the mystical union with
Christ by being filled with the Holy Spirit. The gratia intern a "is onze relatie in het heden met het rijk
van God als het in Christus en van hem uit tegenwoordige
Tillich, on the other hand, uses the term 'Spiritual

rijk.,,114

Community'

to refer to this relationship

with the

kingdom on the basis of the work of Christ. The Spiritual Community "is founded on the New Being
as it has appeared in the Christ ... [It is] not a group existing beside other groups but rather a power and
a structure inherent and effective in such groups ... [It is the invisible church as] the Spiritual essence
of the visible church ... it is essentiality
The term 'Spiritual

Community'

determining

existence

is identical to the Reformers'

and being resisted by existence."!"
idea of an invisible church. That is, the

Spiritual Community

is the presence of the New Being, as this has been manifested in Christ, and the
gratia intern a is God-in-Christ, in the Spirit entering into the forms of existence. 116The terms 'Spiritual
Community'

and' gratia interna'

both refer to the Spiritual presence

of the New Being in existence.

Therefore they will be used synonymously.

In the second place we must look at the eschatological

character

of the gratia interna.

"In de gratia

111VW, p. 200; ST, III, p. 152.
112See above.
113The fact that these two concepts refer to the same reality will become clear as we look at them.
114ThW, VI, p. 24; CTTP, p. 67; cf. VW, pp. 197,205.
115ST, III, pp. 150, 162, 163.
116Van Ruler states that: "God-in-Christus
ThW, VI, p. 28; CTTP, p. 72.

in de Geest zelf ingaat in de gestalten van de existentie."
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intema wordt het rijk Gods, op een of andere wijze, opgericht in het vlees."!" We have already seen
that the work of the Spirit must be understood from an eschatological point of view, on the basis of the
once- for-all work performed by Jesus as the Christ. But this needs to be explained further. The kingdom
of God is soteriologically transcendent!" and the immanence of the kingdom is to be understood on the
basis of this transcendence. The gratia intema or Spiritual Community is the immanence of the
kingdom. Thus the Spiritual Community is not something alien to creation that is added to life, a divine
seed or substance. Then there would be a true dualism between creation and salvation. Salvation would
come into creation, but would be strange to it. Salvation would consist of transubstantiation,

of

changing the essence of creation into something else.!"
Thus Tillich writes: "a dualism of levels logically leads to the destruction of the finite. For example,
the human spirit for the sake of the divine Spirit. But, religiously speaking, God does not need to
destroy his created world, which is good in its essential nature, in order to manifest himselfin it.,,120The
gratia intema is not the addition of a kind of 'matter' that is transmitted by a priest in the performance
of the sacraments, "rather it involves an ecstatic, participation in the Christ who 'is the Spirit,' whereby
one lives in the sphere of this Spiritual power."!" The structure of existence is not disrupted, but it is
saved and this is to be understood qualitatively and functionally as the unio mystica cum Christo, as
the forgiveness of guilt. "AIle werk Gods is zijn bezigheid - in den messias, door den Geest - in het
vleesch, om datgene, wat gedaan is, ongedaan te krijgen; de schuld der zonde te verzoenen; en zoo de

aarde weer schoon te vegen."!"
Salvation is added to existence, not as a 'thing,' but as the reconciliation of guilt in Christ. And this
reconciliation is expressed in existence as salvation. "Door de gave en het werk van den Geest krijgt
het heil, of m.a.w.: het koninkrijk Gods gelijk het in het offer van de messias gefundeerd staat,
uitbreiding in de gestalten der existentie.v"
From a christological point of view we can say that the Spirit spreads the reconciliation obtained in
Christ to all existence. But from an eschatological point of view we must say that the Spirit expresses
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VW, p. 206.

118

See chapter one for a more in depth discussion of the transcendence and immanence of the kingdom.

119 "Zoodra men de gratia intema eenzijdig sacramenteel opvat, dreigt deze gedachte de overhand te
krijgen. Haar eigenlijke wezen zoekt men dan in de omzetting van de elementen. De existentie wordt dan iets
anders dan wat zij was. Het heil vermag men ruet meer - als verzoening van de schuld - qualitatief en functioneel
te verstaan. Men vat de existentie quantitatief en ontologisch op. Haar redding bestaat dan ook niet in haar
reiniging en heiliging, in haar bevrijding van de schuld en het verderf, maar in de verandering van haar wezen.
Tenslotte moet dit uitloopen op de gedachte van de deificatio." VW, p. 213; cf. p. 209.

120 ST, III, p. 114. There is no metaphysical dualism between existence and revelation, but an essential
duality. In this duality lies the possibility of the salvation of reality by the transcendent God.
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ST,III,p.117;cf.pp.IIS-116.
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VW, p. 217.

123

VW, p. 219.
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this salvation in existence.!" i.e. He expresses the image, or kingdom, of God in existence. This is his
work of re-creation. In other words, the Spirit, "brings about the reunion of those elements in life
processes in which actual being is the true expression of potential being, an expression ... which is
realized only after estrangement, contest and decision.Y'"

In the third place we must look at the provisional character ofthe work of the Holy Spirit. The salvation
that we have received in Christ is completely present in the Holy Spirit. However, it is present in a
provisional or paradoxical manner. We are not yet in the eschatological kingdom of glory. Luther's
simul justus, simul peccator points to this provisional reality. Tillich writes:

"Under the conditions of existence it [the healing power of the Spirit] remains fragmentary and
stands under the 'in spite of' of which the Cross of the Christ is the symbol. No healing, not
even under the impact ofthe Spiritual Presence, can liberate the individual from the necessity
of death. Therefore, the question of healing, and this means the question of salvation, goes
beyond the healing of the individual to the healing through history and beyond history; it leads
to the question of the Eternal Life as symbolized by the Kingdom of God. Only universal
healing is total healing - salvation beyond ambiguities and fragments."!"

There is a definite distinction between the rule of Christ in the Spirit and the eschatological kingdom
of God. The rule of Christ is a provisional reality, not provisional in the sense of a provisional
realization of the eschatological kingdom. It is the full realization of the kingdom, but in a provisional
or paradoxical manner. "De gratia interna is nog niet het nieuwe en eigenlijke, het definitieve en
essentieele, de eschatologische realiteit zelf.,,127
This provisional character indicated by the paradoxical simul justus, simul peccator also implies the
conservative character of the Spiritual Community. In this life salvation and reality or essence and
existence never become one reality. They remain separate, but this is to be understood on the basis of
"the unconditional character of the divine act in which God declares him who is unjust to be just. ... In
it the paradox of the New Being is experienced, the ambiguity of good and evil is conquered,
Unambiguous life has taken hold of man through the Spiritual Presence."!" Or in other words: "Er
Wordt een orde gesteld, waarin het heil en de existentie voor elkaar bewaard worden."!" But in order

Pneumatology is that doctrine that holds christology and eschatology together. The salvation wehave
is expressed pneumatologically in existence according to the eschatological intentions of God. Or, the
eSchatological intentions of God are expressed pneumatologically in creation on the basis of the work of Christ.
.
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In Christ
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ST, Ill, p. 129.
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ST, III, p. 282.
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VW, p. 222.
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ST, III, p. 226.
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VW, pp. 222-223.
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to understand this provisional character ofthe work of the Holy Spirit we need to look at the ontological
character of the gratia interna as well as how it is actually present.
Tillich defines the ontological character of the outpoured Holy Spirit:
"The Spiritual Community is unambiguous; it is the New Being created by the Spiritual
Presence. But, although it is a manifestation of unambiguous life, it is nonetheless fragmentary,
as was the manifestation of unambiguous life in the Christ and in those who expected the Christ.
The Spiritual Community is an unambiguous, though fragmentary creation of the divine Spirit.
In this context 'fragmentary' means appearing under the condition of finitude but conquering
both estrangement and ambiguity.t'"
In order to avoid confusion it must be remembered that this quote refers to the ontological character of
the gratia interna as it is present in history.!" This can be understood when we see the distinction
between ambiguity and fragment. Life at every moment is ambiguous, i.e. the positive and negative,
or essential and existential moments are mixed in such a way that it is impossible to definitely separate
them. When, however, we speak of the New Being, we are indicating something that may be drawn into
the ambiguous actualisations oflife. Nevertheless, the New Being or gratia interna is fragmentary. As
the Spirit is the Spirit of Christ, we can understand this fragmentary character by looking at the faith
of Christ. The dynamic picture of this faith that we receive in the Gospel stories expresses this
fragmentary character, in which the elements of struggle, exhaustion and even despair often appear. But
this never leads to a profanization or demonization of his faith. Christ remained in the state of being
unambiguously grasped by the Spiritual Presence. Thus 'fragmentary'

means appearing under the

conditions offinitude but conquering both estrangement and ambiguity. However, because the fragment
appears under the conditions of finitude it is also anticipatory. "The fulfilled transcendent union is an
eschatological concept. The fragment is an anticipation (as Paul speaks of the fragmentary and
anticipatory possession of the divine Spirit, of truth, of the vision of God and so on). The New Being
is fragmentarily and anticipatorily present, but in so far as it is present it is so unambiguously.v"
The fragment is essentially provisional or anticipatory because it does not embrace all things in their
Interrelation, but only parts of the whole. Thus, in itself the gratia intema is fragmentary, provisional
Oranticipatory, but unambiguous.l"

!30

ST, III, p. 150.

131 We have already discussed this above. The Spiritual Community is the essence of the Church. It is
an expression of the Spirit of Christ. In and of itself the Spirit of Christ is unambiguous but fragmentary, and
When put into effect in existence ambiguities appear once again. See below.
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ST, III, p. 140; cf. pp. 32, 144-146, 150.

133 In his paper that points out the similarities between Van Ruler's and Tillich's concept ofthe work
of the Holy Spirit, B. Engelbrecht argues that while Tillich's Spiritual Community is unambiguous, Van Ruler's
gratia interna is essentially ambiguous. (Die Fragmentariese en Teenstrydige Karakter van die Inwoning en
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But when we speak of the presence of the Spiritual Community
the notion of ambiguity

becomes

as it is present in historical

very important.

"Ret nieuwe leven wordt geboren in de dooding des vleesches
en de strijd tusschen den Geest en het vleesch zoo karakteristiek
En deze tegenstelling

is een volstrekte:

... Daarom zijn de tegenstelling
voor aIle werk van den Geest.

het is de heele Geest, het is God zelf als de Geest, die

en strijd met den heelen mensch, die vleesch is, begrepen

in een radikale tegenstelling

And Tillich writes: "it is essentially

existence,

is.,,134

determining existence and being resisted by existence.t'l" We saw

this clearly when we spoke about the paradoxical
look at the effect that this paradoxical

nature of the work of the Spirit. But now we must

work of the Spirit has on fallen existence. Van Ruler expresses

this effect:

"God de

Heilige Geest, woont bij ons in. Hij getuigt niet slechts tot, maar ook met onze geest.

Hij schept de evidentie van het heil, de receptieve

autonomie

van het oordeel ...ofhet persoonlijk

Werk van die Gees - Fragmente uit die Pneumatologiese Denke van Paul Tillich en A.A. Van Ruler in
~oninkryk, Kerk enKosmos, Pro Christo Publications, Bloemfontein, 1989, pp. 33-47). However, I believe that
It is necessary to distinguish between Tillich 's ontological manner of thought and Van Ruler's functional way
of thought. This allows us to remain "aware of the fact that in the very acts of affirmation and comm.itment the
ambiguity oflife reappears." ST, III, p. 140; cf. p. 155. If the gratia interna is spoken of ontologically, in itself,
as the outpoured Holy Spirit, then it is unambiguous. If it is spoken about functionally, as it is present in
eXistence, then the idea of ambiguity returns. If 'gratia interna' is defined as the application of the New Being
in existence, then it is essentially ambiguous, but if it is defined in terms of the New Being (before its
application), then it is unambiguous, but fragmentary and anticipatory. In other words, when Tillich speaks of
the unambiguous nature of the Spiritual Community he is referring to the outpoured Holy Spirit as it is in itself.
"The Spiritual Commun.ity is not a group existing beside other groups but rather a power and a structure inherent
and effective in such groups ... [it] is the Spiritual essence of the visible church." ST, III, pp. 162-163. However,
WhenVan Ruler speaks of the ambiguous nature of the gratia interna he is speaking functionally about the work
of the outpoured Holy Spirit in existence. Ontologically Van Ruler clearly affirms the unambiguous nature of
the outpoured Holy Spirit: "De Geest is niet alleen de Geest van de Zoon. Zelfs niet alleen de Geest van de
Vader en de Zoon. Hij is ook volop God zelf, God de Heilige Geest. Van deze Geest moet gezegd worden, dat
hij in ons woont." ThW, VI, p. 16. However when he speaks about the ambiguity of the gratia interna he speaks
functionally: "De inwoning van de Geest, de werkende Geest, het werken van de Geest en de werken des
Geestes ... [hebben] de paradoxaliteit en de tegenstrijdigheid niet accidenteel, maar essentieel tot hun element,
Waarin zij geschieden." ThW, VI, p. 17. When Tillich speaks functionally he says something similar: "the
Churches are both the actualization and the distortion of the Spiritual Community." Thus we can remain "aware
of the fact that in the very acts of affirmation and commitment the ambiguity of life reappears." ST, III, p. 140;
cf. p. 155. If the gratia interna is spoken of ontologically, in itself, as the outpoured Holy Spirit, then it is
unambiguous. If it is spoken about functionally, as it is present in fallen existence, then the idea of ambiguity
returns. Thus, if' gratia intern a' is defined as the application of the New Being in existence, then it is essentially
ambiguous, but if it is defined in terms of the New Being itself (before its application), then it is essentially
unambiguous, but fragmentary and anticipatory. Tillich explains: "Revelation and salvation are final, complete,
and unchangeable with respect to the revealing and saving event; they are prelim.inary, fragmentary, and
changeable with respect to the persons who receive revelatory truth and saving power." ST, I, p. 146.
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VW, pp. 247-248.

ST, III, p. 163.
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'mijnen' en 'toeeigenen' ... ik zie door het werk van de Heilige Geest als mens in, dat in Christus
werkelijk het heil gelegen is, en daarom beaam, aanvaard en belijd ik het. Deze persuasio is een
van de wezenlijke elementen in het testimonium Spiritus Sancti internum. Daarom is er
pneumatologisch een wezenlijke en volle reciprociteit tussen God en mens. Er is niet alleen een
iustificatio dei activa, waarin God het is, die mij tot zondaar verklaart en mij als zondaar
rechtvaardigt - maar er is ook een iustificatio dei passiva, waarin de mens het is, die God in al
zijn oordelen gelijk geeft en bijvalt; en de tweede vonn van de iustificatio is de gestalte, waarin
de eerste zich voltrekt ... er is dan ook te spreken van een inhoudelijke identiteit van de oordelen
van de mens met het oordelen van God: de mens weet en wil en doet in de Geest hetzelfde wat
God weet, wil en doet."136

Thus, Tillich writes that in justification the
"surrender of one's own goodness occurs in him who accepts the divine acceptance of himself,
the unacceptable ... In it the paradox of the New Being is experienced, the ambiguity of good
and evil is conquered, unambiguous life has taken hold of man through the impact of the
Spiritual Presence ... [This unambiguous life is the Spirit working and dwelling in the human
spirit.] The 'in' of the divine Spirit is an 'out' for the human spirit. The spirit, a dimension of
finite life, is driven into a successful self-transcendence; it is grasped by something ultimate and
unconditional. It is still the human spirit; it remains what it is, but at the same time it goes out
of itself under the impact of the divine Spirit ... [One sees] under the impact of the Spiritual
Presence in the light of eternity ... in the light ofthe ground and aim of all being ... [And is thus]
a possibility only in so far as the subject-object structure is overcome; hence it is an ecstatic
possibility ... It involves an ecstatic participation in the Christ who 'is the Spirit. ",137

This overcoming of the subject-object structure is in other words, 'knowing, willing and doing in the
Spirit, what God knows, wills and does.' However, this does not mean that the ambiguities of existence
are simply done away with. Tillich goes on to say:
"the Spiritual Community as the dynamic essence of the churches makes them existing
communities of faith and love in which the ambiguities of religion are not eliminated but are
conquered in principle. The phrase 'in principle' does not mean in abstracto but means ... the
power of beginning, which remains the controlling power in a whole process ... The ambiguities
of religion in the churches are conquered by unambiguous life in so far as they embody the New
Being. But this 'in so far' warns us against identifying the churches with the unambiguous life

136ThW, VI,p. 12.
137This quotation has been constructed from: ST, III, pp. 226, 112, 117, 119-120.
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of the transcendent union. Where the church is, there is a point at which the ambiguities of
religion are recognized and rejected but not removed.v'"

Van Ruler explains this idea:
"In de waarheid van de rechtvaardiging ligt zoo sterk de eschatologische kracht van het spreken
Gods en het ontologisch-kritische gehalte van het werk van den Heilige Geest, dat in haar het
voltooide heil compleet geponeerd wordt. En in de waarheid van de wedergeboorte gaat dit heil,
deze eschatologische realiteit zoo zeer in de existentie in en vereenigt en vermengt zich er dus
danig mee, dat de mensch, gegrepen door deze volkomenheid en er blijvend door geboeid,
aIleen maar in een duurzaam heen en weer in het eeuwig wissel end spel zijner existentie, met
haar worstelen kan.,,139

Our reception of the salvation in Christ, through the Holy Spirit is essentially fragmentary and
anticipatory. Although in itself unambiguous, salvation posits itself in existence in a contradictory
(tegenstrijdige) manner, and is, continually at odds with 'the flesh.' It is therefore present ambiguously,
but in order to understand this ambiguous presence properly we need to look at the following
characteristic of the Spiritual Community.

In the fifth place, the gratia interna is a kerygmatic reality. On the one hand we can say that "niet de
bevinding, maar aileen het Woord Gods de bron is van onze kennis aangaande het werk van den Heilige
Geest.,,140This denies the assertion that experience is the source of the knowledge of the gratia interna.
This knowledge "is based on the unique event Jesus the Christ, and in spite of the infinite meaning of
this event it remains this event and, as such, the criterion of every religious experience. This event is
giVen to experience and not derived from it. Therefore, experience receives and does not produce."!"
The knowledge that God is active in all history, saving it to his kingdom, is not something that we can
know empirically. No analysis of existence can unambiguously derive from it the gratia intema.i"
On the other hand, we must go even further than the idea that the Spiritual Community is only known
from the Word, and say that the Spiritual Community only comes into being through the Word. 143

138ST, TIl,pp. 172-173.
139

VW, p. 247.
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VW, p. 230.

141

ST, I, p. 46.

142 This is expressed more generally by Tillicb in his method of correlation. "The Christian message
provides the answers to the questions implied in human existence ... Their content cannot be derived from the
qUestions, that is, from an analysis of human existence. They are' spoken' to human existence from beyond it."
I, p. 64; cf. VW, p. 230.

sr,

143

VW ,po 230 .
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Another way of expressing this, would be to say that sanctification as the (preliminary) purpose of
salvation is only put into effect by revelation. The kingdom of God is only expressed in existence in
so far as revelation is given and received. The gratia interna is the presence of revelation, of the Word
in existence, and this presence is caused by revelation itself. 144
In order to properly understand the relation between revelation, Word and Spirit we must make the
following

1.

145

distinctions in meaning of the term 'Word of God:'

The 'Word' is first of all the principle of divine self-manifestation in God himself. He is the
source of every form (the word 'fonn' is to be understood in the sense of the platonic 'idea').
The ground of being has the character of self-manifestation within it; it has logos character. This
is not something that is added to God, it is the divine life itself.

2.

The Word is the medium of creation. The dynamic spiritual word mediates between the silent
mystery of God and the fulness of concrete creation. Creation through the Word, in contrast to
a process of emanation as elaborated in Neo-Platonism,

points symbolically

both to the

freedom of creation and to the freedom ofthe created. The manifestation of the ground of being
is spiritual, not mechanical (as it is, for instance, in pantheism).

3.

The Word is the manifestation of God in the history of revelation. Revelation is the Word of
God. All revelation, however subpersonal the medium may be (e.g. a tree), addresses itself to
a personal self and must have logos character in order to be received. The ecstasy of revelation
is not a-logos (irrational), although it is not produced by human reason. It is inspired, spiritual.
It unites the abyss and the logos elements in the manifestation of the mystery of revelation.

4.

The Word is a name for Jesus as the Christ. He is the incarnation of the Word as the final or
fulfilling revelation. The Logos, the principle of all divine manifestation, becomes a being in
history under the conditions of existence, revealing in this form the basic and determinative
relation of God to us, the 'heart of God.' The Word is the being of Christ, and his words and
deeds are an expression of this.

"The meaning of Christian Mission is based upon this truth. It is the task of the Christian Mission
~ogather the potential, divided Church out of all religions and cultures and to lead it into the actual Church, and
In so doing to transform potential world history into actual world history to give humanity a unified historical
c~nsciousness. This also means that all over the world expectation is to be transformed into reception." The
~ngdom of God and History, p. 12 I; cf. ST, III, pp. 382-384. And Van Ruler writes: "Het koninkrijk poneert
zlchzelf kerugmatisch in de existentie. Het evangelie des koninkrijks gaat uit tot de volkeren. Er is de
boodschap, de aankondiging, de proclamatie en de oproep van het rijk in de wereld. Het rijk wordt uitgeroepen
oVer den mensch en de mensch wordt opgeroepen tot het rijk." VW, pp. 241-242.
144
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These distinctions are found in ST, I, pp. 157-159; VW, p. 234.
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5.

The term Word is also to be applied to the Bible, because the Bible is the document of the final
revelation and it participates in the revelation which it documents.

6.

The message of the church as proclaimed in her preaching and teaching is called the Word.

"The many different meanings of the term 'Word' are all united in one meaning, namely, 'God
manifest' - manifest in himself, in creation, in the history of revelation, in the final revelation,
in the Bible, in the words of the church and her members. 'God manifest'- the mystery of the
divine abyss expressing itselfthrough the divine Logos - this is the meaning of the symbol, the
'Word ofGod.",J46

At this point we are not primarily concerned with the doctrines of the trinity, of creation and of Christ.
Suffice it to say that in these three areas we see the inner organic community of the Word and the Spirit.
The doctrine of the trinity already shows how it is impossible to separate Word and Spirit from each
other - this would destroy the tri-unity of God. In the doctrine of creation, we see that the Word is
present spiritually, dynamically in the Spirit (i.e., the logos character of creation has to be supplemented
with the doctrine of the decree). In christology we see that Jesus is the Christ because he has the Spirit
continuously and without degree. These considerations will form the background of our discussion, and
allow us to see "de innige organische gemeenschap van den Geest en het Woord."J47
At this point we are concerned with the relationship between Word and Spirit in revelation; in
revelation outside the Bible, in revelation in the Bible and in revelation in preaching. Reformed
theology (as opposed to Lutheran theology) speaks of this relationship in terms of the Spirit working
With the Word (cum verbo). Thus the Word and the Spirit must be distinguished. "Bij identificatie van
Woord en Geest miskent men derhalve niet aIleen het Godzijn van den Geest, maar ook het wezen van
het Woord. Een dergelijke

identificatie

leidt tot een heillooze

confusie, waarin alles totaal

vennenschelijkt wordt, en de Geest en het Woord."J48
The Spirit is the living power of the Word. "The Spiritual Presence elevates the human spirit into the
transcendent union of unambiguous life."!" It would be wrong to say that the Word has this power in
itself. This would be akin to saying that the human spirit is not in bondage to sin and can appropriate
the Word by itself - the Word is humanized. Therefore

"the Bible does not contain words of God (or as Calvin has said divine 'oracles'), but it can and
in a unique way has become the 'Word of God.' .., In many of its parts it is always a potential
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ST, I, p. 159.
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VW, p. 231.
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VW , p. 233 .
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ST, III, p. 128.
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medium, but it only becomes an actual medium to the degree that it grasps the spirit of men. No
word is the Word of God unless it is the Word of God for someone; nor is it, in our present
terminology, unless it is a medium whereby the Spirit enters the spirit of someone.Y'i"

In other words, there is nothing, no word and no thing that is in itself the Word for us. "Het allerlaatste
van het Woord, dat wat het hart raakt en bekeert, dat heet Geest; de woorden van het evangelie worden
dan waarheid en werkelijkheid in ons."!" The Word cannot be separated from the Spirit.
On the other hand, the Spirit cannot be separated from the Word. Certainly, Van Ruler says, "Zonder
Woord kan God wel werken, al is de geopenbaarde regel anders.:"? But he goes on to explain,

"dat de Geest buiten de prediking en zelfs buiten den bijbel om kan werken. Hij werkt dan nog
niet buiten het vleeschgeworden Woord om. Deze gedachte mogen wij, gelijk wij zoo juist met
Calvijn zagen, niet denken. Zij is godslasterlijk. En hij werkt dan in ieder geval niet buiten het
eeuwige Woord om. Dat deed hij reeds niet in het werk der schepping. Ook in de via extraordinaria blijft het praedicatieve karakter van het werk des Geestes ongerept!"!"

Traditionally the Reformed church has distinguished between the via ordinaria and the via extraordinaria.154 The Bible and preaching (or the Biblical 'Word' and the sacraments) are the ordinary
channels of the Spirit's influence. But the Spirit is not bound to the Word (Bible) or sacraments. The
Spirit can work through "all religious and cultural documents, that is, the whole of human literature ...
if it hits the human mind in such a way that an ultimate concern is created. Even the spoken word of
an ordinary conversation can become a medium of the Spirit - as an ordinary object can acquire
sacramental qualities - in a special configuration of physical and psychological circumstances.t'P'
However, revelation must always be structured, that is, it is always mediated by the Eternal Word. In
other words "the manifestations of the mystery of being does not destroy the structure ofbeing in which
it becomes manifest."

I 56

Thus the Spirit is always mediated by the Eternal Word, but the danger of this

concept of the via extra-ordinaria lies in the possibility of separating the Spirit from the Word made
. flesh. This has been the problem with many 'Spirit' or 'Charismatic' movements where the conclusion
is drawn that the Spirit dwells in the depth of the person and does not need any mediation. Certainly,

.
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ST, III, pp. 124-125; cf. p. 121.
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VW, pp. 232-233; cf. O. Noordmans, Herschepping, p. 145.
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Van Ruler quotes S. van der Linde, VW, p. 234.
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VW, p. 235.
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L. Berkof, Systematic Theology, p. 605; C. Hodge, Systematic Theology, III, p. 485.
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ST, III, p. 125.
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ST, I, p. 115. "God does not need to destroy his created world, which is good in its essential nature,

In order to manifest himself in it." ST, III, p. 114.
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"the truth in these ideas is their emphasis on the Spirit's freedom from any of the ambiguous
forms in which it is received in religion ... however, we must establish a criterion to use against
the false elevation of human words to the dignity of the Word of God. The biblical words are
this criterion. They constitute the ultimate touchstone for what can and cannot become the Word
of God for someone. Nothing is the Word of God ifit contradicts the faith and love which are
the work of the Spirit and which constitute the New Being as it is manifest in Jesus as the
ChriSt.,,157

The Word and the Spirit cannot be separated. "Gelijk de Geest de kracht van het Woord is, is het Woord
de gestalte van het Gcest."!" In this sense, "the Son is the Spirit. The Spirit does not himself originate
What he reveals. Every new manifestation of the Spiritual Presence stands under the criterion of his
manifestation in Jesus as the ChriSt.,,159

This is the kerygmatic aspect of the gratia interna, that the Word, in the power of the Spirit, goes into
reality via the proclamation ofthe gospel. The three key words, in this context are: proclamation, Word
and Spirit. Revelation, is proclaimed to us. Revelation is the 'impossible possibility' that comes to us
from outside of us. 160Revelation is revelation of the Word. This is to be understood in terms of the
kingdom of God: Jesus as the Christ is the autobasileia and the Eternal Word is the essential structure
of reality.l'" And the Word goes into existence in the manner of the Spirit. 162
The kingdom of God is proclaimed to the nations. Jesus as the Christ is the source and criterion ofthis
proclamation. This proclamation and its effects must be understood pneumatologically.
Van Ruler expresses these three elements thus:

"Dat blijkt ten eerste uit het realiteitsgehalte dat aan de gratia interna eigen is, wanneer zij
kerugmatisch, vanuit het rijk, in de existentie geponeert wordt. De mensch wordt niet aIleen
opgeroepen tot het rijk, maar het rijk wordt ook uitgeroepen over den mensch ... De geheele
existentie, dus zoowel de individueele als de gemeenschappelijke, zoowel de menschelijke als
de kosmische, is datgeene wat van Godswege van haar gezegd wordt.,,163

157ST, III. pp. 125, 126; cf. pp. 128, 254-255.
158VW, p. 239.
159ST, III, p. 148.
160See chapter one.
161See chapter two.
162See above on the relation of christology and pneumatology and the relation of Word and Spirit.
163VW, pp. 242-243.
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In the second place, "Zuiver kerugmatisch, v66r alles vanuit het rijk gedacht, is de gratia intema
onmiskenbaar een relatieve vonn .... Het rijk ... is z66 overmachtig en overstelpend in het heden
tegenwoordig, dat het niet alleen tegenwoordig is, maar ook in al zijn gestalten het fragmentarische en
provisorische overduidelijk laat gevoelen.,,164
In the third place, the kerygmatic aspect of the gratia interna points to the element of recapitulation.
"Het behoort ook wezenlijk tot de bedeeling der vervulling, dat aIle dingen weder onder een hoofd
worden samengebracht (Ef. I: 10).,,165
Tillich explains these three elements thus:

"Considered as a material concept, faith has three elements: first, the element of being opened
up by the Spiritual Presence; second, the element of accepting it in spite of the infinite gap
between the divine Spirit and the human spirit; and third, the element of expecting final
participation in the transcendent union of unambiguous life. These elements are within one
another; they do not follow one after the other, but are present wherever faith occurs. The first
element is faith in its receptive character, its mere passivity in relation to the divine Spirit. The
second element is faith in its paradoxical character, its courageous standing in the Spiritual
Presence. The third element characterizes faith as anticipatory, its quality as hope for the
fulfilling creativity of the divine Spirit. These three elements express the human situation and
the situation oflife in general in relation to the ultimate in being and meaning. They reflect the
characterization of the New Being ... as 'regeneration,'

'justification'

and 'sanctification. ",166

The sixth character of the gratia interna that we must look at is its miracle character:

"Ik ben mijzelf een wonder, wanneer ik geloof. Ik kan niet inzien, dat ik kan gelooven. Het
eenige, wat ik eenigermate kan inzien, is, dat ik niet kan gelooven, omdat ik in mijn vijandschap
tegen de genade niet wil gelooven. lk kan evenmin inzien, waarom ik geloof. Daar heb ik geen
enke1en, natuurlijken en redelijken grond VOOr.,,167

And Tillich writes: "the Spiritual Presence must grasp me and create faith in me.,,168This means first
that faith can neither be identified with nor derived from any of the mental functions. Faith cannot be

164

VW, pp. 242-243.

165

VW, p. 243.

166

ST, III, pp. 133-134.

167 VW, pp. 251-252; "Zoo is de Christen in zijn geestelijk bestaan een werk, een schepsel, een maaksel
GOds, Rom. 14:20,2 Cor. 5: 17, Gal. 6: 15, Ef. 2: 10, niet uit de wereld, maar van boven, uit God geboren, een
~onder voor anderen, een wonder allermeest va or zichzelven." H. Bavinck, GerefonneerdeDogmatiek, IV, J.H.
l\..ok,Kampen, Fifth edition, 1967, p. 66.
168

ST, III, p. 223.
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created by the procedures of the intellect, or by endeavours of the will or by emotional movements. But,
second, faith comprehends all this within itself, uniting and subjecting it to the Spiritual Presence's
transfonning power. Tillich explains: "This implies and confirms the basic theological truth that in
relation to God everything is by God. Man's spirit cannot reach the ultimate, that toward which it
transcends itself, through any of its functions. But the ultimate can grasp all of these functions and raise
them beyond themselves by the creation of faith."!" Thus there are three aspects of the miracle
character of the Spiritual Community that we must look at.
In the first place, the gratia interna is a reality that is dependent on God. "Het geloof en de
wedergeboorte zijn gaven van den Geest.,,170Tillich refers to this as the 'Protestant principle' - "in
relation to God everything is done by God.,,171This implies, in the second place, that this miracle of the
gratia interna is essentially hidden. The gratia interna is God's gift to us. But it is not a 'something'
that is added to us. It is God himself present. God grasps us and determines us in our totality. "Het werk
van den Geest vloeit niet uit in een toestand van den mensch. Maar de mensch is prijsgegeven aan en
Opgenomen in het werk van den Geest.,,172Tillich explains:"Faith is the state of being grasped by the
New Being as it is manifest in Jesus as the Christ ... Faith as the Spiritual Presence's invasion of the
conflicts and ambiguities of man's life under the dimension of the spirit is not an act of cognitive
affinnation within the subject-object structure of reality. Therefore it is not subject to verification by
experiment or trained expcricncc.v"
In other words, the gratia interna, as the state of being grasped by ultimate concern is the state of being
opened by the Spirit to the transcendent unity of unambiguous life.174This means that the gratia
interna, or faith, does not add something to our subject-object knowledge of existence. Revelation is
an ecstatic reality - it transcends the subject-object structure of creation. Revelation does not add to our
knowledge of reality but shows us our relation - in our entirety - with God. Thus faith determines our
life but does not add 'something' (i.e. some thing) to it.175 Therefore: "[The] Spiritual Community is
also Spiritual in the sense in which Luther often uses the word, that is 'invisible,'

'hidden,' 'open to

169 ST, III, p. 133; Luther writes: "I believe that I can not, by my own reason or strength, believe in Jesus
C.hrist my Lord, or come to him; but the Holy Ghost has called me through the Gospel, enlightened me by his
gifts ..." P. Schaff, The Creeds of Christendom III, Baker Book House, Grand Rapids, 1969, p. 313.
170

VW, p. 252.

171

ST, m,p.135.

172

VW, p. 252.

ST, III, p. 131. "Omdat de gratia interna zoo over de heele linie gratia irresistibilis, wonderwerk van
de? Geest is, en niet uitloopt in een toestand van den mensch, maar de mensch omgekeerd met zijn heele
eXlstentie is prijsgegeven aan het werken van den Geest, daarom is de gratia intema analytisch-empirisch ook
nOoitten volle en in haar eigenlijke substantie n66it te constateeren." VW, p. 253. "Faith as the state of ultimate
concern includes total surrender to the content of this concern in a centered act of the personality." Tillich,
Dynamics of Faith, Harper and Row, New York, 1958, p. 25.
173

174ST, III, p. 131.
175

ST, I, pp. 108-118.
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176ST, III. pp. 150, l6l.
177

VW, p. 251.

178In that the Spiritual Presence can never be proved analytically or empirically we can say that it is
present ambiguously. But this is, so to speak, looking at things 'from the outside.' From the inside or
~xistentially it will never do to say that the Spirit is only ambiguously present. If ambiguity was not overcome,
If! was not certain of my faith then there would be no gratia interna.
179"Dat het werk van den Geest, gestalte van het rijk, gratia intema is, is er nooit ondubbelzinnig aan
te zien. Dat geldt van een gekerstende cultuur. Wie zal bewijzen, dat zij - zeg: de europeesch-amerikaansche
CUltuur- woonplaats voor de tegenwoordigheid Gods is? Maar dat geldt evenzeer van de kerk en van het hart.
Wie zal bewijzen, dat de prediking geen ijdele klank, de sacramenten geen leege symbol en, de goede werken
geen blinkende zonden en de bevindingen geen puur ficties zijn." VW, p. 253.
180ST, II, p. 113.
181VW, p. 252.
182 ST, II, p. 114. The Presence of the New Being is the gratia interna, thus "we must say that without
the certainty of faith there is no Spiritual Community." ST, III, p. 151.
183

VW, p. 252.
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especially an experience of our relation to God. 184As such, it is an existential reality that determines
Our entire existence. And as an existential reality, it is an immediate experience and thus has the
certainty of faith.

The seventh character of the Spiritual Community we will look at is in what sense it can be considered
internal and external. The phase 'gratia interna' points to the internal nature of the work of the Spirit,
while 'Spiritual Community' points to its social nature. Certainly there is no gratia intema without a
community. "At the present point the obvious and yet significant assertion must be made that the act
of faith, like every act in man's spiritual life, is dependent on language and therefore on community.
For only in the community of spiritual beings is language alive. Without language there is no act of
faith, no religious experiencc.v'f

The term 'gratia interna' or the term 'inner word' can have the

connotation of not being related to a community. Tillich's 'Spiritual Community' helps us to see that
this is not the case. However, a greater danger threatens, if we see the Spiritual Community as the
community of those who have experienced the gratia interna, but where the gratia interna is cut off
from the revelatory tradition and is internal in the sense of a mystical inwardness, where the soul is
itself divine, or a part of God. This would then be a spiritualising or mysticising of the gratia interna;
namely:

"dat het rijk Gods door den Geest alleen in de mystieke innerlijkheid van den mensch wordt
opgericht en dat het daarin zoodanig wordt opgericht, dat het er in gevangen zit en de mensch
er de beschikking over krijgt,ja zoodanig, dat men nauwelijks meer kan zeggen, dat het rijk er
in wordt opgericht, maar veelmeer moet zeggen, dat het rijk er in staat en er in is, ja dat het rijk
de mystieke innerlijkheid is, of omgekeerd; dat de goddelijke zielegrond in zichzelf het rijk
Gods is.,,186

This is a denial of the doctrine of creation, as well as of the Protestant principle. 187The gratia interna
Would not be gratia if it were not a gift from one 'being' (God) to another being (a human person).It

is; therefore 'added' to existence, however not in the sense of 'some thing.' The gratia interna is the

184

ST, I, p. 109.

185 Dynamics of Faith, pp. 23-24. "Faith needs its language, as does every act of the personality; without
language it would be blind, not directed toward a content, not conscious of itself. This is the reason for the
~redominant significance of the community of faith. Only as a member of such a community (even if in
ISOlationor expulsion) can man have a content for his ultimate concern. Only in a community oflanguage can
rllan actualize his faith." Ibid., p. 24.
186

VW, pp. 226-227.

187 VW, p. 227. "It should be regarded as the Protestant principle that, in relation to God, God alone can
act and that no human claim, especially no religious claim, no intellectual or moral or devotional "work," can
reunite us with him." ST, III, p. 224.
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state of being grasped by the New Being.!"
We have seen that the gratia interna is not an objective 'something' inside the person. But we must also
say that it is not interna in the sense of the subjectivity of the person. "Wij moeten het werk van den
Heiligen Geest niet aIleen in de kennis en zeker niet in de subjectiviteit opsluiten. Hij handelt ook in
de realiteit."!" The gratia intema

"unites the subjective and the objective side ofthe act offaith - the fides qua creditur (the faith
through which one believes) and the fides quae creditur (the faith which is believed) ...The
difference between subjectivity and objectivity is overcome. The ultimate of the act offaith and
the ultimate that is meant in the act offaith are one and the same. This is symbolically expressed
by the mystics when they say that their knowledge of God is the knowledge God has of himself;
and it is expressed by Paul when he says (1 Cor. 13) that he will know as he is known, namely
by God. God never can be object without being at the same time subject.?""

Thus far we have seen how the gratia intema is not interna. It can not be separated from the
community. It is not an objective inward part of a person. It is also not the subjective inwardness of a
person. Is the gratia interna, interna at all? Tillich adds to this problem by pointing out that, "If God
speaks to us, this is not the 'inner word;' rather, it is the Spiritual Presence grasping us from 'outside.'
But this 'out'side' is above outside and inside; it transcends them. If God were not also in man so that
man could ask for God, God's speaking to man could not be perceived by man. The categories 'inner'
and 'outer lose their meaning in the relation of God and man.,,191
In what sense, then, is the gratia interna internal in mankind? We face a dilemma at this point: if it is
not internal then it does not affect us; but if it is internal then it can only be a mystical inwardness or
OUrSUbjectivity - both of which we have rejected. Van Ruler provides the answer: "Men noemt haar
Intern, wanneer men let op het heden, waar zij in tegenwoordig is. Maar wanneer men let op de
toekomst Gods, van waaruit zij overmachtig en overstelpend opdringt en vooruitgrijpt, kan men haar
evengoed extern noemen.,,192
O~course, this is the eschatological manner of thinking that was discussed in the chapter on eschatology

188 ST, III, p. 13]. "The term "inner word' can have the connotation of this 'cutting off of the Spirit's
work from the revelatory tradition, and this leads to the question: Is not 'word' by its very definition a means
of communication between two beings with centered self-awareness? If there are not two centres, what does
the' inner word' mean? Is the implication that God or the Logos or the Spirit is this other self? ...If God speaks
to us, this is not the "inner word;' rather, it is the Spiritual Presence grasping us from 'outside.'" ST, III, pp.
126-127.
189

VW, p. 229.

190Dynamics' of Faith, pp. 10,11. "De spiritualiteit van aile waarheid brengt voor de gratia intema weI
een sUbjectiviteit mee. Maar dan is het de subjectiviteit Gods." VW, p. 229.
191

ST, III, p. 127.

192

VW, p. 226.
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and ontology. In this ontologised eschatology or eschatologised ontology, the eschatological kingdom
is present in existence, without losing its eschatological character or heteronomously imposing itself
on existence. Existence is no longer qualified by its essential unity with God, but it is not absolutely
separated from God. The gratia interna, or the Spiritual Community "is essentiality determining
existence and being resisted by existence.t'"
The terms 'inner' and 'outer' only lose their meaning when they are thought of in an anthropological
manner. When understood in an eschatological manner they not only make sense, but also point to the
provisional nature of the gratia interna. In the eschatological kingdom there will be no 'inner' and
'outer' but only mutual immanence.

194

Thus the gratia interna is interna in that it is the immanence of the transcendent kingdom.

In order to properly understand this immanence - in contrast to the rejected ideas of its mystical
Inwardness or subjectivity - we must look at the multiformity of the gratia interna. "De Geest werkt
in den mensch, in de kerk en in den staat. Hij richt, in alle drie, gestalten van het rijk Gods in het heden
op. De gratia intema heeft haar mystiek-ethische,

haar kerkelijke-sacramenteele

en haar politiek-

cUltureele aspecten."!"
This can only be understood correctly when we remember that the interna of the gratia interna is the
presence of the kingdom (in a pneumatological manner) in the present, it is essentiality determining,
and being resisted by, existence. Now, in their essential nature, morality, culture, and religion
1l1terpenetrate one another. They constitute the unity of the spirit - these elements are distinguishable
but not separable. Morality, or the constitution of the person as person in the encounter with other
persons, is essentially related to culture and religion. Culture provides the contents of morality - the
concrete ideals of personality and community and the changing laws of ethical wisdom. Religion gives
to morality the unconditional character of the moral imperative, the ultimate moral aim, the reunion of
the separated in agape, and the motivating power of grace.
CUlture, or the creation of a universe of meaning in theoria and praxis, is essentially related to morality
and religion. The validity of cultural creativity in all its functions is based on the person-to-person
enCounter in which the limits to arbitrariness are established. Without the force of the moral imperative,
no demand coming from the logical, aesthetic, personal and communal forms could be felt. The
religious element in culture is the inexhaustible depth of a genuine cultural creation. One may call it
Substance or the ground from which culture lives. It is the element of ultimacy which culture lacks in
itself but to which it points. Religion, or the self -transcendence of life under the dimension of spirit,
ISessentially related to morality and culture. There is no self-transcendence under the dimension of the
sPitit without the constitution of the moral self by the unconditional
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ST, III, p. 163; cf. p. 114.

194

ST, III, p. 114; VW, p. 226. See below.

195

VW, p. 253.
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imperative and this self-

transcendence cannot take form except within the universe of meaning created in the cultural act.!"
Thus Van Ruler points out:

"Er zijn vele heilsrealiteiten en vele wijzen van bemiddeling van het heil. Daarbij is er niet een
monistisch principe, waarin al het andere betrokken wordt en waaruit het afgeleid kan worden.
Er is daarin niet eens een echte hierarchie, waardoor zij in een boven en beneden met elkaar
verbonden zijn. Er is hier aIleen veelheid en in deze veelheid slechts synthese, participatie, een
in elkaar grijpen en een in elkaar omgaan en voor alles een in elkaar overgaan."!"

Human existence can be divided into the personal or moral, the religious and the cultural or political.
The Spirit is not closer to any of these areas compared to the others. The Spirit works in all reality. All
we can say is: "De Geest laat niets liggen. Hij gaat in a11esin.,,198Another way of considering this truth
is to remember that the Spirit is the creator of history. This has been discussed in chapter one. History
is the most embracing dimension of existence. It presupposes all the other dimensions and embraces
them (the inorganic, organic, psychological, moral, cultural, spiritual, etc). History is especially made
up of the moral, cultural and religious dimensions of existence. But history "begins the moment man
becomes aware ofthe ultimate question of his estranged existence and of his destiny to overcome this
predicament.,,199This means that the history with all its ingredients, is a creation of the Spirit. "De
geschiedenis is de gestalte, welke de Geest voor zich uit of om zich heen oproept, schept uit het niets
der gevallen wereld en der verloren existentie. Hij doet dat vanuit het rijk Gods, dat komt. De
geschiedenis is een praedicaat van den Geest.,,200
From this point of view, of the Spirit as the creator of history, we can clearly see the multiplicity and
plurifonnity of the presence of the Spirit. "In accordance with their essential nature, morality, culture,
and religion interpenetrate one another.i?"

And more of these elements can be singled out as the

dWelling place of the Spirit. The Spirit leaves nothing alone, He goes into everything.

196Tillich presents these relationships in ST, III, p. 95. These ideas will be pursued in a later chapter.
197

ThW, VI, p. 32; cf. VW, pp. 256-257.

198

VW, p. 255.

199ST, III, p. 366. "Pinksteren brengt tijd mede voor de prediking van het evangelie tot aan het einde
der wereld." O. Noordmans, Herschepping, 171/2. "Zoo schept de prediking van de evangelie het veld, waarin
pas een philosophie van den geest haar lijnen kan trekken." O. Noordmans, Geeste1ijke Perspectieven, p. 145.
In other words, theologically history is to be understood under the category of the work of the Holy Spirit and
not, for instance, under the category of the patience of God (K. Barth). VW, p. 259.
200

VW, p. 145; cf. pp. 130,259-260.

201

ST, IV, p. 95.
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3.5

The Eschatological Background of Pneumatology

In order to understand the relationship between the Holy Spirit and the kingdom of God we must look
at the provisional character of the gratia interna. Tillich writes: "To the question of the logicalontological character of the Spiritual Community one can answer that it is essentiality determining
existence and being resisted by existence.v'" The important phrase in this context is 'and being resisted
by existence.' This points to the provisional and paradoxical nature of the presence of the New Being.
We are accepted by God in spite of being unacceptable. This is the central doctrine of the Reformation,
the Protestant principle. The New Being is present as paradox.i'" This means that Christianity is
dominated by promise and expectation.i" We have not yet entered into the eschatological reality itself,
Wehave not come out of the promise into the promised reality, out of the expectation to the life itself.
The Holy Spirit is the promise of this eschatological kingdom. The Holy Spirit is the guarantee and the
first fruit of the kingdom. But this idea ofthe Holy Spirit as the 'first fruit' can never be understood in
205
tenns of a small beginning that develops into a full possession of the Spirit of ChriSt.
The paradoxical character of the presence ofthe Spirit is not done away with in this life. The kingdom
of God is fully present as a pneumatological reality but it is concealed (i.e. the concealment of God in
the flesh) and is a provisional reality. The mark of the Spirit can never be empirically known. "Het
eenige wat men zinvol over den Geest kan zeggen, is immers: ik geloof in den Heiligen Geest. ,,206Thus
there is a modal difference between the work of the Spirit in the present and the presence of the Spirit
in the eschatological kingdom. "Nu is het de heerschappij der genade en der barmhartigheid (regnum
gratiae); dan is het de heerschappij der majesteit en der heerlijkheid (regnum gloriae).,,207

The kingdom of God is present as salvation in Christ. This salvation is concealed - it is open to faith
alone,z08According to Tillich the presence of the Spirit is essentially anticipatory of the fulfilled
transcendent

union.i'"

Van Ruler also expresses this: "Het wezen der vervulling

ligt in de

202ST, III, p. 163.
203ST, III, pp. 223-228.
204CCOT, p. 42.
205The Heidelberg Catechism, Sunday 44, Question and Answer 114 states: "Even the holiest men,
~hile in this life, have only a small beginning of this obedience; yet so that with earnest purpose they begin to
hVe, not only according to some but according to all the commandments of God." Thus there is a 'small
beginning,' but this must be understood pneumatologically. There is no perfectionism. Sanctification remains
Paradoxical and provisional. The great' in spite of can never be forgotten. Although there is progress, and even
the approach to perfection, in sanctification, in history Christ never becomes superfluous for the Christian. VW,
Pp. 221-222; ST III, pp. 228-231.
206VW, p. 126.
207VW, p. 93; cf. VV, p. 110; CITP, p. 214.
208"Het rijk van Christus is het rijk van God in de verborgenheid. En deze verborgenheid is niet slechts
een accidenteele, doch een essentieele bepaaling. Het regnum Christi is niet aileen verborgen, meer is zelf de
Yerberging van het heil in het vleesch." VW, p. 95.
209ST, III, pp. 156-158.
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And since the existential

from and resistance

situation

finite is

in which the finite is

to the essential unity of the finite and the

infinite, the finite is no longer actually qualified by its essential unity with the infinite ... The
dualistic
simply

element implied in such a terminology
serves

to distinguish

the actual

is, so to speak, preliminary

from the potential

and transitory;

and the existential

it

from the

essential.t'i"

In the state of essentialization

there is no duality between essence and existence; in the eschatological

kingdom there is no sin, no separation
Spirit is present as essence determining

from God, no flesh. But we have seen that the outpoured

and being resisted by existence. The Holy Spirit is present in

the flesh, as the first fruits, as the promise,
The modality

as the guarantee.

of existence in the eschatological

to speak of the presence of the outpoured

Holy

kingdom

is so different that it no longer makes sense

Spirit. Sin and flesh are done away with, the promise has been

revealed to be true,215 the kingdom has come. "Als het vleesch is weggedaan,

worden de uitstorting
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VW, p. 141.

211

See chapter one for a discussion of the relationship of history and the kingdom of God.

212

G. Hodnett, op. cit. p. 106.

en

213RP,p.139.
214

ST, Ill, pp. 113-114.

215The promise of the kingdom has already been fulfilled in Christ - all the promises of God are yea and

amen in him, but the kingdom has not yet been revealed.
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de inwoning ongedaan gemaakt. Als het eeuwige licht van het rijk der heerlijkheid over de gansche
schepping opgaat, wordt de illuminatie van den Geest (in zijn uitstorting en inwoningl) gedooft.'?" The
idea that the outpouring of the Holy Spirit is undone is simply another way of pointing to the modal
difference between the regnum gratiae and the regnum gloriae.
The outpoured Holy Spirit is God present in sinful, estranged existence, but "in the human spirit's
essential relation to the divine Spirit, there is no correlation, but rather, mutual irnmanence.?"? This
difference between correlation and mutual immanence is the modal difference between the regnum
Christi and the regnum Dei. 'Correlation' signifies the break between the essential and the existential
which is reflected in the universal human condition of sin. 'Mutual immanence' refers to the condition
of essentialization where God is all in all and there is no mediation between God and creation. There
is a qualitative difference between these two states. It is not a matter of a small beginning and
completion. This is the mistake made by the 'naturalistic'

or 'humanistic'

liberal theology, which

derives the Christian message from man's natural state. It develops its answer (i.e. the eschatological
kingdom of God) out ofhuman existence, unaware that human existence itself is the question. Existence
is identified with essence. Then the regnum Dei is seen as a creation of man's religious self-realization
in the progressive process of religious history. The model or qualitative difference between the regnum
christi and the regnum Dei is not scen.i"

In the regnum Dei there is no sin, no 'existence,' only essence. The three functions of the spirit - i.e,
morality, culture and religion - come to an end as special functions. There is no morality because there
IS

no ought-to-be which, at the same time, is not. "To use another terminology, we can say that in

Etemallife the centre of the individual person rests in the all-uniting divine centre and through it is in
communion with all other personal centres." Culture comes to an end as a separate function because
culture as spiritual creativity becomes, at the same time, Spiritual creativity. "It becomes eternal divine
self-manifestation through the finite bearers of the Spirit." Religion also comes to an end, as it is the
Consequence of man's estrangement from God. In the regnum Dei this return has taken place and God
IS

everything in and to everything. "In biblical terminology this is expressed in the description of the

'Heavenly Jerusalem' as a city in which there is no temple because God lives there.,,219
When we see and understand this modal or qualitative difference between the regnum christi and the
regnum Dei, all we can do is agree with Van Ruler when he says: "Als het vleesch is weggedaan,
Worden de uitstorting en de inwoning ongedaan gemaakt. Als het eeuwige licht van het rijk der
heerlijkheid over de gansche schepping opgaat, wordt de illuminatie van den Geest (in zijn uitstorting
en inwoning!) gedoofd.r'?"

216

VW, p. 149.

217

ST, III, p. 114.

218

ST, I, p. 65.

219ST, III, pp. 402-403.
22oYW,p.149.
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This 'pneumatological

intermezzo' is, of course, simply the counterpart of the messianic intermezzo.

They both express this qualitative difference between the salvation that we experience in the present.r"
and the revelation of this salvation in the eschaton - where the triune God will be all in all.

3.6

Pneumatology and Ontology

The Holy Spirit is the consummating immanence, immanent in creation. As the ultimate unity of power
(Father) and meaning (Logos), He is the ground of being of all the dimensions of life, and the aim or
telos to which they are self-transcendent. Essentially the finite is an element in the divine life and
everything finite is qualified by this relation. That is, creation is good in itself and cannot be separated
from God. Furthermore, the Spirit is the presence of the purpose of creation. Another way of expressing
this is to say that the Spirit is the union of the Idea (Logos, rational structure of reality) and the Abyss
(Father, Eternal Decree). The creation immanence of the Spirit is the presence of God in his creationdirecting it according to his will.
However, existence has fallen from essence. Sin has come into the world and separated it from God.
This is not an ontological separation, but a moral separation. Man has become separated from God in
terms of consciousness, conscience and action. And there is no way that mankind can re-establish this

unity. God has therefore entered existence in a new way. He accepts existence even though it rejects
Him. He has entered existence as the power of salvation. Jesus as the Christ is the source and criterion
of this salvation. But this salvation is present in the mode of the Spirit. In other words it is present as
essence determining, and being resisted by, existence. This is to be understood as the mystical union
with Christ.
The creation immanence of the Spirit is God's will determining creation. Thus this presence of the
Spirit is to be understood exclusively from the eschatological kingdom. However, with the coming in
of sin, the Holy Spirit is present in a new way, as the power of the gospel, of the Word. This presence
is to be understood from Christ as well as from the kingdom. The saving power.of Christ is present in
the mode of the Spirit, driving us towards the kingdom and setting up fragmentary and anticipatory
signs of the kingdom.
The outpoured Holy Spirit struggles with the flesh. But He does not add a 'something' to existence, or
replace existence with something else, rather he adds himself and a participation in the life of God in
themediatorto existence. Existence becomes 'stamped' with Christ, it is determined by the New Being.
Redemption and creation are mixed. Salvation goes into existence, but it never goes completely up with
existence. Salvation remains paradoxical. In the eschaton, however, salvation goes completely into
existence - God is all in all. The messiah and the outpoured Holy Spirit have had their day, they have
completed their soteriological functions in history. They return to their proper place in the triune being

221

That is, salvation in the modality of concealment in the flesh, in the modality of the indwelling of

the Spirit, of the unio mystica cum Christo, of the promise.
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of God. There is no longer any mediation between God and his creation. The regnum Dei is the perfect
expression of the will of God.
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PART TWO
THE REALITY OF THE THEOCRATIC

VISION

CHAPTER FOUR

THE KINGDOM OF GOD AND CULTURE: THE DUALITY OF CHURCH
AND STATE
4.1

Introduction

Throughout this work we have been looking at the relationship of ontology and soteriology in the
theologies of Paul Tillich and Arnold van Ruler. We have examined this relationship in a trinitarianpredestinarian-eschatological

framework. Creation is to be understood in terms of the eternal decree

of the living God, that is, both protologically and eschatologically. Ontology is not only protological,
it is also eschatological. Likewise, eschatology concerns not only the eschaton but also the proton. I The
purpose of creation is the eschatological kingdom of God. However, sin entered into creation and
threatened to frustrate the realization of this kingdom. But, in His infinite mercy, God sent His only Son
to die on the cross in order to atone for our sins. Salvation also entered into creation, and this salvation
is to be understood as salvation of this world and not as salvation from this world.
In this chapter we will consider the duality of culture and the kingdom of God. We will begin by
looking at the place of culture in the original and final intentions of God, that is, the essential unity of
kingdom and culture. We will then look at the duality of kingdom and culture caused by the fall into
sin, as well as the possibility of a relationship between these two entities. We will see that the state
is the central concept for the understanding of culture and that the church is the representative of the
kingdom. Thus the duality of culture and the kingdom of God expresses itself in time as the duality of
church and state. The concepts of 'church' and 'state' will be discussed and their separateness and
difference will be emphasised. We will conclude with the eschatological undoing of the church and
glOrification of the state. This will provide the context for the following chapter which will look at the
present union of existence and salvation in terms of theory and practice.

4.1.1

The Purpose of Creation and the Meaning of History

In order to understand the place of culture and the state in the theology ofTillich and Van Ruler, we
must see them within the framework ofa biblical conception of reality.' Thus, in order to provide this
Context, we will briefly re-examine the ideas ofthe purpose of creation and the significance of history.

I Although the proton will return in the eschaton, we must acknowledge a plus of the eschaton above
the proton. Th W, I, p.171. See chapter one.
2 GCW, p. 24; CTIP, p. 121. "Between the questions 'where from' and 'where to' lies the whole system
of theological questions and answers." ST, III, p. 299.
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What is the purpose of creation? "Het antwoord luidt: dat wij er zijn! Dat wij er op de rechte wijze
zijnt'" Creation has no purpose beyond itself, but this purpose is to be understood eschatologically as
the realization of the will of God. Creation is structured eschatologically. All things find their essence
in the rational will of God. The purpose of creation is the actualization of this essence. However, sin
came in and separated man from his essence." In order to remedy this, the incarnation of Jesus as the
Christ and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit took place. Therefore the eschatological kingdom of God
is soteriologically transcendent over sinful existence. The cross is God's concealed victory over all
demonic power. This manifestation of the kingdom in Jesus as the Christ means that existential
estrangement (i.e. the demonic forces) cannot prevent the eschatological aim of history . Thus God rules
in medio inimicorum and history is to be understood as a battlefield of the divine and the demonic, of
guilt and forgiveness. "In deze twee - de schuld en de verzoening - is het raadse1 der geschiedenis niet
opgelost, maar samengevat. De geschiedenis is te verstaan als een permanente syntaxis van schuld en
verzoening en het kruis als de meest wezenlijke levensvorm van het koninkrijk Gods in de
geschiedenis."s The cross is the centre of history, it is the throne from which God rules history.
But, there is not only the reconciliation of guilt in the Christ, there is also the spreading of this
reconciliation in historical existence by the Spirit. This is the positive aspect - the coming of the
kingdom of God in place of paganism, the conformitas Dei, the expression of the word of God in
existence. This is sanctification, "the process in which the power of the New Being transforms
personality and community, inside and outside the church.?"

It is important to note that the church not only proclaims God's eternal election but that there is also
an expansion of God's kingdom around this etemal point of calling and election. The word of God is
surrounded by the image of God and the last judgement is surrounded by the structure of life. 7 In this
chapter we will be looking at the implications of this idea for culture and the state.

4.2

Culture and The Kingdom of God

Culture may be defined as "de totale bezigheid van de mens met de totale stoffelijke en geestelijke
werklijkheid.,,8 Tillich writes:

3 "De zin van het feit, dat wij er zijn, ligt daarin er te zijn! ... De werken zijn belangrijker (ik spreek nog
steeds ontologisch) dan de genade. "Th W, VI, pp. 76-77. Tillich echos this idea: "Creation has no purpose
beyond itself. From the point of view of the creature, the purpose of creation is the creature itself and the
actualization of its potentialities." ST, I, pp. 263-264.
4

This separation is not absolute. See chapter one.

5 VV, pp. 37-38; CTTP, pp. 102-103;cf. VV, p. 119; CTIP, p. 226; VW, p. 48; ThW, VI, p. 78; ST, II,
p. 159;IIIpp.373,374;KOGH,pp.
102,117.
6

ST, II, pp. 179-180; cf. pp. 79-80,176-178;

VV, p. 35; CTIP, pp. 98-99.

7 VV, p. 34; CTIP, p. 98; KOGH, pp. 124-125; IH, p. 280; ST, III, pp. 396-401; ThW, IV, p. 109. See
chapter one.
S

Th W, I, p. 36; cf. GCW, p. 19; CTTP, p. 116.
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"Culture cultura, is that which takes care of something, keeps it alive, and makes it grow. In this
way, man can cultivate everything he encounters, but in doing so, he does not leave the
cultivated object unchanged; he creates something new from it - materially, as in the technical
function; receptively as in the functions of theoria; or reactively, as in the functions of praxis.
In each of these three cases, culture creates something new beyond the encountered reality."

Culture is human activity. It is what we do with created existence. The question is: what is the
relationship between culture and the kingdom of God?
In the first place there is an original ontological unity between culture and the kingdom of God. The
God ofthe Bible is concerned with his kingdom. He wants to set it up on earth, in historical existence,
that is, not only in the eschaton. When we realize this, "dan blijkt het al spoedig, dat de gestalten van
het koninkrijk Gods in't vleesch nergens anders te zoeken zijn dan in de politiek gevonnde culturen,
..., en dat omgekeerd dan ook de cultuur niet anders te verstaan en te aanvaarden is dan als het geheel
van de gestalten van het koninkrijk Gods in het vleesch."'" Van Ruler also expresses this idea in another
Way:"Protologisch und eschatologisch ist dann alles ausgerichtet auf die nackte Existenz der Dinge als
solcher vor Gott. ,,11
Protologically and eschatologically, culture is an expression of the kingdom of God. At this point we
are concerned with the protological aspect. This can be understood by looking at the essential unity of
culture, religion and morality.
In this context we will define religion as 'ultimate concern.'

12

Religion, as ultimate concern, is found

in all functions of the spirit. It is the element of faith in the person, the existential element that directs
the life of a person. Man has many concerns and any of them can claim ultimacy for a human life or
the life of a social group. If it claims ultimacy it demands the total surrender of him who accepts this
claim, and it promises total fulfilment even if all other claims have to be subjected to it or rejected in
its name.':' Religion or faith therefore determines the life of the individual or the group and is to be
understood as a mystical category.
The tenn 'ultimate concern' unites the subjective and the objective side of the act offaith - thefides qua
creditur and the fides quae creditur. There is no faith without a content toward which it is directed.
Furthennore, the ultimate of the act offaith and the ultimate that is meant in the act offaith are one and

9

ST, III, p. 57.

10

DG, p. 28.

II

GCW, p. 35. CTTP, p. 131; cf. GCW, p. 7; CTTP, p. 106; ThW, II, pp. 231-232; VI, pp. 79-81; IV,

P.90.
12 This refers to the religious element in existence and not to religion in the sense of particular religions.
Tillich's concept of 'ultimate concern' is shared by Van Ruler: "De duits-amerikaanse theoloog Paul Tillich
noemde dat 'the ultimate concern': we denken en spreken dan over datgene, wat ons het allermeest aangaat,
waarover wij het meest bekommerd zijn." Ik Geloof, p. 22.
13

Dynamics of Faith, p. 1.
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the same. There is a disappearance of the ordinary subject-object scheme of reality. "In the act of faith
that which is the source of this act is present beyond the cleavage of subject and object.':" In the same
vein Van Ruler writes: "De cultuur vloeit niet minder dan de godsdienst uit deze bronwel van de
mystiek voort. De situatie van het schepsel als zodanig is mystiek van aard.?"
Another way oflooking at faith, is to understand it as 'self-transcendence.'

Faith is a centred act of the

human mind. It is not a movement of a special section or a special function of man's total being. It
transcends every special impact on man's being as well as the totality ofthem and it has itself a decisive
impact on each of them. Faith is an act of the personality as a whole, it is a centred personal act. It is
a matter of freedom. This is important because the reality of man's ultimate concern reveals something
about his being, namely, that he is able to transcend the flux of relative and transitory experiences of
his ordinary life. Man's experiences, feelings, thoughts are conditional and finite. They not only come
and go but their content is of finite and conditional concern - unless they are elevated to unconditional
validity. But this presupposes the general possibility of doing so; it presupposes the element of infinity
in man. This alone makes faith a human potentiality. "Human potentialities are powers that drive
toward actualization. Man is driven toward faith by his awareness of the infinite to which he belongs,
but which he does not own like a possession. This is in abstract terms what concretely appears as the
'restlessness of the heart' within the flux of life.?"
Religion, as faith or ultimate concern is thus an essential part of individual and social being. It also
determines individual and social being. Thus Van Ruler says that "alle Kultur ihre mystischen Wurzeln
hat und daB ohne Mystik iiberhaupt keine Kultur rnoglich ist.,,17
There is a reciprocal relationship between religion and culture. Religion not only determines culture
and society, culture and society also determine religion. Ultimate concern is dependent on language and
therefore on community. For only in the community of spiritual beings is language alive. Ultimate

14lbid, pp. 10-11. At this point, we are not distinguishing true and idolatrous faith, simply pointing out
the practical inevitability of faith and its mystical character.
'True' ultimate concern is that which determines our being or non-being. Ultimate concern is the abstract
translation of the great commandment: "The Lord, our God, the Lord is one; and you shall love the Lord your
God with all your heart, and with all your soul and with all your mind, and with all your strength." (Mark 12:29,
RSV) The religious concern is ultimate; it excludes all other concerns from ultimate significance; it makes them
preliminary. It is unconditional, independent of any conditions of character, desire or circumstance. It is total:
no part of ourselves or our world is excluded from it; there is no place to 'flee' from it (Psalm 139). The total
concern is infinite: no moment of relaxation and rest is possible in the face of a religious concern which is
ultimate, unconditional, total and infinite. ST, I, pp. 11- I4. Our ultimate concern deals with "het allerlaatste,
het allerhoogste en het allerdiepste, dat tegelijkertijd het allereigenlijkste is ... we denken en spreken dan over
datgene, wat ons het allermeest aangaat, waarover wij het meest bekommerd zijn." Ik Geloof, p. 22.
ThW, Y, p. 167. "De mystiek is de grondslag van alles." Op Gezag Yan Een Apostel, Callenbach,
NlJkerk, 1971, p. 31. This refers to the mystical nature of faith itself and not to mysticism as a religious type.
Cf. ST, III, p. 242.
••

15

16 Dynamics of Faith, p. 9;cf. pp. 4-5. Thus life is free from a total bondage to its own finitude. This is
expressed by Paul (Romans 8: 19-22) as the longing of all creation for the liberation from the 'subjection to
futility' (R.S.Y.) and 'the shackles of mortality' (N.E.B.). ST, III, pp. 86-87.
17

GCW, p. 16; CITP, p. 114; cf. ThW, Y, p. 167.
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Concern (faith) needs language, as does every act ofthe personality; without language it would be blind,
not directed toward a content, not conscious of itself. Only as a member ofa community can man have
a content for his ultimate concern. "Only in the community oflanguage can man actualize his faith.'?"
Van Ruler expresses this idea thus:

"De theologen gedragen zich inderdaad als fantasten, wanneer zij dermate en in die zin
supranaturalistisch

gaan denken en spreken, dat zij ook supraculturistisch

gaan denken en

spreken. Alles wat men theologisch doet, is doodgewone mensenarbeid. Ook wanneer men
denkend 'de gegevens van de openbaring' verwerkt. In christelijke zin moet men zelfs over de
openbaring zelfz6 historisch denken, dat zij zelf een moment in het cultuurproces wordt. Dan
is een absolute tegenstelling tussen, 'Woord van God' en 'cultuur van de mens' onmogelijk."'"

Culture and religion essentially belong together and do not essentially and necessarily contradict each
other. Morality is also essentially related to religion and culture. Religion provides the unconditional
character of the moral imperative. And morality is necessarily expressed in the social community, i.e.
in culture. "Wie man die Mystik und die Kultur voneinander loslosen konnte, war schon nicht
einzusehen. Noch viel weniger ist das moglich hinsichtlich der Ethik in ihrem Verhaltnis zur Kultur.
Sobald man den Nachsten sieht und anerkennt, hat man das ganze Feld der Kultur vor sich liegen.''"
Originally and finally, or protologically and eschatologically, there is an essential unity of culture,
religion and morality. Tillich clearly expresses the essential" unity of these three elements:

"In accordance with their essential nature, morality, culture, and religion interpenetrate one
another. They constitute the unity ofthe spirit, wherein the elements are distinguishable but not
separable. Morality, or the constitution of the person as person in the encounter with other
persons is essentially related to culture and religion. Culture provides the contents of morality the concrete ideals of personality and community and the changing laws of ethical wisdom.
Religion gives to morality the unconditional character of the moral imperative, the ultimate
moral aim, the reunion of the separated in agape, and the motivating power of grace. Culture
in theoria and praxis, is essentially related to morality and religion. The validity of cultural
creativity in all its functions is based on the person-to-person encounter in which the limits of
arbitrariness are established. Without the force of the moral imperative, no demand coming

18 Dynamics of Faith, p. 24. "An ultimate concern must express itself socially. Intended or not, it
~xpresses itself in the most basic of all cultural creations, in human language, and thence it permeates the whole
ife of a society." TC, p. 178.
19

ThW, I, p. 35.

20

GCW, p. 17; CTTP, pp. 114-115; cf. BZAK, pp. 11-12,34-35.

21

That is, protological or eschatological as opposed to the existential disruption of the unity.
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from the logical, aesthetic, personal, and communal forms could be felt. The religious element

in culture is the inexhaustible depth of a genuine creation. One may call it substance or the
ground from which culture lives. It is the element of ultimacy which culture lacks in itself but

to which it points. Religion, or the self-transcendence of life under the dimension of spirit, is

essentially related to morality and culture. There is no self-transcendence under the dimension
of the spirit without the constitution of the moral selfby the unconditional imperative, and this
self-transcendence

cannot take form except within the universe of meaning created in the

cultural act.,,22

In the second place, we must look at the fall into sin and the consequent disruption of the essential unity
of religion, culture and morality.
We have seen the mystical basis of all reality, the reality to which the concept of ultimate concern
points. From a protological point of view there is a full reciprocity between God and his creation, but
with the Fall there is a separation between essence and existence."
The mystical basis of all reality is the 'substance' which appears in the rational structure, or 'beingitself which is manifest in the logos of being, or the 'ground' which is creative in every rational
creation. The mystical basis of reality is God himself, or the decree of God. Tillich refers to this as the
depth of reason. This can be explained as follows: In the cognitive realm the depth of reason is its
quality of pointing to truth-itself, namely, to the infinite power of being and of the ultimately real,
through the relative truths in every field of knowledge. In the aesthetic realm the depth of reason is its
quality of pointing to 'beauty-itself,'

namely to an infinite meaning and an ultimate significance,

through the creations in every field of aesthetic intuition. In the legal realm the depth of reason is its
quality of pointing to 'justice-itself,' namely, to an infinite seriousness and an ultimate dignity, through
every structure of actualized justice. In the communal realm the depth of reason is its quality of pointing
to 'love-itself,' namely, to an infinite richness and an ultimate unity, through every form of actualized

love." Protologically and eschatologically culture is a manifestation of the depth of reason, i.e. the
kingdom of God is a reflection of the will of God. Tillich writes:

"The depth of reason is essentially manifest in reason. But it is hidden in reason under the
conditions of existence. Because of these conditions [i.e. the Fall] reason in existence expresses
itself in myth and cult as well as in its proper functions. There should be neither myth nor cult.
They contradict essential reason; they betray by their very existence the' fallen' state of a reason
which has lost immediate unity with its own depth. It has become 'superficial,' cutting itself off
from its ground and abyss ... Christianity envisages a state without myth and cult, potentially

22

ST, Ill, p. 95; cf. GCW, pp. 16-17; CTTP, pp. 114-115; BZAK, pp. 11-12,34-37; ThW, 1,pp. 34-37.

23

See chapter two.

24

ST, I, pp. 79-80.
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in the 'beginning,' actually in the 'end,' fragmentarily and by anticipation in the flux of time
... Asked what the proof is for the fall of the world, I like to answer: religion itself, namely, a
religious culture beside a secular culture, a temple beside a town hall, a Lord's Supper beside
a daily supper, prayer besides work, meditation besides research, caritas beside eros. But
although this duality can never be overcome in time, space and history, it makes a difference
whether the duality is deepened into a bridgeless gap ... or whether the duality is recognized as
something which should not be and which is overcome fragmentarily by anticipation, so to
speak, in a theonomous period.?"

According to the definition of religion as self-transcendence, there should be no religion, individual or
organized, as a particular function of the spirit. Every act of life should in itself point beyond itself, and
no separate realm should be necessary. But, in existence, self-transcendence is resisted by profanization.
Morality and culture in existential separation from religion, caused by the fall, become what is usually
called 'secular.' Under the force ofprofanization,

or resisting the holy, the moral imperative becomes

conditional, dependent on fears and hopes, a result of psychological and sociological compulsion; an
ultimate moral aim is replaced by utilitarian calculations, and the fulfilment of the law is a matter of
futile attempts at self-determination. The self-transcendence of the moral act is denied; morality is
activity between finite possibilities. Under the analogous pressure ofprofanization, the cultural creation
of a universe of meanings loses the substance which is received in self-transcendence - an ultimate and
inexhaustible meaning. With the loss of its religious substance (i.e. the good, the true and the beautiful),
culture is left with an increasingly empty form. Meaning cannot live without the inexhaustible source
of meaning to which religion points. "Out of this situation religion arises as a special function of the
spin t. ,,26
These ideas that feature so prominently in Tillich's theology are also very important for understanding
Van Ruler's theology.

"Mijns inziens gaat het christelijk-israelitisch

... om het zijn dat verlost is en dat niet maar in

zijn verlostheid, maar in zijn zijn, dat door de verlossing nu weer zijn kan en zich, met de drieenige God, in en over zichzelfkan verheugen. Dit alles betekent dat men in het eschaton niet
alleen de kerk vindt. Men vindt haar daar helemaal niet. Zij valt weg. Wat overblijft is niet de
kerk, maar het rijk. En het rijk is de wereld, maar dan de geschapen wereld die door de zonde
en door de verlossing is heengegaan. Daar hebben wij onze hoop op gesteld. De kerk is aIleen
iets dat er bij-gekomen is. Zij behoort niet wezenlijk, ontologisch, maar alleen toe-vallig,
soteriologisch erbij. Daarom komt alles erop aan, dat zij eenmaal wegvalt. AIle kerkelijkheid
is ook een vervreemding van de menselijkheid, evenals de zonde en het kindskap van God

25

This quote is a combination of: ST, I, p. 80; PE, p. 59.
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radicale vervreemdingen van de mens zijn.''"

Protologically and eschatologically, everything is directed at the naked existence of things as such
before God, without the wrapping of sin, and without the wrapping of Christ. The aim is creation itself.
Or alternatively, the aim is the kingdom of God. One could also say that humanity is the ultimate
purpose. Then it is also true that the whole of Christianity is orientated to this goal. The origin of
christianizing is in the middle, in the particular form of God in Christ. Its ultimate goal, however, is to
be found in the protological and eschatological purpose of God; not in the Immanuel, in God with us,
but in humanity, in human beings before God.28
Eschatologically and protologically there is no separation of God and man. Religion, culture and
morality are not separated. Human existence in this state is an expression of God. However, because
of sin human existence is no longer a self evident expression of God (Ausdruck Gottes). Life must be
recoined (umgepragt) ifit is to express God and be His image."

This implies several further ideas that we must look at, namely: sin as separation from God implies that
a special revelation is needed from God in order to accomplish his purposes with his creation; this
special revelation is to be found in Jesus as the Christ and therefore the church is the representative of
this special revelation; this special revelation only exists for the sake of religion as self-transcendence
and is therefore an 'intermezzo" that will fall away in the eschaton; and finally the relationship of
church and culture.

Sin and the necessity of special revelation have already been discussed in chapters one and two,
therefore we will only briefly discuss it here in order to see its relevance in this context.
The fall into sin indicates the separation of God and man. "In the state of estrangement the dimension
of the ultimate is shut off."" In this situation doubt becomes absolute and drives toward a despairing
refusal of any truth." Man can try to resist any idea of ultimate truth. He can "steekt z'n kop in het
zand.,,32This would result in a totally empty soul," i.e. total meaninglessness."

But even in this state,

!nan is not totally separated from God and he cannot totally lose his capacity for self-transcendence.
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Man remains in a relationship with God and with ultimate truth.35In other words, one can never remain
in an empty or neutral state. As soon as one acts or makes decisions, one presupposes some or other
ultimate." This ultimate may be the absurdity of existence, of non-being as the ground of being , of the
tragic and predetermined, of God as the unity and reverse side of reality, of the all-one, of the
supernatural, of the totality of being, of the all-inclusive, of the inexhaustible context, etc, etc. But it
is unavoidable that one has such an ultimate, such a speculative context for one's thought and acts."
Thus in the formal sense offaith as ultimate concern, every human being has faith. Nobody can escape
the essential relation of the conditioned spirit to something unconditional in the direction of which it
is self-transcendent."
Thus man cannot escape ultimate concern, but God, or true ultimate concern is hidden under the
conditions of existence." Under the conditions of estrangement man is unable to achieve reunion with
God. Man, in relation to God, cannot do anything without him. He must receive in order to act. New
being precedes new acting." In other words, the theologia naturalis or the revelatio generalis is not
salutaris. Furthermore, because of sin even this 'natural revelation' cannot be properly understood and
Used. God cannot be properly known and served in this situation."
In this situation, the demons make their appearance. The demonic is not a simple negation of the divine
or a resistence against self-transcendence,

it is a distortion of self-transcendence as it identifies a

particular bearer of holiness with the holy itself. In this sense all polytheistic gods are demonic, because
the basis of being and meaning on which they stand is finite, no matter how sublime, great or dignified
it may be. This claim of something finite to infinity or to divine greatness is the characteristic of the
demonic.42
Van Ruler writes:
"De daemoniseering van den staat bestaat in zijn zelfbeschouwing als werkstuk en woonstede
van de goden. Zoo verstaat de staat zichzelfin het heidendom. En dit is in overeenstemming met
de heele heidensche Seinsverstandnis, waarin de werkelijkheid begrepen en ervaren wordt als
een goddelijke zijn, dat zichzelf door eigen goddelijke kracht v6rmt en plastische gestalten van
zichzelfuit boetseert en in deze eigen, zelfgevonnde, uit zichzelfuitgedreven

.

In

gestalten gel aden

35 "Hij staat in een verhouding (hij gaat tegen God in) - hij is met de waarheid bezig (die verkeert hij
leugen)." ThW, VI, p. 42.
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is met het goddelijke, doorwoond is van de goden. De heidensche staat is een spookhuis, waarin
de goden op alle mogelijke manieren te keer gaan.?"

In the sinful state of existence, there is no access to God, but there is also no escape from God and
ultimate concern. This leads to the demonization of certain aspects of reality and misuse of culture and
state. The only remedy for this situation is special revelation.

We have already seen that special revelation, the incarnation and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit is
to be understood soteriologically as a reaction to sin." The important points for the present context are:

1)

The original relationship to God has ceased to be a universal fact because of sin. Only special
divine acts can re-establish it."

2)

Jesus as the Christ is the source and criterion of all salvation." He is the ultimate criterion of
every healing and saving process." In Christ God has become fully embodied. He is a form of
God. In him God is fully present outside of us (extra nos) and not in any way in us (in nobis).
The New Testament speaks ofthe form (morphe) of Christ and of his image teikon), This is the
servant form of Christ. It is the form of humility (humilitas) taught us by the gospel. It is the
form of acknowledgement, of submission, of hearing the judgement as the judgement of God.
It is the form of saying yes to judgement and thus to the world that stands under judgement. It
is thus a form of poverty, but a spiritual poverty; the form of lowliness, but a lowliness over
against the high and glorious God; the form of hiddenness, but a hiddenness of salvation and
the kingdom. "Diese Gestalt wird uns vom Evangelium Jesu Christi gelehrt. Wir lernen sie
nirgendwo sonst. Gerade die Knechtgestalt ist die immer gesuchte und nun endlich gefundene
Humanitat. Zu Recht wird tiber Jesus Christus in seiner tiefsten Emiedrigung gesagt: Siehe, der
Mensch"?" Tillich explains this by pointing out that only by taking suffering and death upon
himself could Jesus be the Christ, because only in this way could he participate completely in
existence and conquer every force of estrangement which tried to dissolve his unity with God.
His death on the cross is the expression of his being as saviour, as New Being. Without the
continuous sacrifice of himself as a particular individual under the conditions of existence to
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himself as the bearer of the New Being, he could not have been the Christ. He proves and
confirms his character as the Christ in the sacrifice of himself as Jesus to himself as the Christ.
He maintains his unity with God by accepting His Judgement and therefore "this event [i.e. of
Jesus as the Christ on the cross] is not only the centre ofthe history ofthe manifestation ofthe
Kingdom of God; it is also the only event in which the historical dimension is fully and
universally affirmed. The appearance of Jesus as the Christ is the historical event in which
history becomes aware of itself and its meaning.

,,49

In other words, Jesus as the Christ is the

source and criterion of all revelation and salvation. This is a particular event, a special act of
God in history and it is the criterion against all forms ofthe demonic i.e. against the distortion
of identifying a particular bearer of holiness with the holy itself. This is because Jesus as the
Christ submits himself totally to the Judgement of God and claims nothing for himself,
therefore: "he who believes in me does not believe in me, but in him who sent me." (John
12:44).

3)

50

The church is the representative of Christ, it is the body of Christ and its essence is apostolic,
i.e. the function of the church is to represent the message of Christ.

4)

51

There is, therefore, a duality of church and culture or church and state. The church represents
the message of Christ, and culture and the state represent the world with its profanizing and
demonizing characteristics. This duality is therefore characteristic ofChristianity. "Als er in een
gekerstende cultuur iets zichtbaar is van haar gekerstende karakter, dan is het deze dualiteit.,,52
Paganism does not have this duality in such an obvious manner. Paganism is not exempt from
the Holy Spirit's impact in faith and love, but the ultimate criterion of both faith and love, the
transcendent union of unambiguous life as it is manifest in the faith and the love of the Christ

49 ST, III, pp. 368-369. "Jesus became the Christ by conquering the demonic forces which try to make
him demonic by tempting him to claim ultimacy for his finite nature. These forces, often represented by his own
disCiples, try to induce him to avoid sacrificing himself as a medium of revelation. They wanted him to avoid
the cross (cf. Matthew chap. 6). They try to make him an object of idolatry. Idolatry is the perversion of a
genuine revelation; it is the elevation of the medium of revelation to the dignity of the revelation itself." ST,
I, p. 133; cf. pp. 132-135; II, pp. 123-124,126,134-135;
III, pp. 368-369,144,104; What is Religion, pp. 82;
PE , p. vin.
...

50 This does not mean that Christianity never falls into the demonic ambiguities of actual religion or
false ultimate concern. Certainly, Christianity claims that in the cross of Christ the final victory in the struggle
against actual religion (i.e. in the sense of: ritual, of man trying to control God, of good works, etc) for the sake
of the Holy itselfhas been reached, but even in claiming this, the form of the claim itself shows demonic traits;
When that which is rightly said about the cross of the Christ is wrongly transferred to the life of the church,
Whose ambiguities are denied, although they have become increasingly powerful throughout its history. Those
Whodeny that Christianity is a particular religion, or a particular reception of revelation, fall into this trap. ST,
III, p. 104.
51

This will be discussed in more detail when we look at the nature of the church.
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is lacking. Therefore, as we have seen above, it is open to profanization and demonization
without an ultimate principle ofresistence: the Christ as he is represented by the church."

The special revelation in Christ only exists for the sake of religion as self-transcendence toward God.
The eschaton is the full realization of the purposes of God with this world. It is the full realization of
the social ideal in the most ordinarily and concrete, as well as in the deepest, meaning of this term, i.e.
as a communion or community of people with each other:

"Buiten en boven het sociale ideaal is er niets. Daarin straalt het beeld van God op: in de
samenleving van de mensen, waarin de lijnen van de goddelijke liefde en het goddelijke recht,
van de gerechtigheid en de barmhartigheid, van de goddelijke vreugde zijn getrokken ... [maar]
voor wij helemaal toe zijn aan het sociale ideaal, is er eerst de unio mystica cum Christo.?"

Tillich writes; "If the prophetic message is true, there is nothing 'beyond' religious socialism.?" This
is the eschatological kingdom in which the ultimate meaning of existence shines through all finite forms
of thought and action; the culture that is transparent and whose creations are vessels of a spiritual
content.56 But Jesus as the Christ remains the source and criterion of this kingdom."
This means that it is not the case that every arrow which can be drawn through the world and existence
points to and ends up in Jesus Christ. Rather, the reverse is true. From Jesus Christ and his atoning
sacrifice, all the arrows of salvation and God's righteousness are drawn through this reality. They all
point to one thing, namely, the kingdom of God, which consists of reality lived as a service of praise
to God.58 Christ is the means to this end. The aim remains unchanged, the kingdom of God on earth,
the world as kingdom. "AI geldt hier het allenneest, dat wij zonder dit middel - zonder Christus - dit
doel nooit zouden bereiken.t''"
In this fallen world, we can never get rid of the particularity of special revelation. Certainly,
eschatologically, this particularity completely falls away. Historically, everything is directed at this
falling away. The main concern is the kingdom of God and humanity. But this eschatological situation
IS

never given to us in its pure form. The kingdom of God is ours only in the form of the kingdom of

Christ.60
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This means that we need the church, which is the body of Christ, with its apostolic activity. The church
is an instrument in God's hands. It is an unprecedented intensification of God's concern for the world."
The church as the body of Christ represents and bears the ultimate source of meaning or salvation in
the world." This means that: "in so far as the Spiritual Community is the dynamic essence of the
churches, their existence is the medium through which the Spiritual Presence works towards the selftranscendence of culture.'?"
Van Ruler explains: "Alles in den politiek-cultureelen

levensvorm, die gestalte is van het koninkrijk

Gods, neemt in de kerk zijn oorsprong.?" The church is absolutely necessary, but it is not a part of the
Original creation, it is elected, around the Cross. God is ultimately concerned not with his church but
with his world.r' "De wereld is de eigenlijke, de kerk is slechts 'n intermezzo.?"
As long as we are living in a fallen world there is a universal psychological need to separate religion
and culture. In order to experience anything at all we are perpetually compelled to separate things that
in reality are bound up together, so that our conscious mind may become aware of them. "To be able,
somehow, to comprehend the Holy and experience it as distinct from the profane or secular, we must
take it out of context and bring it into a special sphere of cognition, of worship, of love, and of
organization ... This is the profoundest and most tragic contradictions of cultural life.v"
Religion, in the broad sense of ultimate concern or self-transcendence,

is essentially present in all

functions of man's spiritual life, but because ofthe tragic estrangement of man's spiritual life from its
OWnground and depth, mankind has developed religion in the narrower sense, in the sense of ritual,
myth and cult. And religion in this narrow sense, specifically the church as the body of Christ, is the
only entrance to religion in the broader sense. But, according to the last book of the Bible, there will
be no temple in the heavenly Jerusalem, for God will be all in all (Rev. 21 :22; I Cor. 15:28). There will
be no secular realm, and for this reason there will be no separate religious realm. Religion will be again
What it is essentially, the all determining ground and substance of man's spiritual life. Religion, in the
narrow sense, will fall away. But religion in the broad sense, as the immediate experience of the
ultimate, will remain. Religion, the church, opens up the depth of man's spiritual life which is usually
Covered by our secular work and resisted by our existential estrangement. It gives us the experience of
the Holy, of something which is untouchable, awe-inspiring, and of ultimate meaning, the source of
Ultimate courage.
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"This is the glory of what we call religion [i.e. in the narrow sense]. But beside its glory lies its
shame ... It forgets that its own existence is a result of man's tragic estrangement from his true
being. It forgets its own emergency character ... For the religious and the secular realm are in
the same predicament. Neither ofthem should be in separation from the other, and both should
realize that their very existence as separated is an emergency, that both of them are rooted in
religion in the larger sense of the word, in the experience of ultimate concern.v'"

Van Ruler expresses the idea by pointing out that the reformed view of the relationship between church
and state (and therefore between church and culture) is not that the state should be subordinated to the
church but that it should be a state with the Bible. This does not mean a state that is constructed directly
from a biblical model of the state, and it is altogether different from a state that would seek to
implement a political program derived directly from the Bible.

"Maar het wil zeggen: een staat die zichzelf en het volksleven inricht vanuit het bijbelse
Seinsverstandnis, waarin de dingen van God, mens en wereld dus doorleefd en gewaardeerd
worden op de wijze van de bijbelse religie ... De kerk en het sacrament zijn daarom met het
doel, maar slechts middel. Het doel is, dat we het gewone leven op de aarde leven, voor Gods
aangezicht en naar zijn wil.,,69

It is not God's intention that religion in the narrow sense replaces culture. Rather it is his desire that
culture becomes what it should be: the expression of the essence of religion, i.e. in its broader sense of
referring to the kingdom of God, where' Holy to the Lord' shall be inscribed even on the bells of the
horses (Zech. 14:20). But, religion in the narrow sense, i.e. the church with its myth and cult, is essential
for the attainment of this purpose."

We have seen that this duality of church and state is the only true duality in existence. However, there
are three main ways of looking at this duality:
The first way changes this duality into a dualism - the natural and the supernatural. The former is the
'ordinary' things of everyday life (culture, the planning of a trade route, etc.), the latter is concerned
with another world, or realm (the salvation of a human soul, heaven, etc.). These two worlds are so
totally different and have completely different origins, essences and purposes. In their deepest essence,

TC, pp. 8-9. Van Ruler also refers to this situation as an 'emergency measure': "het verlossingswerk
In Jezus Christus is aIleen geschied opdat de schepping weer voor Gods aangezicht zou kunnen bestaan; het is
dus slechts een moment, een noodmaatregel in de ene raad en het ene werk van God; het begin en het einde zijn
Wezenlijker dan het midden; zij zijn daarom ook anders, naar inhoud en structuur." Th W, I, p. 165 (My italics).
We will return to these ideas when we look at the eschatological undoing of the church.
.
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the things of the world and the things of the church have got nothing to do with each other. There is a
true dualism, the 'supranatural' message of the Bible really has nothing to do with our 'natural' life on
earth. 7 I
A metaphysical dualism may not be inferred from certain eschatological notions which are to be found
in the New Testament (cf., In 18:36; II Cor. 10:4,5; Phil. 3:20) and in the early church up to Augustine.
These eschatological notions must be understood in terms of the apocalyptics. Then there is no dualism.
This world will be the theatrum gloriae Dei. This implicit dualism was brought to its radical form in
orthodox Lutherism." History is the place in which, after the Old Testament preparation, Christ has
appeared to save some individuals within the church from bondage to sin and guilt and to enable them
to participate in the heavenly realm after death. Cultural action, especially in the decisive political
realm, cannot be purged from the ambiguities of power, internally or externally. There is no relation
between the justice of the kingdom of God and the justice of power structures. The two worlds are
separated by an unbridgeable gap. Attempts to change a corrupt political system contradicts God's will
as expressed in his providential action. After history has become the scene of saving revelation, nothing
essentially new can be expected from it. This view may contain elements which are relevant to the
situation of innumerable individuals in all periods of history (e.g. because of repressive political
regimes), and it is a necessary counterbalance to the danger of secular as well as religious utopianism.
But it is not an adequate interpretation ofthe duality of church and state. Its most obvious shortcoming
is the fact that it contrasts the salvation of the individual with the transformation of the group, culture
and the universe, thus separating the one from the other. But the most serious problem is the way in
Which it contrasts the realm of salvation with the realm of creation. Creation, with its inherent power
structure is good. If it is beyond salvation - however fragmentary that salvation may be in the present then life itselfis beyond salvation. The world in its entirety is then under the dominion of the demons.
This is essentially Gnosticism and effectively a forwarding of demonic interests. Thus, it is "inadequate
because it excludes culture as well as nature from the saving processes in history.?" Van Ruler adds:
"Als dat waar was, dan zou de bijbel geen enkel recht woord meer in de wereld te zeggen hebben ...
Deze uiteenrukking beteekent telkens voor beide partijen den doodl?"

.The second view begins with the ultimate unity of both church and state. The church has been given
the divine Word or revelation and therefore has complete authority to rule the entire national life of a
group or state. But as the apparatus of the church is not adequate for this purpose it is more or less
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72 As expressed in the Augsburg Confession: "temporal authority is concemed with matters altogether
?lfferent from the Gospel. Temporal power does not protect the soul, but with the sword and physical penalties
It protects body and goods from the power of others. Therefore, the two authorities, the spiritual and the
temporal, are not to be mingled or confused." xxviii, 11f.
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forced to transfer some of this rule to the state. Although the church could develop the necessary
apparatus for this purpose, there is always the possibility that in doing this it would forget its spiritual
responsibilities. Therefore it makes sense that it not take the entire rule of the national life onto itself.
The church finds the worldly power or state already in existence and it can invest the state with the
worldly sword, which was originally given to the church together with the spiritual sword. This is
essentially the Roman Catholic doctrine of the two swords."
The state, as such, is then located in the realm of nature rather than supernature. It has a temporal and
earthly purpose, which is valid in itself, to serve the common good. Thus the state is completely bound
by natural law, but when it comes right down to it, it is the church's right and obligation to clarify and
interpret natural law. The church then takes precedence and priority over the state and culture. This is
all understood within the conception of the relation of nature and supernature which understands life
to be principally stream-lined upward, in the direction of a participation in the trinitarian life of God,
in the communion of the saints (i.e. transubstantiation). This boils down to the idea that the state and
culture must dance to the tune piped by the church. 76
It is remarkable to see how easily theology falls into this theory of the division of labour and
transubstantiation of the worldly realm into the supernatural spiritual realm. This is always the case
When one, in principle, answers the question of the duality of church and state by refening to it as a
compromise and finding no other reason for this duality other than the fact that it simply is and cannot
be done away with. This is the danger of the barthian position. It begins with the sovereignty of the
Word of God and the idea that the Word of God has only been given to the church. The state is
understood as an actual and inescapable given, as a fated reality that one can theologically only
understand by talking of the 'patience of God' (K. Barth) or even the' strange patience of God.' The
concern is, then, not with a Christian state but with a state that dispenses justice. What this justice is,
the state appears to know from within itself. 77
The rejection of a Christian state in favour of a 'just' state that knows justice from itself is essentially
a theologia naturalis in optima forma. It leaves the sovereignty of the grace of God in the background
and understands culture and the state from the perspective of creation. The state is seen as neutral before
it begins its political forming of culture. 78 Thus Barth believes in a godless objectivity of human action
ravaged by sin and without any relation whatever either to the divine or the demonic. But belief in such
an existence with respect to both divine and demonic dominion is an illusion. We never live merely in
the first and second dimension of our existence (in dead matter and the form we give to it), but also live
constantly in the third dimension (i.e. our ultimate concern is either directed toward the Holy or against
it). "That holds true of all our activities, even of those that are apparently the most secular. One who
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does not recognize that fact and who, mistakenly holding to the belief in a two-dimensional reality
renounces the religious conflict against psychical, social, and spiritual demonic forces, does in truth
forward demonic interests.':" Van Ruler agrees and writes: "Men mag den staat niet als fataliteit
aanvaarden; dat is een samenhokken met den daemon.T"
Thus, in the long run this piece of natural theology - the state as fated, the strange patience of God, the
'just' state, objective existence, unrelated to the divine or demonic - appears to be unbearable. Then one
is left with nothing else but the sovereign Word of God that has been given to the church. The fact that
this Word is sovereign implies that one is forced to accept that the state exists only as an actual practical
necessity because of an inevitable division oflabour. The result is the Roman-Catholic doctrine ofthe
two swords. There is no other possibility. The choice is between an unbiblical natural theology or this
doctri ne. 81
This scheme of the natural and the supernatural also implies some form of transubstantiation. The
Christian message is seen as a sum of revealed truths which have fallen into the human situation like
strange bodies from a strange world - 'senkrecht von Oben.' No mediation to the human situation is
Possible. These truths themselves create a new situation before they can be received. Man must become
something other than human in order to receive divinity." Some form of transubstantiation must occur
and this transubstantiated reality has final say over the state and culture. There is no real duality of
church and state. Similar problems can be seen in Kuyper's theology. He speaks of 'sovereignty in own
realm' i.e. the church is sovereign in its spiritual realm and the state is sovereign in its own earthly
realm. As sovereign in its own realm, the state does not need the proclamation of God's grace, in Jesus
as the Christ, from the church. The state is therefore neutral and can know of justice from the natural
law and from common grace (i.e. natural theology). The church as institute has no direct influence on
the state or on culture. The only effect that the church has on the state or on culture is indirectly through
Christian organizations i.e. through the church as organism. And the essence of the church as organism
is expressed in his doctrine of rebirth: the mystical transubstantiation of the soul. 83

The problem in these understandings is that the specifically religious-cultural functions insofar as they
are exercised by the church, share in the 'absoluteness'
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80 RP, p. 313; cf. DG, p. 164. He also writes: "Maar op den duur kan de mensch zichzelf niet redden.
Als hij den levenden God is kwijtgeraakt, gaat hij vroeg of laat zijn eigen goden weer opzoeken. Een
l11enschelijkecultuur is op den duur niet boudbaar. Dat moet uitloopen op een beidensche cultuur, waarin de
dael110nenhun krachten weer toonen." RP, p. 379. There is no escape from self-transcendence or ultimate
concem.
81

RP, p. 312.

82 In terms of the classic heresies one could say that this supranaturalistic duality has doceticl11onophysitictraits. ST, I, pp. 64-65, DG, pp. 30, 52-53; ST, Ill, pp. 115-117.
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VV, p. 158; RP, p. 374-375; DG, pp. 170-172; Kuypers Idee Eener Christelijke Cultuur, pp. 7-13.
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religious principle in the broader sense; and that there are absolute sciences, art forms, morality, etc i.e. those realised in the church, in its dogma, in its cultus, etc. This is the typically Catholic attitude,
but even when church, cultus and ethics are freed and seen in their relativity, as in the other examples
mentioned, the cognitive tie, the idea of absolute knowledge as a supernatural revelation, is still
retained. Thus, supernaturalism asserts that the Holy has so far united itself with the sacred object or
event that the latter is raised as a whole into a higher sphere (transubstantiated) and stands over against
everything else which is viewed as something secular and unrelated to God or the kingdom of God. 84

This rejection of the natural-supranatural scheme can only be comprehended in its full importance, for
the theologies of Van Ruler and Tillich, if we consider the basic understanding of the soteriological
paradox in their theologies.
The basic problem with these ideas of the ultimate unity of church and state is that they do not take the
paradoxical nature of revelation seriously. "God sent forth his Son, born of woman, born under the law"
(Gal. 4:4-5). The appearance of the New Being under the conditions of existence, yet judging and
conquering them, is the paradox of the Christian message. This is the only paradox and the source of
all paradoxical statements. The statement that the situation of the Christian is simul peccator, simul
justus is not a paradox beside the christological paradox: that Jesus is the Christ. Historically and
systematically, everything else in Christianity is a corroboration of the simple assertion that Jesus is the
ChriSt.85 The paradox is the new reality (the absolute, the kingdom of God) to which the contradicting
(concrete) form points. It is the surprising, miraculous, and ecstatic way in which that which is the
mystery of being universally is manifest in time, space, and under the conditions of existence, in
complete historical concreteness."
The concrete side of the central revelation of God is seen in the biblical picture of Jesus as the Christ.
The paradoxical Christian claim is that this picture has unconditional and universal validity. This
absoluteness is the love of God. Jesus is completely transparent for God, he completely sacrificed
himselfas Jesus to himselfas the Christ. Jesus as the Christ is the representative of God. He completely
reveals God. This revelation is the revelation of the love of God, it is grace, the forgiveness of God in
Christ. Thus it is a paradox, it shines through the concrete life of Jesus, but it has no form of its own."
In other words, this revelation is a negation of the law in the sense that no special trait of the concrete
Picture of Jesus can be used as an absolute law. It does not give us absolute ethics, absolute doctrines,
Or an absolute ideal of personal and communal life. It gives us examples that point to that which is

84 What is Religion, pp. 83, 176-177. At best this would result in a Christian culture as a ghetto in the
national culture; at worst as a heteronomous subjection of the national life to the church. RP, p. 375; DG, p. 172;
See above.
85

ST, II, p. 92.

86

ST, I, pp. 150-151.
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ST, I, pp. 132-135, 151; What is Religion, p. 84.
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absolute but these examples (the words of Jesus and the apostles, for instance) are not absolute in
themselves. This paradoxical meaning is distorted if the paradox is transformed into absolutisms of a
cognitive and moral character." The distortion of this paradox is thus a distortion of the salvation that
we have received in Christ - absolute law then replaces the gospeL
In order to understand this criticism, which is central in understanding the theology of both Tillich and
Van Ruler, we will now look at Van Ruler's description of it. "AIle heil en aIle waarachtig leven op de
aarde, de heele kerk en de geschiedenis en de cultuur, [komen voort] uit die eene groote brandende
waarheid van de rechtvaardiging van den goddelooze.?"

In order to understand the nature of this

justification we must look at the doctrine of Jesus as the Christ. In the first place he was true man, he
took on our human nature and was a man among other men, namely Jesus of Nazareth. This salvation
is the salvation of this historical reality and not a new creation that comes in the place ofthis creation.
This also means that all reality is redeemed and there is nothing that is left outside of this redemption,
e.g. matter, the state or culture."
Certainly this concreteness of the true humanity of Christ implies 'den garstigen, breiten Graben,'
(Lessing) that separates us from Jesus. But this ditch is overcome when we properly understand the
divinity of Christ. Thus, in the second place we must look at the divinity of Christ. The divinity of
Christ is his historicity. It is the fact that he has overcome existential estrangement. The living God has
posited himself as an historical power in the person and work of Christ." And this, in tum, is to be
understood in terms of the Anselmi an doctrine of atonement, i.e. as satisfactio, expiatio and placatio."
This means that the kingdom of God is present as salvation in Christ. Therefore the kingdom of God
IS

paradoxically present. The kingdom of God is concealed in the flesh of Christ. In other words, the

absoluteness of Christ is to be found exclusively in the reconciliation of guilt." The mystery of the
reconciliation of guilt in Christ is identical with the concealment of God.

"Het rijk van Christus is het rijk van God in de verborgenheid. En deze verborgenheid is niet
slechts een accidenteele, doch een essentieele bepaling. Het regnum Christi is niet aIleen
verborgen, maar het is zelf de verberging van het heil in het vleesch. In de christologische
uiteenzettingen vonden wij in dit moment der verberging ... het geheimenis der verzoening.''"

We therefore have nothing essential or definitive in our hands, we have no part of the eschatological
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ST, T, pp. 151-152; II, p. 93; III, p. 282.
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DG, p. 175.
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Ik Geloof, pp. 70, 76; BZAK, p. 66; 124-125; VW, pp. 84, 89; ThW, II, pp. 222-225.
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DG, pp. 100-102,106.
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VW, p. 98; ThW, I, p. 181.
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VW, p. 95; cf. pp. 39-40, 73.

Opmerkingen in de Ontmoeting met Rome, Paul Brand, Antwerpen, 1965, p. 57.
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reality itself." Everything remains fragmentary, ambiguous and anticipatory." There is therefore no
absolute science, art, culture or state that is to be controlled by the church."

This really is the essence of the theologies of Tillich and Van Ruler:

1)

The kingdom is the purpose of creation.

2)

Jesus as the Christ is to be understood functionally as saviour.

3)

This salvation is to be understood paradoxically in terms of simul peccator, simul justus.

4)

This salvation is therefore not a final or definitive reality.

5)

This salvation is, however, necessary and is the only access to God.

6)

This salvation includes all reality.

7)

The paradoxical nature of this salvation will be undone in the eschaton - it will be a simple factGod will be all in all i.e. the incarnation will be undone and there will be no temple in the new
Jerusalem, therefore, also no religion!

8)

This salvation is effective in the present.

After this brief detour, expressing the basic meaning of the soteriological paradox in the theologies of
Tillich and Van Ruler, we can now return to our discussion of different understandings of the duality
of church and state. The mirror image of this theory of the division oflabour in which the church stands
above the state, is the idea that the state takes precedence over the church. The state then entrusts the
church with the care ofthe religious interests and needs of the state. Historically, this was found in the
caesaropapisms of the Byzantine Age. Remarkably enough there is a parallel in lutheranism where the
magistrate is the summus episcopus ofthe church." This is also a form of the theory ofthe division of
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VW, pp. 86,218.
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See chapter three.

97 Thus "heeft men de beteekenis van het christendom en van Jezus gezocht in de ideeen, de ideal en,
de persoonlijkheid, de waarden, de nonnen en de bevrijdende krachten, die er van uitgaan. De godheid van Jezus
been men omgezet in zijn goddelijkheid. En de mensch, die dit alles heeft te realiseeren, wat uit de openbaring
via het medium van het bewustzijn tot hem gekomen is, en die daarom verantwoordelijk word voor het
kOninkrijk Gods op de aarde, komt in het middelpunt te staan. De openbaring is dan niet meer als feitelijke,
genadige, verborgen tegenwoordigheid Gods te verstaan; zij wordt tot ideale, knechtelijke en zeeropenbare daad
des menschen." DG, p. 103. The absoluteness of the concrete picture of Christ is the same as absolutizing ideals
Orpowers derived from the concrete picture of Christ. In both cases the paradox is lost and the law of God is
made into an instrument for the sel f sal vation of man. God is forgotten. The paradoxical message of justification
of the godless is forgotten. This is the essence of sin. VW, pp. 350-351, 521; ST, I, pp. 150-152; What is
.Religion, pp. 83-84.

98 As "chief members of the church, the kings and the princes," should "have regard for the interests
of the church and to see to it that errors are removed and consciences are healed." (Treatise on the Power and
Primacy of the Pope. P. 54). It is denied that this implies that the civil government assumes control over the
Church, but it does imply the primacy of the state: "The Christian in civil government is delegated at all times
to make and to preserve a place for the Gospel in ills domain and, hence, also for a separate ecclesiastical
Office." (Theology of the Lutheran Confessions, E. Schlink, Fortress Press, Philadelphia, 1985, pp. 257-258).
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labour. It posits the duality of church and state, but has a problem respecting the specific function of
the church, just as the previous theory had a problem with respecting the specific function ofthe state.
But the real objection to this theory is that in its extreme form as well as in its principle intentions it
falls outside of Christianity. When one really intends to assert that the church is only there to care for
the religious concerns of the state, then one ends up with an intrinsically pagan claim. "Wie de religie
vanuit den staat benadert, kan, in de religie, onmogelijk meer volop ernst maken met de waarheid van
het leven Gods in den middelaar, gelijk deze uit de openbaring, door schrift en belijdenis, dus van
buiten af, tot ons komt?"
The symbolic power of this revelation always disappears as soon as it is entirely integrated into the
framework of cultural forms, i.e. when it is entirely secularized. This approach, which understands the
state to be the ultimate power, integrates revelation into the framework of cultural forms from the point
of view of an ideal unity and therefore leads to the secularization of the Holy. That is, revelation is
understood as natural revelation or as an ideal demand. But revelation "is grace, and not a supernatural
sphere, but also not a merely natural ideal demand. Grace is always a paradox; it breaks through the
immediate form but has no form of its own. ,,100

The whole point of the doctrine of atonement is that the world is indeed saved. Tills is the paradox of
the simul justus, simul peccator. It is an affirmation of the world. It is a 'yes' to the world. And this
'yes' is the whole content of the Christian faith. But the problem is that we can only say 'no' to sin.
How, then, can we give the world, a world that is admittedly under the rule of sin, such an
unconditional 'yes'? How can we then seek to involve the church in the world? All exorcizing,
christianizing, and sanctifying is surely, is it not, a temptation condemned to failure, a temptation to
become altogether too comfortable with sin? In fact, there only exists, does there not, the godless walk
of human life, which, in its unfathomable freedom, is destined to be overcome and defeated before
God? This walk of life is precisely what we mean by culture. It is certainly great and wonderful, but
it can never be considered 'Christian.' A 'Christian culture' is like squaring a circle. The church can
only observe culture in its godlessness with the eyes of God.IOI
This is the attitude of the 'dialectical' theology (in dependence on Kierkegaard and as expressed by
someone like K. Barth), which states that the holy can only assume a negative relationship, never a
polar relationship, with culture. Certainly, primarily and above all salvation is judgement passed upon
World history. Theology cannot avoid this idea. This is the battle for the absoluteness of the divine and
Contains a prophetic force and penetration. But theology is not prophecy. It attempts a rational

!his is the danger of understanding the duality of church and state as a dualism: The civil government is then
In Control and the church is concerned with the souls of some people.
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explanation of the prophetic message. "Theology does indeed deal with the paradox, but it must not
therefore treat it only in paradoxes. Otherwise it might come about that through the very dogmatization
of this form it loses the real paradox.,,}02
In other words, the dogmatization of the paradox of grace, of simul peccator, simul justus, loses the true
duality of revelation and existence, of church and state and leads either to a dualism or to the
absolutization of the form in which we have received the revelation of grace in Jesus as the Christ, and
therefore the paradox is lost.
The third answer points to the true duality of church and state which has been established by God in
his work with creation. This duality is to be understood in the line of the dualities which we have
already discussed: the method of correlation, the human question and divine answer; the duality of the
kingdom of God and history; the duality of fallen existence and salvation; the duality of personal and
communal existence and the Spirit of God. The state and culture refer to the fallen, sinful existence of
man. While the church points to the salvation that we have received in Christ.
In order to understand this, we must look at the relationship between culture and sin. We will do this
by looking at three concepts: materiality, rationality and freedom.

We have defined culture as man's total activity with created reality. Culture is, inter alia, what we do
with the material reality around us. Van Ruler asks the question: "Hoe waardeert men de stof en de
stoffelijke aard van de totale werkelijkheid?" And he answers that material reality is good. "Het 'valde
bonum,' het 'alles is zeer goed,' dat de Schepper sprak, geldt met name ook van haar.?'?' And Tillich
Writes: "Belief in creation includes the beliefthat matter, even earthly matter, is not something opposed
to God ... Therefore, it is not necessary to flee from matter in order to reach God. A resounding Yes is
pronounced upon the entire creation.v"
The finitude and materiality of creation is good. The fact of being in existence is good "Het feit, dat ik
er ben en dat er iets is en niet niets, heeft met de zonde niets te maken.t"?'
The materiality of culture and the fact that culture is concerned with material reality does not make it

lH, p. 221; cf. pp. 220, 232; KOGH, p. 124. Tillich points out that it is a fact of church history that
Barth made an end of the naive identification of the kingdom of God with ecclesiastical activities, social
programmes, political reconstruction, or human progress. It was only in this manner that he was able to save
German Protestantism from dissolving into a worldly political movement embodying strongly extra-Christian
elements. That outcome would scarcely have been possible without Barth's radical and one-sided emphasis upon
~heseparation of the divine from the human. "But an instrument that is a mighty weapon in warfare may be an
1nconvenient tool for use in the building trade." What Is Wrong With The 'Dialectic' Theology, p. 143.
}02

103 Th W, V, pp. 9-11. Van Ruler never tires of referring to the goodness of created reality and defending
Christianity from all forms of Gnosticism. Th W, V,pp. 9-31; BZAK, pp. 27-30; Ik Geloof; pp. 31-42.
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Political Expectation, p. 2; cf. ST, I, pp. 253, 254, 271; BZAK, p.28.

105 ThW, V, p. 27. "Het feit dat ik er ben en dat ik ik ben, gaat dan ook nog dieper dan aile schuld. Ik
Wordwel als zondaar geboren, maar m 'n geboorte als zodanig heeft niets met de zonde te maken." Op. cit., p.13
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sinful or evil. God is concerned about this world and wants to set up his kingdom in this reality. The
kingdom of God is not another realm or sphere above this world. "Existence is the fulfilment of
creation; existence gives creation its positive character ... 'corporeality is the end of the ways of God'
(Otinger)"I06 Matter, as matter, is good in itself; it has been created by God.

The second concept we must look at is rationality. Rationality and consciousness are not identical to
sin. Van Ruler poses the question:
"'Ihr werdet sein wie Gott, erkennend das Bose und das Gute' - sagt die Schrift, oder: sagt in
der Schrift der Teufel. 1st damit gemeint, daf die Vernunft und die Vernunftigkeid aus der
Sunde und selber Sunde oder gerade die Sunde sind? Ist die Spaltung der menschlichen
Existenz, welche mit dem Bewufltsein gegeben ist (der Mensch ist nicht einfach da, sondern er
weif auch darum, daf er da ist; er ist nicht nur vor Gottes Angesicht da, sondern auch vor
seinem eigenen Angesicht), der Sundenfall?"lo7

Tillich points to the same problem when he writes: "The ambiguities of the cognitive act of the selfcreation of life [i.e. culture] are rooted in the split between subject and object.
precondition of all knowledge.v"

This split is the

Is this subject-object split itself the fall into sin? There is certainly

a very intimate relation between consciousness and sin. But sin can not only be acknowledged, but also
recognised and known as guilt. In any case, human consciousness always also includes a consciousness
of guilt. But is it itself guilt? However it sounds rather strange to say that the knowledge of guilt is itself
also guilt. "MuB man hier nicht vielmehr sagen, daf es die Ehre des Menschen als Geschopf ist, daf
er nicht nur schuldig werden, sondem auch mit Gott urn die Schuld wissen kann? Dann aber ware das

GeWissen und das Bewufltsein und damit die ganze Rationalitat nicht nur negativ zu bewerten.T'"
Tillich explains:

"To be aware of one's self is a way of being beyond one's self. The subject-element in all life
becomes a subject, and the object-element in all life becomes an object-something that is thrown
opposite the subject (ob-jectum). The greatness of this event in the history of nature is
tremendous, and so is the new dignity following from it. The state of being beyond one's self
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ST, I, pp. 203-204, 278.
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GCW, p. 42; CTTP, p. 137.

108 ST, III, p.70. Tillich distinguishes the cognitive act and the technical act in the self creation of life
(CUlture) but points out that the power of tools is dependent on the power of language; "Logos precedes
~verything. If man is called homo faber, he is implicitly called anthropos logikos, i.e., man who is determined
y the logos and who is able to use the meaningful word." ST, III, p.61. In other words, the technical act is also
Subject to the subject-object split of existence. ST, Ill, pp. 72-77.
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in terms of self-awareness, even the most rudimentary, is a mark of greatness surpassing that
in all preceding dimensions ... This valuation of the subject-object scheme as a decisive moment
in the self-transcendence of life seems to contradict the mystical tendency of identifying selftranscendence with the transcendence of the subject-object split. But there is no contradiction
in this, for even in the most outspoken form of mysticism the mystical self-transcendence has
nothing in common with the vegetative state under the dimension of the organic. Its very nature
is to overcome the subject-object split after it has fully developed in the personal realm - not to
annihilate it, but to find something above the split in which it is conquered and preserved."!"

The subject-object split is not itself sin. It is not purely negative as it is the presupposition of all
knowledge. The subject-object split needs to be overcome, but preserved and not destroyed. Ifit were
destroyed we would sink to the level of the unreflecting animal. It needs to be preserved but
transcended. In other words the key to human understanding and action is: 'only with God.' It is only
with God that we can know our guilt. It is only with God that we can know the truth. It is only with God
that we can do the good. The self awareness that comes with the subject-object split is thus to be
understood in terms of self-transcendence, i.e. knowing with God.
The presence within finitude of an element which transcends it is experienced both theoretically and
practically as verum ipsum (the true-itself) as the norm of all approximations to truth and as bonum
ipsum (the good-itself)

as the norm of all approximations

to goodness or justice. Both are

manifestations of esse ipsum, being itself as the ground and abyss of everything that is.111This is the
Work of the Holy Spirit. The Spiritual Presence (fragmentarilyr'"

overcomes the subject-object split

and allows us to understand in the light of the eternal. In the Spirit, "language is fragmentarily liberated
from the bondage to the subject-object scheme. It reaches moments in which it becomes a bearer of the
Spirit expressing the union of him who speaks with that of which he speaks in an act oflinguistic selftranscendence ... [this] appears whenever the Spiritual Presence imposes itself on an individual or a
grOUp.,,1l3
Rationality, consciousness and conscience are not themselves sin. "Being is inseparable from the logic
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ST, Ill, pp. 91-92.

III ST, III, pp. 206-207; ThW, IV, p. 13. This is thenotitia Dei ins ita spoken of by the older dogmatics.
See chapter one.
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See chapter three.

I13ST,III, pp. 253-255. In a similar vein Van Ruler writes: "NurGott ist und weif die Wahrheit. Es gibt
nUr dann Wahrheidserkenntnis, wenn sein Geist in unseren Geist hineinleuchtet. Die Vernunft ist nur dann
rechte und volle Vernunft, wenn sienicht nur das Wort Gottes 'vernirnmt,' sondern mit Gott weill (conscientia)
Um sich selbst, urn den verniinftigen Menschen und urn aile Dinge. Die Christianisierung nun ist unbedingt
notwendig in Hinsicht auf diesen letzten Punkt: nur dann ist die menschliche Vernunft rechte und volle
Vernunft, nur daIm vergewaltigt sie in ihrer Rationalitat die geschaffenen Dinge in ihrer Kontingenz nicht zu
eWigen Dingen, wenn sie vom Evangelium her erleuchtet ist und ihre Erkenntnis also die Erkenntnis der Liebe,
Wenn die gnosis die gnosis der agape ist." GCW, p. 44; CTTP, p. 139.
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of being, the structure

which makes it what it is and which gives reason the power of grasping

shaping it. 'Being something'

and

means having a form ... The form which makes a thing what it is, is its

content, its essentia, its definite power of being,"!" When this is understood

on the basis of God's

trinitarian being and his decree, then we can proceed, "mit Gott auch aIle Dinge positiv zu wollen und
(zum Beispiel in der Wissenschatt

The preceding
namely

question

that of human

und Kunst) in ihrem Geheimnis

was that of rationality.
freedom

and finitude.

Existentialism

But there is another even more profound
In short the question

contingency

of creation.

has focussed

"condemned

to be free" and that "man is a useless

search of an essence, and human existence
being is impossible.
man is completely

II?Christianity

und Wesen zu ergriinden."IIS

on these questions

leaping

desire for a necessary
that

separated from his essence and therefore human existence in its finitude, temporality
and freedom are not themselves

It is obvious that finitude in terms of space is a form of God's creation and is not

from one moment

to another,

Is it not the form or exponent of God's activity?
und darum der geschaffen

Wirklichkeit

insignificance

and

only the absurd form of a fallen existence?

(als Tat Gottes!)?,,118
and the ever present threat of death, force finite

to become

awareness is anxiety. Like finitude, anxiety is an ontological

nonbeing, namely, to being-itself.

and end, with its

"Ist die Zeit nicht geschaffen oder jedenfalls die Form

itself and, just for this reason,

human power of self-transcendence

with its beginning

and also with the restlessness,

All the structures of finitude, especially temporality
being to transcend

and

that man is

may be tempted to take up this line of thought as a confirmation

deficiency of all the elements of reality - is this temporality

der Schopfung

and declared

is a failure because its fundamental

itself evil, but what about finitude in terms of time. Is temporality
continual

the openness

passion.":" Man is, so to speak, an existence in

and freedom is a purely Godless reality. However, finitude, temporality
sin and godlessness.

concerning

question,

is an expression

aware of itself as finite. Finitude

quality. It is awareness

of man's

This indicates the indissoluble

belonging

in

of non being. The

to that which is beyond

relation of everything

finite to being-

114ST, I, p. 178.
115GCW, pp. 43-44; CITP, 137-138.
116J.P. Satre, Being and Nothingness, Methuen and Co., London, 1976, pp. 615,632.
117J. Macquarrie, Twentieth-Century

Religious Thought, SCM Press, London, 1988, p. 359.

118GCW, p. 45; CITP, p. 140. Tillich writes: "In the anxiety of having to die nonbeing is experienced
from 'the inside.' This anxiety is potentially present in every moment.lt permeates the whole of man's being;
It shapes soul and body and determines spiritual life; it belongs to the created character of being quite apart from
estrangement and sin. It is actual in 'Adam' (i.e., man's essential nature) as well as in 'Christ' (i.e., man's new
reality) ... We repeat anxiety about transitoriness, about being delivered to the negative side of temporality, is
rOoted in the structure of being and not in a distortion of this structure." ST, I, pp. 193-194. Certainly, there is
a difference between the anxiety of being aware of one's finitude (which belongs to creation as such) and the
anXiety caused by guilt. Christ, who was without sin, experienced this anxiety of death (but not of guilt) in the
garden of Gethsemane. Ifthere had been no sin, this anxiety of finitude (of not having the power oflife within
~neself, of not being God) would have been the existential question to which the covenant of works would have
een the answer. Cf., ST, II, pp. 67- 68, 34-36; I, pp. 192- 194; Het Leven Een Feest, Callenbach, Nijkerk, 1972,
Pp. 55-57; ThW, I, p. 171; II, p. 227.
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itself:
"God is the creative ground of everything in every moment ...[therefore] the tragic character of
existence is not rooted in the creative ground of being; consequently, it does not belong to the
essential nature of things. In itself finitude is not tragic, that is, doomed to self-destruction by
its very greatness. Therefore the tragic is not conquered by avoiding the finite as much as
possible, that is, by ontological asceticism. The tragic is conquered by the presence of beingitselfwithin the finite ...[and] God can appear within finitude only if the finite as such is not in
conflict with him."

119

But in the state of sin man resists this self-transcendence. Tillich refers to this as the profanization of
life. 120 Every act oflife should point beyond itself, but the function of self-transcendence is perverted
by identifying something finite (reason, freedom, etc.) with that to which self-transcendence is directed
- the holy.!" Freedom can only be understood correctly on the basis of this self-transcendence i.e.
Willing in freedom what God has already willed in his sovereign freedom. Freedom is not absurdity,
it is the fear of God. Van Ruler writes:
"Fur die entbundene, gottlose Vemunft ist das bestimmt nur als Absurditat zu durchleben. Die
Vemunft aber, die von der Liebe entflammt und gespannt, die also vom Evangelium erleuchtet
ist, wird iiber all diese Absurditat hinaussteigen,

urn sich kontemplativ

in das ewige

Wohlgefallen Gottes zu verlieren. Es hat ihm gefallen, daB ich, mit allen einzelnen Dingen, hier
und jetzt einfach da bin und daf ich nur einen verschwindenden Moment lang hier und jetzt
bleiben kann. Ich sollte aber in meiner Freiheit und Selbstandigkeit Gott gegenuber standhalten
und gerade nicht verschwinden."!"
Thus it is not possible to consider culture only as sin and godlessness because it is rooted in materiality,
human rationality, freedom, and independence and participates in the dynamic, the temporality, and the
openness of existence.
This does not mean that there is no sin at all in the world or in culture. On the contrary! Even in a
Christian culture sin is always deeply rooted. In and of itself culture is indeed sinful. "De cultuur bloeit
in het geslacht van Kain. Zonder eenigen twijfel. En het Babel, ... is de cultuurstad bij uitnemendheid,

119 ST, I, pp. 253-254,271;
cf. pp. 190-191. Tillich points out that "Christian asceticism is functional
rather than ontological; it serves self-discipline and self-surrender; it does not seek an escape from finitude."
ST , I , p.254.
120 "The term 'profane'
in its genuine meaning expresses exactly what we call 'resisting selftranscendence,' that is, remaining before the door of the temple, standing outside the holy." ST, III, p. 87.
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in haar hoogste verfijning en voltooiing."!" But this is not the end of the story. Man is not a stranger
to his true being, for he belongs to it. He is judged by it but cannot be completely separated from it,
even ifhe is hostile to it. Man's hostility to God proves indisputably that he belongs to him. Where
there is the possibility of hate, there and there alone is the possibility of love.!" Or as Van Ruler
expresses it: "Maar Kain hoort tot het menschelijke geslacht en Babel is de wereld, waarin de levende
God will wonen."!"
Thus it is impossible to say that culture is simply a human work and in this sense to separate it from
the kingdom of God which is then only God's work. Then the conclusion is drawn that the kingdom
of God and culture have nothing to do with each other. According to this' supernatural' way ofthinking
the kingdom of God is a purely eschatological phenomenon and is absolutely non-existent in the present
world. Tillich and Van Ruler derive the nature of eschatology from the words of Jesus, 'the kingdom
of God is at hand' (Matt. 3:2;4:17; 10:7;Mkl:15;

12:34;Lk.l0:9;

17:21;21:31). 'At hand' means that

it is here and not here, it is 'in your midst,' but it cannot be seen and handled. It is qualitatively different
from everything that is known to us. But, with the distinctively qualitative difference, it breaks into our
World. Therefore, we can never say that this or that is the kingdom of God. Yet we cannot say that the
kingdom of God is not present at all, as though only the dominion ofthe demons and not the dominion
of God prevailed. The kingdom is present, but it is present ambiguously, fragmentarily
anticipation.

and in

126

There is always the ambiguous mixture of the divine and the demonic. Human action is not some sort
of Godless objectivity ravaged by sin and without any relation whatever either to the divine or to the
demonic.

"Belief in an objective existence, indifferent with respect to both divine and human dominion,
is an illusion. We never live merely in the first and second dimension of our existence (in dead
matter and in the form we give to it), but we also live constantly in the third dimension (on the
divine mountain-top and in the demonic abyss). That holds true of all our activities, even of
those that are apparently the most secular. One who does not recognise that fact and who,
mistakenly holding to the belief in a two-dimensional reality renounces the religious conflict
against psychical, social, and spiritual demonic forces, does in truth forward demonic
interests."!"
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Van Ruler concurs and writes: "Het is beslist niet waar, dat het koninkrijk Gods alleen maar volstrekt
werk Gods is, dat wij alleen maar verwachten en dat alleen maar 'senkrecht von oben' komt en dat het
eenige is' wat waarde heeft, en dat de cultuur alleen maar werk des menschen is."l28
This becomes clear when we understand culture in the light of the reformed doctrine of justification.
Justification is not a matter of making us just in the sense of a medical process, but a declaration of
justness in the sense of a judgement; and that judgement is not an analytical judgement as if it were the
description of what really is; it is a synthetic judgement by which God accepts as not estranged those
who are indeed estranged from him by guilt. It is an act of God that is in no way dependent on man, an
act in which he accepts him who is unacceptable. It is perfectly described in the paradoxical Lutheran
fonnula: simul peccator, simuljustus. 129God in Christ places himself directly in the midst of the reality
of sin. That is his revelation and reconciliation. This is the essence of the incarnation and sacrifice on
the cross. This is also the essence ofIsrael 's election. When God is present, then he is truly present; in
the present, in time, in fallenness and lostness, in sin and godlessness. In medio inimicorum, in tenebris
regnat a ligno. "Das Heil liegt verpackt und eingeschlossen in der Sunde, wie das Leben im Tod, die
Genade im Gericht."!"
However God's presence in sinful reality is not to be understood in terms of a moral improvement of
the world. In his concern for the world God "verzoent haar schuld der zonde en hij doet haar opstaan
uit het verderfvan haar dood."!"
There is certainly a breaking of the works of the devil in which "the negative is defeated in its claim
to be positive.,,132This is the reconciliation of guilt, but redemption from sin is not the same thing as
liberation from sin.
Redemption is, inter alia, the knowledge of sin and the admission of guilt. God gave his law to assist
in bringing guilt out into the open. God gave his law (which is to be understood as his gracious
presence) not only that sin and guilt may be known and acknowledged, but also very definitely that sin
and guilt might also come into being. As such it is judgement passed on culture and its main impact is
that it produces an uneasy conscience in those who have received the impact of the New Being but
follow the ways of the old being.133 But it is only with God that we are able to know our guilt, and
therefore the knowledge of this judgement is already an element of redemption. In acknowledging guilt,
Wedeclare God to be right when he tells us that we are sinners. In this way we become conformed to

128 DG, p. 30. "Het gaat niet om de vraag: neutraliteit of geen neutraliteit? Maar het gaan om de vraag:
christendom of heidendom? .. Men ziet dat op alle terreinen in: in het zedelijke leven, in het philosophische
denken, in het wetenschappelijken arbeid, in het aesthetische ambacht, in het politieke handelen." DG, pp. 52-
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the word of God, we in fact come to a conformitas Dei. Thus we are justified - the iustitia Dei activa
is effected in the f0TI11of, and in the manner of, the iustitia Dei pass iva (Luther).'?"
"Primarily and above all salvation is judgement passed upon world history."!"

But this krisis and

apokalypsis of godlessness is not a preliminary question. It is a knowing with God and therefore an
element in sanctification. Thus from the perspective of the doctrine of the iustificatio impii it is not
possible to point to the profound godlessness of culture as such and to conclude that a 'Christian
culture' is an inherent contradiction. Apart from christianizing there is not even an acknowledgement
orrecognition ofthe godlessness of all human cultural existence. Apart from christianizing, culture does
not even reach its full godlessness, since this only takes place when God's commandments are
transgressed. "Dann kann man aber auch sagen: ohne Christianisierung kornmt es auch in dieser
Hinsicht nicht zur vollen, reifen (zur Ernte reifenl) Kultur.,,136
This is to be understood on the basis of the philosophy of history broadly outlined in chapter one. The
kingdom of God is not another realm or sphere that is dualistically separated from this world. The
kingdom of God determines culture, even if culture is rejection of God 's will and a struggle against the
kingdom. "Alles komt volstrekt exclusief aan op de genadige en heilzame tegenwoordigheid Gods ...

z66 geschiedt de verzoening: door de volmaakte en heilzame tegen-woordigheid Gods in het volstrekt
goddelooze vleesch."!"
Thus it is important to note that there is not only proclamation ofthe word of God, but that there is also
an expression of God's kingdom around this proclamation. The word of God is surrounded by the
image of God and the last judgement is surrounded by the structure of life. 138
Therefore Tillich and Van Ruler do not support an optimistic or a purely pessimistic idea of culture.
Tillich writes: "Both judgements, the optimistic as well as the pessimistic, should be avoided ... If world
history were only opposition to salvation, it would directly destroy itself. It can only exist at all because
it is not only judged by salvation but is also supported by it.,,139
Van Ruler expresses the identical idea when he writes:
"dat we, bijbelsch-christelijk

denkend, ons niet moeten laten verstrikken in een optimistisch

cultuurbegrip, alsof de cultuurontwikkeling zich van zelf ontplooide tot het koninkrijk Gods en
evenmin in een tragisch cultuurbegrip, alsof de cultuurontwikkeling zich alleen maar ontplooide
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uit het werk van den duivel. Vanuit de bijbelsche godskennis past ons een emstig en speelsch
cultuurbegrip:

de levende God worstelt en speelt, in zijn verzoenende aanwezigheid en

bezigheid in het vleesch, met de verloren existentie; hij gebruikt het mensch zijn in zijn dienst
en hij redt het; hij werpt het weg, gelijk het hem behaagt, en zoo juist zet hij het over in het rijk
der heerlijkheid. Dat is de hooftsom van aIle cultuur."!"

Finally we must look at the eternal aspect of sin, in relation to culture. Sin is in God's hands, it has been
unveiled by him and atoned for by him. This is the historical aspect ofthe matter that we have discussed
above. However, there is also an eternal aspect. In a manifold way, sin is also enclosed in God's eternal
decree as well as in the eschatological kingdom of glory.!"
The decree concerning the fall into sin does not contradict the freedom of the creature. It only appears
to do so when considered superficially; as long as one thinks about the relationship between the Creator
and the creature in quantitative terms, as competing parties. As soon as one thinks qualitatively about
God and humanity, and understands the relationship between them as a relationship of full reciprocity
then it becomes clear that the freedom of the creature as voluntariness is directly grounded in the
freedom of God as sovereign freedom. 142God has freely created us and given us a destiny. God is not
detennined by something other than himself. Therefore on the basis of His love and wisdom, He chose
143
to create reality as He has created it. Symbolically speaking, our freedom is God's image in US. We
experience freedom as deliberation, decision and responsibility, on the basis of our destiny. 'Destiny'
is that out of which our decisions arise; it is the infinitely broad basis of our centred selfhood. Finite
freedom works within the frame of universal destiny. 144In other words, human freedom and with it sin
and guilt, find their ultimate basis in the eternal decree of God. "Wir sind in allem, auch im historischen
KulturprozeB, in Gottes Hfu1den.,,145
God's will is the final basis of all creation, including sin. "Darum kann man von der Sunde nicht nur
sagen, dass sie Sunde sei, und von der Gottlosigkeit, daf sie Gottlosigkeit sei. Als ob das letzte Worte
W8ren!,,146Tillich explains: "A finite being can be separated from God; it can infinitely resist reunion;
it can be thrown into self-destruction and utter despair; but even this is the work of the divine love.,,147
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Van Ruler continues:
"Dann kunn man aber auch von der Kultur nicht mehr in dem Sinne letzter Worte sagen, daJ3
sie sundig und gottlos sei, um damit die Kultur, die Welt und den Menschen (sich selbst!) sich
selbst und ihrem eigenen Lauf in das Nichts zu iiberlassen. Gott steht nicht nur am Ende, wo
der Mensch in seiner Hoffart vor ihm zerbricht. Gott steht auch am Anfang, auch am Anfang
des ganzen hoffartigen Versuches des Menschen. Auch von dorther sollte man den KulturprozeJ3
theologisch zu ergriinden versuchen. Der lebendige Gott zieht sein Geschopf durch den ganzen
Schlamm der Schuld und des Leides.,,148

Certainly love does not rejoice in evil (1 Cor. 13:6) but the love of God nevertheless embraces it. It is
in this sense that we must understand and experience the world as the theatrum gloriae Dei (Calvin).
This applies to the whole world, also in its rejection, obstinacy, sin and godlessness. Love does not only
live in the light of the final judgement but also in the light of the eternal decree. At all times and in all
things, also in culture, we are in God's hands.!" God does not only destroy sin, says Van Ruler:

"Zit er in dat aIleen maar veroordelen in de zin van wegdoen niet enerzijds iets vertwijfelds en
anderzijds iets titanisch - wat beide niet strookt met de aard van de liefde? De liefde" (i.e. God)
"aanvaard het kwade. Ze draagt het. Ze verdraagt het. Ze bedekt het. Ze omvat het. Ook dat is
een ontsluiten in de zin van een besluiten: zo is de zonde besloten in het besluit van de
liefdc."!"

Tillich sums this up: "The divine love is the final answer to the questions implied in human existence,
including finitude, the threat of disruption, and estrangement.v'"
Thus sin, guilt and even damnation cannot be understood as something outside of God's love; 152as if
culture in its sinfulness and godlessness could be neatly and clearly separated from God in Christ in his
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justifying of the ungodly (i.e. the Churchj.!" Everything must be understood on the basis of God 's love.
"The divine love stands against all that which is against love, leaving it to its self destruction, in order
to save those who are destroyed."!" In other words, the divine love pushes us deeper into sin, but this
is not a matter of simply forgetting us. It is the way oflove: to reject what rejects it, in order to save it.
The sinfulness and godlessness of culture must be understood in this sense: it is God's way of drawing
culture to himself, in order to express his image in it. The iniquity of culture and God's wrath on it are
not the final word. 155Thus culture cannot be discounted simply because it is sinfulness and godlessness.
This sinfulness and godlessness is somehow integrated into the eternal decree. This can also be
expressed from the point of view of the eschatological kingdom of God.156 In the eschatological
kingdom sinfulness and godlessness are acknowledged for what they are: non-being. But as such they
have a place in the kingdom. They are "present in the eternal memory as that which is conquered and
thrown out into its naked norhingncss.t'"

Van Ruler also expresses this idea: "De demonen word ook

onderworpen. Zij worden tot een voetbank voor de voeten gemaakt, waarop men, waarop althans God
of Christus kan rusten. Dat lijk een nuttige functie. Zo worden zij positief ingeschakeld."!"
This also applies to guilt. Van Ruler speaks of the felix culpa mea: through the experience of the
confession of guilt and the proclamation of grace we become 'fireproof

(vuurvast) because of the

intrinsic terribleness of these two realities and we go over from the posse non peccare to the non posse
peccare. Thus: "Zo of zo zou ook de schuld als moment geintegreerd worden in de eeuwige lofzang van
het rijk van de heerlijkheid."!"
Therefore: '" Als de Here God in allen en allen alles is, zal het licht zijn, eeuwig licht zijn, licht uit licht
en duisternis.' Dat bel angrij ke punt zit in die laatste woorden: het licht van het eeuwige leven rijst ruet
alleen op uit het licht, maar ook uit de duistemis van ons tijdelijke bestaan en het historische
process.,,160Tillich explains: "Without an element of negativity neither life nor blessedness can be
Imagined ... It is the nature of blessedness itself that requires a negative element ... The Divine Life is
blessedness

through fight and victory."!" All the negativity of culture is integrated into the

eschatological kingdom as 'a footstool for the feet of God.' Thus the negativity of culture also points
to the majesty of God.
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We have seen that the sinfulness and godlessness of culture is not identical to human finitude,
rationality or freedom. Furthermore, this sinfulness and godlessness is to be understood from the
perspective of the love of God or the idea of the world as the theatre of God's glory, i.e. from the
perspective of the eternal decree and the kingdom of glory. However, this does not mean that sin is not
serious. Indeed, it is serious! God sent his only Son to die on the cross because of sin and he poured out
his Holy Spirit to struggle with the sinfulness and godlessness, with the guilt, meaninglessness and
death caused by sin. But, it is precisely this sinful reality, the sinful and godless cultures of the world
that God is concerned with. Culture (including sin) and church (including the gospel) cannot be
separated from one another.
There is no absolute dualism between church and culture. But it is also impossible to simply identify
church and culture. The church always has a dual relation to culture. It contains within itself a No, a
reservatum religiosum, and aYes, an obligatum religiosum. By virtue of the reservatum religiosum,
the religious spirit falls back upon itself, in the face of the demonically distorted and conditioned forms
of an epoch; that is, it falls back upon the church as a separate structure in existence, upon the Bible as
the source of true knowledge, and upon Jesus Christ as the source and criterion of revelation and
salvation. In this way, the culturally negative attitude of early Christianity, of mysticism in late
antiquity, and of Lutheranism may be interpreted as a religious withdrawal (Reservat) before the
predominance of the demonic in social, personal and political life. "This religious withdrawal can and

rnusr always come into force again; it is the ground for the delimiting of a sacred alongside a secular
sphere.,,162A universal profanization and desecration oflife would be inevitable ifno sphere of holiness
existed to oppose and contradict it. 163
On the other hand, however, this opposition becomes false, and opens the way to the demonic as soon
as it forgets the other side, the obligatum religiosum. In reality, religion is never able to do without
cultural forms. In the most profound act of religious introspection, forms of cultural creation are
Operative. Moreover, the religious communities that renounce the world are themselves 'world' in the
fonns of their renunciation and in their own life-forms. 164The church is one of the forms in culture. As
SUchthe church is the form of God in Christ. It is the body of Christ. The body of Christ, however, is
also not without certain cultural aspects, as Christ himself was and is true man.l'" There is certainly
consecration of these forms of culture (i.e. truth,justice and humanity), but this is, as we have seen, for
the purpose of culture itself. Thus the reservatum without the obligatum is impossible and untrue.

"Just as untrue, however, is the affirmation of the obligatum without the reservatum ... To
reduce religion to the cultural activity is to forget that all culture lives from the Unconditional,

162Political Expectation, p. 64.
163What is Religion, pp. 175-176.
164Political Expectation, p. 64.
165GCW, p. 29; CITP, p. 126.
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which is intended in religion, and that, therefore, a culture religion not only dissipates religious
substance but also robs culture of its import ... The only proper attitude toward culture and also
toward socialism is that characterized by the double demand of reservatum and obligatum
religiosumi'''"

The duality of salvation and creation, of kingdom and culture, finds its concrete expression in the
duality of church and state. Therefore, in order to properly understand this duality we must look directly
at the theological significance of the state, and the doctrine of the church.

4.3

The Theological

Significance

of the State

There are several distinguishable but inseparable elements in the idea of the state.
In the first place we must look at the element of community. Man is constituted as a moral being. This
can be explained by pointing to the fact that man has freedom. His freedom is not absolute. It is
detennined by his environment. But within his environment man is free. He has a spirit. Man has a
totally centred self which is transcendent over his psychological material. He has self awareness. Man
has a world, i.e., a structural whole of infinite potentialities and actualities, which he belongs to as a
Part. This means that man is not in bondage to his environment like every non-human being. He can
oppose his self to every part of his world, including himself as a part of his world. He transcends his
enviromnent, he has a spirit, he has freedom. This also means that he has the entire universe as the
potential content of his centred self. Certainly he is limited by his finitude but the world is infinitely
open to man; everything can become a content of the self. Everything can be used, controlled and
manipulated by man. Everything can be seen as a part of, or an extension of, the self. This is the
structural basis for the endlessness of libido in the state of sin; it is the condition for man's desire to
'Win the whole world.'
But there is one limit to man's attempt to draw all content into himself - the other self. One can exploit,
SUbject and even destroy the other self, but one cannot assimilate it as a content of one's own
centeredness. Nobody can deprive a person of his claim to be a person and to be dealt with as a person.
Therefore, the other self is the unconditional limit to the desire to assimilate one's whole world, and
the experience of this limit is the experience of the ought-to-be, the moral imperative.

"In the encounter of a person who is already and not yet a person with another in the same
condition, both are constituted as real persons ... The moral constitution of the self in the
dimension of spirit begins with this experience. Personal life emerges in the encounter of person
with person and in no other way. If one can imagine a living being with the psychosomatic
structure of man, completely outside any human community, such a being could not actualize
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its potential spirit. It would be driven in all directions, limited only by its finitude, but it would
not experience the ought-to-be. Therefore, the self-integration of the person as person occurs
in a community, within which the continuous mutual encounter of centred selfwith centred self
is possible and actual.Y''"

Van Ruler emphasises the importance of community:

"die gemeinschafliche Existenz ist ebensosehr ein Aspekt oder eine Dimension im Menschsein
selber wie die einzelne Existenz. Wir machen im Westen immer wieder den Fehler, daf wir,
wenn wir an den Menschen denken, nur oder jedenfalls zuerst an den einzelnen Menschen oder
auch an die vielen einzelnen Menschen denken. Erst nachher Kommt uns dann auch noch zum
Bewul3tsein, daf diese einzelnen Menschen zusammentreten und miteinder eine Gemeinschaft
oder eine Gesellschaft bilden. Das Gemeinschaftliche verstehen wir dann aber sofort als etwas
Sekundares, das zum eigentlichen Menschsein hinzukorrunt ... Deutlich wird heutzutage
jedenfalls, daf das Moment der Gemeinschaftlichkeit ein wesentliches Moment im Menschsein
selber ist und nicht etwas, das spaterhin hinzugefugt wird ... Der einzelne Mensch hat sein
Menschsein aul3erhalb seiner selbst, in der Gemeinschaft.T'"

The state is first of all the community in which both the personality and the community is actualized.
Certainly the term 'state' is much younger than the state-like organizations of large families, clans,
tribes, cities and nations, in which man actualizes himself, but the communal element remains central.
Man actualizes himself as a person in the encounter with other persons within a community. The
process of self-integration
community.
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under the dimension of spirit actualizes both the personality and the

This leads to the question: what is more significant before God's countenance, human

beings in their communal existence or in their individual existence? Culture or good works? The state
or the heart? It is not necessary to choose either the one or the other. They are both important. The
revelation in Israel begins with the Exodus from Egypt and the giving of the Torah at Mt. Sinai. The
entire prophetic ministry of the Old Testament is concemed with how the life-together of the holy
nation ofIsrael can be pleasing to God. Paul, too, understands his apostolic ministry in this sense that
throughout the world he is to establish congregations (ekklesiai) so that the pagans, that is to say, the
pagan nations, might also become a sacrifice pleasing unto God (Romans 15,16). The individual person
IS

not put down or neglected thereby. On the contrary. The individual

is, however, called

Wholeheartedly to join in a song of praise that comes from the divinely established community and rises
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to God himself. "Aber wohlliegt mir alles daran, daf von der Bibel her deutlich wird daf der lebendige
Gott an den auf die Gemeinschaft bezogenen Aspekten der menschlichen

Existenz wenigstens

ebensosehr interessiert ist wie an den auf die einzelnen bezogenen Aspekten.v"

In the second place, we must look at the institutional aspect of the state. Communities are communities
of individuals. They are not entities alongside or above the individuals of whom they are constituted;
they are products of the social functions of these individuals. The social function produces a structure
which gains a partial independence from the individuals, but this independence does not produce a new
reality, with a centre of willing and acting. It is not 'the community' that wills and acts; it is individuals
in their social quality and through their representatives

who make communal actions possible by

making centeredness possible. Tillich notes that the 'deception of personifying the group' should be
revealed and denounced.
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Human community cannot be understood purely in personalistic terrns, that

is to say, in terms of the individual person. Community is more than and something other than a mere
encounter and relationship between persons. Community is a category in its own right which cannot
be contained within the boundaries of personal existence. In community there are not only human
beings but also other realities.
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In any community there are particular institutions and organizations

in which and by which human life is lived, e.g. marriage, Sunday, the school, the trade union, the press
and the law. These concrete realities play every bit as significant a role as people in a community.
In order to express the significance of the institutional aspects of a community, Van Ruler uses the
example of the meaning of the church community:

"Sie ist doch nicht nur Gemeinschaft von Menschen, sondem vor allem Gemeinschaft mit
Christus oder auch mit dem dreieinigen Gott und gerade auch Gemeinschaft der Menschen nur
"in Christus." Inwierfem aber Gemeinschaft mit und in Christus? Vor allem doch auch in der
Gestalt und auf die Weise des Sakraments. Und was sind die sakramentalen Elemente (Wasser,
Brot, Wein) und die sakram ental en Handlungen anders als recht und schlecht Dinge? Aber diese
Dinge sind wesentlich in der Gemeinschaft der Kirche. Die Tiefe und das Geheimnis der
Kategorie der Gemeinschaft haben in der Kirche, im Sakrament ihre letzte Erlauterung
bekommen.

Von dorther kann man dann auch das ganze Problem

der menschlichen

Gemeinschaft zu verstehen such en. ,,173
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GCW, p. 22; CTTP, p. 119. Tillich discusses this question in the context of the historical significance

of the state. Therefore, we will examine his answer when we discuss the state as the bearer of history. See
below.
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ST, Ill, p. 312.

172 GCW, p. 23; CTTP, p. 120. Tillich writes: "Neither a nation nor any other social group has a personal
~entre. Therefore both this power of being and this moral responsibility have another character than that of an
IJ1dividual person. There is a combination of natural and personal elements." Political Expectation, p. 117.
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GCW, p. 23; CTTP, p. 120; cf. RP, p. 25.
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Thus it is necessary to think about the questions of community, not only in personalistic but also in
institutional ways. This institutional aspect implies that there is some organisation that is directing
social being, and includes structure, rule, customs and precedent. The state is the final collection of
these institutional realities in human existence. The state is the institution that organises the life of the
nation. The orientation of the state has a direct impact on the direction of human life. This does not
mean that the state has some sort of comprehensive sovereignty over all life, but only that all questions
concerning culture and community inevitably lead us to questions about the state, and the state occupies
the final and central position on these matters. 174This leads us to the next point.

In the third place the state is the centre of power and justice in reality. It is the political core of history :

"Het is zoo, dat er pas waarlijk leven is, als er ordening is ... In deze dynamiek of ook in deze
dramatiek staat de overheid, die het zwaard draagt en het recht voltrekt ... Deze kern word beter
getroffen door het hele begrip van volk zich te laten kristalliseeren rondom de gezagskern. Yolk
is dan geordend leven ... Overheid is gestelde werkclijkheid.Y'"

TilJich writes that a state must have a centred power which is able to keep the individuals who belong
to it united and which is able to preserve its power in the encounter with similar power groups. 176
There are two parts to this definition. On the one hand, the state exists where justice is posited. The state
is the bearer of just ice, and where justice is upheld, there is the state. 177 The function of bearing justice,
Positing it and enforcing it defines the essence of the state.
On the other hand, the state requires a community that has the power of justice, power over itse1fwhich
it reveals in positing its justice. Where there is no intrinsic power there is no state. Where there is no
Power to posit and to enforce justice there is no state. "In the development of the state, the power of a
community obtains form, and thereby existence. The state is the power of a community that realizes
itselfin the positing ofjustice.,,178

In the fourth place we must briefly look at the unity of power and love. The state is essentially
Characterized by power.

174

[is] niet accidenteel,

maar essentieel

in het

GCW, p. 24; CITP, p. 121.

175RP,pp.180,
176

"Dit zwaardkarakter

184, 185.

ST, III, p. 308.

vn For the formal definition of this concept it is of no importance whether the bearer of justice is the
Patriarchal family, the tribe or a nation inhabiting a portion of the earth. Political Expectation, p. 99; ST, III,
P.309.
Political Expectation, p. 99. The relationship between power, justice and love will be discussed in
1110redetail in chapter five.
178

194

overheidsbegri p." 179
The power of the state is the power it uses to actualize itself. Certainly power actualizes itself through
force and compulsion, but it is neither of these. It is being, actualizing itself over against the threat of
non-being. Therefore power is love. This can be understood if we follow this line of argument: The
power of being is its possibility to affirm itself against the non-being within it and against it. It is the
power to conquer separation and to establish itself as a higher and more powerful unity. It is the power
of the reunion of the separated. The power of being is the greater the more non-being is taken into its
self-affinnation. But this process in which the separated is reunited is love. The more reuniting love
there is, the more conquered non-being there is, the more power of being there is. Therefore, we can
say that love is the foundation, not the negation of power. 180
Although power necessarily has a compulsory element in it, this is not contrary to love. Luther called
this the strange work of love. The strange work of love is to destroy what is against love. But this
presupposes the unity of love and power. Love, in order to exercise its proper works of charity and
forgiveness, must provide for a place on which this can be done, through its strange work of judging
and punishing. In order to destroy what is against love, love must be united with power, and not only
with power but with compulsory power.l" Following this line of thought Van Ruler writes: "Evenmin
als er tegenstelling tussen recht en liefde is, evenmin is er een tegenstelling tussen gezag en macht en
dWang, in een woord: tussen geweld en liefde.,,182
Love is the urge for the reunion of the separated. And wherever power supports such reunion, power
perfonns the work of love. It does so in all small or large communities; in a flock of birds, in a family,
III a

tribe, in a nation, and in the universal reunion of everything that is in its divine 'Ground and Aim,'

i.e. the kingdom of God. In all of them, to the degree to which they are what they are supposed to be,
love and power are united. But before we continue with our discussion of love and power, we must
briefly clarify their relation to justice.
"Justice is the structure of power without which power would be destructive, and it is the backbone of
lOvewithout which love would be sentimental self surrender. In both of them it is the principle of form
and measure.,,183There is no contradiction between justice and love. Justice gives form to being, to the
dynamic of power. It is not that love does more than justice demands, but rather that love is the ultimate
principle of justice. Love reunites; justice preserves what is to be united by giving it form. It is the form

179RP, p. 181.
180

LPJ, pp. 47-49; ST, III, p. 309.
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LPJ, pp. 49-50; Political Expectation, pp. 119-J 24.

182RP, p. 181. Of course there is a limit to this union of compulsion and love. Although there is no
essential contradiction, compulsion can conflict with love if it purposely tries to prevent the aim oflove, namely
the reunion of the separated. In tills case force would then be destructive. LPJ, pp. 46, 50.
183

Political Expectation, p. 118.
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in which and through which love performs its work. "If life as the actuality of being is essentially the
drive toward the reunion of the separated, it follows that the justice of being is the form which is
adequate to this movement.t'P" Tillich points out that the relation between love and justice is to be
understood in the light of Anselm's doctrine of atonement: "It implies the ontological insight ... that
ultimately love must satisfy justice in order to be real love, and that justice must be elevated into unity
with love in order to avoid the injustice of eternal destruction.v"

This is necessarily connected with

the idea of power:
"En zoo wordt vanuit deze geheimenissen van het kruis ook pas goed duidelijk, wat het zeggen
wil, dat de overheid het zwaard draagt en dat niet tevergeefs, als een looze vorm. Dit zwaard
is aIleen vanuit het kruis te verstaan. De God van het kruis is de God, die doodt en levend maakt
... Dat is aIleen te verstaan als men bij het woord liefde denkt aan de liefde van het kruis en als
men dan verder het kruis verstaat, niet vanuit de menschelijke hoogte van de weerloosheid van
den martelaar, maar vanuit de goddelijke diepte van de verzoening door den middelaar.t''f"

Tillich explains this' divine depth:' "The Cross of Christ is the symbol of the divine love, participating
in the destruction into which it throws him who acts against love: This is the meaning of atonement." I87

What then is the relationship between the living God and existence, the state and the Cross, in terms

of power, justice and love?
The ideas of justice and love are to be understood on the basis of the cross of Christ. It is a reuniting
lOve which includes justice as its 'backbone.'

This, in turn, is to be understood on the basis of the

creative power of God.
This understanding has been anticipated by our description of the triune God as love, as the living God
and the dialectic of separation and reunion, as the trinitarian interpretation of God as power of being,
structure of being and union of power and structure. Power comes from God and is to be understood
In terms of love and justice. "The real meaning of almightiness is that God is the power of being in
everything that is, transcending every special power infinitely but acting at the same time as its creative
ground.,,188The point is that power, as such, comes from God: "since God as the power of being is the
source of all particular powers of being, power is divine in its essential nature."!" In this sense the state
bears a divine character and the authorities are even called 'gods' in the Bible (John 10:34, fl. Ps 82:6).

184LPJ, p. 57; cf. p. 71; ST, III, pp. 134-138.
185LPJ, p. 14.
186RP, p. 18l.
187LPJ, p. 115.
188LPJ, p. 110; cf. p. 107; ST, I, pp. 272-274.
189

ST, III, p. 385.
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"De glans van de majesteit Gods ligt over de overheid, zij het ook geheel en al in de verborgenheid van
het vleesch. Er moet gesproken worden van het goddelijk karakter van het overheidsgezag ... De
overheid is niet maar een menschelijke instelling."!" Once again, to understand this power we must
look at the idea of love, as the directing and uniting force of a state.

In order to clarify this we will look at the fourth characteristic of a state, that of vocational
consciousness. In every power structure eros relations underlie the organizational form. This is the love
that forms the basis of the power ofthe state. It is the experience of belonging, a form of continual eros
which does not exclude struggles for power within the supporting group but which unites it against
other groups. It is the experience of community within the group. Every social group is a community,
potentially and actually; and the ruling minority not only expresses the power and justice of being of
the group, it also expresses the communal spirit of the group, its ideals and valuations. Every organism,
natural as well as social, is a power of being and a bearer of an intrinsic claim for justice because it is
based on some form of reuniting love.!" It removes as organism the separateness of some parts of the
world. The cell of a living body, the members of a family, the citizens of a nation, are examples. This
cOlmnunal self-affirmation, on the human level, is called the spirit of a group. The spirit of a group is
expressed in all its utterances, in its laws and institutions, in its symbols and myths, in its ethical and
cultural forms. It is normally represented by the ruling classes.

"And this very fact is perhaps the most solid foundation of their power. Every member of the
group sees in the members of the ruling minority the incamation of these ideals which he
affirms when he affirms the group to which he belongs ... In this way, the power and justice of
being in a social group is dependent on the spirit of the community, and this means on the
uniting love which creates and sustains the community.v"

This 'spirit ofthe community' is its vocational consciousness. This is to be understood not only as the
Power of a group in terms of enforcing intemal unity and extemal security but also as the aim toward
Which it strives which makes it a history bearing group. "History runs in a horizontal direction and the
groups which give it this direction are determined by an aim toward which they strive and a destiny they
try to fulfi11.,,193
This is the vocational consciousness of the state or group. It may differ from group to
group in character and degree of consciousness and in motivating power. But it has been present from
the earliest times. A very powerful expression of this is the call to Abraham in which the vocational
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RP, p. 18l.

191 This is to be understood on the basis of the trinitarian-predestinarian-eschatological
developed in chapter one.
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ST, III, p. 309; cf. LPJ, pp. 98-99.
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ST, III, p. 310.
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framework

consciousness of Israel finds its symbolic expression.

194

This vocational consciousness provides the essential structure of a state. Van Ruler writes:

"Een yolk is een levend, bewegelijk geheel. Bij het begrip yolk moet men het allerlaatst aan de
landsgrenzen denken. Een landsgrens is een uitermate relatiefbegrip. Wat mij het meest in deze
definitie van yolk bekoort, is dit moment er in, dat zij het leven van het yolk a limine verstaat
als geordend leven. Het is niet zoo, dat er eerst een substraat van ongevormd, massief, diffuus,
amorph nationaalleven is, dat dan later in banden en vormen geslagen wordt, zoo goed en zoo
kwaad als het gaat; dat m.a.w. het yolk er is voordat de overheid er is en dat de natie door de
overheid in den staat word omgezet. Maar het is zoo, dat er pas waarlijk leven is, als er ordening
is ... Staat is immanente organisatie. Overheid is gestelde werkelijkheid.v"

This essential structure of the state is referred to by Van Ruler as the sacral centre of politics. "De eerste
is deze, dat de politiek altijd zoo'n sacraal centrum heeft."!" He goes on to explain how this vocational
consciousness determines the entire life of the state:

"Het gaat niet om de vraag: neutraliteit of geen neutraliteit? Maar het gaat om de vraag:
christendom ofheidendom?

De neutraliteit is geen mogelijkheid meer ... Men ziet dat op alle

terreinen in: in het zedelijke leven, in het philosophische denken, in den wetenschappelijken
arbeid, in het aesthetische ambacht, in het politi eke handelen ... Men dringt pas tot het hart van
de zaak door, wanneer men gaat inzien dat de neutraliteit niet alleen onmogelijk is in het
politi eke handelen van de politieke partij ..., maar dat de neutraliteit evenzeer en nog veelmeer
onmogelijk is in het politi eke handelen van den staat, dat derhalve de doorbreking van de
neutraliteit niet slechts een staatkundige, maar een staatsrechtelijke

194 Tillich provides

quaestie is '" En dat

other examples of this: The vocational consciousness
of Greece was expressed in
the distinction between Greeks and barbarians, that of Rome was based on the superiority of Roman law, that
of medieval Germany on the symbol of the Holy Roman Empire of German nationality, that of Italy on the
'rebirth' of civilization in the Renaissance, that of Spain on the idea of the Catholic unity of the world, that of
France on its leadership in intellectual culture, that of England on the task of subjecting all peoples to Christian
hUmanism, that of Russia on the salvation of the West through the traditions of the Greek Church or through
the Marxist prophecy, that of the United States on the belief in a new beginning in which the curses of the Old
World are overcome and the democratic missionary task fulfilled. Where the vocational consciousness
has
vanished or was never fully developed, as in nineteenth-century
Germany and Italy and smaller states with
artificial boundaries,
the element of power becomes predominant
either in an aggressive or in a merely
defensive sense. But even in these cases, as the recent examples of Germany and Italy show, the need for a
VOcational self-understanding
is so strong that the absurdities of Nazi-racism were accepted because they filled
~ vacuum. ST, Ill, pp. 310-311; LPJ, pp. 101-104. Van Ruler notes: "Elke politieke partij die haar naam waard
is, rust in een heilig visioen." ThW, IV, p. 159; cf. p. 157). In South Africa, we have the vocational
Consciousness of being a 'rainbow nation,' that integrates all races and tries to help other countries do the same.

195RP,p.185.
196 DG, p. 45.
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beheerscht dan het geheele organisme van den staat en doet van daaruit zijn invloeden gelden
in het geheele, sociaal en cultureel geordende gemeenebest."!"

In the fifth place, we must look at the political centre of the state and the relationship between politics
and history. The community informed by the power of justice needs a real and concrete concentration
of power in order to manifest itself as such. Although the state is not identical with this concentration
of power it becomes a reality only through it. This concentration is identical to the powers that support
the structure of the community."The most direct and effective expression of this supporting power of
a group is the sacral consecration by which the ruling group creates a sense of conviction in all those
subjected to

it.,,198

Thus the state is not the only structure of power. This allows us to understand the

centrality of the state as the centre of power, and not as the only structure of power. It means that the
state has centeredness in the political sense - that is, the possibility of acting with one will, even if this
will is forced by the ruling powers upon the majority of the members of the nation against their own
will. 199

"This shows that the content of history is the life of the history-bearing group in all dimensions.
No dimension of life is excluded from the living memory of the group, but there are differences
in choice. The political realm is always predominant because it is constitutive of historical
existence. Within this frame, social, economic, cultural, and religious developments have an
equal right to consideration.Y"

Reality is organized

structurally, it is not egalitarian and structureless. Even in the most extreme

democracies, the state is bome by special groups. Their power is concentrated in special offices. States
are "characterized by their ability to act in a centred way. They must have a centred power which is able
to keep the individuals who belong to it united and which is able to preserve its power in the encounter
with similar power groups. ,,201
There are thus many structural elements of power in the concept of the state:

"Een volk is een eigenaardig geheel van gezagskringen ... Er zijn verschillende, disparate
gezagskringen,

en die hooren organisch, vanzelfsprekend

bijeen, omdat zij eigenaardige

eenheden vonnen vanwege de taal en de geschiedenis en het lot, de zeden en de tradities, het
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DG, pp. 52-53.

198 Political Expectation, pp. 108-109. Thus Tillich clearly identifies 'sacral centre' with 'vocational
consciousness. '
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Political Expectation, pp. 117-118.
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ST, III, p. 311.
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Political Expectation, pp. 109; cf. ST, III, p. 308.
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bloed en den bodem enz. In deze bijeenvoeging zit inkrimping en uitbreiding, integratie en
desintegratie. Een volk is een levend, bewegelijk geheel.,,202

But the state is the political centre of all of these structures of power found in the nation:

"De cultuur vindt haar kern in de politieke vormgeving van het leven. Daarmee zeg ik niet, dat
aIle cultuur politiek is. En ook niet, dat alle cultuur van den staat moet uitgaan. Ook wanneer
men de grootste mogelijke staatkundige speelruimte laat aan de kunst en aan het sociaaleconomische en het zedelijke-geestelijke

leven, ook dan zal het blijken, dat de eigenlijke

beslissingen ook over deze gebieden vallen in het staatsrecht, in de wijze waarop het organisme
van den staat wordt ingericht, geordend en gevonnd.,,203

He also expresses this idea thus:
"Der Staat ist gerade die letzte Zusammenfassung

aller Ding-Elemente in der menschlichen

Existenz ... Das einzige, was ich hier sage, ist dies, daf aIle Fragen der Kultur und der
Gemeinschaft unvermeidlich auf die Frage des Staates hinauslaufen, und daf der Staat imrner
eine letztliche und zentrale Position hat, so daf das Leben der Menschen irnmer auch davon
mitbestimmt wird, wie der Staat eingerichtet ist (z.B. neutralistisch, nihilistisch, materialistisch,
rassisch, heidnisch, christlich).,,204

Van Ruler refers to the state as the hard kernel of what we mean by the word 'world' and especially as
the kernel of the political forming of the world. But as such, the state is not purely a piece of human
culture. It partakes of the third dimension of the relation of man to God.20SThere is no objective
existence that is indifferent with respect to divine dominion. We never live merely in the first and
second dimension of our existence, in dead matter and in the form we give to it, but we also live
constantly in the third dimension, in a relationship to God.206

202 RP, pp. 184-185. In Tillich's
idiom, this is the many forms of eros which underlie the power
structure: "Blood relations, language, traditions, and memories create many forms of eros which make the
Power structure possible." ST, III, p. 309.
203

DG, p. 9.
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GCW, p. 24; CTTP, p. 121.
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DG, p. 164.

What is Wrong with the 'Dialectic Theology', p. 144; DG, p. 30. E. Brunner quotes K. Barth with
fPproval: "The State, the most impersonal because the most comprehensive of institutions, knows nothing of
OVe."(p. 117) This goes hand in hand with the idea that justice is rational, impersonal and objective. Tills
~~sential1y means that the justice contained in the vocational consciousness of the state is unrelated to the
bl~gdom of God. Brunner draws the inevitable conclusion: "Hence the primary datum is the individual human
. elDg. That is the view of things entailed by the Christian belief in creation. The call of God goes to the
Individual. Only the individual can hear it, only the individual has a conscience, only he is, in the true sense of
206
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The state is the political centre of the nation. It is this centre that determines the life of the group
according to its vocational consciousness. Thus, furthermore, the state (understood as the hard kernel
of the concept of the 'world') is essentially related to the kingdom of God. We have seen this from the
point of view of the reuniting law of God, but we must now look at this from the point of view of
history. This is to be understood on the basis of a philosophy of history as suggested in chapter one.

In the sixth place, history is the history of states. This is easy enough to grasp. The individual only
exists in community and the centre of the community is its political structure, the state. "In this sense
history is the history of states.,,207The individual is a bearer of history only in relation to a history
bearing group. An individual life process is not history. It can become significant either as the story of
somebody who actively and symbolically represents a history-bearing group (Caesar, Mandela) or as
an individual who represents the average situation within a group (the oppressed, the bourgeois). The
relation to the group of historically significant individuals is especially obvious in persons who have
left the community to go into seclusion in the 'desert' or into 'exile.' In so far as they are historically
significant they remain related to the group from which they come and to which they might return, or
they establish a relation with the new group which they enter and in which they might become
histOrically significant. "But as mere individuals they have no historical significance.v'"

Van Ruler

expresses this by saying:
"Dit organisch gelede, corporotief gevormde, als gezagskring om de overheid gesmede
volksleven is de vervulling van de existentie op aarde. De mensch is mensch - in gemeenschap
... Om te verstaan, wat dat inhoudt: mensch te zijn, moet men door het ethos en door het
bewustzijn heen schrijden en zich verdiepen in deze vraag: wat dat is: staat! De mensch is niet
te verstaan, dan wanneer men hem ook zoo verstaat: als burger van den staat of liever: als
onderdaan van de overheid. ,,209

This does not mean that the individual is simply 'fertilizer on the field of history.

,210

There is a

dialectical relationship between individualization and participation. The individual is important in his
OWnright, but he only exists in the context of the whole.":

the word, a responsible person." (p. 120) (Justice and the Social Order, Lutterworth Press, London, 1949, pp.
114-124). Tillich notes that this leaving of the state to itself is in fact a forwarding of demonic interests. Op. cit.
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213 DG, p. 26; cf. VV, p. 146; Tillich writes: "The political realm is always predominant because it is
constitutive of historical existence. Within this frame, social, economical, cultural and religious developments
have an equal right to consideration. In some periods, more - and in other periods, less - emphasis can be given
anyone of them. Certainly, the history of man's cultural functions is not confined to any concrete historybearing group, not even the largest. But if the cultural or religious historian crosses the political boundaries he
IS aware that this is an abstraction from actual life, and he does not forget that the political unities, whether large
Or small, remain the conditions of all cultural life. The primacy of political history cannot be disregarded, either
for the sake of an independent intellectual history demanded by idealistic historians or for the sake of a
determining economic history demanded by materialistic historians. History itself has refuted the demands of
the latter when ever they seem to be near fulfilment, as in Zionist Israel or Communist Russia." ST, III, p. 311.
214 The question here is whether we could call mankind, rather than particular human groups, the bearer
o~history. The kingdom of God is the aim of history, but, the limited character of groups necessarily seems to
disrupt the unity which is intended in this symbol. However, the form of this question prejudices the answer;
~heaim of history does not lie in history. There is no united mankind within history. It certainly did not exist
I~ the past; nor can it exist in the future because a politically united mankind, though imaginable, would be a
diagonal between convergent and divergent vectors. Its political unity would be the framework for a disunity
~hatis the consequence of human freedom with its dynamic that surpasses everything given. "As long as there
IS lustory a 'united mankind' is the frame for a 'disunited mankind. '" ST, III, pp. 311-312.
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power of a state, the power of self-affirmation. This power gives structure and life to a group. This
communal self-affirmation removes the separateness of some parts of the world. Power in its essential
nature is the eternal possibility of resisting non-being. God and the kingdom of God 'exercise' this
power eternally. It is significant that the symbol in which the Bible expresses the meaning of history
is political: 'Kingdom of God' and not 'Life of the Spirit' or 'economic abundance.' "The element of
centeredness which characterizes the political realm makes it an adequate symbol for the ultimate aim
of history.t'i"

From this we can see the relationship

between the centeredness

or vocational

consciousness of the state and the 'power' of the kingdom of God.
Every victory over the disintegrating consequences of sin and guilt is a victory of the kingdom of God
within historical existence. The ambiguities of power in historical existence, compulsion, force,
objectification, etc, caused by sin and guilt are based on the existential split between subject and object,
and this implies that its conquest involves a fragmentary reunion ofsubject and object: "For the internal
power structure of a history-bearing group, this means that the struggle of the Kingdom of God in
history is actually victorious in institutions and attitudes and conquers, even if only fragmentarily, that
compulsion which usually goes with power and transforms the objects of centred control into mere
objects.,,216
This overcoming ofthe subject-object split is the manifestation of the kingdom of God in existence. It
is the reunion of the separated, the reunion of essence and existence, of the kingdom of God and
creation. Van Ruler expresses this idea thus: "Er is geen waarachtige gemeenschap van menschen
mogelijk, dan vanuit dit heilige gemeenschappelijke,

wat hen samenbindt. Als zij niet een zijn, dan

Worden ze ook nooit een.,,217
Politics and the state are manifestations ofthe kingdom of God because they serve the self-integration
of life. "De politiseerende bezigheid van den mensch is de meest religieuze besigheid. Politiek is te
omschrijven als het scheppen en handhaven van de orde in den chaos, in welke orde de mensch en het
heil voor elkaar bewaard worden.t'i"
The vocational self-interpretation of the group is responsible for the building of an empire; and this
must be understood as an integrating, creative and sublimating process. In other words, it must be
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ST, III, pp. 311,385.

216 ST, III, p. 385.1t must be noted that in so far as democratization
of political attitudes and institutions
serves to resist the destructive implications of power, it is a manifestation
of the kingdom of God in history.
However, it would be completely
wrong to identify democratic
institutions
with the kingdom of God.
Aristocratic hierarchical systems of power have for long periods prevented the total transformation
of men into
objects by the tyranny of the strongest. But this also does not mean that authoritarian
systems of power are
expressions of the will of God. All we can say is that: "insofar as the centering and liberating elements in a
structure of political power are balanced, the Kingdom of God in history has conquered fragmentarily
the
ambiguities of control." This also implies that it is not the function of Christianity to control the political powers
a?d force upon them particular solutions in the name of the kingdom of God. ST, III, p. 386. This will be
dIscussed further when we look at the idea of justice.
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understood as a victory of the kingdom of God. However, one simply needs to look at history to see the
disintegrating, destructive and profanizing side of this process of empire-building. ''No imagination can
grasp the amount of suffering and destruction of structure, life, and meaning that is inevitably connected
with the growth of empires."?"
These two facts must always be seen together, on the one hand political ordering of reality is:

"de voorwaarde voor aIle andere bezigheid van den gevallen en verloren mensch ... het berust
alles ... op de eene groote onderstelling dat er in den chaos van het veri oren menschzijn, in den
chaos der zonde eenige vaste punten zijn uitgezet, die het recht Gods eenigennate markeeren
en eenige orde aanbrengen, waarbinnen het leven mogelijk, onder de pennanente dreiging van
de volstrekte anarchie nog juist houdbaar wordt. ,,220

But, on the other hand, we must not forget the terrible destruction and evil connected with politics,
states and the creation of empires. Politics creates order in chaos but this is always an order that
preserves existence and salvation for each other. In other words, there is a tension between the kingdom
of God realised in history and the kingdom as eschatological expectation. This is the difference between
the kingdom of Christ and the kingdom of God. If this difference is not respected, either the
fragmentary fulfilment of the aim of history within history is absolutized leading to demonic
consequences.22I Or, if the consciousness of realization is completely absent, utopianism alternates with
the inescapable disappointments that are the seedbed of cynicism. Therefore, Tillich writes: "While it
is comparatively easy to see the theoretical necessity of the union of the presence and not-yet-presence
of the Kingdom of God, it is very difficult to keep the union in a state of living tension without letting
it deteriorate into a shallow 'middle' way of ecclesiastical or secular satisfaction.t'i"

Van Ruler

explains:

"Het is geen kosmos, geen schoon voltooid en afgerond hannonieus geheel, dat de mensch
politiseerend te voorschijn roept. Hij overwint den chaos met. De politiek draagt daarvan aIle
sporen. Hij bedwingt den chaos slechts, en dat eenigennate ... Zij [de politiek] schept slechts
een orde, welke permanent staat te trillen tussen chaos en kosmos en waarin, als in een gedurige
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This inescapably happens in paganism, see below.

222 In either case it is the influence of these social groups which are interested in the preservation of the
status quo that is largely, though, not exclusively, responsible for such a situation (This is the absolutization of
a specific situation). The reaction of the critics of the status quo leads in each case to a restatement of the
'principle of hope' (Ernst Bloch) in utopian tenus. This in tum leads to disappointment and cynicism. TIllS, of
COurse, does not mean that there is no victory of the kingdom of God, but it remains ambiguous and
fragmentary. ST, III, pp. 390-391.
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narrow escape, de mensch en het heil voor elkaar bewaard worden."m

The political ordering of a state is a fragmentary and anticipatory victory of the kingdom of God in
historical existence. These two elements must be emphasized and kept together: it is a victory, but it
is fragmentary and anticipatory. It is a manifestation ofthe kingdom of Christ; and Christ rules in media
lnimicorum.i"

In the eighth place, we must look at the pagan state and the state as a structure of grace.
In a striking manner Van Ruler compares the appearance of the state with the figure of Melchizedek
in Gen. 14. Melchizedek is a mysterious figure. He is king and high priest. King of Salem, that is: king
of peace, of salvation, on this earth. And priest of God, in the midst of a sea of paganism, that does not
know of God. He is without beginning or end, and he blesses Abram, the father of the faith. In this
meeting he offers Abram bread and wine (Gen. 14: 18) - precisely those elements which would in the
COurseof history become, for Christians, the elements of the sacrament which assures them that God
has reconciled the world with Himself, and with itself, by forgiving its sin and expiating its guilt. This
Old Testament meeting of Abram and Melchizedek finds its New Testament parallel in the meeting of
Pilate with Jesus, where Jesus says: you would have no power over me, if it had not been given to you
from above.

"Inderdaad: de staat is een figuur van deze wereld, maar hij bewaart het heil op de aarde; hij
staat in een zee van heidendom, maar hij is dienaar van God; ... hij heeft geen vader of moeder
en geen geslachtsrekening - waaruit is de staat eigenlijk afte leiden; ... - maar zijn macht is hem
van boven gegeven; hij heeft geen beginsel der dagen (waar begint de staat?) noch einde des
levens (in de eeuwigheid vinden wij nog den staat Gods!).,,225

The state is an institution of God. It cannot be derived historically or anthropologically. Tillich explains:
There is an ontological unity of power and love. The power of being is its possibility to affirm itself
against the non-being within it and against it. The power of being is the greater the more non-being is
taken into its self-affirmation. The power of being is not dead identity but the dynamic process in which
it separates itself from itself and returns to itself. The more conquered

separation there is the more

POWerthere is. The process in which the separated is reunited is love. The more reuniting love there is,
the more conquered non-being there is, the more power of being there is. Therefore love is the
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This idea has been elaborated in previous chapters.

It is also significant that, in the pages of the New Testament (Hebrews 7: 2-3), Melchisedek, referred
to as king of righteousness and king of peace, re-appears as a typical prefiguration of Christ who did not claim
the Church as his kingdom, but the world "to the end of the earth" (Acts 1:8). RP, p. 173; cf. B. Engelbrecht,
The Justification of the State: Contra Augustine, National Book Printers, Goodwood, 1984, p. 14.
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foundation of power. "The basic formula of power and the basic formula of love are identical:
Separation and Reunion or Being taking Non-Being into itself.,,226 There are several important
implications of this: firstly, the power of being to overcome separation is from God; secondly the
function of the power of being is to overcome separation; and thirdly, this power is manifest in all
reality.
The power of being to overcome separation is from God. God is being-itself, the eternal power of being
that overcomes non-being. God is the basis of all power. And the state is characterized by power. "En
dan zoo, dat dit zwaardkarakter niet accidenteel, maar essentieel in het overheidsbegrip is.,,227This
power of the state is essentially a manifestation of the kingdom of God. This can be clarified by stating
that power as power-of-being is identical with love. Divine love is the urge for the reunion of the
separated. It is a universal love for everything that exists:
"And whenever power supports such reunion, power performs the work oflove. It does so in
all small or large communities in a flock of birds, in a family, in a town, in a tribe, in a nation,
in the unity for which we are hoping - the unity of mankind and, above this, the universal
reunion of everything that is, in its divine' Ground and Aim,' called in Christianity the kingdom
of God.,,228

The state is the greatest concentration of this power and "therefore it participates in the holiness of that
Which it helps into existence.,,229Thus it is clear what it means when it is said of the authorities: "you
are gods!" (John 10:34 fl; Ps. 82:6). And Van Ruler notes that the majesty of God shines from the state,
eVenthough this majesty is wholly and completely concealed. We must speak of the divine character
of the authority of the state. "De overheid is niet maar een menschelijke instelling.t'':"

The power that binds a state together, that overcomes separation, is ultimately a manifestation of the
lOve of God, of the kingdom of God in historical existence. But in order to properly understand this,
Wemust look at the idea of the reunion of the separated.
The state cannot be understood from the perspective of creation. It is not "de ontplooiing der
scheppingspotenties.,,231 God is a living God that enters history with his revelation and his Word. He
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230 RP, p. 181. "The formulation of the concept of power lies in the structure of existence itself, and
Indeedof human as well as pre-human existence." IH, p. 182. Power is divine in its essential nature. ST, III, p.
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RP, p. 180.
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struggles in history and sets up his kingdom. He acts, thus He creates history. He fulfils history. He is
not the unity of the eternal essences. He is not the highest ideal or the deepest emotion. The living God
is will, power and act that enters this visible and tangible reality and elects structures and calls and
sanctifies to his service, community and salvation.
"Therefore it is wrong to conceive the Kingdom of God merely as the restoration ofthe original
order which has been destroyed by sin. We know nothing of such an order. It is an abstraction
whose roots lie in a static conception of transcendence. The Kingdom of God is, however, not
a system of eternal essentialities, whose realization was given in the Creation, was lost at the
Fall, and was regained in Redemption. The Kingdom of God is the dynamic fulfilment of the
ultimate meaning of existence against the contradictions of existence.t'i'"

This means that the state, as a manifestation of the kingdom of God, is to be understood on the basis
of salvation and reconciliation, as the reunion of that which is separated by sin and guilt. Van Ruler
explains:

"Ik zou den staat eenzijdig willen verstaan vanuit het regnurn Christi, het koninkrijk of de
heerschappij van Christus ... En de messiaansche categorie is ... die van de redding, de
verzoening. Het offer der verzoening, het lijden en sterven van Christus wordt aan den mensch
en aan zijn wereld voltrokken en daarin geschiedt het recht Gods. In deze dynamiek of ook in
deze dramatiek staat de overheid, die het zwaard draagt en het recht voltrekt. Dit zijn de
geheimenissen van het kruis. Zij worden aangeduid door de woorden: offer, verzoening, recht,
redding. En in deze geheimenissen deelt de staat.,,233

The state is the bearer of justice, it brings order to chaos. The state unites and removes the separateness
of Some parts of the world. It reunites that which has been separated from God by sin and guilt.

"Within historical existence this means that every victory of the Kingdom of God in history is
a victory over the disintegrating consequences ofthe ambiguity of power. Since this ambiguity
is based on the existential split between subject and object, its conquest involves a fragmentary
reunion of subject and object. For the internal power structure of a history-bearing group this
means that the struggle of the Kingdom of God in history is actually victorious in institutions
and attitudes and conquers, even if only fragmentarily, that compulsion which usually goes with
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power and transforms the objects of centred control into mere objects.v'"

In order to properly understand this idea that the state must be understood as a messianic category, we
must look at the fact that Christ is the centre of history.
Jesus Christ is the central manifestation of the kingdom of God in history. In him the historical
dimension is fully and universally affirmed. In him history becomes aware of itself and its meaning.
This means that everything before and after him is both preparation and reception. Jesus as the Christ
is both criterion and source of all saving power in history.i"
The aim of history is the eschatological kingdom of God in which all things are reunited in God. The
beginning and end of history can only be understood in reference to the centre of history. That history
which is a history of revelation and salvation begins the moment man becomes aware of the ultimate
question of his estranged predicament and of his destiny to overcome this predicament. Jesus as the
Christ is the centre of history. He is the central manifestation of the kingdom in history. Therefore he
IS

essentially related to the vocational consciousness of a nation. The centre of national interpretations

of history is the moment in which the nation's vocational consciousness arose, whether in an actual
eVentor in a legendary tradition.i" But these national centres are both preparation for and reception of
the kingdom of God. The vocational consciousness of a nation reunites some of the elements of fallen
existence. Thus the state must be understood on the basis of the cross of Christ, on the basis of salvation
and reconciliation. Van Ruler writes about the state as such, including the pagan state:

"Dat er staat is in Japan of in anti eke Rome, beteekent niet, dat deze partikeltjes staat niet deelen
in de geheimenissen van het kruis. Alsof het regnum Christi beperkt was tot de sfeer van de
belijdenis er van. Integendeel, men moet het regnum Christi niet beperken tot de sfeer van de
belijdenis, maar men moet de belijdenis zich even ver laten uitstrekken als het regnum
Christi.,,237

Van Ruler is moreover convinced, "dat men strak en sober God en zijn wereld ook rechtstreeks op
elkaar betrokken ziet ... De heiden komt niet pas met de waarachtige en levende God in aanraaking,
Wanneer een zendeling met het evangelie van Jezus Christus tot hem komt. Hij was reeds lang met Hem

.
234 ST, Ill, p. 385. In this sense "Gemeinschaft
(COI1U11Unity)
is a messianic category. [It is] the living
u.nJtyofa group which has a common spiritual basis and a genuine 'I-Thou' relation between its members .
[[It] acts in the direction of the messianic fulfilrnent; it is a messianic activity to which everybody is called .
and] without ... a state, a COI1U11Unity
C31U10texist." TC, pp. 198-199.
235

ST, III, pp. 364,368-369. See chapter one.

236 The exodus of the Israelites from Egypt, the foundation of the city of Rome, and the revolutionary
war in America are such centres of particular histories. ST, III, pp. 366-367.

237RP, p. 180; cf. p. 157; VV, p. 150; ThW, V, p. 124; VW, pp. 111-114.
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in aanraking.

Zijn gehele bestaan is een ontmoeting

met de levende God.,,238

The state is the servant of God. It partakes in the messiahship

of Christ. Thus Cyrus, the pagan ruler,

can also be called the anointed of the Lord (Is. 45: 1). The Messiah, the anointed is anointed to officebearer and the office bearer is he who is elected and sanctified to do the work of God on earth. And the
work of God is always saving work, in which sin is undone and life is reunited with God.239
The state, as such, as the servant of God
christo logy or soteriology.

must therefore

be understood

The state is not the manifestation

on the basis of functional

of an eternal essence, it does the work of

God on earth.i"
"The great conquerors
towards universal

are, as Luther visualized them, the demonic 'masks'

centeredness

the reunion of the separated.

he performs his providential

work.,,241 In his love God works toward

"Dit is aIleen te verstaan als men bij het woord Iiefde denkt aan de liefde

Van het kruis en als men dan verder het kruis verstaat,
Weerloosheid

of God through whose drive

van den martelaar,

maar vanuit

middelaar.,,242 Tillich explains that everything

niet vanuit de menschelijke

de goddelijke

diepte van de verzoening

comes down to the justification

of justice.

For it is the only way of reuniting

guilt.,,243 For this reason O. Cullman writes that "it is precisely

as the permanent

And nothing less

those who are estranged

by

the Christian who can ascribe a higher

dignity to the State - even the heathen State - than the non-Christian
All history is to be understood

door den

by grace through faith:

"Nothing less than this is what has been called the good news in Christian preaching.
than this is the fulfilment

hoogte van de

citizen can do.,,244

syntaxis of guilt and reconciliation.

Jesus as the Christ

238VV, p. 105; CTTP, p. 207.
239RP, pp. 180-181; VV, p. 153.
240Tillich remarks: "Dialectics also knows no objects whose essence is fixed, but only functional
relationships in which the meaning of every element changes according to the moment of development." ill,
p. 182. And Van Ruler writes: "de waarheid bestaat niet in een inzicht in het wezen der dingen, maar in een
Weten aangaande de functie der dingen." RP, p. 17l. Tillich also notes that Christian dogmatics has set up the
statement that the works of the Trinity are not divided externally, they always proceed equally from the Father,
Son and Spirit, and the New Testament regarded the Son as the agent of creation. That means, however, that
~heorder of creation and the order of redemption belong together; that it is one indivisible act of grace which
~spresented in creation and redemption; that creation is directed toward redemption; that redemption is planned
Increation. Critical and Positive Paradox, in The Beginnings of Dialectic Theology, p. 136. (Cf. Van Ruler: VV,
p. 10; CTTP, pp. 2-3). Healso notes that all protological and eschatological concepts become meaningless when
they are deprived of their relationship to history. In this instance they are supposed to represent an independent
sphere of objects and events. But such a sphere is a mere product of the imagination and cannot be understood
as reality at all. JH, p. 283. That is, creation and redemption cannot be seen in absolute separation from one
another, but this does not mean that they cannot be distinguished from each other. Thus the state cannot be
Conceived of as an eternal essence or as a datum of creation, divorced from the soteriological purposes of God.
Nevertheless, it remains an end in itself, and is not an 'emergency measure' for the sake of the church. Cf. B.
Engelbrecht, The Justification of the State, p. 14.
241ST, Ill, p. 340.
242RP,p.181.
243LPJ, p. 86; cf. ST, III, pp. 225-228.
244The State in the New Testament, London, 1957, p. 90.
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is the source and criterion of all salvation, and therefore of all history. The state, the pagan as well as
the christianized state, can only be understood within this dynamic.

4.4

The Church

In this section we will consider the notion of the church in the theologies of Paul Tillich and A.A. van
Ruler. Both these theologians emphasize the importance of the Church. Tillich writes that the church
is the bearer of salvation and representative of the kingdom of God in history:

"The Church is more than the Christian Churches and their precursors. The Church is the
community of those partly visible and partly invisible, who live in the light of the ultimate
meaning of existence, whether in expectation or in reception. The Church, understood in this
way, is the power which gives meaning to historical life as a whole.,,245

And Van Ruler writes:

"De harde kern van het woord christendom ligt in het woord kerk. Deze harde kern heeft men
zorgvulding te bewaren. Laat men haar schieten, dan kan men van het christendom van alles
maken, maar het eigenlijke, waar het op aankomt, blijkt men vroeg oflaat totaal kwijt te zijn.
De kerk, met haar prediking, sacramenten en tucht, herinnert aan het apostolaat, de schrift, de
openbaring, in een woord: aan het heil. Hanteert men het woord christendom zonder deze harde
kern er in, dan is men al spoedig bezig met een zuiver cultuur-historische grootheid en dwaalt
men ten leste in de existentie rond, zonder ook maar een herinnering over te houden aan het
heil. ,,246

In order to properly understand the idea of the church we need to look at the following concepts:
In the first place, the church is not a part of the original creation order, it is something that has been
added to creation (in reaction to sin). The church in New Testament Greek is ecclesia, the assembly of
those who are called out of all nations by the apostoloi, the messengers of the Christ, to the
Congregation of the eleutheroi, those who have become free citizens of the 'Kingdom of the Heavens.'
There is a 'church' an 'assembly of God' (or of the Christ) in every town in which the message has been
sUCcessfuland a Christian koinonia or communion, has come into being.i" Thus Van Ruler also states:

"De christeJijke kerk neemt en heeft haar uitgangspositie in het Nieuwe Testament. In dit kleine
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boekje! En daarin exclusief, nergens anders in! ... De christelijke kerk is namelijk zelf
opgekomen uit het getuigenis van de apostelen. Daarom aIleen is er een christelijke kerk in de
wereld, omdat er apostelen geweest zijn die de wereld zijn ingetrokken met een boodschap over
een daad van God in de geschiedenis, die van beslissende betekenis is voor de wereld.,,248

In order to understand this idea of ecclesia we will look at a brief history of its usage. In the ancient
Greek city-state it designated the assembly of the free citizens who are called out of their houses in
order to make political decisions and to carry on the life ofthe city. Only those who are free belong to
it. And one is free by birth because one has received by inheritance, a virtue which the slave and the
barbarian lack. For Aristotle the free Greek citizen, who belongs to the city assembly, represents the
genus of the elite. Later on, in Stoicism, everybody is considered to be free by having reason. Human
beings as such belong to the elite genus because they participate in universal reason. But, despite the
difference between these two meanings of freedom as well as of election, both of them have a nonhistorical character. In both cases, nature makes the election - in Aristotle in a more vitalistic and
aristocratic interpretation, in Stoicism in a more rationalistic and democratic interpretation. However,

"in the New Testament, ecclesia is often used with the addition' ecclesia of God or of Christ.'
As such it is the continuation ofthe assembly of God in the Old Testament, namely, the elected
nation or the elected remnants of that nation. In the New Testament the 'true people of God,'
consist of the elect from all nations. This election is not a matter of race or of reason. It is a
matter of historical destiny. The free members of this assembly of God are free by salvation.
Their virtue is the grace they receive in the church. The church is the one historical reality
starting with the promise of God to Abraham, centred in the appearance of Christ, and moving
toward the final fulfilment. The spacial ecclesia of Greece has been replaced by the historical
ecclesia of Christianity, the bearer of historical consciousness in all periods and nations.v'"

Van Ruler sums up the two interdependent ideas that we are dealing with in this context: "Zo wortelt
de christelijke kerk op een buitengewone wijze in de bijzondere openbaring" and "De predestinatie is
bet hart van de kerk. ,,250
The church is the community of the New Being. "It is created by the divine Spirit as manifest in Jesus
as the Christ ... In biblical terms one would say that the church as the body of Christ, or as the Spiritual
Temple, is the New Creation into which the individual Christian and the particular church is taken.,,251
The church is dependent on God's revelation in Christ. It is not a structure of creation. Van Ruler
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explains:

"De kerk valt niet samen met de mensheid. Het leven in en van de kerk valt ook niet samen met
het leven in de schepping. De kerk heeft zeer nadrukkelijk een zekere bijzonderheid. Zelfs een
zekere apartheid. Zij is iets, wat erbij gekomen is, bij de geschapen werkelijkheid als zodanig.
Zij stamt uit Israel. Nader bepaald: zij stamt uit de messias van Israel, uit Christus, de
middelaar.t'i"

The church is a structure of special revelation. Therefore, it is a structure of grace and predestination.
The term 'grace' (gratia, charis) qualifies all relations between God and man in such a way that they
are freely inaugurated by God and in no way dependent on anything the creature does or desires. And
predestination must be understood in the symbolic sense of pointing to the existential experience that,
in relation to God, God's act always precedes and further, that, in order to be certain of one's fulfilment,
one can and must look at God's activity alone.253

"De kerk komt niet op uit de gemeenschapvormde

driften van het leven, maar uit de

openbaring! De kerk is de draagster van de waarheid ... Deze waarheid komt niet uit ons op;
maar ze komt op ons toe. Vanuit de openbaring. In de openbaring is de waarheid gesch6nken.
Want de openbaring is Gods heilzame aanwezigheid en bezigheid in de wereld. Dit heil is de
waarheid. De kerk nu is het vehiculum van deze vanuit de openbaring op ons toekomende
waarheid ... De ware religie is daarom zonder de kerk niet denkbaar. Extra ecclesiam nulla
salus.,,254

In order to understand this revelatory or gracious and predestinarian character of the church, we will
look at the christological basis of the church. The church is "the 'body of Christ' ... it is founded on the
New Being in Jesus as the Christ ... its dynamic essence is the Spiritual Community ... It is created by
the divine Spirit as manifest in the New Being in Jesus as the Christ. This origin determines its
character.,,255Van Ruler writes:

252

Ik Geloof, p. 131.

253 ST, I, pp. 285-286; III, p. 159. Van Ruler expresses the importance of the idea of predestination.
is niet aileen de dualiteit van God zelf en zijn wereld, maar daar is - predestinatiaans gedacht: de
predestinatie is een dogma, dat o.a. 66k uitdrukking geeft aan de bijbelse waarheid van de Jevende, de
handeJende God! - daar is ook Gods bezigheid met de wereJd. Hij zeJf is bezig! Hij zeJf is een instantie! Alle
eschatologisch-historische denken zal met onvruchtbaarheid en onzuiverheid geslagen blijven, zolang men
Weigert, deze predestinatiaanse dimensie, deze dimensie van God zelf, die handelt, er in op te nemen." VV, p.
105. See chapter one for the trinitarian-predestinarian-eschatological
framework of the theology ofTillich and
Van Ruler. The importance of this framework will also become apparent in our discussion of the church.

"Daar
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RP, p. 252.

255

ST, III, pp. 155, 162, 173.
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"De kerk [is] geheel en al van Christus. Zij is niets meer dan aIleen zijn lichaam. Hij is het
hoofd. Christus heeft haar in het aanzijn geroepen ... Hij regeert haar ook. Men zal er weI bij
moeten zeggen, dat hij dit alles doet door de Heilige Geest ... Het diepste wezen der kerk is
Christus zelf ... Het is de achtergrond van het apostelambt en van aIle diensten of ambten in de
gemeente. Het begin is ook beginsel; de bron bepaalt de aard.,,256

Two things are clear from these quotations from Van Ruler and Tillich. The church is dependent on
Christ but it is a creation of the Holy Spirit. The church is a pneumatological reality. This means that
We must keep in mind all the characteristics of the poured out Holy Spirit that were discussed

in

Chapter Three. These characteristics will not be repeated here but this pneumatological essence will
become clear when we discuss the invisible and sacramental nature of the church below. At this point
however, we are looking at the dependence of the church on Christ.
The relation of the New Being in Christ to the New Being in the church is symbolized by the story of
Peter's confession to Jesus at Caesarea Philippi that he is the Christ and Jesus' answer that the
recognition of him as the Christ is a work of God; this recognition is not the result of an ordinary
experience but of the impact of the Holy Spirit. It is the Spirit grasping Peter that enables his spirit to
recognise the Spirit in Jesus which makes him the Christ. "This recognition is the basis of the Spiritual
Community against which the demonic powers are powerless and which Peter and the other disciples
represent. Therefore we can say: ... the Spiritual Community is not Spiritual unless it is founded on the
New Being as it has appeared in the ChriSt.,,257
Van Ruler writes:

"De kerk doet belijdenis van Christus ... Dat belijden is toch een zeer centrale zaak in het wezen
van de kerk. De kerk is meer en heel iets anders dan de vonngeving van de religieuze aard van
het mens zijn, van het cultuurgemenebest

of van de staat. Zij heeft een eigen wortel. Zij is

gefundeerd op de messiasbelijdenis van Petrus. Petrus was de eerste, die het, niet uit zichzelf,
maar omdat de Vader in de hemelen het hem openbaarde, ontdekte. Hij zei van Jezus van
Nazareth: gij zijt de Christus, de zoon van de levende God. Dat betekent: nu is het rijk van God
nabijgekomen, het heil is verschenen, de tijd is helemaal vol geworden, het leven heeft z'n
inhoud gekregen. Dat alles belijdt de kerk met Petrus mee. Zij vindt dat alles in de ene,
historische persoon van Jezus en in het door hem volbrachte werk. Daarin heeft de kerk haar
wortel. ,,258

256This quote is a combination of: Ik Geloof, pp. 141- 142; Bijzonder en Algemeen Ambt, p. 70; cf. Ik
Geloof, pp. 131, 134.
257ST, III, p. 150.
258Ik Geloof, p. 142.
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The church finds its root in Jesus Christ. This means that the church shares in the office of the mediator.
We will discuss this in the next section. It also means that the church possesses the truth, the way and
the life. However, we must not be too romantic or idealist about this. The heart of the matter is that the
church is the place where Christ wants to live with sinners. Therefore, one must not expect too much
from the church and Christians. They experience themselves as lost sinners. The fantastic element is
that there is a mediator, a redeemer that wants to live with them. The church lives from grace and from
love. The Word of God comes to us in the church. Therefore, the church is the place where the triune
God and man come together:

"Zo is deze kathedraal van de liefde gevuld met een onmetelijk, stralend licht. Het is het licht
van de peiling van het mysterie van het bestaan tot op de schuld van de zonde. Oak het licht van
de verzoening van de schuld in het offer van Christus en van de overwinning op de dood in zijn
opstanding. Oak het licht van de triniteit. Dat is het meest stralende, het vrolijkst tintelende licht
in de kerk: dat wij God daarin kennen en bejubelen als de Schepper, de Verlosser en de
Verheerlijker van alles, als Degene, die gemeenschap en liefde in zichzelf is.,,259

Another way of expressing this is to say that the church has the Christ as the criterion to which every
Spiritual claim must submit.i" Because the church is a community of faith and love which is based on
the work of the Christ, the ambiguities of religiorr'"

are conquered in principle. The phrase 'in

Principle' does not mean in abstracto but means (as do the Latin and Greek words principium and
arche) the power of beginning, which remains the controlling power in a whole process. In this sense
the poured out Holy Spirit, the New Being and the gratia interna are principles (archai). The
ambiguities of the religious life are conquered in principle in the churches' life; their self-destructive
force is broken. They are not completely eliminated - they may even be present in demonic strength but as Paul says in Romans, chapter 8, and other places: the appearance of the New Being in Jesus as
the Christ overcomes the ultimate power of the demonic' structures of destruction. '

"If we call the churches or any particular church a community of faith, we say that, according
to its intention, it is founded on the New Being in Jesus as the Christ ... [and therefore] there is
regenerative power in the churches, even in their most miserable state. As long as they are
churches and related in reception and reaction to the New Being in Jesus as the Christ, the
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Ik Geloof, pp. 132-133; cf. p. 146.
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ST, III, p. 152.

261 The ambiguities of religion are a result of a misunderstanding
of'het mysterie van het bestaan.' The
two possible ambiguities are that of profanization, that is, making religion into a finite reality - a set of
prescribed activities to be performed, a set of stated doctrines to be accepted, a social pressure group along with
al] the implications of power politics; or the demonization of religion, that is, the claim of something finite to
Infinity or to divine greatness. ST, III, pp. 99, 102.
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Spiritual Presence works in them, and symptoms of this work can be seen.,,262

The church is the body of Christ and therefore it is holy, united and catholic (universal).
The churches are holy because ofthe holiness of their foundation, the New Being, which is present in
them.263Van Ruler explains that the church is the body of Christ and Christ is the only person who has
experienced this world in complete obedience as God's world, as His kingdom and the church partakes
in this holiness because it is reckoned to her. The church has its holiness from ChriSt.264The holiness
of the church cannot be derived from the holiness of its institutions, doctrines, ritual and devotional
activities, or ethical principles. All these are among the ambiguities of religion. Nor can the churches'
holiness be derived from the holiness of their members. They are holy in spite of their actual
Unholiness, in so far as they want to belong to the church and have received what the church has
received, i.e., the ground on which they are accepted in spite of their unholiness. The holiness of the
churches and of Christians is not a matter of empirical judgement but rather of faith in the working of
the New Being within them:

"One could say that a church is holy because it is a community of those who are justified
through faith by grace - and the churches do indeed pronounce this message as 'good news' to
their members. However, this message is also valid for the churches themselves. The churches
living in the ambiguities of religion are, at the same time, holy. They are holy because they
stand under the negative and the positive judgements ofthe Cross ... The churches are holy, but
they are so in terms of an 'in spite or or as a paradox.v'"

Van Ruler explains:

"De viva vox, de levende stem van de prediking is de fontein, waaruit het water van de
heiligheid van de kerk opspringt. Centraal is het de prediking van de rechtvaardiging van de
goddeloze. De schuld wordt vergeven. De mens, die zondaar is, wordt opnieuw geponeerd. De
mens als dader van zijn daden wordt weer goed, hij wordt heilig verklaard. Rondom deze
fontein van de prediking worden dan echter heel wat figuren opgesteld, die aIle te zamen mee
het wezen van de kerk uitmaken. Ik denk met name aan de liturgie, aan de sacramenten, aan de
arnbten. Dat zijn allemaal dingen en instellingen. Zij hebben iets institutairs. Maar juist als
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ST, III, pp. 168, 172-173.

263

ST, III, p. 167.

264 Ik Geloof, p. 134. Of course, we could also say that the church is holy because it is the temple of the
BOly Spirit. It is the embodiment of the New Being and creation of the Holy Spirit, and its essential power is
the Spiritual Community or gratia intema. But at this point we are concentrating on the christological aspect.
Ik Geloof, p. 134. ST, III, p. 168.
265

ST, III, pp. 167, 168; cf. p. 381.
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zodanig zijn zij dragers en vonnen van de heiligheid van de kerk.,,266

The church is holy because the holiness of Christ is reckoned to it. This applies to the individuals as
well as the community, The members are the 'community of the saints.' This holiness also applies to
the church as institution. But this holiness is paradoxical. It is holiness 'in spite of the actual unholiness
of the church.
The Christian church is also the united church. This must also be understood paradoxically. The
churches are united because of the unity of their foundation, the New Being, which is effective in them.
But the churches' unity cannot be derived from their actual unity, nor can the predicate of unity be
denied because of their present disunity. The predicate is independent of these empirical realities and
possibilities. "It is identical with the dependence of any actual church on the Spiritual Community as
its essence in power and structure. This is true of every particular local denominational and confessional
church which is related to the event of the Christ as its foundation. The unity of the church is real in
each of them in spite ofthe fact that all of them are separated from each other.,,267Van Ruler explains:

"De kerk is een gemeenschap met elkaar, die tot in de wortels van het Ieven gaat. Men weet daar
van elkaar, dat men weet heeft van het allerdiepste en het allerlaatste. Deze gemeenschap gaat
daarom dieper dan aIle vriendschap, kameraadschap,

werkgemeenschap,

collegialiteit en

sportiviteit. In de kerk voel ik mij verbonden met mijn naaste in het allereigenlijkste van mijn
en zijn bestaan. Daarom ... de kerk is het voorbeeld en de bron van aIle gemeenschap in de
wereld ... Zij zelf is zelfs verschrikkelijk verdeeld. Maar ... in het mysterie van de kerk, in de
gemeenschap van de heilige mensen en van de heilige dingen , ligt de grote verzoening,
waardoor de wereld zou kunnen genezen.,,268

266 Ik Geloof, pp. 134-135. This points to a seemingly unbridgeable gap between Protestantism and the
~oman Catholic Church. In principle the Roman church accepts critical judgement of each of its members,
l~cluding the pope, but it does not accept critical judgement of itself as an institution, of its doctrinal decisions,
Tltualtraditions, moral principles and hierarchical structure. Itjudges on the basis of its institutional perfection,
but this basis itself is not judged. Protestantism cannot accept the predicate of holiness for its churches on the
basis of any kind of institutional perfection. The holy church is the distorted church.
In the Second Vatican Council the Roman Catholic church revived the principle of reformation within itself.
The question is, how far can such reformation go. The first answer given by Pope John XXIII is that the
dOctrinal decisions of councils and popes are the unchangeable basis for the Catholic church. And the doctrinal
deCisions include statements concerning the hierarchical structure and the ethical system of the church. But the
Council also stated that: "the deposit of faith, that is the truths contained in it, are one thing, the manner of
fOnnulating these truths, while keeping the same sense and meaning is another. "(The Christian Faith. Doctrinal
Documents of the Catholic church. 1. Neuner, S.J. and J. Dupuis S.J. (Eds), ALBA House, New York, 1990. P.
XXvUI.) It remains to be seen what this idea can lead to. ST, III, pp. 167-168.
267

ST, III, pp. 168-169.

268 Ik Geloof, pp. 146-147. Tills contradicts the Roman Catholic church's claim to represent in its
particularity the unity of the church and its rejection of any other group which claims to be a church. A
Consequence of this absolutism was that Rome prohibited co-operation of a purely religious kind with other
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The church is the united church because it is founded on the New Being in Jesus as the Christ. The
church is also the universal''" church. It has an extensive universality - the New Being is valid for all
nations, social groups, races, tribes and cultures."? The differences between people play no essential
or crucial role in the church. There are many differences, such as the difference in age, sex, status,
development, nation and race. In its universality the church goes through all these distinctions. It
contains people of all ages, of both sexes, of all social and intellectual classes, of all nations and races.
"Dat brengt dan ook met zich mee, dat de kerk naar haar aard erop gericht is, dat zij zich uitstrekt naar
de einden van de aarde en over de gehele wereld verbreid is.,,271The New Testament clearly shows that
this extensive universality is an immediate implication of the acceptance of Jesus as the Christ. The
emphasis which Paul places on this point is caused by his own experience as a Diaspora Jew who unites
in himself Jewish, Greek, and Roman elements, as well as the syncretism of the Hellenistic period, and
Whobrings all this into the church in himself and his congrcgation.i"
At this point, we must remember what was said above about the church as an institute of special
revelation. The catholic universality of the church is not the same as universal humanity. The church
is not a part of original creation, or of human nature (essence), as such. It is a unique, separate structure
in the history of humanity. But in this uniqueness it itself is universal. However, this universality cannot
be derived from the actual situation. Racial, social and national particularities prevent the churches from
actualizing the predicate of universality.i" Van Ruler explains:

"De kerk is ook in dit opzicht katholiek, dat zij ten volle ingaat in alle momenten van het leven,
dat zij zich daarmee verbindt en allerlei elementen uit het veelvormige leven van de schepping
opneemt, zozeer, dat zij de kleur van haar omgeving aanneemt. Van pure katholiciteit is de kerk
ook nationaal van aard. Zij is volkskerk. Om dicht bij huis te blijven: in Friesland ziet de kerk
er weer heel anders uit dan in de Achterhoek. Dat is alleen maar een goede zaak. Ook dat
behoort tot haar katholiciteit.v'"
And Tillich writes: "The dynamics oflife ... in the sociological existence of the churches ... bring about

Christian churches. There has been some relaxation of this attitude, but the Roman church has not given up its
absolute claim and with it its own peculiar character. ST, III, p. 169.
269 The classic word is 'catholic'
- that which concems all people. But since the reformation it is
probably preferable to use the word 'universal,' the former word generally being reserved for the Roman
Catholic church. This change of words, however, does not mean a change of the issue at stake. ST, III, p. 170.
270

ST, III, p. 171.
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Ik Geloof, p. 137.
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ST, III, p. 171.
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ST, III, pp. 171-172.
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Ik Geloof, p. 140.
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new and, in many cases, Spiritually justified divisions.,,275
In order to properly understand this predicate of universality we must also look at its intensive aspect.
The intensive universality of the church is its power and desire to participate as church in everything
created under all dimensions oflife. "The predicate of intensive universality keeps the churches wide
open - as wide as life universal. Nothing that is created and, therefore, essentially good is excluded from
the life of the churches and their mcmbers.Y" No part of created reality is excluded from the church.
"Daarorn is de kerk in haar katholiciteit op de gehele werkelijkheid gericht. Zij is gemteresseerd in
alles: in het mystieke en het zedelijke leven, in de wetenschap en de kunst, in de maatschappij en de
staat.''"" The church is essentially universal, however, it does not actually include the abundance of the
encountered world. The churches may include music but exclude the visual arts; they may include work
but exclude natural vitality; they may include philosophical analysis but exclude metaphysics; they may
include particular styles of all cultural creations and exclude other styles. "However universal they try
to be, the universality of the churches is paradoxically present in their particularity.t'i" And Van Ruler
writes: "Het behoort echt tot de katholiciteit van de kerk, dat zij al deze e1ementen omvat en ze aile op
hun plaats laat en respecteert. Ook dat is niet zo eenvoudig. Onwillekeurig legt men eenzijdig de nadruk
op het een of op het ander.'?" The intensive universality of the church is paradoxical.

In order to understand the paradoxical nature of the three predicates of the church, we must look at the
fOllowing characteristics.
The church is the body of Christ but this does not mean that the church is a continuation of the
lllcamation. The outpouring of the Holy Spirit, amongst other things, stands between the Christ and the
church.280In order to understand the church we must look at its pneumatological aspect.
The church, as the 'body of Christ,' is a creation of the Holy Spirit. Therefore, it must be understood
on the basis ofthe gratia intema discussed in the previous chapter. For our present purpose, this means
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ST, III, pp. 169-170.
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ST, III, p. 170.

271 Ik Geloof, p. 139. This is expressed by the Roman Catholic church's principle of the complexio
oPpositorum. There is nothing in nature, man or history that does not have a place in the church. This is
claSSically expressed in both the medieval cathedrals and the scholastic systems, in which all dimensions of
being found their place, and even the demonic, the ugly and the destructive appeared in a subdued role. The
danger here was that the demonic revolted against its role of subjection to the divine. This danger induced
Protestantism to replace the abundance of the complexio oppositorum with the poverty of sacred emptiness (in
this point following Judaism and Islam). In doing so, Protestantism did not reject the principle of universality,
because there can be a universality of emptiness as well as a universality of abundance. "The predicate of
universality is violated only if one of the many possibilities is elevated to an absolute position and the other
elements are excluded." ST, III, p. 170.
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Bijzonder en Algerneen Arnbt, p. 72.
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that the church is a theological or sacramental reality. This leads to the division of the church as visible
and as invisible. "The invisible church is the Spiritual essence of the visible church; like everything
Spiritual, it is hidden, but it determines the nature of the visible church.,,281Thus the church is Spiritual
in the sense in which Luther often uses the word, that is, 'invisible,' 'hidden,' 'open to faith alone,' but
nevertheless real, unconquerably real. There is a dialectical relation between the visible and the
invisible church.i'" Van Ruler explains:

"De kerk ... is zichtbaar en onzichtbaar tegelijkertijd ... Het sacrament is iets zeer zichtbaars. Er
is niets zoo gruwzaam zichtbaar in de wereld als juist het gebroken brood en de vergoten wijn,
het grauwe brood en de roode wijn op de avondmaalstafel. En tegelijkertijd is er niets zoo
volmaakt verbogen voor al onze uitwendige en inwendige zintuigen als ons eten van het lichaam
en ons drink en van het bloed van Christus in den hemel. En toch is tussen deze twee weer een
volstrekt onlosmakelijk samenhang.v "

There is a dialectical relationship between the visible and the invisible church. Tillich writes that there
is "no invisible church alongside the historical churches.t'i" And van Ruler says: "Er zijn met twee
kerken: de zichtbare en de onzichtbare.v'"
The invisible church is the Spiritual essence of the church, it is hidden, but it determines the nature of
the visible church. It is "het verborgen werk van den H. Geest.,,286 It is "essentiality determining
eXistence and being resisted by cxistence.t'i"
The invisible church is not an ideal that is put against the reality of the church. This would create the
expectation that the actual church will progress toward an approximation of this ideal. But this raises
the question of where the church would get the power of actualizing this ideal. We could certainly
answer that the church would get it from the Spirit. However, this leads to the further question as to the
lnanner in which the divine Spirit is present. How can faith be created except by the power offaith; and
love except by the power of love? "Essential power must precede actualization. In biblical terms one
Would say that the church as the Body of Christ, or as the Spiritual Temple, is the New Creation into
which the individual Christian and the particular church is taken.,,288This shows the inadequacy of

281ST, III, p. 163.
282ST, Ill, p. 150.
283Van Ruler also provides the example of the dialectical relation between the number of the elect and
the list of church members. They are not the same thing. The one is visible and the other invisible. Nevertheless,
they are inextricably bound together. RP, p. 94.
284ST, Ill, p. 163.
285RP, p. 95.
286RP ,po 95 .
287ST, III, p. 163.
288ST, Ill, p. 164; cf. pp. 163, 165.
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thinking of the invisible church as an ideal. Van Ruler expresses a similar notion and strongly rejects
this line of thought: "De christelijke kijk op de kerk is een andere dan de idealistische. Zij doet ons in
de kerk staan, niet vanuit eenig ideaal (want elk ideaal is een idool, een afgod), maar vanuit de
vleeschwording des Woords. Het Woord is vleesch geworden en Christus wil bij zondaren wonen.,,289
The invisible church is also not the 'heavenly assembly of God,' the assembly of the saved from all
periods and countries, represented on earth by ecclesiastical hierarchies and sacraments. Whatever its
symbolic truth may be it is not the invisible essence of the church. It is a supernaturalistic counterpart
to the earthly assembly of God, but it is not this quality in the churches that makes them churches - it
is their invisible, essential Spirituality.i"

The invisible church is also not the true believers, the

ecclesiola in ecclesia, the true, invisible church as opposed to the visible degenerate church.?" The
invisible church is the spiritual essence of the visible church. It is the concealed work of the Holy Spirit.

"This calls for a category to be used in interpreting reality which is neither realistic nor idealistic
nor supranaturalistic but essentialistic - a category pointing to the power ofthe essential being
behind and within the existential ... Its power is not causal but directive ... the Spiritual
Community is the inner telos of the churches and ... as such it is the source of everything which
makes them churches. ,,292

This means that it is inadequate to simply speak of the churches as sociological realities. Certainly
every church is a sociological reality, but one can point to the reactionary, superstitious, and inhuman
impact ofthe churches on Western civilization. This contrast shows that judging the churches from the
point of view of their sociological functions and their social influence, past or present, is utterly
inadequate. A church which is nothing more than a benevolent, socially useful group can be replaced
by other groups not claiming to be churches; such a church has no justification for its existence.i'"
The church is, in fact, a theological reality. This does not mean that we must not recognize the
SOCiologicalaspect, but that we must deny its exclusive reality. "The theological view points, within
the ambiguities of the social reality of the churches, to the presence of the unambiguous Spiritual
Community ... The church at the street comer hides the church Spiritual from view.,,294
The church has an essentially paradoxical nature. The sociological and theological character of the
church are essentially but paradoxically related and the relation of the two cannot be understood either
by eliminating the one or by subjecting the one to the other. The churches can only be understood on
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the basis of the justification of the godless in Christ. The character of 'in spite of is essential to the
church.295Van Ruler explains:

"In de tegenwoordig alom ontwakende beiangstelling voor de kerk kan men de beteekenis van
de kerk nogal eens zuiver sociologisch hooren toelichten; dan valt zij samen met, de beteekenis
van het gemeenschappelijke in het algemeen. Daartegenover moet worden volgehouden, dat de
beteekenis van de kerk als gemeenschap aIleen is te verstaan tegen den achtergrond van het
verbond der genade in Christus. Wat wij gemeenschappelijk

hebben - dat is niet iets

menschelijks, dat is zelfs niet ons gel66f of onze belijdenis ... Wat, wij gemeenschappelijk
hebben, het groote geheel - dat is Christus, en zijn genade, die sacramenteel ons eigendom
zijn.,,296

The church is a sacramental or theological reality, it is essentially invisible and visible at the same time.
It is a paradoxical reality.

The church must be seen as a functionary reality.
We have seen that the church is the pneunmatological 'body of Christ.' The church is not a matter of
common humanity, it is dependent on God's revelation in Christ. It is a structure of grace and
predestination. It is a reality that is inaugurated by God. It is the New Creation into which the individual
Christian and the particular church is taken. The nature of the church can only be made clear if we
examine these two concepts of 'predestination'

and 'body of Christ.'

The church is the elect from all nations. This election is not a matter of race or of reason. It is a matter
of historical destiny.i" This not only points to the existential experience that in relation to God, God's
act always precedes, but also to the fact that God gives meaning to our existence.i" God himself directs
things, including the church, to their fulfilment. Predestination refers to the divine condition which is
present in every group of finite conditions and in the totality of finite conditions. It is the quality of
inner directedness present in every situation.?" But what does this mean when we apply it to the
church? In the first place, we must say that "De praedestinatie is daarom het cor ecclesiae, het hart der

295 The Roman Catholic church denies this paradoxical relationship, and understands the Roman church
as a sacred reality above the sociological ambiguities of past and present. Church history is sacred history. This
l1lakes it impossible to criticize the Roman church in essentials - in doctrine, ethics, hierarchical organizationetc. The Roman church tries to ignore the ambiguities of its life and to submerge the church's sociological
C~aracter in its theological character, but the relation is paradoxical and cannot be understood either by
iuninatingthe
one or b~ subjecting the one.to the other. ST~ III, pp. 166-167; cf. Van Ruler, RP, p. 96;
efonnatonsche Opmerkingen In de Ontrnoeting met Rome, Hilversum Antwerpen, 1965, pp. 65-74.
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kerk.,,300This means that the church is not that which it is. What could the church 'be' over against the
almighty God? The essence of the church is not included in it in the manner of the entelechy. The
church is also not that which it has. It certainly has a lot, because it has received much. But this does
not mean that our attention must be drawn away from the Giver and concentrated on the gifts. We do
not see the essence of the church when we look at what the church has been given, and not at God
himself. Thus, the essence of the church is also not that which it does. It certainly does a lot. It
represents salvation in the world. But as the service and praise of God, it is included in that which He
does on earth. Therefore, we cannot stop with the idea of what it does, but must press on to the idea of
how it is used by God. The predestinarian outlook on this matter means that the essence of the church
does not reside in what it does, but in that it is used. The church is an instrument. It is used by God
himself in His engagement with the world - an activity which encompasses more than what the church
actually does or could ever do. The living God does more than simply use his church. He engages in
his own wrestling with every human heart, and he participates in the great drama and struggle of the
nations as they seek to give political, social, economic and cultural shape to life. The church exists
modestly in their midst. God and his world are much greater than that which the church embraces with
her gospel. But within that great totality of world-history the church is used by God himself:

"Het wezen der kerk ligt, ten diepste genomen, eniglijk en alleen in datgene waartoe zij gebruikt
wordt. De Here heeft haar verkoren. Hij heeft haar in het aanzijn geroepen. Hij heeft haar
gerechtvaardigt en geheiligd. Hij heeft haar in de wereld gezet ... Hij gebruikt zijn kerk in de
volvoering van zijn grote eschatologisch-historische

bedoelingen met zijn wereld."?"

In the second place, in order to understand the nature of this predestinarian essence of the church we
must look at the church as the body of Christ. We have already looked at this idea. The only point we
need to make here is that the essence of the church is determined by Jesus as the Christ. The church is
"the 'body of Christ' ... it is founded on the New Being in Jesus as the Christ ... It is created by the
divine Spirit as manifest in the New Being in Jesus as the Christ. This origin determines its
character.,,302And Van Ruler writes: "De kerk [is] geheel en al van Christus. Zij is niets meer dan aIleen
zijn lichaam. Hij is het hoofd. Christus heeft haar in het aanzijn geroepen. Hij regeert haar ook ... Het
diepste wezen der kerk is Christus zelf ... Het begin is ook beginsel; de bron bepaalt de aard.,,303

300 Ret Apostolaat der Kerk en het Ontwerp-Kerkorde,
Callenbach, Nijkerk, 1948, p. 69, (This work will
be referred to as Apostolaat from now on).
301 Apostolaat, p. 69; cf. VV, pp. 106-107; Ambt, p. 62. Similarly, Tillich writes: "The churches are tools
of the Kingdom of God. They are able to serve as tools because they are based on the New Being in which the
fo:ces of estrangement are conquered ... They are fighting agents of the Kingdom of God, leading forces in the
dnve toward the fulfilment of history." ST, III, p. 376.
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ST, III, pp. 155, 162, 173.
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This quote is a combination of: Ik Geloof, pp. 141-142; Ambt, p. 70; cf. Ik Geloof, pp. 131, 134.
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The nature and essence of the church is determined by its origin in Jesus as the Christ.
When we combine these two ideas of the predestinarian nature of the church and the church as the body
of Christ, we come to this result: "dat de kerk de voortzetting is van de messiaanse dienst van de knecht
des Heren.,,304
At this point we must keep in mind the functional christology that we developed in chapter two.
Christology is a function of soteriology. The church thus stands in the framework of soteriology and,
in particular, represents Christ. Van Ruler uses the the image of a candle to express the essence of the
church: "Wat is het wezen van de kaars? Immers dit, dat zij brandt, en licht geeft en verteert. Dat is het
beeld van de kerk. Haar wezen ligt daarin, dat zij, gelijk de kaars de kamer verlicht, brandt en verbrandt

en met het licht van de heilzame waarheid Gods de ruimte van de wereld verlicht, z6 dat de dingen, die
in de wereld geschieden, geschieden in het licht van het Woord GodS.,,305Van Ruler refers to this as the
apostolic essence of the church. This apostolic or missionary character of the church is not an
appendage to the church, nor is it only one of the functions or properties of the church, but rather the
essence of the church.i" "De kerk zelfis een apostolische functie ... De gehele kerk in heel haar leven
en werk, tot in haar liturgie toe, [is] aIleen maar apostolisch bezig.,,307In order to clarify this idea that
the essence of the church is wholly and completely apostolic, we will examine Tillich's view on the
functions of the church.
Tillich writes: "the nature ofthe churches and the character of their life are determined by their function
in the New Being as it has appeared in Jesus as the ChriSt.,,308He clarifies the relation between the
church and its functions by pointing out that institutions

and functions are not necessarily

Interdependent. The institutions are dependent on the functions they serve, but the functions may exist
even where no institutions serve them. In other words, God's soteriological purposes regarding the
world are larger than the institution of the church, but the church as institution must be understood on
the basis of this soteriological purpose of God. "No institution, not even a priesthood or ministry,
special sacraments or devotional services, follow necessarily from the nature of the church, but the
functions for the sake of which these institutions have come into being do follow from it.,,309
What, then, are the functions of the church, and how are they related to the apostolic essence of the

The outpouring of the Holy Spirit stands between Christ and the church. Therefore we cannot say
that the church is a continuation of the incarnation of Christ. Ambt, p. 72.
304
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Apostolaat, p. 68.
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Op. cit., pp. 66-67.

307Op. cit., p. 75; cf. VV, pp. 58, 105-107; Ambt, pp. 32, 33, 61-63; ThW, V, p. 76.
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ST, III, p. 184.

309ST, III, pp. 188-189. This is precisely what Van Ruler means when he writes: "Het apostolaat gaat

llJet op in de gedachte, dat de kerk een taak en roeping heeft in de wereld. Het bestaat meer in de daden en de
bedoeling Gods met zijn kerk, dan in den arbeid en de doelstelling van de kerk zelf. En deze daden en
bedoelingen Gods zijn niet secundair en centraal. Zij zijn het eigenlijke." Apostolaat, p. 72. The church must
be understood within the trirutarian-predestinarian-eschatological
framework.
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church? Tillich refers to three functions: constitution, expansion and construction.

310

The first function

is that of constitution. Since every church is dependent on the New Being as it is manifest in the Christ
and real in the gratia interna, the constitutive function of the church is that of receiving. This applies
to a church as a whole as well as to every individual member. If a church demands receptiveness of its
members but itself as church refuses to receive, it becomes either a static hierarchical system, which
claims to have received once and for all with no need ever to receive again, or it becomes a religious
group with private experiences which make the transition into secularism. The function of reception
includes the simultaneous function of mediation through the media of the Spiritual Presence, Word and
sacrament. He who receives mediates, and, on the other hand, he has received only because the process
of mediation is going on continuously.
"In practice mediation and reception are the same: the church is priest and prophet to itself. He who
preaches to himself as listener, and he who listens is a potential preacher. The identity of reception and
mediation excludes the possibility of the establishment of a hierarchical group which mediates while
all the others merely receive.t"!'
Tillich explains this identity between reception and mediation thus: "The act of mediation occurs partly
III communal

services, partly in encounters between the priest who mediates and the laity who respond.

But this division is never complete; whoever mediates must himself respond, and whoever responds
mediates to his mediator.v'"
This means that the church is apostolic to itself. On the basis of the Spirit, Word and sacrament, it is
a light to itself. The constitutive function is essentially apostolic.
The second function of the church is that of expansion. This is the mission function of the church and
is obviously apostolic.
The universality of the church demands the function of expansion. Since the universality of the church
is implied in the confession of Jesus as the Christ, every church must participate in the functions of
eXpansion. The first function of expansion, historically and systematically, is missions. It is as old as
the story of Jesus' sending the disciples to the towns ofIsrael, and it is as successful and unsuccessful

310 It is necessary to discuss these three functions mentioned by Tillich, not only to gain a proper
understanding of the apostolic essence of the church, but also because this apostolic essence is not immediately
obvious in Tillich's discussion of the church. At first sight, one may mistakenly think that his idea of expansion
~olely refers to the apostolic function of the church, and that therefore in his theology, the apostolic function
IS merely one function among many. Van Ruler is so carefully explicit on this point that it is not necessary to
eXpand on his ideas regarding the apostolic essence of the church.
311

ST, III, p. 189.

Ibid. At this point we must say that where there is reception and mediation there is also response.
The response is the affirmation of that which is received - the confession of faith - and the turning to the source
of that which is received - that is, worship. "Dat is de uiterste spits, limietvorm van de prediking. Zij is dan
Overgegaan in een andere vorm. Zij is dan liturgie geworden." VV, p. 59. This talk of liturgy or worship may
eVenmean that we can speak of the church as an end in itself. But it must be remembered that this worship takes
place under the 'in spite of of justification, and is therefore, in this sense, also mediation (or a sign of
salvation). ST, Ill, pp. 190-193; VV, pp. 59-64. These ideas will become clearer when we discuss the relation
of the church and the kingdom.
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as this first mission was. The majority of human beings is still - after two thousand years of missionary
activity - non-Christian. Yet there is no place on earth which is not somehow touched by Christian
culture.
"In spite of the fragmentary (and often ambiguous) character of the effects of missions, the function of
expansion goes on during every moment in the church's existence. Whenever active members of the
church encounter those outside the church, they are missionaries of the church,

voluntarily or

involuntarily. Their very being is missionary.t'" The church is a light to the non-Christian world
outside of it. It is apostolic.
The second function of expansion is based on the desire of the churches to continue their life from
generation to generation - the function of education. The church's task is to introduce each new
generation into the reality of the Spiritual Community, into its faith and love.!" The church is a light
to every new generation that is born into it. It is apostolic.
The third function of expansion is the evangelistic. It is directed towards the churches' estranged or
indifferent members. It is missions toward the non-Christians within a Christian culture.?" The church
is a light to all the non-Christians within the culture in which it is active. The church is apostolic.

The third function of the church is that of construction.
These functions of the church are constructing functions in which it builds its life by using and
transcending the functions of man's life under the dimension of the Spirit.i" The functions of man's
life under the dimension of the spirit, or the cultural self-creation of life refers to the realm of theoria
which includes the cognitive function and the realm of praxis which includes the personal and
communal functions.?" The church constructs itself, or builds itselfup and expresses itself on the basis
of truth (the cognitive function), morality (the personal function) and justice (the communal function).
In all three of these functions the church takes its material from culture but transcends them and points
In and

through them to being-itself or to the ground of being or to God himself. In the case of truth,

it points to truth-itself; in that of personal morality and communal justice it points to the good-itself'!"
In all these cases the church has taken autonomous cultural forms and used them as material for the life
of the church. In doing so the churches transcend their forms and "silently give Spiritual substance to
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317 Tillich also speaks of the aesthetic function under the realm of theoria, but this is not so important
fOrOurpurposes and I will not discuss it here. See the section on Culture above, to clarify the idea of the cultural
self-creation of life.
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the society in which they live."?" The church is a light to the culture (or to the state) in which it exists.
It is apostolic.
Thus, in all its functions the church is apostolic, that is, it serves God's soteriological purpose with this
world. Ecclesiology is a function of soteriology.

The final aspect of the church that we must look at, in order to understand its nature, is its relationship
to the Kingdom of God.
There is a dialectical relationship between the kingdom of God and the church. Tillich writes: "We can
say that church history is at no point identical with the Kingdom of God and at no point without
manifestation of the Kingdom of God.'?" And Van Ruler writes: "Koninkrijk Gods en kerk zijn nooit
twee gestalten, grootheden, gelijkwaardige terreinen, welke naast elkaar of tegenover elkaar kunnen
staan, welke met elkaar vergelijken kunnun worden. Tach zijn zij niet een en hetzelfde, zoodat zij in
den een of anderen vonn met elkaar gelijkgesteld kunnen worden. Zij staan in betrekking tot elkaar."?"

Thus, in the first place, we must say that the church is not identical to the kingdom of God.
The reality of church history makes it obvious that the church is not the kingdom of God. The church
is limited, it is split, and the most offensive riddle of church history, is the manifest power of the
demonic in it. This is an offensive riddle because of the highest claim of Christianity, the victory of
Christ over the demonic powers (Rom. 8). In spite of this victory over the demonic, the presence of
demonic elements in primitive and priest-condoned ritualizations of the holy can no more be denied
than can that more basic demonization which occurs whenever Christian churches have confused their
foundation with the buildings they erected on it and have attributed the ultimacy of the former to the
latter. There is one line of demonization in Christianity, from the first persecution of heretics
immediately after the elevation of Christianity to the position of state religion of the Roman empire,
through formulas of condemnation in the declarations of the great councils, through wars of extirpation
against medieval sects and the principles ofthe inquisition, through the tyranny of Protestant orthodoxy,
the fanaticism of its sects, and the stubbornness offundamentalism, to the declaration ofthe infallibility
of the pope.322

"Noch de Roomsch-katholieke

gedachte, dat het koninkrijk Gods de kerk is, noch ook de

sectarische gedachte, dat de kerk het koninkrijk Gads is, doet recht aan die merkwaardige
bijbelsche, gespannen en toch ook weer volstrekt vanzelfsprekende dualiteit van beide figuren

ST, III, p. 213. The relationship between the autonomous cultural forms of truth, humanity and
cOnll11Unitywill be fully explained below, in the section dealing with the duality of church and state.
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... Zonder deze kerk-gedachte wordt het rijk weer in de een of andere gestalte gestabiliseerd, van
z'n strikt-dynamisch, goddelijk karakter berooft, statisch gemaakt in een aardsch-menschelijke
dynamiek, in een woord: gesaeculiseerd.v'"

These two forms ofprofanization of the holy, by identifying the church with the kingdom, are referred
to by Tillich as ritualization and secularization.
Ritualization is more common in the Catholic world and refers to the rituals performed in devotional
acts for the sake of the fulfilment of earthly or heavenly wishes. This makes the church into a divine
institution for the fulfilment of human desires. This confuses church and kingdom by making the church
into a static, once-for-all reality, that is condoned by theology and defended by a hierarchy. The
demonic aspect of this structure becomes apparent when it is challenged.
'Secularization'

is more common in the Protestant world and refers to the fact that Protestantism tries

to show that the holy is not restricted to particular places, orders and functions. In doing so, however,
it does not escape the tendency to dissolve the holy into the secular and to pave the way for a total
secularization, whether it is by pietism, moralism, intellectualism or nationalism.?" The truly ultimate
becomes replaced by something that is not ultimate. In both these examples the ultimacy of the
kingdom is either attributed to the church or to something in the church (i.e. works, morality, faith as
intellectual work, etc). This always has demonic consequences, as we have seen above. The church is
not the kingdom of God. 325

In the second place, however, there is a point of identity between the church and the kingdom.
In chapter one we saw that the kingdom is: "het uiteindelijke en heilrijke handelen Gods met deze
Wereld.,,326The kingdom of God is then penetration of God into the reality of this world and of history.
In Jesus Christ the eschatological expectation is fulfilled in principle. He is the New Being, and those
who participate in him participate in the New Being. Thus the kingdom is present as salvation in Christ.
The kingdom of God is completely actual in the present as the kingdom of Christ, as the concealed
Victory over all resistance.?"
The point of identity between kingdom and church is to be found in Christ. On the one hand, Christ has
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ST, III, pp. 379-380.

The regnum Christi is not the same thing as the church. The proclamation of the kingship of Jesus
~s the Christ applies to all thrones, powers and lordships in heaven, so that they can bow to the name of Jesus;
It applies to all the nations of the earth, so that they can learn to uphold the whole law of God. When it says: all
Power in heaven and earth has been given to me - this is not an abstract omnipotence, but a concrete,
nlultifaceted omnis potentia. VV, p. 150.
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fulfilled the eschatological expectation (in principle). On the other hand, the church is the body of
Christ. Furthermore, as the body of Christ, the church is apostolic.l" The church represents Christ and
therefore is a representative of the kingdom of God (as salvation in Christ).
Tillich explains this relationship between the kingdom of God and the church:

"Church history has one quality which no other history has: since it relates itself in all its
periods and appearances to the central manifestation of the Kingdom of God in history, it has
in itselfthe ultimate criterion against itself - the New Being in Jesus as the Christ. The presence
of this criterion elevates the churches above any other religious group not because they are
'better' than others, but because they have a better criterion against themselves and, implicitly,
also against other groups. The struggle of the Kingdom of God in history is, above all, this
struggle within the life of its own representatives, the churches ... the struggle ofthe Kingdom
of God within them is not only manifest in the dramatic form of reformations; it also goes on
in the daily life of individuals and communities. The consequences of the struggle are
fragmentary and preliminary but are not devoid of actual victories of the Kingdom of God.
However, neither dramatic reformations nor unnoticed transformations of individuals and
communities are the ultimate test for the vocation of the churches and the uniqueness of church
history. The ultimate test is the relation of the churches and their history to this foundation in
the centre of history, even in the most distorted stages of their development.

,,329

Van Ruler summarises this: "de kerk is het veld der teekenen, waarin het koninkrijk Gods verborgen
aanwezig is.,,330The church symbolizes the kingdom, it represents the kingdom. However, this
representation of the kingdom of God by the churches is as ambiguous as is the embodiment of the
gratia intema in the churches. In both functions the churches are paradoxical: they reveal and hide: The
churches may even represent the demonic kingdom. But the demonic kingdom is a distortion of the
divine kingdom and it would have no being without that of which it is a distortion. The churches remain
churches even if they are forces hiding the ultimate instead of revealing it. Just as man, the bearer of
spirit, cannot cease to be such, so the churches, which represent the kingdom of God in history, cannot
forfeit this function even if they exercise it in contradiction to the kingdom of God. Distorted spirit is
still spirit; distorted holiness is still holiness+"
We have seen that there is a point of identity between the church and the kingdom, and that this point
of identity is to be found in Christ and in the church as the body of Christ. We have also hinted that this
IS

not an arbitrary connection. The church cannot simply forfeit its function as representative of the
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kingdom. However, we have not stated why this is not an arbitrary connection. Van Ruler provides the
answer: "Wij zijn in de kerk gesteld. Het is niet aan onze willekeur overgelaten, ofwij kerk willen zijn
of niet. Wij zijn kerk, hoe dan ook ... ik sta in het groote verb and van al de teekenen die door God, in
zijn genadige uitverkiesing,

gesteld zijn in de wereld.,,332 Tillich explains: "The power of the

representative, however much he misrepresents what he is supposed to represent, is rooted in his
function of reprcscnting.t'<"
This leads us to the notion of the church as sign, symbol or representative of the kingdom of God. In
the first place, we must re-examine the idea of predestination. We have seen that predestination is the
essence of the church.i" but what does this mean in the context ofthe church as symbol? Well, it does
not mean that the term numerus praedestinatorum

is the most correct description of the church.I" It

refers to the basic theological truth, the Protestant principle - that in relation to God everything is done
by God. Thus 'grace' qualifies all relations between God and man in such a way that they are freely
inaugurated by God and in no way dependent on anything man does or desires.?" The church cannot
be produced intentionally. The church does not arise because people are longing for it, nor do they die
because of scientific or practical criticism.l" In this sense, everything in the church is dependent on
predestination, the gathering of people, the sacraments, the sermon, the liturgy and the offices. "Niets
in de kerk rust in zichzelf. Niets ook heeft innerlijk bestand, zakelijkheid in zichzelf. Het is er alles,
omdat het door God gesteld is.,,338
Nothing in the church exists for its own sake. Everything in the church is elected, not to the
eschatological reality itself, but to be a symbol, a symbol in the midst ofthe world, of the expectation
of the kingdom of glory.339Thus "the churches have been and always should be communities of
expectation and preparation. They should point to the nature of historical time and the aim toward
Whichhistory runs.,,340The idea of predestination therefore powerfully underlines the symbol-character
of the church.?" as it emphasizes the functionary nature of the church.'?
In the second place we must look at the miraculous character of the church. "Wij spreken ... van 'het
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wonder der kerk! Zoo kan men de kerk ook alleen beleven. Dat zij er is, en dat zij er nag is, en dat zij
nog is, wat zij is - dat alles is, gezien de praktijk der kerk, eenvoudig een zichtbaar wonder van God.
Daannee staat de kerk op een niveau met al de wonderen, waarin de schrift ons bericht.,,343
In order to see the meaning of this quote more clearly, we must examine the idea of a 'miracle.'
The New Testament often uses the Greek word semeion, 'sign,' pointing to the religious meaning of
miracles. A miracle is a sign-event that 'produces astonishment.' It is a manifestation of the mystery
of existence. But, miracles cannot be interpreted in terms of a supranatural interference in natural
processes. If such an interpretation were true the manifestation of the ground of being would destroy
the structure of being; God would be split within himself, as religious dualism has asserted. It would
be more adequate to call such a miracle 'demonic,' not because it is produced by 'demons,' but because
it discloses a 'structure of destruction.' Conversely, the faith in which the miracle is received does not
destroy the rational structure of the mind, but points to the depth of reason (the good-itself, truth-itself
and beauty-itself - i.e. being-itself or God or God's will or the kingdom of God).
Furthennore, miracles are only given to those for whom they are sign-events, to those who receive them
in faith. Jesus refuses to perform 'objective' miracles. Thus Tillich writes:

"A genuine miracle is first of all an event which is astonishing, unusual, shocking, without
contradicting the rational structure of reality. In the second place, it is an event which points to
the mystery of being, expressing its relation to us in a definite way. In the third place, it is an
occurrence which is received as a sign-event in an ecstatic experience.v'"

When we apply this to the doctrine of the church, we must say that there is nothing supranatural about
the church.l"

Van Ruler uses the example of the reformed doctrine of communion. There is a

sacramental union of sign and signified matter, but this is not to be understood in the sense of
transsubstantiation, as if the eschatological reality of the body and blood of Christ is actually contained
in the bread and wine. It is also not to be understood in the sense of consubstantiation, as if the
eschatological reality coexists with the bread and wine.?"

"De unio sacramentalis is het wonder en het geheim van den Heiligen Geest; aIleen spirituali
modo, d.i. alleen op de wijze en in de kracht van den Heiligen Geest, worden tegelijk met brood
en wijn het lichaam en bloed van Christus gegeten en gedronken, edoch: in den hemel en: met
den mond des geloofs; de Heilige Geest blift verborgen en de Heilige Geest blijft vrij; en brood
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blijft brood en wijn blijft wijn ... alles, letterlijk alles in de kerk staat op een lijn met het brood
en den wijn van de avondmaals-tafel.

De eschatologische realiteit zelfbereikt men ook in de

kerk nooit.,,347

Tillich writes that the church as sign-event or symbol "opens up levels of reality which otherwise are
closed for us ... but also unlocks dimensions and elements of our soul which correspond to the
dimensions and elements of reality ... It points to the mystery of existence and to our ultimate
concem.,,348
As miracle or sign-event the church is a symbol of the eschatological kingdom of God, but in no way
is it the kingdom itself: it is a sign of the kingdom.

In the third place we must look at the cross. The church exists under the cross. The ascension brings
the church back into the situation of the cross. In chapter three we saw that the finality of Christ's
separation from historical existence, indicated in the ascension, is identical with his spiritual presence
as the power ofthe New Being but with the concreteness of his personal countenance.t" That is, Jesus
as the Christ remains the source and criterion of all salvation.
Christis king, and as king, he rules, but: he rules from the cross. Just as the crucifixion was a sort of
raising, a sort of ascension for Christ, so is the ascension of Christ a form of crucifixion for the church.
The church is the body of Christ and, as such, it represents the crucified Christ. "Dat herinnert de kerk
er heel sterk aan: slechts teeken, niet de zaak zelve; slechts teeken van het rijk, niet het rijk zelf.,,350
The church is a sign, it points beyond itself to something else. It is a representative of the kingdom.i"

In the fourth place, we must add the idea of sacrament to the idea of the cross. The church is not an
arbitrary sign that simply points to something else. It participates in that to which it points,just as a flag
participates in the power and dignity of the nation for which it stands. In the church there is a unio
sacramentalis, a sacramental union of the signifier and the signified. The church "participates in the
Power of what it symbolizes.v'"

Thus, Van Ruler writes: "Het kruis zegt: slechts teeken, 'vilis et

abjecta' (Calvijn); het sacrament zegt: maar daarin werkelijk teeken van de goddelijke zaak en de kerk
krijgt even deel aan de diepte en de heerlijkheid van het koninkrijk.v'" The church is only a sign of the
kingdom but, as such, it is powerful and able to unlock levels of reality which otherwise are closed for

347RP, pp. 41, 67.
348Dynamics of Faith, p. 42; cf. ST, I, p. 117.
349ST, II, p. 162; III, pp. 146-148; VW, pp. 108-117; Het Leven Een Feest, pp. 107-108.
350

RP, p. 68.

351Dynamics of Faith, pp. 41-42; ST, III, pp. 374-377.
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Dynamics of Faith, p. 42; cf. RP, p. 41; ST, III, p. 123.
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us, it is at no point without manifestation of the kingdom of God within it.

Finally: the church is a preaching church. "Het wezen van de kerk ligt daarin, - niet dat zij sacramenten
heeft -, maar dat zij draagster is van het evangelie des koninkrijks. Dekerk is kerk des Woords.,,355This,
of course, refers to the functionary apostolic mission of the church. In point one we saw that
predestination is the heart of the church, i.e. that it is essentially a functionary reality. Now, the point
is that the content of that function is preaching. The function of the church is apostolic.l" This means
that the church is not the matter itself, it is a representative of the kingdom, it is symbolic in nature.
Van Ruler summarizes the above discussion for us: "het koninkrijk Gods is aIleen - en dan verborgenaanwezig in de kerk; de kerk is slechts - en dan verborgen - teeken van het koninkrijk Gods. Men kan
daarom niet vluchten uit de kerk in het koninkrijk, maar men kan aIleen, in de kerk, zijn hart opwaards
in het koninkrijk verheffcn.v'"

4.5

The Eschatological Undoing of the Church

Throughout this work we have been speaking about the relation of ontology and soteriology. We have
seen that the all-encompassing background of the theology of P. Tillich and A. A. van Ruler is to be
understood in terms of the doctrines of the trinity, eschatology and predestination. This trinitarianeschatological-predestinarian

framework is to be understood in ontological terms. In other words,

creation is structured eschatologically. It finds its essence in the eschatological-predestinarian

will of

the triune God. However, sin came in and separated mankind from their essence. This fall of man
necessitated a soteriological answer from God. In the context of culture and the state, we have seen that
this soteriological answer is the church. But we have also seen that the church is a functionary reality.

It is the pneumatological body of Christ. It is dependent on God's revelation in Christ. It is a structure
of grace and election. Nothing in the church exists for its own sake. Everything in the church is elected,
not to the eschatological reality itself, but to be a symbol, a symbol in the midst of the world, of the
eXpectation of the kingdom of glory. In other words, the church is essentially apostolic, that is, it stands
in the framework of soteriology and, in particular, represents Christ.
The church is essentially the body of Christ. But in our discussion of christology we have seen that
. Christ's work is to be understood in terms of substitution. This understanding does not only have
implications for the gospel and questions about the eternal salvation of the individual, but also for
culture, the state and the church. The fundamental idea in this connection is that God in Christ is only
there in the particular form in order to bear the guilt of sin and take it away from the life of created
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reality, so that created reality may once again be restored before his face.
"Der Zwischenfall der Sunde, und nur dieser, hat die Inkamation des Sohnes Gottes veranlaJ3t
und notwendig gemacht. Darum ist auch die ganze Inkamation mit allem, was drum und dran
ist, als ein Zwishenfall zu werten. In diesem Zusammenhang sollte dann aber auch die Arbeit
der Christianisierung gesehen und verstanden werden. Auch die Reinigung des Herzens, die
Heiligung des Lebens, die Christianisierung der Kultur, die Entdamonisierung des Staates - es
ist alles unumganglich notwendig, es istjedoch alles auch nur Notmaflnahme.t''"

Christ, the Church and all special revelation only exist because of sin. Tillich writes: "Asked what the
proof is for the fall of the world, I like to answer: religion itself, namely, a religious culture beside a
secular culture, a temple beside a town hall, a Lord's Supper beside a daily supper, prayer beside work,
meditation beside research, caritas beside eros.,,359
In its essential nature the holy does not constitute a special realm in addition to the secular. The fact that
under the conditions of existence it establishes itself as a special realm in a church is the most striking
expression of existential disruption. The very heart of sin is the unreconciled duality of ultimate and
preliminary concerns, of the finite and that which transcends finitude, of the secular and the holy. Sin
is the state of things in which the holy and the secular are separated, struggling with each other and
trying to conquer one another. It is the state in which God is not' all in all,' the state in which God is
'in addition to' all other things.360
There is indeed a duality between the holy and the secular, between church and state. But culture and
the state are potentially or essentially an element in the divine life. But the existential situation of sin
implies both separation from and resistance to the essential unity of the holy and the secular, the state
ISno longer actually qualified by its essential unity with God. Thus the church is needed to tell the state
the will of God. This duality of the holy and the secular is however "preliminary and transitory; it
Simply serves to distinguish the actual from the potential and the existential from the essential.v'" Van
362
RUler notes that this dualistic motif is essential to the messianic-pneumatic acts of God.
But,
protologically and eschatologically, everything is orientated to the naked existence of things as such
before God, without the wrapping of sin, and without the wrapping of Chri st. This duality is never done
aWaywith in time and space, but eschatologically it falls away. "Historisch staat alles op dit wegvallen
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GCW, p. 34; CITP, pp. 130-131.
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PE, p. 59.

360ST, J, pp. 80, 218.
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ST, III, pp. 113-114.

362VW, p. 250.
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gericht. ,,363
Historically everything is directed at the eschatological kingdom in which the ultimate meaning of
existence shines through all finite forms of thought and action. Then culture and the state is transparent
and all creation is a vessel of spiritual content.t" It is not God's intention that the church replaces the
state, but rather that the state becomes what it should be: an expression of the image of God where
'Holy to the Lord' shall be inscribed even on the bells of the horses (Zech. 14:20). This is the
eschatological perspective, the full realization of the purposes of God with this world. It is the full
realization of the social ideal in the most ordinary and concrete, as well as in the deepest, meaning of
the term, i.e. as a communion or community of people with each other. "Buiten en boven het sociale
ideaal is er niets. Daarin straalt het beeld van God op: in de samenleving van de mensen, waarin de
lijnen van de goddelijke liefde en het goddelijke recht, van de gerechtigheid en de bannhartigheid, van
de goddelijke vreugde zijn getrokken.v'f

And Tillich writes: "If the prophetic message is true, there

is nothing 'beyond' religious socialism.t'" This is the eschatological perspective, where the church is
no longer needed. Of course it is absolutely necessary in space and time, in the state of estrangement.
Tillich explains:
"According to the visionary who has written the last book ofthe Bible, there will be no temple
in the heavenly Jerusalem, for God will be all in all. There will be no secular realm, and for this
very reason there will be no religious realm. Religion will be again what it is essentially, the alldetermining ground and substance of man's spiritual life. Religion opens up the depth of man's
spiritual life ... it gives us the experience of the Holy ... This is the glory ofwhat we call religion
[i.e. the church]. But beside its glory lies its shame. It makes itself the ultimate and despises the
secular realm. It makes its myths and doctrines, its rites and laws into ultimates and persecutes
those who do not subject themselves to it. It forgets that its own existence is a result ofman's
tragic estrangement from his true being. It forgets its own emergency character ... The religious
and the secular realm are in the same predicament. Neither of them should be in separation from
the other, and both should realize that their very existence as separated is an emergency, that
both of them are rooted in religion in the larger sense ofthe word, in the experience of ultimate
concern.Y"

363 GCW, p. 35; VV, p. 114; CITP, pp. 131,219. This eschatological structure (or direction) of thought
what allows Tillich and Van Ruler to give the state, culture and the world such an irnportant place in their
theology.
.
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Van Ruler expresses the same idea:
"Mijns inziens gaat het christelijk-israelitisch

... om het zijn dat verlost is en dat niet maar in

zijn verlostheid, maar in zijn zijn, dat door de verlossing nu weer zijn kan en zich, met de drieenige God, in en over zichzelf kan verheugen. Dit alles betekent dat men in het eschaton niet
aileen de kerk vindt. Men vindt haar daar helemaal niet. Zij valt weg. Wat overblijft is niet de
kerk, maar het rijk. En het rijk is de wereld, maar dan de geschapen wereld die door de zonde
en door de verlossing is heengegaan. Daar hebben wij onze hoop op gesteld. De kerk is aIleen
iets dat er bij-gekomen is. Zij behoort niet wezenlijk, ontologisch, maar aIleen toe-vaIlig,
soteriologisch erbij. Daarom komt alles erop aan, dat zij eenmaal wegvalt. AIle kerkelijkheid
is ook een vervreemding van de menselijkheid, evenals de zonde en het kindschap van God
radicale vervreemdingen van de mens zijn.,,368

In other words, when the sinful nature of reality is done away with, it will no longer be separate from
God and there will be no need of the church as a separate representative of the kingdom. Noordmans
also expresses this idea when he writes: "Wanneer het Oude Testament verdwijnt, verdwijnt ook de
kerk."369

It is interesting to note that both Van Ruler and Tillich refer to the existence of the church as an
'emergency measure. ' Van Ruler says that the basic reformed understanding of the relationship between
church and state (soteriology and ontology) is expressed in the idea that the church (and all soteriology)
is an emergency measure that must not be mixed into protological and eschatological categories.i"
"Zoo heeft de kerk protologisch en eschatologisch iets schimachtigs. Zij verschijnt en verdwijnt, en zij
is nooit het wesenlijke, waar het om te doen is ... de kerk is slechts 'n intermezzo.'?" Tillich also refers
to the intermezzo character of the church: "Christianity

envisages a state without myth and cult,

potentially in the 'beginning,' actually in the 'end.",372 This is the important eschatological expression
of the relationship between church and state: that religion is the substance of culture and culture is the
form of religion. Tillich writes that the Bible "expresses this in the symbols 'God being all in all' and
'the Christ surrendering the rule over history to God' when the dynamics of history have reached their
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VV, p. 55.

.
369 Verzamelde Werken, II, p. 26. In th.is context 'Old Testament'
refers to the fallen nature of creation
(Ibid, pp. 246, 260). Cf. P.F. Theron, One Bible, Two Testaments: Covenant, Ethnicity and New Creation,
Unpublished paper, pp. 12, 15.
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372 ST, I, p. 80, cf. p. 218; III, pp. 97, 157-159,248-249,402-403.
Noordmans expresses this intermezzo
character when he writes that the church is an anachronism in th.is world: too early for heaven and too late for
the earth. Op. cit. p. 29. Cf. P.F. Theron, op. cit. p. 14.
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end.'?" Van Ruler also emphasises the idea of Christ surrendering his rule to God, and writes: "Dit is
de hoogste daad van de messias: dat hij ophoudt messias te zijn, en de dingen aIleen gered laat zijn. En
met zijn messianiteit vervalt alle messianiteit, aIle bemiddeling, plaatsvervanging, bijzonderheid en
verborgenheid.v'I"
Thus the church falls away in the eschaton. This does not mean that salvation falls away and all things
are returned to their original state. It simply means that God is 'all in all' and all concealment of
salvation falls away. Perhaps it would be more precise to say that the specific function of the church
falls away.375There is a correlation between all history and the kingdom of God. The church is also
included in the eschatological kingdom. But when God is all in all, then there is no separation of
creation and salvation, of church and state. Existence no longer asks the question of salvation and the
church no longer points, in hope and faith, to the future kingdom. There is only the 'saved quality' of
all creation.
This idea is not an appendix to the otherwise complete theologies of Paul Tillich and Arnold Van Ruler.
This is the central idea that permeates all their ideas: creation as such is good, the state is the fulfilment
of God's purposes on earth. Nevertheless, because of sin Christ and his church are needed to provide
the light of salvation. But culture and the state are not essentially outside of salvation. Essentially
culture is the form of religion and religion is the substance of culture. Salvation and the work of the
Spirit can only be understood within this conception. In the next chapter we will look at the union of
salvation and creation, in the present, in terms of the individual, culture and the state.
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375 But, of course, the church, like Christ, is a functionary reality. Therefore if its function falls away
then so does it. However, the point that I am making is that the salvation that has been actualized by and in the
chUrch, certainly does not fall away with the church.
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CHAPTER FIVE

KINGDOM AND CULTURE: THE UNION OF SALVATION AND
EXISTENCE
5.1

Introduction

In chapter's

one to three we looked at the eschatological,

christological

and pneumatological

background to the thought of Paul Tillich and Arnold van Ruler. We have seen that eschatology is
ontological and ontology is eschatological. God has given his creation a purpose. This purpose is to be
understood as the social ideal, the kingdom of righteousness and justice.
However, because of sin, God has also graciously provided salvation in the person and work of Jesus
as the Christ. He is the source and criterion of all saving power in history. The kingdom is present as
salvation in Christ. But this salvation does not only exist outside of us. It takes form in us. We are
incorporated into the body of Christ. This is the work of the Holy Spirit.
In chapter four we saw the protological and eschatological unity of culture and kingdom. We also
looked at the duality of culture and kingdom, caused by sin, and how this duality finds its expression
in the duality of church and state.
In this chapter we will look at the partial union of salvation and creation, of kingdom and culture, in
time and space. We will begin by looking at the necessary relation between kingdom and culture, that
is, the idea that religion is the substance of culture and that culture is the form of religion. This will
provide the framework for our discussion of the union of kingdom and culture in terms of the
individual, the truth, and social justice. As the church is the representative of the kingdom and the state
is the kernel of culture, our discussion of truth and justice will largely revolve around a discussion of
the relationship of church and state.

5.2

The Essential Relation between Religion and Culture

There is a duality of church and state in space and time. Behind this duality lies an even more
fundamental duality. Ifwe begin with the subject, i.e. the human mind, we can point to the duality of
religion and culture; if we begin with the object, toward which the human mind is directed, we can point
to the duality of God and world. "Religion and culture, God and the world - these contrasting pairs
stand back of the contrast of Church and culture."
This is the only true duality in existence. There are other apparent dualities such as inner and outer,

____ ,----------------I

IH, p. 219.
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matter and spirit, body and soul, cosmos and ethos, etc. However,

or closer examination.'

and can easily be solved by means of dialectics
dualiteiten
middelaar

in de wereld ... Schepper

these dualities have the same root

en schepsel;

openbaring

"Maar er zijn ook echte

en existentie;

heil en werkelijkheid;

en mensch.?'

The duality of church and culture stands in line with these dualities.
to simply identify

the duality of Creator

and creation

However,

with the duality of church and culture. The

problem of sin must always be kept in mind. Although there is an ontological
and his world, there is not a metaphysical

or ontological

the ground of all being. There is, however,
duality of God and world is to be understood

it would not be correct

duality between

an ethical separation
in soteriological

difference between God

them. God is, and remains,

because of sin. In other words, the

terms. Thus we are not talking about an

original duality in an eternal sense, but a duality that has been posited by God's action with the world."
This is the duality of revelation

and existence,

holy and the profane. The holy, or salvation,
for liberation

from the 'subjection

to futility'

salvation and world. Tillich refers to this duality as the
refers to self-transcendence

- the longing of all creation

(RSV) and 'the shackles of mortality'

(NEB) (Rom. 8:

19-22). This refers to the essential relation of everything finite to the infinite.' Everything is essentially
related to God. All reality should be an expression
this self-transcendence,

he resists the holy, he does not do the will of God. This is the profanization

life. The term 'profane'
'Profane'

expresses

is similar to 'secular'

better than 'secular'

of the will of God. But sin came in, and man resists

this 'resisting

self-transcendence'

(saeculum meaning 'world')

or standing

but it expresses

of

outside the holy.

the contrast to the holy

does."

Thus, we have a duality of the holy and of the profane, of salvation

and of that which is to be saved.

In this duality

of the holy and culture

representative

we can define

the church

as the representative

as the

of the profane. We can go further and say that as the state is the kernel of culture;' the

state is representative
In order to understand

of culture. Thus we are left with the duality of church and state.!
this duality of church and state we must take another look at the relationship

2 They are, for instance, all a part of the world, or of creation. Tillich puts all of these dualities into, what
he calls, the multidimensional unity of life, i.e. the unity of all creation. ST, III, pp. 11-30.
3

RP, p. 308.

4

RP, pp. 308-309.

5 One can also think of Aristotle's
doctrine that the movements of all things are caused by their eros
toward the' unmoved mover.' ST, III, pp. 86-87.
6

ST, III, p. 87.

7

See chapter four.

8 RP, pp. 308-309; IH, pp. 219-220; ST, Ill, pp. 308-313. Culture is to be understood as politically
fOnned culture, i.e. the state is the kernel of culture. Therefore the terms 'culture' and 'state' can be used more
?r less synonymously. 'Culture' is obviously the broader term, covering all human activity, just as 'religion'
IS broader than' church.' Religion, in the sense of self-transcendence, refers to the relatedness of all things to
GOd, while 'church' refers to the kernel of Christianity, the kernel of God's salvation and revelation as it is
present in existence, i.e. the kernel of our relationship to God in our fallen, sinful and justified situation in the
World.
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between culture and religion.
Tillich writes: "Religion is the substance of culture and culture the form of religion.?"
Religion can never be separated from culture. Each of our aesthetic, legal and social actions contains
a reference to meaning. In every meaning, however, lies the silent presupposition ofthe meaningfulness
of the whole, the unity of all possible meanings, that is, faith in the meaning of life itself. In order to
define this more closely we can say that in our every act of meaning, theoretical as well as practical,
a definite concrete meaning is before us, and at the same time, as the object of a silent belief, there is
the absolute meaning or the meaningfulness of the whole. Meaning is always a system of meanings.
Meaning is actualized in the world (objective) and in culture (subjective). This is where the concrete
acts of man take place. Each act of culture presupposes ultimate meaning. The unconditional meaning
toward which every act of cultural meaning is directed in implicit faith, and which supports the whole,
which protects it from the plunge into a nothingness void of meaning, is the basis of all meaning. It has
the meaning of each individual meaning as well as the meaning of the whole. But it can never be
grasped as the basis of meaning in anyone

act of meaning - it is transcendent in regard to every

individual meaning. The true is the whole (Hegel) but we can never know the whole. This object of the
silent beliefin the ultimate meaningfulness is God. And, the direction of the spirit which turns toward
Him is religion."
Two errors must be avoided at this point. In the first place 'meaning' must not be interpreted purely
intellectually. The concept of meaning is supposed to express all aspects of the human mind and
therefore is just as valid in application to the practical as to the theoretical.

"The basis of meaning is just as much the basis of personality and community as of being and
significance; and it is simultaneously the abyss of all. It is the basis and abyss of personality and
community not only insofar as they exist (the theoretical aspect), but also insofar as they
experience something that they ought to be (the practical aspect)."!'

In other words, God or the kingdom of God, or the will of God is the basis of truth, justice and the
humanitasl2 and these cannot be exhausted in culture or in creation as a whole, they are transcendent.
This brings us to the second error: that of placing the unconditioned meaning beside the conditioned
meanings or even beside the totality of meanings, that of placing God beside the world and religion
beside culture.

13

Religion, in the sense of ultimate concern and self-transcendence is the basis of culture. Religion and
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culture cannot be dualistically opposed to each other, they cannot exist merely side by side. Every
coordination of the Unconditional and the conditioned makes the Unconditional conditioned and the
conditional unconditioned. Culture is actualized religion and religion is actualized as culture. There can
be no other expression for the direction of the spirit to the Unconditional than in conditioned forms, and
no other import can give meaning and reality to conditioned forms than the unconditioned meaning
upon which they rest. 14 In other words, religion is a quality of the functions of culture and morality, and
not an independent function. This is logically necessary, for transcendence of life cannot become a
function of life beside others, because if it did it would have to be itself transcended, and so on in
endless repetition.

IS

As soon as God and religion are placed dualistically beside world and culture they

are made into conditioned finite meanings, for which one would then have to seek a basis of meaning,
a God above God, a religion above religion. No superlative can protect such a God, no matter how high
above the world He stands, from becoming a creature within the world; for in every 'above' lies a
'beside' and in every 'beside' a 'conditioned.'

This is also true of religion. To place it in a series of

values, in which it is supposed to stand above other values, is to rob it of its meaning, to make it again
a particular act of meaning which must be protected from being emptied of ultimate meaning.

16

Thus

the Unconditional becomes conditioned because it exists next to, or dualistically opposed to, the
conditioned; and the conditioned finite reality becomes unconditional because there is nothing to
condition it (i.e. it is unrelated to God). In its essential nature the holy or the unconditional does not
constitute a special realm in addition to the secular. The fact that under the conditions of existence it
establishes itself as a special realm is the most striking expression of existential disruption. The very
heart of what classical Christianity has called 'sin' is the unreconciled

duality of ultimate and

preliminary concerns, of the finite and that which transcends finitude, of the secular and the holy. Sin
is the state of things in which the holy (i.e. the Unconditional) and the secular (i.e. the conditioned) are
separated. It is the state in which God is not 'all in all,' the state in which God is 'in addition to' all
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Political Expectation, p. 63; ill, pp. 222-223; What is Religion, pp. 72-73.
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ST, III, p. 96.

16 IH, pp. 222-223. Religion is a unique and irreducible form of human experience and every attempt
to derive it from or subordinate it to some other human concern is bound to fail. Kant's definition of it as 'the
reCOgnition of all duties as divine commands' overlooks most of what is distinctive of it and makes it only a
?Ulwark of morality. Thus religion cannot be assigned to the practical sphere. Schleiermacher's conception of
It as feeling divorces it from the intellectual and volitional activity of the self. It cannot be assigned to the realm
of feeling. Hegel's interpretation of it as a kind of knowledge whose form is inferior to that of philosophy
Subordinates unduly both the emotional and ethical aspects of it. Religion cannot be assigned to the theoretical
sphere of the mind. Rei igion involves the whole self and an exclusive identification of it with anyone part of
the self results in an impoverishment of it. For the self is a unity in which all the functions are interdependent.
Belief determines feeling and stimulates action; feeling gives vitality to belief and dynamic for action; and
action is an expression of belief and feeling. Religion is "an attitude of the spirit in which practical, theoretical
and emotional elements are united to form a complex whole." (What is Religion, p. 160). Below we will see
how Van Ruler refers to this as knowing, willing and acting with God. Religion cannot be identified with the
practical, theoretical and emotional elements - it is the basis for all of them. Cf. G.F. Thomas, Philosophy and
Religious Belief, Charles Scribners Sons, New York, 1970, p. 48.
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other things. J7
Therefore, we must say that God is the ground of being and is related to all creation; and religion is the
self-transcendence of life, in the vertical direction, in the direction of the ultimate within the selfintegration of life in the moral act and the self-creativity of life in the cultural act. Religion gives to
morality the unconditioned character of the moral imperative, the ultimate moral aim, the reunion of
the separated in agape, and the motivating power of grace. The religious element in culture is the
inexhaustible depth of a genuine creation. It is the substance or ground from which culture lives. It is
the element of ultimacy which culture lacks in itselfbut to which it points." In the cognitive realm it
is truth-itself, which is expressed in every relative truth in every field of knowledge. In the aesthetic
realm it is 'beauty-itself' which is expressed in every aesthetic creation. In the legal realm it is 'justiceitself' which is expressed in every structure of actualized justice. In the communal realm it is 'loveitsel f,' which is expressed in every form of actualized love." Thus, "Religion is the substance of culture
and culture the form of religion.'?"
Having summarized Tillich' s rather philosophical, expression of the relation of culture and religion,
Wewill now tum to Van Ruler's more traditional theological expression of this relation.
The God of the Bible is concerned with his kingdom. He wants to set it up on earth, in historical
existence. This is the heart of Scripture and the real focus ofthe biblical vision, namely the organization
of human society in accordance with the fundamental marks of justice and love. This is the indubitable
meaning of the Old Testament. The entire longing and struggle of the Old Testament, in its law and
prophets, was directed at this God pleasing society. That is why Israel is a holy nation. It is for the sake
of this basic biblical vision that Jesus Christ came. His coming was not for his own sake, but for the
sake of the kingdom of God. He himself, his work, his cross, his atoning sacrifice, all have a genuinely
Worldly, secular significance. Whoever does not understand the gospel in this Israelitish manner, is
forced to understand it gnostically. Tertium non datur. Whenever one understands the community
fOnned by Christ as something restricted to the church or the congregation, then one has not yet
understood the gospel in a proper Israelitish manner. When we take this seriously, then we are led to
say that the form of God in Christ must be expressed in culture." Furthermore, when we take this
seriously and look at the manner in which this intention of God is realized in the biblical history, then
it becomes apparent that the forms of the kingdom of God in the flesh are to be found nowhere else than
in the politically structured culture that the Word of God creates and destroys in its appearance in the
World; and vice versa, that culture is nothing other than the whole ofthe forms of the kingdom of God
in the flesh:
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ST, 1, p. 218.
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ST, III, pp. 95,96.
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ST, I, pp. 79-80.
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PE, p. 57.
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GCW,pp.

19-20;CTTP,pp.
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"Deze visie geeft een oplossing aan het vraagstuk van de verhouding van christendom en
cultuur ... Wanneer men werkelijk inziet, dat het ten leste daarom gaat, dat het rijk Gods in het
heden wordt uitgedrukt in cultuurgestalten, dan zal elk spoor van heterogeniteit en zelfs van
slechts-zijdelingsch verband tussen christendom en politiek [en cultuur] voor ons bewustzijn
ten eenen male zijn uitgewischt.i'"

In other words, there is no essential dualism between God and the world. This would be the case if God
existed beside the world, if one thought of the relationship of Creator and creature in quantitative terms,
as competing parties. As soon as one thinks qualitatively about God and humanity, and understands the
essential relationship between them as a relationship of full reciprocity, then one understands why we
Cannot theologically understand a single human act without taking into account that in our acts we are
carrying out God's work. As human beings we are made responsible for God's work, that is to say, we
are called to such a responsibility (it is not simply given in our existence)."
That is precisely the kind of God-fearing existence that the gospel calls us to, namely, that I myself
come to will - even with the same good pleasure - that which God wills for me from eternity to eternity,
and that I also gradually come to know myself as I am known. However, salvation, the deliverance of
the gospel, is not just an individual matter. As human beings we are not only called to will and to know
Ourselves. In God, or from the perspective of God, we are also called - for our part - to will, to do, and
to know all that God has created and done, is doing, and will do. "Die Kultur ist, ..., sozusagen das
Gewissen im Grofien, in dem der Mensch im ewigen Ratschluf Gottes wandelt und alles mit Gott tut,
will und weiB.,,24
Only God is and knows the truth. Knowledge of truth only takes place when God's Spirit illumines our
spirit. Reason is only genuinely reason when it not only becomes aware of the Word of God but when
it knows with (conscientia) God about itself, about humanity, justice, love, etc."
In other words, religion, or self-transcendence, is knowing, willing and acting with God. Or knowing,
Willing and acting in the light of truth-itself, beauty-itself, justice-itself and love-itself. This is the
mystical or religious basis of culture." Thus religion is the substance of culture and culture is the form
of religion. Van Ruler clearly expresses this, and says that "de bezigheid van den mensch met de stof
OYerde heele linie confessie is van den God, dien hij kent en dat met name de orde-scheppende
bezigheid van den politiseerenden mensch bij uitnemendheid religieus van aard is en dat zoo gezien het
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DG, pp. 28-29.
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GCW, pp. 49-50; CTTP, p. 145.
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GCW, p. 44; CTTP, pp. 138-139.
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heele openbare

leven meer of minder van den cultus externus

vertoont.':" For our discussion

of the

union of the kingdom of God and the state (as the kernel of culture), this means that there is an essential
difference between

them as well as an essential relation between them.

We will now look at the duality of the kingdom

and culture in terms ofthe individual,

truth, and social

justice.

5.3

The True Humanity of the Individual

We are looking at the relationship

and culture in terms of theoria and praxis. In terms of

of kingdom

theoria we will see that the function of the church, as representative
language

and christianize

consciousness

thought.

The centre of this activity

of the kingdom,

is concentrated

is to transform

on the vocational

of the nation. Culture and state are to be directed by true ultimate concern.

In terms of praxis we must look at the concept of 'the good,'
nature of a thing and the fulfilment

of the potentialities

the agathon, the bonum; the essential

implied in it. In relation to the state we must

say that the good toward which praxis aspires is justice. The aim of the state is the social ideal, the just

state." We can say that the concept of justice in the sphere ofpraxis corresponds

to truth in the sphere

of theoria. 29
At this point, however, we must distinguish
We have seen that there is a dialectical
individual

between the social and the individual

relationship

only exists as such in community,

'fertilizer

on the field ofhistory'(Van

between individualization

in a state. Nevertheless,

aspects of our being.
and participation.

the individual

as self-conscious

individuals,

logically distinguish

but so are the

who are included in this whole. Tillich writes: "The Kingdom

of God gives eternal meaning to the individual
runs is not the extinction

is not only

Ruler).

In the thought of Paul Tillich and A.A. van Ruler the whole is of decisive importance
individuals,

The

but the fulfilment

person. The transhistorical

of humanity

the individual from the communal,

aim toward which history

in every human individual.?" Thus we can

without degrading either. This is precisely what

We will do in this section: We will discuss the (partial) union of the kingdom

of God and culture in

RP, p. 369. "Religie is de wijze, waarop de mensch bezig is met de stof. Want in de manier waarop
hij bezig is met de stof doet hij confessie van den God, dien hij kent. Ja zijn bezigheid met de stofis zijn kennen
Van God ... Hier ligt het verband van religie en politiek." DG, p. 68. When we remember that Van Ruler has
defined culture as the total activity of man with the material (and spiritual) reality around him (Th W, I, p. 36;
GCW, p. 19; CTTP, p. 116), then it becomes clear that nothing must be seen as a merely earthly, human,
Worldly reality (ThW, VI, p. 32; CTTP, p. 77; DG, p. 30). Religion is therefore the substance of culture and
culture is the form of religion.
27

28

This will be discussed below.
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ST, III, p. 67.

30 ST, III, p. 358; cf. ST, I, pp. 174-177; III, pp. 122,312-313,397-398,406-409,412-414;
KOGH, p.
120; cf. Van Ruler: ThW, I, pp. 168-169, 180; II, pp. 230-234; IV, p. 113; VI, pp. 70, 80-81; Ik Geloof, pp. 153154;RP,pp. 171, 187;VV,p. 146; GCW,pp. 21-22; CTTP,pp. 118-119.
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terms of the individual. We certainly cannot ignore the place ofthe individual in our discussion of the
relationship of creation and salvation. The individual is not everything, but nevertheless, is vitally
important in a Christian understanding of reality.
What is the aim of the individual within culture? We have seen that the purpose of creation is creation
itself and the actualization of its potentialities."

In terms of the individual we can therefore speak of

the fulfilment of human potentialities and call the inner aim of praxis, 'humanity.' 'Humanity' must not
be confused with 'humanism' as a special interpretation of the potentialities of man. 'Humanity' must
also not be contrasted with divinity as the aim, in the sense of 'becoming similar to God. ,32
"In spite of these dangers, I suggest using the word 'humanity' in the sense offulfilment of man's inner
aim with respect to himself and his personal relations, in co-ordination with justice as the fulfilment of
the inner aim of social groups and their mutual relations.'?"
Van Ruler writes: "Wij zijn er in de eerste plaats voor onszelf, dat wil zeggen: om er te zijn en om
onszelfte zijn, een bestaan, dat zich verheugt in zichzelf ... - de volle humaniteit. Deze bestaat daarin,
dat we het wagen te zeggen: wij zijn er om er te zijn en om onszelfte zijn.?"
'Humanity,' or the'

humanitas' is the purpose of creation and an end in itself, it is the aim of the

individual.
But man has fallen into sin and is separated from God in guilt, death and meaninglessness."

Mankind,

therefore, cannot actualize its essential humanity because there is an infinite gap between subject and
object under the conditions of sin or existential estrangement. With reference to theoria we can say that
this gap lies between the knowing subject and the object to be known. In the function ofpraxis the gap
lies between the existing human subject and the object for which he strives - a state of essential
hurnamry." This practical gap between subject and object has the same consequences as the theoretical
gap; the subject-object scheme is not only the epistemological but also the ethical problem."
Van Ruler expresses this in less philosophical language: "De mens is niet puur mens. Hij is zondaar ...
Dit zondaar zijn van de mens bevat een vervreemding van de mens van zich self ... dit is de eigenlijke,

31

Th W, VI, pp. 76-77; ST, I, pp. 263-264. This idea has been referred to throughout this work.

32 The truth of the ancient doctrine of theopoiesis, is precisely this 'becoming similar to God,' as the
Inner aim of the individual. But as we will see, it is to be understood in terms of an identity in content with
respect to human judgement and divine judgement, and not in terms of transubstantiation. ST, III, p. 67; Th W,
VI, p. 12; CTTP, p. 51.
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ST, III, p. 67.

lk Geloof, p. 73. "De eindbedoeling in aJ deze reaJiteiten is niet, dat wij zuiver Christus overhouden,
maar dat wij onszelf, in de zuivere humaniteit overhouden." ThW, VI, p. 37; CTTP, p. 84; "Wir sind nicht
Menschen, damit wir Christen sein Konnten, sondem wir sind Christen, damit wir Menschen sein konnen."
GCW, p. 37; CTTP, p. J32; cf. VV, pp. 53, 55.
34
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See chapter two for a discussion of sin.

36 And the gap between the existing social order and the object toward which it strives - a state of
universal justice, i.e. the social ideal or the kingdom of God. ST, III, p. 68.
37

ST, III, pp. 67-68. See below for a discussion of truth and the theoretical gap.
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althans de oorspronkelijke vervreemding van de mens.Y"
Tillich gives such a precise description of this estrangement that we will follow his line of thought at
this point. Man tries to actualize his potentialities, he tries to determine, or create, his self. But the
detennining subject can only determine in the power of what it essentially is. However, under the
conditions of existential estrangement or sin, it is separated from what it essentially is. Therefore, selfdetennination into fulfilled humanity is impossible; nevertheless, it is necessary, because a self
detelmined completely from outside world would cease to be a self - it would become a thing. "This
is the 'ambiguity of self-determination,'

the dignity and the despair of every responsible personality

('responsible' in the sense of responding to the 'silent voice' of one's essential being).?"
Van Ruler expresses this by saying that man has spoiled and wasted his existence, that he therefore
stands guilty with an absolute guilt, and that he is forever lost. "Het houdt ook de erkenning in, dat men
zichzelfuit deze diepten van ellende niet kan redden. Men kan z'n eigen boontjes niet meer doppen.?"
This means that the individual needs salvation in order to actualize his humanity. New Being precedes
new action. We have already discussed the necessity of salvation and of the church. At this point we
are only interested in the application of this salvation to the individual and how this affects his
hUmanity. How is the christianitas related to the humanitas? How is the ideal of saintliness related to
the ideal of humanity? Does the saintliness of the personality destroy the person's humanity?" The
christianitas is certainly not the same thing as the humanitas. Christ is not the same as the lex naturalis.
He is not simply the true man. He does not display the essential common humanity. He is our saviour.
He is also a particular person, with a special, unique function. "Als hij gestalte in ons krijgt, dan moeten
Weniet denken, dat we de zuivere humanitas realiseren. We realiseren dan de christianitas, Dat is iets
anders.,,42
The christianitas or the unio mystica cum Christo is the essence of the church. This sets the church apart
as a unique separate structure in the whole of life." Van Ruler points out that the christianitas and all
churchliness is itself an estrangement of our humanity." The problem raised in this question is the

.
38 VV, p. 189. This, of course, applies to all reality, epistemological
and ethical, and not only the
Individual, i.e. it means that, "de wereld niet meer de wereld is, maar de gevallen wereld, de wereld in de
vervreemding." VV, p. 54.
39 This would also be applied to the' good will.' In order to will the good, the will itself must be good.
Self-determination must make it good, which is to say that the good will must create the good will, and so on
ad infinitum in an endless regression. In this light we can see the profound ambiguity of such terms as 'selfeducation,' 'self-discipline,' and' self-healing.' They imply either that their objects have already been reached
Or that they must be rejected altogether, and the absurd concept of self-salvation is completely ruled out. ST,
In, p. 75. This was discussed in chapter two as the 'bondage of the will,' and in chapter one as natural
revelation.
40

Ik Geloof, p. 147; cf. BZAK, p. 87; VV, p. 189; ST, II, pp. 79-80.
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ST, III, pp. 204, 209-210.
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ThW, V, p. 103; cf. VV, pp. 55-56,103-104,189-190.
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problem of asceticism and humanity. The christianitas has often been identified with, and has always
been made partly dependent on, asceticism. Beyond asceticism, it is the transparency of the divine
ground of being in a person which makes him a saint.
That is, a Christian is a representative of Christ, and all Christians are called to imitate Christ. But this
transparency, or imitation, is dependent on the negation of many human potentialities and therefore,
is in tension with the ideal of humanity. It is itself an estrangement of our humanitas. The basic question
is whether this estrangement experienced in the christianitas, or the saintliness of the Christian, is
necessarily in conflict with the humanitas, or whether it is the only way to even begin to approach the
humanitas.45
The answer depends on our understanding of 'asceticism.'
monastic asceticism lies the metaphysical-mystical

Behind the Roman Catholic ideal of

concept of matter's resistance against form - a

resistance from which all the negativities of existence and ambiguities of life are derived. One resigns
from the material in order to reach the Spiritual. This is the way the Spirit is liberated from bondage
to matter. This form of asceticism, derived from this religiously founded metaphysics is an 'ontological'
one. It implies that those who exercise it are religiously higher in the divine-human hierarchy than those
who live in the materially conditioned reality of the 'world.' This presupposes an implicit denial of the
doctrine of creation. But, "de schepping is alleen maar goed. AIleen de zonde is slecht?" Therefore
there is "an irreconcilable conflict between this kind of asceticism and the telos of humanity.'?"
But there is another fonn of asceticism found in Paul and Calvin. This is the asceticism of selfdiscipline. It has strong moral connotations rather than ontological ones. It presupposes the fallen state
of reality and the will to resist the temptation coming from many things which in themselves are not
bad." "In principle this is adequate to the human situation, and no humanity is possible without
elements of this kind of asceticism.?"
In the first place, this kind of asceticism is essential to the humanitas. It is the discipline without which
no creative work is possible, the discipline required by the eros to the object. In other words, it is the
asceticism that is required in order to determine oneself in the direction of what one essentially is.
'''Humanity'

in all its implications ... includes the asceticism which makes the union of subject and

object possible ... The determining subject is determined by that which transcends subject and object. ,,50

.

IS
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ST, III, p. 210
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VV, p. 55.
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ST, III, p. 210.

48 For example, Paul says Christians should abstain from eating food offered to idols, not because there
anything wrong with it, but simply for the sake of those who have a weak conscience. 1 Cor. 8.

49 It is nevertheless easy to fall back into a form of ontological asceticism. The Puritan ideal of
repression with its radical restriction of sex and the restraint from many other potentialities of created goodness
brought it close to ontological asceticism. ST, III, p. 211.
50

ST, Ill, p. 211.
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In other words, the actualization of humanitas is the doing of God's will. It is knowing, willing and
acting with God. Van Ruler explains: "Is de mens niet z6zeer een transcenderende wezen, dat hij niet
alleen (in de cultuur) boven het gegevene van de natuur uitschrijdt, maar ook (in de lofprijzing van de
Schepper) uit zichzelfuitschrijdt?

De homo orans, de biddende mens, die in de raad van God roert, is

de eigenlijke mens.?" Essential humanity transcends itself in the direction of the ultimate. It means
acting on the basis of Gods will, or in other words, determining oneself on the basis of what one
essentially is.

In the second place, we must see that the christianitas is also determined by knowing, willing and acting
on the basis of God's will.
The christianitas is based on the salvation that we have received in Christ. It is determined by the
knowledge that one is a sinner in need of redemption, and the knowledge that Christ has redeemed us,
and the imitatio Christi as being submissive and obedient to God.52 "The asceticism here demanded is
the conquest of a subjective self-affirmation which prevents participation in the object.Y'Man has to
transcend the boundaries of his creatureliness ifhe wants to participate in the object. This is possible
because both belong to a third reality that transcends them both, i.e. God. We have discussed this as
essential humanity, as knowing with God. But because of sin man must also transcend his sinfulness.
He can only do this in the christianitas. And the christianitas which is, "de kennis van de zonde en ...
de belijdenis van de middelaar en van de genade.t'" is itself a knowing, willing and acting with God.

It is only with God that we are able to know our guilt. In acknowledging guilt we declare God to be
right when he tells us that we are sinners. In this way we become conformed to the word of God, we
in fact come to a conformitas Dei. Thus, we are justified - the iustitia Dei activa is effected in the form
of and in the manner of the iustitia Dei pass iva. 55
But this means there is a point of identity between the christianitas and the humanitas: the conformitas
Dei. Sin prevents man from knowing God, i.e. it prevents man from overcoming the subject-object split.
But the christianitas overcomes this. Thus Tillich writes:

"The te/os of humanity inel udes the idea of saintliness, for the asceticism here demanded is the
conquest ofa subjective self-affirmation which prevents participation in the object. 'Humanity'
in all its implications, as well as 'saintliness'

in the sense of being open to the Spiritual

51 ThW, V, p. 104. He also writes: "Dat is pas ten volle existeren, uittreden en transcenderen, grenzen
overschrijden: als men uit zichzelf uitreedt en de grenzen van de in zichzelf besloten schepselmatigheid
Overschrijdt en voor het aangezicht van de Schepper treedt. Daarom geen humaniteit, geen cultuur zonder
liturgie!" VV, p. 19l.
52

VV, pp. 56-57,189-190;

ThW, I, p. 108.

53

ST, 1II, p. 211.
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ThW, I, p. 108.
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ST, I, p. 146; GCW pp. 43, 48-49; CTTP, pp. 137, 142-144; VV, pp. 16-17; CTTP, p. 10.
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Presence, includes the asceticism which makes the union of subject and object possible.t'"

Thus the humanitas includes the christianitas:

"Het heil gaat in al zijn onwaarschijnlijke bijzonderheid via de verkondiging, de confessie, de
lofprijzende

viering en de veelvonnige

beleving geleidelijk aan over in de geschapen

werkelijkheid. Het wordt omgezet in menselijke levenswerkelijkheid,

in de modus van de

ontdekking van de zonde en in de modus van haar verzoening, de humanitas dus in de modus
van de christianitas.?"

There is no conflict between the christianitas and the humanitas.

In the third place, we must say that the christianitas, represented by the church, is essential for the
actualization of the humanitas in culture. "Men moet eerst door de christianitas heengaan om bij de
hUmanitas uit te kornen.?"
In the description above of the ambiguity of personal actualization, we saw that it was the separation
of subject and object which produces ambiguities. The self as subject cannot determine the self as object
in a direction from which the self as subject is itself estranged. "The solution is that the determining
SUbjectis determined by that which transcends subject and object, the Spiritual Presence ... There is
neither saintliness nor humanity without [this] solution.t'" The christianitas is union with God and is
therefore the overcoming of the subject-object split, and without it we would not be able to attain the
humanitas. This does, however, not mean that saintliness and true humanity are the same thing.

In the fourth place, we must look at the christianitas as a structure of grace. The self which has found
its identity is the self of him who is 'accepted' as a unity in spite of his disunity." In other words, the
christianitas is a structure of grace. The ambiguity of self-determination is overcome by grace; and there
IS

no other way of overcoming it and escaping the despair of the conflict between the command of self-

detennination and the impossibility of determining onesel f in the direction of what one essentially is."
The point is that this grace, which is the essence of the christianitas, remains the determining factor
throughout our existence.
The glorified Lord, as the Spiritual Presence, struggles with his enemies (sin, guilt and the demons)
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until the end of the world. In this manner He is Lord and He rules. This means that we must always go
back to the source. "Existentieel wil dit zeggen dat wij altijd weer moeten recumbere in promissiones
dei, namelijk terug uit de wereld, terug naar de beloften van Godswege aangaande de wereld. ,,62In other
words, we do not get beyond the christianitas to the humanitas. The identity of subject and object
remains paradoxical. Saintliness and humanity are not the same thing.?' Concretely, this means that "he
who is nearer to the telos of humanity is continuously aware of the fact that he is still infinitely removed
from it.,,64And Van Ruler writes: "De christianitas gaat voor de mens - in de kennis van de zonde en
in de belijdenis van de middelaar en van de genade - met zulke hevige zelfvervreemdingen gepaard, dat
men, wanneer men christen is, er gedurig aan wanhoopt, ooit nog eens volledig mens te worden.l''"
The humanitas is an eschatological concept." just as the kingdom of God is an eschatological reality.
Nevertheless, as we have seen there is a point of identity between saintliness and humanity. In other
Words, there is a dialectical relationship between them. Furthermore, saintliness is necessary for the
actualization of the humanitas. One must first go through the christianitas in order to arrive at the
humanitas.67
But this saintliness is identical to the humanitas in so far as it is a knowing with God, a walking in Gods
Council. This means that "he who is aware of his infinite distance from the telos of humanity
nevertheless participates in it by the Spirit's grasping him out of the vertical dimension.r'" And Van
Ruler writes: "Wij moeten christenen blijven om uberhaupt een beetje mens te kunnen zijn.,,69

The (partial) union of kingdom and culture finds a definite and important place in the individual. There
is also an important link between culture and the individual, and therefore also between the church and
culture. That is, the link between culture and the kingdom could also be worked out in terms of the link
between individual Christians and their effect on culture (and the state). Culture includes the
actualization of the humanitas and the church is the representative of the christianitas. We have seen
that there is no absolute difference between saintliness and humanity. Indeed, humanity even needs
saintliness in order to actualize itself. In other words the humanitas that is demanded by culture is not
distorted or destroyed by the saintliness demanded by the church. They are not two autonomous forms
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VV, pp. 57; cf. BZAK, p. 88; ThW, VI, p. 39; CTTP, p, 86.
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VV, p. 190.
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ST, III, p. 212.

65 "Vanuit een universele christelijkheid naar een algemene menselijkheid is daarom een zo geweldige
Sprong, dat men gewoonlijk daarbij al z'n spieren verrekt en al z'n botten breekt." Th W, I, p. 108. Tillich writes:
"It is right to feel that religion in the narrow sense is an expression of man's estrangement from his essential
unity with God." ST, III, p. 209.
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that have no relation to each other.
The saintliness of the church transforms and actualizes the humanity of culture. The humanity of culture
could not even be actualized ifit were not for the saintliness determined by the Spiritual Presence (of
Jesus as the Christ).
In order to be a little bit human we need to be Christian. There is no dualism of kingdom and culture.
The church provides the salvation and actualization of the humanity of the individual in culture. Only
the church, or at least, the Spirit represented by the church, can open the way for the true realization of
culture and humanity. This is, in fact, the function of the church, and this is only possible in a state
where there is a duality of church and culture.
This notion of the saintliness of the church opening the way to the realization of the humanity of the
individual in culture can easily be understood in its importance for culture and the state. That is, in its
importance for the individual and his relation to the actualization of the purpose of the state." But rather
than discussing this we will move on to look directly at culture and the state in terms of the truth and
justice of the kingdom of God.

5.4

Truth

5.4.1

Truth, Church and Culture

The individual is decisive, but only exists within the community, within culture and within the state.
Therefore we must consider the communal aspect: culture, and the state, as the 'hard kernel' of culture.
In the first place we will look at the place oflanguage, thought and truth in church and culture.
Language is the basic cultural creation. Every language, including that of the Bible, is the result of
innumerable acts of cultural creativity. All functions of man's spiritual life are based on man's power
to speak vocally or silently. Language is the expression of man's freedom from the given situation and
its concrete demands. It gives him universals in whose power he can create worlds above the given
world of technical civilization and spiritual content. Conversely, the development of these worlds
detennines the development oflanguage. Language is based on man's encounter with reality, changing
through the millennia, used for the needs of daily life, for expression and communication, for literature
and poetry and for the expression and communication of Christ in the church. "There is no sacred
language which has fallen from a supranatural heaven and been put between the covers of a book ...

70 The christianitas is part of the struggle of the kingdom of God in history. The sacrifice or asceticism
of the saintliness of the individual is the necessary component of the struggle of the kingdom in history. And
this struggle is itself historical, i.e. it cannot be separated from history, which is the history of states. The
saintliness of the individual is not a separation from history in the name of the transcendent kingdom of God.
It is the necessary precondition for the individual's contribution to history, and therefore for the individual's
Contribution to the state. In other words, the christianitas is the precondition of the state. ST, III, pp. 391-393.
It must be remembered that the' christianitas' does not refer to the state of 'true' Christians as opposed to nonChristians. It begins with the knowledge of estrangement and is therefore not absolutely non-existent even in
pagan conditions. See the section on general revelation in chapter one.
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There is no holy language in itself, as translations, retranslations and revisions show.?" Van Ruler
expresses this as well:

"De theologen gedragen zich inderdaad als fantasten, wanneer zij dermate en in die zin
supranaturalistisch

gaan denken en spreken, dat zij ook supraculturistisch gaan denken en

spreken. Alles wat men theologisch doet, is doodgewone mensenarbeid. Ook wanneer men
denkend 'de gegevens van de openbaring' verwerkt. In christelijke zin moet men zelfs over de
openbaring zelf z6 historisch denken, dat zij zelf een moment in het cultuurproces wordt. Dan
is een absolute tegen stelling tussen 'Woord van God' en 'cultuur van de mens' onmogelijk. In
ieder geval kan men dan ongereserveerd het kerkzijn als stuk cultuuractiviteit verstaan.?"

Tillich expresses the conclusion that we can draw from this:

"Those who indulge in contrasts of the divine Spirit with the human spirit in terms of
excl usiveness cannot avoid contradi cting themsel ves: in the very act of expressing this rej ection
of any contact between cultural creativity and Spiritual creativity, they use the whole apparatus
of man's cognitive mind, even if they do it by quoting biblical passages, for the words used in
the Bible are creations of man's cultural development. One can reject culture only by using it
as the tool of such rejection.':"

On the other hand, language is changed in its encounter with the message of Jesus as the Christ.
"Religious language is ordinary language, changed under the power of what it expresses, the ultimate
of being and meaning.':"

"Man kann in diesem Zusammenhang

hinweisen

auf die Regeneration der Sprache, die

vollzogen wird, wenn in einer - doch wohl heidnischen -Sprache das Evangelium zum Ausdruck
gebracht wird. Das geht nicht ohne Ubersetzung und also auch nicht ohne einen gewissen Verrat
am Evangelium; in Reinkultur geht das Wort Gottes niemals in ein menschliches Wort hinein.
Das geht aber nicht ohne eine Umfonnung und Umpragung, man darf wohl sagen, ohne eine
gewisse

Vergewaltigung

Bedeurungszusamrnenhangen.

der

Sprache

III

ihrern

Gefuge

und

III

ihren
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In religion, as ultimate concern or revelation, language points beyond its ordinary sense both in
denotation and expression." In the Spirit language has a denotative power which points through the
ordinary meanings of the words to their relation to us; and an expressive power which points through
the ordinary expressive possibilities oflanguage to the unexpressible and its relation to us. This does
not mean that the logical structure of ordinary language is destroyed. On the other hand, ordinary
language, in itself is not revelatory. Spirit determined language "has the 'sound' and 'voice' of the
divine mystery in and through the sound and voice of human expression and denotation.?" In the Spirit,
language is fragmentarily liberated from the bondage to the subject-object scheme. Language reaches
moments in which it becomes a bearer of the Spirit expressing the union of him who speaks with that
of which he speaks in an act of linguistic self-transcendence. The word which bears the Spirit does not
grip an object opposite to the speaking subject, but it witnesses to the sublimity of life beyond subject
and object. It expresses what transcends the subject-object structure. This is,

"the Spirit-determined human word ... The ambiguities of the human word are conquered by
that human word which becomes divine Word ... Every language is particular because it
expresses a particular encounter with reality, but the language which is the bearer of the Spirit
is at the same time universal because it transcends the particular encounter which it expresses
in the direction of that which is universal, the Logos, the criterion of every particular logos ...
Religious knowledge is knowledge of something particular in the light of the eternal, and of the
eternal in the light of something particular ... The Spirit-determined language oftheonomy does
not dispense with the language which is determined by the cleavage between subject and object,
so Spirit-determined cognition does not contradict the knowledge which is gained within the
subject-object structure of encountering reality. Theonomy never contradicts autonomously
created knowledge, but it does contradict a knowledge which claims to be autonomous but is
actually the result of a distorted theonomy.?"

Van Ruler refers to this overcoming of the subject-object split as "een inhoudelijke identiteit van de
OordeIen van de mens met het oordeIen van God: de mens weet en wiI en doet in de Geest het zelfde,

a nearly intolerable revolution for the Greek spirit: trinitarian doctrine established that God is in Himselflove,

and christological doctrine the conviction that the divine Logos, in the incarnation, was capable of a real
movement. GCW, p. 30; CTTP, p. 127;cf. DG, pp. 102-105. Tillich also talks of the inadequacy of every human
~oncept to express the message of the New Being in Jesus as the Christ but points to the possibility of the
Christianization of concepts.' ST, II, pp. 140-141.
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wat God weet, wil en doet.?" And he goes on to explain:

"Wij zien niet slechts alle dingen in het licht der eeuwigheid. Oat is nog maar een zwak
philosopheem.

Maar wij zien in alle dingen het licht der eeuwigheid. oat is de volle

kerugmatische, apostolische waarheid der vervulling uit het evangelie des koninkrijks. Want
dit gewone zet zich voort over de heele oppervlakte. Brood is brood en wijn is wijn; een
ouderling is maar een eenvoudige burger; de kinderen Gods zijn zondaren; de prediking is
menschenwoord; de bijbel is een boek onder boeken; Jezus Christus is een gewoon mensch;
Israel is een zonderling volk; de levende God is een historische macht; de kosmos is er niet
anders van geworden, al is zij vervuld van de heerlijkheid, den vrede en het welbehagen Gods
(Luc. 2: 14); ... En zoo kan men doorgaan. Zou men de vervulling empirisch willen constateeren,
dan blift er niets of niet veel van over. Zij moet ook niet empirisch geconstateerd worden. Zij
kan aIleen kerugmatisch verkondigd en geloofd worden. En in dit geloof kan men leven en
handelen.t'"

This takes us to the heart of the matter, to faith as ultimate concern. Spirit determined knowledge, the
knowledge offaith is not on the same level as scientific knowledge which is determined by the subjectobject split. Therefore it does not add to this knowledge nor does it contradict it. Faith or ultimate
concern refers to the context in which we view the subject-object structure and determines how we
interpret these facts.
The church is the home of the true ultimate concern. The church uses the ordinary language of culture,
but it does so in order to express its ultimate concern. At this point it appears that we have taken away
with the one hand that which we gave with the other: The church uses the language of culture but it
expresses something qualitatively different. Is this an absolute difference? Does culture have no
ultimate concern? Is the ultimate concern of culture necessarily opposed to the ultimate concern of the
church?
In the first place we must say that both church and culture are determined by ultimate concern. "De
cultuur vloeit niet minder dan de godsdienst uit deze bronwel van de mystiek voort. De situatie van het
schepsel als zodanig is mystiek van aard.'"! Tillich writes:

"There is no cultural creation without an ultimate concern expressed in it ... The term 'ultimate
concern' uni tes a subj ecti ve and an obj ecti ve meaning: somebody is concerned about something

79 Th W, VI, pp. 12, 24; cf. I, pp. 181, 189; IV, p. 13. Tillich writes: "This is the ontological basis for
the assertion that knowledge is union and that it is rooted in the eros which reunites elements that essentially
belong to each other." ST, I, p. 176.
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he considers as worthy of concern. In this formal sense of faith as ultimate concern, every
human being has faith. Nobody can escape the essential relation of the conditional spirit to
something unconditional in the direction of which it is self-transcendent in unity with all life.
However unworthy the ultimate concern's concrete content may be, no one can stifle such
concern completely. This formal concept of faith is basic and universal. It refutes the idea that
world history is the battlefield between faith and un-faith ... There is no un-faith in the sense of
something antithetical to faith, but throughout all history and, above all, in the history of
religion, there have been faiths with unworthy contents.?"

Thus there is no 'objective' existence that is absolutely unrelated to the kingdom of God. We never live
merely in the first and second dimension of our existence, i.e. in dead matter and the form we give to
it, but we also live constantly in the third dimension of the relationship of man to God. This holds true
of all our activities, even of those that are apparently the most secular"

In the second place we must see that the ultimate concern of culture is not necessarily opposed to the
ultimate concern of the church. It is true that the faith expressed in culture is very often in conflict with
the faith of the church, but this is not necessarily so.
We have seen the two functions of language: language grasps encountered reality in terms of the
subjective-objective split - reality is 'at hand' in the literal sense of being an object for 'handling' or
managing; and language expresses our relationship to reality in terms of our ultimate concern.
Heidegger has referred to this as Zuhandensein (being at disposal) and Vorhandensein (being in
existence); the first form denotes a technical, the second a cognitive, relationship to reality. 84
We have also seen that culture always has an ultimate concern. In other words the technical function
ofJanguage never exists purely by itselfbut works within a context of ultimate concern." Van Ruler
clearly expresses this: "Aber ohne tiber das Letzte und das Erste Bescheid zu wissen, konnen Mensch
und Kultur auf die Dauer nichts im wahrhaften Sinne wissen. Der Nationalsozialismus

und der

Kommunismus haben in aller wunschenswerten Deutlichkeit gezeigt, daB die wissenschaftliche Kultur

82 TC, pp. 42, 177-178; cf. ST, III, p. 130. Certainly a person can attempt to be without any faith, i.e.
c.ompletely skeptical, but then all that is left is an increasingly empty form. "Zo nu is het ook gesteld met de
IIturgie, het dogma, de mystiek en de speculatie. Er zijn talloze mensen, die daar totaal vreemd aan schijnen te
zijn. Het zegt hun niets meer. Zij kunnen er maximaal om lachen en criticasterig de spot mee drijven. Van deze
tnensen moet men zeggen, dat zij bezig zijn in een grenzeloos en afgrondelijk barbarisme weg te sakken. Het
enige, wat zij overhouden, is een totaal lege ziel." ThW, I, p. 34. But one does not remain in this state "its
nemesis is the empty space it produces, the complete vacuum into which new absolutisms pour." ST, I, p. 88;
cf. ST, III, p. 97.
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85 Certainly there are areas where language and reason are almost entirely determined by the subjectobject split and ultimate concern has little bearing on these areas e.g. electronics etc. Th W, VI, p. 45; GCW, pp.
37-40;CTTP, pp. 132-135.
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ohne Dogma einfach nicht auskommt.

,,86

And Tillich writes: "The extreme nationalisms of our century

are laboratories for the study of what ultimate concern means in all aspects of human existence,
including the smallest concern of one's daily life. Everything is centred in the only god, the nation - a
god who certainly proves to be a demon, but who shows clearly the unconditional character of an
ultimate concern. ,,87
Our ultimate concern or faith determines our relationship to being-itself, to creation and to God, it is
the expression of how we find fulfilment in life. There is certainly a difference between the ultimate
concern usually found in culture and that found in church, but this is not a necessary difference. The
fact that culture necessarily has an ultimate concern means that it can be christianized.

"Einerseits regeneriert das Evangelium in der Predigt die Sprache und es christianisiert die
Kultur. Andererseits aber ist die volle Predigt des Evangeliums uberhaupt nicht moglich, ohne
daf irgendwie die Sprache schon einigermaben regeneriert und die Kultur christianisiert ist ...
Neben der Sprache steht in dieser Hinsicht das Denken. Man kann sich kaum eine Vorstellung
machen von der gewaltigen und gewalttatigen Regeneration, welche das Denken in der
Gestaltung des Dogmas erfahren hat.':"
Tillich writes: "The scars of the Christian tradition cannot be erased; they are a character indelebilis

'" The modern vision of reality and its philosophical analysis is different from that of pre-christian
times ... Reality is encountered differently; experience has different dimensions and directions, ...
whether one is or is not existentially determined by the God of Mount Zion and the Christ of Mount
Golgotha.,,89
This means that there is no absolute difference between the thought and language of the church and of
culture. The message of the church transforms language and christianizes thought. Indeed, the full
proclamation of the gospel is not possible unless thought and language are to some extent christianized.
The fact that must be reiterated is that this transformation that is caused by the message of the church
does not destroy the structure of cognitive reason, scientific analysis, psychological and physical, as
well as historical investigation." The dogma of the church answers the ultimate questions, "[urn] auf
diese Weise eine Umzaunung aufzurichten, innerhalb derer allein reine Wissenschaft moglich iSt.,,91

All forms of ultimate concern or faith other than the one pointed to by the church somehow deform,
destroy, and misrepresent the structure of being. We will look at this when we discuss theocracy and
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theonomy.

5.4.2

Truth and the Duality of Church and State

This idea of true ultimate concern now needs to be clarified in connection with the state.
In the first place, we must say that the state needs an overarching vision of truth. There are, of course,
those that argue that the state should as much as possible avoid external involvements, not only in the
areas of church and religion, but also in the areas of culture and ethics, even in the area of social and
economic life. This is the liberal idea of the 'Watchman State.' The state has no consecration and the
attempt is made to entirely profanize or secularize the state. Spiritual matters, religion and the
fashioning of life, develop freely, protected by the state in their external existence. The state has a
purely negative function." Society, the individuals in it and their free associations, are the bearers of
art and science, of religion and the moral life, of cultus and education. Then the object of political
theory is 'to define the limits of the state. ,93
In practice, however, it is impossible for the state not to have some vision of truth and purpose. Even
in taxation policies, for example, and in the administration of justice, the state encounters innumerable
and profound problems relating to the individual and the community. These problems cannot be
resolved without some insight into the nature of reality.

"De vragen van het sociale recht, de allesoverheersende betekenis van het economische leven,
de enonne problem en waarvoor de massaficatie en de urbanisatie ons stell en en niet te vergeten
de totale internationale interdependentie van het gehele leven - dat alles maakt de liberale
gedachte van de staatsonthouding

steeds meer tot een beminnelijke leuze, die echter in de

praktijk een fictie is.':"

Furthermore, we must say that all propositions, even propositions about doubt, carry with them a
pretension to truth. In other words, a single proposition that claims to be true is bound to the whole, or
can only be understood within a system of truth or within the context of a philosophy of history. All
truth, considered abstractly, pretends to absoluteness.
In the realm of theory it may be possible to suspend judgement about the truth of a proposition (and
therefore about a system), but a practical action always includes, at least implicitly, a principled
decision. Thus the moment one moves from theory to practice, from contemplation to action, from
discussion to reality, from parliament to government, the moment, in other words, one arrives at the
concretely temporal life of human beings in action, choices must be made. One must say yes to one and
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no to another. Hidden in every act lies a decision. But such a decision is also linked to the answer one
gives to all questions, "met name op de eerste en de laatste, de ontologische en metafysische. In elke
beslissing, welke in elke daad ligt opgesloten, raakt men in principe het totale zijn.?" The point is that
the state is always ordered by a particular vision, an insight into the truth, into the essence of things.
The state must know, for example, what it is to be human, what authority is, what justice is, what
community is, what death is before it makes its many decisions. In short, the state in all its activity must
have a vision of what it is to be human both in an individual and in a communal sense. The state must
know this if it is to be able to make decisions, even a decision not to become involved. Even neutrality
rests on a certain vision! "Men richt rebus ipsis et factis de samenleving of vanuit het ene of vanuit het
andere visioen in.?" Thus Tillich writes: "It is clear that such a community [i.e. a state] is possibly only
on the basis of a source of meaning (Sinngebung) that creates unity at the ultimate level of being.'?"
We have already discussed this idea in terms of 'vocational consciousness' (Tillich), and the 'sacral
centre of politics' (Van Ruler)." But at this point we need to clarify the relationship between the
vocational consciousness

and ultimate concem as the knowledge of the truth. The vocational

consciousness or sacral centre of the nation is its ultimate concem. It is the aim toward which the nation
strives and the destiny it tries to fulfil. Now, we have seen that the nation, in its vocational
consciousness, needs to have an insight into the truth - it cannot escape this demand. But we have not
yet seen how and why the church can help the state in this respect.

Therefore, in the second place we must look at the task and place of the church as the bearer of the
truth, as the representative of the kingdom of God.
We have already discussed the apostolic nature of the church. Therefore, at this point, all we need to
do is to clarify the duality of church and state in terms of knowledge of the truth.
The church is the representative of the kingdom of God.
"As representatives of the Kingdom of God, the churches share actively both in the running of
historical time toward the aim of history and in the inner-historical struggle of the Kingdom of
God against the forces of demonization and profanization that fight against this aim ...
Whenever prophetic Spirit appears, it revives expectation of the coming Kingdom and awakens
the churches to their task of witnessing to it and preparing for it.,,99
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The church claims to represent the truth and authority of God in his revelation. It also, of necessity adds
that this truth and authority contain salvation for the whole of human life, especially for the state. Thus
Van Ruler asks: "Is het daarom niet haar roeping, het ware visioen, van waaruit aIleen geleefd en
gehandeld kan worden, in haar publieke profetie voordurend te ontvouwenv'v'"
We have seen that the state needs some vision of the truth, some insight into the essence of things and
the meaning of history. We have seen that the church is instituted by God in order to provide this vision
of the truth.

This means, in the third place, that the church exists for the sake of the state. This is to be understood
on the basis of the dualities that we have discussed throughout this work. Jesus as the Christ is an
emergency measure for the sake of the kingdom; salvation is the expiation of guilt, namely the salvation
of this entire world; religion in the narrower sense exists for the sake of religion in the broader sense.
The church is the representative of salvation and the state is the representative of history and culture.
Therefore the relationship between the kingdom of God and history comes down to the relationship
between church and state.'?' Thus, for the sake of God and his kingdom, and for the sake of the state
and the well-being of human existence, the church is obligated to hold the authentic version of truth
continually before the nation and government, in order that it be realized in the state. "Daarom gaat het!
Het gaat om God en de mens, om het rijk en de staat. Daarom moet het ook de kerk gaan. Het gaat
namelijk niet om de kerk. Zij is - als het er helemaal op aankomt - middel, geen doel.,,102
Tillich explains this by pointing out that it is not a victory of the kingdom of God in history if an
individual, or the church tries to take itself out of participation in history in the name ofthe transcendent
kingdom of God. Not only is it impossible but the attempt itself deprives the individual of full humanity
by separating him from the historical group and its creative self-realization; and it deprives the church
of its essence as the prophetic and fighting agent of the kingdom of God which leads the drive toward
the fulfilment of history. One cannot reach or represent the transcendent kingdom of God without
participating in the struggle of the inner-historical kingdom of God. For the transcendent is actual
within the inner-historical. 103

Tills leads to our final point, namely that the state needs to be a state with the Bible.
It is important to note that it is not the function of the churches to control the political powers and force
upon them particular solutions in the name of the kingdom of God. "The way in which the Kingdom
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of God works in history is not identical with the way the churches want to direct the course of
history."!" We have seen that the state needs a vision of truth and that outside of salvation the state is
"een spookhuis, waarin de goden op aIle mogelijke manieren te keer gaan."I05 In other words the state
necessarily has a vocational consciousness or sacral centre and in the absence of the truth it will
inescapably absolutize the fragmentary fulfilment of the aim of history within history. This selfelevating claim to ultimacy, which is characteristic ofthe pagan state, is the definition of the demonic
and is therefore a distortion of what should be.!" In short the state needs to have the correct sacral
centre or vocational consciousness. This can only be provided by Christianity. Thus Van Ruler writes:

"het christendom is vooral daarom een eigen politi eke gestalte (zoodat het niet slechts invloeden
en richtlijnen op de politiek doet uitgaan), omdat het een eigen nieuw middelpunt van het
politiek-cultureel

gevonnde gemeenebest poneert, waarin het geheimenis des heils, als het

eigenlijke van het leven, het heilig-gemeenschappelijke

bewaard wordt."lo7

Tillich explains:

"In the Christian vocational consciousness, history is affirmed in such a way that the problems
implied in the ambiguities of life under the dimension of history are answered through the
symbol 'Kingdom of God. ' [Which means it] includes life in all realms, or that everything that
is participates

in the striving toward the inner aim of history: fulfilment or ultimate

sublimation.t'l"

Christianity supplies this vocational consciousness or sacral centre. The point that we need to explore
now is: what exactly is this sacral centre? Well, it is neither the church nor the Bible.
The church can not get a doctrine of the state, in the sense of a specific form of government, from the
Bible and the Bible cannot be used as a handbook for constitutional law. This follows not only from
the historical character of the state, but also from the historical character of the Bible, revelation, the
law and of God himself. "Deze negatieve gemeenplaats, dat de bijbel geen handboek voor het
staatsrecht is, Iigt intrinsiek aan het wezen van de bijbel zelf en van de zaak, waarom het in de bijbel
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gaat."!" Also, the church is not exactly the same thing as the kingdom of God!" and therefore the voice
of the church is not necessarily the voice of God. We have seen that the demonic power can also
manifest itself in the church. It is not the function of the church to force particular political ideas onto
the state in the name of God. "De staat heeft dus niet te doen wat de kerk zegt. Hij heeft te luisteren naar
wat God zegt. Dat is in de reformatorische conceptie niet precies hetzelfde.?'!'

This leaves us with two problems to look at: what exactly does it mean to say that the state must do
what God tells it; and what is the place of the church in this concept?
The state must know the truth, and in order to know the truth it must have the Bible. This is the
Refonned solution to the problem of'the state and truth.' This does not mean a state that is constructed
directly from a biblical model of the state, and it is altogether different from a state that would seek to
implement a political program derived directly from the Bible. Rather, it means a state that organizes
itself and the life of its citizens from the perspective of a biblical Seinsverstdndnis in which God,
humanity, and the world are valued and experienced in the way that is set forth in the biblical
religion. I 12In other words, "het gaat om het mysterie van het Bloed en den Geest van Jezus Christus
als sacraal centrum van het politiek - cultureele gemeenebest ... Het kruis van Golgotha staat in het
middelpunt.,,113
But what exactly does it mean to say that the state with the Bible is the state that has Christ as its sacral
centre?
All history is self-transcendent, i.e. it has purpose, it is aiming at fulfilment. I 14In terms ofthe state, we
have called this vocational consciousness. This sacral centre essentially provides the Seinsverstandnis
ofthe state. But the sacral centre always claims to be ultimate. That is, it claims to have or to bring the
ultimate toward which history runs. Without the truth, the state inevitably absolutizes itselfas God. As
there is no doubt that the state is instituted by God, i.e. is a manifestation of the kingdom, we must say,
With Tillich, that the ambiguities of vocational consciousness are caused by the tension between the
kingdom of God realized in history and the kingdom as expected. When the fragmentary fulfilment of
the aim of history within history is absolutized demonic consequences result. I 15In other words, nonultimate realities are made ultimate. The only remedy against this is to understand Jesus as the Christ,
as the central manifestation ofthe kingdom of God in history. Then the ultimate of the state's vocational
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consciousness would indeed be the ultimate. I 16This idea is so important that it must be properly
understood. Thus we can also express it as follows:
Jesus as the Christ is the autobasileia, he himself is the kingdom of God, he is completely obedient to
the Father. I 17In other words he sacrifices himself as a particular individual to himself as the bearer of
the New Being. He submits completely to God and is therefore the criterion against all forms of the
demonic, i.e. against the distortion of identifying a particular fragmentary and ambiguous manifestation
of the kingdom with the kingdom itself.

What then is the place of the church? Well, we have seen that the church is the representative of the
kingdom (although not identical to it). In this context we can say that the function of the church is to
keep the message of the Bible, i.e. God's truth, in front of the 'eyes' of the state. In practice this means
that the church must be critical of the state.
The church has been given the authentic vision of the truth I 18and it is obligated to hold this continually
before the state, in order that it be realized in the state. 119The church is not the symbol of the state's
self-deification as is often the case in pagan religion and philosophy. Whenever the state absolutizes
something that is not ultimate the church is critical. Tillich writes: "World history is judged by the
churches in their capacity as the embodiment of the Spiritual Community."!"

Van Ruler writes that

Yahweh, the God ofIsrael, the Creator who is in no way identical with His creation is the great critic.
He is never satisfied. This attitude is also characteristic of the church. The church can never be fully
satisfied nor assent to what happens in the state, in society and culture, as sin is so deeply ingrained in
it.121"Zij stelt zichzelf daarom steeds ook in een kritiserende verhouding tot de staat.,,122
In fact we can say that "primarily and above all salvation is judgement passed upon world history.,,123
Van Ruler explains this by saying: "Het optreden van de kerk in de wereld is een voortdurend

This ultimate is nothing other than the social ideal and can be expressed in many different forms of
vocational consciousness, depending on the time and place.
116

117

See chapter two.

118 Tillich notes: "Truth is not universal but identical with the historical fact Jesus Christ. It cannot be
discovered by a methodological approach but only by faith and obedience. And it cannot be discovered always
and everywhere but only in the unique historical community, the church." PE, p. 31.

119ThW, I, pp. 201, 212-213; CTTP, pp. 178, 194.
120 ST, III, p. 383. Tillich is not implying that there is a world history which is a coherent and continuous
history of the all-embracing historical group 'mankind.' Particular histories, centred in the political structure
of the state, are the main content of world history." Therefore we must look at these particular histories in our
Consideration of the relation of the kingdom of God to world history." In other words he is talking about the
relation of church and state in the quote above about judgement. ST, III, p. 311; cf. pp. 382-383.
121

See the discussion of culture and sin in chapter four.

122ThW, VI, pp. 128-129; CTTP, p. 152.
123

KOGH, p. 124.
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heksenprcces."!"

This judgement

consists not only in prophetic words but also in prophetic

withdrawals from the ambiguous situations in which world history moves. Churches which resign from
political power are more entitled to judge the ambiguities of political power than those which never saw
the questionable character of their own power politics. The Catholic judgement against communism,
however justified it may be in itself, necessarily evokes the suspicion that it is done as a struggle
between two competing power groups, each making ultimate claims for its particular validity. Protestant
criticism is not free of this deception but instead is open to the question whether the criticism is done

in the name of man's ultimate concern or in the name of a particular political group which uses
religious judgement for its pol itical-economical purposes. The judgement of a Protestant group against
communism may be equally as justified and equally as questionable as that of the Catholic group. "But
it can have first undergone the test of its honesty, this test being that it has first brought judgement
against the churches themselves, even in their basic structure.v"
The church and the state exist under the judgement of the biblical message of Jesus as the Christ.
Precisely this is the notion of the state with the Bible where the church represents the kingdom and
"welke beide naar de bijbelluisteren en op het rijkt gericht zijn."!" This is simply the idea that life must
be lived historically as eschatologically directed toward the kingdom of God. The state is essentially
historical, it has a vocational consciousness, it is directed at something. The church must ensure that
the state remains historical. Thus Tillich writes that the Church, as the community of those who live
in the light of the ultimate meaning of existence, "is the power which gives meaning to historical life
as a whole."!" To clarify this we will use the example of nationalism.
Nationalism means that the national and historical reality known as the 'nation' is posited as an
absolute, that is, it constitutes the Supreme Good to all who belong to it. This also means that all who
do not belong to this nation are excluded from a share in this Supreme Good. In the biblical view of
history the Supreme Good and the criterion of all historical existence is the kingdom of God, in which
all national divisions have been removed, but to nationalism the self-assertion of the nation over against
every other is the Supreme Good and the criterion by which human historical existence is measured.
Thus in nationalism the emphasis upon space which is characteristic of paganism (see chapter one) is
restored, in contrast to the emphasis on time in Christianity. The church must reveal the demonic
character of the nationalistic system of values as such. Above all it must show that with the elevation
of a definite space, race and nation to the rank of the ultimate, history as such has been abandoned,

124 RP, p. 175; cf. p. 172; VV, p. 154. Tillich writes: "The Church, however, is under obligation to bear
formal witness against the destructive consequences of the 'demonic' forces of the present day and their
heretical foundations." KOGH, p. 133.

This is a test that the Roman Church would never be able to undergo. For her church history is sacred
history without any restriction in principle, although restrictions may be invoked with respect to individual
members and particular events. ST, III, p. 383.
125

126

VV, p. 160.

127

KOGH, p. 121.
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spacial co-ordination and division have triumphed over temporal direction towards a goal.!" This is,
"de meest radicale cultuurkritiek, die denkbaar is.,,!29There is no perfectionism. Perhaps one can say
that the main impact of church history on world history is that it produces an uneasy conscience in those
that have received the impact of the New Being but follow the ways of the old being. "Christian
civilization is not the Kingdom of God, but it is a continuous reminder of it."!"
This brings us to our final discussion: theocracy (Van Ruler) or theonomy (Tillich) as the result of the
manifestation of the kingdom of God in culture.

5.5

Justice and the Social Ideal

We have seen how the message of the church is essentially related to culture in terms of truth and in
terms ofthe actualization of true human nature. Now we must look at the relation of church and culture
in terms of the actualization of the kingdom of God, understood as the social ideal, by the state. In order
to do this we will begin by looking at the nature of justice.

What is justice? Aristotle defines justice as ius suum cuique tribuere. This is proportional justice that
giVesto everything proportionally what it deserves.!" This is a calculatingjustice measuring the power
of being of all things in terms of what shall be given to them or what shall be withheld from them.132
Now Tillich and Van Ruler agree with this definition.l"

but they ask how one is to measure the

essential nature, or power of being of any person or part of reality. Certainly, the basis of justice is the
intrinsic claim for justice of everything that has being. The intrinsic claim of a tree is different from the
intrinsic claim of a person. The claims for justice based on the different forms in which the power of
being (i.e. God's will) actualizes itself are different. But they are just claims if they are adequate to the
power of being on which they are based. Justice is first of all a claim raised silently or vocally by a
being on the basis of its power of being. It is an intrinsic claim, expressing the form in which a thing
or a person is actualized. But how do we know what is adequate to the essence of something or
someone? What is the criterion of this proportional justice? In order to answer this question one must
ask what is the ultimate intrinsic claim for justice in a being. "The answer is: Fulfilment within the unity
of universal fulfilment. The religious symbol for this is the kingdom ofGod."J34 And Van Ruler writes

J28KOGH, pp. 134-135; VV, pp. 145-146; DG, pp. 56-58; GCW, pp. 30-31; CITP, p. 127. This will
be discussed in more detail in the section on justice, below.
129RP, p. 172.
130 ST, III, pp. 383-384. The fragmentary and preliminary nature of this reality will be discussed in the
section on justice below.
131

Nicomachean Ethics, V, 3.

132

LPJ, p. 63.

133

TbW, IV, p. 44; LPJ, pp. 63-64.

134LPJ, p. 65; cf. p. 63.
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that "de gerechtigheid van God prim air in het kader van het rijk staat ... Er is v66r alles zijn
rijkshandelen.v"

And he asks: what is the relationship between the law, that is, the decalogue and the

lex naturalis, which is, or at least was, written on the heart of man? Is, or was, the lex naturalis only
written on the heart of man? Is it not also written in the structure of reality? Is this not also the justice
of God? Is the structure of reality, that is, the natural law, not a reflection that God creates in accordance
with his essence? Does the goodness of God, as Creator, not depend on this idea? Van Ruler gives a
positive answer to all these questions.':"
This means that the will of God, or the eschatological kingdom of God is the basis of the intrinsic claim
for justice of everything that has being. Thus it is not correct to say that the justice of God is the
negation of proportional justice. However, there is some truth in this idea. What would be the
proportional justice deserved by the sinner? What other than being lost for eternity?':" However, we are
jumping ahead. We first need to clarify the relationship between justice and the kingdom, then between
justice, sin, love and the cross, then between justice and structure, and finally between justice and the
vocational consciousness of the state.

5.5.1 Justice and the Kingdom of God

What is the relationship between justice and the eschatological kingdom of God? Van Ruler writes:

"Waar het in de bijbelse toekomstverwachting

om gaat, dat is het sociale ideaal: de nieuwe

aarde, waarop eindelijk gerechtigheid woont ... Buiten en boven het sociale ideaal is er niets.
Daarin straalt het beeld van God op: in de samenleving van de mensen, waarin de lijnen van de
goddelijke liefde en het goddelijke recht van de gerechtigheid en de bannhartigheid, van de
goddelijke vreugde zijn getrokken.?':"

In a similar vein, Tillich writes: "If the prophetic message is true, there is nothing 'beyond' religious
socialism.,,139That is, there is nothing more important than the social ideal where true justice dwells this is the kingdom of God. In order to understand this relationship between the kingdom and justice,
that is, the kingdom as the social ideal where real justice dwells, we must look at the following four

"Het gaat in alles om de oprichting, eventueel om het herstel, van het rijk van God in de buiten zijn
Wezen in het aanzijn geroepen en voor zijn aangezicht geponeerde en gehouden werkelijkheid, anders gezegd:
om de vorming van deze werkelijkheid tot zijn rijk." ThW, IV, p. 42.
135

•
136 Th W, IV, p. 42. Tillich writes: "The divine law ... is the structure of reality and of everything in it,
Including the structure of the human mind. In so far as it is this, it is natural law, the law of continuous creation,
the justice of being in everything." LPJ, p. Ill.
137

LPJ, p. 65, 66; ThW, IV, p. 44.

138

Th W, II, pp. 231, 232.

139

TTOPT, p. 13.
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characteristics of the kingdom.
In the first place, the kingdom has a political connotation. God rules. He is the king. The kingdom of
God is not so much a realm in which God rules as it is the controlling power itself which belongs to
God and which he will assume after the victory over his enemies.!"

"In het eschatologische

bliksemlicht ontwaren wij dat de gansche existentie en alle werkelijkheid in het handel en Gods staat."!"
Thus the kingdom is the controlling power of existence. Creation does not have its own ontological
essence, but stands in the' controlling power' of the kingdom.

142

The political connotation of the kingdom is the connotation of power. As such, it is a cosmic symbol
and applies to all reality.

143

In the second place we must say that the kingdom is social. It is the social ideal in which real justice
dwells. It is a society of mankind living together along the guidelines ofpeace and justice.

144

This social

element is a permanent reminder that there is no holiness without the holy of what ought to be, the
unconditional moral imperative of justice.

145

Historically and eschatologically, justice is the foundation

of the world.l'"

In the third place, the kingdom has a personalistic element. The kingdom gives eternal meaning to the
individual person. The kingdom is not the extinction but the fulfilment of humanity in every human
individual.

147

We have discussed this separately in terms of the humanitas and christianitas, but it is

important to note that the importance of the individual is implied in the present discussion. The
actualization of the humanitas via the christianitas is ultimately, or abstractly, the actualization of
justice, as applied to the individual.
In the fourth place, the kingdom is universalistic. It is not only a kingdom of people, it involves the

140

ST, III, p. 358.

141

VW, p. 53; ThW, VI, pp. 77-79. Thus the New Testament gospel is primarily a political matter. ThW,

II, p. 232.
142 See chapter one. This is the point of identity between the structure of the social and the structure of
the physical world. LPJ, p. 7.
143

The importance of this idea will become apparent when we discuss the relationship between justice

and power.
144

Th W, II, pp. 231-232; ST, III, p. 358.

145

ST, III, p. 358.

146 ThW, IV, p. 41; VI, p. 80-81; GCW, pp. 18-24; CTTP, pp. 115-121. The importance of this idea will
become apparent when we discuss the relationship between justice and love.
147

ST, III, p. 358; PE, p. 30; Th W, II, pp. 230-231; VI, p. 81
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fulfilment of life under all dimensions.l'" All history contributes to the kingdom.
all reality, and how reality is structured and directed.

150

149

Justice applies to

This leads us to the relationship betweenjustice

and power.

5.5.2

Justice and Power

Justice is the structural form of power.

151

Creation or life unites dynamics with form. Everything real

has a form, be it an atom, be it the human mind. That which has no form has no being. At the same
time, everything real drives beyond itself. It is not satisfied with the form in which it finds itself. It
urges toward a more embracing, ultimately to the all embracing form, i.e. the eschatological kingdom
of God. Everything wants to grow. It wants to increase its power of being in forms which include and
Conquer more non-being. Metaphorically speaking, one could say that the atom wants to become a
molecule, the molecule a crystal, the crystal a cell, the cell a centre of cells, the plant animal, the animal
man, man a state, the state a social ideal, etc. In other words, everything is determined by ultimate
fulfilment in the eschatological kingdom of God.152
Justice is the form or structure of creation, in which being-itself manifests itself. This means that justice
is not a social category far removed from ontological inquiries, but it is a category without which no
ontology is possible. Tillich quotes the following examples from the history of philosophy with
approval: In the vision in which Parmenides receives the answer to the philosophical question, it is dike,
the goddess of justice, who introduces him into the truth about being. This is an archaic ontology of
justice. Heraclitus, in his words about the logos, the law which determines the movement ofthekosmos,

applies the concept of the logos both to the laws of nature and to the laws of the city. According to
Plato, justice is the uniting function in the individual man and in the social group. It is the embracing
fonn in both cases. Their power of being depends on it. In Stoicism it is the same logos which works
as physical law in nature and as moral law in the human mind. It judges as principle of justice all
Positive laws. It gave the Roman Stoics criteria for the formulation and administration of the Roman
law.153 Justice is the form in which the power of being actualizes itself, and it gives form to the
encounters of being with being. This form is to be understood in terms of the intrinsic claim of the
being. And this intrinsic claim is to be understood in terms of fulfilment within the unity of universal

148

ST, lll, pp. 358-359. This notion forms the basic theme of Van Ruler's book: De Vervulling van de

149

See chapter one.

Wet.
The importance of this point will become apparent when we discuss the relation betweenjustice and
the vocational consciousness of a state.
150
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Political Expectation, p. 99.
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LPJ, p. 54.

153

LPJ, p. 55.
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fulfilment, i.e. in the eschatological kingdom of God.154
This apologetic and philosophical manner of expression found in Tillich can be clarified by looking at
Van Ruler's more traditional expression of this relation between power and justice. The kingdom of
God is transcendent, that is, it is the omnipotence with which God deals with his world. The kingdom
is directed wholly and completely at this world. It is the almighty power with which God directs his
world. The world is not a separate 'being' or 'process.' The world is that which God does with it. The
kingdom is present as God's omnipotence.

155

This means that creation does not have its own essence in the manner of the entelechy. It finds its
essence in God, or more precisely it finds its essence in God's will, that is, in the eschatological
kingdom of God. It's form, and therefore its intrinsic claim for justice, as the actualization of its form,
is found in this kingdom.
This determines all things, that is, natural law is written in the structure of all things.

156

In other words,

the logos which determines all creation, applies both to the laws of nature and to the laws of the city.
We cannot accept the Aristotelian suum cuique as the final answer, we must ask the question of the
intrinsic claim and where it comes from.
"In het heele Oude en Nieuwe Testament is de gerechtigheid toch v66r alles dit, niet dat God
een ieder het zijne geeft, maar dat hij aan velen zichzelf geeft! En uit deze gerechtigheid staat
dan het heele recht op ... Het recht is eerst! Het recht Gods! ... in het recht is het leven; in het
recht Gods het leven der menschenkinderen. Dat is de ware bijbelsche formule! Niet: het recht
is de secundaire, uitwendige organisatie van het stroomende leven (dan is het recht een louter
formeele categorie). Maar: in het recht is het leven (dan is het recht een volop materieele
categorie).

,,157

Justice is a material category. It is not a social category that exists next to other social categories, (eg.
prosperity, culture, public worship, etc) or a merely formal category far removed from ontological
inqUiries, but rather a category without which no ontology is possible.l" It is the form of being, without
159

Which there would be no being, and it finds its basis in the will of GOd.

This leads us to a discussion of the relation between justice and love. We have seen that the kingdom
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LPJ, pp. 56, 63, 65.
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VW, pp. 38-47, 53.
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ThW, IV, p. 42.
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DG, p. 173.
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DG, pp. 172, 173.
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We will see the importance of this when we relate it to the vocational consciousness of the state.
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of God is the "uiteindelijke en heilrijke handelen Gods met deze wereld.,,160
We have just discussed this ultimate aspect - God provides the form of creation, which is the basis for
the intrinsic claim to justice of being. Now, we need to look at the soteriological aspect, i.e. the aspect
of love and how this is related to the form.

5.5.3

Justice and Love

All problems concerning the relation of love to power and justice become insoluble if love is
understood merely as emotion. Love would then be a sentimental addition to power and justice,
ultimately irrelevant, unable to change either the laws of justice or the structures of power. 161Love is
an ontological concept. God is love. "He who abides in love abides in God, and God abides in him."
(I John 4:16). God and love are not two realities; they are one. God's Being is the being of love and
God's infinite power of Being is the infinite power oflove.162 And since God is being-itself, we must
say that being-itself is love. This means that existence is being in actuality and love in the moving
power of life.l'" Being is not actual without the love that drives everything that is towards fulfilment.

160VW, p. 40; See chapter one.
161

LPJ, p. 24.

162

The New Being, p. 26.

163 Love is the ultimate basis ofform (or justice) in all creation. Boethius writes:
The world in constant change
Maintains a harmony,
And elements keep peace
Whose nature is to clash.
The sun in car of gold
Draws forth the rosy day,
And everting brings the night
When Luna holds her sway.
The tides in limits fixed
Confine the greedy sea;
No waves shall overflow
The rolling field and lea.
And all this chain of things
In earth and sea and sky
One ruler holds in hand:
If love relaxed the reins
All things that now keep peace
Would wage continual war
The fabric to destroy
Which unity has formed
With motions beautiful.
Love, too, holds peoples joined
By sacred bond of treaty,
And weaves the holy knot
Of marriage's pure love.
Love promulgates the laws
For friendship'S faithful bond.
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God directs all creation toward the eschaton. This is the ontological nature oflove. God is all powerful
and gives all things a purpose, but even in their estrangement and sin He does not forsake them. Love
is the drive toward the reunion of the separated. It unites the trend toward separation with the trend
toward reunion. This reunion presupposes separation of that which essentially belongs together. This
means that separation does not have the same ontological ultimacy as reunion. Separation presupposes
original unity. Unity embraces itself and separation, just as being comprises itself and non-being. It is
impossible to reunite that which is essentially separated. The absolutely strange cannot enter into a
communion. But the estranged is striving for reunion. Thus love cannot be described as the union of
the absolutely strange but as the reunion of the estranged. Estrangement presupposes original oneness.
Thus Van Ruler writes: "Als zij niet een zijn, dan worden ze ook nooit een.,,164That is, God created all
things according to his will, and saw that they were good. Furthermore, love manifests its greatest
power there where it overcomes the greatest separation. And the greatest separation is the moral
separation of creation from God, in sin.!"
In order to understand this discussion of the ontological nature of love and how it is related to justice,
Wemust look at what, noetically, comes first, that is, the cross of Christ.
"Het laatste woord is: liefde. Liefde tot alles wat de levende God op de aarde gesproken en gedaan heeft
en daarom liefde tot de gansche werkelijkheid. Want in dit eene woord - de liefde - wordt de geheele
Wet vervuld."!" In other words, "for God so loved the world that he gave his only Son ... that the world
might be saved through him." (John 3: 16-17).
In Jesus as the Christ we see the nature oflove as the reunion of the separated. This has been discussed
in chapter two. The point that we need to emphasis here is that justice is the forrn of love and love is
the moving power of justice.
Love does not add something strange to justice. Rather it is the ground, the power and the aim of
10ve.167This becomes clear when we look at the doctrine of justification.
In the first place, God's love is the reunion of the separated, not an ideal or a norm, but an historical
reality that has been posited in reality by God himself in the messianic act of his self-revelation. This
means that "Jezus de Christus m.a.w. de liefde is, de liefde Gods, in den zin van de liefde, waarmee God
ens liefheeft en in den zin van de liefde, waarmee wij God liefhebben.,,168Love is the moving power

o

happy race of men
If Love who rules the sky
Could rule your hearts as well!
The Consolation of Philosophy, p. 77.

164DG, p. 45.
165ST, III, pp. 279, 281; LPJ, p. 25; DG, p. 45.
166VW, p. 535.
167TC, p. 144; Th W, IV, p. 42. That is, the gospel exists for the sake of the law and justification for the
sake of sanctification.
168DG, p. 177; cf. Het Leven Een Feest, Callenbach, Nijkerk, 1972, pp. 51, 126.
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and "the Cross of Christ is the symbol ofthe divine love, participating in the destruction into which it
throws him who acts against love. This is the meaning of atoncment.Y"

In the second place, the central aspect of this reality of God's love in history is the setting up of the
justice and the law of God in the reconciliation of the guilt of sin. 170 The essence of our salvation lies
in reconciliation

and justification. Reconciliation is to be understood in terms of expiatio. Sin is

reconciled by the satisfaction of the law of God. There is satisfactio vicaria. On the one hand in the
oboedientia passiva: the mediator accepts the judgement that hangs over the world. On the other hand,
in the oboedientia activa: finally there is a place in created reality that pleases God adfundum. And
justification is not a process in which the sinner is made just, but a forensic declaration, that is, a
jUridical act of God in which the sinner is accepted as justified.!"
The atoning sacrifice of Christ is a satisfaction of God's justice, that is, the meaning of atonement is
to be found not in the removal of guilt, but in God's justice.l" Thus, "justification by grace is the
highest form of divine justice."!" The symbol of justification is the final expression ofthe unity oflove
and justice in God. It points to the the unconditional validity ofthe structures of justice but at the same
time to the divine act in which love conquers the immanent consequences of the violation of justice.
The ontological unity of love and justice is manifest in Jesus as the justification of the sinner, and in
relation to the sinner is called grace.!"
Tillich therefore states that this anselmian doctrine of atonement implies the ontological insight that
"ultimately love must satisfy justice in order to be real love, and that justice must be elevated into unity
with love in order to avoid the injustice of eternal destruction."!" And Van Ruler says that "naar mijn
ll1zicht het recht de eigenlijke substantie van de liefde is en dat de liefde het gebouw is, dat ... om de
gebinten van het recht Gods is heengebouwd."!"

Thus there are two aspects of the relationship between justice and love that we must look at.
On the one hand,justice is a creative or transforming reality. At this point we cannot get anywhere with
the Aristotelian idea of proportional justice. What proportion does the sinner deserve? 177
"J ustice means more than proportional justice. It means creative justice and is expressed in the divine
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grace which forgives in order to reunite."!" Because of sin, justice can only be understood on the basis
of love as grace. The justice of God is a redeeming justice. The iustitia is a iustitia salvifica. It has a
soteriological nature.I79 The exercise of justice is the working of God's love, resisting and breaking
what is against lovc."" Creation exists and continues to exist on the basis of this love. "De liefde is de
vorm, die ons geschonken is, om elkaar en de gerichten Gods te kunnen verdragen."!"

On the other hand, however, we must not forget that the basis of justice is the intrinsic claim of creation
and this claim is to be understood on the basis of the kingdom. Justice is that side of love that affirms
l

the independent right of subject and object within the love relation. Love does not destroy the freedom
of the beloved and does not violate the structures of the beloved's individual and social existence.
Neither does love surrender the freedom of him who loves, and it does not violate the structure of his
existence. Love as the reunion of those who are separate does not distort or destroy in its union. "Divine
love includes the justice which acknowledges and preserves the freedom and the unique character of
the beloved. It does justice to man while it drives him toward fulfilmcnt.v'YIn

other words, justice is

the structural form of love.IS3 Without this justice there is no reuniting love, because there is nothing
to unite.!"
Van Ruler writes: "De grondgedachte

blijft, dat er een orde tussen God en mens is. Hun verhouding

is

Centraal ook juridisch gestrucrureerd.v" Thus the biblical idea of justice cannot be understood onesidedlyas soteriological. The ontological quality must be respected. There is not only gospel, there is
also law. There is not only grace, there is also justice. There is not only redemption, there is also
creation. 186
This brings us back to the idea that "in het recht is het leven."!" Justice is not a secondary, external,
f0TI11alorganization of life. It is the basis of creation. Justice comes first and it is the structural form of
love.
Tillich sums up the relationship between love and justice: "Love does not do more than justice
demands, but love is the ultimate principle of justice. Love reunites; justice preserves what is to be
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united. It is the form in which and through which love performs its work. Justice in its ultimate meaning
is creative justice, and creative justice is the form of reuniting love."!" With this we can return to our
definition of the kingdom as "het uiteindelijke en heilrijke handelen Gods met deze wereld.,,189Thus
we can understand power in relation to love and justice. The power of God is that he overcomes
estrangement and sin, not that he prevents it. Symbolically speaking, he takes it upon himself. That is
the meaning of atonement. 190Power is being actualizing itself over against the threat of non-being. 191
Being-itself takes non-being into itself and overcomes it. This is the gospel of the cross. Thus, Van
Ruler says: "Het rijk Gods is het heilrijke handelen Gods, waardoor hij deze wereld redt uit het
verderf.?"" The power of being to exist and to continue to exist can only be understood on the basis of
love and justice. Love provides the means, justice provides the form.l'" We are now in a position to
discuss the social implications of the justice posited by the state. Thus we have arrived at the critical
point of our discussion: the relationship between justice and the vocational consciousness of the state.

5.5.4

Justice and the Power of the State

We have already discussed the idea of vocational consciousness in the section on the theological
significance of the state. 194The task that confronts us now is to relate the concept of justice (determined
by the kingdom) that we have just worked out, to this vocational consciousness of the state.

In the first instance we must look at the political theory of the social contract. The liberal idea of the
state is simply based on a purely human, technical, external and rational organization of community,
and denies the existential necessity and actual inevitability of the sacral centre of a politically ordered
community. 195
But is this possible? Can the state leave culture, including economics and education to itself? Should
the state resign its power and therefore its justice? That is, should justice be separated from power?
Surely this would lead either to anarchy or to the emergence of a new power structure which posits it's
own justice (i.e. in forming a society according to its principles)?
We have defined the state in terms of justice and power. The isolation of justice from the state would
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is always based on a decision

that has been made by that

structure, that is, it is based on its power of being.
Justice cannot be separated from power. This means that the power of the state includes justice, that
is, the power of the state is its power to form the community
the state cannot abstain from determining
example, and in the administration
relating to the structuring

society on the basis of justice. Even in taxation policies,
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are necessarily

determined

by the vocational

consciousness
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for example,

pedagogy

an autonomous

of the state.
e.g. in education,

pedagogy

in the sense of independence

would

to unite the nation. The

not work because

from world view and confession

there is no
or faith in its

truth?" Therefore if the purpose is not provided by the state it will be provided from another source,
e.g. positive traditions or by arbitrary decisions serving the will to power.202 Either way, the state would
then be giving up its power or sovereignty

to another group.?" This other group would either split the

unity of the nation or provide the forming influence
then become the national authority

of the spiritual values. That is, the group would

that determines the structure of the nation. It would become the

state.
In the economic realm the state must define the goal and the unity of the social formation of production.
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that has the

power ofjustice.,,204 That is, the structure, or justice, of the nation would then be determined by another
group, and that group would take on the characteristics

of the state.

Thus far, we have only justified the idea that a state is necessarily
we need to see the place oflove.

the union of justice and power. Now

That is, we need to see why the vocational

consciousness

of the state

needs to be based on Jesus as the Christ, in order to be truly just.

5.5.5

The Power of the State and Love
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bepaald visioen neer. De tabellen van de belastingtarieven

ztjn daarvan het meest sprekende

voorbeeld. ,,206
The power of the state expresses itself in the laws that structure the nation. The relation of man and
wife, parents and children, relatives and strangers, members of the same local group, citizens of the
same nation, and so on, are ordered by rules which, consciously or unconsciously, seek to express some
form of justice. This is also true of the conquering group to the conquered within the same social
context. The justice given to a slave is still justice, however unjust slavery may be from a higher point
of view. The social group would not have being without form. "And the social group's form is
determined by the understanding of justice effective in the groUp.,,207
The point that we need to be aware of is that there is no neutrality in the state's application of justice
to the nation. The orientation of the state (neutral, nihilist, materialist, racist, pagan or Christian) has
208
a direct impact on the direction of human life.
Ultimately the state is faced with a choice "tusschen de mythe van het bloed en den geest van den
mensch eenerzijds en het mysterie van het Bloed en den Geest van Jezus ChristuS.,,209Either one finds
the spiritual foundations for the state in the Bible or one finds it in the individual and communal life
of man himself. Nazi Germany found the meaning in 'the blood.' Western countries, as far as they seek
meaning, look for meaning in the spirit. But this is not different in principle. The spirit (with a small
s) is a variation of the 'blood.' The norms, values, ideals, tendencies and standards are variations of the
myths of blood, race, soil, kingdom and history."?
If anything from the spirit of man establishes itself as ultimate, it becomes demonic, an idol. All things
have the power of pointing to the ultimate, but when they are considered holy in themselves they are
anti-divine. A nation which looks upon itself as holy is correct in so far as everything can become a
vehicle of man's ultimate concern, but the nation is incorrect in so far as it considers itself to be
inherently holy.211This ultimate is not truly ultimate because it does not transcend relative interests and
Concerns. It tries to invest a particular loyalty with unconditional validity.i" Van Ruler writes: "De
daemoniseering van den staat bestaat in zijn zelfbeschouwing

als werkstuk en woonstede van de

goden.,,213This is a description of a pagan state, as well as a description of the danger facing a
christianized state. The pagan state has an ultimate concern which it has derived from its own
understanding of reality and it sees itself as the representative of this ultimate. Thus it is the creation
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and the dwelling place of the gods.!"
In this sense, nationalism is a return to paganism.i" The problem is that this always distorts justice:

"Men vreest er de ergste gevaren van: gewetensdwang, godsdienstvervolging,

dictatuur en

tyrannie. Daar zal wel wat van aan zijn. Vooral wanneer men mistast en verkeerd kiest en niet
de volle bijbelsche godskennis laat praevaleeren boven de waandenkbeelden van het eigen bloed
of den eigen geest, zal het tot dergelijke verschrikkelijke dingen kornen."?"

A closer examination of nationalism will allow us to see why it necessarily leads to these terrible things
of tyranny and religious persecution.
Nationalism means that the national and historical reality known as the 'nation' is posited as an
absolute, that is, it constitutes the Supreme Good to all who belong to it. This also means that all who
do not belong to the nation are excluded from a share in it.217
In the first place, this means that, in principle, no other nation is recognized as a just reality. Every
group that in fact exists outside is incorporated into the unity of the state the moment it enters the
horizon, in potestatem redigitur. This is the pagan and nationalistic imperialistic robber state.i" This
can only lead to a meaningless war. That is, the exercise of power without justice destroys the object
219

of compulsion instead of working towards its fulfilment.

In the second place, the individual and the community are dehumanized when the structure ofthe nation
is determined by human ideology. The determination of spiritual goods by the nationalist state (i.e.
propaganda) makes the individual a part of an all-embracing machine manned by anonymous and
demonic forces. It creates standardised human beings conditioned by radio, movies, newspapers and
educational adjustment for a subpersonal fitness to this immense process.
The loss of personality is interdependent with the loss of community. Only personalities can have
COlllinunity. Depersonalized beings have social interrelations.
All of this is canied through more radically in the totalitarian systems, and when the power of a state
falls into the hands of unchecked dictators - visible or invisible ones - a complete dehumanization
would occur. This dehumanization
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determined by Jesus as the Christ.i" Whenever the state seeks its root purely in humanity itself, and
seeks to implement this in the life of the nation, then it is in danger of becoming rigidified in the
absolutisms of reason, the ideas of the spirit, the passions of the blood, or the cosmic context of
humanity. "Deze demonieen, die in de mens - op zichzelf gesteld of als moment in het kosmische zijn
opgesloten - schuilen onderschatte men niet in hun gevaarlijke consequenties juist voor de politieke
vonngeving van het gezamenlijke leven.,,221

In the third place, this results in a dictatorship where the dictator is practically deified, whether as the
representative of the ruling power or as an individual. With its totalitarian claims the state will impose
quasi-religious decrees in the manner of taboos and the church will either be destroyed or forced to
conform to the state. These implications of the exercise of absolute power force the church into a
campaign of direct resistence and they provoke those who hold the Christian and prophetic view of
222

history to make a vigorous protest against this demonic exercise of power.

Thus we have either

theocracy or persecution of the church.i"
This brief discussion of nationalism is only meant as an indication of the final logical possibility that
is inherent in nationalism. Also, although this discussion is based to a large extent on the nationalsocialism of Germany, it is not specifically about national-socialism

or fascism, but an attempt to

penetrate and take seriously, what lies behind these systems. As such it does not only apply to the
danger inherent in the deification (and therefore tyranny) of blood and soil, but refers to the danger
inherent in the deification (i.e. the raising of something to the level of the ultimate good) of any form
of human ideology, including the deification of the greatest number or of the general interest?"
In all of these instances justice is separated from power. If the totalitarian state dehumanizes those for
the sake of whom it enforces its laws, their form is deformed and their intrinsic claim to justice is
denied. The power ofthe state then disregards the intrinsic claim of a being to be acknowledged as what
it is in the context of all being. This ultimately weakens the power of the state. The "nationalistic form
of reintegration, when regarded from the Christian ... point of view ..., actually represents the most
advanced stage of disintegration. Nationalism must be unmasked and attacked by those who hold the
Christian and prophetic view of history as a kind of false 'prophecy'

in the sense of the Old
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5.5.6

The State and the Kingdom of God

We have seen that the state is always ordered by a particular vision of reality, and we have seen the final
or logically ultimate consequences of an incorrect or ideological vision.
What is the solution to this problem? How can the demonisation of the state be avoided? Tillich
answers: "The Church ... is under obligation to bear formal witness against the destructive consequences
of the 'demonic' forces of the present day and their heretical foundations.t'i" This means that "de staat
pas door de kerk tot zijn ware wezen komt. De staat wordt door de openbaring ontdaemoniseerd.v'"
In order to see what this means in practice, we will look at the vocational consequences of the state in
terms of the dialectic we have discussed above, i.e. power, love and justice. This is in accordance with
the trinitarian structure of this work. The idea of power is to be understood in terms ofthe eschatology
outlined in chapter one.
In the first place, this means that the kingdom of God is the controlling power of existence. Ontology
is eschatological and eschatology is ontological.
The 'Almighty God' is the first subject of the Christian credo. This omnipotence is the divine power
through which God is creative in and through everything in every moment. The Almighty God is the
omniactive God that always directs everything toward its fulfilment.228
The kingdom of God must be understood on this basis. It is the overwhelming power with which God
works with his world. The kingdom is nothing other than the fact that God does something with this
world. And this kingdom is victorious over all historical, cosmic and demonic powers.i" This does not
mean that these powers are destroyed but that they cannot thwart the aim of history. The symbol
'kingdom of God' expresses the majesty and overwhelming controlling power of God with respect to
this world.i" God is ultimately in control.
Furthermore, this control applies to all history. There is no dualism in existence. The kingdom of God
cannot be dualistically separated from time, space and causality. It is not the same as time, space and
causality, it transcends them, but it does not exclude them. There is a multidimensional unity of life.
Dualities such as: internal and external, material and spiritual, body and soul, cosmos and ethos, are
only apparent dualities, and can be resolved by means of dialectics or by a closer examination. The
kingdom of God determines all history and therefore includes the determination of matter, spirit, ethos,
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etc.231
In the second place, we must look at the relationship between politics and history.
We have seen that history is the history of states.i" We have also seen that politics constitutes the
orientation of the state. The state consists of social, economic, cultural and religious elements, but the
political realm is always predominant because it is constitutive of historical existence.r"
Thus culture finds its kernel in the political ordering of life. This does not mean that all culture is
political. And also not that all culture is produced by the state. Even when the greatest possible political
space is left open for the arts, the social-economic realm and the moral-spiritual life, it becomes
apparent that the real decision regarding these things is taken in politics, in the manner in which the
state is determined, ordered and formed.i"
The kernel of hi story lies in the political realm. And this political realm is to be understood in terms of
vocational consciousness (Tillich) or sacral centre (Van Ruler).The political realm is always directed
by a specific understanding of reality and by a specific vision for the nation. The state always has an
ultimate concern.
This leads us to the third, and the most important point in this context: the relationship between the
vocational consciousness of the state and the power of the kingdom of God.
There is no such thing as an objective existence that is indifferent to God. We never live merely in the
first and second dimension of our existence. We never live merely in dead matter and the form we give
to it. We constantly live in the third dimension, on the divine mountain peak and in the demonic abyss.
This holds true of all our activities, even those that are apparently the most secular. This applies
especially to the state. If it is not obedient to God then it will fall under demonic control.j"
Van Ruler writes: "De politiek is dan ook nooit zuiver een stuk cultuur in den menschelijken zin van
het woord. Zij heeft deel aan die derde dimensie van de verhouding van den mensch tot God, of anders
gezegd: van het koninkrijk Gods in het vleesch.,,236
The state is the hard kernel of what we mean by 'world,' that is, it is the kernel of the political forming
of the world. And this kernel is essentially related to the kingdom of God.
What does this mean with respect to power? What does the Bible mean when it refers to the state

231 Tillich discusses this in terms of the multidimensional
unity of creation in ST, III, pp. 17-30, and in
terms of the relation of the kingdom to all history in ST, III, pp. 3) 3-326. Van Ruler rejects this dualism in VW,
pp. 35-38; cf. RP, pp. 308-310. This rejection of dualism has been indicated throughout this work.
232 See The Theological Significance of the State, in chapter four. There is , unavoidably, some overlap
in our discussion of the state. Therefore, we will only briefly indicate the important points.
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authorities and says: "You are gods!" (Psalm 82:6)? The essential elements of the state are: the order
-,

that it maintains in the midst of chaos, that is the precondition for all human life;237the totalitarian
character of its ordering of society; the, in principle, exclusion of the power of citizens to decide
whether they want to belong to the community of the state or not;238its power and power of compulsion
that essentially belongs to it, so that the state can decide about the life of a citizen (e.g. in the death
penalty, prison sentence and military service) - all these and similar elements give something divine
to the character of the state. It is not simply a human institution. "Er moet gesproken worden van het
goddelijk karakter van het overheidsgezag.t'"
But what is the relationship between the power of the state and its divine character? Well, they are the
same thing! This can be clarified if we look at the concept of justice. The state is the power of a
community that realizes itselfin the positing of justice, that is, in the forming of the national life. The
state is a community tempered by justice and therefore the political form of the state belongs to the
essence of power itself.i" If the power of the state had no form it would not exist, at the most it would
be a senseless chaos. Thus the state is "bedwinging van de chaos.,,241This justice of the state is given
central expression in the vocational consciousness of the state. The state is essentially defined by its
sacral centre. The nation is essentially structured around the state, as the kernel of authority. A nation
is an ordered reality. There is an essential connection between the power of a state and its justice. But
We have still not seen why this power comes from God.
Van Ruler writes that,
"het vo1k een eigenaardig geheel van gezagskringen
gezagskringen,

is. Er zijn verschillende, disparate

en die hooren organisch, vanzelfsprekend

bijeen, omdat zij eigenaardige

eenheden vonnen vanwege de taa1 en de geschiedenis en het lot, de zed en en de tradities, het
bloed en den bodem enz. In deze bijeenvoeging zit inkrimping en uitbreiding, integratie en
desintegratie. Het is niet zoo, dat er eerst een substraat van ongevormd, massief, diffuus,
amorph nationaalleven is, dat dan later in banden en vormen geslagen wordt ... Maar het is zoo,
dat er pas waarlijk leven is, als er ordening is.,,242
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Because of sin man would be a wolf to his fellow man if there was no authority to impose law and

order.
238 That is, if I am born in a particular state, I have no choice but to accept its laws. Of course, one could
apply to become a citizen of a different state, but then one would be forced to accept its laws.
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Tillich explains this for us by pointing out that in every power structure eros relations underlie the
organizational form. Power through administering and enforcing the law, or power through imposing
law by conquest, presupposes a central power group whose authority is acknowledged at least silently;
otherwise it would not have the support necessary for enforcement and conquest. A withdrawal of such
silent acknowledgement by the supporters of a power structure undercuts it:

"The support is based on an experience of belonging, a form of communal eros which does not
exclude struggles for power within the supporting group but which unites it against other groups
... Blood relations, language, traditions and memories create many forms of eros which make
the power structure possible. Preservation by enforcement and increase by conquest follow, but
do not produce, the historical power of a groUp.,,243

In order to understand why this justice and power of the state are grounded in God, we must take a
closer look at this' communal eros' that underlies the organizational form of the state. Van Ruler writes:
"Dit organisch gelede, corporatief gevormde, als gezagskring om de overheid gesmede volksleven is
de vervulling van de existentie op aarde. De mensch is mensch - in gemeenschap.Y"
This means that the silent acknowledgement received by a ruling group from the whole cannot be
understood without an element which is derived neither from justice nor from power but from love,
namely from love under the guidance of its eros and ph ilia qualities. It is the experience of community
within the group. Every nation is a community and the state, as the ruling minority, not only expresses
the power and justice of the nation, it also expresses and represents the communal spirit of the group,
its ideals and valuations, it represents the sacral centre or vocational consciousness of the nation. Every
organism, natural as well as social, is a power of being and a bearer of an intrinsic claim for justice
because it is based on some form of reuniting love. It removes as organism the separateness of some
parts of the world. The cell of a living body, the members of a family, the citizens of a nation, are
examples. This communal self-affirmation is the spirit of the nation, the vocational consciousness. It
is expressed in all its utterances, in its laws and institutions, in its symbols and myths, in its ethical and
cultural forms. This sacral centre of the nation guarantees the permanence ofthe power structure more
than the strictest methods of enforcement. It guarantees the 'silent acknowledgement'

of the ruling

group by the nation. "In this way, the power and justice of being in a social group is dependent on the
spirit of the community,

and this means on the uniting love which creates and sustains the

community.,,245 The states not only subject, they also unite. And in so far as they are able to do this,
they are not without love. Therefore, those who are subjected, acknowledge silently, that they have
become participants of a superior power of being and meaning. If this acknowledgement vanishes
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because the uniting power of the empire, its strength, and its vocational consciousness vanish, the
empire comes to an end. Its power of being disintegrates and external or internal attacks only execute
what is already decided.i"
Therefore "it must be stated that power as power is one with love.,,247Love is the urge for the reunion
of the separated, the drive of everything separated toward that to which it belongs. It is a universal love
for everything that exists. And whenever power supports such reunion, power performs the work of
love. It does so in all small or large communities, in a flock of birds, in a family, in a town, in a tribe,
in a state, and ultimately, in the universal reunion of everything that is in the eschatological kingdom
ofGod.248
This, in tum, can only be understood on the basis of the cross of Christ. Tillich writes:

"The power of God is that He overcomes estrangement, not that He prevents it; that He takes
it, symbolically speaking, upon Himself, not that He remains in a dead identity with Himself.
This is the meaning of the age-old symbol of the god participating in creatively suffering, a
symbol which in Christianity was applied to the interpretation of the Cross of Him who was said
to be the Christ. This is the unity of love and power in the depth of reality itself.,,249

This means that the power of the state, the power represented by the sense of community expressed in
the vocational consciousness of the state, is identical to the divinity of Christ.""
Van Ruler writes:

"Tnhet recht is het leven ... De gansche cultuur-existentie rust in en vloeit voort uit het recht en
het zoeken en handhaven van het recht is aan de overheid opgedragen. In den chaos van de
schuld en den dood is de existentie en de cultuur aIleen mogelijk, voorzoover het recht er in
wordt opgericht en door het recht een zekere orde er in wordt ingedrcven."?'

This order must be understood from the kingdom of God. The God of the Bible is concerned with His
kingdom. He wants to set it up on earth in the flesh, in history. When we take this idea seriously and
also consider that the state is the kernel of the world, we realize that the form of the kingdom of God
in the world, is to be found nowhere else than in the politically structured nation. And, on the other
hand, that the state can only be understood as the whole of the forms of the kingdom in the flesh. Of

246LPJ, p. 104.
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course, the distinction between the eschatological kingdom and the kingdom of Christ remains.
The point is that the structure imposed by the state is more than a purely external provision for the
development of the nation. Itmust be stressed that this structure precedes the development of the nation.
Certainly this order imposed by the state may be the only good thing we have in a nation. But a state
always includes the kernel of that which the God of salvation prizes most, namely, the bringing of order
to the chaos caused by sin.252This is the setting up of the kingdom in the world. And this must be
understood, above all, as a setting up of a community.

"De gemeenschap zit er van meet af in. Zij is niet te denken vanuit de enkele menschen die
verantwoordelijk

zijn en in hun verantwoordelijkheid

op elkaar zijn aangewezen en elkaar

zoeken. AIle waarachtige gemeenschap is aIleen te denken vanuit den Eene, die in den drang
zijner liefde de in de verenkeling verloren menschen zoekt.,,253

In other words, isolation and separation are sinful. Man is only man in community, and the state does
the work of God when it creates community.i" In this sense community is a messianic category. It is
the living unity ofa group which has a common spiritual basis and a genuine 'I-Thou' relation between
its members. It acts in the direction of the messianic fulfilment; it is a messianic activity to which
everybody is called and without a state, a community cannot exist. 255 The structure and order of the state
is, therefore, to be understood in terms of the reunion of the separated.
Politics has a religious root in the mystery of salvation. The political action of man is the most religious
activity of man. The task of the state can be described as the creation and maintenance of order in chaos,
in which existence and salvation are preserved for each other. In this activity the state stands closer to
salvation than to the world. It is the precondition for all the other activity of fallen and lost man.i"
These religious roots must be understood from the work of Christ. Thus, we must say that "de overheid
ook wortelt in de messianiteit van Jezus.?"? Thus Cyrus could also be called the annointed ofthe Lord.
The messiah, the annointed, was annointed as an office bearer, and the office-bearer is he who is elected
and sanctified to do the work of God on the earth, and the work of God is always saving work, in which
sin is done away with and life is saved. "En zoo word vanuit deze geheimenissen van het kruis ook pas
goed duidelijk, wat het zeggen wil, dat de overheid het zwaard draagt en dat niet tevergeefs, als een
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Dit zwaard is alleen vanuit het kruis te verstaan.Y" Thus Van Ruler comes to the same

conclusion as Tillich, namely that the power of the state is rooted in the reconciling love of God.

5.5.7

The State as the Servant of God: Theocracy and Theonomy

This brings us to the idea that the state is a servant of God. We have seen that God's saving love has
two aspects, the soteriological and the eschatological. In this section we will discuss the formal
implications, for the vocational consciousness of the state, of this love as an eschatological reality.i"

5.5.7.1 The Transcendence

and Immanence

of the Kingdom in Relation to the State

We will begin with a consideration of the following two formal principles.P"

1) The principle of the absolute transcendence of God. It has a positive, negative and critical meaning:

a)

Its positive

meaning

IS

expressed

in the first commandment

in the majesty

and

unapproachability of God.
b)

Its negative meaning is the negation of any finite claim to be or act like God, made by finite
gods, values, people, groups, or institutions.

c)

Its critical meaning is the challenge

against sacramental

idolatry as well as against

eschatological utopianism - that is, against the claim to embody the divine or to claim to read

it in some future.

) Th prin ipl of the univ rsal r f r nce of th kingdom. Thi
princtple,

ntial1y in Iud d in th fir t

and has the following implications:

a)

Its positive meaning is that every reality is directly related to the kingdom.

b)

The negative implication is the negation of every limitation of the divine by either the exclusion
of the secular in deference to the sacred realm, or the exclusion of the spiritual in deference to
the bodily realm, or the exclusion of lower sections of reality in deference to the higher ones.

c)

Its critical meaning is threefold:
(i) It challenges ecclesiastical and secular arrogance. The emphasis on the church as bearer of

the message of paradi e in Catholicism i challenged, as i the emphasis on the secular realm
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as the daily life relationship to God in Protestantism.
(ii) It challenges the treatment of the interior realm as more divine and the material world as
anti-divine.
(iii) It protests against mediating hierarchies, spiritualistic or nationalistic, and against an
egalitarian negation of election and uniqueness.

In this context we will examine Tillich's idea oftheonomy and Van Ruler's idea of theocracy.
Tillich distinguishes theonomy from autonomy and heteronomy.
Autonomy asserts that man as the bearer of universal reason is the source and measure of culture and
religion - that he is his own law (autos nomos). Heteronomy asserts itself in a situation where man is
subjected to a law from outside, a strange law (heteros nomos) that does not express the essential
structure of being. Theonomy asserts that the law to which man is to be subjected is, at the same time,
the innennost law of man himself, rooted in the kingdom of God which is the basis of all creation: the
law thus transcends man but is not strange to his being.i?'
Thus an autonomous state would attempt to create the forms of personal and social life without any
reference to something ultimate and unconditional, following only the demands of theoretical and
practical rationality. A heteronomous state, on the other hand, subjects the forms and laws of thinking
and acting to authoritative criteria of an ecclesiastical or a political quasi -religion, even at the price of
destroying the structures of rationality. A theonomous state expresses in its creations an ultimate
concern and a transcending meaning not as something strange but as its own spiritual ground.
"Theonomous culture is Spirit-determined and Spirit-directed culture, and Spirit fulfils spirit instead
of breaking it. ,,262

Van Ruler distinguishes theocracy and paganism. "Het gaat niet om de vraag: neutraliteit of geen
neutraliteit? Maar het gaat om de vraag: christendom of heidendorn.t'i'" Of course, as we have seen
above, this means that there is no such thing as pure autonomy. Tillich points out that autonomous
society necessarily produces a vacuum into which demonic powers enter.i" And Van Ruler notes that
the demons are not done away with when they are humanized. The spirit is simply a variation of blood
and soil. Norms, values, ideals and criteria are only variations of the myth of blood and soil. As soon
as the state tries to find its sacral centre in man himself, the state is under the dominion of the
demons.265
Thus we have either theocracy or paganism. But now we must look at Van Ruler's definition of
theocracy. "Theocratie betekent toch in aile eenvoud: dat God regeert ... dat wij als mensen geroepen
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zijn, met ons totale bestaan de wil van God te onderkennen en te doen.,,266 In other words, the
theocratic state is a Spirit-directed state.
Theonomy seeks an ultimate concern in all our concerns. The main quality of a theonomous culture is
that it communicates the experience of holiness, of something ultimate in being and meaning, in all of
its creations. A theonomy expresses the ultimacy of meaning, or in other words, the will of God, even
in the most limited vehicles of meaning. But of course the political realm is always predominant as it
is constitutive of historical existence. Therefore the structure of the state is the most important thing,
and a theonomous state is a state that is obedient to the Spiritual Presence.i'"
The state is essentially a servant of God. In this context, this is a warning against the idolatrous
elevation of anything that is a part of creation to the position of God.268
However, in order to be the servant of God and to do His will, the state needs the church. "Valt de kerk
op een oogenblik weg, dan moet de staat vroeg oflaat zichzelf als God verabsoluteeren ... zoo heeft de
staat de kerk nodig, om waarIijk staat te zijn.,,269
It is only from special revelation that the state can know what God wants it to be, and only thus can the
state know that the material world with which it is concerned is the only reality that concerns God, that
is, that there is no other reality that is dualistically separated from this world. The state does not know
this truth from within itself. Certainly it knows a lot from natural law, the historical process and reason,
from general revelation.?" But the clear knowlegde of what it is, namely servant of God and that the
entirety of the national life which is ordered by it, is the holy creation of the Lord God - this it only
knows from special revelation. The church is the bearer of this truth. The church does not own this
truth, it does not come from the being of the church, but is given to it in special revelation. This truth
is the gospel of the kingdom, and in the kerygma of this gospel all reality is fulfilled and freed from its
SUbjection to the demons. And the state, as the kernel of the world, is also forced from its subjection
to the demonic powers of blood and soil, of ideals and norms. The church knows this truth and its task
is to proclaim it to the state that it is the servant of God.271
Thus the church has three main claims: Firstly that it and it alone knows the true God. The truth that
sets us free comes to us from the outside. It is not to be found in our being or in being as such. Life
Cannot be modelled purely from within itself, politically, culturally or religiously. There is the factor
of special revelation that comes from the outside and is thus added. The altar and the throne do not rest

266 Th W, III, p. 165. "Theonomy stands in opposition to the predominance of the demonic. " Political
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on exactly the same root. The throne is rooted in creation and the altar in the special revelation given
to Israel, through Jesus Christ. And the church is the body of Chri st. 272
Secondly, this truth is the message that the state is not ultimate and that a proper ordering of society is
only possible from the knowlegde of the God of Israel. "De staat wordt door de openbaring
ontdaemoniseerd. Hij wordt door het Woord Gods vim werkstuk en woonstede van de goden tot dienaar
Gods.,,273
Thirdly, the church is wholly and completely orientated to this concrete, visible reality. Thus the claim
of the church is directed at the state as the hard kernel of this world. The kingdom of God is to be
established in this world, in history as such. In other words, this claim applies to all creation and
especially to the state as the political realm is constitutive of historical existence.?"
Tillich writes that the churches are representatives ofthe kingdom of God and as such "share actively
both in the running of historical time toward the aim of history and in the inner-historical struggle of
the Kingdom of God against the forces of demonization and profanization that fight against the aim.,,275
This quote essentially implies the three points we made above. Firstly, the church has one quality which
no other institution has: it relates itself in all of its periods and appearances to the central manifestation
of the kingdom of God in history - the New Being in Jesus as the Christ.i"
Secondly, the kingdom of God, according to Tillich, embraces all realms of being under the perspective
of their ultimate aim.277Therefore nothing is left out or excluded from the kingdom.
Thirdly, "the political realm is always predominant because it is constitutive of historical existence.v'"
Thus the claim of the church is essentially directed at the state, and this claim is "only a protest against
the claim of every finite form to be absolute, i.e., [the claim is] the Word of the CrosS.,,279Thus we have
the two formal principles mentioned above, as well as the necessary duality of church and state.

In terms of justice, this means that the vocational consciousness ofthe state must be determined by the
kingdom, or the sacral centre must be determined by the cross of Christ. There is only one choice: either
the myth of the blood and the spirit of man or the mystery of the Blood and the Spirit of Chri st. 280 And
Tillich writes that the theonomous state is directed by the Spirit of Jesus as the Christ and not by the
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spirit of man.28J
Before we continue to the next point concerning the relation of the vocational consciousness and love,
we must look at the relationship of church and state, and of both to the kingdom.i"
This is necessary, not only to clarify the meaning of the two formal principles, but also because Tillich
seems to reject the idea of theocracy. "In so far as the churches represent the Spiritual Community in
the ambiguous way of religion, their influence on the culture is itself ambiguous. This situation stands
against all theocratic attempts to subject the culture to a church in the name of the Spiritual
Community.Y" In his definition of theocracy, he certainly understands it as a fight against the demonic
in the name of the transcendent God, and as such sees it as identical to his own view of theonomy.i"
He does not understand theocracy to be the erection of a new sacramental hierarchy, but he does
understand it to include a sacramental element. The unconditional demand, ifit is to be concrete, must
issue from a sacred bearer, a mediator of revelation, who now on account of his theocratic power
receives a sacramental consecration. From this sacramental element of theocracy a new heteronomous
or demonic subjection to authority can develop which leads to new theocratic reactions or to an
autonomous dissolution (which necessarily leads to a new heteronomyj.i"

Thus he defines theocracy

as the imposition of a specific, churchly, understanding of divine law onto the state. Then this specific
priestly understanding of the divine law, as revealed in the Bible and interpreted by the Church, is
raised to a position of divinity.i'"
The questions now facing us are: firstly, does Van Ruler share this definition of theocracy, or is his
definition closer to Tillich's understanding oftheonomy?; and secondly, what is the importance of this
understanding in terms of the two formal principles discussed above?
We have already discussed the relationship between church and kingdom. The church is not the
kingdom, but represents it. In the present context this means that "de overheid wandelt niet aan de hand
der kerk; zij wandelt aIleen in het licht, dat van de kerk uitstraalt ... Er moet nadrukkelijk gezegd
worden, dat het het licht is, dat van de kerk uitstraalt. Want het is niet het licht van de kerk. Het is het
licht van het Woord Gods.,,287
The light of special revelation has been given to the church, but there is a difference between this light
and the church. This distinction is very important for understanding the relationship of church and state.
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If it is the case that the church does not express its own light, but rather that the Word of God uses the
church to express itself, then it is obvious that the state is in no manner bound to the particular
formulation expressed by the church. This indicates that there is something essentially different between
walking in the light that streams from the church and dancing to the tune piped by the church. The
independence of the state is based on the independence of the Word. Van Ruler points out that this
separation of the Word and the church is one of the foundations of Protestant theology.i" The church
does not only talk, it also listens.
This is precisely what Tillich says. He distinguishes between original and dependent revelation. Peter
encountered the man Jesus whom he called the Christ in an original revelatory ecstasy, but following
generations met the Jesus who had been received as the Christ by Peter and the other apostles. There
is continuous revelation in the history of the church, but it is dependent revelation. The original miracle
together with its original reception, is the permanent point of reference - the original revelation, while
the Spiritual reception of it by following generations changes continuously - the dependent revelation.i"
Thus "the history of the church is not a locus of original revelations in addition to the one on which it
is based ... Rather, it is the locus of continuous dependent revelations which are one side of the work
of the divine Spirit in the church. This side is often called 'illumination,'

referring to the church as a

whole as well as to its individual members.,,29o
The original revelation is different to the church and the Spirit is needed to make this revelation
effective. Tillich refers to this as the 'Protestant principle' - in the presence of God no man can boast
about his grasp of God. No one can grasp that by which he is grasped - the Spiritual Presence. The
Protestant principle is an expression of the conquest of the absoluteness of the church by the Spirit and
consequently an expression of the victory over the demonization of the church.?"

Thus far, the agreement between Tillich' s idea of theonomy and Van Ruler's idea oftheocracy, should
be obvious. The next point that we must look at is the freedom of the Spirit with respect to the state.
"De overheid is niet gebonden aan, maar zij wordt aIleen voorgelicht door hetgeen de kerk uitspreek.Y"
The church does not possess the authoritative interpretation of the Bible, but this does not mean that
the church is unimportant. The church is necessary as the institute that has been set up by God to help
mankind to hear and understand his Word. This does not only apply to the individual, but also to the

288 In Roman Catholicism, the Bible is taken into the life of the church as one of its many aspects. The
Bible is a part of the life of the church. This idea is essentially based on the principle of the imperium romanum.
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community and to the state.293
Thus, on the one hand, we have the importance of the church. "The impact of the Spiritual Presence on
the functions of cultural creativity is impossible without an inner-historical representation of the
Spiritual Community in a church.,,294
On the other hand, however, the state is not bound to the interpretation given by the church. When the
church preaches it is not talking to small children in nursery school, but to mature adults that have the
right to make their own judgements over the meaning of Holy Scripture. The reformation took the Bible
out of the exclusivity of the church and placed it, and with it the truth, into the hands of ordinary people,
the members of the congregation. And what applies to a member of the congregation also applies to the
state. Through the Reformation, the state has also been given the Bible, and it also has the right to make
a personal judgement concerning Scripture. This judgement is necessarily made in the context of what
the church teaches, but as such, the state has the Bible in its own hands. "Wij spreken van een staat met
den bijbel. En dan en zoo heeft zij een eigen oordeel over de schrift.,,295
This leads us to the question of how the state can actually hear the Word of God. Certainly, natural man
as such, that is, man in his existential predicament is not able to receive the things of the kingdom. This
presupposes all the particularity of the work ofthe Holy Spirit - in conversion, rebirth and illumination.
And one can hardly say that the state, as such, can be rebom. Nevertheless, Constantine the Great was
converted and Clovis was baptised - and these are facts that have a political and world-historical
significance. Their names were not only written in heaven but also on the earth. Thus, we must not be
too quick to reject the idea that the state, as such, can be reborn or converted. What is the
christianizatian of a nation or a culture other than a conversion, and then fully as a work of the Spirit?
Christ tells his disciples to "make disciples of all nations, baptising them in the name of the Father and
of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you" (Mat.
28: 19-20). Precisely this is the purpose of special revelation, that the government will be converted and

the state freed from the demons.i"
The main point to be grasped is the idea of the 'essential belongingness of religion and culture to each
other.' That is, that religion is the substance of culture and culture the form of religion.i" This means
that the state is the servant of God and is able to read Scripture itself.298
In the first place, the state is essentially the servant of God. Thus it is obvious that the state can hear
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and understand the Word of God.299In fact the state already knows a lot from natural revelation, and
puts this into practise. Special revelation does not come in place of natural revelation, but is rather the
clarification of it. This means that there is a definite point of contact between the state as the servant
of God and special revelation. The Word is specifically directed at the state. We cannot use the schema
of natural and spiritual (or supernatural) to qualify the position ofthe state. The state is concerned with
this visible and tangible world, but so is the Bible. The spiritual is simply the manner or framework in
which the state is busy with this world. There is no dualistic separation of natural and spiritual. As such,
the state is the praecipuum membrum ecclesiae, the principal member of the church. The state also
stands on the basis of the covenant of grace, wherein the gift and the work of the Holy Spirit is applied.
The state does not exist outside of the work of the Spirit, and together with the church, the state, listens
to the Word ofGod.300
Thus the divine Spirit is free, it is not bound to the media it has created, the churches (and their media,
word and sacrament). Thus the problem of God and the state is not the same as the relationship of
church and state. Tillich calls this 'the principle of the consecration of the secular.' This "does not mean
that the secular as such is Spiritual, but it does mean that it is open to the impact of the Spirit even
without the mediation of a church.t"?'
Tillich notes that the consequences of this 'emancipation of the secular,' which was implied in the
words and acts of Jesus and was rediscovered by the reformation, are far reaching. It is an important
tool in preventing the demonic identification of church and kingdom, which would limit the freedom
of the Spirit by an absolute claim. This principle applies to all movements, groups and individuals who
are not only secular but also who are openly hostile to the church. The Spirit can and often has become
manifest in such groups, for example, in the form of awakening social conscience or in giving man a
deeper self-understanding or in breaking the bondage to ecclesiastically sustained superstitions. In this
manner the Spirit is free to use the state or any other media to transform the nation. Protestantism, in
the self-critical power of the Protestant principle, is able to acknowledge the freedom of the Spirit from
the churches.
In the second place, we must point to the important truth of the perspicuitas sacrae scripturae, the
clearness and clarity of Holy Scripture. The Bible is not an obscure book that needs a hierarchy of
specially trained priests to interpret it. The state can make its own judgement concerning it. Ifthe state
struggles with Scripture there is always the church to clarify it, but the primary task of the church is not
to provide a correct interpretation that it alone can give, but simply to proclaim the self-evident truth

299 The reality that the state does not, in many cases, listen to the Word does not mean that the state is
necessarily powerless to hear and understand the Word. This simply points to guilt, which is universal in any
case. (Thus the need for the particular work of the Spirit).
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Thus the question of how the state can hear and understand God's Word is no different to the question
of how mankind, as such, can hear the Word. "Dat de kerk zich met het Woord Gods richt tot de
overheid, prophetisch, is niet een hachelijker zaak, dan wanneer zij zich met het Woord Gods richt tot
de wereld, tot den mensch. Het ziet er beide keeren even hopeloos uit. Maar het prophetische Woord
roept dooden uit hun graf en werelden uit het niets.,,303
Tillich refers to this as 'the convergence of the holy and the secular.' The state is essentially related to
the kingdom. The state is the servant of God. It cannot indefinitely resist the 'third dimension.' In its
guilt it certainly does resist God. But this resistance does not mean that it is essentially unrelated to the
kingdom. It does actualize some of its potential as servant of God. In Tillich's idiom, the state is the
'latent' servant of God. The term 'latent' comprises a negative and a positive element. Latency is the
state of being partly actual, partly potential, there are elements actualized and elements not actualized.
As such, the state is essentially related to the kingdom and "is driven toward union with the holy, a
union which actually is a reunion because the holy and the secular belong to each other.,,304On the other
hand, the Word could not be expressed without the secular. The Word, expressed in the Bible and by
the church, takes all its meaningful expression from culture. And, of course, culture is not alien to the
state. Therefore the Word that is expressed in Scripture and by the church can most certainly be
understood by the state. In other words, the state is able to understand the Word, and make its own
judgement concerning it.

The conclusions that we can draw from this discussion are:

(1)

the state is the servant of God and it must not deify anything within itself

(2)

the kingdom can in no way be separated, in a dualistic manner, from the state.

(3)

the state needs the church in order to properly actualize itself.

(4)

the state is not absolutely dependent on the church, but can form its own judgements concerning
God's Word.

Thus the vocational consciousness of the nation can and must be determined by these principles.
We have been discussing the vocational consciousness of the state in terms of power. We will now
discuss this vocational consciousness in terms of love.
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5.5.7.2 The Paradoxical and Fragmentary Nature of Theocracy

The state is essentially the servant of God. In terms of the presence oflove, and salvation, in the state,
this brings us to the following principles.'"

1) The formal principle of the paradoxical presence of the kingdom:

a)

Positively it means that the absolute transcendence
immanence

is paradoxical

as transcendence

of God includes immanence. This

is maintained

in it. This soteriological

transcendence is expressed in Jesus as the Christ in a concrete and universal manner.
b)

Negatively it means the negation of a dualistic separation of heaven and hell and of the
powerlessness of the kingdom in history.

c)

Critically it refers to the fragmentary and ambiguous character of the manifestation of the
kingdom in the state. The kingdom is present in a paradoxical way.

2) Materially the principle of love is the supporting ground of the state. Love would lack political
significance if it were only a personal feeling added to the general structure of power and justice. But
it is basic, it is the fundamental structure on which the others are dependent. Love is the demand to be
what we are.

In order to gain a proper understanding of these two principles and their significance for the vocational
consciousness of the state, we will look at the function of the state in relation to Jesus as the Christ, and
the fragmentary and preliminary actualization of this function.

We have noted the dialectical unity of power, justice and love. Justice and power are to be understood
on the basis oflove. And this love is to be understood on the basis of the cross of Christ, that is, as the
reunion of the separated. Whenever power and justice support this reunion they perform the work of
love. We have also seen that the state is the political core of history. It is essentially characterized by
power and justice, and it necessarily performs the work oflove in so far as it brings order to chaos and
removes the separateness of some parts of the world. This means that the state is a functional reality.
It performs the function of manifesting the kingdom of God in reality. The kingdom of God is the
ultimate reunion of the separated, but insofar as the state reunites it performs the work of the kingdom.
Thus "er moet gesproken worden van het goddelijk karakter van het overheidsgezag ... De overheid
deelt in de waarachtige godheid van den messias.,,306And Tillich writes: "The state participates in the
holiness of that which it helps into existence, and therefore it participates in truth and love and has its
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value through them.,,307
The point is that the state, as servant of God, must be understood on the basis of the functional
christology that we developed in chapter two.
This means that Jesus as the Christ is the criterion for the work and vocational consciousness of the
state. Jesus Christ is the central manifestation of the kingdom of God in history. In him the historical
dimension is fully and universally affirmed. In him history becomes aware of itself and its meaning.
This means that everything before and after him is both preparation and reception. Jesus as the Christ
is both criterion and source of all saving power in history.i'" In Jesus we see that the work of God is
always saving work, in which sin is undone and life is reunited with God.309
The aim of history is the eschatological kingdom of God in which all things are reunited in God, that
is, the social ideal. But the end of history can only be understood in reference to the centre of history.
And Jesus as the Christ is the centre of history. He is the central manifestation of the kingdom in
history.
The state is the political centre of history, that is, it directs history according to its ultimate concern.
Van Ruler points out "dathet christendom een eigennieuw middelpunt van hetheele politiek-cultureele
gemeenebest eenvoudig ponecrt.?"? Jesus as the Christ is the unique centre of history, the kairos in
which, in principle, the ultimate meaning of history has appeared, in which the demonic destruction
of history has, in principle, been overcome.'!'
In terms of the vocational consciousness of the state, the concem is with the mystery of the Blood and
the Spirit of Jesus Christ as the sacral centre of the political-cultural commonwealth.i"

And Tillich

writes that the New Being in Jesus as the Christ is the criterion of the vocational consciousness of the

state.313 Thus the material principle oflove as the supporting base of the state means that Jesus as the
Christ is the criterion of the vocational consciousness of the state.':"
The vocational

consciousness

of a theocratic

or theonomic

state is determined

by the sacral centre of

the love revealed in Jesus Christ. This means that the power and justice of a theocratic state is
determined by the principle of the reunion of the separated. But before we get too idealistic about the
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Of course, this implies the necessity of the church as the representative of Jesus as the Christ - the
necessary duality of church and state. "The Church is called to reformulate the universal reintegrating principle
which Christianity contains, the centre of history as a whole and as a present centre. This means ... the
preparation of a new historical existence through the action of the Church" (KOGH, p. 138). As such, the church
simply posits a new sacral centre for the vocational consciousness of the state.
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application of the material principle, we must look at the formal principle of the paradoxical presence
of this 10ve.315

5.5.7.2.1

Theonomy is a Paradox - Not an Ideal

In the first place, this refers to the fact that the sacral centre of the christianized state is a kerygmatic
reality. The reality of salvation is simply proclaimed. It does not refer to the essential nature of reality,
but to what God says about it. As such, it is a paradoxical reality. Justification is not a matter of being
made just in the sense of a medical process, but rather a declaration of being just. Furthermore, this
judgement is not an analytic one, as if it describes what is actually the case, but rather a synthetic
judgement that creates a new reality and thus raises the dead to life. The concern is not with the
justification of the just, but of the godless, and the justice of God is not a punishing and revengeful
justice, but a forgiving and creative justice. In other words, this forgiveness is not based on the
righteousness of creation, but on a strange righteousness, that is, the righteousness of someone else
(namely Christ) and in this sense is a strange and paradoxical righteousness.i"

This is the paradox of

the Christian message: the appearance of the New Being under the conditions of existence, yet judging
and conquering them. This is the only paradox and the source of all paradoxical statements. The
statement that the situation of the world is simul peccator, simul justus is not a paradox beside the
paradox that Jesus is the Christ. Historically and systematically, everything else in Christian theology
is a corroboration of the assertion that Jesus is the Christ."? "Alle heil en alle waarachtig leven op de
aarde, de heele kerk en de geschiedenis en de cultuur, [komen voort] uit de eene groote brandende
waarheid van de rechtvaardiging van den goddelooze."?" In other words, as soon as theology sees the
state, in the context of the historical appearance of Jesus as the Christ in the midst of the nations of the
world, theology must apply this idea of the paradoxical notion of salvation to the vocational
consciousness of the state. This means that the sacral centre that Christianity posits for the state is not
an ideal that the state must try to live up to.
"Het evangelie is geen eisch, maar een proclamatie; ... En zoo mag de theocratie niet opgevat worden
als een ideaal, dat nagestreefd dient te worden, maar alleen als een werkelijkheid, waaruit geleefd kan
worden.v'" The idealistic or utopian understanding oftheonomy is essentially idolatrous. "It gives the
quality of ultimacy to something preliminary. It makes unconditional what is conditional (a future
historical situation) and at the same time disregards the always present existential estrangement and the
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ambiguities of life and history.,,32o
The utopian expectation takes the form of the claim to have or to bring the ultimate toward which
history moves. But this self-elevating claim to ultimacy is the definition of the demonic.!" Or, as Van
Ruler expresses it: we then put our dreams in the place of God's drearns.r" Thus the idealistic or
utopian view is not only idolatrous but it also ignores the ever present existential estrangement and the
ambiguities oflife and history, i.e. sin.323"Het geheim van aile idealisme is, dat het zich verzet tegen
de schuld der zonde en in opstand komt tegen de verzoening van de schuld.,,324It is important to note
that this has its consequences. Every idolatrous reliance on something finite and disregard for sin
results in a profound disappointment. A history of such' existential disappointments' in modem times
would be a history of cynicism, mass indifference, a split consciousness in leading groups (i.e. idealism
and the reality of sin), fanaticism and tyranny. "Existential disappointments produce individual and
social diseases and catastrophes: the price for idolatrous ecstasy must be paid.,,325Van Ruler refers to
this as the tragedy of idealism.?" Theocracy or theonomy is not a nonnative image but an historical
reality because "wat de openbaring ons geeft, is niet een nieuw systeem van normen, idealen en
waarden, maar een fragmentarisch geheel van onaanschouwelijke grondverhoudingen.v'"
In order to understand this quote we will look at the place of ethics in a theocracy.
Theonomy is not a new ethical system that can be understood from the view point ofnormativity, the
ideal, striving, self-redemption, the 'not yet' and the idea of being 'on the way.,328The ethics of a
theocracy is not to be understood as an oppressive law imposed on man. Rather, it points to the
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unconditional character ofthe 'ought-to-be.' It is the self-affirmation of our essential being. This is the
paradoxical situation. The law commands which means it stands against us. But it commands something
that can be done only if it does not stand against us, if we are united with what it commands. This is
the point where the moral imperative drives towards something which is not command but reality. Only
the 'good tree' brings forth 'good fruits.' Only if the New Being precedes that which ought-to-be, can
the ought-to-be be fulfilled. Morality can only be maintained through that which is given and not that
which is demanded - only through grace and not through law.329Jesus did not come to set up a new law,
but a new situation.t'" In terms of morality, a theocracy is to be understood in terms of the acts of God,
salvation, the gift of grace, the 'from-out-of

or the 'no longer.' Biblically the moral acts of man are

either confession, praise and joy, or rebellion and rejection of the work of God. "'Ethos' is dus Of
liturgie of demonie.v'" Either way, there is no absolute duality, no new law or higher order is put in
the place of the old. The old is redeemed and the autonomy of the state is broken.r"

This brings us to our final point regarding ethics and theonomy, namely that the concept of ethics is
actually too limited to allow us to properly understand theonomy.
Van Ruler points out that it is simply wrong to limit salvation to the ethical 'consequences'

of the

kerygma for the individual. The kerygma is broader than this. In the Bible we are told what ownership,
the family, marriage, justice, culture, the state, etc., actually are. Basically, we are told what the entire
being of man is. Or, in Tillich's idiom, we could say that in revelation, man's essential nature is placed
against him in his existential estrangement. But man's essential nature cannot be separated from the
cultural forms which condition it. In other words, these cultural forms belong completely within the
kerygma as the kerygma of salvation. The kerygma is soteriological. But' soteriological,' in the biblical
sense, does not mean 'absolutely transcendent,' 'inner' and 'individual,' but rather: the saving truth that
is spoken over all reality. "Wij worden niet uit de wereld gered, maar wij worden in de wereld gered,
of: wij worden met de wereld uit het verderf gered. Zoo is er een bijbelse 'leer' van de staat, die niet
zozeer van zedelijk, maar meer van kerugrnatisch gehalte is."m
The religious function does not form a principle in the life of the spirit beside the others (theoretical,
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practical or emotional). Rather, the religious principle is actualized in all spheres of spiritual or cultural
life. Religion, in the broad sense, is directedness toward God, or the kingdom of God. Through existing
realities, through values, through personal life, the reality of the kingdom becomes evident; before
which every particular thing and the totality of all particulars - before which every value and the system
of values - before which personality and community are shattered in their own self-sufficient being and
value. This is not a new reality, alongside or above other things: that would only be a thing of a higher
order that would again fall under the 'No.' The kerygma applies to all creation. It is precisely through
these created realities that reality is thrust upon us which is at the same time the No and the Yes to all
things. Creation "as a whole is subordinated to the 'theonomy' of a fundamental religious experience
which is paradoxical.v"

Thus Tillich writes that what was essentially intended in the theological

system of ethics can only be realized by means of a theology of culture applying not only to ethics but
to all the functions of culture.i" That is, the kerygma is not to be understood in terms of ethics, but
ethics and all of culture is to be understood in terms of the kerygma that shatters the self-sufficiency
of all systems and of all reality.
This also means that "theocratie geen afgerond geheel is, gelijk het aan een zuiver denkbeeld eigen
pleegt te zijn, om een afgerond geheel te vormcn.t'"
The contents of ethics are conditioned, relative, dependent on the social and historical situation. This
is not relativism, but the acknowledgement of man's finitude and his dependence on the contingencies
of time and space. The Ten Commandments and the ethical statements of the New Testament are also
historically conditioned by time and space. They certainly indicate the New Being, but they are not the
description of an ideal.337 Christ brought the New Being and not a new law. And as long as there is a
locus of eschatology we can not say that the living God has finished his work. The unconditional claim
remains.i"

•

"The divine is the infinite demand. But if theocracy were to affirm in the law only its form, it
would cease to be religion and would become autonomous ethics or metaphysics. So long as
it is still religion, it knows the God who is present even in the law, but his holiness is manifest
in the unconditional demand ... The kingdom of God is not a pure form but rather the
paradoxically present and yet ever demanded holy fellowship.,,339

Ethics can only be understood within the trinitarian-predestinarian-eschatological
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framework indicated

in chapter one.340
Thus we have explained, in terms of ethics, the quote from Van Ruler: "Wat de openbaring ons geeft,
is

niet

idealen

en

grondverhoudingen.

waarden,

maar

een

fragmentarisch

geheel

van

onaanschouwelijke

,,341

Theocracy is a new reality, not a new ethical system. It is not nonnative but paradoxical. The gospel
does not demand a new vocational consciousness from the state, but simply posits a new sacral centre
for the state. The state is then inescapably influenced by this sacral centre. This leads us to a discussion
of the provisional and fragmentary nature of theocracy.

5.5.7.2.2

The Provisional and Fragmentary

Character

of Theonomy

In the first place, we discussed the paradoxical nature oftheonomy and how this was to be understood
as the justification of the godless and not as a new ethical system.
Now, in the second place, we must discuss the provisional character oftheonomy. In his death on the
cross, Christ did not eliminate paganism, sin and guilt, but conquered them in principle. The phase 'in
principle' does not mean in abstracto, but means the power of beginning, which remains the controlling
power in the whole process of sanctification.i" This means that the negative in history (sin, paganism,
etc) can never prevail against the temporal and eternal aims of the historical process. This is the
meaning of Paul's words about the conquest ofthe demonic powers by the love of God as manifest in
Christ (Romans, chapter 8). The demonic forces are not destroyed, but they cannot prevent the aim of
343

history, which is reunion with God, that is, the manifestation of the kingdom ofGod.

In other words,

the soteriological transcendence of the kingdom, in Jesus as the Christ, allows us to be reunited with
the eschatological will of God.344 This means that "het koninkrijk Gods wel niet als een statische
theocratie, doch weI als een militante heiligheid, deze wereld revolutionerend, in de wereld niet
immanent is, maar imminent inbreekt en doorbreekt.'?" The kingdom is never completed but always
becoming; not present, neither immanently nor transcendently, but always' at hand.' God is a living
God, entering history and struggling in history. In this manner the state becomes a battlefield of the
divine and the demonic, the "struggle of the Kingdom of God against the forces of demonization and
profanization.Y"

The rule of Christ is therefore a struggle. He rules in media inimicorum (Ps. 110; I
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Cor. 15). "Hij heerscht temidden van zijn vijanden. Daarom ook in het midden van de duisternissen. ,,347
Thus there is a duality of salvation and the demonic or pagan. Salvation exists in the midst of paganism.
But salvation is not ineffective in this situation. It is precisely in this situation that salvation manifests
itself. However, there is necessarily a mixture of salvation and paganism. Salvation is manifested in a
fragmentary and anticipatory manner. In order to understand this provisional,

fragmentary and

anticipatory nature oftheonomy, we must take a closer look at this duality of salvation, represented by
the church, and pagan existence, represented by the state.
We have already seen that religion is essentially the substance of culture and culture the form of
religion. But in our existential or fallen predicament, God, or true ultimate concern is rejected. This is
the profanization of life. It is the pagan predicament. With the loss of its religious substance, the state
and culture are left with an increasingly empty form. Meaning cannot live without the inexhaustible
source of meaning to which religion (in the broad sense) points. Out of this situation religion arises as
a special function of the spirit. "To be able somehow to comprehend the Holy and experience it as
distinct from the profane or secular, we must take it out of context and bring it into a special sphere of
cognition, of worship, oflove, and of organization.Y'" This is the sphere of ultimate concern. For our
purposes, this refers to the church, which is consciously based on the appearance of the New Being in
Jesus as the ChriSt.349It is only in this contrast of revelation to profanized culture that the decisive
manifestation of salvation can take place.i" "Extra ecclesiam, in den mensch zelf, in zijn innerlijk en
in zijn leven, nulla salus.,,351The church, in all its separateness and apartness, is necessary for the
decisive manifestation of salvation. The separate existence of the church, as the bearer of the truth, is
an indication of man's fallen existence.f" We have already discussed this duality, the only point that
we are making now is that this duality is necessary and irreducible. For our purposes, this means that,
"men kan de theocratie opvatten als politieke vormgeving van het leven en dan denken aan een
ordening van de wereld van de kerk uit, zoo, dat het leven er uit komt te zien als een ellips met de twee
brandpunten: kerk en staat, of: avondmaal en burgerlijk wetboek.,,353
Tillich also uses this image of an ellipse when he speaks of the interdependence of creation and
salvation in the 'theological circle.' "This circle can be understood as an ellipse (not as a geometrical
circle) and described in terms of two central points - the existential question and the theological
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answer. ,,354
It is the absolutization of the conditioned cultural forms that gives rise to the separation of culture and
religion (as the ultimate concern or essential substance, or import of all cultural forms). The state is
determined by form, i.e. by the laws and vision that structures the nation, and the church is grounded
in the import of the spiritual substance of ultimate concern (i.e. the kingdom of God). Thus, "the
relation of import to form must be taken as resembling a line, one pole of which represents pure form
and the other pole pure import. Along the line itself, however, the two are always in unity.,,355This is
the ellipse in which the duality of church and state is to be understood. The church is the source of the
knowledge of the good and the true and the state is the place where this is to be put into form or
realized.i" These two focal points of the ellipse can never be separated. A form that forms nothing is
just as incomprehensible as substance or ultimate concern without form.357
Within this duality there is therefore a mixture of the divine and the demonic, of revelation and
existence. "Men heeft in een theocratische situatie ... een menging van openbaring en heidendom, en
dat noemen we christendom ... Het wezen van het christendom is vermenging.Y" And Tillich writes
that in every theonomous culture "we find divine and demonic forms intermingled.Y" There is always
a mixture of revelation and paganism. And this mixture is to be understood on the basis of the image
of the ellipse discussed above. The mixture can take place under the predominance of one ofthe poles
of the ellipse, i.e. the divine or the demonic.
This means that we cannot stop at this idea of mixture. We must move on to the categories of the
realization and expression of salvation in existence.i'" We cannot be satisfied with some sort of static
mixture of revelation and paganism, we must look at theocracy as the elastic waging of war against
paganism. Theonomy is not simply a mixture of the divine and the demonic, it is against the
predominance of the demonic.l"

354 ST, II, pp. 14-15. In this context the existential question is the state, and the theological answer is
provided by the church. It is important to note that for Tillich and Van Ruler the theocratic duality of church
and state is identical to the structure of theological thought - the irreducible duality of creation and salvation,
that is, the method of correlation. RP, p. 153; VV, pp. 9-11; ST, I, pp. 66-67. See chapter one for a discussion
of the structure of theological thought in Tillich and Van Ruler.
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God sets up his kingdom

"Wenn

in the midst of his enemies:

man aber einmal

bekommen

so den Mischcharakter

aller Christianisierungs

hat, wird man auch den Torsocharakter

Pragung der menschlichen
nur zu einer bestimmten

der ganzen

Existenz mit der besonderen

- arbeit in Sicht

Sache bejahen

wollen. Die

Gestalt Gottes in Christo wird immer

Hohe, in einem gewissen Grade rnoglich sein. Theokratie

ist ihrem

Wesen nach niemals absolut. Weder in dem Sinne, daf sie in sich ein absolutes Ideal darstelIte,
noch in dem Sinne, daf sie jemals als Ideal absolut realisiert ware. Beides ist in sich unmoglich.
Theokratie

ist nur der jeweilige

Gehalt der Situation.,,362

In the same vein, Tillich writes:

"In the ideal theonomy

every meaning-reality

and every act of meaning is sacred. But perfected

theonomy

is the perfected

kingdom

of God, that is, it is a symbol and not a reality. Reality is

pervaded

by the tensions

between

the sacred and the secular and by the ruptures

tensions, that is, either by the disjunction
adjustment

of these

of the sacred and the secular or by creative forms of

which point toward a perfect theonomy

... For even theonomy

is not the Kingdom

of God, but only an indication of it, even if, as such, it is the meaning and the goal of history.v'?

There is no perfectionism

in the concept oftheonomy.

all of its forms. Under the conditions
of Christ is the symbol.

Therefore

kingdom of God. Only universal
ambiguities

of existence
theonomy

Theonomy

is fragmentary

and anticipatory

in

it stands under the 'in spite of of which the Cross

is not a perfect reality. It points to the eschatological

salvation in the eschatological

kingdom is a perfect reality - beyond

and fragmcnts.l" "Kein Problem wird wirklich und endgultig gelost - das bleibt dem letzten

Urteil vorbehalten.

Die Probleme werden nur weiter gebracht, in immerneue

Probiemstellungen

hinein.

Gott ringt mit seiner Welt, wir sollen es auch tun, solange wir leben.,,365
Thus theocracy

is provisional,

it is not the eschatological

kingdom itself. "Autonomy

and heteronomy

362GCW, pp. 38-39; CTTP, p. 134; cf. DG, p. 130.
363What is Religion, pp. 81-82; cf. IH, p. 234; KOGH, p. 126. Van Ruler writes: "Absolute theocratie
is niet alleen praktisch, maar ook zuiver principieel en theoretisch gezien, in den meest volstrekten zin van het
woord een onding. Dan zou het heil in de existentie moeten opgaan of omgekeerd, en het een is nog
onmogelijker dan het ander. Deze twee moeten twee zijn in die onvergelijkelijke dualiteit, die dogmatisch het
zuiverst is uitgedrukt in de leer van de verzoening en de plaatsvervanging. Het heil is dit, dat de existentie gered
is, en anders is het niets. En de existentie is gered, maar op een 'vreemde' wijze, buiten zichzelf, in het heil.
Wanneer men de relativiteit van deze relatie niet tot het uiterste ontziet, bederft men alles." DG, p. 134; cf. VV,
p. 119; CTTP, p. 226.
364

ST, III, p. 282; IH, p. 234.

365

GCW, p. 39; CTTP, p. 134.
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are tensions within theonomy.v'"

Or as Van Ruler says: "De inquisitie, de dictatuur en de chaos zijn

daemonische mogelijkheden, waarin wij het heil verspelen.Y"

But within the provisional relativity

there is the actualization of salvation. This actualization is fragmentary. Salvation cannot be fulfilled
within history. For salvation within history is opposed by destruction; the divine is opposed by the
demonic. Salvation is actual within world history to the extent in which the destructive forces are
overcome, the power of the demonic is broken, and the final fulfilment of justice and meaning appears.
This salvation does not remove the conflict between the divine and the demonic. Christ rules in the
midst of his enemies and theonomy is to be understood as "essentially determining existence and being
resisted by existence.Y"
When we understand this, then we can see that we never have more than theocratic fragments in
existence. And theocracy shares this fragmentary character with the sacrament of communion. In
communion we are given a piece (fragment) of bread. And the breaking of the bread is an essential
sacramental act. It is a symbol of the breaking of Christ's body. The sacrificial death of Jesus as the
Christ on Golgotha stands squarely behind theocracy.i'" In other words, theocracy is essentially
fragmentary and the fragments are to be understood on the basis of the paradox of Jesus as the Christ.
The fragments are provisional and relative. "Maar het hoort tot het abc

van alle christelijke

levenswijsheid, om het relatieve serieus te nemen en het torso niet te verachten. Het is het welbehagen
Gods, ons in deze gestalten van het vleesch zijn heil te schenkcn.v'"
Why must these relative fragments be taken seriously? Tillich explains: "The seriousness and the
gravity of human history depends upon the fact that world history is the fragmentary actualization of
salvation. Each particular act which is related to the ultimate meaning which has appeared in Christ has
infinite significance, because it is the 'coming of the Kingdom of God."?"
In order to understand the significance of this answer, we must look at the conservative character of
these provisional fragments.

5.5.7.2.3

The Conservative Character of Theocracy

The basic problem of existence is the infinite gap between subject and object under the conditions of

366

What is Religion, p. 75; cf. PE, p. 59.

367

RP, p. 295.

KOGH, p. 126; cf. ST, III, p. 163. "De uitstorting houdt immers in, dat de Geest op alle vleesch is
uitgestort. Daarom zijn de tegenstelling en de strijd tusschen den Geest en het vleesch zoo karakteristiek voor
alle werk van den Geest. En deze tegenstelling is een volstrekte: het is de heele Geest, het is Gad zelf als de
Geest, die in een radikale tegenstelling en strijd met den heelen mensch, die v1eesch is, begrepen is ... De
tegenstrijdigheid is daaraan op een principieele en essentieele wijze eigen." VW, pp. 248, 249.
368

369

RP, p. 386.

370

RP, p. 295.

371

KOGH, p. 126.
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existential estrangement, that is, the separation of man and community from the will of God. Salvation
is the overcoming of this separation. This salvation is proclaimed by the church and is the power that
again and again overcomes the demonic self-destruction of historical existence"? This "fragmentary
fulfilment of the law makes the life of society possible.v'" In this sense, theocracy is a restraining of
the chaos of sin in the spirit and in nature. "Zoo is de theocratie ook conserveerend. Zij bewaart
temidden van den chaos der zonde. Zij vertoont de athletische lenigheid en kracht om den druk van de
wanden der verdorven existentie tegen te houden en voor instorten te behoeden.'?"
But what exactly does it mean to say that these fragments of salvation restrain the chaos of sin and
make the life of the state possible? Tillich provides the answer: "Theonomy stands in opposition to the
predominance of the demonic.v'" The decisive manifestation of the divine is not a new religion or a
new law, but only a protest against the claim of every finite form to be absolute, that is, the Word of
the Cross.?" The definition of the demonic is the self-elevating claim to ultimacy. This claim takes the
form of the claim to have or to bring the ultimate toward which history runs. This is contained in the
ideologies that justify injustice. Salvation exposes these ideologies."? For instance, we see that one of
the most important functions of the Old Testament prophet was to exhort the judges to exercise justice
against their class interest and against their changing moods.l" This means that theocracy, "schept een
zekere orde in den chaos der zonde, waardoor het leven eenigermate draaglijk wordt en vooral: waarin
temidden van den chaos aan God gedacht wordt en zijn naam geprezen ... Daarin aIleen worden we
bewaard voor de demonie: we worden gehouden binnen de relativitcit.v'"
Precisely this is the point: that God is remembered and we are kept within the confines ofthe relativity
of our existence. With Van Ruler we must say that theocracy is not an ideal but a salvation reality.l"
And with Tillich we can say that a theonomy unites the consciousness of the presence and the not-yetpresence of the kingdom of God.?"
But we must remember that this is the continual fight of the kingdom of God within history,382it is a
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ST, III, p. 68; KOGH, pp. 124, 125.
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ST, III, p. 49.
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RP, p. 385; cf. pp. 319, 385; DG, p. 128.
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Political Expectation, p. 66.
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ill, p. 234.

377 Certainly, all ideologies, to a certain extent, have the character of a 'salvation-ideology.'
But the
manner in which the gospel speaks of salvation is unknown to all human ideologies. Th W, II, p. 72.
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ST, III, pp. 264-265, 344.

379 RP, pp. 187,319. "Het heilzame daarin is, dat zij ons bewaart voor de demonie, in de relativiteit van
het torso." RP, p. 294.
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DG, p. 128.
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ST, III, p. 390.
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ST, III, p. 391.
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'voortdurend heksenproces.

Thus theocracy is anticipatory and fragmentary, but, as such, it is
384
conservative. It is the only form of life in which life can exist in the midst of the chaos of sin. But
,383

there is no perfectionism in this, theonomy remains a 'narrow escape,385and a 'harbour dredged out of
the mud of sin. ,386
In the sense that there is no perfectionism in theocracy, we can say that theocracy is a failure.

"Het werk Gods op aarde schijnt te mislukken. Om het eenvoudig te zeggen: de Heere God
begint voortdurend weer met een nieuw experiment (Abraham, Mozes, David, Klein-Azie,
Noord-Afrika, het Grieksch-Rorneinsche rijk, de middeleeuwen, de reformatie, het reveil, de
zendings-kerken), maar al zijn experimenten loopen op niets uit.,,387

Primarily and above all, salvation is judgement passed on world history. The church judges the state
(and itselt), and this judgement has an impact on the state. The last two thousand years of world history
in the West has developed under the transforming influence of the churches. The climate of social
relations is changed by the existence of the churches. It is a fact that Christianity has changed person-toperson relations in a fundamental way, wherever it has been accepted. This does not mean that the
consequences of this change have been practised by a majority of people or even by many people. But
it does mean that whoever does not practise the new way of human relations, although aware of them,
is stricken by an uneasy conscience. "Perhaps one can say that the main impact of church history on
world history is that it produces an uneasy conscience in those who have received the impact of the
New Being but follow the ways of the old being. Christian civilization is not the Kingdom of God, but
it is a continuous reminder of it.,,388
Theonomy drags us completely into the struggle of the Spirit with the flesh. Israel repeats itself. Just
as Israel was woken from the slumber of paganism and discovered guilt and became guilty, so the
nations of the earth stumble over the law and fall into guilt when they are christianized. Christianization

RP, p. 175. "Het is een zeer elastische oorlogsvoering van aanval en verdediging en dat komt nooit
tot rust." RP, p. 295; cf. ThW, II, p. 237.
383

384

ST, III, p. 49; DG, p. 128.

385

DG, pp. 46, 128.

386 ThW, II, p. 235; DG, p. 140. We can see the reality and the power of this 'mud'
when we
acknowledge that it is not impossible that the self-destructive power of mankind will prevail and bring historical
mankind to an end. ST, III, p. 308; ThW, II, p. 239.
387 RP, pp. 367-368. "AI de experimenten Gods op aarde mislukken. Het werk Gods loopt op niets uit."
DG, p. 32. And again: "Men pleegt er diep van overtuigd te zijn, dat de kerk een corpus mixtum is en dat een
gekerstende cultuur veelzins een mislukt experiment is. "VW, p. 244. Tillich writes: "History, so to speak, tries
what will be its next constellation. And in these trials nations and empires are sacrificed, and others are called
into existence." LPJ, p. 10 1, cf. DG, p. 30.
388

KOGH, p. 124; cf. ST, III, pp. 383-384.
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is, inter alia, that the cross is planted, and Christ is, in this sense, crucified once again.?"
Theonomy is not an optimistic concept of world improvement. The apostle Paul understood God's
purpose, inter alia, in giving the law to expose guilt (Rom. 7). God revealed himself to Israel, was
present among them as to no other people in the world, not only that sin and guilt be known and
acknowledged, but also very definitely that sin and guilt might also come into being. Sin must become
sin, so that it may become abundantly

sinful, and so that we come to the recognition

and

acknowledgement of sin. This krisis and apokalypsis of godlessness is not a preliminary consideration.
It is the meaning of history in the sense that this acknowledgement of sin as guilt is itself already an
element in redemption.

"In seiner Anerkenntnis der Schuld gibt man Gott recht, der von uns sagte, daB wir Sunder sind.
So wird ein Mensch dem Worte Gottes gleichformig, und er kommt zur conformitas Dei. So
wird er gerechtfertigt: diejustificatio Dei activa vollzieht sich in der Gestalt und auf die Weise
der justificatio Dei pass iva. ,,390

Tillich also agrees with this idea, taken from Luther, and writes: "the feeling of being rejected is the
first and decisive step toward salvation; it is a basic part of the process of salvation .,. as long as the
condemning function of revelation is experienced, saving power is effective."?" Even in the bad, God
works for the good (Rom 8:28).
This idea is central to the concept of theocracy or theonomy. This is how God saves his world. "Z66
geschiedt de verzoening: door de volmaakte en heilzame tegenwoordigheid

Gods in het volstrekt

goddelooze vleesch.r''" It is precisely in the irreconcilable duality of church and state that salvation and
existence are preserved for each other.l" A certain order is set up in the midst of the chaos of sin, and
. life is only livable because of this order.?" Just as the reconciliation of the world depends on the
crucifixion of Christ, so the salvation of existence depends on the 'failure' of Christian culture.l"
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ThW, II, p. 238.
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GCW, p. 43, cf. pp. 47-49; CTTP, pp. 137, 142-144.

391 ST, I, p. 146. Noordmans notes that the history of the fall is at the same time the account of the
incarnation, i.e. God's following us down into the deep. Verzame1de Werken, II, p. 259; cf. pp. 98-118; P. F.
Theron, One Bible Two Testaments: Covenant, Ethnicity and New Creation, unpublished paper, p. 13.
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DG, p. 33; cf. ThW, VI, p. 40.
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RP, p. 368.

394

VW, p. 223; ST, III, p. 49.

395 RP, p. 368. "Deze opstandigheid en schuld van de mens kunnun echter niet verhinderen, dat God zijn
troon bestijgt. Integendeel! De andere zijde van de troonsbestijging Gods ligt dan ook in de verzoening van de
schuld. Zijn troon is het kruis. In deze twee - de schuld en de verzoening - is het raadsel der geschiedenis niet
opgelost, maar samengevat. De geschiedenis is te verstaan als een permanente syntaxis van schuld en
verzoening en het kruis aJs de meest wezenJijke levensvorm van het koninkrijk Gods in de geschiedenis." VV,
p. 38, cf. VV, p. 119. Van Ruler also writes: de ondergang van een gekerstende cultuur is het summum van de
theocratie!" DG, p. 133. This can be understood in terms of the following symbol that Tillich uses to represent
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5.5.7.2.4

The Incidental and Relative Character of Theonomy

Theocracy has an incidental character. Here and there, now and then, there is a theocratic form.
Theocracy, as the openness of conditioned reality for the unconditional will of God, does not stretch
itself over the whole earth. It also does not manifest itself through all time. Its forms can only be seen
sporadically. Theocracy shares this incidental character with revelation. Revelation is no flood-light that
diffuses itself equally over the whole world. Revelation, and that means salvation, is an incident that
happened in Palestine. It also enters into existence but has the greatest difficulty attaining any
expression in existence. Thus it is with theocracy. There is no continuity, there is only the 'reidans der
daden Gods. ,396 Tillich refers to this particular breakthrough of salvation in existence as 'kairoi' and
points out that all of these kairoi are related to the' great kairos,' the particular manifestation of the
kingdom in Jesus as the Christ. "The Kingdom of God is always present, but the experience of its
history-shaking power is not. Kairoi are rare and the greatest kairos is unique, but together they
determine the dynamics of history in its self-transcendence.Y"

In other words, theonomy is an

incidental form in which the divine breaks into the temporal and overcomes the demonic.i" This
sporadic and incidental character oftheonomy helps us to understand its relative character. Theocracy
is the overcoming of the predominence of the demonic. Van Ruler provides the following important
definition: "theocratie is gelijk aan het theocratisch gehalte van een feitelijke situatie.'?" And Tillich
writes: "Theonomy can never be completely victorious, as it can never be completely defeated. Its
victory is always fragmentary because of the existential estrangement underlying human history, and
its defeat is always limited by the fact that human nature is essentially theonornous."?" History comes
from and moves toward periods of tbeonomy.Y'Autonomy

and heteronomy are tensions within

theonomy.i" A theonomy begins with the mani festation of the kingdom of God in history. That history
which is a history of revelation and salvation, the beginning of a theocracy, begins the moment man
becomes aware of the ultimate question of his estranged predicament and of his destiny to overcome

the meaning of history: A curve which comes from above, moves down as well as ahead, reaches the deepest
point which is the nunc existentiale, and retums in an analogous way to that from which it came, going ahead
as well as up. This represents every moment of experienced time as well as history as a whole. It implies
creation of the temporal, the beginning of time (i.e. dependence on God), the fall, the salvation that is dependent
on Jesus as the Christ, as the power that supports the entire structure at the bottom of the curve, and the retum
of the temporal to the etemal, the end of time (i.e. judgement and glorification). ST, III, p. 420; ST, II, p. 176.
396

RP, p. 386; VW, pp. 42,48,53,

130,353.

397

ST, Ill, pp. 46-47.
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PE, pp. 46-47.

399

DG, p. 130, cf. pp. 133-134; VW, p. 533.

400

ST, III, p. 250.

401

PE, p. 47.

402

What is Religion, p. 75.
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this predicament.t"

"De heiden komt niet pas met de waarachtige en levende God in aanraking, wanneer een
zendeling met het evangelie van Jezus Christus tot hem komt. Hij was reeds lang met Hem in
aanraking. Zijn hele bestaan is een ontmoeting met de levende God. Maar als het evangelie tot
hom komt, is dit weI een - bepaald ongehoorde - stroomversnelling in zijn verhouding tot God
en ook in Gods verhouding tot hem.,,404

The pagan state is not the antithesis of a theonomous state, it is the small beginning of theocracy. It is
also the servant of God and, to some extent, overcomes the chaos ofsin.405 Its theocratic quality is very
low, and there is a predominance ofthe demonic, so it would be wrong to call it a theocracy but it must
be understood in relation to theocracy.l'" A theocracy is the unheard of acceleration of God's acts with
this world, it is against the predominance ofthe demonic and exists to a certain extent whenever there
is the duality of church and state, and autonomous or secular and heteronomous or pagan states can only
be understood in terms of it.

5.5.7.2.5

The Miraculous Character of Theocracy

First we looked at the paradoxical character of theocracy, then at the provisional and :fragmentary
character of it. Now we will look at the miraculous nature of a theonomy.
Theocracy is a creation of God. In a theocratic understanding of reality "[wordt] de werkelijkheid van
a-z verstaan als werk Gods .., De wereld en het leven zijn datgene wat God er mee doet.,,407Thus, "de
theocratie [is] geen ideaal, dat nagestreefd kan worden, maar gave en wonder van God, waaruit en
waarin aIleen geleefd kan worden.T" Tillich refers to this as the Protestant principle - "that in relation
to God everything is done by God."409This is the central idea of the Reformation, the article by which
Protestantism stands or falls. It is not only a doctrine or article among others but also a principle which
permeates every single assertion of the theological system. That is, that, in relation to God, God alone
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ST, III, p. 366.
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VV, pp. 105-106; CTTP, p. 207; cf. ThW, VI, p. 42.
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RP, pp. 173, 180.

406

Tillich points out that there is no such thing as atheistic culture, a state that is completely antithetical

to theonomy, because no human mind is entirely without an ultimate concern and some practical and theoretical
expressions of it. That is, religion in the broader sense of ultimate concern is never absent, or, in other words,
the kingdom of God is never absent. There is, however, "a difference between a culture which is theonomous,
determined by direct and intentional expressions of an ultimate concern, and a culture which oscillates between
an empty autonomy and a suppressive heteronomy." TTOPT, pp. 391-392; cf. ST, III, pp. 251-252; DG, p. 30.
407RP,p.157.
408RP, p. 389.
409

ST, Ill, p. 135.
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can act and that no human claim, no intellectual or moral or devotional 'work,' can reunite us with
God.410 In other words, theonomy is a miracle, it is the 'impossible possibility,' that is, an impossibility
from the standpoint of the state, but it is a possibility from the standpoint of God. And it is not only a
possibility but is also a reality. For only because it has become a reality can we speak of it as a
possibility.":
Because theocracy is the 'impossible possibility,' Van Ruler rejects all activism, buthe equally strongly
rejects all quietism.?" This must be understood within the following context.
Theocracy is 'een heilzame werkelijkheid' that one simply lives in. It is the reality ofa state judged and
transformed by revelation. There is no alternative, one simply lives and acts within this theonomic
reality.l" Thus there is no activism or quietism, but simply the reality of saved and transformed
existence. But this question becomes more relevant when the theocratic quality ofthe situation is very
low, when the demons seem to be on the ascendent. Tillich provides the following answer. Certainly
church and state are eschatologically destined to become one, but we do not exist in this eschatological
reality yet. We certainly do have a church in which the echo of the Word of revelation transmits itself
in writing, proclamation and tradition; we have a society which in all fields the form of thinking and
acting, knowledge and justice are served. But the symbols of the Church may grow weak, the Word no
longer sound through its speech, and the state no longer understand it. And vice versa the work of
society may become empty, and into its vacuum powers of the anti-divine, ofthe untrue and the unjust
will then force their way in. Its symbols then become demonic rather than divine. Then the theocratic
quality of the situation is low, there is a predominance of evil and the demonic. That is, when the
Church cannot give the state and its life meaning and depth, cannot speak in powerful symbols of that
which stands beyond church and state, and when society does not bring to the Church full and living
forms wherein divine truth and divine justice can express themselves. But this still exists within a
theocratic situation. The fact that we can know ofthis evil, and that it is no longer believed that we can
redeem the state through the Church or the Church through culture - this is the first and most important
sign of salvation.l"
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ST, III, pp. 223-224.

411 What is Wrong with 'Dialectic'
Theology, p. 137; This is precisely what Van Ruler means when he
writes: "In de theocratische doorgronding van de existentie treedt met den staat ook de kerk tegelijk op. Men
kan den staat niet abstraheeren van de kerk, om eerst het verschijnsel van den staat geisoleerd in het oog te
vatten en te trachten, dit verschijnsel te doorgronden, om pas later de kerk te laten optreden, op het terrein van
den staat, zoodat de verhouding van kerk en staat een van de vele problemen is, waarover 66k gedacht moet
worden." RP, p. 174. The cross of Ch.rist remains the centre of all our theological thought, including our thought
concerning theonomy.
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DG, p. 132.
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DG, p. 128; PE, pp. 46-47.

414 IH, pp. 238-239. Thus there is a positive or a negative realization of theocracy. "Er geschiedt
realiseering, ook van de theocratie; ... maar deze realiseering is primair en centraal daad en werk Gods. Met het
feitelijk optreden van de openbaring Gods in de wereld is er theocratie, hetzij in het negatieve, inzooverre de
wereld niet hoort naar het heilzame Woord en de ordening Gods verwerpt en dan ook zelfverworpen wordt ...,
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Thus we arrive at the question of what is to be done. The answer cannot be made either in terms of
idealistic activisms or inactive quietism. No new 'better' church is to be created by the church, no new
'better' state by the state, and no new 'better' unity of both. This is only created by revelation.
Therefore, the will for the new church or new state is irreligious and unspiritual.l" The renewed church
and the renewed state and the unity of both grow out of the new revelation, or rather, out of the renewed
awakening of the Word of revelation.

"A new awakening, however, cannot be made, but only received ... Therefore we cannot do the
decisive thing. What we can do is pave the road. Thus it always was and thus it must remain in
all epochs that long for revelation. The Church can prepare the way, by placing itself and its
forms under the judgement of the old word of revelation and freeing itself of all forms that have
lost their symbolic strength, and opening itself up to the work of the law, which culture has
achieved in obedience. And culture can prepare the way by realizing the emptiness ofthe mere
form, of service to the law, in all its own functions, in natural and technical science, in art and
philosophy, in law and economics, in the social and the personal, in society and state; and thus
becoming capable oflistening to the word of revelation and filling itself with the living content
of grace, which breaks through the law ... we are all involved in this [action - positively or
negatively], some nearer the Church, others nearer society, but none wholly without one or the
other. Therefore, we are all responsible for both: for the Church, that it may become free from
itself and open to the word of revelation; for society, that it fill itself with a living substance and
be able to create symbols in the service of the word of revelation - neither, however, for itself
but for that which is more than culture and religion and to which both bear witness.T'"

This means that the miracle oftheonomy does not imply either activism or quietism, but it does give
the framework within which we must understand the action of the church and the state. Van Ruler
explains:

"Zoo is de theocratie ten volle daad Gods ... Wij kunnen de theocratische situatie niet scheppen,
want zij wordt aIleen geschapen door het feitelijke intreden Gods in de existentie. Daar zijn wij
volstrektelijk aan prijsgegeven. Wij kunnen echter evenmin de theocratische situatie wanneer

hetzij in het positieve, inzooverre de kerk wordt ingericht in de wereld en de wereld wordt ingericht rondom
de kerk, en wanneer de theocratie er in het positieve is, dan is zij er in meerdere of mind ere mate. Er is een
situatie ontstaan met een theocratisch gehalte. De levende God is ingetreden en tegenwoordig in de existentie."
DG, pp. 133-134. The point is that in both cases, the miracle of theocracy provides the basis for all human
action. See below.
415 This can be understood in terms of the following: "Het geheim van aIle idealisme is, dat het zich
verzet tegen de schuld der zonde en in opstand komt tegen de verzoening van de schuld." DG, p. 129.
416

TH, pp. 239-241.
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zij er is, verbreken, want als ons handelen wordt, hetzij positief hetzij negatief, door het
handelen Gods bepaald. Daar zijn wij volstrektelijk aan onderworpen. Ons is aIleen het spel der
geschiedenis gelaten, het eeuwig heen en weer, de inkrimping en de uitbreiding, de integratie
en de desintegratie. Het werk der geschiedenis behoudt de levende God zich VOOr.,,417

This miraculous character of theonomy does not exclude our freedom and action, but provides the
foundation for it. Even when it seems that there is 'no word from the Lord,' this does not mean that
there is nothing we can do. This 'void' should be experienced as a 'sacred void' by taking it patiently
upon ourselves, by waiting in a vacuum.?" And this waiting is not quietistic, as we have seen above,
"it looks forward to a new theonomy in the attitude of creative waiting until the kairos appears."!"
We have seen that theonomy is a miracle and that this miracle provides the framework for
understanding the action of the state. Or, in other words, that the justice actualized in the vocational
consciousness of a theocratic state is to be understood on the basis of the miracle of its sacral centre of
Jesus as the Christ.

5.5.7.2.6

The Spiritual Nature of Theocracy

The miraculous nature of theonomy also means that it is a Spiritual reality. "Theonomous culture is
Spirit-determined and Spirit-directed culture.,,42oThis means that theonomy is essentially a structure
of faith and love, and furthermore, that it is essentially concealed.
Faith is the miraculous reality of being opened up by the Spiritual Prcsencc.?" And it is characterized
by the continual struggle of essence against existence, of the Spirit against the flesh.422This is the
paradoxical presence of the kingdom. But this also means that theocracy is essentially concealed, it is
a matter of faith, of believing 'in spite of.' Because faith is a miracle of the Spirit, "en niet uitloopt in
een toestand van den mensch, maar de mensch omgekeerd met zijn heele existentie is prijsgegeven aan
het werken van den Geest, daarom is de gratia intema analytisch-empirisch ook nooit ten volle en in
haar eigenlijke substantie nooit te constateeren.v''?
Thus theocracy is only to be understood on the basis of faith, and, as such, is essentially hidden from
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empirical view. But this does not mean that nothing happens to existence. This miraculous
Spirit is put into effect in love. And this love must be understood
dimensions.V'i"

This is the (paradoxical)

God, between existence

and salvation.

The Spiritual

drives

theonomous

Presence

overcoming

toward

as "reunion

the conquest

and heteronomy,

the will of God. This state is conquered

of the separated

of the ambiguities

of the state by creating

itself. These ambiguities

of the

are caused by the cleavage of subject and object, state and

(fragmentarily)

by the Spirit in theonomy,

that is, "in so far as

structure is overcome.T'" Van Ruler expresses this less philosophically

the subject-object

in all

of the split between the state and the kingdom of

forms in the different realms in which the state actualizes

state, that is, of autonomy

work ofthe

"er is dan ook te spreken van een inhoudelijke

when he says:

identiteit van de oordelen van de mens met het oordelen

van God: de mens weet en wil en doet in de Geest het zelfde wat God weet, wil en

doet."'" This is the

actualization

and the vocational

of love in existence,

consciousness
receive

a theonomous
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of justice

of the nation we can say that, "under the impact of the Spiritual Presence,

unambiguously
of God.

and in terms of our discussion

quality

to the extent

though fragmentarily;

that the Spirit

is effective.

the law can

It can represent

justice

in symbolic language, it can become 'the justice of the Kingdom

Subject is reunited with object, justice is reunited with love. Van Ruler remarks: "DM is

het werk van den Heiligen Geest: dat het recht Gods wordt opgericht midden in het vleesch."?" The
justice of God, that is, the justice revealed on the Cross is set up in the midst of sin, and the Spirit fights
against the ideologies

that justify inj ustice.

429

Therefore, theonomy remains a matter of faith, and is only

open to the eyes of faith.
But this does not mean that theocracy
believers.

Religion

is not the mystical

is concealed
'inwardness'

in the sense that it is hidden in the hearts of
of religious

terms of ultimate

concern, and this means that religion

matter around

US.
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as the realization
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kingdom. For

and this means that, in principle,

the power ofthe demonic is broken, all things are relieved of their demonic' depth,' and revealed to be
a part of God's creation. There is no dualism, the Spirit leaves nothing untouched, but enters into all
things.i" Theocracy means that God rules433 and this unites "the demand that everything relative
become the vehicle of the absolute and the insight that nothing relative can ever become absolute
itself.,,434Theonomy communicates the experience of holiness, of something ultimate in being and
meaning in all of its creations.l" Or as Van Ruler expresses it: "Wij zien in alle dingen het licht der
eeuwigheid.Y'" This means that "wherever there is theonomy, traces of the impact of the Spiritual
Presence are visible.,,437 Van Ruler expresses the importance of this idea: "Het gaat om uitdrukking,
uitbeelding en uitbreiding van het onaanschouwelijke

heil in de gestalten der existentie. De

zichtbaarheid is daarin alles. Daarom valt ook alle nadruk in alle theocratische overpeinzingen op de
cultuur. Zij is zuivere zicbtbaarhcid.T'"
Theocracy is a miracle, it is a matter of faith and is not empirically verifiable. It is hidden from the eyes
of unbelief. But this does not mean that it does not have a visible effect on life in the state and the life
of the state. The demonic forces are struggled with. If a theonomy is positively victorious, the demonic
force is overcome and there is a positive change in the life of the state. At the very least, a theocracy
is negatively victorious, the demonic force is revealed to be demonic, guilt is brought into the open, and
the state is forced deeper into sin. Either way there is a victory of the kingdom of God and there is a
visible change in the structure of the state. In other words, there is a change in the justice that is
actualised in the vocational consciousness of the nation.

5.5.7.3

Justice and the Old Testament

Tillich provides the final material principle that we must consider in our discussion of the relationship
between social justice and the vocational consciousness of a theocratic state. This is the principle of
justice as the uniting form of being, and means:

a)

Justice is not an abstract law imposed from outside. It is the expression of the substance of
being: namely, love. It is not a strange law but an essential law. Therefore it is a uniting with
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the self-realization of life and not the negation of life. It is neither the guarantee of any status
quo nor the guarantee of a powerless utopia. It is in the kairos. Natural law is the principle of
justice in relation to life and power. Love actualizes itself in the kairos. This is the unity oflife
and justice.

b)

Justice is the concrete principle of politics. But it must be united with the other two principles
of power and love. Therefore, it can never be vindictive justice. It points to the limits in which
individual self-realization is compatible with the unity of the whole or with love. It is not
egalitarian. It depends on the essentially centralizing power of a group or an individual.
Therefore it cannot be separated from power, and both cannot be separated from love. Life
without justice is chaos and therefore not the power of being. Justice without life is dead law
and therefore strange to being.t"

5.5.7.3.1

The Law of God

In order to understand this material principle of justice as the uniting form of being, that is, as the form
that gives structure and meaning to the vocational consciousness of a theocratic state, we will look at
the importance of the law of God as this is revealed in the Old Testament.
In the first place, we must consider the nature of the law. In agreement with the predominant trend of
classical theology, Tillich and Van Ruler assert that the law given by God is man's essential nature, put
against him as law.?" Ifman were not estranged from himself, ifhis essential nature were not distorted
in his actual existence, no law would stand against him. The law is not strange to man. It is natural law.
"It represents his true nature from which he is estranged. Every valid ethical commandment is an
expression of man's essential relation to himself, to others and to the universe.v'" Van Ruler expresses
the same idea when he writes: "de wet Gods zeggen ons, wat huwelijk, ouderschap, bloedverwantschap,
staat, kortom wat het ware menschzijn is en moet zijn.,,442
Tillich points out that this means the law expresses the will of God. Thus the law is not arbitrary. It is
the structure of our true being. This alone makes it obligatory and its denial self-destructive.t" And Van
Ruler points out that this identity of the law and the will of God is the basis for the proper actualization
of the being of man in joy and freedorn.t"
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This leads us to the second point regarding the importance of the law: the distinction between nomos
and torah. There is an important difference between the Hebrew word torah and its Greek translation
nomos. Nomos has the connotation of a formal and even immutable code of fixed laws. Torah, on the
other hand, contains the meaning of an 'instruction' with all the flexibility and historical adaptability
of a living instruction. This biblical meaning of the word torah, as opposed to the Greek meaning of
the word nomos, can only be clearly seen when we remember that the law of God, including all
revelation and all creation must be understood from the perspective of the eschatological kingdom of
God that directs all reality. As such, the law, as torah, is also an act of God, and is also characterized
by the plurality and relativity that characterizes all God's acts:

"Zij is het geheel van de 'rechten en inzettingen des Heeren.' En deze rechten en inzettingen des
Heeren omvatten veel meer dan aIleen wetsartikelen. De verhalen, de liederen, de spreuken van
den pentateuch zijn ook deeltjes thora. Zij wijzen ons ook van Godswege den weg in de
veri oren existentie. De thora staat niet in den pentateuch, maar de pentateuch is thora. En dan
van zelf niet aIleen de pentateuch. De wet is daarom ook niet een formeele instantie, maar steeds
een materieele realiteit: het 'recht' Gods in het vleesch.'.445

In a similar vein, Tillich points out that the whole of the Old Testament (as well as the New Testament)
is the description and interpretation of revelation (i.e. salvation):

"A collection of assumed divine revelations concerning' faith and morals' without a revelatory
event which they interpret is a law book with divine authorization [i.e. nomos], but it is not the
Word of God [i.e. torah], and it has no revelatory power. Neither the Ten Commandments nor
the great commandment is revelatory if separated from the divine covenant with Israel or from
the presence of the Kingdom of God in the Christ. These commandments were meant and
should be taken as interpretations of a new reality, not as orders directed against the old reality.
They are descriptions and not laws.,,446

In this sense the entire Old Testament is law, that is, law as torah, as the description of "the relation of
man to what concerns him ultimately, to the ground and meaning of his being."?"

In the third place, we must look at the fulfilment of the law in Jesus as the Christ. We have already seen
that God's justice is a creative justice, a justice that forgives in order to reunitc.?" We need to clarify

445VW, pp. 269-270.
446ST, J, pp. 124-125.
447ST, I, p. 130.
448See above.
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this idea in this context in order to understand the historically conditioned nature of the law as man's
essential nature placed against him, that is, as torah and not as nomos.
God's law is a gift of grace. "The law is ... a divine gift; it shows to man his essential nature, his true
relationship to God, other men, and himself. Within existential estrangement it makes man's true nature
manifest.v'" Van Ruler writes: "De wet - ook als mozaische wet [moet] - verstaan worden als wet Gods
en als gave van zijn genade ... De wet staat in het vcrbondl't'"

The fulfilment of the law must be

understood within this context.
The law is the law of love, it is the presence of God himself. This is made clear in Christ's fulfilment
of the law. The main point to be grasped here is that Jesus as the Christ maintained his unity with God.
The being of Jesus as the Christ is determined in every moment by God. In all his utterances, words,
deeds and sufferings, he is transparent to that which he represents as the Christ, the divine mystery, that
is, love. It is the presence of God in him that makes him the Christ. The acceptance of the cross, both
during his life and at the end of it, is the decisive test of his unity with God, of his complete
transparency to the ground of being. Only in view of the crucifixion can he say "he who believes in me
does not believe in me" (John 12:44). Only through his continuous acceptance of the cross has he
become the 'Spirit' who has surrendered himself as flesh, namely as a historical individual (II
Corinthians). This means we are liberated from the authority of everything finite in him, from his
special traditions, from his individual piety, from his world view, from any legalistic understanding of
his ethics.l" As such he is the 'Son of God.,452This means that "Christ's self-sacrificial love is the
centre of the Gospels as well as of their apostolic interpretations. This centre is the principle of agape
embodied in his being and radiating from him into a world in which agape was and is known only in
ambiguous expressions ... Agape is the fulfilment of the creative justice of the Old Tcstamcnt.Y'"
Thus we can see what Van Ruler means when he writes:

"De eigenlijke vervulling van de wet ligt in de historische realiteit der liefde, dat is in de liefde
Gods, welke als een realiteit in de wereld is gezet ... Wil men nu deze historische realiteit der
liefde centraal en origineel, dat is naar haar middelpunt en oorsprong aanduiden, dan kan men

449 ST, II, p. 81; "The Old Testament, where the law plays such a decisive role, refers in every part to
the divine covenant between God and the selected nation, and to the promises beyond all threats and
judgements." Morality and Beyond, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1964, p. 62; cf. ST, I, pp. 124-125.
450
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aIleen verwijzen naar Jezus Christus. Hij is, in dezen central en en origineelen zin, de liefde
Gods gelijk zij als realiteit in de wereld is gezet. De wet is vervuld in den messias.,,454

Everything comes down to the insight that the entire torah is fulfilled in the Messiah in the sense that
it has received form, corporeality, substance and validity. Jesus as the Christ is the 'truth' of the torah.
This means that the torah is essentially and originally concerned with Jesus as the Christ and with him
alone.455
Tillich explains the importance of this idea: The fulfilment of the law, the final revelation in Jesus as
the Christ is universally valid because it includes the criterion of every revelation and is thefinis or telos
(intrinsic aim) of all of them. The final revelation is the criterion of every revelation which precedes
or follows. It is the criterion of every religion and of every culture, not only of the culture and religion
in and through which it has appeared. It is valid for the social existence of every human group and for
the personal existence of every human individual. It is valid for mankind as such, and, in an
undescribable way, it has meaning for the universe also. Nothing less than this should be asserted by
Christian theology. Ifsome element is cut off from the universal validity ofthe message of Jesus as the
Christ, ifhe is put into the sphere of personal achievement only, or into the sphere of history only, he
is less than the final revelation and is neither the Christ nor the New Being. But Christian theology
affirms that he is all this because he stands the double test of finality: uninterrupted unity with the
ground of his being and the continuous sacrifice of himself as Jesus to himself as the ChriSt.456Another
way of expressing this is to say that the material norm of systematic theology is the New Being in Jesus
as the Christ as our ultimate concem.l" This is essentially the 'ontology oflove' that we have indicated
throughout this work, and have applied to our understanding of the state. The God that is worshipped
in Christianity, that is, the ultimate concern of Christianity, is the sacral centre of all reality, including
the state.
These ideas are also clearly expressed by Van Ruler. He writes that

"de thora in den messias dan ook pas volle geldigheid heeft gekregen voor aile volkeren en voor
aIle tijden, op de wijze van het historisch-eschatologische
'vervuld'

handelen Gods ... Hij heeft zijn thora

... En nu geldt de thora ook temidden van alle volkeren en tijden. Het kruis van

Golgotha, het offer van Jezus Christus staat in het middelpunt van alle gekerstende cultuur. Het
is

zelf het sacrale centrum, waarin het geheimenis des heils als het eigenlijke van het leven

wordt bewaard.T'"
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Life is fundamentally structured cultically, inasmuch as it stands in a circle around a great sacrificial
work of God at Calvary, where the means of salvation became the fact of salvation, and the cultus
became wholly history and history became wholly cultic.F"
Christianized culture is named after the name of Jesus Christ. That the torah has actually received
validity in the world becomes apparent when we remember that the cross of Calvary is the utmost
concentration of the entire torah. The entire ceremonial law is summarized in this sacrificial work of
God, and this means that it is essentially cultic, that is, worthy of our worship, our true ultimate
concern. This means that, "deze cultus de voortdurende herhaling van de ceremonien mist doch
historisch accent heeft gekregen (hij is eenmaal, eens voor goed gestorven voor de zonden), en dat
rondom dezen cultus de gansche gekerstende cultuur gegroepeerd staat.,,460
We have already discussed this in relation to Christ as the sacral centre of the state. The point that we
need to understand in this context, is that the love that is revealed in Jesus as the Christ is the criterion
for all law, justice and revelation, for the actualization of creation as such. This leads us to our next
point - the historical nature of the torah.

In the fourth place, we must look at the law of God as the material presence oflove and not as a formal
principle. Tillich writes that "the Ten Commandments, as well as the commandments of the Sermon
on the Mount, are restatements ofthe natural law, the 'law of love, ' after periods in which it was partly
forgotten, partly distorted. Their substance is the natural law, or in our terminology, man's essential
nature standing against him in his existential estrangement.v'?'
At this point there seems to be a difference between Tillich and Van Ruler, as Van Ruler writes:

"Het is toch te weinig gezegd, wanneer men den inhoud van de lex naturalis, gelijk zij in het
hart des menschen geschreven

is en van de werkelijkheid

getuigenis ontvangt, en de

noodzakelijkheid van den decaloog aIleen motiveert met de opmerking, dat de inhoud van de
lex naturalis in de werkelijkheid verborgen en in het menschenhart verduisterd is. De decaloog
zou dan alleen dienen ter opheldering van de lex naturalis.T'"

It seems, however, that Tillich and Van Ruler use the term 'natural law' differently. Van Ruler defines
natural law in terms of ethical rationality, of the moral law as expressed by Kant.463But Tillich defines
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natural law in terms of revelation,

of our essential being standing against our existential

being.464

It is important to see the distinction between law or justice as a formal demand and law as the concrete
presence of love. Tillich writes that law "is generally understood
of stoicism and rationalism.
is thus without universal
which love is embodied
In order to understand
the importance

in the sense ofthe abstract natural law

As such it is either empty or it is the concrete law of a special period and

validity.

If justice is taken concretely,

it means the laws and institutions

in

in a special situation.,,465
the significance

of the difference

and torah, that is, to see

between fonnallaw

of the idea that the law is fulfilled in the love of Jesus as the Christ, we will look at the

law in terms of its validity, content and motivation.

"De eigenlijke

en eenige inhoud van de wet Gods

is God zelf, gelijk hij in de daad zijner openbaring

tegenwoordig

is.'>466This means that the law is

unconditionally

valid, as it is the will of God, but it also implies the historically

determined

character

of the law.
The moral imperative
existential

(Kant) is formally

estrangement.

valid as it refers to our essential

It is therefore categorical,

concrete. In the story of the Good Samaritan,
the humanity

of other people'

only becomes

universally

being over against our

valid, but it does not refer to anything

Jesus shows that the abstract notion of 'acknowledging
concrete, that is, as the will of God, in love as agape. 467

The law of God is formally valid because it is God's will, but it cannot be reduced to an empty formal
moral imperative.
te identificeren,
menselijke

"Daarom

is de wet van God ook niet in ethische rationaliteit

ook en juist niet naar de inhoud, met de lex naturalis

zedenwet

op te lossen. Zij is niet

en zelfs niet met de algemeen-

... Het gaat om het recht van God, gelijk het in het vlees wil opgericht worden.

,,468

In terms of the content of the law, we must go even further and say that every moral law is abstract in
relation to the unique and totally concrete situation. Tables
situation. This is true of the Ten Commandments
and the moral presumptions

of laws can never wholly apply to the unique

as well as ofthe demands of the Sermon on the Mount

of the Epistles of Paul. 'The letter kills' not only because it judges him who

cannot fulfil the law, but because it also suppresses

the creative potentialities

of the unique moment

which never was before and never will come again. The Spirit, on the contrary, opens the mind to these
potentialities

and determines

the decisions

oflove

in a particular

situation.

the absolute and the relative character of the law is solved in principle.
the fulfilment,

In this way the problem of

Love, as the ultimate principle,

of the law, is always the same. Love entering the unique situation,

Spirit, is always different. Therefore,

in the power of the

love liberates us from the bondage to absolute ethical traditions,
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to conventional morals, and to authorities that claim to know the absolute demand. The Spirit breaks
the prison of any absolute law, even when vested with the authority of a sacred tradition.t" Thus:

"the historical relativity of all ethical contents does not contradict the unconditional validity of
the moral imperative itself, because all contents must, in order to be valid, confirm the reunion
of man's existential with his essential being; they must express love ... love unites the
unconditional character of the formalized moral imperative with the conditional character of the
ethical content. Love is unconditional in its existence ... Love is as near the abstract norms as
it is near the particular demands of a situation.Y'"

Van Ruler writes: "De wet van God is historisch bepaald, omdat de openbaring historische daad van
God is ... Dit historische karakter van de wet kan dus allerminst als een last gevoeld worden.
Integendeel. Het is essentieel. Wanneer de dingen op het veld de geschiedenis verschijnen, komen ze
pas ten volle tot hun recht en worden ze 'geestelijk.

",471

The fact that the law must be understood in terms of love, and not as a formal set of rules, is confirmed
when we examine the motivation for doing the law, the relationship between law and love.
The law is fulfilled in love. Love does voluntarily what the law commands. But now the question arises:
Is not love itself a law, the all-embracing law? "Thou shalt love ..." But love as commandment is
impossible because man in existential estrangement is incapable of lovc.l" All law, including the allembracing law of love is experienced as law only because man is estranged from God. If love
determined our being, it could not become a law that commands. It would be an expression of our
being, one with it, and not standing in opposition to it. The law, as the command to do the will of God,
presupposes the contrast between our essential and our actual being. This means that it cannot provide
the motivation for obedience. For the very existence of the commanding law is based on that split. The
law is an expression of man's estrangement from his true nature. How would it then be able to
overcome this estrangement? Indeed, its effect is to increase this estrangement, to make it manifest
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ST, Ill, p. 47; Morality and Beyond, p. 43.

470 ST, III, pp. 272-273. "Dit historisch bepaald zijn van de wet doet niets af aan het allesomvattende
van haar beteekenis." VW, p. 278. O. Noordmans, quoted in this context by Van Ruler, also indicates this. In
his discussion of Rom. 7: 14-25, referring to the pauline contrast of Adam and Christ, he says: "Wanneer men
a1het menschelijke samenvat onder die beide hoofden Adam en Christus, wat hebben Israel, Mozes, de Wet dan
voor betekenis. Ze staan er zoo naast in die groote wereld visie van Adam-Christus! Wanneer de apostel nu niet
meer was geweest dan een loodsche renegaat, dan zou hij ze weggebezemd hebben. Maar hij is een man Gods,
een werkelijkheidsmensch. Hij philosofeert niet, maar theologiseert. Het werkelijke is hem rneer dan het
algemeene. Het universeele neemt voor hem de beteekenis van het bijzondere niet weg." VW, pp. 278-279. In
other words, "in elke nieuwe situatie will God weer wat anders met de dingen." Th W, II, p. 74; cf. I, p. 229.
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(Rom. 7).473
"The question of moral motivation can be answered only transmorally. For the law demands, but cannot
forgive; it judges, but cannot accept. Therefore, forgiveness and acceptance, the conditions of the
fulfilment ofthe law, must come from something above the law, or more precisely, from something in
which the split between our essential being and our existence is overcome and healing power has
appeared. It is the centre of the Christian message that this conquest took place in the Christ, in whom
a new reality beyond the cleavage appeared.Y'" Van Ruler writes: "De kern van het werk van den
messias ligt in de verzoening. En deze gaat boven het zedelijke uit ... en zoowel het recht als het ethos
[is] te verstaan vanuit den cultus."?"
Grace creates a state of reunion in which the cleavage between our true and our actual being is
fragmentarily overcome, and the rule of commanding law is broken. Where there is grace there is no
command and no struggle to obey the command. This is true of all realms of life. He who has the grace
ofloving a thing, a task, a person, or an idea does not need to be asked to love. A reunion of something
separated has already taken place, and with it a partial fulfilment of the law. As a gift of grace, it is not
produced by one's will and one's endeavour. One simply receives it.476
"Niet het ethos, maar de tegenwoordigheid Gods is het centrum van de bijbelsche verkondiging. En de
tegenwoordigheid Gods wordt verstaan als zijn aanwezigheid en bezigheid in het vleesch.v"? God
freely gives what he demands. This is the message of the Gospel. "Only love or the Spiritual Presence
can motivate by giving what it demands ... [Only] the right relation to God - love and fear - provides
the moral motivation.V'"
The law can only be understood on the basis of grace, as the material presence of God.479

5.5.7.3.2

The Importance of the Old Testament

On the basis of this understanding of the law, as God's gracious presence in spite of sin, we can look
at the importance of the Old Testament for theocracy.

473 Morality and Beyond, pp. 48-50, 53; VW, p. 351. As such, the law is the foundation of salvation.
VW, p. 267.
474

Morality and Beyond, p. 64.
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VW, pp. 498, 277.

476 Morality and Beyond, pp. 61-62; ST, III, pp. 274-275. The law is fulfilled in love and, as such, is the
expression of salvation. VW, p. 267.
477

VW, p. 277.
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Tills quote is a combination of: ST, III. p. 274; and, Morality and Beyond, p. 54.

W. Vischer expresses this by saying that the Old Testament tells us what salvation is willie the New
Testament tells us that there is salvation. Grace is the fact that there is salvation, the law is the content of
salvation. (The Witness ofthe Old Testament to Christ, Lutherworth Press, London, 1949, pp. 7-8; cf. RP, p.
126). The law is not itself grace. Grace is the fact that the law is present in spite of sin (VW, p. 473; ST, III, p.
274).
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It is absolutely necessary for our discussion oftheonomy to understand the meaning of the law and the
place of the Old Testament. Van Ruler writes:

"De thora ontwerpt een eigen gestalte des levens, een levensvorm voor het volk en voor den
enkeling ... De thora en de bijbel zijn een; de thora is een integreerend en fundamenteel
bestanddeel van den bijbel en de bijbel is niet te hebben zonder dat men de thora heeft en haar
ook verstaat ... Daarom moet men op de een of andere wijze met de thora in het reine komen.
Dat is de meest belangrijke quaestie in de verhouding van christendom en politiek.v''"

Everything comes down to the fact that the entire torah is fulfilled in Jesus as the Christ and this means
that it has received full validity for all nations and for all times."!
Tillich points out that there is something unique about the Old Testament and the prophets of Israel,
from Moses, who is called the greatest of the prophets, to John the Baptist, who is called the greatest
in the old eon. The revelation through the prophets of Israel is the direct concrete preparation of the
final revelation in Jesus as the Christ, and it cannot be separated from it. Universal revelation as such
could not have prepared the final revelation. Since the latter is concrete, only one concrete development
could have been its immediate preparation. Without the paradoxes of Jewish prophetism, the paradox
of the Cross could not have been understood and accepted.l"
Van Ruler notes that in order to properly proclaim Jesus as the Christ, we need the mosaic and Old
Testament expressions of the presence of God. We cannot be satisfied with the language of generalhuman knowledge. Although we cannot ignore this knowledge, guilt and reconciliation are particular
to the nation of Israel and are simply not found anywhere else in world history. "De mozaische wet
moet er bij komen, zal er zinvol van schuld en verzoening sprake kunnen zijn. Zij schept zowel de
theologische als de kerugmatische taal. Zij schept de tale Kanaans en zonder deze zullen wij de
verkondiging van de messias Jezus niet kunnen voltrekken.v'f
Tillich refers to this as the movement from immaturity to maturity. Maturity is the result of education
by the law, and in those who take the law with radical seriousness, maturity becomes despair ofthe law,
with the ensuing quest for that which breaks through the law as 'good news.'

"Mankind had to mature to a point in which the centre of history could appear and be received
as the centre. This maturing process is working in all history, but a particular development was
necessary in order to prepare for Him in whom the final revelation would occur. This is the
function of the development of which the Old Testament is the document ... Without the larger
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basis of history of religion and the smaller basis of prophetic criticism and transformation of the
larger basis, there is no possibility of accepting the centre. Therefore ... every missionary
activity, inside and outside Christian culture, must follow the Old Testament's prophetic
purification of the religious consciousness.v'"

This also means that without the Old Testament, Christianity relapses into the immaturities of the
universal history of religion. It is, therefore, not surprising that those who separated the New from the
Old Testament - from early Gnosticism to recent Naziism - lost the christological paradox, the centre
of the New Testament. They considered the final revelation as one of the examples of universal
revelation, and they denounced the religion of the Old Testament as one of the lower forms of
paganism. But this is a complete misunderstanding

and results in a return to paganism.i" Thus Van

Ruler writes: "Het Oude Testament is de grens rondom de christelijke kerk, welke haar vrijwaart voor
heidendom, hetzij in den modemen vitalistischen, hetzij in den antieken gnostischen vorm.'>486

But what precisely does this imply for our discussion of theocracy? Tillich provides the answer: "The
Old Testament mani festations of the Kingdom of God produced the direct preconditions for its final
manifestation in the Christ. The maturity was reached; the time was fulfilled. This happened once in
the original revelatory and saving stretch of history, but it happens again whenever the centre is
received as centre.T'"
And Van Ruler writes: "In de wereldgeschiedenis is het het volk Israel, dat door God door middel van
zijn wet in de schuld gestort en gehouden is. In de kerstening van een cultuur geschiedt dat opnieuw.

,>488

The Old Testament is to be understood in terms of the prophetic struggle with the demons, especially
the demonically distorted nationalism. The Old Testament is certainly full of Jewish nationalism, but
this appears over and over again as that against which the Old Testament fights. Religious nationalism
is the mark of the false prophets. The true prophets threaten Israel in the name of the God of justice who
is able to reject his nation because of its injustice without losing his power, which is not the case in
paganism. As the God of justice He is universal, and, if justice is violated He rejects any claim on the
basis of a special relation to his nation.t"
The birth of this prophetic rejection of paganism is symbolized in the story ofthe vocation of Abraham.
The command to Abraham to leave his homeland and his father's house means the command to leave
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the gods of soil and blood, of family, tribe and nation; that is, the gods of space, of paganism and
polytheism, the gods who stand beside each other - even if one ofthem is the most powerful. The true
God who spoke to Abraham cannot be identified with a family or city-god. In the moment in which the
danger of such an identification arises, God must separate Himself from those who adore Him. The
representative of this separation is the prophet. He does not deny the God of the fathers, but he protests
against the abuse of this God by the priests of soil and blood, of tribe and nation. He pronounces the
separation of God from His nation. This becomes obvious in the great prophets who announce the
complete rejection ofthe nation of God if it continues as a pagan cult with pagan ethics and politics.I"
The prophetic monotheism of the Old Testament is the monotheism of justice. The unlimited claim of
every spacial or pagan god unavoidably clashes with the unlimited claim of any other pagan god. The
will to power of the one group cannot give justice to another group. This holds true of the powerful
groups within a nation and of the nations themselves. Paganism is necessarily unjust. The unlimited
claim of any god of space (e.g. soil and blood) destroys the universalism implied in the idea of justice.
This and this alone is the meaning of prophetic monotheism. God is one God because justice is one. The
prophetic threat against the elected nation, that it will be rejected by God because of its injustice, is the
real victory over the gods of space. The interpretation of hi story in Deutero-Isaiah, according to which
God calls the foreign nations in order to punish His own nation because of its injustice, elevates God
to the universal God. Tragedy and injustice belong to the gods of paganism; historical fulfilment and
justice belong to the God who acts in time and through time, uniting the separated space of his universe
through love. Thus Tillich comes to the conclusion that the Old Testament and the history ofIsrael "has
meaning for all nations."?"
Van Ruler expresses this by pointing out that, "Het volk Israel is ... het groote historische paradigma
van [het] handel en Gods met zijn wet in de zondige existentie.'0492
The true work of God is that he exorcises the demons and turns them into his servants. This is the main
concern of the Old Testament, and it is centred in the prophetic criticism of religious nationalism. The
state must be forced from its demonic illusions, woken from the sleep, the dream and the death of its
delusion that it is a god on earth, and established as a servant of God.493

490 TC, pp. 35-36. "The threat which we hear first in the words of Amos is the turning point in the
history of religion. It is unheard of in all other religions that the God of a nation is able to destroy this nation
without being destroyed Himself. In all other religions the god dies with the people who adore him. in
prophetism the glory of God is not diminished, but augmented by the split between God and nation. This, and
this alone, is the end of polytheism. A struggle against the gods of space was made by those prophets who
destroyed the places of adoration all over the country, thereby cutting off the roots of pagan revivalism and
concentrating the cult in Jerusalem. And when Jerusalem fell, the power of the God of the time was strong

enough to survive this greatest of all catastrophes, and to become the God of the world before whom the nations
are like the sand of the sea. This was a triumph unimaginable

in all paganism,

separation implied in the command to Abraham." 'I'C, p. 36; cf PE, p. 22.
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and was due to the principle of

In this sense, a christianized culture is an incidental repetition - mutatis mutandis - of the nation of
Israe1.494

5.5.7.3.3

A Christianized Nation is an Incidental Repetition of the Nation Israel

In order to understand this, we must look at these two concepts of 'repetition' and 'incidental.'
In the first place, a Christianized culture is a repetition of the nation of Israel. Tillich writes that the
significance of the content of the Old Testament lies in the word 'wisdom.' The Old Testament law
represents the wisdom of the past about man, his relation to others and to himself, his predicament in
temporal existence, and the telos or inner aim of his being. Wisdom, in the later centuries of the ancient
world, became (like logos) a divine power, mediating between God and the world and between God and
man. It was (like logos) a principle ofthe divine self-manifestation in nature and history. According to
the book of Job, God made the world while looking at 'Wisdom' which was beside Him. In history it
has inspired men and showed them the right way; it has had revelatory power and it became embodied
in Jesus as the Christ. Wisdom, in this sense, is the source of the torah. From the point of view of man,
revelations, mediated by wisdom are the result of both accumulated experience and revelatory visions.
As such, they bear tremendous weight, but do not posses unconditional validity. They guide the
conscience in concrete situations, but none of them, taken as law, has absolute validity. Even the Ten
Commandments express not onl y man's essential nature but also the wisdom and the limi tations of the
early feudal culture of the Israelites. Certainly there is risk in deviating from the wisdom embodied in
a concrete tradition. But there is also risk in accepting a tradition without questioning it. "Therefore,
the tables of laws, which are commandments of the divine-human wisdom of all generations, are gifts
of grace, although they can become destructive when elevated to absolute validity and substituted for
agape and its power to listen to the voice of the 'now.",495

494 VW, p. 403. This is what Tillich means when he says that all missionary activity inside and outside
Christian culture must follow the Old Testament's prophetic purification of the religious consciousness. Because
without the Old Testament, Christianity relapses into the immaturities of the universal history of religion including the history of the Jewish religion (which was the main object of criticism and purification by the Old
Testament prophets). The maturing or preparatory process toward the central manifestation of the kingdom of
God in history is, therefore, not restricted to the pre-Christian epoch; it continues after the centre's appearance
and is going on here and now. The theme ofIsrael's leaving Egypt is that of maturation toward the centre, which
is the theme of the East-West encounter in present day Japan, and which was and still is the theme of the
development of modern Western culture in the last five hundred years. In biblical and theological language, this
has been expressed as the symbol of the transtemporal presence of the Christ in every period. ST, III, pp. 365366.
495 "These laws are not absolute, but they are consequences derived from the absolute principle of agape,
love united withjustice and experienced in innumerable encounters with concrete situations in human history."
(Morality and Beyond, pp. 44-45; cf. My Search for Absolutes, p. 110). Tillich concentrates on the moral law
in this discussion that we have taken from him but this also implies the ceremonial aspect of the law: The moral
law is an expression of ultimate concern; ultimate concern is necessarily cui tic, as it implies worship and
ceremony; these morals are themselves cultic, i.e. expressive of an ultimate concern; therefore this discussion
of the moral law also applies to the ceremonial law of the Old Testament. As we shall see below, Van Ruler
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In other words, the Old Testament is the inspired Word of God that expresses man's essential being and
is therefore tremendously important for a christianized culture, but it must not be understood and
applied formally and literally.
Van Ruler also emphasizes the importance of the Old Testament as the expression of man's essential
being. He writes: "The Old Testament is and remains the true Bible. In it God has made known himself
and the secret that he has with the world. All goodness and also all truth and beauty - the fully
redemptive knowledge of being - shines out before us in this book. It is the book of humanity.V'"
Certainly, the Old Testament revelation is essentially intertwined with concrete, historical and earthly
facts - the history of Israel. Therefore, any theory regarding the meaning and relevance of revelation
is wrong if it does not include the national particularism of Israel (A. Kuyper). This applies not only
to the Old Testament, but also to the New. The message of Jesus Christ is the message of the Messiah
of Israel. But if this revelation is so absolutely chained to the history of Israel, how does it have any
significance for us? There is a leap in tradition when salvation is 'handed over' from the Jews into the
hands of the Gentiles, and this can only take place "under the great presupposition that in the Spirit
there is an incidental repetition of Israel."?"
In the course of the apostolic word to the nations, the Spirit and the law call forth the 'spiritual Israel'
from out of the chaos of guilt. The cross is posited in the nation and in the nations, and this cannot occur
without the entire torah returning as the kerygma of the cross, as the maturing process. The Word is
directed at the nation, particularly

at the government,

and the nation becomes guilty. It must be

remembered that this is the work of the Spirit and therefore the concept 'spiritual Israel' refers to the
'whole of Israel' (Rom. 11:26). 'Spiritual Israel' is not a metaphor or simply a way of referring to the
church. It is an historical category. The 'spiritual Israel' is that which the Spirit does to Israel and makes
of it in the messianic, historical-eschatological

acts of God. Thus the 'spiritual Israel' includes not only

the church but also the christianized culture; not only the

C01PUS

Christi, but also the corpus

christianum, "want de momenten volk en overheid, welke voor Israel zoo karakteristiek zijn, zijn ook
in het geestelijke Israel ten volle aanwezig en constitutiet"?"
Paul clearly says that 'all Israel is saved' (Rom. 11:26). Thus we must not only think of'all people' but
also of'all things' in Israel. We must consider the entire national-symbolic structure of life as created
by revelation. There is a repetition of this structure in a christianized nation. These 'things' of the

makes this connection very clearly in Ius work. This cultic aspect of the law, which determines the moral and
the ceremonial, must be understood historically. Precisely this is the importance of the Old Testament, as we
have seen, that it is the barrier against falling into paganism. The biblical Israel of the Old Testament is the real
birth place of historical consciousness and gives the framework for an entirely historical interpretation for
history. Thus all nations are blessed through the election ofIsrael and "its history has meaning for all nations."
PE. p. 22.
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national-symbolic

structure of life, as created by revelation, are saved and return in the cultural-

symbolic structure of life that is created by christianization.t"
institutional moments return in Christian existence.

500

This means that many ceremonial

Of course Christian life is fundamentally

structured cultically, inasmuch as it stands in a circle around the great sacrificial work of God at
Calvary.?" But many other ceremonial aspects also return in a theonomy. Scripture, for instance,
returns. Scripture is one of the most important ceremonial, institutional moments in Christian existence
- a christianized nation without the Bible is as unimaginable

as Israel without the torah. The

sacraments, the church and the Sabbath (remembering the Sabbath day and keeping it holy - Deut. 5: 12
- is one of the ceremonial components of the Ten Commandments) returns in Christian existence. "Niets
is gelijk gebleven. Er is een geweldige schok doorheen gegaan, vanuit de aardbeving van de
offerhandeling Gods in de gave en het werk van den messias. Maar alles is wel - op goddelijke wijze identiek gebleven.T'"
With the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, which expresses in us the salvation gained for us by Christ, the
moral aspect of the law comes to the fore. This moral aspect, however, cannot be 'freed' from the Old
Testament revelation nor from the cross of Christ. The 'good works' mentioned in the New Testament
are taken directly or implicitly, sometimes in a radicalized way from the mosaic law. The' good works'
were prepared by God beforehand (that is, revealed in his torah), that we may walk in them (Eph.
2: 10).503 These 'good works' must also be understood in the light of the cross. "Het christelijke ethos
van de naastenliefde en de gerechtigheid vloeit voort uit den cultus van het offer van Jezus Christus.T"
Many other elements from the Old Testament also return in a theocracy. The promise returns - we still
have salvation in the modality of promise in the New Testament. The apostolic Word places the 'new'
nations in the same position as Israel: called out from the nations of the earth and made to a blessing
for all people. The flesh, time, man and the cosmos all return in Christian existence. The civil use of
the law also returns and one of the most important tasks of the apostolate is the proclamation of the law
to the government.

505

The entire torah returns, but in a divine manner. However, this repetition cannot be understood in a
literal and rational manner. In his historical-pneumatic action, God himself implements this repetition.
That is to say, the continuity between Israel and a christianized nation is to be understood in terms of

499 This cultural-symbolic
structure of life that is created by revelation is a theonomy in which culture
transcends itself, that is, a culture that is Spirit-directed and communicates the experience of holiness, of
something ultimate in being and meaning (fragmentarily) in all of its creations. ST, III, pp. 249-251.
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501 CCOT, p. 89; RP, p. 282. Certainly, there is a difference between the preparation for the Messiah
and his reception but these two aspects can never be separated.
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the reality of history and in the manner and power of the Holy Spirit.f"
the Spirit consists in his realization
in culture and in history

oftheonomy

The fulfilment

of the law by

- in the heart and in life, in the church and in the state,

- not as the eschatological

reality itself, but as shadows or symbols

of the

coming kingdom, as a symbolic figurative expression

of salvation. This symbolic- figurative expression

of salvation

as the national-symbolic

is described to us in the Old Testament

by revelation.

However,

created by revelation
national community

structure of life created

Van Ruler prefers to speak of the cultural-symbolical

as this emphasises

structure

of life as

the fact that the Spirit does not limit himself to one specific

but in the course of time (and in the course of the Apostolic Word to 'new' nations)

moves into new cultures and sets up shadows of the future kingdom.i"

There is a repetition ofIsrael
rational repetition,

in a theocratic

nation. We have already indicated that this is not a literal-

that no law is absolute. But now we must take a closer look at the incidentalness of

this repetition of the cultural-symbolic

structure of life created by revelation,

and represented

in the Old

Testament.

Tillich and Van Ruler express the difference between the Israel of the Old Testament

a theocratic

repetition

of Israel in terms of prophecy.

Van Ruler writes that the national-symbolic
expressed

and

structure

of life created

in Israel by revelation

and

in the Bible is as much Mosaic as it is prophetic.r" "God m6et - om zoo te zeggen -, als hij

zijn wet in handen van den mensch gegeven heeft, deze onder zijn kritiek stellen ... Deze kritische to on

VW, p. 528. "Wij zullen ons daarom hebben te onthouden van de bekrompenheid en de
krampachtigheid van de sekte, welke aileen dan continuiteit weet te speuren, wanneer de hele thora letterlijk,
in al haar rationele vormen, terugkeert." ThW, I, p. 143.
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DG, p. 122; VW, p. 532; G. Hodnett, op. cit., p. 149. The shadow character of the law (Col. 2: 17;
Heb. 8:5; 10: I) is often misunderstood as a depreciation of the law, as if the law only exists to lead a person to
Christ and has been abolished, in principle, for the believer by Christ. However, when we read these passages
in scripture that refer to this shadow character ofthe law, we see that the shadows are shadows of the future
things (i.e. the eschatological kingdom of God). This means that there is a direct relationship between the law
and the kingdom of Glory and therefore the shadow character of the law must be understood from the
perspective of the future of God. From the light of the future of God (the eschatological kingdom) a shadow is
cast on the Old Testament by Christ. In Christ the kingdom of God is bodily present (Christ as the autobasiliai
and it is the shadow of this bodily presence of the kingdom that falls on the Old Testament. It is important to
note that there is a clear distinction between Christ and the' future things' in this image, because this excludes
the idea that the gift of the law is only a shadow that must disappear when the reality, the gift of the Messiah,
has come in its place. Christ's fulfilment of the law does not mean that the reality has come in the place of the
shadows - that only occurs in the consummation. By the fulfilment body has been given to the shadows.
Through this they receive substance and corporeality - they are made effective. In Christ all the promises of God
are yea and amen. Christ himself, in his person and work, is the truth of the law, the body, the substance and
content of the law. The shadow of what God is doing in Christ, that is, setting up his kingdom in the flesh, is
already to be seen in the Old Testament. There is no qualitative difference between what He did in the Old
Testament with His law and what He is doing with it in Christ - only a difference in degree. In the Old
Testament God was also concemed with the setting up of the righteousness of his law in the flesh. However,
this was accomplished once and for all (for all time and for all people) in Christ. The salvation we receive in
Christ is a shadow of the coming glory, and thus the Spirit sets up shadows of the future kingdom in a
theomonic situation,just as he did in ancient Israel. VW, pp. 287-291; ThW, I, p. 141; G. Hodnett, op. Cit., pp.
135-137.
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[behoort] tot de openbaring als zoodanig.Y"
God himself gives his law, but he also criticizes man's use of his law. When one attempts to isolate the
law from God, God prophetically criticizes this use of the law. Also, as the times and circumstances
change, God himself abolishes parts and adds to his law. In all ofthis the concern is a "doorstooten door
de wet tot op den wetgever.'?"
In order to get a thorough understanding of this idea we will look at Tillich's concept of the Protestant
principle.

51

I "The Protestant principle is a restatement of the prophetic principle as an attack against a

self-absolutizing and, consequently, demonically distorted church."sI2 It is an expression of the fact that,
in relation to God, God alone can act and that no human claim, especially no religious claim, no
intellectual or moral or devotional work can reunite us with him. It is an expression of the conquest of
religion by the Spirit and consequently an expression of the victory over the ambiguities of religion,
its profanization, and its demonization.l"
It is the essential principle of Protestantism. It is the critical and dynamic source of all Protestant
realizations, but it is not identical with any of them. It cannot be defined by a definition. It is not
exhausted by any historical religion; it is not identical with the structure of the Reformation or of early
Christianity or even a religious form at all. It transcends them as it transcends any cultural form. On the
other hand, it can appear in all of them; it is a living, moving, restless power in them; and this is what
is supposed to be in a special way in historical Protestantism. The Protestant principle, in name derived
from the protest of the 'Protestants' against decisions of the Catholic majority, contains the divine and
human protest against any absolute claim made for a relative reality, even if it is a claim made by a
Protestant church. "The Protestant principle is the judge of every religious and cultural reality, including
the religion and culture which calls itself 'Protestant"?"
Tillich notes that the Protestant principle is not to be confused with the' Absolute' of German idealism
or with the 'Being' of ancient and recent philosophy.T'It

is not the highest ontological concept derived

from an analysis of the whole of being; it is the theological expression of the true relation between the
unconditional and the conditioned, i.e., between God and creation. As such, it is concerned with faith,
that is, the state of mind in which we are grasped by the power of something unconditional which
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511 It is interesting to note that while Van Ruler emphasises the idea of repetition ofIsrael,
and the
similarity between the Old Testament situation and a modern theocracy, Tillich emphasises the difference and
the importance of change. Nevertheless, I consider these to be simply different emphases and I believe there
is no contradiction between what they are saying. Rather, there is a complementarity that can only enhance our
understanding of the work of both theologians.
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which we discussed in chapter one and distinguished

manifests itself to us as the ground and judge of our existence.?" Or as Van Ruler says: "de kritiseering
van de door God gegeven wet komt voort uit een opnieuw intreden van den levenden God in de
werkelijkheid der cxistcntie.'?"

Thus the power grasping us in the state of faith is not a being beside

others, not even the highest being; it is not an object among objects, not even the greatest object; but
it is a quality of pointing beyond ourselves and their finite existence to the infinite, inexhaustible, and
unapproachable depth of their being and meaning. "The Protestant principle is the expression of this
relationship. It is the guardian against the attempts of the finite and conditioned to usurp the place of
the unconditional

in thinking and acting. It is the prophetic judgement

against religious pride,

ecclesiastical arrogance and secular self-sufficiency and their destructive consequences.v'"

In other

words, only God is absolute, no law can be absolute, but everything can be translucent to God. The law
as expressed in the Old Testament is very important, but it is not absolute. We must never become
slaves to the law. We must always break through the law to the Will of God, to the dictates of love, in
every particular situation. Thus Tillich writes: "The Spirit is the Spirit of newness. It breaks the prison
of any absolute moral law, even when vested with the authority of a sacred tradition. Love can reject
as well as utilize every moral tradition, and it always scrutinizes the validity of a moral convention.v'"
Van Ruler refers to this as the "historisch bepaalde en het - daannee gepaard gaande - beweeglijke
karakter van de wet.,,520God's will changes with the specific situation. God's love includes the
meaningfulness of the particular, and the particular can only be understood on the basis of the universal
love of God.52J There is no abstract absolute truth; there is simply the God who acts, speaks, and is
experienced in constantly new and diverse ways.522
The point is that there is a repetition of Israel in a theocracy, but this does not mean that anything
returns in a literal or rational manner. Everything stands under the symbol of the cross of Christ, of the
Protestant principle, of the prophetic presence of God, and therefore the repetition of Israel in a
theocracy is incidental and must be understood in historical-pneumatic

terms.

In all of this, theocratic movements within the church must try "to apply the religious principles of the
prophetic interpretation of history to the concrete understanding of the present situation in communal
and political terrns, keeping itself, however, within the framework of biblical thought.,,523In a similar
vein, Van Ruler writes:
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verschijnsel, maar als een grondquaestie in de openbaring Gods aan den mensch qua talis." VW, p. 345.
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"Men kan de theocratie ook opvatten als alomvattend levensbesef en daarbij denken aan een
geheel eigen Seinsverstandnis, dat als bijbelsch-christelijk
van aIle philosophisch-heidensche

Seinsverstandnis onderscheiden is

Seinsverstandnis en doorgaat tot de laatste en de diepste

wortels der existentie, z66 dat er geen enkel begrip overblijft, dat niet door de bijbelsche leer
wordt aangetast.

,,524

No program for theonomy can be derived directly from the Bible. But the Bible provides the
Seinsverstiindnis for all theocratic thought. And in time and space we get no further than this partial
union of kingdom and culture, that is expressed in a theonomy.
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CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION

Paul Tillich and Arnold van Ruler

The aim of this dissertation was to highlight some of the most important aspects relevant to the
perennial theme of Christian theology, namely, the dynamic presence of God's revelation (i.e. of
salvation) in the reality of existence and human history. To this end the major works of Paul Tillich and
Arnold van Ruler were consulted and examined in considerable depth. Of course, some helpful ideas
of other thinkers of the past and present were by no means ignored. But in the opinion of the writer of
this dissertation the two chosen scholars were like light-beacons in twentieth century theological
investigation of the theme under discussion.
The viewpoint is also put forward and substantiated that there is a remarkable similarity between the
fundamental convictions ofTillich and Van Ruler, indeed, to such an extent that a synthesis between
their 'theologies'
'philosophical'

can even be attempted. It would tum out to be a synthesis between a modem
theology and an equally modem but markedly conservative Calvinistic theocratic

theology.'
Throughout this dissertation we have seen that there is a very distinct formal difference between the
theology of Tillich and that of Van Ruler. Tillich expresses himself in a very philosophical manner
while Van Ruler prefers to use the more traditional theological manner of expression.
I believe that this formal difference has been immensely helpful in clarifying the essential truth of the
relationship between creation and salvation. In this dissertation we have expressed the same idea from
two different points of view, that ofTilIich and that of Van Ruler. This has forced us to understand the
same truth from two very different perspectives, and therefore has allowed us to grasp the truth at a
deeper level.
We have certainly discovered a surprising amount of material similarity - even identity. Both Tillich
and Van Ruler were deeply influenced by the theological tradition of the church, and had no desire to
depart from the essentials of this tradition. Both of them rejected Barth's christomonism and implicit
depreciation of creation and history. It is quite possible that their rejection of the very careful and
logical christomonism of Barth helped them develop their own careful and logical systems, where
creation, eschatology and pneumatology are clearly seen in their distinction to christology.
Be this as it may, we have seen a great amount of material identity in the specific doctrines of these two
theologians:

1)

In the doctrine of God the idea of the tri-unity of God is given pride of place; He is understood
as the Ground of Being and as such has absolute priority and sovereignty over all creation -

I 'Modem'
is meant in the sense of being totally world affirming, and not as the opposite of 'post-modem.'
B. Engelbrecht, A.A. van Ruler, Modeme Teokraat, N.G. Tydskrif, Part 12, No.3, 1971, pp. 188-211.
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everything ultimately depends on His eternal decrees.

2)

In the doctrine of creation, the purpose of creation is understood to be creation itself, and not
salvation.

3)

In eschatology where salvation falls away as a separate reality and there is only the triune God

and the naked existence of creation.
4)

In christo logy where Christ is understood in terms of substitution. In pneumatology where the
Spirit is distinguished from Christ.

5)

In soteriology, where salvation is understood to be paradoxically present, and which realises
itself in terms of the eschatological kingdom of God.

6)

In their insistence on the importance of the Old Testament and their valuation of the church (and

all salvation) as an 'emergency measure.'
Thus, in spite of all the differences in style and emphasis, it seems to me that there is not a single
significant difference between the theology of Van Ruler and that of Tillich.

Ontology and Soteriology - A Retrospect

In chapter one we discussed the ontological background for understanding reality as a whole. The
deepest background is to be found in the doctrine of the trinity. God is being-itself and this is to be
understood dialectically: God is the power of being (Father), the structure of being (Son) and the union
of power and structure (Spirit). The doctrine of the Trinity is not logical nonsense (3 = I), it is the
application of the dialectics of life, in symbolic terms, to the mystery of God. It provides the answer
to the unity of the ultimate and the concrete and thus avoids tritheism and modalism. There is a unity
in the manifoldness of divine self-manifestations. Trinitarian monotheism is concrete monotheism, the
affirmation of the living God. The important point is that there is no absolute unity or absolute diversity.
There is unity in diversity. This means that the three outgoing works of God, creation, redemption and
sanctification must be seen in their distinction and in their unity. This is the most basic background that
applies to all reality.
The doctrine of predestination, or the eternal decree points to the sovereignty of God. The trinitarian
being of God precedes everything. God makes his eternal decrees on the basis of his trinitarian fulness
of being, his goodness and his wisdom. This basically refers to the relationship between God and his
outgoing works. Creation and salvation are not the necessary unfolding of the trinitarian life of God.
All things find their ground in his omnipotence and are therefore determined by his will and not by
necessity. All things are not only dependent on God for their being (trinitarian background), they are
also dependent on him for their purpose and ful filment. God has given everything an essence, a purpose,
a telos, an eschaton. God rules all things, not just because they were created in his image, but because
he has given them a purpose. This purpose is not to be understood in the manner of the entelechy. God
is the omniactive God, present in every situation, guiding it to fulfilment. The created reality (creatura)
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cannot be understood in separation from God. The doctrine of eschatology refers to the content of the
doctrine of predestination, to the telos that is given in the eternal decree. This telos is to be understood
in terms of the social ideal, where true justice dwells. The social ideal includes all realms of life.
Nothing is excluded. It is the expression of the image of God. Everything is directed at this social ideal.
This is the broadest basis for understanding creation and for understanding the place of salvation within
the theological system. Every act of God must be seen from this eschatological perspective. This
eschatological perspective provides the framework for understanding the meaning of creation, the
meaning of redemption, and the relationship between creation and salvation. The purpose of creation
is the actualization of this eschatological social ideal. Because of sin, mankind became (morally not
ontologically) separated from God. Salvation is the answer to this separation and exists for the sake of
the eschatological social ideal. In time and space, creation and salvation combine to form a fragmentary
and ambiguous actualization of the social ideal.
In terms of eschatology, we saw that God is the living God who enters history with this revelation and
salvation. This revelation is not information about supernatural things. It is the overcoming of demonic
forces and it directs history according to time, according to the eschatological

expectation. This

revelation creates history. History is a predicate of the Spirit and is to be understood on the basis ofthe
revelatory acts of God. This allows us to see that creation does not have its own ontological essence,
but stands in the controlling power of the eschatological will of God. Thus we need a philosophy of
history, we need protology and eschatology in order to understand history.
The soteriological transcendence of the kingdom implies an apostolic understanding of history. The
Word must be preached, and this leads to an expression ofthe kingdom in existence - negatively as the
knowledge of guilt and positively as the expression of the eschatological will of God. This positive
aspect, or sanctification, is to be understood in the biblical, reformed sense as the (proper) actualization
of the potential of creation, and not purely as the thankfulness for grace.
The eschaton cannot be separated from history. It is soteriologically transcendent and as such it creates
history as a battlefield between the divine and the demonic, where God rules in the midst of his
enemies. The eschaton not only creates history, it is also made up of all the ingredients in history. There
is a full reciprocity between history and the eschatological kingdom. As the consummation of history,
the eschaton is the proton plus history. Nothing is lost, even the negative plays a positive role: it
becomes a 'footstool for the feet of God,' that is, it also helps display His glory as that which He has
overcome. But this is not a simple return of all things. Everything goes through the final judgement and
one's standing in eternal life depends on what one has made of one's life in history. This is best
represented by the doctrine of resurrection.
This speculative framework provides the basis on which to understand all reality and all the acts of
God. It forms the basis of the theological system and answers the basic questions of life. It must be
emphasized that this framework is based on revelation and is necessary if one wants to avoid
Gnosticism and if one wants to be thorough in one's thought.
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In chapter two we discussed the relation of creation and salvation in terms of christology. Sin and
salvation are contained in the will of God. This is to be understood in terms of the infralapsarian
position, which carefully respects the difference between the ontological or trinitarian manner of
speaking and the christological or soteriological manner of speaking. Ontology and soteriology must
not be confused with each other. Ontology logically and ontologically precedes soteriology. The being
of God precedes the will of God, and (this) is reflected in God's will. The purpose of creation is creation
itself, or in other words, the eschatological will of God. Soteriology is to be understood within this
context. Thus we cannot attribute the mediatorship of creation to the Logos incarnatus, but to the Logos
asarkos. This means that creation is good in itself, and it provides the possibility for the incarnation of
the Logos in Jesus as the Christ. He was not strange to his creation, therefore, he can manifest himself
in it, in order to save it. The Logos has an eternal relation to his self-manifestation in Christ, as the
Logos has an eternal relation to all potentialities of being, but one cannot attribute to the eternal Logos
in himself the face of Jesus of Nazareth.

God is not conditioned by the categories of finitude, and

salvation is grace - it is not an expression of the absolutely necessary being of God.
This priority of creation over salvation, which allows us to understand the possibility of salvation, also
means that sin (and salvation) are secondary realities. Creation is good in itself. Sin is experienced as
guilt, as something for which one is responsible. It is not a fate imposed on us, it is not ontologically
necessary. Finitude, corporeality and temporality are a part of creation and are not caused by sin and
therefore we do not have to be saved from them. We are not saved from being, from our createdness,
but from sin. This means that we can be saved in our corporeality. The world is redeemable.
Jesus as the Christ is the answer to this problem of sin and guilt. That is, christology is a function of
soteriology, it is a reaction to sin and is functional, not ontological, it is existential, not essential. This
means that Christ's person is to be understood in terms of his work, and not as a datum of creation. In
terms of the two natures of Christ this means that his human nature is our human nature and that his
divine nature is the Logos itself. Jesus as the Christ never had a separate hypostasis, a separate 'I.' In
this sense he is absolutely different to humanity as a whole. Therefore, no anthropology can be built
on cluistology.
The work of Christ is to be understood in terms of Anselm's doctrine of substitution. Christ died in our
place, so that we can be forgiven and live according to God's eschatological will. All forms of
transubstantiation are to be rejected.
From the point of view of eschatology we must say that sin and salvation are incorporated into the
kingdom as the 'plus' that distinguishes the eschaton from the proton. Then there will only be God and
the naked existence of redeemed creation before the sight of God. Salvation will be so completely
integrated into creation that salvation, as a separate and particular reality, will cease to exist. Salvation
will no longer mediate between creation and God. The flesh of Christ will be undone. Or, in other
words, then we will see, that Christ never had a separate hypostasis, but that he is God himself. Thus,
there will only be God and the kingdom of God.
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In chapter three we discussed the relation between creation and redemption in terms of pneumatology.
The Spirit is the third person of the trinity. He is the principle of consummation, of immanence in God.
The Spirit is the consummating immanence of God in His creation. This consummating immanence is
to be distinguished from the outpoured Holy Spirit, which is a reaction to sin. It is the same Spirit, but
the work is different.
The fall caused an ethical dualism between God and man. This meant that the Spirit had to take on the
work of salvation. The outpoured Holy Spirit is to be understood from Christ. He leads us to him and
expresses the salvation gained through him, in us. As the Spirit of Christ, all manifestations of the Spirit
(in revelation and salvation) stand under the criterion of Christ. There is therefore a very close
relationship between the Spirit and Christ. But there are also very important differences between them.
The most important being the fact that Christ assumed our human flesh while the Spirit adopts already
existing sinful individuals. Pneumatologically we are not replaced but rather taken into a relationship
with God. This is to be understood in terms of the struggle of the Spirit with the flesh. Therefore there
is no perfectionism in pneumatology. But even in his relationship with Christ, the work of the Spirit
is to be understood eschatologically. The work of the Spirit is to express the eschatological will of God
in us. In order to do this, the relationship with Christ is absolutely essential. The Spirit leads us to Christ
so that he can express the eschatological will of God in us. Thus pneumatology holds christology and
eschatology together. The salvation we have in Christ is expressed pneumatologically
according to the eschatological

in existence

intentions of God. Or, the eschatological intentions of God are

expressed pneumatologically on the basis of the work of Christ.
The order set up by the Spirit is not the eschatological kingdom itself. It is the paradoxical presence of
salvation (simul justus, simul peccator). This is an anticipatory presence of the eschaton and has a
conservative character - in the paradox salvation and creation are preserved for each other.
The paradoxical presence of salvation gains expression in the struggle ofthe Spirit with the flesh. There
is an ambiguous and fragmentary realization of salvation in creation. There is never a complete union
of salvation and creation in time. The Spirit is present in a kerygmatic manner. He is present as the
proclamation of the Word of revelation, and is not something that can be empirically known.
The Spirit goes into creation via the proclamation of the gospel. This presence of the Spirit is to be
understood as a miracle, because it is the state of being grasped by ultimate concern, being opened by
the Spirit to the presence of the New Being. This is an act of God, a miracle, something that we could
not produce in our captivity to sin. This is the Protestant principle (Tillich), that in relation to God
everything is done by God.
The entire work of the poured out Holy Spirit is a provisional work. It is determined by the struggle
with sin and guilt. The paradoxical character ofthe presence of the Spirit is not done away with in this
life. But there is no sin and no struggle in the eschaton. Therefore there is a modal difference between
the work of the Spirit in time and the presence of the Spirit in the eschatological kingdom. Now there
is the rule of grace and mercy iregnum gratiae), then there is the rule of majesty and glory (regnum
gloriae). Now the kingdom is present in the Spirit as promise and expectation. Then it will simply be
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present - there will be no promise or expectation or struggle with the flesh. Thus there are not two
different kingdoms, but only a difference in modality of the one kingdom: promise and revelation.
This difference in modality is described as: the undoing of the outpouring of the Holy Spirit.
A 'pneumatological intermezzo' is the counterpart of the messianic intermezzo. They both express the
qualitative difference between the salvation that we experience in the present and the revelation ofthis
salvation in the eschaton - when salvation has completely gone up into creation, and there is only the
triune God and the naked existence of creation.

These three chapters provided the more or less abstract background for understanding the concrete
expression of salvation in creation.

In chapter four we looked at the relationship between creation and salvation as this is expressed in the
duality of church and state. We begin with a consideration of culture.
Culture can be defined as man's activity with creation - that which is created by man's encounter with
reality. Culture can never be absolutely severed from the kingdom of God. There is an original or
protological unity between culture and the kingdom. There is also an eschatological unity between the
activity of mankind, and the kingdom. All mankind's activity should be determined by God's will. But
the fall into sin disrupted this unity. Because of sin there is religion (in the narrow sense of myth and
cult) in separation from morality and culture, and conversely morality and culture are cut off from their
religious basis. In time there is a separation of religion and culture, but the eschatological aim is union
of these two realities. Therefore all salvation, revelation, and religion (in the narrow sense) is to be
understood in terms of this eschatological aim. Salvation is essentially the expiation of guilt, and this
salvation is aimed at culture itself. We are not saved from culture. Certainly there is much that is evil
about culture. But this evil is not to be identified with the materiality of culture - creation itself is good
and this includes the finitude and freedom found in culture, because this is how creation is essentially
structured. Nor is this evil to be identified with the subject-object split of human consciousness. This
split needs to be transcended so that we can see all things in the light of God's will. But this split must
also be preserved in the transcending of it. Difference cannot simply be reduced to identity.
It must also be remembered that sin is not an absolutely strange reality. It is included in God's eternal
decree and is surrounded and enclosed by His love.
Thus culture is sinful and contains much evil, but it cannot be dualistically separated from God, who
is active even in pagan culture. Nevertheless, there is the need for christianization. This is, above all,
judgement passed on culture. But this is not to be understood as a simple and absolute rejection of
culture. When culture becomes aware of its guilt, it is a knowing-with God and therefore an element
in sanctification. There is not only the proclamation of the Word, there is also an expression of God's
kingdom around this proclamation.
Although culture cannot be separated from the kingdom, it certainly cannot be identified with it. There
is no ontological dualism, but there is a duality of culture (creation) and salvation. This duality finds
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expression in the duality of church and state.
The state is not simply identical with culture, but it is the kernel of culture. The state is the institution
that organizes the life of the nation. This does not imply a comprehensive sovereignty over all life, but
only the fact that all questions concerning culture and community inevitably lead to questions about the
state, which occupies the final and central positions in these matters.
The state is the political core of history and structures the historical and cultural life of the community
according to the justice that it posits. This justice is ultimately to be understood on the basis of a love
that reunites the separated. And this love is to be understood on the basis of the creative power of God.
The power of the state ultimately comes from God and finds expression in the vocational consciousness
of the state. This vocational consciousness determines how the state structures the community and
therefore the state can never be neutral with regard to the kingdom of God. Insofar as the state reunites
and orders life, it is serving God. This also applies to a pagan state.
Thus the state performs God's saving work on earth. However, it is separated from God and inevitably
deifies itself. It needs the church to tell it the Word of God and call it back to its proper function.
The church is the bearer of salvation and the representative of the kingdom in history. The church is
based on special revelation. It is the body of Christ and exists in reaction to sin. As the body of Christ
it contains the criterion of all salvation, as well as the power in which all sin is conquered in principle.
This does not mean that there is a simple identity between church and kingdom. The relationship is
paradoxical, it is a creation of the outpoured Holy Spirit. It is holy, united and universal in spite of its
empirical state.
As the body of Christ, the church is a functional reality. It is used by God. It finds its essence in
mission. Just as christology is a function of soteriology, so is the church a function of soteriology. The
church is its function of representing the kingdom. The ontological essence of the church is its function.
Christ, the church, the outpoured Holy Spirit, and all special revelation, only exist because of sin and
have a functional essence (not a separate ontological essence). There needs to be a special realm of
religion because creation has become separated from God. But in the end God will be 'all in all.' There
will be no separation from God. There will be no 'functions' separate from ontology - there will only
be ontology which has become completely united with soteriology. To say the function of the church
falls away is to say that the church falls away. This 'church intermezzo' is of course the counterpart to
the christological and pneumatological intermezzos
This description of the eschatological kingdom and the idea of an intermezzo, is not so important in
itself. It is important because it helps us to understand the significance of the church, culture and the
state in the present. It provides the framework for understanding and actualizing salvation in the
present.

In chapter five we looked at the (partial) union of salvation and creation in the present. We did this in
terms of the individual, theory and the state.
The kingdom of God is a social, communal reality but the individual is also important. The purpose of
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creation with regard to the individual is the actualization of the true humanity of the individual - the
humanitas. But mankind has become separated from its true humanity because of sin. Therefore the
christianitas is needed. But there is a difference between the humanitas and the very particular
christianitas - the servant form of Christ. The christianitas seems to demand something very different
to the humanitas. However, there is a point of identity because just as the true humanity only exists in
doing the will of God, so the christianitas is also a knowing with God and walking in his council. And
just as the christianitas demands certain sacrifices, so the humanitas also demands the sacrifice of
certain potentialities in order to actualize other possibilities. Thus we can say that the servant form of
Christ is included in the true humanity, i.e. it is not completely alien to the humanitas. But these two
realities can never be identified. The christianitas is not the purpose of the individual, but rather the
necessary precondition for the actualization of true humanity. Nevertheless, this true humanity remains
an eschatological concept. It is paradoxically present in time. But this paradoxical presence does
produce 'a small beginning' ofthe (ambiguous and fragmentary) sanctification of the Christian. There
is a partial union of salvation and creation in the individual.

The individual is very important but only exists within the context of community and culture i.e. within
the context of the state. This context was discussed in terms of truth and justice.
The state needs an overarching vision of truth. A single proposition that claims to be true is bound to
the whole of truth and can only be understood within a system of truth or philosophy of history.
Furthermore, all action is dependant on the choices that one makes in regard to truth.
The state necessarily has this vocational consciousness or overarching vision of the truth of reality and
is therefore necessarily related to the kingdom of God. But this vision of the state needs to be directed
by the biblical Seinsverstandnis, in which God, humanity, and the world are understood in the way that
it is set out in biblical religion. Thus, we arrive at the reformed idea of 'the state with the Bible.'
The state with the Bible is not a state that structures life according to a specific model taken from the
Bible. It is a state where the church exists and the Word is proclaimed, and the state, by virtue of its
essential relationship with God, can understand

this proclamation.

This proclamation

is to be

understood predominantly as criticism of the state.
The church is necessary as it proclaims the biblical truth. But the state with the Bible is not a state that
dances to the tune piped by the church. The Bible is not an obscure book that needs to be interpreted
by a priestly hierarchy. The state can read (and hear) the Word of the Bible and make its own
judgements. Certainly, the work of the Spirit is required, but this is no different with the state than it
is with fallen humanity in general.

The state is also essentially related to the kingdom in terms of justice. Justice is not to be understood
as proportional justice, but as creative justice - the justice that accepts and forgives in order to reunite.
The state essentially performs this function of reunion and ultimately its power is rooted in the power
of God. The state is essentially the servant of God, doing God's work on earth. But without the message
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of the church, it inevitably deifies itself, or something within itself. When the Word is proclaimed in
a state we have theocracy (Van Ruler) or theonomy (Tillich). These two terms are used synonymously,
and refer to the same reality.
Theocracy is based on the proclamation of salvation and is therefore a kerymatic and paradoxical
reality. It is not an ideal that we must try and live up to. It is not an ethical system imposed on life. It
is a new state of being.
This paradoxical presence of the New Being is not ineffective - it actualizes itself in the battle of the
Spirit with the flesh. Certainly, the demonic forces are not destroyed, but they cannot be victorious over
the salvation that was manifested in Jesus as the Christ. There is therefore a provisional and fragmentary
realization of the kingdom of God in a theocracy. This realization has a conservative character because
it stands in opposition to the predominance of the demonic. This does not mean that there is progress
to a 'perfect' theonomy, but only that there is a revelation of the godlessness of society. This is a basic
part of the process of salvation and sets up an order in the midst of the chaos of sin. Therefore theocracy
is also a relative concept. It simply refers to the theocratic quality of the situation.
Theocracy is also incidental because it depends on specific acts ofrevelation from God. It is completely
dependant on God and is therefore also a miracle. The miracle of a new theocratic situation. This means
that activism (in the sense of idealism, in terms of trying to create the new situation of revelation) and
quietism (in terms of rejecting the possibility or reality of a new situation) is to be rejected. There is no
alternative, one simply lives and acts on the basis of the theocratic quality of the situation.
Theonomy is a spiritual reality. It is determined by faith and love, and is therefore essentially concealed.
As a matter of faith, it is only open to the 'eyes' offaith. This does not mean that it is concealed in the
hearts of believers. All reality is effected by the presence of the Spirit. There are visible changes in the
structure of the nation, only, the Spiritual Presence and salvation are not empirically verifiable.
Thus far we have looked at the formal nature of the justice apparent in a theonomous state. The material
nature of this justice is to be understood on the basis of the love of God, as demonstrated in Jesus as
the Christ and actualized in the Old Testament. True justice is identical to the law of God. This law or
torah, as expressed in the Old Testament, is not a formal demand but the concrete presence of love.
Love takes full cognizance of the concrete situation and therefore there is no absolute formal law. But
the Old Testament provides the basis for understanding the character of the law as love.
As the document of God's struggle with the religious nationalism ofIsrael, the Old Testament provides
the paradigm for a christianized nation. In this sense a christianized state is an incidental repetition mutatis mutandis - of the nation of Israel.
The fact that there is a repetition ofIsrael in a theocracy does not mean that anything returns in a literal
or rational manner. Everything stands under the symbol of the cross of Christ and therefore the return
must be understood in historical-pneumatic terms. Nevertheless, much returns, the ceremonial structure
of life, the promise of the kingdom, the law, etc. The cultural-symbolic structure of life created by
revelation is an incidental repetition of the national-symbolic

structure of the life ofIsrael.

The Old Testament history ofIsrael may be characterized as the history of the fall, and theocracy goes
341

no further than Israel did. But Christ is present at the very depths of the fall and the Spirit relates all
things to the kingdom. Creation and salvation never become a complete unity in time and space, but
there is 'a small beginning' of the realization of salvation in creation.
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